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Institute of

America

THE PAINTINGS OF THE GROTTA CAMPANA

THE earliest mythological representation in Etruria is to be

found, according to Petersen, in one of the four archaic paint-

ings which decorate the Etruscan chamber-tomb near Veii

known as the Grotta Campana.
1 The fresco in question

(Fig. 1) depicts a rider with two attendants on foot, one of

whom walks beside the horse, holding the animal's rein, while

the other is in advance of the party, with a double axe on his

shoulder ; on the croup of the horse behind the rider sits a

leopard or panther, and under the horse is a dog.
2 Petersen

maintains that this represents a well-known subject, the return

of Hephaestus to Olympus under the escort of Dionysus. This

theory, which, as far as I can learn, has not been discussed in

print, seems to me untenable, and I should like to present the

case against it and in favor of another interpretation of the

picture.

What is there in the Veian painting to suggest the return of

Hephaestus ? Little but a slight general similitude resting on

the fact that it portrays a rider under escort. The only argu-

ment that can be brought for the identification of the rider

with Hephaestus is the presence of a double axe in the picture,

and the panther is the only conceivable indication of the Diony-
siac rout. Though the double axe is frequently an attribute

of Hephaestus, it is not confined to him,3 and here, moreover,

we find it in the hands, not of the supposed Hephaestus, but of

an attendant. Nor is the appearance of the panther in archaic

art restricted to Dionysiac scenes ; it occurs also in association

1 Uberdie dlteste etruskische Wandmalerei, Rom. Mitt. 1902, pp. 149 ff.

2
Micali, Monum. ined. I, LVI1I

; Canina, Veii, XXXI
; Dennis, Etruria,

p. 34
; Martha, I? art etrusque, p. 422. In the photograph by R. Moscioni

(4560) little is distinguishable.
3 See below, p. 7, note 1.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the i

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 1.



2 A. M. HARMON

with other deities and even with ordinary mortals. 1 In fact,

our picture, which cannot be later than the beginning of the

sixth century,
2 and in its original conception is probably still

earlier, is much older than any known representation of the

panther in connection with Dionysus,
3 and also older than any

FIGURE 1. PAINTING IN THE GROTTA CAMPANA (Martha, V Art Etrusque,

p. 422).

known representation of the return of Hephaestus.
4 Conse-

quently other proof is needed before we can admit that either

Dionysus or Hephaestus is present, and there is none to show.

Nothing in the limning of any member of the party suggests
in the least that he is a god and not a mortal. The only note-

worthy feature of the rider is his smallness of stature, which

Petersen seeks to parallel among the illustrations of the Heph-
aestus myth. But this proves nothing at all, for such dispro-

1 Panther and Athena, Gerhard, AuserL Vasenb. pi. 141, 2
;
with Nereids,

ibid. pi. 113. For the panther in genre scenes see below.
2 The earliest interment in the Grotta Campana seems to have been about

contemporary with the graves surrounding the Regulini-Galassi tomb
;

it would

date, therefore, approximately 600 B.C., since according to Pinza the Regulini-
Galassi tomb dates about 625 (Rom. Mitt. 1907, pp. 35 ff.). The preparation of

the paintings is not likely to have been much prior to the first interment.
3 The panther first begins to be associated with Dionysus on the Cyrenaic

vases (Keller, Thiere, p. 150) ;
it does not become his constant companion

until the fifth century (Reinach, Mon. Piot, IV, p. 110).
4
Petersen, I.e. p. 152.
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portion between horse and rider is frequent in archaic art. 1

The two attendants are certainly not satyrs ; are they Dionysus
and Hermes ? There is nothing to indicate it, or even to dis-

tinguish one from the other. On the contrary, in all these figures

the artist has done his best to show that he is painting men and

not gods, for he has represented them beardless and naked. 2

To extenuate the scantiness of this evidence it helps but

little to cite instances in which a rendition of the myth lacks

this or that detail, for none can be adduced that lacks so many
of the usual features and has so few. Nor does Petersen

further his case by the assertion that the Etruscan painter who

copied this scene from a Greek original is responsible for ex-

tensive alterations. 3 This assumption comes perilously near

to begging the question, since the alterations which it postu-
lates are so thoroughgoing as to deprive the picture of all cer-

tain means of identification ; and it is purely gratuitous, for

neither in this fresco nor in any of its companions is there any-

thing to indicate such procedure. On the contrary, what evi-

dence there is appears to show that the copyist follo.wed a very
different method ; he erred through over faithfulness rather

than the reverse. 4

Clearly the theory that our picture represents the return of

Hephaestus rests on a very insecure basis. In my opinion
there is much more reason to believe that we are dealing with

ordinary mortals, and that the subject is nothing but a hunting
scene. To such an explanation there can be only one serious

objection, the presence of the panther. Petersen says that

this animal is certainly not a mere ornament, and he is right.

But I see in the beast not the attribute of a god, but the play-

thing of a man ; a tame animal, used in the chase and trained

to ride behind his master.

1
Strikingly similar in this respect are the mounted figures on a very old stone

relief from Prinia in Crete (Karo, Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 123) and an ivory situla

from Chiusi (Collignon, Mon. Piot, IX, pi. I).
2 Petersen himself calls them typische Junglingsfiguren, but maintains that

they have been changed by the Etruscan copyist. See the next note.

3 " Das Misverstandniss des etruskischen Malers, der aus dein fuhrenden

Oder begleitenden Hermes oder Dionysos typische Junglingsfiguren gemacht hat,

und statt eines Maultiers oder Esels dem Gott ein Ross gab
" etc. (I.e. p. 152).

4 See below.
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The taming of leopards for use in hunting is a practice which

has been followed in the East from time immemorial. Accord-

ing to Sir William Jones, Persian records ascribe its origin to

the reign of King Hushing (865 B.C.) ;

: but it can be traced

much further back than this, for there is evidence to show

its existence in Egypt under the seventeenth and eighteenth

dynasties.
2 From the Orient the practice became known to

classical antiquity, as Keller has shown in his well-known work

on animals. 3 Tame leopards, usually in leash, are not infre-

quently represented in early Greek art, the first instance being
the Cyrenaic vase known as the Arkesilas cylix, on which a

leopard with a collar about his neck sits under the chair of

King Arkesilas. 4 There is another work of artiapproximately

contemporary to the Arkesilas cylix which has escaped Keller's

notice, and which shows us a hunting-leopard in action.5 I

refer to an archaic ivory relief of Ionic character in the Museo

Gregoriano, belonging to a series which Pollak dates in the

middle of the sixth century B.C. and assigns to a C}
7

priote

origin.
6 It represents a hunter throttling a stag ; at the same

moment the stag is being bitten in the belly by an animal which
Pollak calls a Ji'dndinahnliohes Thier, but which is certainly a

1
Encycl. Brittan. s.v. Cheetah.

2
Keller, Antike Tierwelt, I (Saugetiere), p. 86.

3 Thiere des class. Alterthums, pp. 145, 154
;

cf. Ant. Tierwelt, I.e. To the
evidence collected by Keller we may add an archaic terra-cotta whistle from
Rhodes in the Boston Museum (unpublished ;

cf. Arch. Anz. XXII, p. 306), the

body of which is formed by a leopard wearing a leash. The animal is called a
cat in the notice just cited, but the leash and the fact that its hide is spotted
(ascertained through the kindness of Mr. L. D. Caskey) certify that it is a
leopard. See also the late silver cup published by Graeven, Jb. Arch. L XV,
p. 203.

4
Babelon, Cab. des Ant. pi. XII. In the interpretation Puchstein (Arch.

Zeit. 1880, p. 185) and Reinach (Mon. Piot, IV, p. 113) are agreed. Another
Cyrenaic cup (Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 13, 5) shows a dog similarly seated under a
man's chair.

5 The only classical testimony adduced by Keller for the use of leopards in
the chase comes from Aelian (Nat. Anim. XVII, 26), who remarks on the
employment of "lions" (d\X* oix oi rfyurroi) in this way ;

from Luxorius, who
saw hunting-leopards at work in the Roman amphitheatre in the sixth century
A.D. (Anth. Lat. 514), and from the anonymous tractate De Monstris (Phaedrus,
ed. Robert, App. p. 157

; Haupt, Opusc. II, p. 229), where their employment is
ascribed to certain fabulous "bearded huntresses."

6 Mon. Ant. VI, 46, 3
; Pollak, Rom. Mitt. 1906, pp. 314 ff., pi. XVI.
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she-panther. Pollak's indecisive description was probably
influenced by the consideration that in a hunting scene a

dog was to be expected ; but the small, oval head, the long,
low body, the long, sinuous tail, and in general the pose
and carriage of the animal, bespeak a member of the feline

race. It may be added, too, that she-panthers are frequent
on Ionic monuments, whereas she-dogs are rare. 1 That the

hunter has wings on his back and feet does not proclaim
him a supernatural being, but merely symbolizes the swift-

ness of his motion, as Pollak demonstrates by comparison
with other Ionic works of art. 2 I do not hesitate, there-

fore, to cite this relief as evidence for the use of panthers in

hunting.
The notion of carrying a hunting-leopard on the back of a

horse may well appear somewhat singular, especially in view of

the fact that in modern India cheetahs are ordinarily conveyed
to the field in enclosed wagons ; but the existence of such a

custom in the East is well attested. Marco Polo observed it

at the court of the Great Khan. 3 " The Khan himself goes

every week to see his birds sitting in mew, and sometimes he

rides through the park with a leopard behind him on his horse's

croup, and then if he sees any animal that takes his fancy, he

slips his leopar^ at it, and the game when taken is made over

to feed the hawks in mew. This he does for diversion."

Marsden in his note on this passage quotes from the History of

Quadrupeds to the following effect :
" The ounce is common

in Barbary, Persia and China ; is much more gentle than the

leopard, and like the hunting-leopard is sometimes trained to

the chase. Instead of being conveyed in a waggon, it is carried

on the crupper of the horse, is as much under command as a

setting-dog, returns at a call and jumps up behind its master."

The custom, which appears to have been widespread, was even

introduced into Europe by the Emperor Frederick II,
4 and in

Renaissance art we find illustrations of it which form an

1 The two bitches on the sarcophagus from Clazomene in Berlin (Ant. Denkm.

II, pi. 58
;

cf. Zahn, Jb. Arch. I. 1908, pp. 169 ff.) are the only examples known

to me, and they are characterized very differently.
'2 I.e. p. 325

;
see also Brunn, Kleine Schriften, I, p. 328.

3 Yule (second edition), I, p. 290 (Book I, Chap. LXI).
4 See the notes in the Yule-Cordier edition of Polo.
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interesting comparison with the fresco in the Carapana

tomb. 1

According to Colonel Yule, Arabian writers say that leop-

ards were first carried to the field in this manner by the Khalif

Yazid, son of Moahwiyeh, whose date is approximately 680 A.D.

This tradition is interesting as evidence for the long duration

of the custom, but it must not be interpreted too literally.

Eastern customs are persistent, and it is more than likely that

Yazid simply reintroduced at court a practice that had fallen

into disuse during the austere rule of the immediate successors

of the Prophet. But even if the custom was not continuous, it

may well have suggested itself at different times through the

ages to various peoples that rode horseback and kept tame

leopards. To such peoples the idea would be a natural one,

for the beast would have to be carried to the field to save its

strength for the chase, and there would be no other way to

carry it conveniently.

Apart from the fresco under discussion, an indication that

the custom was known in antiquity is perhaps afforded by a

vase of bucchero sottile in the Berlin Museum, on which is

engraved in a style resembling that of our painting a bridled

horse with a leopard standing on his back. 2 Since the animal
is obviously not attacking the horse, and since the horse wears
a bridle, there is some ground for believing that we have here
another picture of a hunting-leopard. It is worth noting, too,
that representations of an ape carried behind a horseman in this

manner are furnished us by a pitcher from Tragliatella (a rude

copy of an Ionic model, roughly contemporary with the Grotta

Campana paintings) and by a fibula from Este.3

In view of these considerations it seems to me entirely rea-
sonable to call our animal a hunting-leopard. Such an inter-

1 In the background of Gentile da Fabriano's Adorazione dei Magi and of
Benozzo Gozzoli's treatment of the same theme in the Palazzo Riccardi. There
is also a fine print by John Stradanus (P. Lacroix, Mceurs, Usages et Costumes
au Moyen Age, etc., p. 205, Fig. 141).

2
Furtwangler, Katalog, 1541

; illustrated by Karo, De arte vascul. antiquiss.
pi. i.

3 The Tragliatella vase is illustrated in the Annali, 1881, pis. L and M, the
fibula from Este in Montelius, I, pi. 51, 4

; see also Hoernes, Jh. Oest. Arch. I.

I, p. 12
; Urgeschichte, p. 422, note 1 and p. 479.
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pretation accounts for his position on the croup of the horse,

which otherwise we should have to consider a mere whim on

the part of the painter ; it accounts, too, for the object extend-

ing from the rider's hand to the beast's muzzle, which is much
more likely to be a leash than either a whip, as Micali calls it

(which is not carried in this way), or a pair of tongs (which it

does not in the least resemble). We have already seen that

there is nothing to distinguish the rider and his attendants

from ordinary human beings that, in fact, their dress, or, if

you will, their lack of it, proclaims them to be men and not

gods. The double axe carried by the foremost figure is cer-

tainly appropriate to a hunting-scene,
1 and so is the dog beneath

the horse. Heretofore the scene has usually been considered

genre in spite of the leopard ; there is surely no ground to

interpret it otherwise when the leopard can be accounted for

on this basis more readily than on any other.

There is only one point which calls for further comment
the appearance of a hunting-leopard on the wall of an Etruscan

tomb. In view of the close connection that existed between

Etruria and the East, it is quite possible that this method of

hunting was introduced thence into Etruria. What actually

happened in the Middle Ages, when the bonds of union were

little if any closer, may easily have happened earlier. But it is

not necessary to make this supposition, for our painting and its

fellows of the Grotta Campana are not in any sense original

creations of a native artist ; they are merely copies of a model

from overseas.

Barring certain infelicities of execution which may fairly

be ascribed to a copyist, there is not a single feature in the

Campana paintings which can be called Etruscan. In all

essential particulars they are Greek. They are not, however,

directly related -to the art of Greece proper, but belong to

the great sphere of orientalizing Greek culture that, rightly or

wrongly, is to-day labelled Ionic. The nature of the ground-

1 Among the Greeks, to be sure, the axe was a tool and not a weapon. But

the Greeks knew that other peoples used it in war
;
as a barbarian weapon they

give it to the Amazons and to the Scythians. As for its use in the chase, a red-

figured vase in Naples (Heydemann, 3251) shows us a Phrygian boar-hunt in

which most of the participants carry axes.
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ornamentation, for instance, is entirely foreign to Corinthian

art as we know it in the vases; though it has something in

common with the Early Attic and the Melian vases, it finds its

nearest analogy in the decorations of the ostrich-eggs found at

Vulci and in bronze and silver work of Ionic stamp.
1

Again,

in the representations of leopards we find here four different

ways of treating the head one in profile, another in full face,

a third turned backward, and a fourth with open jaws and

hanging tongue. The multiplicity of types and the presence

of the fourth type are characteristic of Ionic art. Another

definite Ionic feature is the mane which appears on the back of

the last-mentioned leopard and on the back of the Sphinx.
2

The dog beneath the horse in our picture is a stock subject of

Ionic vases and sarcophagi,
3 and the armbands of the men and

the loin-cloth worn by one of them belong to the orientalizing

Greek world.

For the occurrence of Ionic paintings on the walls of an

Etruscan tomb there are two possible explanations. They
may be either original productions by an imported artist, or

copies from an imported model. The hypothesis that Ionic

artists lived and worked in Etruria has often been advanced,

and, as a general proposition, is entirely probable ; but, in this

case, I prefer to assume that we are dealing with a native copy

1 Compare the ornament at the side of the upper left-hand picture (Monte-
lius, La civilis. primit. en Italie, II, 2, pi. 354, 3, not illustrated in Martha or

Dennis) with the palmette-tree on the paterae from Amathus (Perrot-Chipiez,

III, p. 775, Fig. 547), Dali (ibid. p. 779, Fig. 548), and Curium (ibid. 789,

Fig. 552). The "lotus" ornament in our pictures occurs on the ostrich-eggs
illustrated ibid. p. 857, Fig. 625, and p. 859, Fig. 627

; compare also the larnax
from the Tomba del Duce in Vetulonia (Montelius, II, 1, pi. 188, Fig. 1 c) and
a bronze from Cervetri (Mus. Greg. I, xvi).

2 It is found on the great lebes-stand from Cervetri (Mus. Greg. I, xvii) ;
the

gilded cup from Vetulonia (Falchi, Vetulonia, pi. x) ;
the Perugia bronze

reliefs (Ant. Denkm. II, pi. 15, 3) ; the polychrome bucchero from Vulci

(Journal of Hellen. Stud. 1894, pi. VII, cf. p. 211 and note 8); a sarcophagus
from Clazomene (Ant. Denkm. II, pi. 58

; Zahn, Jb. Arch. I. 1908, pp. 169 ff.);
a vase-fragment from Cyme in Aeolis (Mm. Mitt. 1888, pp. 164-165) ;

a Caere-
tan hydria (Ant. Denkm. II, pi. 28); and a stone relief from Phoenicia represent-
ing a Sphinx (from Aradus ; Longperier, Musee Nap. pi. xviii, 4 : Perrot-Chipiez
III, p. 129, Fig. 73).

3 It is not, however, confined to the Ionic sphere ;
see Zahn Jb Arch I.

1908, p. 174, note 10.
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of an imported model. This is indicated, it seems to me, not

only by the general appearance of the frescoes, in which the

execution is far inferior to the conception, but by certain par-
ticulars in which the sign-manual of the copyist is written

large. There are many ineptitudes which can best be explained
as misinterpretations of an original which had for some reason

or other become partially illegible. These are frequent in the

ground-ornamentation,
1 but occur also in the rendition of

figures, as, for instance, in the unique treatment of the fore-

shoulder of one of the leopards represented.
2

Again, the

copyist betrays himself in the faulty accommodations of the

subject portrayed to the space at his command. This comes

out most clearly in the picture opposite to the one under

discussion,
3 in which the peculiar ornament at the side,

which resembles a Jacob's ladder, not only far exceeds the

legitimate proportions of a space-filler, but at the top
crowds and is crowded by the horse's head. The head is

disproportionately small, and is so reined in that the face

continues the vertical line of the fore-leg and chest, while

the ornament itself is so far deflected to the right that its

lack of symmetry is very noticeable. To my mind this

reciprocal crowding is sufficient in itself to prove that the

painter of the Grotta Campana was blindly following a model.

After beginning, perhaps, with the figure of the rider and

completing that of the horse, he discovered that he had not

left enough room for the ornament. Not venturing either to

leave it out or to modify it materially, he devised this solu-

tion, which discloses to us not only that his picture is a copy,

but that it is as faithful a copy as he with his limitations

could produce.
Our picture, then, in that it is copied from an Ionic model, is

exactly parallel to the Tragliatella vase on which we find a

rider with an ape behind him. Its original, like that of the

Tragliatella vase, belonged to the same art-world with the

Arkesilas cylix and the carved ivory from Cyprus a world

which stood in so close relation to the Orient that the appear-

1 See especially the lower left-hand picture, Martha, p. 424
; Dennis, p. 36.

2 In the lower right-hand picture, Martha, p. 423
; Dennis, p. 35.

3
Montelius, II, 2, pi. 354, 3.
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ance of tame monkeys and leopards on its monuments is not a

matter to cause surprise.
1

1 Ionic monuments also exhibit the use of dogs and apparently of lions in

war practices decidedly un-Greek. See Zahn, I.e. p. 175, note 12, who collects

the bibliography for the use of dogs in war
;
for the use of the lion, see the

sarcophagus from Cervetri in the Brit. Mus. published by Murray ( Terracotta

Sarcophagi, pis. 9-11
; Mon. Piot, IV, 30).

A. M. HARMON.
PRINCETON.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM SARDES 1 I

1. THE following inscription came to light in the temple of

Artemis on July 2, 1910, at the very end of that year's cam-

paign, but the wall on which it is carved was not completely
1 Those only which are complete, or nearly so, will be found in this and the

following articles. A separate publication of all the inscriptions of Sardes, com-

plete and fragmentary, whether previously published or not, will be issued as

soon as the area of the temple of Artemis the principal site of the present
excavations shall have been entirely cleared. If, as is hoped, the excavations

are thereafter continued, inscriptions discovered in other parts of the ancient

city will be published as soon as possible after the close of each annual campaign.
One of the present joint editors (W. H. Buckler), having been at Sardes

during the seasons of 1910 and 1911, has been able to study all the texts at first

hand : the other (D. M. Robinson) was at Sardes in 1910, but was prevented by

University work from going there in 1911. The texts not actually seen by him

he has studied by means of squeezes, or photographs, or drawings made by his

co-editor.

Both writers desire gratefully to acknowledge valuable help received from

Professors Mitteis and Rostowzew, and from Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Mr. Walter G.

Arkwright, and Sir W. M. Ramsay.
Here follows a list of abbreviated references to the principal books cited :

K. P. I = J. Keil und A. v. Premerstein,
' Bericht iiber eine Reise in Lydien

und der Sudlichen Aiolis,' Denkschriften der Wiener Akad., Bd. liii, 1908.

K. P. II = J. Keil und A. v. Premerstein,
' Bericht iiber eine zweite Reise

in Lydien,' ibid., Bd. liv, 1911.

Ramsay, H. G. = W. M. Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor,

1893.

Ramsay, G.B. = W. M. Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, I,

1895-1897.

Ramsay, E.P. = W. M. Ramsay, Studies in the History and Art of the

Eastern Provinces of the Eoman Empire, 1908.

Kretschmer = P. Kretschmer, Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischen

Sprache, 1896.

P. W. = Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopaedie, 1893.

Rostowzew, U.K. = M. Rostowzew, Studien zur Geschichte des rdmischen

Kolonates, 1910.

O.G.I. = Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptions, 2 vols., 1903-05.

Syll. = Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, 2d ed., 3 vols.,

1898-1901.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the j]
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 1.
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uncovered till February, 1911. The text consists of two

columns, each complete at the bottom, but effaced at the top

by careful chiselling. They are engraved on the inner (south)
face of the north wall of the westernmost temple chamber, called

by Butler the opisthodomus (cf. second Report, A.J.A. XV, 1911,

p. 446) or the treasury (ib. p. 450). This wall has remained in-

tact as far up as the block bearing our inscription, but above

and on three sides of this block all remains of the wall have dis-

appeared (cf. I.e. pi. X). The inscribed block is, like the rest of

the wall, of white marble, 0.88 m. in height, 2.745 m. in length,

and in thickness 0.82 m. at the bottom, 0.95 m. at the top. The

height of the various parts can best be stated in the following
tabular form, the measurements beginning at the top of the

inscribed block and descending to the floor level of the chamber:

Height of surface chiselled 0.29 m.

Height of surface inscribed 0.36 m.

Height of surface left smooth l 0.04 m.

Height of projecting moulding 0.19 m.

Height of inscribed block 0.88 m.
Add height of narrow moulded block 0.24 m.

Height of two courses of marble masonry . . . 0.89 m.
Total height : top of inscribed block to floor . . 2.01 m.

The lowest line of the inscription is 1.36 m. above the floor

level. Col. 1, 1. 16 is 0.97 m. long. Except for the break, which
has destroyed parts of the top lines of column I, the block is

well preserved and the text, as will be seen from the plates, is

admirably clear. Regular Ionic alphabet except GPs, not
stoichedon. Letters 0.008 m. to 0.012 m. in height. Date
about 300 B.C. Inventory No. A. 10.

COLUMN I

about 36 letters] eVepwr^o-avros Xeupeo[v .]e[ ]<o[ ] rc ?
5 Kat vorepov eVeKptve /xot rov OIKOV 'Ai/rtyovos. eiruBrj vvv ol vcwTrotat

TO \pV(TLOV TTJS

TO T^S 'Apre/uSos aTraiToiW Trap ^ov, tyl> & OVK !Xa>

iroQev a7roSo>o-(o avrots, eari ovv
TO Kaff Iv TO]V oTiKov /ct^ai a?8e

(at) KaAowrai TofZaXpovpa K<aM ei/

2apoWwt TreoYau eV "IXov opei irpoo-Kvpovviv &
1 This space varies from 0.04 m. to 0.065 m., as the lowest lines of the two

olumns are not quite parallel with the moulding.
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5 Trpos rrjv Kwj/xrji/ Tavrrjv Kal dXXat Kuipxu r/
KaXetTat TavSov Kat Ko/x,/38tXt-

tav TOU ei/tavTou xpv&ol TrevT^KovTa
*

eort 8e Kat K\YJpo<>

v Ktvapoa irXtpTtav To/2aXp,ovpa,

<J>6po<s ToG] eViavTOv xpvcroi Tpcts
* eort 8e Kat aXA.?y Kwfjirj Ilcptacracra)-

(rrpa ej/ Moporov "YSart, <^>dpos ets T^I/

..... Sayjaptov ^(tAiap^iav Toi) evtavrov xpuo-ot TrevTiyKoi/ra 7rra
'

tort Se

Kat Mopcrrov ''YSart K\rjpos

ev Na[y]ptoa, ^>dpos eis T^V Sayaptov KopetSos ^tXtap^tav ^pvcrot rpets

6/3o\ol xpva-tov TeVo-apes* eart 8e

10 Kat aXXry Kw/xiy ev 'ArroijSSots ^ KaXetrat
v
IXou Kwp,iy, c/>dpos TOV evtavrov

^pvcrot rpet? o/3oA.ot ^pvo-tov rpet?.

K Tracraiv ow raiv KW/AWV Kat K TWV KX^pwv Kat TOJI/ otKOTre'Swv Trpoo-Kvpov-

TWV Kat TWI/ Xaaiv TravoiKtW

crvv rot? VTrdpxpvcrw Kat TWI/ dyyetwv TOJI/ oti/iypwv Kat TOV <^>dpov rou dpyf-

piKOv Kal TOV XryrovpytKoO Kat TWI/

aXXwv Toif ytvOjU,vwv CK TO>V KOJ/AWV Kat ^copi? TOVTCOV Tt TrXeW, T*^S 8tat-

Ilv^eos Kat "ASpacrros eV T(o)/?aX/Aovpots avX^v, Kat ^a>

TI/S avX^s etcrtv otKtat rail/

15 Xaoiv Kat TWV OIKCTOOV Kat TrapaSeto-oi 8uo (nropov dpra/Jwv SeKaTreWe, Kai ci/

IIeptacracraxrrpots

otKoVcSa o-n-opov apTa.$<j>v rptcov Kat TrapaSetcrot (nropov apTa(f?)(i)v
l

Tptaiv

Kat otKeVai ot KarotKo^vrcs

i/ TOUTOM, rait TOTTtot, ev T(o)^aX/xovpots
v

E^>eaos 'ASpdarov, KaSoas 'A8pd-

CTTOV, 'HpaKXetS^s BeXerpoi;,

Twos Mai/eov KatKOv, cv Ileptao-ao-coo-Tpois ot KaroiKovvrcs KaSocis App,a-

vavSov,
v

A8pacrros Mai/eov.

COLUMN II

/x^ e^eo-Toa ? /x^re e/xot />t^Te [rots e/w,ots eKydvots /XIJTC [10 letters]

/xrjre dX(X)wt /j.rj6evl ^K^TL arroXva-aaOai, Kat edv rt? e/XTrot^rat {>7rep rtvo?

TWI/ Kto/xoiv ^ TWV K\rjpwv

YJ vTTfp raiv aXXwi/ TWV wSe yeypa/x/Aevwv eyw Kat ot ep:ot Kyoi/ot (3c.(3cu(*)-

o-o/xei/
Kat rov d

e^aXXd^(o)p,ev,
2
eav 8e

/x,^ ^e)8atwo-w/xev ^ Trapa T^V avyypa^^v Trapa

p,ei/ T>yv8e yeypa/x/xevr/v

5 7r[t] Tas Kw/xa? Kat TOVS KX>Jpovs Kat T<X xw/>i Kat TOVS otKeVas d

ets TO, 'ApTe/xtSos ex
'

1 The stone reads d/araK^.
2 tfr\\dfrnev is the reading on the stone.
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Kttl 01 VeCOTTOlOl VTTp TOUTWV eK&LKalOV(rO<J)<Ta.V KOL KplVe<T@(D<raV TTpOS TOVS

o>s av ySovAcoj/rat, Kai eya> MvT/crt/xa^os /cat ot e/xoi cKyovot aTTOTeto-o/xev eis

TO 'ApTe/xi8os

SlO^lAtovs ^a.KO(TLOv<s TrevTtJKOVTa, Kal VTrep TO>V yevry/xaTtov Kal TOUV

eav /x>) KapTrevcreovTat ev CKetVcoi rait Iret ets ra 'A/3T/Ai8o5 OTTOO-OVOVV

o^tov a^ta ^
1

Ktti ravra

10 aTroSooo-o/xev, Kat rail/ otKoSo/x^(/xa)Tcoi/ Kat ^vrev/aarcov raiv TT;? 'Apre'/xtSos

77
aAAo Tt O Tt ttV TTOLrj(T<J}(TLV

ocrov xpvaLOv aia ^t r^v d^iav aTroSwo-o/xev, p-^XP 1 ^ oo-ov /x^ a7ro8o)//ej/ lora)

^/xtv ev 7rapaKa.Ta.6r)Krji

av a?rav aTroSwyaei/. eav Se ra,9

r^t 'ApTe/xt8t 8ta Mi/7;crt/xaxov, TO XpvtTLOV ovv TO

^ TpiaKoaiovs (.iKCKTLTrtvTf. ^pvcrovs dVTol Trapa.Ypf]fj.a aT

/Xl> CIS TO 'A/3T/Xl8oS

15 eya> Mi/Tyo-t/xaxo? /cat ot e^tot c/cyoi/oi, /cat TOV ot/co8o/x^/x,aTO)i/ Kai <jf>vrcv/xa-

TCOV T^S 'ApT/Xl8
oo-ov av d|ta ^t T^V d^tav aTroSajao/xei/ TrapaxprjfJia, Kat VTrcp Ttov

Kat TO)|/ KapTTOJV

cat/ ^ KapTrtvatDvraL ev CKCLVWI Toil tret eis TOL 'ApTC/xtSo? OTTO'O-OV av

o-tbv d^ta ^t Kat

aTToSwcro^ci/, ^exP fc ^ o-ov /x^ aTroSai/xev I.TTO) eV e'/xoi

Kai iv TOIS c/xots

()? av aTrav aTroSai/xcv ets Ta 'A/oTe/xtSo?' Kai ^ irpa.^ TCCO? av e'
ly

yivvfra.1 e^etvai.

I. TRANSLATION

(COL. I)

. . . Chaireas having made inquiry..... and afterwards An-
tigonus awarded the estate to me. Whereas now the temple-
wardens are demanding from me the gold lent on deposit and
belonging to Artemis, but I have no funds wherewith to pay
it to them, there are then the items of which the estate con-
sists ; to wit, the villages named as follows: Tobalmoura, a
village in the Sardian plain on the Hill of Ilus, and as appur-
tenances thereto other villages also : Tandus', as it is called,

1 For $ t .
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and Kombdilipia ; the rent payable by the said villages to the

chiliarchy of Pytheus is fifty gold staters a year.
There is also an allotment at Kinaroa near Tobalmoura. Its

rent is three gold staters a year. There is also another village,

Periasasostra, in the River District of Morstas ; its rent, payable
to the chiliarchy of ... arms, is fifty-seven gold staters a

year. There is also in the River District of Morstas an allot-

ment at Na[g]rioa; its rent, payable to the chiliarchy of Sagarins,
son of Koreis, is three gold staters and four gold obols. There

is also another village in the district of Attoudda called Ilus'

village ; its rent is three gold staters and three gold obols.

Now from all the villages, and from the allotments and the

dwelling-plots thereto appertaining, and from the serfs with all

their households and belongings, and from the wine-vessels and

the dues rendered in money and in labor, and from the

revenues of other kinds accruing from the villages and still

more besides these, when the division took place, Pytheus and

Adrastus received as their separate property a farmstead at

Tobalmoura ; and outside the farmstead are the houses of the

serfs and slaves, and two gardens requiring fifteen artabas of

seed, and at Periasasostra dwelling-plots requiring three artabas

of seed, and gardens requiring three artabas of seed, as well

as the slaves dwelling at that place : at Tobalmoura, Ephesus,
son of Adrastus; Kadoas, son of Adrastus; Heracleides, son

of Beletras ; Tuius, son of Maneus the son of Caicus ;
also

those dwelling at Periasasostra, Kadoas son of Armanandes,

Adrastus son of Maneus. . . .

(COL. II)

neither to me [nor to my heirs, nor ...]... nor to anyone
else any longer the right of redemption. Should any person

lay claim to any of the villages or of the allotments or to the

other things here specified in writing, I and my heirs will act

as warrantors and will oust the claimant. If, however, we

shall fail so to act, or if we shall commit any breach of the

contract hereby drawn up in respect to the villages and the

allotments and the lands and all the slaves, these shall re-

main the property of Artemis, and the temple-wardens shall

on account of the same conduct legal proceedings and obtain
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judgment against the claimants in any way that they may see

fit; and I Mnesimachus and my heirs will pay to the treasury

of Artemis 2650 gold staters ;
and on account of the produce

and of the fruits, should the temple-wardens receive no fruits in

that year, we will further pay to the treasury of Artemis such

sum in gold as the same may be worth ;
and the value of the

buildings erected and of the lands brought under cultivation

by Artemis, or of such other things as the temple-wardens may

do, whatever the same may be worth in gold, we will pay; and

so long as we shall not have paid, the debt shall constitute a

deposit-loan owing by us till we shall have paid the whole

amount. Should the king on account of Mnesimachus take

away from Artemis the villages or the allotments or any of the

other things mortgaged, then the principal in gold of the de-

posit-loan, namely the 1325 gold staters, we ourselves I Mnesi-

machus and my heirs will forthwith pay to the treasury of

Artemis ;
and the value of the buildings erected and of the lands

brought under cultivation by Artemis, whatever they may be

worth, we will pay forthwith ; and on account of the produce

and the fruits, should they receive no fruits in that year, we

will further pay to the treasury of Artemis such sum in gold

as the same may be worth ;
and so long as we shall not have

paid, the debt shall constitute a deposit-loan owing by me and

my heirs until we shall have paid the whole to the treasury of

Artemis ; and so long as this still remains unpaid by us execu-

tion shall be lawful.

II. CHARACTER AND ANALYSIS OF THE INSCRIPTION

Notwithstanding its fragmentary state there can be no doubt

that our inscription contains a mortgage deed (crvyypa(f>r),

II, 4) in the form of a sale subject to redemption (-Trpacrt? ejrl

\va-ei). The ponderous verbiage with its repetition of legal

formulae, and the fact that the verbs relating to Mnesimachus
and his heirs are alwa}^s in the first person, show that this is no
mere record or abstract, but a copy of the very document that

Mnesimachus executed. 1 Four points mark it as a contract of

CTTI \vcret : 1) The limit fixed to the right of redemption

in Delphic inscriptions, denotes the original document, as distinct

from copies. Cf. Curtius, Gesam. Abhandl. II, pp. 394, 408.
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(II, 2); 2) The fact that the debt (II, 13, 14), being half of

the sum due for breach of warranty (II, 8), must represent the

price at which the lands were sold ; 3) The fact that the credi-

tor Artemis (I, 3), since she exercises ownership over the lands

conveyed (II, 10, 15), must also be the vendee ; 4) The fact that

the debtor Mnesimachus (I, 3), since he warrants the title to

these lands (II, 3, 4), must also be the vendor. These points
can exist only where the mortgage is made in the form of a
" sale subject to redemption

" = Trpavis eVt Xvcret. Now, re-

garded merely as a Greek mortgage of about 300 B.C., our

text is unique ; but as that of a sale subject to redemption
it is, so to speak, doubly unique because it acquaints us with

a form of mortgage of which no other specimen has yet been

discovered. The only epigraphic form in which Greek mort-

gages have hitherto been found is that of the small landmarks

known as horoi (Harpocration, s.v. 0/005; Pollux, III, 85),

which it was customary to set up on mortgaged lands as public

records. While each horos gives only a brief notice of the

mortgage, it may and often does refer to the original mortgage

(o-t>77joac/>?7, o-vvOij/crj or SiaOijfcr)) as having been deposited for

safe-keeping with a third party or in some temple.
1 In the case

of ordinary mortgage (UTTO#77/07) the forms of syngraphai are

known, not indeed from inscriptions or literature 2 the syn-

graphe in Dem. xxxv, 10, seems of doubtful authenticity but

from the papyri (instances in Mitteis-Wilcken, G-rundz. u.

Chrestom. d. Papyruskunde, II, 2, 1912, pp. 273-284). In the

case of sales subject to redemption no syngraphe has either

survived in literature or been found in the papyri, doubtless

because the place of Trpaa-is eVl \va-et was filled in the Greco-

Egyptian law of the Ptolemaic period by a somewhat similar

legal device known as d>vrj ev -jr((rrei.
z Our inscription, then, is

1
E.g., (TovyypdQws T&S Kt^vas irap Sw^tXov (loan without mortgage), Michel,

Recueil, No. 1362 B.
; Sta^/cas ras KCL^vas tv ran iepui TTJS

'

A(f)poSiT-rjs (dowry

mortgage) ;
ib. No. 1370 : KCIT& rds o-v^Kas riis irapa Uarpo^uvrC] (sale subject

to redemption) ; LG. XII, viii, 18. Cf. 8l50fJ.ev atfry ^Xdrretv rds (ru^/cas

Isocr. Trapez. 20, of a loan without mortgage, ffwypa^v f>TroB^K-rjs Oxyr.

Pap. VII. No. 1105, I. 3.

2
Something can be learned from LG. XII, vii, No. 515, concerning the laws

that govern virod-fjKt].

a Gerhard und Gradenwitz PhiloL LXIII, 1904, pp. 498-583
;
E. Rabel, Sav.

Ztschr. XXVIII, 1907, p. 355
;
for other references see A. B. Schwarz, Hypothek
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the first deed, syngraphe as distinct from mere horos of

Trpda-is M \vo-ei, thus far discovered ; hence its extraordinary

interest from a legal point of view.

So much for the character of this document; now for its

analysis. While framed as a sale it is in fact a mortgage; and

since its extant clauses resemble, both in substance and in

arrangement, those of an ordinary Greek mortgage (vTroOij/cr}),

there can be little doubt that the clauses missing in our text at

the top of columns I and II must also have resembled the

corresponding parts of an ordinary mortgage. This is the

principle on which we have restored, not verbally, but in sub-

stance, the missing clauses of our document. We give first a

summary of a typical Greek mortgage, marking each clause

with a letter which, in the subsequent analysis of our docu-

ment, will mark its corresponding clauses. The parallels be-

tween the typical document and ours may thus readily be

traced. We have taken as typical the full papyrus text from

Hermoupolis (153 A.D), first published by Vitelli (Atene e

Roma, 1901, pp. 73 f.), and recently reprinted by Mitteis and
Wilcken (op. tit. II, 2, 1912, pp. 2T3-275). The number of

lines in each clause is given as they stand in this last publica-
tion. Summary of Hermoupolis mortgage A (10 lines):
clause containing date and names of parties. B (5 lines) :

statement of particulars amount, duration, etc. of loan for
which mortgage is given. C (7 lines) : description of property
mortgaged. D (14 lines): granting clause, by which upon
debtor's failure to repay loan with interest, immediate surrender
of property is promised. E (4 lines) : clause of warranty.
F (6 lines) : clause providing that, in event of loss of the prop-
erty mortgaged, the debtor shall forthwith pay the full debt
with interest, plus all expenses incurred by the creditor.
G (3 lines) : clause authorizing execution (Tr/oaft?).
The following facts are deducible from our document respect-

ing the circumstances which led to its being made. Antigonus,whom we cannot hesitate to identify as the famous Macedonian
general killed at Ipsus in 301, had awarded to Mnesimachus,
probably one of his officers, a large landed estate situated in the
und Hypallagma, 1911, p. 35, n. 2 to 4; and Wilcken und Mitteis, Grundzilgeund Chrestomathie, 1912, II, i, p. 135 f.
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satrapy of Lydia. In order, we may suppose, to secure working
capital for this estate, Mnesimachus had borrowed 1325 gold
staters as a deposit-loan {Trapa/caradijicrj} from the treasury of

the Sardian Artemis. On being summoned by her temple-
wardens (yewjrolai) to pay back this sum, Mnesimachus, unable
to find the requisite cash, mortgages to the goddess, i.e. conveys
to her by a sale subject to redemption (7r/oa<m eVt XiW), the

lands, slaves, etc., constituting the said estate. Our fragments
are parts of a copy of this mortgage deed (a-vyypa^rj).

Analysis of the document : Col. I {part missing) : The lines

erased from the top of this column must have contained (A:)
the date and names of the parties, Mnesimachus as grantor and
the goddess Artemis as grantee ; (B:) a statement, of which the

end only has survived in lines 1-3, as to the particulars of the

loan of 1325 gold staters and as to Mnesimachus' ownership
of the estate (oZ/eo?) conveyed. This statement must have re-

cited (1) the making of the deposit-loan by the goddess;

(2) when and how Mnesimachus had acquired the estate. The
loss of this latter recital, of which we have in I, 1-2, only the

last phrase, prevents our understanding Chaireas' inquiry in

I, 1, the division (8tat/?e<m) of I, 13, and the relation to the

main estate of the farmstead (auX?;) in I, 14.

Col. I {part preserved}: Lines 1-3: This contains the end of

the statement (B) above mentioned. Antigonus has awarded

the estate to Mnesimachus. Since the latter cannot now repay
the deposit-loan the. style here becomes elliptical, and the

fact that Mnesimachus must convey the estate is merely implied

in ovv the properties included in the said estate are to be

specified in detail. There follows (C:) a description of these

properties (I, 4-18) in two parts. In the first part (I, 4-10)

is a list of certain villages (/e&pai) and allotments (fc\fjpoi) which

are not absolutely owned by Mnesimachus. He holds them as

tenant of the king (just as often in Persia to-day), subject

in respect of each to a fixed rental (<o/>o?) payable to the

king, in whom remains vested what we should call the freehold

or fee simple. Not only is the exact annual rental of each

village and allotment specified, but also the chiliarchy or col-

lection-district in which it is payable. The total rent-charge

amounts to 116 staters 7 obols in gold. In the second part
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(I, 11-18) are mentioned a few smaller pieces of land, about

fourteen and a half acres in all (see below the note on o-Trdpov,

I, 15), and certain slaves, all of which property seems to have

been absolutely owned by Mnesimachus. The value of these

lands seems to have been less than half that of the above lease-

hold /c&fjLcu and K\f)poi (see below, p. 73). The facts here are not

quite clear. We learn that in a certain division (Sta/joe^w), the

details of which are lost as above explained, two men, Pytheus
and Adrastus, had received at Tobalmoura one of Mnesima-

chus' villages named in I, 4 a farmstead or av\ij (see below,

p. 76 f
.),

outside which were certain peasants' houses, plots of land,

and slaves, enumerated by name. This farmstead may perhaps,

as belonging to those two men, be excepted from the present

conveyance, but we believe that before this date it had passed
into the ownership of Mnesimachus, 1

through some dealings
described in the lost beginning of this column, and that, with

all the other items mentioned in I, 11-18, it is hereby ceded to

the goddess. No rental being mentioned in connection with

these latter items, we may infer that Mnesimachus owned them

outright.

Col. II (part missing) : The lines erased contained the end
of the description of property (C:) above mentioned. This

probably included no further lands, but only slaves. Then
must have followed (D :) the granting clause, by which all

the items described were conveyed to the goddess, in consider-
ation of the 1325 gold staters previously advanced by her,
with the proviso that Mnesimachus and his heirs might redeem
within a fixed time, after which neither they nor any one else
should have the right of redemption. The end of this proviso
survives in II, 2.

Col. II (part preserved) : Lines 2-12, besides the fragment
of the above proviso, contain (E :) the clause of warranty
(fiefabm) whereby Mnesimachus, for himself and his heirs,
covenants to defend the goddess against eviction, and in the

i The x pfa and otofreu of II, 5, which are among the things granted, refer
to the items of I, 15-18, just as the K<3/u and /c\%>ot of II, 5 refer to the items

10. It seems likely then that the farmstead (atfX^) was also owned by
Mnesimachus, for it is difficult to see why Pytheus and Adrastus should still have
kept at Tobalmoura that one building only.
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event of their failure to do so or of any other breach of cove-

nant on their part, agrees to the following conditions : (1) All

the items conveyed shall remain the property of the goddess ;

that is, the right of Mnesimachus to redeem them shall be for-

feited. (2) The temple-wardens shall control as they may
see tit all legal proceedings taken against the evicting parties.

(3) Mnesimachus or his heirs shall pay to the temple treasury
2650 gold staters. This sum, equal to twice the purchase

money (i.e. the deposit-loan), represents the poena dupli ex-

acted from a vendor who allowed his vendee to be evicted.

(4) Mnesimachus or his heirs shall indemnify the goddess for

any income that she may lose in the year in which eviction

shall have occurred, as well as for her outlays on buildings,

plantations, etc., which the temple-wardens may have made

while she was in possession. (5) The money due for these

indemnities shall, until paid in full, be regarded as a deposit-

loan owing by Mnesimachus and his heirs to the goddess. The
reason for this provision, to be more fully explained below, is

that by being clothed in the deposit form, these debts become

equipped with a poena dupli. Next comes (F :) the clause pro-

viding against contingent loss of the lands conveyed (II, 1219).

Apart from eviction through the fault of the grantor (already

dealt with in II, 2-12), such loss could happen in one way

only through confiscation by the crown, which would cancel

the goddess' title derived from Mnesimachus. The king, it

should be remembered, still held the freehold of the more valu-

able lands mentioned in I, 4-10. In the event of such confisca-

tion, the following provisions take effect : (1) The principal

of the deposit-loan shall at once become due and payable.

(2) Mnesimachus or his heirs shall at once indemnify the god-

dess for her outlays on buildings, etc., as well as for any income

lost in the year in which confiscation shall have occurred.

(3) All the above debts shall be regarded as deposit-loans

owing to the goddess. Last of all comes (G :> the clause of

execution (Tr/oaft?, II, 19) providing that, until payment in full

of all the debts above mentioned (a-rrav is to be supplied be-

fore 7eV7?Tcu), the goddess may at any time levy execution on

Mnesimachus or his heirs. Here ended this deed of Trpacns

7rl Xuo-et, as comparison with the typical mortgage shows.
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The closeness with which our text corresponds to clauses C, E,

F, and G of that mortgage justifies us in thinking that the

missing text must have resembled its remaining clauses A, B, D.

Hence, if our restoration as above given is in substance correct,

the missing text can scarcely have occupied more than ten lines

at the top of each column.

III. DATE OF THE DOCUMENT 1

The points bearing on the date of our document are as

follows : (a) It deals with a Lydian estate which, at some time

prior to that date, was awarded to Mnesimachus by Antigonus,

king from 306 to 301 B.C. (6) The allotments of land (/c\r)/3ot)

forming part of the estate are still owned by this same Mnesi-

machus (I, 6, 8
; II, 2, 5). (c) In tracing his title to the

estate, the document mentions no grant or other event subse-

quent to that award by Antigonus (I, 2). (d) At the date in

question Lydia is governed by a king (II, 13). (e) The style

of script is that of the end of the fourth century B.C.

The inscription can scarcely have been composed after 301

in the reign of Lysimachus, still less after 281 in that of Se-

leucus, because it fails to mention any grant or confirmation

by either of these kings of the allotments obtained from An-

tigonus. As to such allotments in Asia Minor, we have only
the meagre information found here and in 0. G-.I. No. 229, 11.

100-102 (about 240 B.C.). But, though we lack direct evidence

respecting their tenure, we may safely assume that it was sim-

ilar to that of the /cXrjpoi granted in Macedonia by Philip,

Alexander, and their successor, Cassander (Syll. No. 178, about

300 B.C.), and in Egypt by the early Ptolemies. When a

change of dynasty took place in Macedonia, the new king had
the right to resume possession of all

tc\Y)pot, given by his prede-
cessors (Rostowzew, R.K., p. 252); and in Egypt, even with-

out dynastic change, the early Ptolemaic /c\fjpoi reverted to the

crown domain on the death of the king who had given them

(ib. p. 11
; Meyer, Das Heerwesen der Ptolemaer, p. 41). Thus,

1 We advisedly do not say "date of this inscription," because there is the
obvious possibility that the document was not carved on the wall of the temple
until five or ten years after it was drawn up, at a time when the period of re-

demption had expired and it was thus no longer a mere mortgage but an actual
title-deed.
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both in Macedonia and in Egypt, the owner of an allot-

ment could not keep it after a change of dynasty, unless the

new king confirmed his title. The same rule doubtless ap-

plied to allotments in Asia Minor. Our /eXr/pot, awarded to

their owner by Antigonus, who was the head of a new dynasty,
must also have been granted or confirmed by him to that owner ;

and having been so granted or confirmed, they could not still

have been held by the same owner, under Lysimachus, who
succeeded Antigonus as the head of another new dynasty, with-

out a fresh confirmatory grant from Lysimachus. Had such a

grant been made by Lysimachus it could scarcely have failed

to be mentioned in our document, the foregoing analysis of

which will have shown that there was no place other than I, 2

where such mention could have been inserted. The clause

ending in I, 2 summarized, down to the date of the document,

the recent events affecting the title to the estate, and the com-

prehensive word ' afterwards
'

(yarepov) implies that this series

of events had closed with Antigonus' award. Thus the silence

of our document respecting any confirmatory grant to Mnesi-

machus of the tc\ijpoi, obtained by him from Antigonus raises

a strong presumption that, when it was composed, Antigonus
was still ruler of Sardes, that the king of II, 13 was he, and

that the document must be dated not only before his death in

301, but before 303, when Sardes and its surrounding country

(though not its citadel, Diod. XX, 107, 5) passed out of his

control. Any argument from silence, like that here stated,

must be somewhat unconvincing, especially in the case of a

document having so rough a style as ours, and such anacolutha

as that in I, 3-4. Some scholars may therefore prefer to take

o j3aa-i\ev<; as referring to Lysimachus, and to place the date as

late as 301-281. To us, however, it appears safer, in view of

the above argument, to date our document before 303 B.C. 1

Now prior to 303 B.C. there are two periods which the refer-

ence to " the king
"
compels us to exclude from consideration.

From 322 to 317 there were two kings, Philip and Alexander,

1 Professor Eduard Meyer, in a letter which he very kindly wrote us concern-

ing the date, was inclined to place the inscription about 300 B.C. ,
and to under-

stand 6 pcuri\e6s as Lysimachus. Sir W. Ramsay was at first inclined to give

an even later date, but now prefers our view.
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who were always referred to as ot /3acri\eis (Diod. XVIII, 36,

6 ; 39, 7 [322 B.C.]; XIX, 12, 1 [317 B.C.] and passim; and

in inscriptions, e.g., Michel, No. 363, 11. 7, 27). From 311 to

306 there was in Lydia no king at all, for after the killing of

Alexander in 311 (Diod. XIX, 105, 3), Antigonus, though

king in all but name (Diod. XIX, 105, 1
; Haussoullier, JStudes

sur rhist. de Milet et du Didymeion, p. 17), did not assume the

royal title until 306.

Thus there remain three periods only, from the Macedonian

conquest of Lydia in 333 down to 303, in which " the king
"

could have been mentioned. In 333-323 he would have been

Alexander the Great, in 317-311 Alexander the son of Roxane,

in 306-303 Antigonus. In which of these three periods must

our document be placed ?

It can scarcely be dated before 323, because Antigonus, who
was satrap of Phrygia till that year (Arr. I, 29, 3

; Curt. IV,

1, 35, who says Antigonus, praetor Alexandri, Lydiae praeerat is

mistaken), could not well before then have made awards in

Lydia, which was governed by its own satraps, Asander (Arr.

I, 17, 7) and Menander (Arr. Ill, 6, 7 ; VII, 23, 1). Moreover,
the right of rendering an award or arbitral decision (eTrt/c/oto-t?),

when exercised by a single individual, appears to have been a

royal prerogative (e.g., it was exercised by Alexander the Great,

O.a.L No. 2,1. 28; by Antigonus, Syll. No. 177, 1. 50) ; so

that during the lifetime of Alexander the Great it seems im-

possible, not only that Antigonus as satrap of Phrygia should

have interfered in Lydian affairs, but that he should have

rendered any award of the kind mentioned in I, 2. The use

at so early a date as 323 of our theta with short crossbar would
also have been impossible.

1

Again, our document cannot well belong to the period 317-

311, during the reign of the boy Alexander, because Lydia, while
in theory subject to him, had in fact no king to whom the

reference in II, 13 could have applied. In 319 Antigonus had

1 In 326 B.C. (Syll* No. 155 = Syll.
1 No. 114) this theta perhaps occurs

;
but

this is doubtful. So is also the use of in Syll. No. 177 (dating also from the

reign of Antigonus, about 303 B.C.). Dittenberger gives 0, but Le Bas-Wad-
dington, Ins. d'Asie Min. Ill, 86, gives in every case Q- In I- # XII, 2, No. 526

(date about 301 B.C.) we have 0, though Dittenberger, O.G.I. No. 8, gives Q;
cf. also O.G.I. No. 18, note, and No. 13.
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occupied Lydia and had driven out its satrap Clitus (Diod.
XVIII, 52, 5) ; in 318 he had been recognized as an open rebel ;

in 316 Alexander and his mother were imprisoned (Diod. XIX,
52, 4). The authority in Lydia of the child king was thus so

shadowy that a Lydian document drawn up between 317 and
311 could not have ascribed to him, as does ours, the power of

confiscating lands not only from Mnesimachus, but from the

rich temple of the Sardian Artemis. Such powers of confisca-

tion can have been possessed only by a strong king such as

Antigonus was in and after 306.

It is then in the third of the periods above mentioned, 306

303 B.C., that we place the date of our document.

When the award to Mnesimachus took place, probably be-

tween 311 or even earlier and 306, we may suppose that Antig-

onus, though exercising powers virtually royal, had not yet
become king. He is, therefore, mentioned without title in I, 2.

When, on the other hand, our document was composed, we
must assume that he had the royal title, and hence was referred

to as 6 fBacn\evs. This distinction exactly corresponds to that

drawn in Syll. No. 169 (about 306 B.C.), where in 1. 9 Antig-
onus appears without royal title because he did not then bear

it, but becomes 6 /3acrtXev? in 1. 24, because by that time he had

assumed it.
1 From the possession of tcXfjpoi, (= soldiers' allot-

ments) by Mnesimachus, and from the probable identity of the

Pytheus of I, 14 with the chiliarch of I, 5, we may infer that

Mnesimachus, Pytheus, and Adrastus were officers who had

fought for Antigonus, and whom he rewarded (cf. Diod. XVIII,

50, 5) with gifts of Lydian land soon after 311, when he be-

came complete master of all Asia (Diod. XIX, 105, 1). If, after

Mnesimachus thus obtained this estate in 311 or after, though
it may have been earlier, we allow a period of from seven to

three years in which we suppose him to have borrowed the 1325

gold staters, to have spent them, and finally to have made this

mortgage, we find that all these facts agree well with the date

306-303. The upper limit, 306, seems to us certain ; the lower

limit, 303, is, as above explained, less satisfactory, because rest-

ing on mere negative evidence.

1 In later inscriptions after his death Antigonus also appears without the

king's title
;
cf. O.G.L No. 223, 22

; Syll. No. 197, 17, 28.
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The epigraphic style and the spelling, though not inconsistent

with a somewhat later dating, agree perfectly with our date

306-303. It is just at the end of the fourth century B.C. that

we find the theta with short crossbar beginning to appear (cf . I. G-.

XII, ii, No. 526), while the small round omikron, the small open

omega, the pi with one short leg, and the sigma with nearly

horizontal bars are likewise characteristic of this period. Its

beautiful execution marks our inscription as belonging to the

golden age of Greek epigraphy about 300 B.C. In spelling

there are points of resemblance to Syll. No. 177 (about 303

B.C.), e.g., prjOevi (II, 2), which however is a common Hellen-

istic form, and \r)Tovpyi/cov (I, 12). This latter spelling is

said by Meisterhans-Schwyzer, G-ram. der Att. Ins. p. 37, n.

198, to be in Attic inscriptions a mark of fourth century date,

but a third century instance at Pergamum (Ins. v. Pergamon,
No. 40, 1. 15) and a second century example in Ins. von Magnesia,
No. 98, 11. 17, 58 show that this rule does not hold good in

Asia Minor. The spelling then gives no clue to the date.

IV. THE GODDESS ARTEMIS

The frequent mention of Artemis in our inscription was the
first evidence that the temple in which it is engraved was dedi-

cated to her (H. C. Butler, First Report, A.J.A. XIV, 1910, p.

408). Radet (^CyleU, p. 63) had suggested that this might be
the case, but in the absence of direct evidence, Curtius' 4

Temple
of Cybele

'

(Abhand. d. BerL Akad. 1872, p. 87, Plate vi) was
until 1910 the title usually given to the two columns by the
Pactolus. Since Artemis bore also the names Cybebe and Meter
(Strabo, X, 3, 15; Hesych. s.v. Ku/^/fy), we may identify our

temple or rather its sacred precinct, for the building now in
ruins can scarcely be earlier than 400 B.C. with the Ipov
eW^tV Oeov Kv^/3^ (Herod. V, 102) burnt by the Milesians
and Athenians in 499 B.C., with the Mrjrpos ieptv (Plut. Them.
31) visited about thirty years later by Themistocles, and with
the abode of the Earth Mother, near the Pactolus, to which
Sophocles alludes (Pa ... & TOV ^yav UafcrcoXbv efypvaov
vepev; . . . ^are/) TroW, Philoct. 394-395).
Of the few references in literature to our goddess under the
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name Artemis, none is much earlier than 400 B.C. Diogenes, a

contemporary of Xenophoii, mentions TptoXtav Oeov . . ."Aprefjuv

(Nauck, F.T.a* p. 777), and 'A/ore/uSo? ^0,^09 in Xeiiophon
(Anab. I, 6, 7) probably describes, as Radet has suggested, the

altar of our temple (Radet, op. cit. pp. 53-58). According to

Tacitus {Ann. Ill, 63) the city of Sardes in 22 A.D. petitioned
the emperor respecting the right of asylum enjoyed by her god-
dess Artemis.

In inscriptions the earlier names, Cybebe, Cybele, etc., have

thus far not been found. The name Artemis appears in a

slightly different form with i instead of e as in Timotheus,

Persae, 1. 172, ("A/m/>w?) in the Lydian inscription, far older

than our present one, which Dr. Littmann is shortly to publish

(see Second Report, A.J.A. XV, 1911, pp. 448, 458). Ours is,

however, the earliest Greek inscription in which the Sardian

Artemis is mentioned. The next in age, 0. Gr.I. No. 225 (about
250 B.C.) provides (1. 29) that a stele shall be set up at Sardes

iv TO)
lepti) rr)? 'Apre/MBos. Then we have an inscription of

Roman date in honor of the priestess of "Apre/u? ^apbiavri

(C.I.Cr. 3459). Lastly, some Greek inscriptions of imperial

times, found in 1911 and to be published in our next article,

mention the cult rfjs deov or rfjs 'A/are/itSo?, and one of them,

dated by the name of the proconsul, proves that this cult was

flourishing in the second quarter of the second century A.D.

These citations from books and inscriptions tend to show that

the names Cybele, Meter, etc., were not used after the fifth

century B.C., and that thereafter the name Artemis, used by

Lydians as well as by Greeks, came to be the only one borne by
the Sardian goddess.
We have purposely omitted from our citations the passages

from Berosus and Pausanias, which in Radet's opinion (op. cit.

p. 96) refer to our goddess, but of which one only, that of

Berosus, is definitely connected with Sardes. Berosus (fr. 16,

F.H.G. II, p. 508 f.) records the erection at Sardes about 390

B.C. of an image of Anahita. Radet (op. cit. p. 65) believes

that this erection took place in our temple, and that the cult of

Anahita had been introduced there so long before 390 that the

Sardian goddess had by that time become completely merged
in the Persian. While it cannot be doubted that the very
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name of the goddess, Artemis Anaitis, or " the Persian
"

Artemis, points to a fusion of the Persian Anahita with the

Lydian Artemis at certain places such as Hypaepa, Hierocae-

sareia (Paus. V, 27, 5) and Philadelphia ((7.7. a. 3424 ; cf. Paris

in B. C. H. VIII, 1884, p. 376) we feel that as to Sardes the

theory of such syncretism must be received with caution. The
facts thus far known as to the cult of our Artemis, to be more

fully dealt with in our next article, do not, so far as they go,

tend to support Radet's view. Hence we do not think it

probable that the image of Anahita, erected according to

Berosus by Artaxerxes II, had any connection with the cult-

image of our goddess.

V. THE PROPER NAMES

The proper names in the inscription, many of which are

peculiar to Lydia and Asia Minor, are of such philological

importance to the students of the languages of Asia Minor, and

especially of Lydia, that it seems wise to discuss them together,
rather than in the commentary line by line.

The personal names in the inscrip- The names of villages or

tions are : districts are :

"Aopacrros (I, 14, 17, 18) "ArrovSSa (I, 10)

'Ai/Tiyovos (I, 2) "l\ov K M (l } 10)

Ap/xavai/8>7S (I, 18) "I\Ov opo? (I, 4)

BeAerpas (I, 17) Kivapoa (I, 6)

"E^eo-o? (I, 17) Koj*08iAMria (I, 5)

'HpaKAet'V (1, 17) Mopo-rov "Y^p (I, 7, 8)
Kaoo9 (I, 18) Na[y]pioa (I, 9)
KCHKOS (I, 18) mpiao-ao-wo-Tpa (I, 7, 18)
Kopas (I, 9) 2apStai/6v TreoYov (I, 4)
Maj/eos (I, 18) TavBov (j, 5

)

MnptV*axos (II, 7, 13, 15) To/foA/txovpa (I, 4, 6, 17)
Hitfeos (I, 5, 14)

Sayapios (I, 9)

Twos (I, 18)

Xatpeas (I, 1)

NOTE.- Accents and breathings are omitted in the native names, excepte there is no doubt and the name is already known.
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. This Asia Minor name is especially common
in Phrygia and is known in Lydia (cf. P.W., s.v.; and

Roscher, Lexicon s.v.; Judeich, Altertumer von Hierapolis, p.

95, No. 64; p. 104, No. 95; G.I. a. Nos. 2824, 3140, 3216, etc.).

According to Ramsay (C.B. I, p. 169) the name is old Phrygian.
There was a goddess Meter Adrastos (cf. B. C.H. XI, 1887,

p. 349) and at Attoudda were held games, called
'

ASpdarrja,
which Ramsay interprets to mean in honor of Meter Adrastos,

rather than games named after their founder Adrastus (cf.

Radet, B.O.H. XIV, 1890, p. 239). An agonothete Adrastus

is mentioned in an inscription of Attoudda (cf. Ramsay,
O.B. p. 183). On coins of Phrygia and Lydia we have Adras-

teia nursing the infant Zeus (cf. Head, Historia Numorum 2
,

pp. 661, 667; Ramsay, C.B. p. 432). Adrasteia is a nymph
on Mt. Ida, and a name of Cybele at Cyzicus, where there

was a mountain and also a sanctuary of Adrasteia (cf. Ramsay,
C.B. p. 170; Preller-Robert, G-r. Myth. I, p. 134; Hasluck,

Cyzicus, pp. 48, 220 ; Strabo, 575, 588). Strabo (588) men-

tions a place Adrasteia in Mysia named from King Adrastus,

who first founded a sanctuary of Nemesis (cf. Hasluck,

Cyzicus, p. 95). The name Adrastus occurs in Cyprus also

(Dittenberger, 0. Gr. I. No. 583). In Greece the name is

well known, especially at Argos, and the epithet of Nemesis,

Adrasteia, was interpreted as a Greek word meaning "inevi-

table." But probably in origin Adrastus is non-Greek (Pos-

nansky, Bred. Abh. No. 5, 1887 ; but cf. a. a.A. 1890, p. 357).

Adra-, (whether Semitic or Lydian) is found in Adramytes, son

of the Lydian Alyattes ;
in Adramyttis, an island near Lycia;

in Adramyteion which according to Stephanus (s.v.) was de-

rived from a Lydian (TOP jap "Eppcova AvSol "ASpapw icaXovcri

&pvyurr(). Schulze (Z. f. vergl. Spr. XXXIII, p. 367) rightly

compares the Thracian "Az>fy?a/3f9 (7. Gr. Ill, 25650), arid there

are many resemblances between Lydian and Thracian names.

Others compare Adramyteion with Semitic Hadrurnetum, Hadh-

ramaut, Hazormaveth. But probably the name Adrastus came

into Lydia from Phrygia, since Herodotus (I, 35 f.) tells the

story of a Phrygian nobleman Adrastus, who came to Croesus

and was purified by him from the pollution of murder (cf. P. W.,

s.v., Adrastos; Schubert, G-eschichte der Konige von Lydien,
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pp. 81 f.; cf. also Diodorus, IX, 29). We know one famous

Lydian Adrastus from Pausanias (VII, 6, 6), wlio says that he

died in the Lamian War fighting on the side of Athens against

Leonnatus (322 B.C.). He was important enough to have a

statue of bronze erected for him by the Lydians before the

temple of the Persian Artemis, probably at Hierocaesareia (cf.,

however, Radct, Cybebg, p. 57, who favors Sardes ; cf. Reinach,

R. Hist. Rel. LXI, 1910, pp. 361 f.). Since the name is rare

in Lydia and the Adrastus of 1. 14 must also have been an

important person, there is a bare possibility that this is our

Adrastus, and that the e^aipj]^a which Adrastus and Pytheus

may have received before 322 B.C. had passed into the pos-

session of Mnesimachus (see above, p. 20).
v
E<e(705 'ASpdo-rov

and KaSoa? 'ASpdarov in Col. I, 1. 17, cannot have been

sons of the Adrastus of I, 1. 14, although they also lived

at Tobalmoura, where Adrastus and Pytheus had received

an av\r) ;
and the Adrastus, son of Maneus of Periasasostra,

mentioned in 1. 18, is undoubtedly another person. These

are ol/cerai, or slaves with native names, the father's name

being given as in many of the slaves' names in B.C.H. XV,
1891, p. 365.

'Avriyovos. King 306-301 B.C., made overseer of Asia

Minor and satrap of Phrygia by Alexander soon after 333 B.C.;

cf. discussion of the date of the inscription, pp. 22-25.

ApfjiavavSrjs . This is a compound name of the common

Lycian type, Ap^a-vav^ ; cf. Lycian Appa-SaTriiJiis, Appa-Tnas

(Reisen in Lykien, II, 132, 126), Appa-Sas (coin of Phaselis in

Waddington Collection
; cf. also Carian Appo-rcoSw/ca in Fick,

Vorgr. Ortsnamen, p. 80, B. C.H, V, 1881, p. 109) ; Eppa-
Savvas, Eppa-SaTTifJiK (Reisen, I, 51 : 23, 39, 30

; II, 95, 148) ;

Eppa-8opLas (B.C.H. X, 41); E/o/m-Trro?, Ep/Jia-7na$, EpfJLa-

pa\os (Reisen, I, 84) ; Eppa-tcras, Epfia-Kora^ (Reisen, II, 15,

102; C.I.Gr. 4255); E/o/na-ro[/3]o/M9, Eppa-povs, Eppa-povvSis,

E/3/^a-o-aXa? (C.I. (7. 4303 h, 2) ; E^a-uS??? (Reisen, II, p. 2, n.

4); E/^a-crra (also ApfjLa-o-Ta,Reisen,lI, No. 223; Lanckoronski,

Pisidien, II, Nos. 157, 170), nasalized Ep/ta^-Soa? (Reisen, I, 7 ;

II, p. 2, n. 4, E/jyita^?; Jh. Oest. Arch. I. II, pp. 62 f.); Eppav-
^ao-t? (Reisen, II, 88); E/o/iez>-Sa&9 (C.I. a. 4315 f.); cf.

Kretschmer, p. 361, and T.A.M. index. In Lycian (T.A.M. 121)
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we have ermme-neni, which in Greek would be e/o/Lia-^t?,
1
ap/j,a-

vr)VL<s, like He/)7re-z>77z/9, and Cilician TeSi-vrjvis. The -rj- (gen-

erally unknown in Lycian) is by compensation for the loss

of the nasal in the vowel e. Neni is a term of relationship,
and Mr. Arkwright thinks it means parent, either father or

mother (gender being unknown in Lycian). Cf. the " Lallna-

men "
nana, nanna, etc., in Kretschmer, pp. 341 f., which proba-

bly refer to the mother-goddess. The use of divine names as

personal proper names in Asia Minor is well known (cf . Kretsch-

mer, p. 200, note ; p. 355 ; Sittig, De G-raecorum Nominibus

Theophoris, 1911). From the same root ne with neni is de-

rived another word, ne-ti, which Mr. Arkwright thinks is

synonymous (cf. T.A.M. 48). Neti is probably dative from

nete, which in Greek would be vevSr]? or vav$r)s (the ending

az>S?7?, so common in Asia Minor, as in Ea/ooai/S?;?, 'A/ooa^r;?,

cf. Robinson, A.J.A. IX, 1905, p. 317, is similar). There-

fore Lydian ApfJLa-vavBTjs is probably synonymous with Lycian
ermmeneni. With it are probably connected Kppovvavis (from

Cibyra, B.C.H. XIII, 1889, p. 340; Sterrett, Papers of the

Amer. School at Athens, II, No. 34, AIJJLOV Naz>t? ; Ramsay,
C.B. p. 270, Aljjiovvaws, though he admits the probability of

ApfJiov-vavt^. Possibly Ep/ua-, A/o/ia- may represent Hermes,

in which case "parent of Hermes" or "Hermes = father" would

be a divine name, an indirect equivalent for Zeus or the native

god selected as equivalent to him. Greek names derived from

Hermes are common in Lycian (cf. Kretschmer, p. 361). Cf.,

also, Pisidian A/JyLta-crra, E/oyna-o-ra, E/ofta-to? ; Cilician A/?/-ia-

pa>v&s, and Carian Ep/jLa-Tns. The resemblance of the name

Armanae (cp. P.W., s.v.) to Armanandes may be only acci-

dental.

BeXer/Jo? or BeAerpa?. This is probably a Lydian name,

but influenced by the Semitic Bala- or Baal, the Assyrian-

Babylonian form being Belu, Bel. We know certainly that

later there were Semites at or near Sardes (cf. Jos'ephus, XIV,

10, 17, and 24 ; XVI, 6, 6) ;
and probably in early days there

1 Some of the names beginning with E/>/*- belong to a different root (hrmm-)

as 'Ep/z-oas (T.A.M. 35, 10), and possibly 'Epyu-tas. This is for an older zrmm.

So we find Zepf^wdis, as well as 'Eppowdis. The root is probably 'Epfu-, while

the other is 'E/>/Ae- or 'E^a-. Cf . Cilician
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was some Semitic influence (Kretschmer, pp. 386 f.
; Thraemer,

Pergamos, pp. 343 f.). Hall (The Oldest Civilization of Greece,

p. 173, n. 1) thinks that Sardians of Lydia and not Sardinians

served as mercenaries in Palestine in the fifteenth century B.C.

(cf . also Maspero, Hist. AUG. des peuples de V Orient, p. 261 ;

R. Et. Anc. VIII, 1906, p. 11
; Reinach, R. Arch. XV, 1910,

pp. 48, 61, thinks they settled in Sardinia). Herodotus (I, 7)

names Belus and Ninus as ancestors of the Heraclidae who ruled

in Lydia. So Niebuhr, Kiepert (Lehrbuch der alien G-eographie,

p. 112), and others thought that the Lydians were Semitic, and

that the Heraclidae were a Semitic dynasty overthrown by
Gyges (cf. Kretschmer, pp. 384 f.), though Radet (La, Lydie,

pp. 58 f.) considers the Heraclidae Maeonians. Beletras is

probably to be connected with the name of the Assyrian king,
Beletaras (cf . also Belitaras the name of the servant of Parysatis,
cf. P.W., s.v., and Plutarch, Artax. 19). Beleus, also king of

Assyria, Belesys ruler of Syria and Assyria (Xen. And). I, 4,

10
; VII, 8, 25), Beltra near Ecbatana, given in the Tabula

Peutlngeriana, Belte in Phrygia, and the goddess Belela (cf.

SylL, No. 739, 6), may have the same root (on Beltra cf.

Tomaschek, Sitzb. d. Wien. Akad. CII, 1883, pp. 147 f., for

Belte cf. Hesychius, s.v.). Possibly we should compare also

the Thracian Belesarius (Tomaschek, II, 12), which might be
from Beletarios or Beletros. 1 The ending, tra or tros or tras,
is rather rare in Thracian names, as well as in Asia Minor (cf.
Mucatra, Aulutra ; cf . Kretschmer, p. 331). We must also not

forget the possibility that Bala- and Bele- may have a connec-
tion with the Sanskrit bala-m, meaning strength, and with the

Phrygian pa\jv = king (cf. Bal-bura), and with the epithet
BaXTjo? applied to Zeus in Bithynia (cf. Ath. Mitt. XIX, 1894, p.
373; Kretschmer, p. 242

; cf. also Macedonian Baloion, Balacrus
(Diod. XVIII, 22, 1

; Ins. B. M. IV, p. 99), Baleinus (Kret-
schmer, p. 203). In Pamphylia we have Balus (Lanckoronski,

1 Beletros is certainly not Lycian, since Mr. Arkwright informs us that no
Lycian word begins with a pure B, and this is generally true for all Southern

The few apparent exceptions are corrupt or foreign. Babas, Bas,
ithynian, Phrygian, and Lycaonian, straggling over into Northern

Beithys is Thracian, and Balas Macedonian (J.H.S. VIII, 1887, p 368).^ore J, r is for M (Blaundos for Mlaundos), but it is unlikely that Beletros
comes from Bletros for Mletros.
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op. cit. I, No. 98), and in Lycia Bouloubasis (Petersen, Reisen,

II, Nos. 227-228).

"E<ecro? is already well known as a proper name, and the

city Ephesus was named after a hero Ephesus according to Pans.

VII, 2, 7 (cf. P.W.,s.v.), or after a Lydian Amazon Ephesus
according to Etym. Mag., s.v. "E<eo-o<? occurs in another in-

scription discovered at Sardes as the name of a cook, and we
know from the Etym. Mag., s.v. "Efaaos and Aam?, that some

thought Ephesus received its name from a hotel-keeper named

Ephesus. On the importance of the Lydian /cd7nj\oi, who were

often powerful chiefs, cf . Radet, R. Et. Ano. VIII, 1906, pp. 15, 16.

'H/oa/eXe 48779. This, though a common name in Greece, is

also well known in Lydia. Heracles played an important role in

Lydia as ancestor of the Lydian kings, and is represented with

the bow on a brick from Sardes (cf. K.P. II, Nos. 40, 65, 66,

67, 68, 69 ; Radet, Cybebe, p. 34 and pi. I ; Schubert, op. cit.

p. 5). The legend of Omphale was localized by some at

Sardes (cf. Friedlander, Herakles, Phil. Unters. XIX, 1907,

p. 77 ; Wilamowitz, Herakles? I, 77), and a head of Heracles is

a common type on coins of Sardes (cf. Head, Hist. Num. 2

p. 656). One of the Lydian dynasties was that of the Hera-

clidae (cf. Her. I, 7, and Radet, La Lydie, pp. 58 f.). The

name Heracleides appears on Sardian coins before 133 B.C. (cf.

Brit. Mus. Cat. of Coins, Lydia), and frequently in Lydia (cf.

Buresch, Am Lydien, p. 85; K.P. Nos. 20, 21, 96, 131, 141,

170 ; II, Nos. 5, 156, 168, 221). Heracleides is a common name

in Asia Minor as well as in Greece (cf. also Friedlander, op. dt.

p. 160), and connected with Heracles; but the name of his

father, Beletros or Beletras, is probably peculiar to Lydia and

Asia Minor, as we have seen. It is natural in a city where

Greeks and Orientals lived, as often to-day in Asia Minor, that

a family originally Lydian should adopt a Greek-sounding name.

So, to cite only one instance, Pythius is the grecized Lydian

son of Atys, a pure Lydian name (cf. below s. Pytheus, and

Ramsay, C.B. p. 418).

KaSoas. This is chiefly a Pisidian and Phrygian name,

connected with the towns Kadyanda and Kadoi (cf. Buresch,

op. cit. pp. 156 f.., p. 164 note; Ramsay, C.B. passim; cf. also

Cilician KaSa?, KaSw, KaSea?, KaSoSiyw?). But it is also old
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Lydian, Kadys (Phrygian Kotys, also a Lydian son of Manes,

cf. Her. IV, 45 ; in Thrace cf. Tomaschek, Thraker, II, 2, 50 ;

and Kretschmer, p. 202 ;
Diod. XVI, 34, XXX, 3 ; cf. also

Ramsay, H. G. p. 147). The ethnic from Kadoi is KaSorjvos.

So the proper form is Ka8o/rot or Ka&n, KaSo/roi/9 or KaSou?, or

KaSu?, hence the personal name KaSoua?, i.e. KaSo/ra? found

on the southern Phrygo-Pisidian frontier (cf. Ramsay, C.B.

p. 314 ;
C.I. (7. 3956 d). In Sterrett, op. cit. Ill, Nos. 63, 128,

we have KaSa? ;
No. 296, we have KaSea?, in B.C.H. II, 1878,

p. 248, from Phrygia KaSao?, in I. G-. II, 5, 1328 c, p. 307,

Ka&w along with other Phrygian and Lydian names; in C.LG-.

4367 (Termessus) KaSoua? bears the same relation to Ka&avas

in J.H.S. VIII, 1887, p. 245, as KaSvav&a = Ka&ovav&a does to

Ka&avavSa (cf. Arkwrigbt, Jh. Oest. Arch. I. II, 1899, p. 57 ;

cf. KaSaoua? in Ramsay, H. Gr. p. 307, both near Tefeni).

Kadouidas occurs in Diog. Laer. I, 8, as king of Scythia. But

the name is a good Lydian name, since the son of Alyattes was

KaSu?, who ruled Lydia with his twin brother Ardys, and the

father of Sadyattes was KaSw (cf. F.H. a. Ill, p. 383 = Nico-

laus Darnascenus, fr. 49). The root, then, is Ka&v- or KaSa/r-

or KaSo/r-. The root K.aSv- occurs also in K.a$virj near Magnesia
on the Maeander (cf. Kern, Ins. v. Magn. 113, 23) and KaSvav&a,

but possibly there was also a variant KaS-, which is found in

Ka8/xo? and KaBijva (cf. Fick, op. cit. p. 24). In Pisidian on is

often written for p. From the root KaSf- is derived the name
of the Lycian town KaSvavSa (Lycian Kadawati), from forms

*Kadawa = KaSaua?, and *Kaduwa = KaSvas, KaSoa?. 1 The

ending -oas is common in Asia Minor, cf. Opramoas (Ramsay,
C.B. p. 269), Nalagloas (Dittenberger, 0. d.L No. 751), Kidra-

moas (Sterrett, op. cit. II, p. 44, 1. 30), Nannamoas (Kret-

schmer, p. 342, others in moas, ibid. p. 333), Sisamoas (Ramsay,
E.P. p. 30). In Lydia we have Menoas in K.P. I, No. 141,

1 The Lycian suffix -ati, -gti, -fiti (= j>5a) forms collectives. KaSvavSa would
be the people or race of KaSauas. Mr. Arkwright compares the McCadavishes
in Scotland. It is remarkable that several places ending in -vda have no dis-

coverable regular town, but various small ruins between which it Would be hard-

to decide, e.g. Aloanda, Tuinda, Trebenda, Kalynda in and near Lycia. At

Kadyanda itself the city is late, and there are various scattered groups of early
tombs. So Mr. Arkwright thinks the suffix originally applied to a district, not a

town, cf. Pe7?(w') nbdavdos in Hierocles.
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and the Persian name Bagdas in K.P. II, No. 10; Diod. XVII,
39. The Greek name KaSo? from *:aSo? = urn (cf. 0. Gr.I. 770;
Archiv fur Rel. XIV, 1911, p. 145) must not be confused with

KaSoa?.

KCU'KJO?. This name needs no comment, since it is the

name also of the well-known Lydian and Mysian river, which

figures so often on coins of Pergamum and of towns in the valley
of the Caicus (cf. Head, Hist. Num.'2 pp. 536, 647, 658). Kaet/eo?

occurs as a proper name in K.P. II, No. 208; Frankel, Ins. v.

Pergamon, No. 374 A
; Kai/cas in Le Bas-Waddington, Inscr.

d'Asie Mm. Ill, No. 782 ; cf. Sittig, op. cit. p. 129.

Ko/oet?. KopetSo? in 1. 9 at first sight looks like the name
of a phyle or KCD/JLTJ (Ko'po?); cf. Ramsay, Cl. Rev. XIV, 1900,

p. 80 (cf. however, at Sardes, Asias, Her. IV, 45, and Tymo-
lis, C.I. Gr. 3451). The names of tribes are often formed from

the names of divinities, and we know that Kore had a cult at

Sardes and games called Koraea were held there in her honor

(cf. Radet, Cylebe, pp. 70 f., 88 f. ; and Head, Hist. Num. 2

p. 657). But it would be strange to have a tribal name so early,

though we know from Herodotus (IV, 45) that even in his time

there were tribes at Sardes
; and, furthermore, where a tribal

name occurs, the patronymic is usually added, the parent's name

being in a legal document almost essential. KoyoetSo? seems

rather to be the genitive of a feminine Kopet?, like Nineis,

Tateis, Artemeis, etc. (a common Phrygian termination with

genitive often in -etSo?). Now, in Asia Minor it is by no means

unusual for a man to bear his mother's name (cf . Ramsay, C.B.

pp. 95, 96, 116
; Calder,C7. Rev. XXIV 1911, p. 80 ; Sterrett, op.

cit. II, No. 21; Treuber, Gresch. d. Lykier, p. 117 ; and other

references in Anderson, Cumont, Gregoire, Studio, Pontica. Ill,

pp. 181, 182). So at Attaleia in Lydia (to cite only one example
from Lydia) Menodorus the strategos is the son of Euphemis (cf.

B.O.H. XI, 1887, p. 401). Koreis, then, is perhaps a native

Lydian woman's name ; but it might also be a man's name like

Korris (Le Bas-Waddington, op. cit. No. 389 ;
a list of male

names in -is is given in op. cit. No. 330; cf. also Pap. Amer.

Sch. Ill, p. 73). It is hardly a Greek name, since it resembles

too much 01 icopeis, and Mr. Arkwright informs us it is not Ly-

cioid, though there is a name Kwrijana (T.A.M. 81, 1), which
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he thinks is a borrowed non-Lycian name. There are no really

analogous native words or proper names, local or personal, nor

are there any analogies in southern Asia Minor 1
generally except

Pamphylian KovpaaicD-Kovpacnwvos (cf . Lanckoronski, Pisidien,

No. 64). Ko/oet? is rather to be connected with Ko/oo? (C.I.Gr.

3674, Cyzicus ;
Le Bas-Waddington, op. cit. No. 709 ; cf . Head,

Hist. Num. 2
p. 654, Nysa ; cf. Kopov ireMov in Lydia),

2
Kopprj

(C.I. a. 3150, Smyrna), Ko/aw in Her. 111,9, Koppx (gen.

KoppiSo? in C. I. Gr. 2694 at Mylasa), Koppayos (found at

Xanthus as well as at Cyzicus, C.I. Gr. 3660 ; but the -pp-

marks it as foreign to Lycia), and KopvXas in Paphlagonia

(Xen. Anal. V, 5, 12
; VI, 1, 2

; VII, 8, 25). Hoffmann, Lie

Makedonen, p. 144, gives Koppayos as a Macedonian name along

with Koppa/3a)v, Kopparas, Koppafios, and Koppcuos ; and derives

all from /copaa (= temple or head). Mr. Arkwright thinks

he minimizes the known barbarian basis of Macedonian nomen-

clature, and would derive these names from Illyrico-Messa-

piaii Koras, cf. Couria, Noricum. Korja would become Korra

in Illyrico-Messapian. The Etruscan name Cure (cf. C.I.E.

No. 436, Cortona) from which the Italian gentes Curia, Coria,

Coriaria, Curretia are derived, may also be related to Ko/aet?,

if the Etruscans came from Lydia, as Herodotus says. On
the whole the name points rather to the Paeonian-Macedonian

connection suggested by some of the local names.

Maz^eo? or Ma vea 9. This name in the form Mdvijs belongs

mainly to Phrygia and Paphlagonia, cf. Strabo, 304, 553, Ma^?,
slave of Diogenes of Sinope, cf. Aelian, V.H. XIII, 28; Diog.
Laer. VI, 55; Teles in Stobaeus, Flor. XCVII, 31; Seneca, De

Tranq. Animi, VIII, 5
; at Sinope, cf. Robinson, A.J.P. XXVII,

1906, p. 447. In Phrygia, cf. B.O.H. XXV, 1901, p. 329;
J.H.S. XIX, 1899, pp. 76, 77, 84 (Galatia); Ramsay, C.B.

is Greek or Hellenized. Kop/3os, Kop/Aos are from roots Kop/S-,

Kop/i-, not Kop-, Kup-. One thinks also of the modern Lydian village, Kores,
which Buresch (op. cit. pp. 88, 197) identified with the ancient K<?pvfc; but
cf. Wiegand, Ath. Mitt. XXIX, 1904, pp. 3181; K.P. II, p. 116.

2 Cf. Rev. d. Phil. XXVI, 1902, pp. 260 f. Bevan, House of Seleucus, I, p.
323

; Hassoullier, Didymes, p. 106, n. 1
; Radet, Cybebe, p. 70, N. 2, does not

think it has been proved that the K6pou Trediov was in Lydia. For the TreSW

, which many identify with this, cf. Strabo, 626, and K.P. II, p. 115 ;

fi, XVI, 1904, p. 183
; Beloch, Gr. Gesch. in, 2, pp. 385 f .
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p. 270 (gen. and dat. Maz^So? and M<m)&), p. 566 (gen. MoVou);
Plutarch, De Is. et Osir. 24, p. 360 B (ancient Phrygian king
and god). It is, however, found also on the north shore of

the Euxine (Latyschev, Inscr. Ant. Or. Sept. Pont. Eux. II,

No. 116, MoVea>). Mdvrjs is common in Aristophanes as a

slave's name, but it is not necessarily so in Asia Minor. To be

connected with MdvTjs are Mam? (B.O.H. VIII, 1884, p. 147),

Mi/i/a? (0. a. I. Nos. 339, 533, 1. 80 ; Le Bas-Waddington, op.
cit. No. 786 ; Rev. d. Phil. XXVI, 1892, p. 257; B.O.H. XXIV,
1900, p. 380), MaWt? (Sterrett, Pap. Amer. Sch. II, No. 225,

Maw in Latyschev, op. cit. II, No. 24), MawVa? (Ath. Mitt.

XIII, 1888, p. 266; in O.I. a. 3989 h, Maz^? MawVou),
MaV^o-o? (O.I.G-. 4366 t; Manesium and Manegordus, i.e.

Manes' city, were also old Phrygian cities, Kretschmer, p. 231),
Mama (Ath. Mitt. XIII, 1888, pp. 266 ; Athenaeus, 578 b ;

Latyschev, op. cit. II, No. 246), Mrjvis (Sterrett, op. cit. II,

Nos. 38, 47-50, 53, 72-75, 81 ; Lanckoronski, Pisidien, No. 195 ;

O.a.L No. 505; Wilhelm, B.O.H. XXIX, 1905, p. 413),

Mrfva/cov, etc. (cf. Kretschmer, pp. 188, 200, 201), Maz/tra?

(Le Bas-Waddington, op. cit. No. 379 ; Syll. No. 95, 1. 34),

M^o?, MT^W^O?, Memo?, Maw?, MaVt^o?, etc. (cf. Sittig, De
G-raecorum Nominibus Theophoris, 1911, pp. 153 f.). Ramsay
(O.B. pp. 169, 294, 626) has suggested that Men is a grecized
form of the Phrygian god Man or Manes, and that the accidental

resemblance of Men to Mijv led to identification with the moon-

god. Menis, which is common in Pisidia, would also be a

grecized form of a native name derived from the Anatolian

word Man or Manes. But the Greek names Menodorus (cf.

Manodorus in Arist. Birds, 657), Menodotus, Menogenes, Men-

ophantus, Menophilus, etc. (cf., also, Hasluck, Oyzicus, p. 245)
which also occur frequently in Asia Minor (cf. Sittig, op. cit.

pp. 156, 157), are derived from the grecized Men, who had a

sanctuary at or near Sardes (cf. Mouseion, 1876-8, p. 25 ;

B.O.H. XX, 1896, p. 71). Probably the name of the hero

Macrz>7?? or MacraV?;?, which occurs on coins of Sardes (cf . Head,

op. cit. p. 657), is the same as MoV???, though this is not cited

by Miiller in F.H. &. IV, p. 629, nor by Wilamowitz (Hermes,

XXXIV, 1899, p. 222), who connect Ma'^? (cf. Her. I, 94 ; IV,

45), the early king and father-god of Lydia, with Mdavrjs and
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with the river Ma<n>??9 (cf. Hephaestion, De Metris, p. 14, ed.

Gaisford; and Herodian in Etym. Mag. s.v. SdaXrjpa and Dion.

Hal. Arch. I, 27, where Codex Vat. has Ma<n>eo>). In Plut. De

Is. et Os. 24, p. 360 B, Mdvrjs is called MatrS^ (Diibner reads

Mao-o-i;?). Wilamowitz compares Mdo-arjv for Mapavav in Plut.

De Mus. 7, p. 1133 F
;
but rightly says that it is not the same

name, as Ramsay (C.B. p. 348) points out. The derivation of

Mdvrjs from MdcrvTjs now seems certain since we have the inter-

mediate form Mdvvris in Wilhelm, Beitrdge zur Inschriftenkunde,

pp. 35 f. Kretschmer, p. 198, compares also the Latin manus,

mane, manes, Mania and Phrygian pavta (all with the original

meaning "kindly"; cf. Athenaeus XIII, 578 b ; Trans. Am.
Phil. Ass'n. XXXIII, 1902, p. 162 f.). Callander in Ram-

say, E.P. pp. 160, 164, interprets Mr)m? as the plural of Men,
or the gods of the underworld cf. Latin manes. Wil-

amowitz, Z.<?., disagrees (of., also, Gruppe, Grr. Myth. p. 1535);
but cf. the forms Manius in Thrace and Upper Moesia (Toma-
schek, II, p. 23), MaW in Lydia (K.P. I, Nos. 4, 96), Maz/m?
in Lydia (K.P. II, No. 141), M77^09 in I. a. XII, 2, 324. In
the Sardian inscriptions we have a new form of the name. The
nominative of Maveov is probably Maz/eo? (as Hv0eo9 in 1. 14),
from Mdvea-os rather than Maz/ea? (cf. Mei/i/ea? in Ramsay, C.B.

pp. 337, 339,758, 759; 0. a.L 751; Reisen in Lykien, No. 223);
and just as we have Tlvd^ and IIv0ea9, so here we have Maz>eo9
or Mawa? instead of the more usual Ma^?. In Benndorf
and Niemann, Reisen, I, No. 83, we have Mam? Mawrou?.

Mvija-tpaxo? is an already well-known Greek name. He
was probably one of the Greek officers under Alexander and
Antigonus, who was rewarded for his services with the villages
and other property mentioned in Col. I.

Ilutfeo?, the chiliarch of Col. I, 1. 5, is probably the same as
the Hu(9eo9 of Col. I, 1. 14, who received with Adrastus an afltij
at Tobalmoura. He cannot be identified, though Pythius is

the grecized name of the Lydian merchant-prince about whom
Herodotus (VII, 27-29) tells an interesting story (cf. Ramsay,
O.B. pp. 417 f., and Radet, Lydie, p. 82). He can hardly be
the famous Pytheas, who may have gone to Cassander or

Antigonus on the fall of the oligarchic government in 318 B.C.
The name is Hul9eo9, not Ilv6fa, and we know nothing of this
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Pytheas having resided in Asia Minor
; but the TIvOios of Her.

VII, 27 f ., becomes Hv0r)S in Pint. MOT. 263 f.
; Polyaenus, VIII,

42
; Steph. Byz. s.v. Hi^oTroXt?, and in a scholiast to Aristides

Ilvtfea? (cf. Macan on Her. VII, 27, 2). So UvGeo? is still

another form of Hv&o?, Hv0r]S, Huflea?.

SaYajOto?, the chiliarch, must be a variant of 'Zayrydpios,

which is the. usual spelling for the Phrygian and Bithynian
river (cf. Steph. Byz. s.v., and Strabo, 543, 563, 567). Just as

Mostene is derived from Mosstene, and ^dja\a in Ptolemaeus,

VII, 1, 46, is for 2a77aXa, so here as often we have a single
consonant for a double. So in Pliny, N.ff. IV, 26, we have

Sinus Sagarius, into which flowed the Sagarius (Sagaris) of

Sarmatia (cf. Roscher, Lexicon, s.v., and Pape, Gr. Eigennamen
s.v.~). In Ovid (ex Ponto, IV, 10, 47) and Pliny (N.H. VI, 1)
and in an inscription of Cyzicus (cf. Hasluck, Cyzicus, p. 246)
we have Sagaris as the name of the river in Bithynia which in

Homer (Iliad, III, 187 ; XVI, 719) and elsewhere is ^ayrydpw
(cf. I. Gr. II, 5, 1328 c ^ayydpios as a man's name). Perhaps
the same root 2a<y- occurs in Sagalassus, Sagalessus, Sagartii,

Sagala, Sangarus, Sagone, etc. Perhaps, however, ^aydpios is

to be connected with 'Zdyapa, which occurs only in Hierocles

663 as a place on the Hellespont, and is related to the name of

the river Sagaris (cf. Ramsay, H. G-. pp. 134, 155). As Ram-

say has shown, Sagara can hardly be a wrong formation and

misplacement of the Lydian Satala, as Waddington thought

(cf. Voyage en Asie M. au point de vue numismatique, pp. 64,

65). Sagrus is a Venetan-Illyrian name. Sagarius occurs as

a gentile name in Campania, probably derived from a river

Sagrus. There is a river Sagrus among the Frentani (Strabo,

242), and Sagra occurs in Bruttium (Strabo, 261, 262; cf., also,

the river Sagras there, Pape, op. cit. s.v.; and Head, op. cit. p.

94). Like many south Italian local names, Sagrus is probably

Illyrian (cf. Conway, Italic Dialects, II, Index III). There is

hardly any connection with the Lycian Hakana, no doubt for

an earlier Sakana, though the modern name for the Sangarius

is Sakaria. Mr. Arkwright hesitates to compare the name for

the weapon used by the Scythians, Persians, etc., adyapis (cf.

Her. I, 215; Xen. Anal. IV, 4, 16; V, 4, 13, etc.), which he

thinks is Scythian for axe. Some, however, think it is Persian
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for sword, and possibly 'Zaydpios is connected with the Persian

ffdyapn or, as Eisler (Philologus, LXVIII, 1909, p. 126) thinks,

with o-dyapis, the axe, of Phrygia (Sagaris was the name, also, of

the son of Midas). But it seems better to take Zaydpios as

a personal name formed from some village or place called

Sagara, and connected by the Greeks with <rdyrj. This is the

first occurrence of the name in Lydia, and we are unable to

identify our chiliarch, but Sagaris (another form of Zayydpios)

occurs as the name of a bishop of Laodicea (martyred Oct.

6, ca. 166 A.D. ;
cf. Ramsay, C.B. p. 78). The name Sagaris

(cf. s.v. Twos) is known also from coins of Bithynia and

inscriptions of Phrygia and Galatia and Venusia, cf. Head, op.

cit. pp. 516, 517, 748; O.I. a. 3973, 4066, 4083 (2a7a/nos),
Add. 5875 a 2 (= L a. XIV, 688), C.LL. IX, 425. Zayydpios

was the name, also, of a mythical ruler in Bithynia (cf. Pape,

op. cit. s.v.')
and in Ovid's Fasti, IV, 229, a Phrygian nymph

is named Sagaritis. In J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 185, 199, from

Phrygia, we also have %aydpios.

Tmos. This (Col. I, 1. 18) is the only instance in the

inscription where the grandfather's name is added. Whether
it was to distinguish Twos more clearly or what may have been

the reason is not clear (cf. for addition of grandfather's name
K.P. I, No. 113; II, Nos. 98, 168, 247; O.G. I. No. 262, 7,

etc.). In C.I.Gr. 32 we have Tin's, which is undoubtedly
the same name (for ts instead of tos, cf. Mayser, Crramm.

der gr. Papyri, Laut- und Wortlehre, 260, note 2
; Wilhelm,

Wiener Studien, XXIV, 1902, p. 599; other references in

K.P. II, p. 50, No. 103). Probably the Paphlagonian 60s

(Qompte-rendu, 1874, p. 107 = according to Kretschmer, p. 207,

Thuys in Nepos, Datames, c. 2) is a variant of the same name,
just as 0i>is is a variant of the Phrygian name Tt'/3tos, and
we might compare the Persian city Tus, named after its

founder Tus. Tucur/s, which occurs in the Cimmerian Bospo-
rus (cf. Skorpil, Bosporus Inscriptions (Russian, 1907), p. 6,

No. 3; cf. also Latyschev, op. cit. II, No. 202), is another
variant. Perhaps we have the same root aspirated in the

goddess @ua, in v-ovv$a, Om'a, Qvdreipa (village of god-
dess 0ua), 0uea-(7o's (said by Steph. Byz. s.v. to be a TroXts

; cf. K.P. II, p. 57, and R. Et. Anc. VIII, 1906, p. 16),
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possibly in the late personal name Tieiou which is genitive
rather than indeclinable (cf. Ramsay, O.B. pp. 169, 758 f. ;

K.P. II, p. 104; cf., also, Towyo-iawfe in Q.I.a. 4352). Two?

may be Lycioid, but the name is not distinctive ; cf . Lycian
re/re, tuwi, tuwete (= he dedicated), tuwije (T.A.M. 44 d. 1) ;

tuwiz (44 d. 70), possibly genitive of a proper name, *Tuwi.
Tuwada (42, 3) is a Lycian proper name (cf. also, Lycian
ToaXt? and ToaSvrj ; Pisidian Tou???, ToaXt? (Lanckoronski,

op. cit. II, 260) ; cf. Cilician TOUT;?, Toueou?, and T&>? (for

Toa?), and especially the Lycian town or sanctuary TVLV&O,,

which may have been named after some hero Two?, just as

the Cilician Kwv&a was named after Kwo?. Since TivSap&ai,
has the same root as TvivSa, but without v (cf. Fick, op. cit.

p. 140), Two? may be a variant of Tto? and its derivatives

(Tiioi>, Tfcetbf, etc.). In view of the Lycian and Pisidian

ToaXfc?, it is tempting to think that possibly Two? is a variant

of TuXo? or TuXojz', the name of the Lydian hero which occurs

on Lydian coins and in literature. He was the ancestor of

Tylinda or Tylonida (Brit. Mus. Cat. of Coins, Lydia, pp. cix f.,

cxiii ; Head, op. cit. p. 657
;
Dion. Hal. I, 27 ; Nonnus, XXV,

451 f. ; F.H.a. Ill, p. 383 (fr. 49 of Nicolaus Dam.) ; Pliny,

N.H. XXV, 5; Radet, La Lydie, pp. 83 f.).

Xat/oea?. This, like Mnesimachus, Antigonus, Pytheus,

etc., is a Greek name, already well known (cf. Fick-Bechtel,

Griech. Personennamen, p. 286). It appears at Sardes in Roman
times in the name T*/3e/9to? KXau&o? Xatpea? (C.I.Gr. 3462;

B.O.H. I, 1876, p. 84).

NAMES OF VILLAGES OR DISTRICTS. "ArTouSSa. This is

probably the well-known city on the Lydo-Phrygian border,

though there may possibly have been another Attoudda in Lydia.

The name is rather Lydian than Phrygian, and is derived from

Lydian "Art;?, "ATTU? (cf. Kretschmer, p. 350). On the other

hand, the Lydian names SaSwiTTr;?, 'AXwrVrT?? are compounded
with the Phrygian "ATT??? (cf. Kretschmer, p. 387), There is

much reciprocal Phrygian and Lydian influence. The suffix -da

is widespread in Asia Minor (cf. Ramsay, C.B. p. 144), and

one of the many forms it takes is -oudda or -ouda (the -d- being

doubled on the Lydo-Phrygian boundary) as in Aloudda,

Klannoudda, Saloudda, etc. (cf . Kretschmer, p. 330 ; also else-
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where in Lydia itself, cf. K.P. II, p. 7). Our inscription con-

firms the spelling Attoudda, which Ramsay (C.B. p. 169, note 2,

p. 585) says is the proper spelling, since the oldest silver

coins give it. In H. Q-. Ramsay uses the form Attoudda, but

in C.B. pp. 165 f., 169, etc., he writes Attouda. For the

site of Attoudda, the only one in the inscription that can be

definitely located, see Ramsay, J.H.S. XVII, 1897, p. 398;

C.B. pp. 165 f.; Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Attoudda here means the

entire territory of the Tro'Xt?, and not the mere fortified town,

hence it included villages such as "iXou /ccofirj. The preposition

eV (eV 'ATTouS&u?) probably indicates not only the district where

"IXou K(OfjL7j was situated, but dependence on "ArrouSSa (cf.

Chapot, La province rom. cTAsie, pp. 96 f. ; cf. such phrases as

rrjv eV MiXrJro) "A/3uSo^ or ecrrt Kal eV Kvty/cq) KW^ Me'Xto-<ra,

Steph. Byz. p. 10, ed. Mein, and p. 442).

"iXou K0)fji7j. Here again we have a Phrygian relationship,

since
T
lXo? was probably some Phrygian hero after whom "iXto?

was named, and so a Phrygian name. 1 The village got its name

from some man named *!Xo?, who originally owned it or founded

it. Such names for villages were and are to'-day common in

Asia Minor (cf. Hassoullier, Didymes, p. 108). In Lydia, to

mention only a few examples, we have Ao'pou KCD/JLTJ (K.P. II, .

No. 204), 'Aptfa&ouTToXt? (Buresch, op. cit. p. 187), Aa/oetbv

/ca)^ (ibid. p. 32), MijXov KCO/JLTJ (ibid. p. 133), Mepvovfarq, (K.P.

II, No. 51), etc.

"IXou 0/005. Here again it is better to take IXou as a geni-
tive and not as indeclinable (cf. below s. TavSov). There was

a place then in the Sardian plain called Ilus' Hill or Ilus' Moun-

tain, just as we hear of "iXou crfjpa and'lXou Tro'Xt? (Iliad XI, 166;

Pindar, N. VII, 43; and in Paus. Ill, 24, 7, we have Mt. Ilium).
9
lXo? occurs frequently in literature as son of Dardanus or Tros,

but rarely in inscriptions (in Phrygia O.I. Gr. 3902 g; in Thasos,
J. a. XII, viii, No. 277, 69 ; 278, 36). The Lydians, however,
were familiar with Ilium, which was restored during their last

1
Lewy, Die Semitischen Fremd- Worter im Griechischen, p. 196, connects'lXos

with the Assyrian god II
;
but this seems doubtful, since Ilium was the name of

places in Macedonia, Thessaly, Thrace (cf. Steph. Byz.). For a possible con-
nection of the Semitic Iliouna with the Ilians of Troas and also of Sardinia, cf.

Reinach, R. Arch. XV, 1910, p. 48. In Josephus, VII, 12, 4, we have a Hebrew
named

T
IXos.
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dynasty (cf. Strabo, 565, 601). "l\ov 0/309 was in the Sardian

plain, and the village Tobalmoura was situated on it. But
v
l\ov Kcopr), if our identification of Attoudda is correct, must
have been near the Phrygian Attoudda (cf. the Phrygian
'I\ov& in Hierocles, 667, which has the termination -za-, which
occurs in one of our Lydian inscriptions (cf. Thumb, A.J.A.

XV, 1911, p. 152).

Kivapoa. The termination -oa- is new for Lydia, though it

is common in other parts of Asia Minor, cf. Ammoa, Atenoa,

Atroa, Caecoa, Loloa, Minoa, Nanitoa, Nanoa, Psoa, Soa, etc.

Possibly in origin these were genitives of a nominative in -oas,

but that is uncertain. Possibly Kivapoa is connected with the

Semitic Kinaroth or with icivvpa (an Asiatic lyre, cf. Hebrew

kinnur). There was a mythical king of Cyprus named Kinyras

(cf. Clem. Alex. Protr. II, 13, 4 ; 14, 1) who, perhaps, was
not the "

lyre-player," but the representative of the old Hittite

population (cf. Fick, Vorgr. Ortsnamen, p. 67). A city in

Cyprus was named Kinyreion (cf. Steph. Byz. s.v.). Another

Kinyras was king of Byblus (cf. Strabo, 755). But it is

more probable that there was a native root Kin-, and that

-aroa is a variant of -ara, which occurs so frequently in Asia

Minor, cf . Labara, Lysinara, Panamara, Patara, finara, Tomara,
etc. ; or better a combination of the endings ara and oa. We
might then see the same root Kin- in Kinnounis (Lanckoronski,

Pisidien, No. 34, and in Lycian Kindanubos and Kindaburis

(cf. Arkwright, Jh. Oest. Arch. I. II, 1899, p. 59 f. ; Le Bas-Wad.

op. cit. No. 496; Fick, op. cit. p. 24, however, connects these

with Ke'S/oo?), in Kt'/u/fyo? Kt/z/3/oou (in list of Pergamene

ephebi ;
cf. E. Curtius, Berl. Abh. 1872, p. 63, 1. 40, cf . Laty-

schev, op. cit. II, Nos. 434, 443, 447, 448), in Kinalua (Gar-

stang, The Land of the Hittites, pp. 376, 387), Kindya in Caria

(cf. Strabo, 658; J.H.S. XVI, 1896, p. 196, Artemis Kindyas,

B.O.H. V, 1881, p. 192), Kinolis (Strabo, 545, cf. Latyschev,

op. cit. II, Nos. 153, 226. We should also compare the Phry-

gian Kinnabora (cf. Kretschmer, p. 307) and Kinna, to which

Ramsay has changed Kinara in the Acta S. Theodori (p. 44);

cf . Ramsay, H. a. pp. 245, 247, 430. And perhaps, also, the

name of the Lydian Kwij (cf. Fick, op. cit. p. 80; and the name

Kvwa in Diod. XIX, 52, 5) has the same root. It is likely that
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the Greek word KLvdpa, meaning artichoke, and the island

Kinaros are also related, since Fick (op. cit. p. 57) suggests that

Kivdpa may be a borrowed word.

Ko/A/SStXtTrta. This reminds us of KofirjSvXrj in K.P., II,

No. 223, perhaps a castle of the Castolian plain. Possibly this

and Kombdilipia are identical, since variant names are so often

found. But future epigraphical discoveries can alone definitely

locate our village. The root seems to be the same as that of

the Lycian city Komba (cf . the epiclesis of the Lycian Artemis,

Kofi/Such in B.C.H. XXIII, 1899, p. 335; and Arch. Epigr.

Mitt, aus Oest. 1883, p. 24, cf. such names as Ke/u-Trn;? in

B.C.H. IV, 1880, p. 316); or it may be that which appears in

Kvpjfa and Kv/3e\rj (cf. Eisler, Philologus, vol. LXVIII, 1909,

p. 130, who derives Kv/3e\rj from kuba-kumba (cf. /cu/uy8aXa,

etc.) and compares Sanskrit kumba, Pers. kumbho, with Greek

/cv/3/3a, /cv/jifiij).
Cf. also Kubima (Le Bas-Waddington, op. cit.

Nos. 323-4), and Kanduba, ibid. No. 1284, Lycia ; Ptol. V, 3,

has Konduba. There may be some connexion with the Assyrian
Koummani (cf. Kommana, Kommagene), Khumba-sitir, and

Khumbaba. But we should prefer to compare Kafjifta&rjvij

(Wiener Siteb. CII, 1883, pp. 148, 151), Kambauas (Lancko-

ronski, op. cit. II, No. 1), Kondmalas (Syll. No. 11, 1. 7),

Kondosas (J.H.S. XV, 1895, p. 120; cf. Assyrian Kundashpi),
Kbondiassis (Syll. No. 11, 1. 125), Koundalis (Reisen in Lykien,

II, 7), Kondalos (Kretschmer, p. 295; Ps. Arist. Oec. 1348 a),

and perhaps even Kand-aules (Her. I, 7; cf., however, Kret-

schmer, p. 388, and Hipponax, fr. I). With the last part
of Kombdilipia we should compare the Lycian Delepias (Peter-
sen, Reisen in Lykien, No. 87, TXr/Tria?, No. 256), Delepimis

(B.C.H. XVIII, 1894, p. 326; J.H.S. XV, 1895, p. 131),
the Thracian Diliporis (cf. Kretschmer, op. cit. pp. 184 f.),

and the Dili-mnitai (cf. Pape, Grr. Eigennamen, s.v.). The best

view, then, we think, is that Kombdilipia combines the Lycian
Komba and Delepias. It is true that as a rule compounds are

not Lycioid, but this may be made up of Lydian words similar

to Lycian. In any case, here again we see one more connexion
between Lydian and Lycian (cf. Thumb, A.J.A. XV, 1911,

pp. 158-160). Perhaps there was a Lydian or non-Greek word

(cf. KOfji/Smv in Insc. from Cos, J.ff.S. XI, 1890, p. 124,
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No. 7, 1. 12; Lanckoronski, op. cit. II, No. 200, note) equivalent
to 7a/z/3/oo'?, and Kombdilipia might originally have been a

genitive meaning "village of the son-in-law (?) of Dilipias,"

just as Tandou meant "village of Tandus." Na[g]rioa and
Kinaroa may also in origin have been genitives (for termination

-oas cf. p. 34), but the termination has become indeclinable.

Mopo-rov "T Scop. This must have meant originally the
" w&tQT-district

"
or " river-district

"
of Morstos (or Morstas or

Morstes), since we have the phrase ev Mopcrrov "TScm (1. 7)

corresponding to ev *2,apSiav<p 7reSta> and ev 'Arrou88ot?. It meant
either a flooded, marshy district such as those that even now
exist in the valleys of the Hermus, Maeander, and other rivers

of Asia Minor ; or else the basin of the Morstas- stream.

Morstos (or Morstas or Morstes) would be a good name for a

stream, since it is probably related to Marsyas, the well-known

Phrygian river (cf. Ramsay, C.B. pp. 399 f., 451 f.). Marsyas
is in Caria and Phrygia a common name for rivers, as well as

for heroes, and its occurrence in Syria (cf. Strabo, 753 ; Polyb-

ius, V, 45, 8) shows that it goes back, as Ramsay, C.B.

p. 348, says, to the pre-Phrygian or Hittite period. Marsyas
is probably connected with Morsynus, the river of Aphrodisias

(cf. Ramsay, C.B. pp. 145, 153). Ramsay thinks there is

no etj^mological connection between Morsynus and the town

Mossyna, but Morstas may be related to the Lydian Moste or

Mostene, which claimed a pure Lydian origin and is not iden-

tical with Mossyna. For literature on Mostene cf. K.P. I,

pp. 5, 6 ; cf. also Mva-rivr)? and Moo-rtW in Hier. 671. Just as

Masses is a variant of Marsyas (cf. Plut. De Mus. 7, 1133 f.)

and Massyan a variant of the Marsyan plain (cf. Strabo, 753 f.,

and Ramsay, C.B. p. 348), so Moste may be a variant of Mosste

or Morste or Marste (for interchange of -o- and -a- cf. Ramsay,
H.a. pp. 147, 189, 353, 437; E.P. p. 366). The same root,

Mors-, is found in Morsanda (Lanckoronski, Pisidien, No. 145 ;

C.I.G. 4366 p.), in Mopa-oXecos and MopcroXeov (genitives, cf.

Sterrett, op. cit. Ill, Nos. 289, 296; Kretschmer, pp. 304,

394). Perhaps the name of the Lydian king Myrsus is also

related to Morstos (cf. F.H.a. Ill, p. 283, fr. 49; Her. I, 7).

The Greeks called Kandaules (cf. Her. I, 7) Myrsilus, and this

is probably the same as Mursil or Mursi-li (cf. J.H.S. XXIX,
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1909, pp. 9 f. ; Schubert, op. cit. pp. 18 f. ; Winckler, 0. Lztg.

IX, 1906, p. 629; Fick, Hattiden u. Danubier in G-riechenland,

1909, p. 16), which seems to be not only Lydian but also

Hittite. Lydian and Hittite names go together (cf. Motella

and Hittite Mutallu, Ramsay, C.B. p. 141). Sayce's decipher-

ment in Proc. Soc. Bill. Arch. XVII, 1895, pp. 41-43, Alus

Mrshtl zul (a Lydian mercenary) now seems more certain in

view of the -t- in Morstas. 1 Marsia, the name for a village near

Limnae, should also be cited (cf. Ramsay, E.P. pp. 355, 367).

Na[7]/uoa. The traces of the third letter are those of -E-

or better -F-. The name is entirely new and probably Lydian.

It is difficult to see its connections, but probably they are

Illyrico-Thracian as in several other names at Sardes. Perhaps

we may compare in Lydia Nagidos (cf. Denkschr. Akad. Wien,

1896, p. 157), Nakrasa (Head, op. cit. p. 654), Nuis (cf. Ramsay,

J.H.S. IV, 1883, p. 433; C.B. pp. 338, 570, 587 ff. ; Buresch, op.

cit. pp. 122, 203, has Na??, modern Ine), Na in Cilicia and Phrygia

(cf. J.H.S. XII, 1891, pp. 229, 262; Ramsay, C.B. pp. 269,

327 [Anna = Ena], 338; also elsewhere cf. Kretschmer, p.

341). If Naerioa is read, then the ending -erioa would cor-

respond to the termination -eira in Agroeira, Alloeira, Nisyreis,

Tabeirenoi, etc. (K.P. II, p. 60, and Nos. 52, 200). It would

correspond to the Greek -ario or -erio. For the termination

-ero- cf. Fick, op. cit. p. 33, and for the ending oa, which is

indeclinable, cf. above s.v. Kivapoa. If -oa-, not -erioa, is the

termination (and this seems more likely), then we should com-

pare such names as Nora and Neroassus in Cappadocia (Diod.

XVIII, 50 ; Strabo, 537), Noarus in Illyria (Strabo, 314, 318),
Nar in Umbria (Strabo, 227, 235), Nerium in Spain (Strabo,

137, 153), Neritum in Ithaca, and Neritus in Leucas (cf. Pape,
Grr. Eigennamen, s.v.), Neritanus in Illyria ((7./.Z. III, 3558,

cf. Nericus in Acarnania, and Kretschmer, p. 281), Naryandus
in Caria (Pliny has Nariandus, cf . Fick, op. cit. p. 80, and Kretsch-

mer, p. 310). But since the lower line of J, which appears
in the photograph, is probably not ancient, we prefer Nagrioa.

Hepiacraa-ciHTTpa. This is a compound of Peria and
Sasostra. Peria probably means castle and is to be connected

1 Thumb, in A.J.A. XV. 1911, p. 157, reads Alus mretlizul
; cf. Sayce's own

revision in 8. Bibl. Arch. XXVII, 1905, p. 123.
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with the Thraco-Phrygian word bria, meaning "town," cf.

Ramsay, J.H.S. IV, 1883, p. 406; O.P. pp. 382 f., 577 f.,

616; E.P. pp. 363 f.; cf. Brea in I. G. I, 31; cf. the Phrygian
city Bria, the Thracian Brea, and the ending in such places
as Mesembria, Limnobria, Astibria, Salymbria, Poltymbria

(Ramsay, Q.B. p. 577, has Poltyobria), Alaaibria, Menebria

(cf. Steph. Byz. s.v. Mea-rjfjLftpta, and Kretschmer, pp. 202 f.).

Briula (Tlptov\\a in Hierocles, 659, 7) is a diminutive of Brea

according to Tomaschek, c Die Alten Thraker,' II (Sitzb. Wiener

Akad. CXXXI, 1894), p. 63. Bria (or berga) occurs frequently
in the Phrygo-Macedonian languages, and there was a cognate
form pria or perga, the first seen in Tlpi'afjLos and perhaps

Hpirivr] (Ins. von Priene p. vi), the latter in Hepya/jLos and Hvpyos

(cf. also R. Et. Anc. VIII, 1906, p. 49 ; IX, 1907, pp. 175 f. on

names in -berga, -bria). Peria is for pria from bria (cf. the

Byzantine Berianus for Brianus, Hpeifyvfa for Hpeyrjvds, etc. ;

cf. Ramsay, J.H.S. I, 1880, p. 246; 01. Rev. XIX, 1905,

p. 426). The latter part of the compound recalls the inscrip-

tion found in Lydia at Basch Bojiik, which mentions a KaroiKia

^acroTpe'ayv (cf. Buresch, op. cit. pp. 106, 108
; Mouseion, 1884-5,

p. 52; cf. also K.P. II, p. 115). From this Buresch rightly

concluded that there was a village of the native name Sasotra,

and possibly our Periasasostra was the name of the castle or

fortress of that village, since there was a tetrapyrgia near by

(cf. Kiepert'smap in K.P. II). Sasotra belongs rather to the

region of Philadelphia, but Mnesimachus seems to have had

villages elsewhere than in the Sardian plain (cf. above). We
must wait for more evidence before the identification can be

made certain. The names Sasotra and Sasostra are related to

Sasandra in Caria and Sasima in Cappadocia. Sosandra (cf.

also, at Pergamum the personal name S5sandrus, Polyb.

XXXII, 27, 10
; O.a.I. Nos. 315, 331) seems to be the

Lydian form of Sasandra, and was the name given to an im-

perial estate near Mermere (cf. K.P. I, pp. 61, 64). Sasostra

is a reduplication of Sostra, which is Thracian (cf. Tomaschek,

Die Alten Thraker, II, p. 80; cf., also, the ending -<rro/?o? in

Aoi^oVropo?, etc.; Kretschmer, p. 203). The resemblances to

Saso, an island off the Illyrian coast (cf., also, Sasabaris, etc.)

and to the proper name Sostratus, which occurs at Sardes
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(cf. 0. a.I. No. 305 ;
in Lydia cf. K.P. I, No. 96; IT, No. 183)

are accidental. Fick-Bechtel, G-r. Personennamen, p. 258 rightly

connects Sdstratus with the root 2o>- (to save). The resem-

blance to Ses5stris (cf. Her. II, 106), who was supposed to

have erected a monument on Mt. Sipylus (cf. Her. II, 106 f. ;

Ramsay, H. a. pp. 30, 60 f.
;
J.H.S. I, 1880, p. 83 f. ; cf., also,

the Egyptian Sasou ;
cf. O.Cr.I. No. 199, 1. 33), is also prob-

ably accidental. For a similar ending to that in Sasostra cf.

Soatra, Satra = Zavarpa ; cf . Ramsay, Jh. Oest. Arch. I. I,

1898, Beiblatt, p. 95; Fick, Vorgr. Ortsnamen, p. 28; Kret-

schmer, p. 195, n. 2; Strabo, 568.

^apSiavbvTre&tov. This is the plain extending along the

Hermus valley, below and east and west of Sardes. How far

it extended we cannot be sure, but it can scarcely have been

very large, since it did not include the plain of Kvpos or KoO/oo?,

of the Castollus, or even of the Hermus (cf. Strabo, 626 l

and Kiepert's Formae Orbis Ant. IX). In this plain were situ-

ated Tobalmoura, Kinaroa, Ilou Oros, and probably some of the

other villages and places mentioned in our inscription.

TavSov. This may be an indeclinable name; but even

Tiamou, Pharnakou (cf. Strabo, 557), Tieiou (cf. Ramsay, C.B.

p. 758), and Karou, which Ramsay {C.B. p. 169) thinks is per-

haps of territorial origin, are now generally thought to be geni-
tives ; cf . K.P. II, p. 104. So it is better to understand /tcw/u?;

as in "iXotf KfOfjLrj (cf. above). As Hassoullier, op. cit. p. 108

remarks in commenting on Hdvvov /cco^rj and HV&OV /cwpr) ( 0. Gr.I.

No. 225) Tandus or Tandes, like Pannus and Pythes, was
not a hero, but a plain mortal. So TavSov means Tandus', i.e.

the village of Tandus, who founded it or perhaps owned it.

Tandus with its characteristic Asia Minor ending is perhaps to

be connected with such names as Tanatis in Upper Moesia,

1 vir6KiTa.L 5t rf/ 7r6Xei r6 re Zapdiavbv ireSlov Kal rb TOV Ki/pou ical rb Tov"EpfMV
Kal rb Kav<rTpiav6v, ewex?) re 6vra Kal iravruv &pi(TTa iredluv. In Hellenica Oxyr.
VII, 3, rb -n-eSlov rb T&V Au5tD/ probably includes all these 7re5/o. Cf., also p. 36,
above. Beloch. Gr. Gesch. Ill, 1904, 2, pp. 385 f

., thinks that the Kotpov ircdtov

in B.C.H. XXIV, 1900, p. 380, the Kvpov vedLov, and K6pov vediov are all iden-

tical, but that Kofyou ireSlov (perhaps of Lydian origin) is the oldest form. This
plain would, then, be near Magnesia where the Phrygius flows into the Hermus.
Cf., also, Plut. Ages. 10 rb irepi 2</>5eis iredlov, Eum. 8 vepl 5^ rAs Sd/aSets . . .

"Qts AuSots tvayuviffacrda.!. iredlois.
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Tanadaris in Cappadocia, Tantaendia, Tanais, Tanis in Egypt,

Tanakyllis = Tanaquil (Etruscan name of the wife of Tar-

quinius Priscus ; cf. Pape, s.t>.), Tanaoxares, son of Cyrus (Xen.

Cyr. VIII, 7, 11), Taz^oo-S/oco (general of Persians, Menander

frag. 50 = F.H. &. p. 253), Tampas (Reisen in Lykien, II, No.

264), Tanopolis in Phrygia (Hierocles, 668, 15), Tanus in

Crete (Fick, op. cit. p. 34), Tannetus, Tendeba in Caria (cf.

also Tendessis = Phrygian Tandasis B. C.H. XVI, 1892, p. 224,

Tenedos from Tennes = Tendes, cf. Fick, op. cit. pp. 64, 120).

Tanagra (cf. Lycian Tanagura, Head, op. cit. p. 690) and Tan-

talus (cf. modern Tandalu) are generally supposed to have

a different etymology, but possibly there is an Asia Minor

root -Tan- here also. 1
Perhaps it is the name of the god Tan,

who is the same as Zeus, and appears on Cretan coins (cf.

Head, op. cit. pp. 469, 475), though this is all very doubtful.

We should hardly compare the Lycian Tun or the Assyrian

Tuna, which perhaps explain the origin of Tyana and Tyndis ;

but since -f- often stands for -S- (cf. Ramsay, C.B. pp. 293, 575,

585), we can connect the Thracian forms Tonzos, Tonzarma, etc.

To@a\fjiovpa. The termination -moura may be compared
with that in HdXfjivpa (

= Tadmor), or in the Lydian Almoura

(cf. Buresch, op. cit. p. 135). -Oura (to say nothing of -ura,

-ara, etc.) is a common ending in Asia Minor names, cf. Ka-

roura, Balboura, Anaboura, Koloura, Masoura, Astoura, Gazi-

oura, Soura, Brittoura, etc. (cf., also, such names as Eratura in

Epirus, Korkoura in Illyria, and the many names in -aura or

-ura). The termination is related to -w/oo?, -a>/oa, changing to

-ou/oo? and -ou/oa, which seem, as Mr. Arkwright points out, es-

pecially Paeonian. It is common in Macedonia, spreading into

Illyria, the Illyrian parts of Italy, and Thessaly. It occurs

rarely in Thrace, but frequently in Asia Minor, where it is almost

confined to the northern part, though Meyer (Die Karier)

mentions Koloura in Caria and Masoura in Pamphylia. In

upper Moesia we have ~BpiTrovpa and TdpTrwpov, which are

probably Dardanian ; in Macedonia "AXewpo?, "Afapo?, "E\&>/309,

Oloros, Tafwjoo?, MtX/eo>/?o?, HtXw/ao?, eWoj/oo?, "Iwpov, 'E%et&-

/oo?, BuXaft>/3a, mostly Paeonian. 'Epdrvp and Bo'Xot^o? are

1
Sayce, Or. Lit. XIII, 1910, 489 f., derives Tantalus from Tadalus, Greek

for the Hittite Tid'al.
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Epirotic. Another BoXov/oo?, Kop/covpa,
v

Ai/ro>/>o9, Tragurium,

and probably "Tircopov in Bruttium and Manduria in Calabria

are Illyrian. In Crete there are "EXf/oo?, Zdwpos, Pyloros,

Ktja-Kcopa', in Asia Minor Korvupa, "Ificopa (Pontus), Kvrcopos

(Paphlagonia), 'Ay/capr] (Bithynia), Ta&ovpa (Pontus), 'Am-

fiovpa, Kdpovpa (Phrygia). In Lycia we have only Bd\j3ovpa

(not Lycian because of the initial B), but this is in Cabalia,

which was Maeonian, and so identical with one element in the

Lydian population. Balboura certainly sounds like Tobal-

moura (or Tbalmoura, as it is twice written in. our inscrip-

tion). The change of -m- to -b- is common in Asia Minor,

cf. Mlaundus and Blaundus. Cf., also, Scythian Naw>-/3aXa-

yLtfjOo?
and Gothic BaXa/47?f>o?, Kretschmer, p. 342. At first

we were inclined to take Tobalmoura as a compound from

the Semitic Tobal and the ending -moura, Tobal-moura. The
Tubal or Tobal (cf. Tobal-Cain) or Tabali of Assyrian in-

scriptions are identified with the Tibareni who lived beyond
the Thermodon, on the southern shore of the Black Sea (cf.

Her. Ill, 94; VII, 78; Ezekiel, XXXII, 26; Gelzer, Das
Zeitalter des G-yges, p. 256; Garstang, op. cit. pp. 54, 61, 375).
With the Tubal or Tobal might be connected not only Tobal-

moura but also the Lydian Tabala (cf. for the site of Tabala

K.P. II, pp. 119 f.), and the Persian name Tabalus (cf. Her.

I, 153 f . ; Paus. VII, 2, 10). Since, however, there must have

been near Darmara a Lydian settlement, Almoura (the first

example to be discovered of a place in Lydia ending in -oura,

cf. Buresch, op. cit. p. 135, riot in P.W.; cf., also, the proper
name

'

AX/^v/oa in Buresch, op. cit. p. 51), the compound is surely

Tob-almoura, and perhaps even the Tubal or Tobal (possibly
a Hittite rather than a Lydian word) have the same root, -tob-

with the common Asia Minor ending -al or -il (cf . Mursil, which
is Hittite as well as Lydian). Tob might then be related

to Lycian Tobora and Carian Tobororos (cf. B.Q.H. IV, 1880,

p. 304, 1. 45; Kretschmer, p. 328), although compounds are not

Lycioid ; and to tab or taba, meaning rock in Caria, from which
Kretschmer (p. 387) derives Tabala (cf. Steph. Byz. *. Td/3ai,

rdftav jap TTJV irerpav "EXX?;i/? ovofid&vaLv ; cf. Ramsay, C.B.

p. 277). The same root is found in the Tabeirenoi (K.P.
II, No. 52), in the name of the place near Magnesia on the
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Maeander called
97

ev Taffdpvei 7777777 (Ins. von Magnesia, Nos.

215, 251), in the Lydian Kastabalis (Denkschr. d. Wiener
Akad. 1896, p. 25), Kallatebos (Her. VII, 31

; Steph. Byz.

s.v.), Andabalis. Probably there was a Lydian word tob or

toba, like the Semitic tob, or some Hittite word, but more prob-

ably a variant of taba (for interchange of -o- and -a- cf. refer-

ences given above, s. Moparov). Almoura may be compared
with Almana in Macedonia (probably Paeonian), Almene in

Epirus, Almopia in Macedonia, Almus in lower Moesia, Mt.

Alma in Pannonia. These comparisons agree with the Illyrico-

Paeonian termination -oura, which we now know to have been

used in Lydia. Possibly the Lydian Tomara is from Tobmara,
which would be practically the same as Tobalmoura ; but we
must wait for further evidence before attempting to identify

the two, especially since there is also a place called Almoura.

In any case Tobalmoura is a pure Asia Minor name.

From the foregoing discussion it would appear that Lydian
names contained a Lycioid as well as a European stratum (cf.

Ramsay, C.P. p. 8, Radet, Lydie, pp. 260 f.
; but it is perhaps

Paeonian or Illyrian rather than true Thracian) seen in the

many affinities with Phrygian names, such as Adrastus, Maneus,

Sagarius, etc. Even the name Sardes may be due to Thracian

settlers (cf. Wilhelm,
4 Neue Beitrage zur gr. Inschriftenkunde,'

Sitzb. Wiener Akad. CLXVI, 1911, p. 45 ; for other traces of

Thracian settlers in Lydia cf. Radet, La Lydie, pp. 52 f., 67 f.
;

Strabo 649 ; R. Arch. XIV, 1909, II, p. 56). Probably there is

also a third native or Lydian element. We know that Lydia
was at one time conquered by the Lycians (Strabo, 627), and

was always in close contact with Phrygia (cf. Kretschmer,

pp. 205 f., 385 f., 388 f . ; Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Afya/^-rmoz/). Further

study of the inscriptions in Lydian script, which are coming to

light in the Sardes excavations, will decide the nature of the

Lydian language. At present, however, this seems related to

Lycian, with which Carian has not the close relationship at-

tributed to it by Kretschmer (cf. also Thumb, A.J.A. XV,
1911, p. 460). However, the differences in phonetic laws are

so great that there is no practical identity of the Lydian and

Lycian languages, and the resemblance of proper names may

imply only a survival of the primitive language, as in the case
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of Welsh proper names in Cornwall. Of Semitic influence

there is but little, what appears Semitic being probably native.

Of Persian influence such as Radet, Cybebt, p. 68, supposes,

there are also but few traces.

VI. POINTS OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INTEREST

(1) Land Tenure. Many social and economic features of the

inscription have been brought out in the foregoing remarks;

but, since this is a very important document relating to agra-

rian conditions and temple administration in Asia Minor, it

seems advisable to devote a paragraph to its significance in those

aspects. Mnesimachus is not absolute owner of all the lands

enumerated, for in II, 13, it is stated that the king (i.e. An-

tigonus) can take them away from the temple &ia Mvrja-iiJLaxov,

i.e. by taking them away from Mnesimachus. The king, then,

was the freehold owner, and, since no dependence on Sardes is

mentioned, while the characteristic $0/00? is specified, the villages

must be part of his Pacri\ucr) %o>/oo. (cf. Rostowzew, R.K. p. 247).

He had granted these places to Mnesimachus, who probably was

some Greek or Macedonian officer or other person of very high
rank standing in close relation with the king. In 319 B.C. Antig-

onus, then strategos of Asia, Sieypatye rwv a^t,o\oyo)v (f)i\<Dv ols pev

a-arpaTreias ot? 8e dTpar^ia^ (Diod. XVIII, 50, 5 ; cf . the Greek

or Macedonian officers who supported Antigonus in 302, Docimus,

Phoenix, Philip, Diod. XX, 10T, 4-5). So he may well have

made gifts of land even as early as 319 B.C. The Hellenistic

rulers looked upon the territory which they had conquered as

belonging to them, and confiscated it from the original owners

or parcelled it out to their officers and friends as they pleased

(cf. Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 249 f., 251 f.; 0. a.I. Nos. 221, 225,

262 ; Syll. No. 929, 11. 133 f.). But the villages or lands given
were probably taxed, as Rostowzew (R.K. p. 252) has conjec-
tured. Whether the lands that Mnesimachus received belonged
in former times to the temple itself or to other proprietors,
either the Persian king or his satraps or other officers (cf. Ros-

towzew, Klio, 1, 1901, p. 297 ; Haussoullier, Rev. d. Phil. XXV,
1901, p. 39), it is impossible to decide ; but very likely they
were taken from our temple soon after Alexander conquered
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Sardes. In 262 B.C. a sixth of all the produce of the vineyards
and orchards was transferred from the gods of Egypt to Queen
Arsinoe (cf. Grenfell, Revenue Laws of Ptol. Phil. 1896, pp.
xxxii, 22, 94 etc.; Wilcken, G-r. Ostrakr. I, p. 157; for

the temple estates see Ramsay, Q.B. p. 354 ; E.P. p. 305,
and references there and in Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 273, 280 f.;

cf. also Ps. Arist. Oec. 1350 b, 1352 a, 0. a.L No. 440, note 3)'.

In fact, our inscription, which mentions in I, 14, an av\ij, as

having been given to Pytheus and Adrastus, furnishes a very
striking commentary to the passage in Plutarch's Eumenes, 8

(cf. commentary on I, 14), where Eurnenes, after his victory
over Craterus (soon after 322 B.C.) made a halt at Celaenae in

Phrygia, and to provide pay sold or gave to his captains the

farmsteadings and fortified country-houses (e-TrauXet?
= auXat),

and provided siege-engines to take them (cf. Ramsay, C.B.

pp. 419 f.; Rostowzew, R.K. p. 253; cf. also Ps. Arist. Oec.

1350 f.). So Antigonus may have distributed among his officers

the lands which had fallen under his control as general overseer

of Asia Minor and satrap of Phrygia, many of which had prob-

ably been confiscated by him, and some of which may even have

belonged to the temple at Sardes. In our inscription, then, we
have the two methods employed by Hellenistic kings for grant-

ings fiefs to their officers : (1) hereditary tenure subject to

</>o/305, with the king as overlord ; (2) absolute ownership such

as was granted to Aristodicides and Laodice, (O.Gr.I. Nos. 221,

225). The first was more usual, and corresponds to the

fjiicrOcocris et? TO Trarpifcdv or lease on hereditary tenure for an in-

definite period (cf . note to Tebt. Pap. I, No. 5, 1. 12 ; Rostowzew,

R.K. pp. 28, 39). By this tenure Mnesimachus held the /c&fjLai

and K\rjpoi, which could be sold or mortgaged notwithstanding

that they were not freehold. Such sales of royal land were fifty

years later recorded at Sardes (cf. 0. Gr.I. No. 225, 1. 24, rrjv

wvrjv avaypdtyai efc ra? /3a<riXt/ca? 7pa^>a9, ab. 250 B.C.). There

must also in our period have been a record office, probably on

the acropolis, as Dittenberger, I.e., suggests, where the more de-

tailed documents were preserved ; else the descriptions of land in

our text would scarcely have been so vague (cf . Hirschfeld, 1893,

Ins. Brit. Mus. IV, 1, p. 71). In Egypt also grants of crown

land were made subject to an annual rent, yet could be sold by
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the tenant (cf. Oxyr. Pap. IV, No. 721, and references there).

Under the second system of absolute ownership, Mnesimachus

held probably the av\ri at Tobalmoura, and certainly the

TrapdSeio-oi and the ol/co7reSa of 1, 11, 16, which were not subject

to $0/00? like the lands held by hereditary leasehold tenure

(cf. 0. Gr.I. No. 225, 11. 12 f. ol Trap avrfy irpidfievoi f) Xa/3oWe9

avroi re egovviv Kvpfos ; in No. 221, 1. 28, Bovvai means to give

outright, as distinguished from eiri'x&pelv,
1. 54, to grant subject

to <o/309 (cf. commentary on I, 2). Among the properties

granted to Mnesimachus are the following: (a) First the

feudal, i.e. tracts of land which belong to a native village, have

a native name, and are probably not laid off by metes and bounds.

These villages and their inhabitants, the Xaoi, form a unit (cf.

Rostowzew, U.K. p. 248 ; Petrie Pap. Ill, p. 26, 1. 101, etc.), and

are granted by the king on condition that they pay certain fixed

annual dues or rentals (0o'/3ot). Later, but probably not in

Hellenistic times, they had their own magistrates and revenues,

passed their own decrees, and sometimes several villages formed

part of a city to which they paid tribute (cf. B. O.H. IX, 1885, p.

395 ; Ramsay, C.B. I, p. 124). (&) Different from the KCO/JLCU are

the /cXrj/jot, which form a second category. These are measured

allotments or holdings of land which were granted or distributed

by lot to soldiers, officers, etc., as in Egypt, where the word

often occurs in papyri ; cf. also, for Asia Minor, O.G-.I. No. 229,

11. 100 f., No. 502. To them belong the ol/coTreSa (often in

papyri), which are small plots of land on which houses can be

built, but which can also be cultivated (cf. Wilcken, G-r. Ost.

I, p. 390, and also, Syll. Nos. 177, 933, also No. 155, which

seems to show that ol/coTreSa were arable land). They are not

populated with Xaot like the ACW/UU, but consist, perhaps, princi-

pally of garden-land. On the whole subject of K\fjpoi cf.

Bouche-Leclercq, Hist, des Lagides, III, pp. 231 f. Two K\rjpoi

only are mentioned, one at Kinaroa (I, 6), near Tobalmoura
:

which was in the Sardian plain ; another at Na[g]rioa in the dis-

trict called Mopa-rov "T&o/o (I, 8). The first paid a <o/>o? of

three gold staters, probably to the chiliarchy of Pytheus, the

other a $0/309 of three gold staters and four gold obols to the

chiliarchy of Sagarius. These rentals compared with those of

the villages are so low that the ic\f]poi must have been fairly
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small (cf. below). From the particulars given as to (fropoi we see

how the system of collecting revenue from the x&pa fiao-iXitcrj was

organized. The /cXrjpo^ as well as the K^M as such paid a fixed

sum, each to the chiliarchy in which it lay. This explains the

system mentioned in the letter of Alexander to Priene (0. Cr.L

No. 1), where the inhabitants in the villages were understood

to pay the <o/oo<? separately as individuals (cf . Rostowzew, R.K.

pp. 243 f.), whereas they doubtless paid it collectively, as in our

case, according to KW^GLI. From O.Gr.I. No. 502 (cf. note 3), it

is apparent that the Seleucid kings cut even temple lands into

/cXfjpoi. In Egypt the K\ripoi as in II, 12 of our inscription
could be confiscated by the crown (cf . Oxyr. Pap. IV, No. 721, 11.

4 f ., K\tfpc0v avei\\ijfJLiJLevQ)v, and ibid. 730, Petrie Pap. Ill, Nos.

104-106). (c?) As a third category the inscription (II, 5) men-

tions %<w/Ha, lands or estates (Cf. Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 288,

293). Such is the ^(opiov in col. I, which at the Siaipea-is or

distribution, probably soon after Alexander's conquest of Sardes,

Pytheus and Adrastus had received as their selected and special

property (e^aipii^a). It had in some way probably come into

the possession of Mnesimachus. This %c0piov consists of the

av\r) (cf. commentary on I, 14) and the properties outside, and

belonging to it. Here live the serfs or \aoi (cf. Rostowzew,
R.K. pp. 259 f.) and the slaves (otWrcu), who cultivate the land,

which is not specifically described. Especially mentioned are

the measured plots (I, 15) of garden or orchard land, TrapdSeurot,

(an Asia Minor word, though it occurs also often in Egyptian

papyri ; cf. commentary on I, 15), and ol/coTreSa requiring so

arid so many Persian aprd/Sai of wheat to sow. The unit of

area is the amount of land which one artaba will sow. The

word <T7rdpov after TrapdSeio-oi and olfcoTre&a (I, 15, 16) indicates

a method of rough measurement, and does not imply that land

so measured is all arable (cf. below). In 326/5 B.C. we have a

similar method at Gambreurn near Pergamum, and at Aphrodisias

(first century A.D.) ; ci.Syll. No. 155,1. 15, (nropov KVTrpoov e/carov,

etc.; cf. R.Et. Gr. XIX, 1906, p. 237, 11. 13, 20, 21, 26, etc.

Lille Pap. I (1907), p. 48, No. 5, shows that the fiaviXi/col

yecopyoi received seed at the rate of one Egyptian artaba per

aroura. The whole %&>/nW above described probably belonged

also to the property which Mnesimachus mortgaged. No
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is mentioned, because such special grants like those of Laodice

and Aristodicides (cf. 0. G.L Nos. 221, 225) are free from all

rentals payable to the crown. All these properties together

make up the fortune or estate (o'/co?) of Mnesimachus, which is

handed over en Hoc to our temple at Sardes, just as Thraseas

ceded to the temple of Zeus 'Oo-o7<ya certain lands on which he

was to pay an annual </>o/3o?, though in this case he remained

proprietor; cf. B.C.H. V, 1881, pp. 108 f.; Grairidor thinks

this practice was not so frequent as Pridik believed (B. C.H.

XXX, 1906, p. 446). For property and funds belonging to

temples cf., for example, Le Bas-Waddington, Ins. d'Asie Min.

Nos. 327, 331, 332, 338, 414, 415, 416, 419, etc. Tebt. Pap. I,

No. 86, 1. 52
; and Newton, Essays on Art and Archaeology, pp.

143 f., 150 f. On the functions of temples in the agrarian life

of Asia Minor, cf. Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 269 f.; for the pos-

sessions of Egyptian temples cf. Otto, Priester und Tempel im
Hellenistischen Aegypten, pp. 259 f., 262 f., 278 f.

(2) Revenues of Landed Proprietors. The income of the

landlord consists in our case partly of the dues paid by the

Xaot in money, in kind, and in labor, partly of the revenue

from the work of the slaves, who, perhaps (cf. 1, 17 f.), manage
the estate themselves and who from their names must be na-

tives. It is probable that they worked on the /c\7jpoi and

TrapdSeicroi) where their labor was aided by the corvSe work of

the serfs, and that they cultivated chiefly figs, olives, grape-
vines, and fruit trees (cf. Ath. Mitt. XIV, 1889, p. 370 ; B. C.H.

V, 1881, pp. 108 f.
; XII, 1888, pp. 23 f.). So in 1, 10 f. /cal -r5>v

ayyei'wv ra>v olvrjpcov might refer to the K\fjpot, though it seems
better to connect it with the /coi/iat, and to regard these ayyela
as contributed by the Xaoi. As items in the landlord's revenue
there are then (1) the raw products, consisting of fruits and

produce (/cap-n-ol teal yev^ara ; cf. II, 8 and Oxyr. Pap. II,
No. 277, 1. 6), which could be sold, and which correspond to

the Egyptian a-LTHcrj nfoOaMm or Tr/aoVoSo? (cf. Tebt. Pap. I, No.
5, 1. 11, and references there ; Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 27, 28, 31,

38, 47, 52, 139). There are (2) the prepared products, consist-

ing chiefly of wine in jars (ayyela olvrjpd), which could be sold
or taxed (cf. Rev. Laws. p. lv). There is (3) the cash rental
or tribute ($0/009 apyvpucfc) paid by the Xaot to the landlord
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and which he in turn uses for paying in cash the <o/>o9 due
to the crown on his villages and allotments. For <f>dpos as rent

cf. Wilcken, Gr. Ost. pp. 312, 319, 320. Similarly, the rent of

Egyptian crown land consists in (Tiri/cr) /uo-0a><rt<? plus apyvpi/crj

Trpoa-oSos (cf . Tebt. Pap. I, No. 5, 1. 11, and references there ;

O.a.L No. 90, 11. 12, 14, 15, 21; Amherst Pap. II, p. 35, No.

31, 11. 6, 7 ; Oxyr. Pap. II, p. 291, No. 291, 11. 3 f
; Berl dr. Urk.

II, p. 182; Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 27, 28, 37, 58; apyvpi/cds <o^o?
in Eleph. Pap. No. 14, 1. 3 ; also in Le Bas-Waddington, op. cit.

Nos. 323, 324, where it means rent paid in money). There is (4)
the labor rental or corvSe ((0/909 XijrovpyiKos, I, 12). \eirovpyds
here simply means a workman, and has no technical sense as at

Athens. The Xeirovpyifcbs (f>dpos was in Egypt some kind of

personal service, which the poor rendered, and in lieu of which

the wealthy paid a Xeirovpyi/cdv ; cf . Wilcken, Grr. Ost. I, 382 ;

Arist. Ath. Pol XXIX, 5 ; Tebt. Pap. Nos. 5, 32, 88, 1. 3, qpepai

XeiTovpyiKai; No. 102, Petrie Pap. II, No. 39 e, III, 1905, No.

109 f.
; ffibeh Pap. p. 269 with references ; Bouche-Leclercq,

Hist, des Lagides, III, p. 234 ; Paris Pap. No. 63, where we
have a corvSe on beasts of burden ; Oxyr. Pap. I, No. 86, where

the \eirovpyia is hereditary, and consists of providing rowers

on the Nile ; Oxyr. Pap. Ill, No. 506, where the Xeirovpyta

is to cultivate crown land, and was apparently attached to the

land, not to the person of its tenant /caOapav cnro irda-^ yewpyias

1. 37; cf., also, Ins. von Pergamon, No. 49, 1. 15. This sense must

be distinguished from that in Syll. No. 177, 1. 68; No. 426,

36; O.a.L No. 383, 11. 74, 185; 566, 1. 11; 339, 1. 50; 383,

1.170; 529, 1. 3; 537, 1. 10; 542, 1. 9; K.P. I, No. 99, where

Xeirovpyia means some public office or service, that is TroKirucrj

\eiTovpyia. Of still a different nature are the ^(DpiKal \ei-

rovpyiat in Egypt (cf. O.G.I. No. 669, 1. 34 ; Rostowzew, R.K.

pp. 86, 199, 203, 204, 206, Staatspacht, p. 465 f. On liturgies

in general, cf . Mitteis und Wilcken, G-rundzuge und Chrestomathie

d. Papyuskunde, I, 1, pp. 339-355). What kind of personal ser-

vice the \aoi in Asia Minor were obliged to perform, we cannot

decide. So many days' labor in cultivating their lord's gardens

or fields seems to be the duty most likely to have been imposed

on them ; but our inscription supplies the first definite proof

that, like the coloni in Africa in Roman times, they did render
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personal labor in addition to paying a money tax, and it thus

furnishes an argument for the Hellenistic derivation of the

African system (cf. Rostowzew op. dt. pp. 302 f. ; Meyer, Klio,

I, 1901, pp. 424-426; Theocr. XVII, 97).

(3) Status of Agricultural Population. The \aoi are the

principal factor in the villages. They are the native agricul-

tural population or serfs, who, with the ground, their houses,

and possessions, belong to the tenants, and so to the king.

They are described in O.Cr.L No. 1, 1. 14, as TOW Se /caToi/covvras

ev rah K^ais (cf. Taur. Pap. VIII, 23, TOW [ou\evoirr]a<? ical

epya&fjievovs ev Tat? e/cacr [T&>Z>] /caytat?). They are often also

called (Baai\iicol \aoi, as well as simply \aoi (cf . 0. Gr.I. No. 221,

1. 46 f. ; Haussoullier, Rev. d. Phil. XXV, 1901, pp. 33 f.; Ros-

towzew, R.K. pp. 258-265; Klio, I, 1901, pp. 297, 424). In

Egypt, however, they are sometimes distinguished from the other

yewpyoi^cL Meyer, Das Heerwesen der Ptolemder, pp. 109 f ; Klio,

I, 1901, p. 426). If the king gives or sells a part of the royal

domain, the Xaot who belong to it also pass to the new proprietor.

They were an unfree peasantry, like the coloni and mediaeval

villeins, but they had money, since they paid a cash <o'/>o9 (cf.

Rostowzew, Klio, I, 1901, p. 297), and by payment of money
could release themselves from the required manual labor or

villeinage (cf. Meyer, Klio, I, 1901, p. 426). They must also

have owned tools for agriculture, etc. (TO, inrdp^ovra Trdwra),

and perhaps even their houses. This we infer from the char-

acteristic phrase rwv \a&v Travoi/ciwv <rvv Tot? vTrdp^ovcriv (cf.

0. Gr.I. No. 225, 11. 5, 23, for two instances of the very same

phrase ;
cf . also Xewv avroi/cov in G-r. Dialektinschriften* No. 5533 e ;

Rostowzew, R.K. p. 261). The \aoi had civil rights, could

keep part of their crops, and even move to another place ; but

they still remained serfs to their first proprietors (cf . 0. Gr.I.

No. 225, 1. 8; Klio, 1, 1901, pp. 297, 424 f.
; Haussoullier, Rev. d.

Phil. XXV, 1901, p. 34). The \ao( were probably under the

superintendence of the ol/cerai, who were slaves, but being few
and mentioned here by name, were probably skilled and of high
class. They may even have acted as stewards or bailiffs.

There are four at Tobalmoura (cf. I, 17, 18), two at Periasa-

sostra, and perhaps several others in the part of Col. II which
has been erased. All have their father's name added, and
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Tuius his grandfather's (cf. B. C.H. XV, 1891, pp. 365 f. for

slaves with patronymics).

(4) Administration of Temple Funds and Property. Our in-

scription furnishes additional evidence that the Greek temples,
with their rich treasures, performed the function of banks ; cf .

for Delos, 279 B.C., Homolle, B.C.H. XIV, 1890, p. 438; cf.,

also, Otto, op. cit. pp. 318 f., Swoboda, Wiener Studien, X, 1888,

pp. 278 f.; XI, 1889, pp. 65 f.; Mitteis, Sav. Ztschr. Rom. Abt.

XIX, 1898, pp. 198 f . ; Biichsenschiitz, Besitz und JErwerb im gr.

Altertum, pp. 506-509 ; ForscTiungen in Ephesos, I, pp. 261, 279.

While the temples, as we have said, probably lost their great
landed estates at the Macedonian invasion, they do not seem

to have been despoiled by the Macedonian kings of their cash

and their treasures, probably because the economic functions

of such capital were too important, and its loss might have

paralyzed the life of the districts depending on it. They
doubtless still owned many lands (cf. above, and Ramsay,
C.B., p. 102), but how they acquired them is difficult to

say (cf. B.C.H. XIV, 1890, p. 434; XXV, 1901, pp. 137 f.).

They could lend money on mortgage, and if the debtor did

not pay back the debt within a fixed period his property could

be sold (cf. B.C.H. IV, 1880, pp. 302 f.; Otto, op. cit. pp.

279), or without mortgage as in TrapaKaTaOrf/crj. They could

invest in lands themselves and rent them out (B.Q.H. V, 1881,

p. 114; XIX, 1905, pp. 437 f ; XXX, 1906, pp. 446 f.), or they
could invest in the improvement of these lands (cf.

fjiara /cal fyvTevpaTa, II, 10, and TrecfrvTev/jieva /cal

Inscr. Jur. Crr. I, p. 202, 1. 112). Their lands with the \aot,

slaves, etc., were administered like those of individual owners

(cf. Rostowzew, R. K. pp. 269 f.), and the temple funds were

under the control of temple-wardens (ywrrolai), who were like

a board of directors or trustees (cf. Bourguet, Administration

financieredu sanct. pyth. 1905, pp. 65-109; Swoboda, in Wiener

Studien, X, 1888, pp. 306, 307, has shown that the vecoTrolai, not

only had charge of building and repairing temples, but also of

the sacred funds; cf., also, commentary on I, 2).
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VII. LEGAL POINTS

(a) Deposit-loan (Trapa/caradijicr}') . Hapatcara6i]/crj here (I,

3; II, 11, 13, 18) denotes the receipt for safe keeping of a sum

of money which the recipient binds himself to return to the de-

positor with or without interest on demand. It was equivalent

to the Roman depositum irregular? (Mitteis, Sav. Ztschr. XIX,

1898, pp. 209-212), and was one of the methods of making a

loan. In this way Mnesimachus borrowed from our temple

treasury the 1325 gold staters. We have here translated this

term "
deposit-loan," in order to distinguish it from true deposi-

tum (also Trapa/caraQritcr) in Greek), in which the deposit was

not money, but a definite object. HapatcaTaOrjtcT) was the

classical term (e.g. Her. II, 156; Isocr. Trapez. 13; Syll. No.

53, 1. 15; Michel, Rec. No. 496, 11. 50 f.), and is found but

seldom in the papyri (e.g. Oxyr. Pap. I, No. 71, 1, 1. 6), where

the usual term is TrapaOrjKrj. The deposit-loan made to Mnesi-

machus was doubtless accompanied by a written agreement

(like those of which several later specimens have survived; see

Mitteis-Wilcken, G-rundz. u. Chrestomathie, II, 2, 1912, Nos. 330-

336 = Oxyr. Pap. VII, 1910, No. 1039 and references) provid-

ing that on his failure to repay the 1325 staters his property
should be liable to execution for twice that amount. To avoid

this result and to gain time he satisfied the goddess by mort-

gaging his estate.

Our document brings out several points connected with this

contract: (1) A deposit-loan was then, as in later times, re-

payable on demand (oTrore eav alpfjTai, Berger, Strafklauseln, p.

103, n. 3; oTrrjmKa eav alpy, Oxyr. Pap. VII, No. 1039, 1. 9).
It is the demand made by the ternpie-wardens (I, 3), not the

expiration of the time for which the loan was made, that com-

pels Mnesimachus to satisfy them.

(2) HapaKara6r)/crj was in use at this period for the lending of

money at interest, since there can be no doubt that Mnesimachus

paid interest on his original deposit-loan. This may be inferred

from the mention of principal (apxalov, II, 13), which implies
interest (TO/CO?) as its accompaniment (cf . TO ap^alov ical TOW
TO/COU5, Isocr. Trapez. 37; rov TOKOV ^ TO ap^alou, Syll. No.

517, 1. 19; cf., also, Ins. Brit. Mus. No. 481, 11. 149-192), as
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well as from the stipulations in II, 8-10, 16-18, designed to

protect the goddess from loss of the annual income on her in-

vestment. We know also that temples such as that of Artemis
administered their sacred funds like those of a bank, and placed
them only where they would yield a good return. In our case

the rate must have been at least 10 per cent a year, possibly 12

percent (Billeter, Gf-esch. d. Zinsfusses^pp. 19, 58). No arrears,

being mentioned (II, 13, 14), we may assume that Mnesimachus
had paid the full interest on his deposit-loan up to the date of

the mortgage. After the conveyance had been made the in-

terest on the debt was of course replaced by the use and enjoy-
ment of the land; cf. Wilcken und Mitteis, op. cit. II, 1, p. 153.

(3) The contract of TrapafcaraOij/crj must at this period have

been equipped with the same penalty for non-payment as in the

first and second centuries A.D., when the papyri show that the

defaulting debtor was liable for twice the amount of the original

loan. 1 Unless at the date of our document some such penalty
had been imposed by law, it is hard to conceive for what pur-

pose the stipulations of II, 11, 18 (eVro) eV TrapaKaraOriicrf) could

have been framed, whereas on the assumption of a poena dupli
entailed by non-payment, they are perfectly intelligible.

2 Such

clear circumstantial evidence is important, since the existence

of the penalty at so early a date as 300 B.C. has been seriously

doubted. The stipulations in clauses E and F (above, p. 21)
are thus seen to have been imposed by the creditor because

they had the merit of extreme harshness.

(b) Sale subject to redemption^ (jrpda-is eVl \vaeC). This

method, adopted by Mnesimachus, of giving a mortgage under

the guise of a sale, was in use as early as the fourth century B.C.

in Attica, Lemnos, and Amorgus :
4 our inscription supplies the

1
Beauchet, Hist, du droit pr. de la rep. athen. IV, p. 329; Mitteis, Sav. Ztschr.

XXVIII, 1907, p. 384
;
Partsch. Gr. Burgschaftsrecht, I, p. 84

; Berger, Straf-

klauseln, 1911, p. 103
; Mitteis-Wilcken, op. cit. II, 2, Nos. 331 and 332.

2 We owe this inference to Professor Mitteis.

3 Though
"
mortgage," in its strict common-law meaning, i.e. of an absolute

conveyance subject to defeasance in case the debt is paid, would be an excel-

lent rendering of irpd<ris tirl \5<re<, we refrain from using it in that restricted sense,

because it is so often used as equivalent to VITO^KIJ.
4
Szanto, Wiener Studien, IX, 1887, pp. 279 f.; R. Hitzig, Dasgr. Pfandrecht,

1895, pp. 76-107
;
B. Kubler, Sav. Ztschr. XVI, 1895, pp. 344-350 ;

L. Beauchet,

op. cit. Ill, 1897, pp. 176-194
;
P. Guiraud, Melanges Perrot, 1903, pp. 146-148 ;
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first instance yet found of its use in Asia Minor. Though the

evidence is scanty, consisting chiefly of inscribed horoi

(Beauchet, op. cit. Ill, p. 345) and of a few passages from

Attic speeches, the general character of the transaction has

long been clear. 1 The property given as security was, as the

term implies, sold to the creditor, on condition that the debtor

might within a fixed time redeem it by paying back the price;

in other words, the amount of his debt. Many details have

however been obscure, owing to the lack of a specimen contract

such as this inscription for the first time supplies.

The following information as to Trpdo-is ejrl XiW is furnished

by our document :

(1) Whether upon redemption the property reverted to the

debtor, or had to be reconveyed to him by the creditor, is a

question which the evidence has hitherto not enabled us to

answer. It is now clear that the latter was the case; inasmuch

as the property was conveyed to the creditor outright with full

warranty, a reconveyance must have been needed to divest her

of the title.

(2) From II, 10-11, 15, 16, we learn that the powers of the

creditor over the property conveyed to her were very broad.

She had the right to spend money on it in building, cultivating,

and for other purposes; and the debtor's assent was not required,

even though he was ultimately to pay the bill. The extent of

the creditor's power over the property is further shown by the

absence of stipulations guarding against loss from her acts or

omissions. If during her ownership the property had been in

any way injured or depreciated, the debtor would have received

no compensation. Our analysis has shown that no compensa-
tion clause was contained in the lost parts of the document.

E. Rabel, Sav. Ztschr. XXVIII, 1907, pp. 354-371 ; A. Manigk, Ib. XXX,
1909, pp. 306 f.; D. Pappoulias, i, ^wpdynaros d<r0d\a, pp. 28-38, 53-55; E.

Weiss, Pfandr. Untersuchungen, I, 1909, pp. 21 f.
;
J. Partsch, Gr. Burgschaftsr.

1909, pp. 256-259; 0. Eger, Sav. Ztschr. XXXI, 1910, pp. 467 f.; A*. B.

Schwarz, Hypothek u. Hypallagma, 1911, p. 35, nn. 2 to 4.

1 The literary sources are collected by Hitzig, Beauchet, and Pappoulias. The
horos inscriptions are in fnscr. jur. gr. I, pp. 112-116

; Michel, Recueil, Nos. 1364

to 1375; Berl. Sitzungsber. 1897, pp. 665-669; 1898, pp. 782-783; I.G. XII,

viii, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 (Lemnos) ; Robinson, A.J.P. XXVIII, 1907, p. 431. See
also Syll Nos. 818 ff., and Ath. Mitt. XXXV, 1910, p. 106, n. 3.
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(3) From II, 10-11, 15, 16, we may also infer that, before the

property could be redeemed, the debtor had to make good all

expenses incurred by the creditor in connection with it. This

fact probably explains why the <p6poi, payable on the lands con-

veyed are so carefully recorded (I, 5-10). If the king might
confiscate, he might also, no doubt, increase, the $6poi. Had
this occurred in our case, Mnesimachus would doubtless have

been compelled before redemption to refund, as part of the

goddess' outlay on the property, any rent paid by her in excess

of 116 gold staters 7 obols, the total rent-charge at the date

of our conveyance.

(4) From II, 4-5, it appears that the debtor's failure to pro-
tect any part of the property from eviction, or any breach of

contract on his part, entailed the entire forfeiture of his right
to redeem. Thus the inducement to the grantor to defend the

title of his grantee seems to have been stronger in this form of

mortgage than in an ordinary sale, where he had only the poena

dupli to fear.

(5) The provisions in II, 8-10, 16-18, tend to show that, in

addition to the debt and the indemnity for the creditor's out-

lays above mentioned, the debtor was required at the time of

redemption to pay also the proportion of revenue accrued up
to that date. Redemption taking place before the harvest

would, 110 less than eviction, have debarred the creditor from

gathering the fruits of the soil for that year. Hence we may
be sure that redemption cannot have been allowed, without

compensation to the creditor for income accrued but not re-

ceived.

(6) The fact that, in the event of the loss of property con-

veyed, it was necessary to revive the original debt by express

stipulation (II, 13-15) shows that the debt, by being trans-

formed into purchase money, had been completely wiped out.

The creditor no longer looked to the debtor's liability, but only

to the value of the property which she had accepted. If after

the conveyance the property had been taken from her, the cred-

itor, unless protected by such a clause as that in II, 13-15,

would have lost both her debt and her security.

(7) While Trpacns eVt \vaet was thus from one point of view

a genuine sale for a real price, in which the preexisting debt
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disappeared, the Greeks did not forget that it was also a mort-

gage. This double aspect accounts for the characteristic use

(II, 12) of vTo/ceifJievcov, instead of ireirpa^ev^v ; like that of

TO/CO?, in Dem. XXXVII, 7 and 29, to describe the rent paid by

Pantaenetus on the property conveyed by him under a

(8) The stipulations of which the effect is explained above

(pp. 60 f.), whereby the indemnities for the goddess' outlay and

loss of revenue are to be treated as deposit-loans (ez> TrapaKara-

#77/07, II, 11-18) contain nothing peculiar to irpaa^ eVl \vcrei

as such. They were, we may suppose, framed in this fashion

simply because, the principal debt having been a deposit-loan,

it was to the creditor's advantage to treat these accessory debts

as loans of the same kind.

(9) The fact that the right of redemption needed to be

barred by special stipulation (II, 2) implies that, in the absence

of such stipulation, it would have been allowed at any time.

In this respect, as in several others, we may compare the Scot-

tish form of mortgage known as an " absolute disposition with

back-bond "
(Gloag and Irvine, Law of Rights in Security, 1897.

Chap. IV, on "Dispositions ex facie absolute"). By this,

as in irpacris eVl \vcrei, the property is conveyed outright to the

creditor, the fact that the transaction is not a sale but a mort-

gage being noted in a "back-bond" or "back-letter." Until

redemption the creditor remains in full ownership of the prop-

erty, which may be redeemed at any time, though, if not exer-

cised within forty years, the right of the debtor to demand a

reconveyance, on payment of the,sum due, is finally lost by
prescription. Rabel (I.e.) has pointed out the resemblance

between irpacris CTTL Xucret, the old French mortgage, and the

English common law mortgage ; but this Scottish form, still in

constant use at the present day, offers an analogy quite as

remarkable.

(c) Warranty of Title (/Se/SoiWis). Particularly interesting
because of its fulness is the clause of warranty (II, 2-12),
which throws light on the following points :

1

u and the stipulatio duplae, see Thalheim in P. W. Ill, 1899, 178
;

Kabel, Haftung des Verkaufers, I, 1902, pp. 7, 23, 36, 146
; Berger, Strafklauseln

i. d. Papyrusurk. 1911, pp. 126 f.; Wilcken und Mitteis, op. cit. II, 1, p. 188.
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(1) It confirms the view that Tr/oao-t? eirl Xv<ra had the same
form of warranty with the same penalty as an ordinary sale

(cf. Hitzig, op. cit. p. 79).

(2) In case of an attempt to evict the vendee, it was the

vendor's duty, as his representative, to conduct the legal pro-

ceedings necessary to uphold his title. Our clause seems to

show that with this duty went a corresponding right in the

vendor to direct these proceedings, since it provides that in case

of his default, the vendee might thenceforth direct them him-

self.

(3) Since there is no mention of any guarantor (/3e/3ata>T7;5 ;

see Partsch, Gr. Biirgschafisr. pp. 340-358), our clause con-

firms the view that in sales of land at this period it was not

essential for the vendor to provide one or more guarantors to

support his undertaking of warranty.

(4) The main interest of our clause lies in its containing at

this early date a stipulatio: duplae, by which the penalty for

breach of the vendor's warranty of title was fixed at double the

purchase price. In the Greek papyri produced under the influ-

ence of Roman law during and after the first century A.D., such

a stipulation is often found (Berger, op. cit. p. 128, collects the

instances) ; but this the earliest example except one 1 of its

use in Greek law dates from a time when the influence of

Roman law cannot possibly have been felt.

(5) A feature common in papyrus documents is that by
which, in case of breach of warranty, an indemnity for the ven-

dee's damages and outlays (/3\a/3?7 /cal SaTravtjfjLaTa) is exacted

from the vendor in addition to the twofold price (T^ Si7r\fj).

This additional penalty is here seen to have existed in our

period (Berger, op. cit. pp. 26, 133).

VIII. THE CHILIAKCHIES

From I, 5-10, we learn for the first time that the satrapy of

Lydia was, about 300 B.C., divided into districts governed each

by a chiliarch and each forming a centre for fiscal administra-

tion. The place-names indicate that the area of each chiliarchy

.

l The only other early instance is that of the Gortynian code, Biicheler-Zitel-

mann, Rh. Mus. XL (Erganzungsheft) , 1885, pp. 26, 68, 174; Berger, op. cit.

p. 132.
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was large. That of Pytheus (I, 5) probably covered the Sar-

dian plain adjoining Sardes to the west, the city itself, and per-

haps also the country surrounding it ;
that of ... arios (? I, 7)

may have included Sasotra probably the same as our Peria-

sasostra (see p. 47, above) in the eastern part of the satrapy,

while that of Sagarius (I, 9) probably lay to the south, and, in-

cluding as it did the Phrygian district of Attoudda, must have

bordered on the Phrygian frontier. 1

Now what did the chiliarchs do, and was their office a Persian

survival or a Macedonian importation?

Prior to the Roman period
2 the title xl^aPX* or X^^PXW

had three meanings :

(1) It denoted an officer in the Persian army, so called

because he commanded a thousand men (Herod. VII, 81 ; Xen.

Cyrop. II, 1, 23; III, 3, 11; IV, 1, 4; VIII, 1, 14). At the

beginning of the fourth century B.C. the military forces

throughout the Persian empire seem to have been organized in

garrisons occupying fortresses,
3 under phrourarchs and chili-

archs (Xen. Cyrop. VIII, 6, 1 and 9) controlled by the satraps

(Xen. Oec. 4, 11). The chiliarch ranked below the satrap and

above the phrourarch (Xen. Oec. 4, 7 ;
rcov (^povpdp^cov KOI r&v

X^idpXW /cal TWV aaTpaTTtov is a climax). It seems possible that

the phrourarch of an important fortress such as Sardes, e.g. the

Mithrines who surrendered that citadel to Alexander in 333 B.C.

(Arr. Anab. I, 17, 3), might have held also the rank of chili-

arch. In Persian times, then, the chiliarch of Sardes, who was

himself its phrourarch, or else had a phrourarch as his second

in command, probably controlled the phrourarchs of several

neighboring fortresses, while other chiliarchs commanded other

groups of phrourarchs with their garrisons. Thus the satrapy
of Lydia was probably subdivided into several districts not

more than five or six in all, if we may judge from the size of

our three each known as a chiliarchy because containing a

group of fortresses under the command of a chiliarch.

1
Beloch, Or. Gesch. Ill, 2, 1904, pi. V, depicts Lydia in 228 B.C. as extending

far enough south to include Attoudda.
2 It then meant tribunus militum.
8 Cf . al iv rats Aicpais 0uXaKa*, Xen. Cyr. VIII, 6, 9, and 0i/XaK<is tv rats dicpo-

n-iXeo-t, Xen. Oec. 4, 6.
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(2) The title xi\tap%o? or %tXm/>%?79 was also applied by
the Greeks to each of the ten commanders of the Persian royal

bodyguard of ten thousand, including the commander of the

leading division, the thousand "
Melophoroi

"
(Athen. XII,

514 b), who was the highest official of the Persian court. 1

To this personage, known as " the chiliarch," there are several

references in literature (Pherecydes, fr. 113; Aesch. Pers. 304
;

C. Nepos, Conon, 3; Ael. V.H. I, 21; Diod. XVII, 5; Plut.

Them. 27 and 29; Artox. 5).

The office was copied by Alexander, who bestowed it on

Hephaestion and Perdiccas (Arr. .Excerpta, ed. Miiller, 1846,

p. 241 ; Anab. VII, 14, 10
; Dexippus, fr. 1, F.H. a. Ill, p. 668 ;

Beloch, ar. aesch. Ill, 1, 1904, p. 69 ; III, 2, 1904, p. 237 ;

Bouche-Leclercq, op. cit. I, 1903, p. 9; IV, 1907, pp. 297-298).
Another less exact imitation of the Persian model was fur-

nished by the appointment of Cassander as chiliarch, first under

Antigonus (Diod. XVIII, 39) and then under Polyperchon
2

(ib. XVIII, 48). The closeness of their attendance on the

king or chief cannot have permitted chiliarchs of this type to

hold definite territorial commands such as the chiliarchies of

our inscription.

(3) In the Macedonian army an officer who commanded

about a thousand men (64 files of 16 men each = 1024 men)
bore the title xi\iapxo$ or %tXm/>%??? (Arr. Tact. X, 5 ; Anab. I,

22, 7; IV, 30, 5; VII, 25, 6; Polyaen. Ill, 9, 10), while

Xi\iapxta denoted the detachment under his command (Arr.

Anab. Ill, 29, 7; IV, 24, 10, and 30, 6; V, 23, 7). The title

thence passed into the army of the Ptolemies, where its holder

ranked below the strategos, just as the Persian chiliarch ranked

below the satrap (P. Meyer, Heerwesen der Ptol. 1899, pp. 12,

25 ; Bouche-Leclercq, Hist, des Lagides, IV, 1907, pp. 46-48 ;

0. Cr.I. No. 119, note 4). There is, however, no reason for sup-

posing that this Macedonian office was copied or derived from

the Persian. 3 Its descriptive Greek title was doubtless adopted

1 " Das vornehmste persische Hofamt," B. Niese, Gesch. d. gr. u. male. St. I,

1893, p. 164; F. Justi, Zeitschft. d. d. Morgerl Ges. I, 1896, pp. 659-664;

J. Marquart, Philol. LV, 1896, pp. 227-234.

2
Bouche-Leclercq, op. cit. I, p. 34.

3 The argument of Brandts on this point (P.W. Ill, 2275) against A. Bauer

(I. v. Mulleins Handbuch 2
, 1893, IV, 1, p. 432) seems conclusive.
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at the time when the Macedonian army was reorganized by

Philip (O. Hoffmann, Die Makedonen, 1906, p. 83). Possibly

these chiliarchs may have commanded definite districts, but we

have no proof that they ever did so. We are thus led to iden-

tify the chiliarchies of our inscription with those of the Persian

military organization above described (No. 1). Meaning
No. 2 is, as we have seen, out of the question, and meaning
No. 3 is improbable. Not only have we no evidence of territo-

rial commands having been held by Macedonian chiliarchs, but

the autonomy granted to Lydia in 333 B.C. (Arr. I, 17, 4)

implies that no new Macedonian institutions were introduced

there at the conquest. Furthermore, we should scarcely expect

the smaller subdivisions, the chiliarchies, to have disappeared
from Asia Minor before 303 B.C., or even before 281 B.C., the

latest date possible for our inscription, when the larger dis-

tricts, the satrapies, though governed by strategoi, continued till

about 200 B.C. (Polyb. V, 40, 7 ; XXI, 13, 4 ; Beloch, op. tit.

Ill, 2, p. 298). The functions of our chiliarchs, Pytheus, etc.,

will now be clear. They were soldiers, and their chiliarchies

were districts organized by the Persians primarily for military

purposes. Pytheus was probably commander of the Sardes

garrison, and hence a personage of some importance. It will

be noticed that our document makes the rentals payable not to

the chiliarchs, but to the districts under their command ; from
which it is evident that the chiliarchs did not themselves re-

ceive these payments. When Alexander, soon after the con-

quest in 331 B.C., reformed the fiscal administration by placing
the western satrapies under Philoxenus,

1 we cannot suppose him
to have entrusted any part of this financial work to soldiers.

It is probable, therefore, that he, and after him Antigonus,
maintained in each chiliarchy a civilian collector of <f>6poi and
other dues, responsible to the treasurer stationed at Sardes
who after 331 was responsible to the chief treasurer for all the

western satrapies.
2 The rentals here mentioned were thus,

1 A. Kohler, Klio, V, 1905, p. 314
;
T. Lenschau, Bursian's Jahresbericht

CXXXV, 1908, p. 152
; Beloch, op. cit. Ill, 1, 1904, p. 14.

2 Nicias appointed at Sardes in 333 (Arr. I, 17, 7) may have been treasurer
for Lydia only, or for that and the adjacent satrapies. Cf. Beloch, op. cit. Ill,

1, 1904, p. 14
; A. Krause, Hermes, XXV, 1890, p. 73.
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we may suppose, payable in each chiliarchy to such a collector,

over whom the chiliarch's authority was probably one of super-

vision, not of direct official control.

It is tempting to see in these subdivisions of the satrapy the

forerunners of those hyparchies in which the Seleucid satrapy
was divided (Beloch, op. cit. Ill, 1, p. 400

; Haussoullier,

op. cit. pp. 92-94). Under the Seleucids, while the satrapies
were preserved, their governors were called strategoi. May it

not be that, while the chiliarchies were also preserved, their

sub-governors were renamed TiyparcTioi, a change which would

naturally have resulted in the chiliarchies becoming known as

hyparchies? The administrative innovations of the Seleucids

may, in short, have affected the duties of the governors and

sub-governors, without changing the limits of their districts.

According to Haussoullier (op. cit. p. 95) the Seleucid satrapy
was divided into four or five hyparchies ; the number of chili-

archies in Lydia must, as above remarked, have been about the

same. Again, each hyparchy had a financial official 6 CTTL TCOV

Trpoo-oBcov (Haussoullier, pp. 94 f. ; Beloch, III, 1, p. 394, n. 5),

who must have corresponded to the " collector
"

of one of our

chiliarchies. Some sort of connection between the chiliarchies

and their successors the hyparchies seems therefore by no means

unlikely. Perhaps here also is to be sought the origin of the

Egyptian system in which the strategos, who is so often men-

tioned in papyri, is a civil officer (cf. Herwerden, Lexicon, s.v.

o-T/oaT7?7oV). The chiliarch may then also have been a civil

officer.

IX. MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS
COLUMN I.

Some further details here follow, dealing with points not

treated under previous headings :

L. 1. Between the v of Xat/oe'ou, of which the base only

remains, and the following e, there are only two sigla represent-

ing perhaps a TT. Then a space of about five letters ; then o>;

then a space of about eight letters ; and lastly the sigla of what

might be eo-e, probably the last letters of this line. Only the

bases of these letters are preserved.

7repa)Trj(ravTO<?. eTrepcordv means to make a formal in-

quiry, and occurs often in literature and very frequently in
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papyri, of stipulations; cf. Oxyr. Pap. I, Nos. 84, 102, 103,

133-139; IV, 718; VI, 905, 909, 912, 913, 914, 964; VIII,

1126, 1129, 1130, 1133, 1134 ;
Hibeh Pap. I, 12

; Tebt. Pap. I,

No. 61, 1. 291 ; II, 378 ; Fayum Pap. 90, etc. Cf . the noun

e7repd>T7)fj,a
in Thuc. Ill, 53, 2

; 68, 1.

L. 2. vcrrepov eTrexpive pot TOV ol/cov 'AvTiyovos. On
the meanings of eTriKpivco and eTritcpicris, cf. Wiener Sitzb. CXLII,

1900, 9 Abh., and Oxyr. Pap. II, pp. 217 f., 280 ; where the sense

is entirely different from that in our inscription ; cf . also Syll.

No. 177, 11. 29, 52, 53. With this inscription, cf. 0. G.I. No. 262,

11. 5 f . : e/cplOrj o-vv^copijOrjvaL avTU) et? aTravra TOV %povov, odev /cal

rj BvvafjLis rov
|

Oeov /caTdp%eTai, KfbfJLrjv TTJV RaiTO/cai[icrj]vijv, r}v

irpoTepov ecr^ev Arj/^rpto? \ AijfJLTjTpiov TOV Mi>a<r(e')ou evTOVpicwa

TT}? Trepl
y

A7rd/jL(e)iav aaTpaTreias avv rofc
| avvKVpovat, /cat tca0r)-

Kovai, Tcacri /caTa rou? Trpovrrdp'^ovTa^ TrepiopLa-^ov^ teal avv rot?

TOV eVecrrwro? erof? yevrjfjLacnv. (Notice, as Rostowzew, R.K.

p. 249, says, that the village was given first to a high official,

such as Mnesimachus may have been. Notice also that the vil-

lage given belongs to no city.) Cf. Syll. No. 929, 11. 133 f.,

Trapd rti/o? TWV /cpeicradv^wv <rjoWe9. In the Aristodicides in-

scription (<9.(7.J. No. 221, 11. 54 f.
; cf., also, No. 229, 1. 100),

the verb eTri^wpelv is used of this action by the king (cf. Haus-

soullier, Etudes sur Thistoire de Milet et du Didymeion, pp.
102

f.), whereas in 0. a. I. No. 221, 1. 56 ; 335, 1. 143, we have

<Tvfxa>pelv as above. In the Laodice inscription (0. Gr.L No.

225, 1. 20), and in the Aristodicides inscription (O.G.I. No.

221, 1. 22), TrapaSeiKvvvai is used. Perhaps those to whom lands
are merely granted, not given outright (cf. Sovvai in 0. Gr.L
No. 221, 28, and above), have only usum fructum, as Ditten-

berger, O.a.I. No. 221, n. 14, says. eVe/c/o^e means that An-
tigonus actually acted as arbiter, when perhaps some dispute
had arisen about the lands, causing Chaireas to make his in-

quiry. The meaning is well illustrated by Ins. Jur. G-rec. I,

p. 31, 1. 6, ra<? eTTiicpio-eLS ra? T&V SiaiTyT&v ; and by 0. Gr.L No.
2, 1. 29, ev ra]t? BiaXvo-Leacn rat? o /3ao-tXeu9 eTre/cpivve, i.e., as
Hicks and Hill (Hist. Ins. 1901, p. 312) say, decisions which
Alexander had given in special cases of difficulty on which he
had been consulted (cf. eTrepcoTtjo-avTos Xaipe'ov in our inscrip-
tion; cf., also, O.a.I. No. 502). On vaTepov, cf. above.
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L. 2. olicov. oZ/co? here means estate, as often in the Greek
orators. In Attic law it is the whole property as distinguished
from ol/cia, the dwelling-house (cf. Her. Ill, 53

; VII, 224
;

Andoc. 31, 2). The meaning is well illustrated by Xen. Oec.

I, 5 : Ot/co? Se Sij TL Sorcel f)plv elvai ; apa oirep olicia, T) teal oaa

rt? efo> T>)<? oiicias e/ceKTr]TO, Trdvra TOV olicov ravrd ecmv. The

origin of the great Roman estates is probably to be found in

such Hellenistic estates as that of Mnesimachus and the Hellen-

istic kings (cf. Ramsay, C.B. I, pp. 11, 283 f., 285). The more
usual word in papyri is ova-ia (cf. Tebt. Pap. No. 6, 1. 23 :

Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 120 f.); oZ/co? in the papyri generally
means an apartment house or one's family.

7Ti8r) vvv . . . eo-TL ovv. The syntax is loose, but it

seems better to make a full stop after 'AvTiyovos ; and to begin
a new sentence with eVaS?;. The clause eyco to aurofc would

then be parenthetical, and eari ovv, etc., would form a loose

apodosis. The sense is :
" Since the temple-wardens demand

the money and I haven't it, I will mortgage to them this estate,

which consists of certain villages," etc. ovv is the main ob-

stacle in the way of placing a period after aurot? and a comma
after 'Avrtyovos. It is possible, however, that eyco Se, etc., forms

a loose apodosis, and that a new sentence begins with ecm ovv

(cf. Kiihner-Gerth, Ausfuhrliche G-rammatik, II, 2, pp. 275 f.).

vea>7Tolai. The same as the vewTroLoi in II, 6. Here evi-

dently a board as at Ephesus (o-vveSpiov vecoTroiwv, Jh. Oest. Arch.

L II, 1899, Beibl. p. 44), though at Priene the singular often

occurs (cf. Ins. v. Priene, index). At Priene ve&irota was a

liturgy from which exemption was valued (cf. Ins. v. Priene,

No. 174, 1. 29). In Amorgus the vewTroiot supervise all details

of rental and even of the cultivation of the land (B.C.H. XVI,
1892, pp. 287-294). They kept and stored the records in tem-

ples (Syll. No. 510, n. 10), and acted as guarantors of mort-

gaged land which was foreclosed and sold by the temple at

Halicarnassus (B.C.H. IV, 1880, p. 310). They could even

themselves borrow money from the temples (so a vecoTrofys

borrows from Athena, Ins. v. Priene, No. Ill, 1. 203). For

their relations at Delphi with the city, which held a large sum

of temple money on deposit, cf. Hitzig, Z. fur vergl. Rechtsw.

XIX, 1906, p. 24, and Bourguet, B.C.H. XX, 1896, pp. 210, 223,
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who points out how much less powerful were the Delphic vao-

iroLoi than their brethren in Asia Minor. On the Ephesian veo)-

TTOLOL, cf. Ins. Brit. Mus. Ill, 1, p. 80, note to No. 578 ; Forschun-

gen in Ephesos, 1906, p. 280.

TO xpva-iov. So in Syll. No. 177, 11. 74, 79, ^V^IQV is used

as a collective for the 1400 gold staters or xPvar i f * 73. In

the present case the sum is 1325 xpwot; cf. II, 14. On irapa-

Kara0riKTj, cf. above. Traces of K are clear, which makes the

restoration 7rapaKaTa6rf\ic^ certain. On Artemis, cf. above.

L. 4. TO ica6
y

ev ro]{) ot/cof, etc. This restoration is due

to Professor Mitteis. ai&e is a case of haplography or of the

omission of at'. Of omissions there are examples in I, 14, 17

and II, 10, 18. ai Ka\ovvrai and T) tcaXelrai TavSov in the next

line, and rj
Ka\elrai

v
IXou tewfirj in 1. 10 remind one of such

phrases as that in Xen. Hell. V, 1, 10 (cf., also, Xen. Oec. 4, 6).

The participle is much more common in inscriptions ; cf., for ex-

ample, B. O.H. XII, 1888, p. 271 ; R. Et.Gr. XIX, 1906, pp. 235 f .

Trpocr/cvpova-iv. The form Trpoa/cvpovrcov in 1. 11 shows that

this is not a contracted verb, and confirms Dittenberger's pref-

erence for avy/cvpco instead of a-vy/cvpeo) (O.Gr.I. No. 65, note

5). o-vryicvpQ) is the more usual verb in papyri and inscriptions.

For the meaning cf. O.G.I. Nos. 52, 55, 65, 92, 221, 1. 51, TO

%(Dpiov KOL Trj(v) x&pav rrjv o-vy/cvpovcrav, 262, 1. 8. For refer-

ences to papyri cf. 0. Gr.I. No. 65, note 5. But we have

Trpoo-Kvpco also in 0. Gr.I. No. 732, 8, TO lepbv TOV Ae'ozm>5 /cal

ra\\a ra Trpoo-fcvpovra TW lepcp ; cf . Otto, Priester und Tempel im
Hellenistischen Aegypten, p. 279.

L. 5. Half of M is preserved at the beginning of the line,

so that
/ca)~]fjLrjv is certain. On <o'/oo<? cf. above, and on ^tXiap^ta,

11. 6, 9, cf. above.

L. 6. Lower right leg of ^ is clear.

L. 6. xpva-ol. ^/auo-oi)? is a gold stater, worth about
$4.70 ; cf. Hultsch, G-riech. u. rom. Metrologie, pp. 236, 242 f.,

246 f., 250, 300, etc. It is here the Macedonian gold stater

rather than that of Croesus, or that of Persia or Babylonia.
These gold staters of twelve obols, introduced by Alexander
the Great, had taken the place .of darics as current media of

exchange (Beloch, G-r. Gesch. Ill, I, p. 314). The debt of

1325 chrysoi would be equivalent (Hultsch, op. cit. Table XVI)
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to about 16230. The total rental of 116^ chrysoi payable by
the lands enumerated in I, 1-10, may serve as the basis for a

rough estimate of the extent and value of these leasehold lands,
as compared with those of the freehold lands in 1, 11-16. In the

third century B.C. money lent on good security produced 10 per
cent ; but, if invested in land, was not expected to yield more
than about 4 per cent (see B.C.H. V, 1881, pp. 114, 116;

Mitteis, Abh. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. XX, 1903, No. 4, p. 9, n. 1).

At this rate a rental of 116 gold staters represented the yield of

lands worth 2900 gold staters or (at 11J to 1) 66,700 silver

drachmas. The amount of cereals produced by the freehold

lands of I, 11-16 (see below, 1. 15 cnrdpov, where the amount
of seed required for sowing these lands is 11.5 hectolitres)
estimated at ninefold the amount sown, the average product

given by Cicero, Verr. Ill, 47, 112, for a Sicilian estate (R. Et.

Anc. XII, 1910, p. 376), would have been 11.5 hectolitres x 9=
about 100 hectolitres; which, at 10 dr. per hectolitre (about

equivalent to the price of 5 dr. per medimnos, the average based

on Ins. v. Pergamon, I, No. 13, 1. 4, and Ins. Brit. Mus. No.

455, III, 1, p. 98) would represent an annual income of 1000

drachmas. This would indicate that the freehold lands, not

including the farmstead (auX??), were worth about 25,000

drachmas, as compared with 66,700 drachmas, the approximate
value of the leasehold lands. The debt of 1,325 chrysoi

(30,475 dr.) is thus seen to have been secured by property
worth three times that amount. The market value of the lease-

hold K&fjiai and /iXrjpoi, taken together, was considerably more

than twice that of the freehold TrapdSeLa-ot, and otVoVeSa. In

making this rough comparison of values all the lands must be

regarded as freehold, for it is possible that to Mnesimachus the

net revenue of the small plots free from <o/9o? may have been

almost as great as that of the larger tracts subject to </>o/>o?.
As

to this we lack data, not knowing how much, in addition to

their cash payments, was received by Mnesimachus' from the

serfs inhabiting the /cwyitat. No inference can be drawn as to

the acreage of the tcwpai and /c\fjpoL, because they doubtless

contained waste lands, as to the extent of which we have no

particulars.

L. 6. The two /c\fjpot (I, 6, 8) doubtless had the same area,
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so that the slight difference in their rentals
3-J- chrysoi at

Na[g]rioa, 3 chrysoi at Kinaroa must have been..due to the fact

that the Kinaroa land was valued at one-tenth less than the

other. That allotments such as these were alike in area is

highly probable, since /cXrjpos ITTTTIKO^ apparently denoted in

Asia Minor a K\f)po<; of definite size (0. Cr.I. No. 229, iii, 1.

102 f.), differing from that of the ordinary K\rjpo<; (ib. 1. 100),

while in Egypt the terms TpiaKOvrdpovpoi, oyBorjicovrdpovpoi,,

and e/carovrdpovpoi, (Meyer, Heerwesen der PtoL p. 36) show

that cleruchs received land-grants of a certain fixed area vary-

ing from thirty to one hundred arourai according to their rank

in the army. The K\fjpos must also have had in Asia Minor as

in Egypt, a comparatively low rental and a low valuation,

since it consisted as a rule of cheap land, that is, of untilled land,

which the holder of the K\rjpo^ had to bring under cultivation

(ib. pp. 7, 10, 40). As to what was the area of the rc\rjpoi held

by Mnesimachus we hazard the following conjecture :

Capitalizing at 4 per cent (see above, p. 73), the </>6po<; of

31 chrysoi = 76
J- drachmas, we find that the value of the allot-

ment at Na[g]rioa would have been only 17 drachmas more than

1900, which was the sum paid at the sale of city lands in Mag-
nesia-on-the-Maeander about 300 B.C. (Ins. v. Magnesia, No. 8:

for its date see p. XXIX) for the cheapest 50 schoinoi plot of agri-

cultural land. Now, for this Magnesian sale the lands are care-

fully parcelled out into ^-schoinoi plots. Plot 1, which fetches

1900 drachmas, contains 50 schoinoi: plots 2 and 3 together
make up 50 : plots 4 and 5 each contain 50, and are separately

reckoned, although bought by the same purchaser ; plot 6 con-

tains 50 schoinoi ; it is only in the last plot, containing the bal-

ance of the land 83 schoinoi that the limit of size is ex-

ceeded. Such a method of division can best be explained by
supposing that in Western Asia Minor at our period 50 schoinoi

were a customary or standard area, somewhat as the "quarter-
section

" now is in our Western States, for a plot of agricultural
land designed for a single owner. While it is true that the

rest of the Magnesian plots sold at prices higher than 1900

drachmas, yet for purposes of comparison with icXfjpot, we need,
as above pointed out, just such cheap land as the Magnesian
plot 1. The approximate coincidence in value between this
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plot and our Na[g]rioa allotment, added to the fact of a 5Q-schoi-

noi standard having apparently been in fashion at this period,

suggests that this standard may have applied also to K\fjpoi.

It seems then not improbable that the Na[g] rioa K\rjpos contained

50 schoinoi= 5.55 hectares = about 13.70 acres (2.47 acres per
hectare, cf. Hultsch, op. cit. pp. 668 f.) ; and that the Kinaroa

K\fjpos had the same area, but consisted of land worth less than

that at Na[g]rioa i.e., about 34 drachmas, instead of 38, per
schoinos. So the tc\f)po<; land, when it is given away in rough
condition and its $o/?o? is fixed, would be worth about ^ of the

value of the garden-land in high cultivation (cf. above). Her.

II, 168 says that in Egypt 12 arourai (=3.31 hectares) were

given to each soldier, but officers received 30 or more arourai,

as we have seen. So our /cXfjpoi of 5J hectares, though smaller

in area, would have been of about the same value, if the Asia

Minor land was richer or less expensive to clear than the

Egyptian.
L. 8. /cal Mopa-Tov

r

'T Sari. At the beginning of the line

are traces of the lower parts of AA or AA, followed by a space

of five letters before -apCov. Possibly ev is here omitted by
mistake (cf. 1. 7, ev Moparov "TSart), or it is a variant form,

a sort of locative, cf. the omission of ev with TOTTQ) in 0. G-.I.

Nos. 488, 1. 6; Syll. No. 740, 11. 8, 20. On the phrase, cf.

above.

L. 9. The downstroke of the third letter is visible and the

space is too wide for P or K. So Naypioa is probable; cf. p. 46.

LI. 10-13. Cf . above. L. 11, the position of TTCLVOLICICOV is due

to the fact that the syntax is similar to that of \a&v aTrdvrcov',

cf. II, 5, ol/ceras airavra^. On ywofjievcov, 1.13, cf. Rostowzew,

R.K. p. 242; Ps. Arist. Oec. 1355 b, and references in Her-

werden, Lexicon Crr. s.v. jLvo^evov; and on %</H? TOVTCOV, cf.

Xen. Oec. IV, 6.

L. 13. Siaipeo-ews. On Siaipecns as a contractual division,

cf. Wilcken, &r. Ost. I, p. 183; Wessely, Wiener Stu'dien, III,

p. 5; Kenyon, dreek Pap. in Brit. Mus. Ill, 880; Tebt. Pap.

I, 72,11. 54, 67; Vitelli e Comparetti, Pap. greco-eg. 20, 1. 30;

Berl. ar. Urk. 1895, 567, 4; Ins. Jur. Grec. p. 31, 11. 13 f.;

Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 162-165. Cf., also, the use of S

in O.Cr.I. No. 335, 1. 137, eirl TT)? &a]z/o/t?7? a[u]roi? VTTO
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Kparovvrwv TrapaKefyaiprjT^o. The Biaipea-is here, however, refers

probably to the division and distribution of land which may
have taken place after 311 B.C., but more probably as early as

the defeat of Clitus by Antigonus in 319 B.C. It is the earliest

use of the word in this sense in an inscription.

L. 14. egaiprjua. This word is known only from one other

inscription, Faton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos, No. 36 c

(= Syll. No. 734), where e^aiprjfia is used of money taken from

a larger sum; cf. Herwerden, Lexicon Grr. s.v. (the reference

even in 2d ed. is wrong), Von Prott-Ziehen, Leges Sacrae,

No. 144. But in this inscription it means a separate or re-

served piece of property probably exempt from taxation ; cf . r[<i

e re/x]eWra e%crei/oe/>tem, Syll. No. 19, 1. 10, and Bouche-Leclercq,

op. cit. Ill, p. 230
;
Her. II, 168, apovpau e^aiperoi $va>Setca e/cdo-ru)

areXee? ; cf . e^aipera in Ins. von Pergamon^ No. 38 ; efcatperov in

Syll. No. 933 ; and /car egaiperov in Oxyr. Pap. VI, No. 907, 1. 10.

Such lands in Egypt were assigned to soldiers, and probably

Pytheus and Adrastus were important officers who were re-

warded for their services. The verb eaipe'co is used in Syll.

No. 177, 1. 73, where a portion of the tribute is to be reserved

as a fund from which loans may be made, e^aipeia-Oai CLTTO rcov

TTpoo-dScov, the same words as are used in Paton and Hicks, I.e.

Cf ., also, Her. IX, 81 ; Xen. Anab. V, 3, 4 ; VII, 8, 23, e^aipera ;

Ins. von Priene, No. 14, 1. 33
; 195, 11. 18, 33 ; /. a. XII, vii, No.

231, 1. 32
; Forschungen in Ephesos, 1906, p. 17, 1. 3. Professor

Mitteis suggests that egaiprj/jLa is here equivalent to praecipuum,
i.e. a portion taken from an estate prior to its division among
the claimants.

e\a{3ev. The singular with two subjects instead of the

plural also in K.P. II, No. 5.

T/3a\/^ou/3ot?. The omission of o between T and /3 here

and in 1. 17 is probably not merely a mistake of the stonecutter,

but also reflects the native pronunciation, which slurred the o.

Such errors are common (cf., to cite only two instances, ypftpos
for 7a/A/3pd? in K.P. II, No. 153, and 2/>az/<ro<? beside Zdpavo-os in

B.Q.H. IV, 1880, p. 304).

av\rjv. av\r) here may have about the same meaning as

eVauXt? in Pint. Hum. 8, which refers to this same period (cf.

above; Ramsay, G.B. I, pp. 419 f.; Rostowzew, U.K. p. 253),
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TO? Be o-rpariaJTcus viroo-^o/jLevo^ ev rpurlv fjnepais rov

eiriTrpao-Kev aurot? TO,? Kara TTJV %ti)pav eTrauXet? teal

aco/ndrcov KOI ftoa-tcrj/jLaTcov <ye/-iou<ja?. 'O Be Trpid-

rjye/uicov rayparas T) gevaybs opyava KOI /jurjxavas rov Evpevovs

e%erro\i6picei. /ecu TT/OO? rov o(f>ei\dfjLevov fJiiaOov ot (rrpa-

Bieve'povro rwv d\i<TfcofjLvc0v e/cacrrov. The reference in

is to quadrangular buildings with towers at the four cor-

ners, enclosing an open space or avXij (rerpaTrvpyiai) ; cf . Ram-

say, E.P. p. 373. They correspond to the later Roman castellum,

cf. Procop. Aed. IV, 1, p. 266; Jos. Ant. Jud. XIII, 2, 1.

These fortified residences belonged to the great landowners,
and go back, Ramsay thinks, to the time when immigrant

Phrygians from Europe settled in Phyrgia and made themselves

lords of the land. Our inscription shows that such buildings
existed also in Lydia, and that they were granted as gifts by
the rulers (cf. Syll. No. 929, 11. 133 f.). These tetrapyrgiai

existed in the Cyrenaica, in Syria, in Cappadocia (cf. Ramsay,
H. a. p. 286 ; C.B. p. 420 ; Pauline and other Studies, 1906, p.

376 f .
; Luke the Physician and other Studies in the History of

Religion, 1908, pp. 185-187, where Ramsay compares the

Seljuk khans; Butler, Pull, of an Amer. Expedition, II, Archi-

tecture, 1904, pp. 121, 177, 255; Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 253 f.;

Rostowzew, Hellenistic-Roman Architectural Landscape (Rus-

sian), pp. 95 f . ; Rom. Mitt. XXVI, 1911, pp. 151-152 ; Prentice,

G-reek and Latin Inscriptions of Syria, No. 340). In Lydia
there was a place called TerpaTrvpyta (cf. Buresch, op. cit. pp.

96 f., 197 f. ; K.P. II, p. 116), the name of which perhaps came

from such a fortified house (cf . Meyer, G-esch. d. Alt. II, 507 ;

Rostowzew, R.K. p. 253, note; Wilamowitz, Sitzb. Berl. Akad.

1906, p. 64; Wilhelm, Beitrdge zur gr. Inschriftenkunde, p. 185).

The av\ij in our inscription, however, was not necessarily a

fortified place, but seems rather to have been an ordinary farm-

stead, adjoining which were the homes of the serfs and slaves

and the

1 Cf. aiJXta in Aeschines, Contra Ctes. 119, and a>M in Dion. Hal. A.B. VI,

50, VIII, 87, 5
;

cf. Syll. No. 510, No. 1. 68, tiravXiuv Kaeyprj^vwv ;
Inscr. Jur.

Gr. p. 31, 1. 14, (b-atfXicts
; Michel, Sec. No. 460, 1. 40, adXiJ ;

ibid. No. 854, 1. 18,

TV atfXV xa.1 rbv Krj-n-ov ;
Dio Chrys. VII, 224 r

;
7?. C.H. XXII, 1898, p. 433, r^v

ai>\rjv TT)v ev Kvpi/j.ois ; Polyb. IV, 4, 1, rb Xupwws Ka\o^evov tiratXiov ;
Diod.

XII, 43, XX, 83, 4, Ka8ec\e rds <?7rari\e t s
; Wilhelm, Jh. Oest. Arch. I. VIII,
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L. 15. TrapdSeicros, a worcTof Persian origin, occurs rarely

in Greek literature, but its meaning there seems to be not

merely a royal pleasure- or hunting-park full of all sorts of

trees, but also a garden or cultivated land (cf. Meyer, Gresch.

des Altertums, III, 34, 52 ;
Diod. XVI, 41

; Xen. Hell. IV, 1,

15; Xen. Oec. IV, 13 : KTjTroi re ecrovrai ol TrapdSeicroi KoXov^ievoi

Trdvrcov Ka\wv re tcayadwv petrol ocra
77 777 (frveiv 6e\ei ; IV, 20, TOV

ev ^dpSecn 7rapd8eicrov='m Cicero, De Sen. XVII, consaeptum

agrum; Xen. Anal. I, 2, 7, at Celaenae ; I, 4, 10, TrapdSeuros irdvv

Xo'?, e^wv jrdvra ocra a)pai cfrvovcri ; II, 4, 14, irapa^eicrov

al ica\ov Kal Sacreos TravToiwv SevSpcov*). The Trapd&eicroi,

are probably not vineyards, as Mahaffy in Grenfell, Revenue

Laivs, pp. xxxii f., xli f., thinks ; since in 0. Cr.I. No. 90, 1. 15,

they are distinguished from the a//,7reXm<? 777 (cf., also, Par.

Pap. II, No. 46 ; Rev. Laws, 36, 12 and 37, 10). They are dis-

tinguished from /eXrjpo?, #7777-09, and a/jLTreXfbv in Petrie Pap., Ill,

1905, No. 26,11. 6-7 (cf. Mahaffy, Cunningham Memoirs, XI, and

also Petrie Pap., II, p. 68, No. 22 ; Tebt. Pap. I, No. 5, 11. 99 f.).

They certainly contained fruit trees of various kinds (cf. Xen.

Oec. II, 4, 14, and note to Tebt. Pap. I, 1902, No. 5, 1. 53), so

that Grenfell is probably right in opposing Mahaffy's view that

their produce was only grapes and in thinking that they con-

tained also palms and fruit trees (cf. Rev. Laws, p. 95; Wilcken,

op. cit. I, p. 157 f.). In Petrie Pap. II, No. XXXIX, Quvucuvei
seem to differ from TrapdSeicroi, but TrapdBeLcros is a more general

term, and Grenfell thinks it possible that even flowers and vege-
tables were included besides fruit trees. In our inscription the

use of (TTropov aprafiwv after Trapdbeicros would indicate that in

Asia Minor, where there could scarcely have been palm trees,

Tra/oaSacro? meant land not only with fruit trees or orchards,
but with gardens of flowers and vegetables, and perhaps also

grain (ocra 77 777 fyveiv Oe\eu, in Xen. Oec. IV, 13 ; Diod. XIX, 21,

Trapa&eicrwv QvTetas TroitciXas}. It would seem to have had at

least in part 77) o-Tro'/ot/zo? (cf. R. Et. Anc. V, 1903, p. 179).
For other examples of Trapdbeicros in Egyptian papyri, cf . ffibeh

Pap. I, No. 112, 1. 93 ; Berl. Or. Ur. No. 929, b. 2-4
; Tebt. Pap.

1905, p. 280, 1. 4, p. 282
;

cf. E. fit. Gr. XIX, 1906, p. 235, 1. 9, p. 237, 1. 26.

For the various uses of atoi^ and eTrauXis cf. Meyer, Hamb. Pap. 1911, No. 23,
18, note on p. 98.
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II, No. 343, 1. 69, and note, No. 503 ; Fayum Pap. Nos. 55, 218,

226, 341 ; Wilcken, Crr. Ostr. p. 157, etc.
; Rostowzew, op. cit.

pp. 3, 7f., 14, 16-18, 113. Our inscription, which gives the

first occurrence of Tra/oaSetero? in a Hellenistic inscription of

Asia Minor, whence it was probably introduced into Egypt,
shows that the word had an agrarian meaning distinct from that

of a mere park. The inscription published by Sterrett, op. cit.

III, No. 280, where irapd&eicros is read is of late Roman date.

crTropov. The practice of estimating the area of land by the

number of measures of seed required for sowing it is found in

Syll. No. 155, 11. 15 f. (about 325 B.C.), 6 8e ireptflohos ea-riv -n?9

7779 o-TTopov /cvtrpcov e/caTov e/S&ofjLTJKovTa ; and also in an inscrip-

tion from Aphrodisias (T. Reinach, R. Et. G-r. XIX, 1906, p.

237, 1. 13, first century A.D., /cX^/aot? rpialv ajropov /cvTrpcov

8ia/coaia)v Teo-o-apd/covra', also in 11. 20, 21, 26). In our case

the standard is not the kypros, but the Persian, not the Egyp-
tian, artabe = about 55.80 liters (cf. Her. I, 192; Hultsch,

Metrol. 2
pp. 478, 481). Now the average amount of seed sown

per hectare in antiquity was 200 litres (T. Reinach, I.e. p. 239),

a figure confirmed by the consensus of classical writers (Jarde,

R. Et. Anc. XII, 1910, p. 373, n. 10).
1 At this rate the area

of the two paradeisoi at Tobalmoura requiring 15 artabas (837

litres) of seed would be 4.185 hectares = about 10.34 acres,

while that of the oikopeda and paradeisoi at Periasasostra, re-

quiring 6 artabas (334.80 litres) of seed, would be 1.674 hec-

tares = about 4.15 acres. The total area of these small plots

in both villages would thus be 14| acres.

L. 16. (rTropov apTa(/3)cov. The stone here reads apraicwv,

a stonecutter's mistake.

On /caroitcovvTes, also 1. 18, cf. Cardinali, Rend. Ace. Lincei,

XVII, 1908, p. 192 f.; Ins. v. Priene, Index, IV, 2, p. 244;

Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 243, 261-263, 285, 286, 289, etc.; Ram-

say, C.B. p. 583. The names in 11. 16-18 confirm the idea

that the Karotfcovvre^ or /caroi/coi or Tra/oot/eot. which are so often

mentioned in inscriptions, are natives (cf . above, Proper Names).

1 The Egyptian peasants, however, perhaps because of the greater fertility of

Egyptian soil, received seed at the much lower rate of one Egyptian artabe

(36.5 litres; Hultsch, op. cit. p. 367) per aroura (0.275 hectare-, ibid. p. 356),

cf. Lille Pap. I, 1907, No. 5, p. 48.
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KaToi/covvres is here used, not of serfs, but of those who dwell

in villages (Tobalmoura and Periasasostra), and /caroi/cia,

though much less frequent than /OW/AT;, is often its equivalent

(cf. B.C.H. IX, 1885, p. 395; Buresch, op. cit. pp. 2f.;

Marquardt, R. Alt. IV, p. 17 ;
J.H.S. XI, 1890, p. 117).

/caroLKew and /caroi/coi are often used of soldiers also; for the

various meanings cf. references in O.G.I. No. 229, note 13;

and P. Ghione, / Comuni del regno di Pergamo (Mem. d. R.

Accad. di. Torino, 1904), p. 98.

COLUMN II

L. 1. The traces of letters here are iLbKMMri i L (=TEE-
M 1 M H T E), then space for twenty letters, then LI,. These sigla

are above eav to KW^JLWV in 1. 2, and suggest the restoration /AT;

efe0Tft>(?) M]T eftol /JLTJT [rot? Ipols e/cyovois pyre (then about

ten letters). There is also the trace of the bottom of E over TT

in a7ro\vaao-0at.

L. 2. d\o) for aXXw needs no comment, since the use of a

single consonant for a double in inscriptions is frequent.

efjiTTOLelo-OaL here has the same meaning as awrnroielcrOai in

11. 3 and 6 ; cf. Grenfell, An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment, 1896,

p. 99, 11. 35 f., where eWrrjo-o) takes the place of our efaXXaf-
cf. Theophr. fr. XCVII, 1 (Wimmer), avrnroifjTai rov

r) rfjs olietas, cf. references in Herwerden, Lex. Gr.

s.v. efjiTTOieia-Oai TWOS.

LI. 3, 4. fieftaiaxro /jiev. On /3e/3cuft><m cf. above.

L. 4. e|aX\a|&)/ze^ is a mistake for efa\Xafo/Aei>. For
the use of o> instead of o, cf. Prentice, Greek and Latin Inscrip-
tions of Syria, 1908, p. 350 ; Judeich, op. cit. p. 201, index, <o

for o. The mistake of o for o> occurs in K.P. I, p. 80,

(Tocfrpoo-vvTjv ; II, p. 75, avdyvoOi ; cf . Mayser, Gram, der gr.

Pap. pp. 97, 98. For e^aXkdrrco in the rare sense of "oust,"
cf. Syll. No. 510, 1. 38; Petrie Pap., Ill, No. 19, 1. 34.

L. 5. eV[t] ra? KMfjias, etc. e-Trl here has the meaning
44 with regard to," like irepl, and is akin to eVl in such phrases as

eVt rijvSe rrjv /coprjv
= 44 as regards this girl.

" The eirl goes rather

with avyjpa^riv and jrapa^aivco/jiev than with yeypap/jievrjv.
L. 5. e/cSi/caiovo-OcDo-av. ercSt/cawa) is a new word, but its

sense is clear. e/cSi/caiovo-Oai must be equivalent to
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ecr&ai, though SucaioveOat, seems never to occur in the sense of
"
engaging in a law suit," but eKucaiovo-9ai must mean " to

carry through a law suit to its conclusion." For e/c8i/cdeo-0ai,

the usual term, cf. Ins. Jur. gr. I, p. 196, 1. 49; p. 204, 1. 129;

Syll. No. 177, 1. 39. Another form, e'/e&/eeto-0at, is found in

0. a. I. No. 609, 1. 14.

L. 7. et? TO 'A/3Te'/4o5 is simply a variation of ek ra

Apre'iuSos, II, 5, 9, 17.

L. 8. On the sum 2650 %/ofo-ot cf. above. On yevrj^ara and

KapTroL, also in 1. 16, cf. p. 56, above.

L. 9. OTTOCTOVOVV %pvo-iov aia rj
/cal ravra aTroBaxro-

fiev. Iota adscript is omitted in this
fj.

Notice the variation

in this phrase. In 1. 11, o&ov %pvcriov a%ia rjt rrjv a%iav aTro&o-

o-o/jiev, where rrjv a^iav takes the place of ravra ; 1. 16, ocrou av

a%ia rji rrjv a^iav a7roS(*)crofjLev, where xpvaiov is omitted and av

used ; 1. 17, OTTOCTOV av %pvcrLOV afya r\i /cal ravra aTroSfoaofjiev.

Notice the many repetitions in this inscription. So the whole

of 1. 9 is repeated in 1. 17; cf., also, II, 12, 19. For such in-

demnity in Roman times, cf. Ricca-Barberis,
' Sulle spese per i

frutti pendenti al principio ed alia fina dell' usufrutto,' Grierke

Festschrift, 1910, pp. 151 f.

L. 10. oitco$ofjLr)(fj,d^T(ov /cat (j)VTevfj,aT(t)V, same phrase
in 1. 15. The syllable pa is omitted. fyvTevpara refers to fields

and lands brought under cultivation ;
cf . fyvreveiv and /cara-

<f)VTevLV and Rostowzew, R.K. pp. 7, 15. aXXo n OTL av Troirja--

cocriv refers to improvements, which the temple-wardens may
make on the property.

L. 11. On TrapatcaTaOij/er}, also I, 3; II, 13, 18, cf. above.

/Lte^jOt
Se ocrou repeated in 1. 18.

L. 12. vTro/ceifjievcov, cf. p. 64, above.

L. 13. o /3acrtXei'9, etc., cf. pp. 23 f., above.

L. 13, On TO ap^alov, cf. p. 60, above, and J, Gr. XII, vii,

No. 515, 11. 19, 23. eav repeated without significance.

L. 14. Trapaxprma, very frequent in papyri.

L. 18. ev e(j,ol, peculiar use of preposition eV, equivalent to

u
iri my name." Since ev also occurs with Tot? eyLtofc? e^oVot?, it

is hardly a case of dittography from ev 7rapa(fca)Ta0riKr], where

-KCL- is omitted. In 1. 11, however, we have no ev with f)tuv in

rjfJLLV ev
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L. 19. e<09 av aTrav aTroStopev. In 1. 12 reW av ajrav

aTroSwfjiev, where reW is used after a word ending in a vowel.

But after Trpafys we have reiw?.

f] 7rpa%i<$ reo)? av e fjp&v yLt^Tro) ryevrjrai e^elvai.

From what has been said above, it will be clear that the inscrip-

tion ended here, and that there was not another column. Col-

umn II extends two lines further down than Column I, as if the

stonecutter did not want the last two lines to go into another col-

umn. The syntax, however, is very loose, and several construc-

tions are possible. 77 Trpagis might go with ef fjn&v, as in Oxyr.

Pap. CI, 44, 45; CIII, 21
;
and egelvcu be a sort of complemen-

tary infinitive to ryevrjTai,
" and the right of execution upon us

meanwhile shall not be allowed
"

; but it seems much better to

understand airav with yevrjTai, to take reW as equivalent to eo>?,

and to consider e^elvai a loose construction for efecrrat or efeWa>,
" let execution be permitted so long as all is not paid by us."

Possibly eo-rft) might be understood with 7r/>aft9, and we might
translate " and let there be the right of execution so long as

permission (e'femu) is not granted by us." This, however,
would make very poor legal sense. Probably the stonecutter

meant to write eo-rco with Tr/oa^?, but, having omitted it, filled

out the inscription with egeivai. For Trpagis in the case of

mortgages, cf. I. G-. XII. vii, No. 515, 1. 22
;
and for the phrase 17

7rpa%is ea-rw, cf. Wilcken und Mitteis, G-rundziige und Chres-

tomathie, II, 1, p. 119.

W. H. BUCKLER.

DAVID M. ROBINSON.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
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THE "ROMAN BOWL FROM BAGDAD

IN the last volume of this JOURNAL, pp. 310 ff., Professor

O. S. Tonks published, under the title " A Roman Bowl from

Bagdad," a marble bowl with sculptured reliefs and inscrip-
tions rudely incised. A glance at these inscriptions was suffi-

cient to show that they were based, as Professor Tonks had

seen in part, on an Arabic original. As my historical studies

have made me for some time interested in the question of the

transliteration from Oriental to Western languages and vice

versa, I took up their study with eagerness. An almost com-

plete decipherment was the result, but with this went the dis-

covery that the inscriptions were forgeries. The brief note

pointing this out, which was sent to this JOURNAL, arrived

too late for the last number. Professor Fowler suggested that

I utilize this delay for correspondence with Professor Tonks,

and I have also availed myself of the discussion by friends more

competent than myself. By thus going over the main points

of controversy in private, we hope to obviate the necessity of

reply and counter reply in print.

Our main concern in this paper will be these inscriptions.

They were in large part deciphered by Professor Tonks, and

his views in regard to them at that time will be seen from the

following extracts :
" The first word, Sbigmos, is more or less

unintelligible. It has, however, a magical sound, and this,

with other features in the inscription, led Professor Prentice

and myself to look for concealed meanings in the inscription.

Indeed, one is ready to look for magical formulae in almost

any blind combination of letters after reading such as the fol-

lowing. . . . Then comes a combination of letters which if

anything seemed magical to Professor Prentice and myself.

The alpha and omega instantly recalled the regulation abbre-

viation for the Divinity, while the kappa sigma easily expanded
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the go

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 1.
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into Kurios. The next letter, which looks like a cross-barred

theta, of course has no right to be here if it is that letter.

But this form occurs in Christian inscriptions apparently as

a punctuation mark, as well as the symbol for God. Alpha

might stand for Adam, who appears in the magical papyri in

the cosmogeriic sense to concentrate the natural forces invoked,

or for Abraham, whose name also is used in invocations. So

out of AQK30A we could get the formula Alpha omega,

Kurios, Theos, Adam or Abraham. To us that might not

mean much ; but for a late Greek or Roman who believed in

the potency of mystic names this formula would be a very

powerful one" (pp. 315 f.). "The presence of Asclepius and

Hygieia hints at an association with medicine." " There seems

to be a suggestion of magic in the formulae written on the

bowl, and inasmuch as this is intimately connected with the

practice of medicine, we have, so it would appear, some reason

for thinking that the bowl was used for medicinal purposes
"

(p. 320). From this it appears that Professor Tonks was in-

clined, in spite of doubts, to the view that the bowl and its

inscriptions had magical suggestions. In this connection it is

proper to add the following from Professor Prentice: "I never

believed that c these inscriptions were of a magical nature.' . . .

The search for magical formulae in such combinations of letters

was natural enough to me ; but here it was unsuccessful, and
the idea was abandoned. I made other suggestions to Tonks
about the inscriptions, but the '

partial decipherment
'

. . . was
Tonks' own."

Such, then, is the view hitherto held. It will be most con-

venient if it is here stated that the present writer would read
the main inscription as representing approximately the follow-

ing Arabic, SJau^i &uL>
jy.y* jy^-* which in turn would be

transliterated SBYTMWS SWYRS SABYNA AWKSTA, and
which would mean Septimius Severus, Sabina Augusta.
Now let us take up the decipherment letter by letter. We

have given the Greek on the bowl, the Arabic from which it

was transliterated, and the European language, Greek, Latin,

French, or what not, from which this Arabic was derived and
which goes back ultimately to the Latin, not the Greek, forms.
There could be no question as to the proper representation of
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the s-sound in all three. But the following e is not found in

the Greek. Evidently it was not in the Arabic, and this indi-

cates that there was no vocalization here. The use of a b for

the p of Septimius simply shows that it has gone through the

Arabic, which has no proper p and so must use a b in the trans-

literation of proper names. The i might be taken as a vowel,
inserted to make more easy the pronunciation of two conso-

nants coming together, a not uncommon phenomenon in Syrian

Arabic, but it would seem to be better to accept the theory of

Dr. J. P. Peters, Professor Torrey, and Dr. B. B. Charles, that

we have here the ambiguous group ya ta, which, if written in

manuscript, as in the reproduction of Dr. Charles, might as

easily be read YT, as did our forger, as TY, as it should have

been. Incidentally, it proves that the Greek was transliterated

from a written and not an oral Arabic. The gamma is simply
an error of the engraver of the bowl, for what is needed here

is a tau. The question has been raised by Professor Briinnow

as to why we have here the use of a ta and not a ta indicated

in the Arabic text. This may be phonetic, due to the follow-

ing z, or it may be, as suggested by Dr. Charles, that it is folk-

etymology, due to an assumed connection with the Arabic sebt,

Sabbath, a not unlikely theory when we remember that our

forger was in all probability a Christian. But such assump-
tions are by no means necessary, for there are plenty of exam-

ples in modern Arabic of the variant use of ta and ta in the

same word, and, indeed, Professor Torrey tells me that this

was true in the Arabic spelling of his own name. The omega
indicates a wow in the Arabic. This could hardly stand for an

omicron, which is not likely to have been represented in an

unvocalized text. The more natural supposition is that this

waw represents a Latin u, which would then point to the Latin,

not Greek, form of the word. Professor Torrey has drawn

attention to another possibility, that the waw sin is a natural

contraction for ius.

Professor Tonks has successfully made out the second word

as Severus, and the third as Sabina. Professor Torrey believes

that the alif, which must be assumed as the original of the sec-

ond letter in Severus, is what we should naturally expect as a

result of the genius of the language. He accordingly thinks
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that my first explanation of this as a hint of vocalization, due

to the misreading of a fatha as short a instead of short e, is

improbable. The argument from the general character of the

language is in his favor, and we have no other certain trace of

vocalization. But it should be noted that the form he postu-

lates is not found among the variant spellings of the name of

Severus, which Dr. Charles has found for me in Mas'udi. As
I know from my own experience, it is not difficult to pick up a

lithographed copy of Mas'udi in Syria, and the man who was

responsible for the Arabic forms could easily have learned the

literary forms, for he certainly was well educated. The omega

represents another waw, which in its turn can hardly stand

for omicron upsilon, as our forger seems to have mechanically
transliterated each single letter of his Arabic original by a sin-

gle letter in the Greek. Then the only other possibility seems

to be a u, and this again points to an original which used the

Latin, not Greek, form. On the other hand, the use of ya to

represent the second e in Severus, which is long, would with

difficulty be assumed as known to a modern Arabic-speaking

person. In the Greek form, the eta would, of course, permit
this, but there is no other indication that there was a Greek
basis for these names. The most probable theory is to take the

use of the literary forms of Severus already in Arabic, for some
of these actually do have the ya.
We have no more points of interest until we note the alpha

omega for alif waw as the natural representative of Au. The
man who transliterated the g of Augusta by leaf evidently lived

where the gim was not pronounced as hard g, or he would have
used that letter. If, however, he had followed the normal

literary fashion, he would have used gh, which we find in

Aughustus. But such transliteration of the foreign g by kaf
is common in Syria, while the Persian has actually taken this

kaf, given it a special mark, and made it thus a g. The cross-

barred iheta is one of the best proofs of the forged character
of the inscriptions, for this archaic form could not possibly
have been used within centuries of even the date pointed out

by the imperial names. We might argue that this use of the
iheta represents a ta, and that this was used because it so fre-

quently occurs in Aughustus. But we have already seen that
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our form does not agree with the literary form in regard to the

g, and so perhaps we had better not attempt to find the reason

for this theta in literary reminiscences. Here best fits Profes-

sor Torrey's seductive theory, that the man who engraved the

bowl mechanically picked out his Greek letters by means of one

of those tables of alphabets, so common in Syria, where, oppo-
site the Arabic forms, are to be found the main types from

cuneiform down.

The remaining inscriptions consist mostly of names, and have

been in general sufficiently worked out by Professor Tonks.

Certain additional points, however, may be mentioned. The
Askolab undoubtedly goes back to the Latin form Asculapius
rather than to the Greek Asklepios, especially as the omega
here must again represent a u through a waw. But it is quite

possible, as Professor Torrey suggests, that it is not really the

actual Latin form that we are to assume as the basis, but the

modified French form Esculape, the pronunciation of which

would, of course, exactly coincide with the Askolab. French

is so well known in Syria, and especially in the Lebanon dis-

trict, that it requires no violent assumption to believe this.

And we could then find in the Eigi over the figure of Hygieia

another proof of French influence. Certainly the gim must

here go back to something other than hard g, for that we have

already seen was represented by leaf. But in the Lebanon gim

would regularly have the zh sound, and so we would have

the exact reproduction of the pronunciation of the French

Hygie. When Professor Torrey suggests that the use of E for

the Arabic ha is due to this being the representative of that

letter in the table of alphabets, he may well be right, but we

should also consider the possibility that this loss of Ti may be

due to the loss of the aspirate in the modern Greek. He reads

the character after BNAQPA as I, and explains it as an ending

for that name in alif ya. Finally, he has been able to make

out the Aoginon, which had eluded Professor Tonks and myself,

as Eugenius, a late ruler whose coins are not uncommon in

Syria. His explanation of the second N as due to a confusion

of the manuscript form of final sin with that for nun seems to

solve that difficulty.

Such, then, is a brief account of the decipherment as it stands
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at present. However much we may differ in details, none of

the scholars to whom I have shown this has any doubt of the

inscriptions being forged, and, indeed, Professor Tonks has

admitted this. But he still insists that "the admission of their

falsity does not imply necessarily that the bowl is a forgery,"

and that he "is still forced to believe that, although the bowl

presents certainly an unusual appearance, and has quite as cer-

tainly been tampered with, its authenticity must be granted,

grudgingly perhaps, until some further evidence turns up to

.render its falsity indisputable." But the mere fact that there

is something admittedly false about the bowl leaves it open to

suspicion, and the burden of proof is thrown upon the scholar

who would still defend its authenticity. The bowl may be

genuine ;
one would hesitate to decide without a more careful

examination, and that of the original, than is possible for most of

us. But it must and will remain suspect until strong proof to

the contrary be given. Professor Tonks himself has seen that

there are other reasons to suspect the bowl. He is "
tempted

... to say that . . . the whole bowl is modern," " that there

would seem much reason for relegating the work to the cate-

gory of forgeries," and " the first impression of the bowl was

such as to cause one to be suspicious of it." To be sure, he

feels himself able to answer these objections, and yet our sus-

picion is, to say the least, aroused. Professor Prentice, though
he does not consider that my "

theory about the inscriptions

affects the question of the age of the bowl itself
"
because "

it

has been evident from the beginning to all of us here that the

inscriptions are of different origin from the bowl itself, even

when some of us believed that both might be genuine, i.e.

ancient," that " the inscriptions are rudely scratched while the

bowl and its figures are carefully carved," though he feels that

if the wolf children are really different from the Renaissance

children, then the bowl is old, nevertheless states that he has
" never been convinced of the genuineness of the bowl, and is

not now." And Professor Brunnow also declares,
" From the

very first time I laid eyes on the bowl, I had a very strong sus-

picion that it was a modern forgery." When those who have

actually seen the bowl have their "
strong suspicions," we may

be also permitted to have our doubts.
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By publishing the bowl under the heading of " A Roman
Bowl from Bagdad," Professor Tonks has given a certain

amount of approval to the statement of the person from whom
it was bought that it came from that place, though in the text

he qualifies this by
" was said to have come from Bagdad," and

adds a note in which it is stated that Pere Jaussen had been

told that it came from the Hauran. The assumption that it

came from Bagdad has serious difficulties, as has also the

theory that the inscriptions are magical, and that the bowl was,

therefore, used for medicine. If we are to accept these theo-

ries, we naturally turn, for comparison, if we are acquainted
with the archaeological productions of Babylonia, to the famous
Mandean bowls which have also magical inscriptions and de-

signs. But, though they belong to the very period and locality
from which this is supposed to have come, they are totally dif-

ferent, and in this I am confirmed by Professor J. A. Mont-

gomery, the one authority on these bowls in America. It is

difficult to assume that these reliefs can be attributed to as

early a date as the third century, and Professor Tonks feels it

necessary to "come down to Coptic times to find parallels."

But it is still more difficult to assume the production of such

strongly pagan reliefs, even in Seleucia, so long after the acces-

sion of the bigoted Sassanidae in 226 A.D. So, for this period,

Coptic parallels cannot be applied to Babylonian products.
There is, of course, much less difficulty in assuming Coptic

parallels to productions of central Syria and the Hauran,

though even here we should have to be cautious in applying
such parallels. Professor Tonks writes,

" I do not believe the

provenance given to be important." But it is important to

this extent, that what would be a probable parallel in Egypt
becomes much less probable in the Damascus region, and most

improbable in Babylonia.
In the earlier draft, I had ventured a few remarks on the

subject of general style. But now I can rely on the remarks

of no less an authority than Studniczka, in the Kunstchronik,

XIII (1911), 112 :
" Den Herausgeber selbst, obgleich er

zugleich der Eigentiimer zu sein scheint, hat der Verdacht

moderner Entstehung sehr beschaftigt. Wie berechtigt er

1st, laszt sich ohne Priifung des Originals nachweisen. Ein
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Hauptstiick ties Relieffrieses 1st die auch von Tonks erkannte

Nachbildung der altetruskischen Bronzewolfm im Konser-

vatorenpalast, die sonst auf keinem antiken Bildvverke vor-

kommt. . . . Und zwar erscheint sie auf der Marmorvase

mitsamt den in der Renaissance hinzugefiigten Zwillingen.

Die von Tonks . . . hervorgehobenen, sehr leichten Abweich-

ungen der Kinderfiguren im Relief von denen der Bronze konnen

daran nichts andern. Die nach Petersens einleuchtender Be-

weisfiihrung urspriinglich zu der kapitolinischen Wolfin geho-

rigen, verlorenen Zwillinge raiissen ganz anderen, archaischen

Stiles gewesen sein. Nach dieser eiuen Feststellung 1st es

kaum notig, noch all die anderen Griinde fiir die Unechtheit des

Marmorwerkes anzuftihren, die ja zum Teil der Herausgeber
selbst schon beigebracht hat."

Professor Tonks, however, still holds to the authenticity of

the engraved figures, and I accordingly present his view of the

present situation :
" One is bound to respect the dictum of so

distinguished a scholar as Studniczka. But in spite of this, I

cannot help feeling that since the maker of this bowl has been

so literal in the rendition of the wolf he would not have been

likely suddenly to change and take liberties with the twins.

That being the case, the difference from the Renaissance pair

that the twins present in the matter of the position of the arms

must have value. Its close resemblance to the original postu-
lates that the copy must have been made by one who could

study the wolf closely while carving the bowl. This would
mean that the maker was at the time in Rome (or, what is

unlikely, possessed an accurate copy of the Roman wolf). The
fact that the twins differ from the modern children shows that

the bowl was created before the original group was lost,

unless, and this is unlikely, the maker had a very perfect copy
of the wolf with the original children in place. The bowl,

therefore, must date between the date of the disappearance of

the original twins and that of the busts. In view of this, I am
bound to say that unless other proof of falsity is given, we
must accept this group as the most important document we
have for the character of the original twins. In regard to the

other matters touching the authenticity of the bowl, as to

these I have given my reasons for believing them valuable, so
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that it remains for those who believe the bowl a forgery to

refute them. In other words, I believe that the burden of

proof now rests upon these scholars and no longer upon me.
The question of the inscriptions and of the bowl itself must be

considered apart. That modern forgers are apt to 4

improve
'

genuine antiques is of course well known."

I have thus, in attempting to sum up the matter, presented
in their own words the contentions of both sides. But one

point still remains for discussion. Studniczka adds " Zu der

denuoch wiinchenswerten Quellenanalyse der Falschung fehlt

mir die Zeit." In my own case, it is rather a lack of knowl-

edge and especially of proper library facilities. Yet it is

important, if this is a forgery, and as in a way a proof of for-

gery, if we can to some degree indicate the possible sources of

the forger.

As for the bowl itself, it at once strikes the man who has

travelled in the Orient as being most probably an example of

that commonest of all types of forgeries, the reproduction in

the more expensive stone of something found in a cheaper
material. It is unfortunate that we do not have a closer deter-

mination by a geologist of the stone, for this would in itself

give a practically certain clue to the locality from which it

came. As to the figures, the heads of the imperial couple seem

to me, as well as to several others, to have been taken from

coins, though it is quite possible that the direct source was

some book or other printed matter. Professor Torrey also

notes, what must be familiar to any one who has collected coins

in Syria, that coins of Severus and Sabina are common enough
there. But, though similarities may be traced between our

heads and the coin figures of these rulers, there is no more rea-

son to assume that the forger really knew that these repre-

sented Severus and Sabina than that he guessed right in the

case of the "Atalanta." To me, as well as to the majority of

those with whom I have discussed the -question, all the figures

appear to have been taken from some book. Needless to say,

it would be foolish to insist on any one book or group of books,

so long as we are unable to place our hands on any actual orig-

inal. Nor should we forget that the man who could make, or

find, such accurate transliterations into Arabic as we have
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noted, need not, and probably would not, have confined himself

to one book. In his library, for use in giving both the names

and the figures, he may have had some of the books on ancient

history which are listed in the catalogues of the American and

Jesuit Presses at Berut ;
he may have used the Arabic Oriental

periodical, al Machriq ;
he may have had a somewhat elaborately

illustrated history of Syria, which I once saw and have since

been unable to get track of ;
or he may have used, as certain

indications make possible, French works, in which case a wide

field is opened to our conjecture. Without a larger collection

of printed material than is here accessible to me, I cannot pre-

tend to settle the matter. I feel certain that the originals of

the figures will sometime be found in some book or books, but

what these are, or are not, I shall not attempt to settle.

Somewhat more exact results may be obtained as regards
the inscriptions. Whether one or two or a dozen men were

engaged, whether there was a " learned friend
" who gave the

forger the Arabic forms, or whether the man who wrote the

Arabic was the same as the mail who wrote the Greek, and

whether this man or these men was or were the same as the

man who carved the bowl itself, cannot be proved, and these

points are comparatively unimportant. We can be sure that

the bowl was carved by a man who knew little Greek, who had

learned this perhaps only by the use of a table of alphabets,

perhaps only through the knowledge gained by the church ser-

vices, if he was, as is at least possible, a " Greek "
Christian.

On the other hand, the Arabic from which this Greek has been

transliterated is perfect. This matter is so important that I

cannot do better than quote Professor Torrey, as a far greater

authority than I, on this point.
" It is not a painful transfer-

ring, letter by letter, sucli as the Arabic-into-Greek perform-
ance is ; nor can it possibly be explained by supposing any
such process. On the contrary, it is at every single point just
the way in which a man who could read the European lan-

guages easily would ordinarily render these names. He uses

everywhere the conventional equivalents, not at all the same
as those which would have been used necessarily by an igno-
rant man. This statement is fundamentally important, and I

am ready to support it in detail, if there is any need of doing
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so." We must assume, then, as proved that the Arabic from

which the Greek was transliterated was written, and that it

ultimately goes back to a printed source. This may have been

taken by the forger from the written notes of a "learned

friend." It may equally well have come from the books in

Arabic or in French in the library of a man who read these

two languages with facility, but whose knowledge of the Greek

might be confined to what he could painfully pick out from

the table of alphabets which we should quite expect to be

found in the library of such a Syrian amateur.

No attempt is made to underestimate the difficulties to be

met by the belief that the bowl is forged, and, unless we find

the actual originals, those who still insist upon the authenticity

of the bowl itself may find grounds for their opinion. These

difficulties increase when an attempt is made to explain how
the forgery came into being, for here we have a wide range of

possibilities, though limited to a certain extent. But, when all

deductions are made and when the difficulties for and against

are stated, the greater difficulties are found in the assumption
that the bowl is genuine. It is admitted by all that the in-

scriptions are forgeries, and this, in spite of the statement of

Professor Tonks, does throw a suspicion on the bowl, even if it

were otherwise without such suspicion. When to this natural

suspicion we add all the other objections, it becomes difficult to

believe in its genuineness. Professors Briinnow and Prentice

have seen the bowl and are still not persuaded that it is genuine.

Professors Bauer, Fowler, Jastrow, Montgomery, and Torrey
have all, for one reason or another, declared their belief that it

is a forgery, and we have the authority of Studniczka to the

same effect. But, as there are still those who believe that it

is at least probable that the bowl is genuine, this somewhat

wearisome discussion of its authenticity may have had its use.

A. T. OLMSTEAD.
UNIVERSITY OP MISSOURI.
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A NEW COLLEGIUM AT ROME

IN the month of July, 1911, I found in the shop of a Roman
dealer in antiquities a Latin inscription (Fig. 1) which was of

such interest and importance that it seemed unwise to let it lie

longer unnoticed. I therefore brought it to the attention of

the Director of the Museo delle Terme, Dr. Roberto Paribeni,

who promptly secured it for the Museum, and most kindly

suggested that I publish it at my convenience. The inscription

is cut, in fine letters of the early imperial period, on a slab of

marble 0.51 m. in height and 1.125 m. in width. Small frag-

ments are missing at three corners. The text is as follows :

coNCOR Dl AE- AVG :]

SACRVM
C CLODIVS C F MAGNVS ET C
CLODIVS-CRESCENS- PATER -ARG
IMAGINES- III- ET-SIGNVM-CVM-SVIS-ORNAMENTIS. ET

BASI.PIGMENTARIS.ET-MINIARIS.SVA. PEC- D-D

The importance of the cult of Concordia in its relation to the

imperial family is well known, being attested both in inscrip-
tions and on coins. In GIL. II, 3349, for example, we find

Augustus, Pax Perpetua, and Concordia Augusta united in the

same inscription, and dedications to Concordia or to Concordia

Augusta on behalf of the emperors are common. 1 It is, there-

fore, scarcely open to doubt that the imagine* of the fifth line

represented three members of the imperial family who were
thus associated with Concordia Augusta. Strong support for

1 For example, OIL. VI, 91-94
; VIII, 15447

;
cf. De Ruggiero, Dizionario,

II, 572, and Roscher, Lexikon, I, 916 f.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 1.
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this view comes from the inscribed bases, discovered about
twelve years ago at Ephesus, which record the munificence of

C. Vibius Salutaris in presenting silver statues of Diana,

together with those of Divus Augustus and King Lysimachus,

FIGURE 1. INSCRIPTION FROM HOME.

for the decoration of the theatre. On one of these bases we
read Dianam argent?am item imagines argentea^s) duas, unam
divi Aug. (a}liam phyles sua pecunia fecit ; and on another,

Dianam argenteam item imagines argenteas duas (u}nam Lysi-
macTii 1 et aliam phyles sua pecunia fecit ((7ZZ/. Ill, 14195, 5

and 6). Similarly, in the present case the imagines of members

of the imperial family, and doubtless the statue of Concordia

Augusta as well, were of silver, especially since they were the

gift of men one of whom, at least, was engaged in the silver

business, either as a dealer or as an artisan.

In order to receive such a gift, the pigmentarii et miniarii 2

must have had a regular organization and headquarters in

Rome; in other words, they formed a professional collegium,

which comes to light for the first time in this inscription.
3

That it was customary for men to present statues of gods or of

emperors for the adornment of the schola or templum of a colle-

1 Lysimachus is the king whose kindness to the Ephesians is recorded by

Strabo, XIV, p. 640.

2 It is worth noting that miniarius is not found in the lexicons.

3 The pigmentarii vici lorarii of VI, 9796 were not a collegium, as Waltzing

points out in Etude historiqne sur les Corporations, IV, p. 36.
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by which they had been honored is amply attested in the

inscriptions. Of the many irmaplr^ that might be cited, two

or three will suffice : XIV, 33. T. Ammim* Lmemttw* . . .

hi *ij**m Ihrtii dfmdrvplor^if} Qttiemn*m 4. d.; VI,

<t ifX'*jinit'M* firmamenti*qmt #m***<M* tma impnm fecit; VI,
1572. 77.

t>xi#rum it

In vrhat part of Rome the t*:-U<*jimm of the

minijrii had its headquarters cannot be determined with cer-

tainty. The inscription was said to have been found between
the Til>er a^I Mo^.:e Tesiaceio, bat such stories are not always
worthv ,;.f belief.

D Wnsox.
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IHSCRIPTIOXS FROM ROME

THE following apparently unpublished Latin inscriptions

from Rome are in the collection of the American School of

Classical Studies in Rome, with the exception of No. 4. which

I publish from a copy.
1. The right portion of a slab of yellow marble: h. 0. 100 m.,

w. 0.158 m., th. 0.010 m. ; letters, from 0.018 m. (L 1) to

0.008 m. (1. 5) high. October, 1905.1

LERIVS-M-F-POLL Jf.ra]farftJT./. Aff(wj
4A-MILES-CORTIS-V (r) > miles corti* r. (AC)

DRIAE-OPTIO-VIX-ANN pnK*]oriaeoptw.r^a**v*)
MILITAT-ANN-XIV-HIC (for).] mOitat <uw(w) r, Afc

ITYS EST *]#ie*t

L. 1. Patf(wi): cf. Cagnat, Cwir dTEpigr. Lot., 3. 4d., p. 61,

n. 1.

L. 2. the cogmomrm is perhaps lT<rrwi]<i. less likely Palm~\a or

^ei]i. Cf. C.I.L. VI, 10>9, v. 2t> : IV|ferw HtnM< pos-

sibly the same person.

il. A slab of grayish marble; h. 0.126 m., w. 0.223 m.,

th. O.OoO m. ; letters 0.008-0.014 m. high ; there are slight

traces of minium in the letters ; in the margins, a simple incised

line. Alleged provenance, the vicinity of S. Paolo fuori le

Munu
D-AMPVDI. D-AMPVDI (maryo)

VS-SOTERICVS- D-F.BASSVS .

(*>) INFRA-TITLVM- SYPRA-TITVL (margo)

OLLAS-DVAS- OLLAS-DVAS
I indicate thus the date of acquisition ; practically all the stones were par-

from antiquity dealers.

r lirhirnliCT "i mail "rrin Jomaloftke
MtateTAmerica, VoL XVI (ISliX Xo. 1.
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3. A cippus-shaped slab of cream-colored marble ;
h. 0. 270 m . ,

greatest w. 0.143 m., th. 0.044 m. Irregular lettering. De-

cember, 1905.

Caput iuvenis

Tl C L A V D I

S Y M B I

VIXIT-ANNIS-
XX-SINE-VLLA
M A C L A R E L I Q V I T (*fc)

SIBI-AMOREM
M A X I M VM

4. [I copy the following from an inventory of inscriptions

at the American School which was prepared by Miss Elizabeth

Bruce. I have not been able to find this inscription, which

seems not to have been at the American School since March,

1905.]
" Slab of bluish-white marble, tapering downward. Broken

at bottom. 0.19 m. (at top) x 0.40 m. x 0.08 m. Curved top
and single groove."

" DM
P - C ,0 R D I V S

TELESPHOR
M A R C I A E A

POLLONIAE
CO N I VG I

S V A E - B . M

FECIT"

5. A tablet of white marble with gray streaks; h. O.C83 m.,
w. 0.170-0.172 m., th. 0.029 m.; letters rude, 0.013-0.017 m.

high. One nail for fastening is preserved, and the hole for the

other. Alleged provenance, the vicinity of S. Paolo fuori le

Mura.

D A M A

LI S
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6. A slab of white marble ; the lower left-hand corner is

lost; the part preserved is broken in two pieces; h. 0.323 m.,
w. 0.225 m., th. 0.032 m. ; letters, 0.023 m. high. June, 1905.

D M

ERIDANVSZOSI
M I

. A V G L I B . S E R B
(sic)

FECIERIDANOFILI'
ORORISMEAEQVI

VIXITANNVIIMV
D X I I I I

L. 5, s] ororis .

7. A slab of white marble with gray streaks; h. 0.094 m.,

w. 0.198 m., th. 0.023 in.; the two nails for fastening are pre-
served ; on the back is a portion of a meander in relief ; the

inscription is at the top of the slab, in letters 0.016 m. high; it

leaves a clear space of 0.050 m. to the right, containing a hori-

zontal groove which was probably the cause of the stonecutter's

leaving the inscription incomplete, or completing it with minium

only. Autumn, 1904.

HERMIA'- THUG Hermia Tlmc(ydidis).

8. A slab of coarse-grained white marble, broken in six

pieces; h. 0.155 m., w. 6.707 m. (top) to 0.713 m. (bottom),
th. 0.024 m.; in the middle of the right and left edges there

are holes for nails; letters, 0.029 m. (1. 1) to 0.016 m. (1. 4)

high. Alleged provenance, the vicinity of S. Paolo fuori le

Mura. Autumn, 1904.

DllS-MANIBVS
M* I YN I 0- FERQCI I V LI A V E N E R I A

CONIVGI SVO CARISSIMO CVMQVO VIXIT

ANNIS XXIIX FECIT ET SIB . ET - LIBERT LIBERTAB POSTER Q EOR

9. A tablet of white marble; h. 0.096 m., w. 0.158 m., th.

0.012 m.
; simple incised border; the two nails for fastening

are preserved; letters, 0.015-0.017 m. high. Alleged prove-

nance, the vicinity of S. Paolo fuori le Mura. Autumn, 1904.

C-VALERIVS
SPERATVS
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10. The upper part of a slab of white marble ; h. 0.365 m.,

w. 0.335 m., th. 0.034 m. ; letters, 0.025-0.030 m. high.

* D * M *

V I CTO R I 0*
AGATAERO*
L I B E R TO*
BENEMEREN
T I F EC I T*

11. The left-hand part of a slab of white marble with gray

streaks; h. 0.105 m., w. 0.175 m., th. 0.019 m. ; letters,

0.016 m. high. The minium of the letters is fairly well pre-

served ; the nail for fastening at the left is preserved. June,

1905.

M.VIPSANIVS-AGR M. Vipsanius Agr[ippae I.

ET-ANTISTIA-FAC et Antistia Fac[undia?

For the familia of Agrippa, cf . OIL. VI, 10255, and p. 3503

(inscription found outside the Porta Pinciana) : dis
\

manibus

| collegia \ Agrippiano; De Ruggiero, Diet. Epigr. s. v. Agrip-

pianum (collegium)', cf. also OIL. VI, 5299, 15616.

A. W. VAN BUKEN.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OP

CLASSICAL STUDIES IN ROME.
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GENERA^, MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

DECEMBER 27-29, 1911

THE Archaeological Institute of America held its thirteenth

general meeting for the reading and discussion of papers at

the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Wednes-

day, Thursday, and Friday, December 27, 28, and 29, 1911,

in conjunction with the annual meeting of the American Philo-

logical Association. Four sessions were held for the reading
of papers, and at two evening meetings addresses on archaeo-

logical subjects were delivered. The abstracts which follow

were, with few exceptions, furnished by the authors.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27. 11 A.M.

Joint Session of the Institute and the Philological Association.

The following archaeological papers were presented :

1. Professor William N. Bates, of the University of Penn-

sylvania, Grreek and Roman Sculptures in Philadelphia.

The writer discussed seven pieces of sculpture in the Museum of

the University of Pennsylvania. These were : (1) a helmeted head

of Athena, a fine Hellenistic work said to have come from Cairo
;

(2) the upper part of an Attic grave relief of Pentelic marble with the

heads of a man and a woman, of great beauty, date about 400 B.C.
;

(3) a draped female figure of colored marble, perhaps an Iris, a Koman

copy of a late fifth century original ; (4) a small head -of Dionysus
crowned with ivy ; (5) a fine portrait head of Menander

; (6) portion

of a large Roman relief with two life-size figures, one of which is

apparently a portrait of Augustus, the other a soldier; (7) a

sarcophagus relief of imperial Roman date representing a Bacchic

procession.
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the ini

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 1.
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2. Professor William N. Bates, of the University of Penn-

sylvania, Note on a Roman Ring.

The writer described a woman's gold ring of imperial Roman date

consisting of a plain band, and in place of a seal, the figure of a

naked infant modelled in the round, in the act of climbing up a pole,

that is, up the band of the ring. On the inside is the inscription

EXCIDIO SERVATA MEO, "preserved by my destruction." The

writer could find no parallel for this inscription. Taken in connec-

tion with the figure of the naked child, it would seem to indicate

that the life of a mother had been saved by the death of her child,

and that the ring was designed to commemorate that event. The

ring is in the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.

3. Professor Hamilton Ford Allen, of Washington and Jef-

ferson College, A Mummy Label in the Carnegie Museum.

Wooden tablet, perforated at one end, 12 x 6 cm., letters incised

on ink, TV-owAaTeu/e 'ETraW^ov eVoiv I. Paper will be published in

full in Annals of the Carnegie Museum, Vol. VIII.

4. Professor Frank J. Mather, Jr., of Princeton University,
The Fenway Court G-iotto. (Read by Professor H. E. Keyes.)

The writer discussed Giotto's picture of the Purification at Fen-

way Court, Boston, arriving at the conclusion that the attribution

was tenable and the date after the Santa Croce frescoes. The little

picture is probably a copy of the famous fresco in the Tosinghi

Chapel, Santa Croce, which Vasari praised for its emotional appeal.
The Fenway Court picture belonged to a series of which other mem-
bers are recognizable in the Nativity, the Metropolitan Museum; the

Entombment, Berenson Collection, Settignano ;
and the Last Supper,

Munich. These are not, as often stated, predella pieces, but probably
door-panels.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27. 2.30 P.M.

1. Professor Hamilton Ford Allen, of Washington and Jef-

ferson College, An Inscribed Bronze Plaque from Coptos.
No abstract of this paper was received.

2. Mr. Charles Hill-Tout, of Abbotsford, British Columbia,
Neolithic Man in British Columbia.

Archaeological research in the Province of British Columbia has
until recently afforded no evidence of man's presence there beyond
at most five thousand years. Last summer, however, a human skel-
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eton was discovered in the fresh water clay silts of the Kamloops
district. The bones of this skeleton were seen obtruding from the

face of a channel cut in the clay by the action of a small stream.

The remains are not quite perfect, but the chief parts of the body of

the skeleton and the major portions of the skull were secured. The
contours and the cephalic index of this latter differentiates it from
the skulls of the present native races of that region, these being a

markedly brachycephalous people, while the skull is markedly doli-

chocephalic. The clays in which the skeleton was found are esti-

mated by a local mining engineer of considerable experience, to be

not less than 20,000 years old. The district is within the "
dry belt "

of the province, and this fact may account for the preservation of

the skeletal remains. These latter will be subjected to careful, ex-

pert examination, and any peculiarities will be recorded. The atten-

tion of the Dominion Geological Department has been directed to

these clays with the view of determining as far as possible their

approximate age. It is noteworthy that the skulls obtained from

the older burial mounds and from the lower horizons of the ancient

midden heaps of this region are all dolichocephalic, yet there is no

native tribe with this type of head in the province to-day ;
nor any

evidence of their presence in the past, save these prehistoric skulls.

The presence of these latter over various parts of the province would

indicate that the modern brachycephalous tribes were preceded by a

dolichocephalic people who have entirely disappeared.

3. Professor C. H. Weller, of the University of Iowa, Notes

on Athenian Topography.

Cynosarges. Nothing definitive was found by the British exca-

vations south of the Ilissus, and the discussion hangs still on the

literary evidence. The location in the vicinity of the Zappiron is

supported especially by Pausanias and Pseudo-Plato's Axiochus (cf.

Dyer and Milchhofer).

Asdepieum. The precinct probably contained but one temple.

So we gather from the inscriptions covering four centuries and from

the scene depicted in Aristophanes's Plutus. Kohler's interpretation

of the Diocles inscription (LG. II, 489 b) is thus not in harmony
with the other evidence.

Panathenaic Ship. The ship could hardly have been carried down

the precipitous slope and eastward of the cave of Apollo; and,

even if it could, such an interpretation of Philostratus's words makes

them inconsistent with Pausanias's "near the Areopagus," a hun-

dred and more yards away. If the ship stood below the cave, Pau-

sanias must have mentioned it in connection either with the cave or

with the Anaceum or its neighbors.
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Propylaea. The entire slope between the western wings was

filled with earth, obliterating the marks which have suggested the

"
zig-zag road." No definite zig-zag road existed. The Diitrephes

group of statues probably stood about the altar of Hygieia (cf. Furt-

wangler's view), and not in the east portico ;
their description by

Pausanias constitutes one of his "
Adyoi." No bench, but a base or

series of bases, ran along the southern and eastern walls of the south-

west wing of the Propylaea.

Cecropium. The " Old Temple
"
may be the Cecropium. The

common view that the tomb of Cecrops was under the southwest

corner of the Erechtheum leaves no space for the tcpov of Cecrops (cf .

LG. II, 5, 563 b
; etc.). Besides, the temple of Pandrosus was here

;

Pausanias's statement that it was o-wex? the temple of Athena is to

be interpreted rigidly as his use of owe^s elsewhere. The expres-

sions of the building-inscription, TT^O? TOV KeKpoTrtov (once), and Trpos

TCO KeKpoTrt'o) (thrice), are most easily understood of the " Old Temple."

The dative may imply closer proximity. This suggestion may throw

light on the Hekatompedoii inscription.

4. Professor H. L. Wilson, of Johns Hopkins University,

A New Roman Collegium.

This paper is published in this number of the JOURNAL, pp.

94-96.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 9.30 A.M.

1. Professor H. E. Keyes, of Dartmouth College, A Byzan-
tine Madonna in the Princeton Art Museum.

The paper discussed a Byzantine Madonna recently acquired by
the Art Museum of Princeton University. The contention is made
that the work in question, which presents an unusual iconography,
is by the same hand as an almost identical panel in the Uffizi signed

by a late thirteenth or early fourteenth century painter, Kico of

Candia. Other examples of the same and similar iconographic
details in later works are adduced to indicate the wide influence

exerted by Kico not only in Italy, but in the lands east of the

Adriatic.

2. Dr. G. B. Colburn, of Swarthmore College, Ancient

Lanuvium.

Lanuvium is important as the seat of Juno Sospita, and interest-

ing as the birthplace of influential men and as a residence of the

Antonine emperors. Literary and epigraphic testimony regarding
the site is not abundant. The site has been occupied since the
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thirteenth century by Civita Lavinia, in the Alban Hills, twenty miles
south of Rome. Local traditions and manuscript readings confuse
Lanuvium with Lavinium. Unscientific excavations in this locality
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have yielded considerable

good sculpture. In 1910 the writer was able, by a study of the
extensive archaeological remains, to conjecture the general lines of

the topography of the town. Modern local names were in some in-

stances significant. The most important remains are the following :

the subterranean aqueduct, still in use; portion of the Via Appia
and of three outer roads

; bridges and tombs
;
a villa, probably that

of Antoninus Pius; a huge, curved retaining wall probably pre-

Roman; a theatre from the age of the Antonines, now buried be-

neath the town; an excellently preserved wall of peperino blocks

possibly pertaining to a temple of Hercules
;
a portico and quadri-

porticus upon high ground, probably used in connection with the

sanctuary of Juno Sospita. One is tempted to conjecture that in-

cubation was practised here. The great temple apparently stood on
the summit of the hill, where the vineyard has never been explored.
The grove, with its cave of the oracular serpent, is conjecturally

placed on the slope to the west of this hill.

3. Professor William H. Goodyear, of the Brooklyn Institute

of Arts and Sciences, The Evolution of the Acanthus Ornament.

This paper will probably appear in a later number of this

JOURNAL.

4. Professor Allan Marquand, of Princeton University, Some

Recently Discovered Works of Luca Delia Robbia. (Read by
Professor H. E. Keyes.)

This paper described a Madonna and an Adoration at Nynehead
Church, Wellington, Somerset, and medallions representing Prudence

and Faith in the hands of a Paris dealer. The Madonna resembles

that formerly owned by the Marchese Viviani della Robbia and

later by Prince Demidoff. The Adoration is unique in type. The
medallion of Prudence is closely related to the medallion of Temper-
ance in the Cluny Museum and to the Prudence in the vault of the

Portogallo Chapel at San Miniato. The Faith is unique in type.

5. Mr. A. Kingsley Porter, of New York, Early Rib-vaulted

Construction in Italy.

The chronology of Lombard architecture has been the subject of

archaeological dispute for nearly a century. The importance of cer-
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tain rib-vaulted Romanesque constructions of Italy has been recog-

nized, but owing to the lack of documentary evidence it has not been

clear whether such edifices preceded or followed the earliest rib-

vaulted constructions in Northern France, which were erected about

the year 1100. The only means of determining the question is to

study systematically the Romanesque churches of Lombardy and

certain other rib-vaulted buildings of Italy, which, though not situ-

ated in Lombardy, belong essentially to the Lombard style. These

monuments have up to the present remained practically unknown,
but are fortunately many of them surely dated, and may be arranged
in a sequence, in which may be traced the rise, culmination, and de-

cline of the Lombard style. When this is done, the chronology,
of Lombard architecture becomes clearly determined, and it is

possible to date accurately even undated monuments by a compar-
ison of style. In the light of these new monuments, of which there

are a great number especially in rural districts, it becomes evident

that the rib vault was known and practised in Italy sixty years be-

fore it appeared in France. In a series of edifices of the first half

of the eleventh century, of which Lomello, Calvenzano, and Lodi

Vecchio are the most important, may be traced every step in the

formation of the Lombard style. The nave of Sannazzaro Sesia was
rib-vaulted in 1040. Rib vaults were regularly employed through-
out the second half of the eleventh century, and in San Savino of

Piacenza we have a rib-vaulted monument consecrated in 1107 and

evidently later in style than Sant' Ambrogio of Milan or San Michele
of Pavia. At Corneto Tarquinia there are numerous hitherto unknown
rib-vaulted churches, the earliest of which cannot be later than 1090.

The importance of the Lombard school in the history of architecture

is thus demonstrated. It is evident that in Italy the rib vault was

adopted merely as a constructive expedient to economize centring
in wood, and that for the same reason it was borrowed by the build-

ers of Northern France.

6. Professor W. W. Baker, of Haverford College, Ancient

Ways in Modern G-reece.

The land and people of Greece are to-day one of the best illustra-

tions of ancient Greek literature and archaeology. The clear air

(Eur. Med. 829), the bright purple of Hymettus (Ov. A. A. 3, 687),
the fair-flowing Cephissus (Eur. Med. 835), with its wandering
streamlets of irrigation (Soph. O. C. 686), the dust of Athens (F.H.G.
2, 254), are all there. The verdure of Colonus (0. C. 16 ff.), and the

grassy spot by the Ilissus (Plat. Phaedrus, 229 B
ff.),

are only ap-
parent exceptions. The products of Attica (Xen. Mem. 2, 9, 4), the

frog-chorus (Ar, Ran. 209
If.),

the mosquitoes of Tricorythus (Ar.
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Lys. 1032), the dung-beetles (Fab. Aesop. 7; 185), the fierce dogs of

the hills (Od. 14, 31 if.), are the same as ever.

The people show the same Homeric curiosity, the same love of

leisure and aversion to manual labor, the same democratic spirit,

traces even of the ancient contempt for the "barbarian." The love

of life and horror of death are as intense as ever
;
a modern funeral

much like the old. The retirement of women and their debarment
from most employments (cf. Xen. Mem. 2, 7), the importance of the

dowry, usages connected with the naming of children, the custom of

early rising, much of the food, parts of the dress, many of the im-

plements of daily use, may be closely paralleled in antiquity.
In the minor business world the KVK\OL still survive, the countless

peddlers with their constant cries (Ath. 2, 55 D
; 8, 358 E

;
Ar. Ach.

33 f.),
the bungling or tricky artisans (Ar. Eq. 316 ff.

;
cf. Xen. Mem.

3, 10, 10), the cunning hucksters (Ar. Av. 1080).
The government is nearly as direct a democracy as in Cleon's day.

Many religious usages and many beliefs and superstitions are pagan

(cf. B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugriechen, and J. C. Lawson,
Modern Greek Folklore) ;

for example, the symbolic funeral proces-
sions of Good Friday evening, which seem to be derived from the

Adonia (cf. Plut. Ale. 18
; Nic., 13).

7. Dr. Alfred Emerson, of the Art Institute, Chicago,
Kallimachos and the Delphic Dancers.

No abstract of this paper was received.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 2.30 P.M.

1. Professor Thomas Jex Preston, Jr., of Wells College,

The Apocrypha and the Annunciation in Art.

No abstract of this paper was received.

2. Professor Franz Cumont, of the Musees Royaux of

Brussels, Roman Eschatology Illustrated by Monuments and

Inscriptions.

No abstract of this paper was received.

3. Dr. Kendall K. Smith, of Harvard University, .
A Relic

from an Ancient Schoolroom.

A wooden tablet from Egypt, now in the British Museum, on which

are written in ink six lines from the Iliad (I, 468-473), was the object

discussed in this paper. Reference has already been made to it in

J.H.S. XXIX, 1909, p. 39. The peculiar feature of this tablet is
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that, while the top edge of the board with iron handle attached, is

preserved intact, the quotation from Homer begins in the middle of

a sentence. Further, the first line on the tablet comes at approxi-

mately the middle of a passage which has been criticised as a cento

of familiar lines. The suggestion made was that a pair of these

tablets hung together in some Egyptian schoolroom of not later than

the fifth century A.D., and were used for various exercises in ancient

elementary education.

4. Professor Wallace N. Stearns, of the University of North

Dakota, Deir el-Bahari and Abydos.

The finds at Abydos cover a long period. A temple of Osiris

stood here as early as the sixth dynasty, possibly before the first.

Inscriptions cover with intervals a period from the sixth to the

thirtieth dynasty. Back of Menes is a line of kings whose tombs
have been recovered at Abydos. Earlier than these are the square or

oval pits, predynastic tombs, with their contracted burials the

bodies not mummified, but protected above and below by a layer of

skins, which is in turn protected by a layer of matting. "These
tombs belong to a people that had attained to the neolithic stage of

culture." Of palaeolithic folk there remain great numbers of rude
flint implements scattered about on the surface of the desert and now
exposed by denudation. Present interest centres at the temple of Seti

I, dedicated to Osiris. A trial working made in 1901-02 unearthed
a long passage within the temenos back of the temple. The work
of 1902-03, conducted by Miss Murray, reached a maximum depth of

forty-one feet down to the desert level, and brought to light a sloping
subterranean passageway 200 feet long, the sandstone pavement of a

great hall (34 x 15 ft. and 17 ft. high). Prom this led out three

doorways, south, north, and east, the last leading to a sloping

passageway. The roof and east wall have been defaced or destroyed.
The west wall shows in three panels : 1, a colossal scene of the re-

vivification of Osiris
; 2, the chapter (119) on "

Knowing the Names of
Osiris

"
;
and 3, Merenptah standing before a table heaped with offer-

ings and offering incense. The walls of an adjoining chamber show
the 148th chapter of the Book of the Dead, a chapter otherwise
known only from three papyri. A line following the axis of Seti's

temple also follows the line of the sloping passage (worked in 1902-

03), the centre of the great hall, through the desert pylon to the

royal tombs. " That this hypogeum should be a part of the temple
dedicated to the worship of the dead, with special appartments for
the celebration of the Osireion rites seems natural and fitting."
Here once more at Abydos the Egypt Exploration Fund is at work,
1911-12, under the direction of Professor Naville.
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5. Professor Frank B. Tarbell, of the University of Chicago,
Etruscan Sarcophagi and Urns in the Field Museum of Chicago.

The writer reported on seven ancient objects from Etruria, now
in the Field Museum of Chicago, viz. two archaic Faliscan sarco-

phagi, decorated with paintings, three alabaster urns with relief

sculpture, one alabaster urn with painted designs, and one alabaster

sarcophagus. The last five objects are, some or all of them, from
Chiusi. They belong to the third and second centuries B.C.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 8 P.M.

1. Dr. Joseph Clark Hoppin, of Washington, The Excava-

tions at Gyrene : First Campaign, 1910-1911.

The substance of this address has appeared in the Bulletin

of the Archaeological Institute of America, Volume II, 1911,

pp. 141-176.

2. Professor Howard Crosby Butler, of Princeton University,
The Excavations at Sardis : Second Campaign, 1910-1911.

The substance of this address has appeared in this JOURNAL,,

Volume XV, 1911, pp. 445-458.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29. 8 P.M.

1. Mr. Bert Hodge Hill, Director of the American School

of Classical Studies at Athens, The Excavations of the American

School at Athens, 1910-1911.

An account of the excavations, chiefly at Corinth, carried on

by the School.

2. Mr. T. Leslie Shear, of Columbia University, Trial Exca-

vations at Cnidus.

A report of investigations carried on at Cnidus by Mr. Shear.

3. Dr. Arthur L. Frothingham, of Princeton, The Real Ex-

planation of the Founding and Early Growth of the City of Rome.

(Read by Professor Fowler.)

Kome consisted at first of three or more towns on different hills,

which were not united as a single city until just before Servius Tul-

lius. The explanations given for this unique peculiarity were that

these settlements were founded at different times or by different

tribes. All such explanations are unsupported hypotheses.
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The present explanation is based on the ritual governing the found-

ing of Italic and early Roman cities, whose site was always marked

out and consecrated by augury. It was a fundamental part of ritual

and belief that running water stopped auspices and augury : beyond
it no ritual formulas could reach. No city boundary could contain

running water without losing its urban auspices and the protection

of the gods and being open to the attack of inimical spirits. No
running water is found within Etruscan, Latin, or Umbriaii cities or

early Roman colonies.

Now, the hills of Rome were separated by streams and swamps.
Its first inhabitants were obliged by ritual to establish as many
urban centres as there were groups of hills girdled by water. The

Capitol, Quirinal, and Viminal formed one such group; the Palatine,

Velia, and Esquiline, a second
;
the Caelian, a third. These may

correspond to the three original tribes (Ramnes, Tities, and Luceres),
and also to the commonly received locations of the settlements.

After a century or two came the building of the great cloacas,

not for sewage but to underdrain the lowlands. This covering of

the running waters first made it possible to consecrate all these hills

under single urban auspices, making Rome a united city. Chrono-

logically these two facts seem contemporary, but their interdepend-
ence has never been seen. The Aventine was not then brought into

the pomerium because swamps still intervened.

Among the consequences are : (1) the early settlements were

towns, not villages, and were not successive but contemporary;
(2) their disunion was merely formal

; (3) the united city was one
of Three rather than Four Regions; (4) the three tribes and the

curial organization long continued dominant, especially in religion
and even topography, the four tribes and regions of Servius Tullius

being for military purposes only.
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NOTES ON RECENT EXCAVATIONS AND
DISCOVERIES; OTHER NEWS

WILLIAM N. BATES, Editor

220, St. Mark's Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS, OF ARCHAEOLOGISTS. The

third international congress of archaeologists will be held in Rome, October
9 to 16, 1912. There will be ten sections devoted to prehistoric, Oriental,

pre-Hellenic, and Italian archaeology ; Greek and Roman art, antiquities,

epigraphy, numismatics, and mythology ;
and ancient topography.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICANISTS. An in-

ternational congress of Americanists will be held in London, May 27 to

June 1, 1912.

THE IMPERIAL GERMAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.
Hans Dragendorff, formerly director of the Roman-Germanic Commission,

has been appointed General Secretary and President of the Central Com-
mittee of the Imperial German Archaeological Institute; and R. Delbriick,
First Secretary of the Institute at Rome. (Arch. Anz. 1911, col. 58.)

BULGARIA. Discoveries in 1910. B. FILOW publishes in Arch.

Anz. 1911, cols. 349-370 (12 figs.), a resume" of archaeological finds in Bul-

garia in 1910. At Aquae Calidae (Aytoska Banja) the Roman bathing

tanks, built about the time of Nero, were found some 6 m. underground,
and both beneath and above the floor, a vast number of coins and other

small offerings which show much of the history of the place. Excavations

at the church of St. Sophia at Sofia have brought to light, at depths of 1.30,

1.10, and 0.60 m. below the present Turkish tiled floor, two Roman mosaic

pavements belonging to churches apparently of the beginning and end of

the fourth century, and the original stone flooring of the present building,

1 The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of

Archaeological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-ch,arge, assisted

by Professor C. N. BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Mr. L. D. CASKKY, Miss

EDITH H. HALL, Professor HAROLD R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL,
Professor FRANK G. MOORE, Professor CHARLES R. MOREY, Dr. JAMES M. PATON,
Professor LEWIS B. PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Dr.

N. P. VLACHOS, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published

after January 1, 1912.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 160, 161.
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dating from the sixth century. A number of tombs belonging to the oldest

church and others from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were opened,

all dated by coins. Excavations on the fortifications at Pautalia (Kos-

tendil) have continued. A large number of coins with jewelry and other

objects from Roman graves were excavated, mostly surreptitiously, at Rati-

aria, including a second century grave stele of Valerius Alexander
;
others at

Mezdra and at Nicolaevo, among the last being a silver salt-sprinkler in

the form of a child hugging a pet animal. From Messembria comes an

archaizing Hellenistic marble bearded head of Hermes, and from Lorn

(Almus) and Madara, two votive reliefs of some importance for the history

of Thracian religion, one of the Thracian horsemen, the other of Hercules

Invictus. The Bulgarian Archaeological Society published in 1910 the first

volume of an annual in which all these discoveries were fully treated.

ROUSTCHOUK. A Mithriac Relief and an Inscription. A
Mithriac relief, found at Roustchouk, Bulgaria, in the summer of 1910 and

now in the museum at Sofia, is published, and described by G. KAZAROW in

R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 73-75 (fig.). It is divided into three zones, in the

chief of which the customary slaying of the bull is represented. The follow-

ing inscription on a slab now built into the wall in the court of the military
club at Roustchouk is also published : D(iis) M(anibus) \

Aurelio Goto
\

vet(erano) al(ae) II Arab(acormn) \

vixit annis
\
XXXXVIIj Aur(elius) \

Helpideforus \

et Papias et In-
\

lia Juliana co-
\

niunx patro- 1

no ... The
letters are those of the second century A.D.

LANGAZA. A Macedonian Tumulus. A Macedonian tumulus

containing a two-chambered tomb of extraordinary beauty of design and

delicacy of workmanship, situated 9 km. north of Saloriica, has been ex-

cavated for the Ottoman government. The tomb, which is by a Greek
architect and not later than 400 B.C., was made for a single burial and for a

person of the highest rank, probably military. It had been plundered of its

contents, especially of all movable metal, but the architectural details and
the two doors, an outer one of wood and an inner one of marble, are pre-

served, at least sufficiently for reconstruction. The marble doors, perhaps
the finest specimens known, are now exhibited in the Ottoman Museum.

(T. MACRIDY, Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 193-215; 5 pis. ;
26 tigs.)

NECROLOGY. Paul Gauckler. Paul Gauckler died by suicide at

Rome in December, 1911, after continued sufferings due to ill health. Born
in 1866 at Colmar, he was a graduate of the ficole Normale and a member
of the French School at Rome. After a term of service in the Algerian
museums of Constantine and Cherchell, he was appointed to the post of di-

rector of antiquities in Tunis, which he held until 1905. At this time he

began a series of important explorations in the Roman villas of Oudra;
at Carthage, where he excavated the Punic necropolis and uncovered the
theatre and the Odeum with its numerous statues

;
at Susa, where he dis-

covered the famous "Virgil mosaic"; and at Dougga and Gightis. To
these discoveries is due the great development of the Tunis museum. His
last and best known work was the commentary on the discoveries on the
site of the "Temple of the Oriental Gods" on the Janiculum at Rome.
(Chron. Arts, 1911, p. 295; R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 458-460.)
Edmond Saglio. Edmond Saglio died in Paris in December, 1911. He

was born in Paris June 9, 1828, from 1871 to 1893 was conservateur at the
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Louvre, and from 1893 to 1903 director of the Cluny Museum. He pub-
lished in 1873 in collaboration with C. Daremberg a dictionary of Greek and
Roman antiquities now in its third edition. (Athen. December 16, 1911,

p. 773; R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 456-458.)
Adolf Struck. Adolf Struck, assistant and librarian at the German

Archaeological Institute at Athens, has died in his thirty -fifth year. Among
his works are Mistra, eine mittelalterliche Ruinenstadt, and Athen und Attika.

SALONICA. Latin Inscriptions. In Berl. Phil. W. XXXI, 1911,
col. 918, P. N. PAPAGEORGIU publishes four Latin grave inscriptions from
Salonica. Ibid. col. 1205 he publishes a Greek grave inscription of 179 A.D.,

and republishes two others.

THRACE. Projected Publication. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp.
301-316, G. SEURE outlines a project for the publication in the R. Arch, of a

series of articles in which inedited or little known monuments of Thracian

archaeology are to be made known.

EGYPT
DISCOVERIES IN 1910. A brief resume* of the excavations made

in various parts of Egypt during the year 1910-1911, by F. ZUCKER, is given
in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 238-242. He notes the following : The discontinu-

ance of the Berlin Papyrus Expedition ;
the beginning of work at Tell-el-

Amarna by the Germans
;
the discovery of several temples and graves on

the west side of Thebes, with two beautiful inlaid wooden coffins of the

twenty-second dynasty; Lord Carnarvon's excavations of 80 burials and
valuable single finds of the twelfth, Hyksos, and eighteenth dynasties; in

the neighborhood of Assuan, a necropolis with graves of prehistoric, Middle

Empire, and Byzantine times, one of the Middle and New Empires, a Nubian

cemetery, and a Coptic church and monastery built over a Ptolemaic tem-

ple ;
at Saqqara, a cemetery of the first three dynasties ;

a step pyramid
between Gizeh and Abusir. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 317-337, is a

letter from A. J. REINACH in which an account of excavations in Egypt in

1909, 1910, and the first two months of 1911 is given.
DISCOVERIES IN 1911. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 303-315 (11

figs.), W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE describes briefly the work of the Egyptian
Research Account in Egypt in 1911. At Hawara about forty good por-

traits were found painted on wooden panels. On the site of the labyrinth
at a depth of from 20 to 25 feet the upper parts of half a dozen statues of

the gods of the twelfth dynasty were found, the earliest such figures known.

There were also found two immense shrines of red granite each containing

two life-size figures of Amenemhat III. Many fragmentary wall sculptures

lay about, including one which shows the king kneeling in a boat and open-

ing a shrine containing a holy tree. At Gerzeh, near Meidum, a pre-

historic cemetery was discovered with the earliest iron known.' Two new

pyramids of complex construction were found at Mazghuneh, south of

Memphis. At Memphis considerable sculpture from the temple of Ptah

came to light.

ABU SIMBEL. Excavations at the Great Temple. In The

Illustrated London News, November 25, 1911, is a fully illustrated article

by A. E. P. W(EIGALL), describing the great rock-cut temple at Abu Simbel
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and especially the discoveries made by clearing away the sand in front

of the entrance. Work was begun in 1909. A wide terrace was uncovered
;

here was a small chapel in which stood an altar with two obelisks before it

and a shrine beside it. In the shrine were a large scarab-beetle and an ape,
and upon the altar four apes. A row of statues figures of the Pharaoh
and of the sacred hawk of the sun alternating extends across the whole
breadth of the terrace. These statues heighten the effect of the enormous
rock-cut colossi of the facade. The colossi themselves have been repaired.

CAIRO. A Hittite Bronze Statuette. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV,
1911, pp. 88-89 (pi.), J. OFFORD publishes a bronze statuette probably found
in the Delta of Egypt and now in the possession of a dealer in Cairo. It

represents a female deity, with a peculiar headdress, standing on a lion or a

panther. The figure is remarkable, as the width of the bust, the position of

the right arm, and the anklets resemble Hindoo work.
EKHMIM. Inscribed Tombs. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV, 1911, pp.

99-120, P. E. NEWBERRY publishes the inscriptions of twenty-seven tombs
of Ekhmim, the city of the thunderbolt god Min, found by him early in 1911.

A twenty-eighth tomb was uninscribed. They date from the sixth to the
twelfth dynasty. One untouched burial of the Old Kingdom contained
three painted wooden coffins, the inscriptions of which are also published.
MERGE. Discoveries in 1911. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV, 1911,

pp. 45-52 (6 pis.), J. GARSTANG reports upon the excavations at Meroe
from December, 1910, to February,
1911 (see A.J.A. XV. p. 409). On
the wall of the temple of the Sun
were found sculptures, among which

appeared the temple as it originally
stood. Another scene apparently
represents the building to the east.

A king seated on his throne, war-
riors on galloping horses, and a

captive dragged along by a cord

attached to his leg while a soldier

drives him on with his spear, are

among the scenes. A wall 300 m.

by 150 m. encloses the "
royal city

"
;

its west side seems to have fronted

on the river in antiquity. Two
large buildings were excavated, both

apparently dating from about the

Christian era, and built over earlier

structures. One of them was prob-

ably a palace. A pit near by, full

of rubbish, contained many miscel-

laneous objects, including Egyptian
inscriptions dating from the eighth
to the sixth century B.C. In the

centre of the building an empty treasure chamber was found 4 m. below
the surface and not far from it two jars full of gold dust and nuggets.
In one of them was also gold jewelry bearing the names of the kings

FIGURE 1. HEAD OF AUGUSTUS FROM
MEROE.
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Uaz-ka-Ra and Mal-neqen. In the second building a hoard of bronze

objects was discovered and a large scarab of Amenhotep, mentioning
Queen Tii. Near a small building to the north of the palace, bronze

fittings of a throne came to light, including an image of a prisoner with
his ankles tied to his elbows. A gold wire was about his neck. Another
small building had walls covered with stucco and painted scenes repre-

senting in gorgeous colors a king and queen, officials, and captives.
Just outside the doorway in a pit of sand was a remarkable bronze
head of Augustus (Fig. 1). A well-preserved shrine was excavated on a
mound of slag which had accumulated over early foundations. There was
no bronze or copper age in Ethiopia. Ibid. pp. 53-65, A. H. SAYCE dis-

cusses the historical results obtained. The first Ethiopian king of Egypt
was apparently Mal-neqen. Two other kings, Aspalut, called also Mer-ka-Ra,
and Hor-mat-leq or Uaz-ka-Ra followed Mal-neqen, but the order in which

they ruled is uncertain. They lived before 800 B.C. The names of other

members of the dynasty were found, especially on the handles of sistra

presented by the queens to the kings on New Year's Day. The later kings
of the twenty-second dynasty in Egypt, as well as those of the twenty-third
and twenty-fourth dynasties, must have ruled as subjects of the kings of

Ethiopia. The Ethiopian conquest of Egypt must have occurred shortly
after the death of Osorkon II about 800 B.C. Less is known of the later

history of the country. The influence of Greek culture is apparent from the

time of Ergarnenes. After the partial destruction of Meroe in the first cen-

tury A.D., negro influence began to be felt, so that in the fourth century,
when the city was destroyed, it had practically ceased to be Ethiopian.
Ibid. pp. 66-71 (5 pis.), R. C. BOSANQUET publishes the bronze head of

Augustus. It is a remarkably fine piece of Roman sculpture and had orig-

inally belonged to a statue about eight feet high. The eyes, which are set

in, are staring. Augustus travelled through Egypt in 30 B.C., and the statue

may have been set up to commemorate his visit. It is now in the British

Museum.

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA
YOKHA. A Tablet of Basium, King of Guti. In C. R. Acad.

Insc. 1911, pp. 318-327 (fig.), Father SCHEIL publishes a marble tablet with

fifteen lines of archaic cuneiform writing from Yokha, the ancient Umma.
It is dated " in the time of Basium, king of Guti," and bears the name of

the patesi Lugal-annatum. The character of the writing shows that it

dates from the time of the dynasty of Ur, or earlier.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS BETWEEN HOMS AND

HAMAH. In Eph. Sem. Ep. Ill, 1911, pp. 157-184 (23 figs.), M. LIDZ-

BARSKI describes an archaeological journey between Horns and Ha'mah, which

he undertook in November, 1910. It resulted in the discovery of a number

of Greek ruins and inscriptions, and of one tablet containing the bust of a

man in an Assyrian-Aramaean style; also of a number of dolmens, which

seem to have served partly as tombs and partly as altars.

'AIN SHEMS. The Excavations of the Palestine Exploration
Fund. The July and October numbers of the Pal. Ex. Fund, XLIII, 1911,
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are devoted mainly to an account of the excavations that have been be-

gun this year at 'Airi Shems, the Biblical Beth-Shemesh. On pp. 130-

134 C. WATSON gives a summary of results : the old wall of the town has

been traced all round the hill, parts have been laid bare to the founda-

tion, showing that there have been several periods of construction, the

earliest dating very far back. The south gate of the town has been dis-

covered, well defended with towers and guard-chambers. Possibly this was

the only gate ;
but it is too soon to say with certainty, as the whole of the

north wall has not yet been excavated. Great quantities of pottery of all

ages have been found, but these are not yet classified. Some pieces are ap-

parently from Cyprus or the Greek islands. Flint implements and bronze and

iron objects have been found, while other articles belong to an Egyptian oc-

cupation of the city, possibly of the eighteenth dynasty. On pp. 139-142

(map), and pp. 169-172, D. MACKENZIE gives his official reports as director.

Eight tombs, discovered in the northwest necropolis, were thoroughly

searched, and their contents carefully tabulated. They fall into two main

types ; one, the earliest type of rock-tomb as yet observed, is the "
troglodyte

"

cave-tomb of natural formation, with a natural entrance at the side which,

however, is supplanted by a vertical well-like shaft sunk direct through the

roof of the tomb. The other type has a cylindrical shaft like the preceding,

and from it a narrow inclined tunnel descends into the chamber. The last

is rectangular in shape, with a divan arrangement and a separate facade en-

trance a miniature door-shaped portal closed by a stone slab. The pottery

jars found in the tombs were nearly all one-handled, and in one vase in par-

ticular, remarkable for its elegance and refinement of shape, the section was

almost "
egg-shell

"
in its thinness, reminding one of a Chinese saucer.

Astarte figurines were found with other objects (figurines of Bes and Isis,

scarabs, etc.), which betray a distinct and dominant Egyptian influence.

There is a conspicuous absence of objects suggestive of Babylonian or Aegean
connections. On pp. 143-151 (4 figs.), H. VINCENT gives some notes on a

visit to the explorations at Beth-Shemesh.

CARCHEMISH. British Excavations. Excavations carried on at

Carchemish or Karkemish (Djerablous) by Messrs. Hogarth and Campbell
Thompson for the British Museum have led to the following discoveries :

1, the longest known Hittite inscription ; 2, a great stairway, flanked by great
slabs with reliefs, which leads from the lower to the upper city ; 3, a winged
lion whose head is surmounted by a human head

; 4, a column-base with
two lions in relief; 5, a great quantity of pottery; 6, neolithic deposits im-

mediately under the Hittite strata (tending to show that neolithic civilization

was less early than has been thought) . The excavations are to be continued.

(S. R., R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, p. 366.) In The Illustrated London News, June

3, 1911, D. G. HOGARTH gives a resume of what is known of the Hittites

and their empire, which lasted from about 1800 to about 1250 B.C. See also

A. H. SAYCE on Carchemish in S. S. Times, LIII, 1911, p. 550.

DAMASCUS. The Right of Asylum. In M6L Fac. Or. V, 1911,

pp. 71-75 (2 pis.), N. GIRON publishes a Greek inscription of thirteen lines

found near the French consulate at Damascus. It was cut on a column in the
fifth or sixth century A.D., and conferred the right of asylum on a local church.

JERUSALEM. The Recent English Excavations on Ophel. In

R. Bibl. VIII, 1911, pp. 440-442, 566-591 (5 figs.; 4 pis.), M. J. LAGRANGE
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and H. VINCENT discuss the recent reports in the newspapers, that the Eng-
lish excavator, Captain Parker, and his party violated the mosque of Omar
by running a tunnel under the mosque enclosure without permission of the
authorities, and that they found the tomb of David and took from it

treasures which they secretly carried out of the country. There is absolutely
no truth in this story and no startling finds of any sort were made. The
real results of the exploration were an investigation of the source of the

spring known as the Virgin's Fountain, of the network of canals and galler-
ies connected with it, of the subterranean passageway between the fountain
and the top of Ophel, of the aqueduct leading to Siloam, and of certain

sepulchral chambers and pottery that turned up in the course of the excava-
tions. See also Standard, October 12, 1911, and W. F. BIRCH in Pal. Ex.
Fund, XLIIT, 1911, pp. 187-189.

NORTHERN SYRIA. An Unexplored District. In S.Bibl. Arch.

XXXIII, 1911, pp. 171-179 (pi.), A. H. SAYCE tells of a visit to the site of

the old Hittite capital Carchernish, where D. G. Hogarth had just begun ex-
cavations for the British Museum. His starting point for the Euphrates was

naturally Aleppo, and he followed one route on his way eastward and re-

turned by another. Both routes led him through an unexplored district,

which is a blank in the most recent map that of Kiepert though he
found in it many ancient tels and a few modern villages.

ASIA MINOR
ALASCHEHIR. A Portrait of Commodus. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I.

XIV, 1911, Beiblatt, cols. 45-48 (fig.), A. v. PREMERSTEIN and J. KEIL

publish a monument found by them in the spring of 1911 at Alaschehir

(Philadelphia). In a small pediment is a bust of the emperor Commodus,
on either side of which and on the mouldings below is the inscription :

'AyaOrj Tv\f]- inrcp Trjs \

rov avTOKparopos \ Ko/xoSou rv^rys KO.I SMX/AOVT/S |

ot

*EptoTs eTroirjcrav e/c TOJJ/ i8iW. Then follow the names of twenty-one

persons.
ANTIOCH IN PISIDIA. The Sanctuary of Men Askaenos.

In Athen. August 12, 1911, pp. 192-193, W. M. RAMSAY announces the dis-

covery of the sanctuary of Men Askaenos on the summit of a mountain

5000 feet high, four miles east of Yalowadj and about the same distance

southeast of the ancient city of Antioch in Pisidia. There was no temple,
but a great altar, 66 feet by 41 feet, within an open space 241 feet by 136

feet, surrounded by a wall 5 feet thick. Close by was a theatre or small

stadium, and 200 yards away a church beside a fountain. The church was

built of stones taken from the sanctuary, and at least one bears the name
Men Askaenos. The sacred way, winding up the mountain, may be traced

by the roadbed and by the votive reliefs on the rock. The precinct wall is

covered with dedicatory inscriptions, of which seventy, dating chiefly from

about 300 A.D., were copied. The peculiar verb rc/c/xopevo) occurs several

times in them. The church is important as an example of fourth century

ecclesiastical architecture.

BARGYLIA. The Worship of Isis and Sarapis. In Jh. Oest.

Arch. I. XIV, 1911, Beiblatt, cols. 57-58, J. KEIL publishes a much muti-

lated Greek inscription recently found at Bargylia, in which there is men-
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tion of Isis and Sarapis. It is important as evidence for the introduction

of the worship of these divinities into Asia Minor in the third century B.C.

CAPPADOCIA. An Archaeological Journey. In Mel. Fac. Or. V,

1911, pp. 283-303 (8 pis.), G. DE JERPHANION gives an account of a journey

in Cappadocia in 1907, in which he was able to correct Kiepert's map in

many places. He describes the ancient remains of Comana, as well as those

at Djadjik and Deleli. Ibid. pp. 304-328, L. JALABERT publishes thirty-two

Greek, and one Latin inscription found on the journey.

MILETUS AND DIDYMA. The New Excavations. The results

of excavations at Miletus and Didyma since 1907 are given by TH. WIEGAND
in a report which indicates that the work approaches its end (Siebenter vor-

laufiger Bericht iiber die von den koniglichen Museen in Milet und Didyma
unternommenen Ausgrabungen. Anhang zu den Abh. Berl. Akad. 71 pp.;

13 pis. ;
16 figs. 4to. Berlin, 1911). Remains of a prehistoric settlement

were found on the Kiliktepe. The Hellenistic wall was further investigated

and the general plan of the city made clearer. The size of the normal insula

was 29 by 55.50 m. and the normal width of the street was 4.40 to 4.50 m.

Among the buildings of the southern market a fine Corinthian building
dedicated to Laodice, perhaps the wife of Antiochus II, is especially inter-

esting. Apparently a temple of the Roman People and Roma was also in

the southern market, judging from an inscription. West of this market was

a large latrina and farther on a long two-aisled Hellenistic building, prob-

ably a warehouse for grain. Its plan and elevation have been reconstructed

as have also those of the temple of Sarapis. In the ceiling here are busts of

deities, among them one copying the Apollo of Canachus. To the north was

a rectangular court with colonnades, probably a palaestra or gymnasium.
The western end of the stadium has been found. Toward the west of this

was a splendid propylon with fine Ionic architecture of Hellenistic date.

Near this was a gymnasium. The work at the baths of Faustina is finished.

The apodytcrion and the room with the tank of cold water were especially
well preserved ;

here two pieces of decorative sculpture a figure of the river

Maeander and a Hellenistic lion, both serving as fountains could be re-

stored to their original places. The baths were connected with the stadium

by a court with fine composite capitals and Corinthian superstructure. An-
other bath, which preserves the house type, was laid bare on the Hermeitepe.
A Byzantine basilica of the sixth century was discovered west of the north-

ern market. At Didyma the Sacred Way and the limits of the ancient town
were investigated. Before the eastern front of the great temple was a nearly
semicircular terrace for votive offerings, which was separated by a heavy
retaining wall from the higher ground to the eastward. In front of the

temple are the foundations of the archaic round ash-altar. Somewhat to

the northwest is a round Hellenistic fountain. The place along the south

side of the temple seems to have been arranged as a stadium. More than
half of the great temple is now laid bare and is exceptionally well preserved.
All the columns are standing to a height of several metres. The bases of

the columns at the eastern end were decorated
;
the others had the usual

Asiatic-Ionic form. The rear wall of the pronaos is standing to a height of

11 m. In the middle of it is a doorway framed in great monolithic blocks.

A threshold 1.50 m. high hindered access to the middle room. This door-

way had no door, but there may have been curtains. At both sides low and
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narrow passages in the wall of the pronaos led to the adyton, which lay 4.50
m. lower. These passages have fine barrel vaults. Each passage ends be-
side the great stairway and here are two narrow rooms, the ceilings of which
are decorated with a deeply cut, large maeander pattern instead of coffers.

An imposing stairway, 16 m. wide, led down 6 m. into the main hall. Among
the inscriptions found are several relating to the building of the temple,
lists of treasures, honorary decrees, etc. Parts of a decree in honor of Eu-
menes II provide for distributions of grain on his birthday. From the data

concerning the amounts of grain, the population of Miletus can be estimated
as from 70,000 to 100,000. (A summary of this report is contained in Arch
Anz. 1911, cols. 419-443; 16 figs.)

NYSA. Recent Explorations. The site of Nysa on the Maeander
has been mapped, and to some extent excavated, by three German military
officers and an archaeologist. Although its nearness to the railway and

highroad have caused the sculptures and movable marbles to disappear, yet
one or two interesting inscriptions survive, and the position and architectural

character of the principal public buildings are still discernible. Strabo was
a student here about 50-45 B.C., and has left accurate descriptions of the

city and of some of the neighboring places which have been identified

These are the villages of Acharaca, with sulphur springs, a healing oracle,
and an annual fair, and Aroma, celebrated for its wines, and the plain

anciently supposed to be Homer's " Asian meadow "
('Ao-to> lv Ati/xow, 77.

II, 461). The last mentioned is still, as in his time, the scene of an annual
midsummer religious festival, which is visited by the country folk from
miles around. {Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 42-45.)
SAMOS. Excavations at the Heraeum. Excavations at the He-

raeum of Sarnos were begun in December, 1910, by Dr. Wiegand, whose first

preliminary report appeared in August, 1911 (THEODOR WIEGAND, Erster

vorlaufiger Bericht uber die von den kgl. Museen unternommenen Ausgrabungen
in Samos. Anhang zu den Abh. d. kgl. Preuss.Akad. Berlin, 1911, G. Reimer.

71 pp.; 13 pis.; 16 figs. 4to). The temple, which was dipteral, with eight
columns across the eastern end and nine across the western, was built chiefly

of poros, though the outer columns were of marble. Fragments of capitals

with volutes prove that Vitruvius erred in stating that the temple was Doric.

The pronaos between the antae was very deep and contained two rows of

five columns each. Between the antae and the outer columns were two

rows of columns across the front. No traces of columns have been found

in the chief room, which may have been open to the sky, though a roof

without inner supports (23 m. in the clear) is not impossible. There was

no opisthodomus and no door at the western end. Here three rows of nine

columns each extended across the building. Measured from the axes of the

corner columns, the temple was 108.730 m. long and 52.414 m. wide. There

were 24 columns in each row at the sides. Remains of an earlier temple of

poros, about one-third smaller than the later structure, was found. Rhoecus

(Herod. Ill, 60) was apparently architect of the earlier temple, and the

book by Theodorus (Vitruv. VII, 1, 12) was about the same building, which

was probably destroyed by Otanes in 517 B.C. (Herod. Ill, 147). The

new structure was probably begun in the last years of the sixth century

and the work was continued in the fifth century, but never completely

finished.
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SOUTHWESTERN ASIA MINOR. A Journey in Northern

Lycia, Southwestern Pisidia, and Southern Phrygia. In B.S.A. XVI

(session 1909-1910), pp. 76-136 (2 pis.; 11 figs.), A. M. WOODWARD and

H. A. ARMEROD describe the results of a short journey in the district lying

to the west of Adalia (Attaleia in Pamphylia) undertaken in June and July,

1910. Mr. Woodward signs the description of the route followed, with notes

on remains of classical antiquity (pp. 76-89), and deals with the inscriptions

found (pp. 105-130) and the coins purchased (pp. 130-136). Mr. Armerod

deals with the prehistoric sites, the objects found on them, and the pot-

fragments (pp. 89-105). The route led from Adalia to Termessus, thence

to Isinda, near which several sites were investigated, through the plain of

Elm all, past Lake Karalitis, and finally to Hierapolis. In the plain of

Itanoz, in the southwest of Pisidia, twelve prehistoric sites were noted
;
in

the plain of Elmali three; on Lake Karalitis one; in the plain of Tefe"nny
two

;
and one to the east of Adji Badem. The civilization represented by

these early settlements seems to be of a uniform character. The pottery

comprises unpainted wares of the Bronze Age and painted wares of the

Early Iron Age. The strongest influence is that of Cyprus, and next per-

haps in importance, a survival of Mycenaean tradition in a degenerate form,
while certain schemes of ornament point to a non-Aegean origin. A mega-
lithic house at Kevzer-alteu-euyuk belongs to the Early Iron Age. Twenty-
nine inscriptions are published or discussed. All are late Greek, chiefly

interesting, perhaps, on account of the proper names they contain. One
metrical inscription on a sarcophagus at Ouzoun-Gouyou-Kahve explains
the symbols carved in the stone (vKfj-n-Tpov and KaAxtvpoi/f, or crook) as the

staff of Hermes and an " imitation of the end of men," because all human
life bends at its end.

GREECE
ARCHAEOLOGY IN GREECE IN 1910. G. KARO'S summary of

recent archaeological work and discoveries in Greece and the Islands, Asia

Minor, and Crete, is published in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 119-158 (3 figs).

The results of the activities of the Greek Archaeological Society in Athens,
Euboea, Boeotia, Thessaly, the Peloponnesus, Corfu, and Naxos; of the

Americans at Corinth
;
the English in Melos and in Thessaly ;

the French
at Delos, Delphi, and Tegea ;

the Austrians in Elis
;
the Germans at Tiryns,

the Argolid and Arcadia, Thebes and Amorgos, are described, with frequent
reference to the fuller publications elsewhere. Of especial interest are the

following : At Tanagra, the gravestone of Saugenes, who probably fell in

the battle of Delium, 424 B.C.
; part of a colossal statue of terra-cotta, at the

temple of Demeter Chthonia at Hermione (Peloponnesus) ;
the sanctuary of

Apollo Parrhasius
; architectural details, further fragments of the pediment

sculptures, and the great altar of Athena Alea at Tegea; a fine bronze
statuette of Peloponnesian character, early fifth century, from a sanctuary
of Demeter near Tegea, where the temple was of brick or some other perish-
able material

;
a second marble temple built from the quarries of Doliana

in the sixth century, a hundred years before marble was so used elsewhere
in Greece

;
the reconstruction of the pedestal of the golden chariot of the

Rhodians, with the inscription, and of a monument of a new type, erected

by the daughter of Timolaus, at Delphi ; new evidence for Minoan chro-
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nology, at Phylakopi; at Pergamon, a correction of the genealogy of the

Attalids; in Crete, at Hagia Triada, a street of houses and shops, a sort of

agora, of the Late Minoan period ;
at Gortyna, the Roman round building

in which the inscription of the Laws of Gortyna was found (see p. 123).
Another summary is given by R. M. DAWKINS (J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp.

296-307).
AEGINA AND THEBES. Mycenaean Graves. In 'ApX . 'E<.

(formerly 'E<. 'APX.), 1910, pp. 177-252 (7 pis. ; 28 figs.), A. D. KERAMOPOUL-
LOS describes Mycenaean tombs excavated by him in Aegina (1904) and in

Thebes (1905). Three chamber-tombs in the Brown vineyard in Aegina
had been constructed by the excavation of softer material beneath an 0.80 m.

layer of poros, and seem to have had a common dromos. In each were found
remains of from ten to eighteen bodies, and 40 to 62 vases. Extra space
was gained by burying some of the bodies in graves dug in the floor. Evi-

dence of the use of wooden coffins was found. Ashes in some of the vases

probably came from the family hearth, while sea-sand in others may be sym-
bolic of the sailor's occupation. In exploring a rock-cut tomb at Thebes, the

square inner chamber of which had been looted long before, a grave was found
in the floor, containing skeletons, beads, arrow-heads, and pottery. The
bodies had not been burned. Pottery of the best Mycenaean style, includ-

ing the Palace Style of Cnossus, in conjunction with later styles, points to

home manufacture under the influence of styles of different periods in Crete,

and dates the tomb in the last part of the period known as late Aegean II,

the time of the Palace of Cadmus (cf. *E<. 'Apx- 1909, pp. 105 f.). The
writer also reports on the discovery of an ancient aqueduct cut in the rock

near the fountain of Dirce, a rock-cut tomb (?) of unusual plan near the

river Dirce, two Roman graves near the railroad station, and a sacrificial

pit with other traces of an ancient sanctuary (abandoned during the fifth

century B.C.) between Thebes and Ampelosalesi.
AMBRACIA. Ex-voto to Artemis Pasikrata. In 'Apx- 'E<.

(formerly 'E<. 'Apx-) 1910, pp. 397-398, S. N. DRAGOUMES publishes a

letter from K. Katsanos of Arta, announcing the discovery there of a statue

dedicated by a certain Nikandros to Artemis Pasikrata, a new epithet for

this goddess.
ATHENS. Excavations in the Roman Market-Place. In IIpaK-

TiKa for 1910, pp. 112-126 (7 figs.), A. PHILADELPHEUS describes his exca-

vations in the so-called Roman market-place at Athens in 1910. The earth

was removed to a depth of 4 to 4.50 m. over a space 29 m. long by 31 m.

wide. Two houses, a flight of steps, a richly ornamented fountain, a reser-

voir, and two large Byzantine domed tombs were uncovered. A large num-

ber of Byzantine architectural fragments indicates that a church stood in

this vicinity. Forty-five pieces of sculpture, including architectural sculp-

tures, were found, none of great importance; and 30 inscriptions, chiefly

sepulchral, of Roman date.

Excavations near the Church of the Holy Apostles. In 1910 ex-

cavations were undertaken at the so-called Valerian wall near the church of

the Holy Apostles, where Pittakis excavated in 1852. A marble head with

hair arranged like that of the Apollo of the Omphalos, the left side of a

bearded head of Roman date, and thirteen fragmentary inscriptions were

found. (K. KOUROUNIOTES, Ilpa/mxa for 1910, pp. 136-143
;
3 figs.)
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Excavations at the Fnyx in 1910. In IIpaKTiKa for 1910, pp. 127-

136 (9 figs.), K. KOUROUNIOTES describes his excavations in the Pnyx in

1910. 10 m. inside the outer wall nine steps were excavated which seem to

follow the general contour of the wall, showing that before the building was

arranged in its final form there had been a similar but smaller structure

on the site. No satisfactory evidence was found for dating the inner wall,

but the character of the remains indicates a late date for the building. The

writer, therefore, concludes that the idea that this was the Pnyx must be

abandoned.

The Excavations in the Ceramicus. In HpaKTiKa for 1910, pp. 101-

111 (3 figs.), A. BRUECKNER reports the discovery of the precinct of the

Tritopatreis behind the church of Hagia Triada (see A.J.A. XV, pp. 413 and

560). Two boundary stones, each inscribed in letters of the last part of the

fifth century B.C., HOPOS: HIEPO
|

TPITOPATPEON
| HABATON,

were still in place. The preciuct was shaped like a trapezium, with a road on

each of the short sides. Where these roads met was another boundary stone

upon which only the letters ATOM remain; and perhaps a precinct of Hecate.

A trench run from the sanctuary of the Tritopatreis into the hill of Hagia
Triada revealed quantities of geometric vase fragments and pre-Themisto-
clean tombs. Brueckner suggests that the precinct was the first stopping-

place for the procession to Eleusis. Near the point where the two main

roads met 44 ostraka were found, of which 11 have the name of Thucydides,
son of Melesias; 26 the name of Cleippides, son of Deinias of Acharne;
one that of Teisander, son of Epilycus; and one of Eucharides, son of

Euchares. The names on the five others cannot be read. The torso of

a seated boy of life size and several grave stelae and sculptures were dis-

covered, including the stele of the daughter of Lysis of Aexone whom Plato

represents conversing with Socrates.

Inscriptions on the Acropolis. In 1910 certain foundation stones

above the cave of Apollo, where Mr. Johnson had discovered inscribed slabs,

were removed and ten inscriptions found. An archaic relief with Athena
on both sides was also discovered. One of the figures had wings. The
heads and feet are broken off. (A. N. SKIAS, HpaKriKa for 1910, p. 144.)

Acquisitions of Coins by the National Museum. In J. Int. Arch.

Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 37-112, I. N. SvoRONOsand K. M. KONSTANTOPOULOS

catalogue and describe 2928 Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and modern coins

acquired by the National Museum at Athens between September 1, 1908, and

August 31, 1909.

The Laws of 1910 relating to Archaeology. The laws passed by the

Greek government in 1910 relating to archaeology are printed in Hpa/criKa
for 1910, pp. 67-75.

BAS3AE. The Earlier Sanctuary of Apollo. Excavations in

1902 and 1907 around the foundations of the famous temple atBassae show
that the earlier shrine was razed to make room for the new temple, but that

the peculiar rear chamber of the cella of the latter cannot stand upon the

exact site of the old structure, as has been assumed by some, although its

purpose was doubtless to provide a suitable abode for the primitive statue.

Among the finds were archaic terra-cotta antifixes of roof-tiles, decorated
with painted reliefs, of the seventh century B.C., Protocorinthian vases,

local imitations of Corinthian aryballi, Laconian (Cyrenaic) ware, minia-
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ture votive vases, and vases in the form of animals. But far more numerous
and interesting were the metal objects found several of iron, a few of

silver and lead, and many of bronze. The iron objects include the first

known example of an archaic iron statuette, a votive aryballus of thin sheet-

iron with incised decoration, and several spear-heads and other implements.
Of bronze, the most important single piece is an archaic, nude statuette of

Apollo, characteristically Arcadian in its rude workmanship. Very inter-

esting is the large collection of votive obj'ects of thin sheet-bronze (presuma-
bly manufactured on the spot by itinerant artisans), representing men, all

kinds of defensive armor, often decorated with designs, spear-heads and

arrow-heads, diadems, pins of various shapes, etc.- There are also rings of

silver and bronze, one with intaglio seal, and a carved ivory button. All

this war-gear antedates the later temple, and while it bears testimony to the

early worship of Apollo as a warlike god, it does not justify Kavvadias in

assuming (Congres Internal. I, 1905, pp. 178 f.) that Pausanias (VII, 41, 8)
was wrong in saying that the new temple was erected to Apollo Epicurius
in gratitude for deliverance from a pestilence. (K. KOUROUNIOTES, 'Ap^.
*E<. (formerly, 'E<. 'Apx-) 191> PP- 271-332

; pi.; 56 figs.)

CHAERONBA. Prehistoric Sites. In HpaKTiKa for 1910, pp. 159-

167, G. SOTERIADES reports upon his excavations at several places near

Chaeronea in 1910. Above were found Mycenaean vase fragments mixed
with what Furtwangler called "Minyan" sherds, and others similar to the

hand-made pre-Mycenaean sherds found in Aegina. Below these, mixed

together, were such sherds as have been found on other prehistoric sites

near Chaeronea. It is clear that in Phocis and in the vicinity of Chaeronea

the neolithic period extended down to the Mycenaean.
CHALCIS. Excavations in 1910. Excavations at Chalcis in 1910

brought to light a dedication to Isis, Sarapis, and Anubis
; thirty-nine tombs

dating from the second to the first century B.C. with the usual furnishings ;

and nine Mycenaean tombs from which about forty complete vases and

many fragments were taken. There were also found in them necklaces of

blue, white, and black glass beads; three gold beads shaped like olive stones

with grooves on them
;
one in the shape of a bull's head

;
others of amethyst,

rock crystal, agate, flint, etc.; five glass paste bucrania; a bronze spear-

head, sword, knife, and chisel; three lead bracelets; three terra-cotta fig-

urines of a goddess, etc. (G. A. PAPABASILEIOU, IIpaKTiKa for 1910, pp.

265-26(5.)

CRETE. GORTYNA. Recent Discoveries. The Italian Ar-

chaeological Institute has made a number of important discoveries at Gortyna
in recent years. A nyrnphaeum with colonnade and decorative sculpture

has been uncovered
;
and it has been proved that the horseshoe-shaped

building where the great law was carved was an odeum built in Roman
times. It was constructed in part of. stones from a round building of

Hellenistic date, which in turn contained stones from a round building of

the sixth century B.C. The purpose of these earlier buildings is not known.

(Kunstchr. XXIII, October 13, 1911, col. 7.)

DELPHI. Discoveries in 1910. During the months of September,

October, and November, 1910, H. POMTOW accompanied by several archae-

ologists made renewed studies of the monuments at Delphi. He now pub-

lishes the following results : The paved area before the entrance to the
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temenos was the ancient agora. It was about 35 by 20 m. in extent and
in Roman times was surrounded with colonnades and embellished with

statues. He modifies slightly his arrangement of the statues of the

Lysander monument ;
thinks that the Marathon offering may now be ap-

proximately reconstructed
;
modifies a little his ideas of the monuments of

the Epigoni, the Septem, the Chariot of Amphiaraus, the Wooden Horse,
and of Sostratus. (Berl Phil W. December 9, 1911, cols. 1547-1550.) The

inscription A AN cannot refer to Poseidon as Homolle thought; but Aav =
Zdv = Zev?. The letters A P I below it were part of the name of the town,
not yet identified, which made the dedication. The upper slabs supposed
to belong to the monument of the Aetolians were discovered bearing the

names Aarao-<ra, 'Apiordvoa, and Aa/>uxiVa. He thinks that these are the

names of the three daughters of Agemachus, the Naupactian, and that their

statues stood here. The circular building, of which remains were found in

the Treasury of the Sicyonians, was a round temple. The small rectangular
structure which he formerly believed to be a portico to it he now thinks an

independent building, and suggests that it was a very old treasury of the

tyrant Cleisthenes. Reconstructions of both of these buildings are given.

(Ibid. December 16, 1911, cols. 1578-1583; 2 figs.) He maintains his

identification of the Treasuries of Siphnos and Cnidos against Homolle.
The Liparaeans, he shows, had two monuments at Delphi. The inscribed

slabs already known belonged to the upper monument
;
a small fragment

with the letters APAIOI, and below O^, belonged to the lower, which was
situated close to the west side of the ramp near the Treasury of the

Siphnians. The foundations previously supposed to belong to the monu-
ment of the Liparaeans supported the north wall of the Treasury of the

Thebans, the largest of the treasuries at Delphi. (Ibid. December 23, 1911,
cols. 1611-1615.) The walls formerly assigned to the Theban Treasury
are now unidentified; but about half of the graffiti on the stones are
Boeotian names, and it is suggested that there was an old Boeotian treasury
at this spot, pulled down and rebuilt in the fourth century B.C. The arsenal,
known from an inscription, is to be located near the west gate of the
temenos. It was of sun-dried brick and consisted of one room 12.63 in. by
6.90 m. Excavation has finally settled the question of the date of the

Treasury of the Athenians. It was erected in the time of Cleisthenes;
while the offering from the spoil of Marathon near by was not connected with
the original structure. The inscription of this latter monument is a renewal
dating from the fourth century, but traces of the original inscription still

exist. Additional details came to light about the Treasuries of Syracuse
and Potidaea. (Ibid. December 30, 1911, cols. 1641-1647; fig.) The so-
called "Hetaera" monument, upon which four female figures appear, is

wrongly restored. Another small inscribed piece came between [Hvpp^xa
and

[ ACT] ro/xaxa, giving the name of a daughter of Diodes. Pomtow thinks
it was a family monument dedicated by Lycus. The stoa of the Athenians
may now be restored, as one of the capitals has been found. The exedrae
numbered IV and V south of the threshing-floor are not in situ. (Ibid.
January 6, 1912, cols. 28-30.) An inscription found in the vicinity nine-
teen years ago seems to show that the three bases south of the threshing-
floor supported statues, probably of Apollo, Artemis, and Athena, dedicated
by Philomelus, the Phocian, to commemorate his victory over the Thes-
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salians in 355 B.C. Newly found pieces of entablature make possible the
reconstruction of the Treasury of the Corinthians. The building contained
some heavy offering (a golden lion?). The base of the statue of the
Boeotian Heracles, erected by the Delphian s in the third century, stood
beside some wall or other offering, perhaps beside the Theban Heracles. A
study of the dedications to Asclepius shows that his cult at Delphi was
very old, about as old as that at Epidaurus. (Ibid. January 13, 1912, cols.

59-63.) The sanctuary of Asclepius lay where Keramopoulos thought, north
of the Treasury of the Athenians. It was not a temple, but a precinct sur-

rounded by a low brick wall standing on a stone base. A newly discovered

piece of the inscription published by Homolle (B.C.H. XX, p. 720) shows
that certain restorations were made about 135 A.D. The Aphroditeum lay
either northwest of the Bouleuterium, or north of the Treasury of the Mas-
siliotes. There was a small temple of Eileithyia in the upper part of the
temenos of Apollo, but its site cannot now be definitely located. (Ibid. Janu-

ary 20, 1912, cols. 91-95.) Perhaps it is to be connected with the double
niche north of the " white house." Then the temple near the peribolos wall
would be the temple of Aphrodite ;

and the so-called Poseidonium would be
the sanctuary of the Dioscuri. The steps back of Exedra VI are to be identi-

fied with the place called Dolonia by Plutarch (Def. Or. 15). The name
"
Treasury of Clazornenae

"
given to the old foundation on the lower terrace

may have to be changed, for the Treasury of the Cretans was very early.

(Ibid. January 27, 1912, cols. 125-127.)
ERETRIA. The Temple of Apollo Daphnephoros. Excavations on

the site of the temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria have brought to

light several things dating from the end of the sixth century B.C., including
a terra-cotta figurine of a man with a pointed beard, a small bronze of a

man holding a small animal with both hands, and part of an archaic inscrip-
tion with the words TO> 'Hpa/cAct. Many geometric vase fragments were also

found, and a few unimportant pieces of the pediment sculptures. The

temple was built about the middle of the fifth century to take the place of

a temple destroyed by the Persians
;
and this in turn had succeeded a

sanctuary of the geometric period. The small temple on the acropolis of

Eretria was identified by an inscription and by a figurine as the temple of

Demeter and Cora. North of the modern church a cemetery of the first

century B.C. was discovered, but yielded nothing of importance. (K. Kou-

ROUNIOTES, HpaKTiKct for 1910, pp. 267-269.)
GERAKI. Early Pottery. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-1910), pp.

72-75 (4 figs.), A. J. B. WACE discusses some early pottery found in 1905

at Geraki, in Laconia. There are four classes : (A) Monochrome, hand-

made ware
; gray biscuit, with well polished brown surface

; (B) hand-

made painted ware with matt black patterns on a pinkish biscuit; (C)
wheel-made painted pottery with matt black patterns on a pinkish biscuit

;

(D) Local Mycenaean ware (?). One or two fragments are 'hard to

classify.

LACONIA. Topography. In B.S.A. XVI (session of 1909-1910),

pp. 62-70 (map), H. A. ORMEROD describes Bardounia and northeastern

Maina, the hill-country on the eastern side of Taygetus, bounded on the

north by the road from Sparta to Anavryte, on the south by Gytheion and

Panitsa. In a note (pp. 70-71
; fig.)> a gem from Anogeia is discussed.
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The engraving on it reproduces the type of the Persian king kneeling and

shooting with his bow, which is familiar on Persian coins.

NAXOS. Fre-Mycenaean Tombs. Near Kato Sangre, Naxos, 170

pre-Mycenaean tombs were opened in 1910. They were placed close together

in a space 100 m. long and from 12 to 25 in. wide, and were from 0.20 to 1.50

m. below the surface. About one hundred whole vases were found in them,

chiefly pyxides decorated with slanting and vertical lines, and pear-shaped

vases. There were also found some shallow marble vases, three early marble

figurines, and a marble figure representing a man seated on a four-legged

seat (head, feet, and legs of seat missing), and a few fragments of obsidian.

The only object of metal was a headless bronze pin. Near Rhizokastelia

were found many fragments of later vases and some of glass. (K. STE-

PHANOS, TlpaKTLKd for 1910, pp. 270 273.)

PIRAEUS. Excavations in 1910. During the year 1910 excavations

were carried on at several sites in the Piraeus. Pieces of wall belonging to

colonnades, and remains of an ancient aqueduct, or drain, were discovered in

several places. There were also found: (1) a bearded head of Dionysus of

good workmanship, 20 cm. high, of white marble, with the hair bound by a

fillet decorated with ivy leaves; (2) a headless seated statuette of Cybele,
with a lion on her knees, of good period, but somewhat broken on the right

side; (3) a broken terra-cotta plaque 34 cm. by 22 cm., on which are the

fore parts of two lions facing to the right. (I. C. DRAGATSES, II/cxx/criKa for

1910, pp. 145-151
;
4 figs.)

SPARTA. Excavations in 1910. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-

1910), pp. 1-61 are devoted to the British excavations at Sparta in 1910. R. M.
DAWKINS first (pp. 1-3) gives a brief summary account of the excavations

and their results. He then (pp. 4-11
;
3 pis. ;

5 figs.) describes the remains

of a Mycenaean city discovered near the Menelaeurn. The city had been de-

stroyed by fire. Its foundation was probably not very far back in the pre-

historic period, for no very early objects were found. A series of vases,

some stamped clay sealings for wine jars, and a curious female figure in

terra-cotta were, apart from the walls of the houses, the most important

things uncovered. Mr. Dawkins (pp. 12-14
; fig.) describes a short excava-

tion at Kalyvia tes Sochas, where the discovery of numerous lead figurines
had been thought to disclose the site of an Eleusinium. No remains of the

temple were found, but stamped tiles and an inscription (see below) proved
that the temple had once existed at this site. The work in 1910 at the

sanctuary of Artemis Orthia is described by Mr. Dawkins (pp. 15-17
;
2

pis. ; fig.). The limits of the site were more accurately determined, and a

house, probably of the fifth century, was excavated. Two statue bases,

bearing inscriptions which show that they once supported statues of bomo-

nikai, were found. The other objects discovered are of comparatively little

interest. The excavation of this site is now finished, and Mr. Dawkins gives

(pp. 18-53; 2 pis.; 18 figs.) a connected history of it from the establish-

ment of the cult in the tenth century B.C., until the beginning of the Middle

Ages. The cult was probably established when the Dorians came. The
earliest altar dates from the ninth century, as does, apparently, the earliest

temple. About 600 B.C. the sanctuary was reorganized, and a later temple
and altar were built. The temple was rebuilt in the second century B.C
In the middle of the third century A.D. a theatre was built on the site, and
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about the same time the Roman altar was built. These dates are all ar-

rived at by the help of the pottery, figurines, inscriptions, etc. The in-

scriptions are published (pp. 54-61) by A. M. WOODWARD. The most

interesting are those of the bomonikai. One of these is in archaistic language,
the other in the koine, though both belong apparently to the latter part of the

second century A.D. A fragmentary inscription from Kalyvia tes Sochas
seems to refer to the procedure at a festival of Demeter and Cora. The six

other inscriptions published are very fragmentary.
TEGEA. Excavations in 1910. In 1910 excavations were carried

on at two places in Tegea, at the sanctuary near Hagia Soste, and at the

temple of Athena Soteira and Poseidon. On the former site few remains
of the building were discovered, but a crevice in the rock was full of offer-

ings. The most interesting of these was a seated figure of a goddess holding
fruit in each hand, of bronze. It is 10 cm. high, and dates from the begin-

ning of the fifth century B.C. Many fragments of life-size terra-cottas were

found, including four complete heads, two of which, dating from the fourth

century B.C., are beautiful. About fifty complete figurines, thirty-five
inscribed tiles, lamps, vases, etc.. were among the objects found. They had
been removed from the temple after the Christian era. The temple of

Athena Soteira and Poseidon was a Doric building of the middle of the sixth

century B.C., about 24 by 12 m. in extent. Some architectural fragments

belonging to it were found. There had been an earlier temple on the same

site, some fragments of which came to light ;
and a number of small bronze

offerings (tridents, and about fifteen bracelets), dating from the seventh or

sixth century, apparently belonged to it. Many badly broken fragments
of pediment sculptures were found on the site, including a lion and part of

a fish, perhaps Triton. (K. A. RHOMAIOS, Ilpa/cn/cci for 1910, pp. 274-276.)
THEBES. Recently Discovered Tombs. During the year 1910

sixteen Mycenaean tombs were excavated near Thebes, but little of impor-
tance was found in them. A few gold rings, gold coverings for buttons, a

bronze knife, and numerous vase fragments of the periods known as Late

Minoan II and III were discovered. Just within and without the doorway
of one tomb were grooves as if for wheels. The excavator believes that the

friends of the deceased left their offerings just within the entrance of the

tombs, and that these were removed and replaced by others when later

burials were made. Seven graves made of tiles, three of stone slabs, and

three graves where cremated bodies were buried were also found, as was a

large amphora in which a child had probably been buried. (A. D. KERAMO-

POULLOS, UpaKTLKa for 1910,. pp. 152-158.)
THESSALY. Excavations in 1910. In TlpaKTiKa for 1910, pp. 168-

264 (24 figs.), A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS describes his excavations carried on

at many places in Thessaly in 1910. At lolcus remains of a Byzantine
church were resting upon ancient foundations, probably of a temple. A num-

ber of inscriptions were discovered near by. (R. de Phil. 1911, pp. 123 ff. and

282 ff.) Architectural fragments from several temples, one of which was as

large as the Parthenon, were found on the acropolis of Larissa
;
while below

were uncovered successive strata back to neolithic times. In the theatre a

Byzantine church had been built
;
back of the stage buildings were remains

of a large stoa, facing east. Near Doursounades seven small chamber tombs

were opened. At Pharsalia parts of the ancient aqueduct were found,
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besides a number of inscriptions, architectural fragments, a statuette of a

nude youth of good workmanship, and a large relief. A beginning was

made in the excavation of the Cave of the Nymphs on Mount Ossa. and

vase fragments of the fifth and fourth century, bronze pins, and some figur-

ines were found. Near Chasambale, ancient quarries, dating from the first

century B.C. to the first century A.D., were discovered, and in them practi-

cally the same tools as are used by quarrymen in Greece to-day. There

were important neolithic settlements here, and the site was occupied down
to geometric times. Tombs, architectural fragments, and inscriptions were

found at Alephaka, which was, perhaps, the ancient Atrax. At Laspo-

chori, the ancient Homolium, a colossal terra-cotta foot was found near the

archaic temple on the acropolis (see A.J.A. XV, p. 422). It belonged to a

statue, perhaps of Zeus, about 5 m. high. In the lower city some inscrip-

tions were discovered and perhaps the theatre. A ruined Byzantine church

at Ambelike rests upon the foundations of an ancient temple. Near the

monastery TU>I/ Ko/j.vrjv!ov ancient as well as Byzantine remains came to

light. Near Tempe a peculiar tomb or shrine was discovered, hewn out of

the native rock, with the figure of a nude man lying on his back. In the

vicinity of Domoko prehistoric settlements were found, and a number of

Greek inscriptions. Many Byzantine and some ancient remains, including

inscriptions, were found in various villages on Mount Pelion. At Chortos

a great Byzantine church had been built above an ancient temple; and a

short distance to the east was another smaller temple. Ancient tombs were

found in the vicinity. In the plain near Pherae, prehistoric remains were

discovered in several places, and in neighboring towns Byzantine remains and
ancient inscriptions. At Fagasae the excavation of the second tower was

completed and a dedicatory inscription to the Muses, a relief of the hero

Enodius, the base of a column with an archaic inscription in five lines, and
a considerable number of painted grave stelae, some exceptionally large,

were found (see AJ.A. XV, p. 422). Some pieces of stelae, with the

colors well preserved, were found in the tower which was first excavated.

On the north side of the acropolis at Gonnus (see AJ.A. XV, p. 422) the

walls are still standing to a height of 23 courses, or 6 m. These date from
the sixth or fifth century B.C., while those in the lower city date from about
400 B.C. Other walls between the acropolis and the lower city are of Mace-
donian date. West of the acropolis are remains of a large building, perhaps
the site of the agora, and further on a Roman or Byzantine structure.

South of the acropolis are the foundations of a temple which inscriptions
indicate was dedicated to Asclepius ;

and west of this another temple. In
the same direction some poor tombs of the historic period were found, and
further on, near the left bank of the Peneus, was the hill on which the pre-
historic town was situated. This was surrounded by two rows of polygonal
wall. Numerous geometric tombs and some of Mycenaean and neolithic

date were found in the vicinity; also remains of rectangular houses, and
vase fragments. On the highest point of the Acropolis, inside a Byzantine
building, were the remains of an elliptical-shaped temple built of small
stones carefully put together. It was open at the southwest end. Such

buildings have been found at Thermon and elsewhere. Near by were many
tiles inscribed TONNEQN. One hundred and twenty-eight inscriptions
were found, including decrees of the city of Gonnus, and five dedications to
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Athena Polias, to whom this temple was probably dedicated. It was erected
in early times, ?.nd a pointed stone may have been the primitive idol. Parts
of a figure of Athena, probably the cult statue, were also discovered. In
Revue de Philologie, XXXV, 1911, pp. 123-139, 282-305 (2 figs.), A. S.

ARVANITOPOULLOS publishes fifty new inscriptions from Thessaly, one of

133 lines, relating to the purchase of vines and of uncultivated land. In
B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-1910), pp. 297 f., is a brief account of the excava-
tions of Messrs. Wace and Thompson in central Thessaly (see A.J.A. XV,
pp. 421 f.).

THISOA. Recent Discoveries. Excavations near Karkalu in Arca-
dia have led to the discovery of an interesting building of late Hellenistic

date, which by two bronze inscriptions is shown to have been a lepov TO>

MtyaA.0) ea>. The inhabitants of the town call themselves (sWocuoi. This
settles the question of the site of Thisoa. Among other finds is mentioned
a fine bronze statuette of a nude, bearded man with Corinthian helmet.

(G. OIKONOMOS, Berl. Phil. W. XXXI, 1911, cols. 1206 f.)

ITALY

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES IN 1910 AND 1911. In

Arch. Am. 1911, cols. 158-192 (15 figs.), R. DELLBRUECK publishes a sum-

mary of the discoveries in Italy in 1910. The printed sources are indicated

throughout. The following items may be rioted : Ravenna as a centre for

the spread of early Byzantine art and culture in Italy and western Europe ;

the connection of Ancona with Magna Graecia and Syracuse, as shown

by the pottery and gold and silversmith's work in graves ;
the probability

that a second Clusium existed on the site of Orbatello in Tuscany ;
a hut-urn

found at Perugia which imitates a wattled structure
;
a fifth century origin

for the church of S. Angelo at Perugia, with materials from a pagan tem-

ple ;
three heads found at Rome, one of Ptolemy III, Euergetes, valuable for

its exact dating, a marble head of a negro child, and one of a child in the

character of Horus
;
remains of the republican and imperial periods at Ostia,

in walls, streets, and grave monuments; at Pompeii a painted miniature

portrait covered with rock-crystal, and a grave monument of the type called

schola, hitherto known only from Roman landscape paintings (a column

standing on a high base and bearing an amphora) ;
traces of the Oscan

period at Pompeii and Teano, especially some brightly painted chamber-

tombs at Teano with valuable contents in jewelry of native and Magna
Grecian work

;
a prehistoric hut-floor near Bari, supposed by Mosso to be a

sanctuary; dolmens in southeastern Italy; pre-Greek settlements in Sicily;

a nuraghe in Sardinia that served as a temple in Punic and Roman times,

the offerings beginning in the sixth century B.C. and going down to the fourth

century A.D. In the London Times, January 4, 1912, pp. 3-4, T. AS.HBY reports

upon the more recent discoveries. In Rome the investigation of the house of

Livia has been completed and a small cryptoporticus found leading north-

wards from it to the Forum. This is the probable site of the murder of Cali-

gula. Further evidence for identifying the ivy-crowned podium at the south-

west corner of the Palatine with the temple of Cybele came to light in the

cistern below, in which many terra-cottas were found, including heads of Attis.

The removal of the modern buildings from the Baths of Diocletian has
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made the ruins much more imposing and better seen. On the Janiculum

a large fish-pond belonging to the earliest sanctuary has been discovered.

The small piece of the " Servian
" wall removed from the central railroad

station to the Museo delle Terme, in the opinion of Boni dates from the first

century B.C. At Ostia much excavation has recently been done. The
main road has been laid bare for about 500 m. It is 8 m. wide and flanked

with porticos its entire length. Where it left the town the gate seems to

have been decorated with the splendid winged female figure, a combination

of Athena and Victory, found near by. This was the real Via Ostiensis.

The most important quarter of the city is now uncovered. At Genoa tombs
of a Ligurian necropolis have been found with pottery of the fifth and fourth

centuries B.C.
;
and at Ancona two Picene tombs of the eighth century

B.C. At Terni, in a pre-Romau necropolis, tombs going back to the eighth
or seventh century B.C. were excavated. In Calabria, Orsi has discovered near

Monasterace the site of Caulonia and the remains of a Greek temple. At

Olbia, Sardinia, part of the city walls with a postern gate and towers were
discovered. On the island of Gozzo, a Roman villa and a megalithic build-

ing with neolithic pottery were found.

ANCONA. Acquisition of Gallic Antiquities. The museum at

Ancona has recently acquired a large collection of Gallic antiquities exca-

vated at Montefortino from 1894 to 1896. The graves in the necropolis
from which they came date from early in the fourth century to 295 B.C.,

and were especially rich in bronzes. Grave VIII, which was intact, con-

tained, besides the skeleton, about one hundred funeral objects. About a
dozen bronze vases of elegant shape, a bronze mirror with decoration incised,
and in relief, a strigil, an ivory comb, bronze knives, scrapers, sieves, etc.,

were among the objects found. The terra-cottas were few and of little

account; but the gold ornaments were important. They include a heavy
collar 80 cm. long, and three funeral crowns of gold leaves with blue and

green glass inlay. The collar is remarkable for its great size. (Kunstchr.
July 7, 1911, pp. 506-507.)
FERENTO. The Excavation of the Roman Theatre. In Boll. Arte,

V, 1911, pp. 213-226 (14 figs.),. E. GALLI describes the excavations in the
Roman theatre at Ferento, near Viterbo. About half of the cavea was
uncovered and the ground plan made clear. The writer believes that the
theatre was built in late republican or early imperial times, and later restored
and embellished.

LICENZA. Horace's Sabine Villa. The Italian bureau of Fine
Arts announces the discovery at Vigna di Corte, near Licenza, of walls, a
mosaic pavement, a piscina 20 m. in length, a frigidarium and a calidarium

belonging to a bath, and some other remains of the Sabine villa given by
Maecenas to Horace. (Chron. Arts, 1911, p. 227

;
R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, p.

370.)
NAPLES. A New Aphrodite. The Naples museum has acquired

a statue of Aphrodite in the bath recently found between Gaeta and Naples
near the site of ancient Sinuessa. The head, both arms, and left breast are

missing, but the figure is beautiful and shows Praxitelean influence.

(Kunstchr. XXIII, October 13, 1911, col. 7.)
OSTIA. Recent Excavations. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911,

pp. 363-368, J. CARCOPINO contributes some additional notes on the most
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recent excavations at Ostia, concerning the barracks of the vigiles, the situa-

tion of the sanctuary of Magna Mater, the docks, a possible so-called tri-

umphal arch (C.I.L. XIV, 375), and perhaps a house of P. Lucilius Gamala.
ROME. The Excavation of the Palace of Domitian. In October,

1911, G. Boni began excavations in the palace of Domitian on the Palatine,
with the object of learning the whole plan, which was that of an enlarged
Roman house. Work on a row of rooms in front corresponding to the ves-

tibule revealed a system of drainage and brought to light a large number of

architectural fragments. In the atrium an octagonal basin was uncovered,

sixty feet across and two and one-half feet deep, originally lined with marble.

It had been broken through by previous excavators and early archaeological
strata revealed. In the triclinium a marble pavement covering two hundred

yards was found. The northern nympheurn was already known, but the

pipes which supplied it with water have just been discovered
;
the southern

nyrnpheum, partly covered by an abandoned nunnery, remains to be ex-

cavated. (Nation, December 7, 1911, p. 562.)
The Archaeological Park. In Athen. October 7, 1911, p. 433, R. LAN-

CIANI gives an account of the proposed archaeological park in Rome for

which the Italian parliament has appropriated 6,500,000 lire. It will include

"the whole of the Sacra Via from the Capitol to the Coliseum, the Imperial

Fora, the Palace of the Caesars, the Baths of Titus and Trajan, the northern

and western slopes of the Caelian, the eastern and southern slopes of the

lesser Aventine, and the valley between these hills from the Circus Maximus
to the three gates of the Aurelian Wall, the Metronia, the Latina, and the

Appia." The main difficulty in laying out the park is the traffic. Two
important lines which cannot be diverted meet at right angles by the Septi-

zonium. These will be screened by trees and bushes and crossed by bridges
or subways. The garden of the baths of Caracalla will be reconstructed, and

arrangements have been made for excavating the site and removing the earth

to the Deceniiia Palus.

Discoveries in the Baths of Caracalla. R. Lanciani has discovered

within the area of the baths of Caracalla the remains of a magnificent

portico, where the bathers could take shelter from the summer sun and the

winter rain and cold. In the Middle Ages this site was used as a Christian

burial ground, for a number of tombs of that period have come to light.

This is the first exploration made in the Zona Monumentale, or Archaeo-

logical Park, which extends from the Arch of Con stantine to the Porte di

S. Sebastiano and Latina. (Nation, January 11, 1912, p. 44.)

The Baths of Diocletian. In Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 347-361 (13 figs.),

P. GUIDI and R. PARIBENI describe in detail the w&rk of clearing the baths

of Diocletian carried on in 1911.

The Bronze Tablet of Cn. Pompeius Strabo. Another fragment of

the important bronze tablet of Cn. Pompeius Strabo, the father of Pompey,

dating from the siege of Asculum, 90 B.C. (AJ.A. XIII, pp. 362 f.), is pub-

lished by G. GATTI in B. Com. Rom. XXXVIII, 1910, pp. 273-280; pi.). It

is the upper right-hand corner, and practically completes, since the gaps are

of no great importance, the inscription as published by the same scholar,

ibid. XXXVI, 1908, pp. 169-226.

A Fragment of a Lex Horreorum. The restoration of the ancient

church of S. Saba on the Aventine has yielded a fragment (less than a third)
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of an inscription relating to the Horrea Ummidiana, granaries belonging to

some of the Ummidii, about the middle of the second century A.D. G. GATTI

restores this lex horreorum in B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 120-128.

A Fragment of an Arval Inscription. From a vineyard outside the

Porta Portese another fragment of the Arval inscriptions has recently been

recovered. It is published by O. MARUCCHI in B. Com. Rom. XXXIX,
1911, pp. 129-136 (pi.). This new fragment, now in the Vatican, dates

from the year 239 A.D. in the reign of Gordian III. It is thus one of the

latest in the Arval series.

A Tombstone from the Via delle Mura. In the Via delle Mura, be-

tween Porta S. Lorenzo and Porta Maggiore, there has been found a tomb-

stone set up by a mother, evidently a Syracusan, in memory of her twin

daughters, Ortygia and Arethusa. G. GATTI, in B. Com. Rom. XXXIX,
1911, p. 210, understands the years and months appended (21 and 10, re-

spectively) to refer to the mother
;
but the only plausible interpretation is

that the twin daughters died within a short time of each other near the end
of their twenty-second year.
A Copy of the Standing Discobolus. Out of the fragments of sculp-

ture recovered during excavations for a gas main in the Via Bocca della

Veritk L. MARIANI has restored in large part another copy of the athlete

represented in a number of museums, but best known as the Standing Dis-

cobolus of the Vatican. (Sala della Biga, No. 615; Helbig, No. 331; see

B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 97-119
;
2 pis. ;

7 figs.)

SPAIN

NUMANTIA. The Sixth Campaign. The report of the sixth cam-

paign of excavation atNumantia (June-September, 1910), by A. SCHULTEN
and C. KOENEN, is given in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 3-39. The work was devoted

chiefly to the site at Renieblas, on the hill Gran Atalaya, three or four miles
southeast of the city, where the camp made by Quintus Nobilior in 153 B.C.

was identified in the previous year. Here instead of one Roman camp, six

different but overlapping constructions were found and were sufficiently ex-

plored to be conjecturally assigned to their historical connections. The two
oldest and smallest, the second of which was left unfinished, probably were
made by Cato the Elder, in 195, when he marched to the Ebro from Segontia
and back again, with an army of seven cohorts. Three much larger camps,
made for two legions, the second of these also being unfinished, are to be as-

signed (1) to Nobilior, 153 B.C., and (2 and 3) probably to Pompeius, in the
Sertorian War, 75 and 74 B.C. Another very hasty and imperfect structure

may date from this same war. The latest of these camps is the largest
Roman camp that is known, being four times the size of Carnuntum and
two and one half times as large as Novaesium. In the camp of the year 153,
the interior arrangements in all their details illustrate and are explained by
Polybms's contemporary description of a two-legion Roman camp and show
that Nissen and not Oxe has reconstructed the latter correctly. A hoard
of 72 Roman silver coins of about 220 B.C. probably come from'Cato's occu-
pation. Other articles found are several well-preserved pila and a complete
sword, with blade and tongue. A small conical hill near Gran Atalaya is

artificial and may be the burial mound of the Roman soldiers who fell here
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in 153. In the remains of Numantian houses on the hill of Saledilla, which
were destroyed in 133 B.C., are sherds of geometric pottery which show how
late this antiquated style, belonging to the seventh century in Greece, was
continued in use among a backward people. These excavations are of great

importance for the history of Roman wars in Spain and of Roman military
matters in general. Ibid., cols. 370-382, E. FABRICIUS criticises Schulten's

article on the Roman camps at Renieblas and adds a fuller discussion of their

relation to Appian. He points out that the encampments with stone barracks,

etc., were hibernacula, and the " unfinished "
camps were for temporary or

summer use, when the soldiers lived "
subpellibus

"
; that Schulten's Camp II

was not older than III, in which Nobilior spent the winter of 153-152 B.C.,

but an annex to it and for the use of auxiliaries, as were also the " candbae "

on the southwest
;
that Camps IV and V are wrongly assigned to Pompey

in the Sertorian War, and probably belong to the great siege of 134-133,
the later being under Scipio's own charge, while the corresponding camp of

his brother Maximus is still to be looked for on the west side of the city.

FRANCE
ARLES. Recent Discoveries. B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 368-373,

A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE describes some recent discoveries in the court of

the Musee Arlatan, Aries. A circular wall was cleared and found to belong
to a splendid building, probably the temple of the Genius of the colony.
On the inner side of the hemicycle are twelve niches for statues of divinities.

A fine white marble Diana found in the ground had stood in one of them.

The architecture of the building is careful and was the work of a certain

Philiscus as the inscription Philiscus-ma [rmora] rius -fecit proves. Five other

fragmentary Latin inscriptions were found.

BORDEAUX. A Spindle-shaped Phial. In R. fit. Anc. XIII,

1911, pp. 331-336 (pi.; 2 figs.), P. COURTEAULT publishes a spindle-shaped

glass phial, 44 cm. long, found in the ancient cemetery of Saint-Seurin,

Bordeaux. It had a capacity of about 60 cubic centimetres and originally

contained wine. No evidence of date was found.

CUISY-EN-ALMONT. Recent Discoveries. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr.

1911, pp. 170-174, O. VAUVILLE reports upon a recent discovery of L. Brune-

hant at Cuisy-en-Almont (Aisne). A large number of worked stones placed

in regular lines was found
;
also fragments of neolithic and Gallo-Roman

pottery. The stones are undoubtedly prehistoric.

DORDOGNE. Palaeolithic Remains. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911,

pp. 308-310, O. HAUSER writes briefly of his palaeolithic excavations in the

Dordogne and V6zere valleys. At La Rochette Acheulle'en, Mousterien,

and Aurignacien strata are now clearly to be seen. At Laugerie a vast

boulder, that had chanced to roll down on a spot where primitive men were

manufacturing their implements, has recently rolled farther down, laying

bare flint and bone tools, animal remains, etc., crushed, to be sure, but just

as they were thousands of years ago.

EYBENS. A Latin Inscription. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 113-

118, V. CHAPOT publishes a fragmentary Latin inscription built into the

outer wall of the church of Eybens (Isere). It is an epitaph ending with

the words sub as[cia] dedicav[if]. The writer discusses the significance
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of the ascia and thinks it had a religious meaning which he cannot

explain.
LES LONGUES-RAIES. Gallo-Roman Graves. In 1909 and

1910 excavations for the removal of gravel south of the Gallo-Roman ceme-

tery at Les Longues-Raies brought to light a large number of inhumation

burials, with lustrous red terra-cotta vases, glass vases of different shapes,

Roman coins, and various objects of metal and of bone. One glass vase has

an opening on the side and a handle, and decorations in relief in blue glass

on the outside. The burials seem to date from the first two centuries A.D.

(O. VAUVILLE, B. Sac. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 348-351.)
MERVILLE. Three Bronze Statues. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 375-379 (3 figs.), F. DE MELY calls attention to three bronze statues

recently found in dredging the Lys at Merville and now in the museum at

Lille. They are a Mercury 0.50 m. high holding a purse ;
a Mars 0.60 m.

high with both arms missing; and a Jupiter from which the head, arms,
and left leg are gone. The Mercury was originally covered with silver.

The figures probably date from the second century A.D.

MONT AUXOIS. Excavations in 1911. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 534-542 (4 figs.), A. HKRON DE VILLEFOSSE reports upon the excava-

tions on Mont Auxois in 1011. A few metres from the west apse of the

temple of Moritasgus were found remains of a small building in which was
a large spout like a gargoyle through which the water of the aqueduct already
known passed. Farther west a small rectangular building was uncovered
and remains of a road; also numerous bronze votive objects, especially eves,

and a few in stone. A beardless head of Mercury was the best piece of

sculpture found ; but a relief of a god and goddess seated on a bench deserves

mention. Several other copies of it are known.
NIMES. The Congress of Prehistoric Archaeologists. In. B. Mus.

Brux. X, 1911, pp. 73-78 (2 figs.), A. L. gives an account of the seventh

Congres prehistorique de France held at Nimes, August 6 to 12, 1911, and
adds brief summaries of the papers read.

PARIS. Acquisitions of the Louvre in 1910. In B. Soc. A tit. Fr.

1910, pp. 407-416, A. HKRON DE VILLEFOSSE and E. MICHON describe the

acquisitions of Greek and Roman antiquities by the Louvre in 1910. The
more important are : (1) an archaic Apollo from Paros (Ath. Mitt. 1902, pp.
230

ft'.) ; (2) an archaic male head from Athens ; (3) a statuette of a seated
woman from Chalcis; (4) a marble group from Thrace representing a beard-
less horseman, wearing a chlamys, galoping along and holding by its hind legs
a doe which two dogs are biting ; (5) a beardless Roman head

; (6) piece of
an archaic bas-relief with a beardless head, from Locris

; (7) a large stele with
five figures, from Athens

; (8) a stele with the figure of a runner holding a

flaming torch in his right hand and leaning with his left on a staff, from
Thasos; (9) a grave stele from Thasos with a standing male figure facingwhom is a slave

; (10) two grave stelae from Antioch; (11) a bronze figure of
a girl standing and holding her dress with her left hand, from Athens; (12)
a bronze disk from Egypt with the bearded head of a god on it; (13) a nude
bronze Horns standing with cornucopia in left arm and right forefinger on his

lips; (14) a bronze Horus seated.on a sphinx; (15) a rectangular bronze
plaque ornamented with scenes from the chase; (16) two late silver cups;
(17) a round glass tessera with the draped bust of a man and the legend eVi
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eoSo-rov eVapxou; (18) eight vase fragments with Latin inscriptions men-

tioning places in Numidia; (19) two vase fragments with accounts in

sesterces written in Latin.

RHEIMS. A Colossal Head of Mercury. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910,

pp. 398-399, L. DEMAISON describes a colossal head of mercury 0.60 m. high
recently found at Rheims. It is beardless, with traces of a wing on the right
side above the hair. It is of rude workmanship, but was intended to be
seen from below and may have been placed in a pediment.
VAISON. A Statuette of Venus. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp.

356-357, A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE records the finding of a statuette of

Venus 48 cm. high at Vaison in 1909. The upper part of the body is nude,
but drapery covers the lower limbs. The goddess holds fast to a shield

attached to a slab beside her. The head, right arm, and feet are broken

away, and the whole has been much injured by dampness.

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS. Acquisitions of the Royal Museums. In B. Mm.

Brux. X, 1911, pp. 59-61 (2 figs.), J. DE MOT publishes two pieces of Greek

sculpture recently acquired by the Royal Museums, Brussels. One is a frag-
ment of an Attic grave stele of the fourth century, consisting of the upper
part of a seated female figure grasping the hand of another figure, now lost.

The second is a small marble head, probably from a grave stele of the end of

the fifth century B.C.

SWITZERLAND
DISCOVERIES IN SWITZERLAND. A summary of archaeological

discoveries in Switzerland in 1910, with references to the Anzeigerfur schweiz.

Altertumskunde and other publications, by O. SCHULTHESS, appears in Arch.

Anz. 1911, cols. 309-340 (7 figs.). A fuller treatment is given to Avenches
and Ursins (Canton Vaud), Berne, Windisch (Aargau) and Irgenhausen

(Zurich). On the hill Bois de Chatel, Avenches, a fortification of the third

century seems to be built of stones brought from Aventicum after it had

been burnt by the Alemanni in 265. The Roman portions of the cathedral

of Ursins perhaps belong to a temple of Mercury, as is suggested by frag-

ments of inscriptions. The museum of Berne has received a glass bead from

a grave of the late La Tene period, bearing an incised inscription which has

not been deciphered ;
also a Roman bronze statuette and a terra-cotta figure

of a horseman in Gallic costume which w is found with remains of many
other civilizations in a cave on Mount Carmel in Palestine and probably

represents one of the Gauls in the service of the Seleucidae. At Windisch
it appears, that although the stone buildings and walls of Roman Vindonissa

are of the first century, there was an earlier construction of earth and timber,

while two huge trenches or moats which were filled up by the Romans indi-

cate the situation of the Celtic town. A tower in the eastern part of the

first-century wall contains a postern gate of a kind that has bee'n supposed
to belong to the time of Diocletian. In the amphitheatre are traces of an

earlier wooden building. The camp at Irgenhausen was built in 294-296

on an extensive estate with a large mansion of some pretensions to luxury.

AVENCHES. An Ancient Samovar. A remarkable find, the only

such known north of the Alps, is an ancient bronze samovar or vase for keep-
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ing water hot, now in the museum at Avenches, Switzerland. The hot coals

were put into a cylinder which runs through the body of the vessel, and re-

ceives air from below. A charming figure of Eros or Dionysus adorns the

cover. The name of such vases is uncertain, but caldaria (fern.) seems more

likely than caldarium. (Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 311-313
; fig.)

GERMANY
BERLIN. A Dedicatory Offering from the Theban Necropolis.

In Ber. Kunsts. XXXI.II, 1911, cols. 15-20 (2 figs.), A. ERMAN publishes two

objects recently acquired by the Berlin museum from the necropolis at Thebes.

One is a stele of the thirteenth century B.C., upon which Amon is represented

seated before his temple, and Neb-re,
"
painter of Amon in the necropolis,"

and his four sons praying to him. An accompanying text exalts the power
of the god and tells of the cure of one of the sons through his aid. Five

other stelae dedicated by Neb-re are still in existence. The second object

is a wooden figure of Nefret-ari dedicated by Pai, father of Neb-re.

An Archaic Relief. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, cols. 240-242 (2

figs.), B. SCHRODER describes a much injured Greek relief recently acquired

by the Berlin museum representing Victory about to slay a bull. It dates

from the second half of the sixth century B.C. The lower part of the face,

the left shoulder, and arm of the Victory, and the greater part of the head,

throat, and chest of the bull are alone preserved.
An Inscribed Helmet of King Monounius. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII,

1911, cols. 20-21 (2 figs.), T. WIEGAND publishes a bronze helmet found on
the Sea of Ochrida and now in the Berlin museum. It has protection for the

neck, cheek-pieces, and a crest, and resembles somewhat a Phrygian cap.

On the neck in letters made by dots is the inscription BA^IAEQ^
MONOYNIOY. Monounius, king of Illyria, lived in the first part of the

third century B.C. The helmet was probably not worn by the king, but by
one of his men, as the figure N on the front seems to indicate.

BURGWEINTING. A Terra-cotta Tower. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV,
1911, pp. 89 f., G. STEINMETZ publishes a fragment of a terra-cotta lantern in

the form of a tower, found in Burgweinting (near Regensburg), which, like

similar objects found in the Danube provinces, seems to have been connected

with the cult of the dead. The fragment is 30 cm. long, and seems to date

from the latter half of the third century A.D. (See p. 138.)
COLOGNE. Recent Finds. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 70 f., J.

POPPELREUTER reports the finding of a round decorated glass bowl and a

marble head of a statue of more than life-size, probably of the elder Drusus.

HERMESKEIL. A Roman Cemetery. A Roman cemetery contain-

ing ten rectangular graves was recently excavated near Hermeskeil. It

dates from the second part of the second century A.D., and seems to have

belonged to a private family. The finds include a number of two-handled

glass vessels in excellent state of preservation, since they had been covered

by large dolia or amphorae. (E. KRUGER, Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911. pp. 81-

87.)

HILDESHEIM. A New Museum. Mr. Pelizaeus, a native of Hil-

desheim engaged in business at Cairo, has presented to his native place his

collection of Egyptian and Graeco-Roman antiquities, which includes a series
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of moulds for silverware and armor (found at Mitrahine, near Memphis);
a bronze head of Ramses II (life-size) ;

a bronze statuette of the god
Reshep incrusted with gold ;

twelve painted statues of the Old Kingdom,
found at Gizeh

;
two Panathenaic amphorae ; numerous stelae, glass objects,

tcrra-cottas, etc. (S. R., R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, p. 368.)
LANGENBERGHEIM. La Tene Graves. In Rom. -Germ. Kb. IV,

1911, pp. 72 f ., HELMKE reports the finding of two La Tene graves in Lan-

genbergheim (Hessen).
LEIHGESTERN. Merovingian Graves. Recent excavations near

Leihgestern (Kr. Giessen) have brought to light ten graves of the Merovin-

gian period. The interesting furnishings include, besides pottery, necklaces,

pendants, a comb, belt clasp, swords, daggers, and other objects. (Rom.-
Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 54-59.)
MAINZ. Legionary Stamps. A collection of legionary stamps was

recently found in Mainz. There were twenty-seven pieces of twelve differ-

ent types, one of which was new, nearly all of the twenty-second legion.

(Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 65-67.)
Roman Sculptures and Inscriptions. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911,.

pp. 67-69, KORBER publishes miscellaneous finds in and near Mainz, among
them several "

Viergottersteine," a seated Jupiter, altars, and tombstones.

NIEDERBIEBER. Votive Inscription to the Genius Capsari-
orum. A small altarstone was recently discovered near Niederbieber, dedi-

cated to the Genius Capsariorum. The dedicator calls himself " medicus

hordinarius" and was evidently the head of the Collegium Capsariorum.
We may, therefore, regard it as proved that the capsarii were of military

rank, serving in the hospital as assistants, as had been suggested by A. v.

Domaszewski. (J. KLINKENBERG, Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 69 f.)

XANTEN. Further Excavations of Vetera. In Rom.-Germ. Kb.

IV, 1911, pp. 49-51, H. LEHNER reports on the excavations on the site of the

Roman camp of Vetera on the Fiirstenberg. The eastern sides of the

Augustan camps could not be located and no trace was found of the eastern

gate of the Claudian-Neronian camp. The praetorium seems to have been

90 m. long and rested on massive concrete foundation walls. Ibid. p. 74,

the discovery of an early Roman pottery is reported.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
DISCOVERIES IN HUNGARY. A list of recent (1910) archaeolog-

ical publications and discoveries in Hungary, with some details is given by
G. v. FINALY in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 340-349. Near Intercisa-Dunapen-

tele, beneath the foundations of a building dated by coins from Alexander Se-

verus to Valentinian I, are foundations of an older house with remains of two

or three friezes of stucco relief in Graeco-Roman designs. Remains of

tiles indicate that Bacs and Kalocsa were founded by the Hungarians on

the sites of Roman fortifications. The so-called Dacian fortress, overgrown
with ancient forests, on the steep heights Gredistyer Csetatye, which has

been known since 1803, has been revisited, together with a number of smaller

forts in the neighborhood, parts of a related system of defence. They all

have on the blocks of masonry peculiar flirtings or ribbings, unlike any-

thing in Greek or Roman architecture. More of the German graves of
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the third and fourth centuries at Szentes have been opened and some curious

ornaments found. A study of Pannonian costume made from gravestones
shows two or three of the women's garments that are peculiar to this nation.

An example of the so-called Suevian hair-knot is found in a bronze bust

of a bearded man. A curious ribbed vessel was found, which was made by
lining a mould with a continuous spiral coil of a thin band or stem of clay.

BEOCIN. A Roman Terminal Cippus. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911,

p. 75, A. v. DOMASZEWSKI discusses a terminal cippus found near Beocin,
southeastern Pannonia. The inscription on the front side begins AGE,
the reverse has CAE, which he interprets respectively ag(er) e(xceptus)
and c(oput) a(gri) e(xcepti). The ager exceptus was exempt from paying
the ordinary tributes.

CSOMAFAJA. Roman Altars. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti

Muzeum erem- es re'gise'gtdrdbdl, II, 1911, pp. 260-274 (7 figs.), A. BUDAY
publishes six altars with Latin inscriptions found at Csdrnafaja, Hungary,
in March, 1911. They were dedicated by Roman soldiers. He also pub-
lishes a similar monument found at Szentkir&ly.
DUNAPENTELE. A Terra-cotta Tower. Another terra-cotta

tower has been unearthed, this time at Dunapentele, on the Danube. It is

circular in shape, with the two upper stories formed by eight niches jutting
out beyond the foundation. There are two openings in each niche, but
one

;
in the roof are four irregularly cut triangular openings. The true

function of these terra-cotta towers, as LichtMuschen, or lanterns, has been

fully explained by G. Loeschoke (Bonn. Jb. 118, 1910, pp. 370 ff.). (MAR-
GARETE LANG, Rom.-Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 51 ff.)

POLA. Recent Discoveries. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV, 1911,

Beiblatt, cols. 5-44 (46 figs.), A. GNIRS reports upon the recent excavations
in Pola and the vicinity. Remains of a propylaeum to the ancient citadel

were found, dating from early imperial times. In the Via Castropola a
Roman house was found to have well-preserved mosaics and some simple
wall paintings. Unimportant fragments of architecture, sculpture, and
inscriptions were brought to light. Other fragments were found in the
theatre. At Fasana a further examination of the pottery found in 1909

(A.J.A. XV, p. 107) revealed other vase fragments inscribed with the pot-
ter's name. Remains of grave monuments were discovered at Val di

Sudiga and at Savolago.
SOUTHEASTERN HUNGARY. Neolithic Settlements. In

Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti Muzeum erem- es regise'gtdrdbol, II, 1911,
pp. 175-259 (95 figs.), F. LASZLO describes remains of the end of the neo-
lithic period found in southeastern Hungary. The sites fall into four

groups. Numerous remains of polychrome pottery, which resembles the

pre-Mycenaean pottery of Greece, were found.

RUSSIA

ARCHAEOLOGY IN RUSSIA IN 1910. The year was rich in finds
of gold and other examples of ancient handicrafts. In Transcaucasia, in
the Government of Erivan, a fine Roman temple of the time of Hadrian, pre-
viously discovered, was excavated. In the mountains, a row 'of colossal
stone fishes was found set upright in the ground, perhaps the fetiches of
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some primitive inhabitants. From Tuapse, Government of Chernomorsk,
came a twisted neck-ring and a beautifully wrought crescent-shaped neck
ornament, together with sixty gold coins of Lysimachus. In the village of

Kasinskoi, Government of Stavropol, northern Caucasus, were found a
number of massive gold ornaments, probably Hellenistic, which weigh 16 kgm.
They comprise eleven richly ornamented neck-rings or collars, five spiral
armlets, and three bell-shaped objects of which the use is not certain. On
the peninsula of Tainan, near the Straits of Yenicale, a grave was opened
which contained, with the remains of a burnt body, a gold coin of Alexan-
der the Great and some Hellenistic pottery, such as is usually assigned to

the second century B.C., besides gold neck and finger rings, brooches, a chain,

earrings, crowns, beads, and pendants. In a tumulus on the site of ancient
Tanais were found a beautiful gold-plated sword with richly ornamented
scabbard, the remains of iron weapons and armor, and a red-figured Attic

lecythus with a picture of a bird. The most important excavations were,

naturally, on the sites of Panticapaeum (Kertch) and Olbia. From the

necropolis of the former came the following, among other articles : three

glass vases, one a unique piece of green glass covered with a vine in various

harmonious colors; a coin of Mithradates Eupator and other objects of the

first century B.C.
;
three beautiful gold crowns with leaves fastened to orna-

mented bands, one of them dated by a coin of llhescuporis, 262-275 A.D.
;

finger rings and earrings, a cameo medallion, and a number of carved and

engraved gems, one of the latter being set in an iron ring; terra-cottas
;

some well-preserved objects of wood
;
Attic vases of black-figured and late

fine styles; Roman lamps with relief designs. A bronze lyre-box in the

form of a tortoise-shell with a number of string keys of bone, some gold or-

naments and a silver coin of the archon Hygiaenon, an "Ionian "
amphora

and an oenochoe with pictures of sphinxes, and a fish plate with three lifelike

fish and a nautilus painted on it, also came from Kertch. The ruins of an

ancient fortified town on the headland of Chersonese, near Sebastopol, date

from the third and second centuries B.C., and are thought to be the Old

Chersonese mentioned by Strabo, VII, 308. At Olbia, the peristyle house

discovered in 1909 was further excavated with the adjoining streets and a

system of drainage channels. The house was burnt down at the time of the

invasion of the Getae in the first century B.C., and rebuilt soon after, con-

trary to the statement of Dion, in a rude, barbarian fashion, but parts of the

fine masonry and a mosaic floor in a room apparently used as a chapel sur-

vived, the latter in a much damaged state. Six construction periods are

traced on this site, one earlier and three later than those of this house.

The ground being naturally swampy, the first buildings were built over a

foundation of alternate layers of ashes and earth, as elsewhere in this neigh-

borhood. The walls and towers of the second city (fifth from the top) have

been uncovered. The necropolis yielded some ornaments of gold and elec-

trum, a glass
" Phoenician "

alabastron, archaic Ionian vases and bronze

articles, Attic vases, including a tall amphora with figures painted in white

and incised on a black glaze, of the second century B.C., and a gold stater of

Philip II. Other archaic Ionian vases were found in the island of Berezani,

and in Nimirow, Government of Podolsk, remains of the earliest Copper

Age and articles corresponding to the Hallstatt and La Tene civilizations. In

Ai-Todor, the estate of Archduke Alexander Michailowich, in the Crimea,
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a Roman fortress, probably Charax, has been excavated. With its baths,

fountain house, temples, both inside and outside the fortifications, dedica-

tions, etc., it gives a clear picture of the daily life of a garrison on the out-

skirts of the Roman world, in the midst of a native population. (B. W.

PHARMAKOWSKY, Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 192-238; 43 figs.)

GREAT BRITAIN

DISCOVERIES. 1909-1911. Discoveries in England, Scotland, and

Wales in 1909-1911 are reported by F. J. HAVERFIELD in Arch. Anz. 1911,

cols. 288-308 (12 figs.). He deplores the lack of systematic and persever-

ing work on the many projects that have presented themselves for excava-

tion, or study of the finds, and the consequent scantiness of valuable results.

Something has been done to elucidate the movements of Agricola and the

relation of his garrison posts between Clyde and Forth with the wall of

Hadrian
;
the history of Corbridge, on the Tyne, which ceased to be a mili-

tary station on the death of Severus
;
the structure of the forts along Hadri-

an's wall, especially at Halton and Gilsland, which were abandoned about

320-330 A.D. Farther south, at Elslack, a small square fort and a larger one of

stone built later on the same spot have been found. From what has been

done in Wales, it is concluded that the Romans held this as an integral part
of their British province, building there a number of camps in the first

century, most of which they abandoned in the second because of troubles

farther north, though Carnarvon was occupied into the third, and Cardiff

rebuilt in the fourth century. As to Roman civilian settlements, an exam-

ination of the moat at Silchester indicates that the stone fortifications date

from late imperial times
; Caerwent, which is of Flavian origin, shows the

same mixture as Silchester, of native country houses crowded into a town of

Roman plan and with Roman public buildings.
CAERWENT. Excavations in 1909 and 1910. In Archaeologia,

LXTI, 1911, pp. 405-445 (4 pis.; 22 figs.; 4 plans), T. ASHBY, A. E. HUDD,
and F. KING describe in detail the excavations at Caerwent in 1909 and
1910. Houses VIII N, and XXII N to XXV N

;
also XIV 8 to XXIII s and

part of XXIV s were thoroughly explored. Roman coins, potsherds, and an

altar dedicated to Marti Ocelo were discovered, but nothing of great impor-
tance. An illustration of a carpenter's plane found in 1903 is given. The
streets in the northern part of the site were narrow and irregular, while the

road near the houses excavated in the southern part was 17 ft. 6 in. wide.

The city was divided into twenty insulae. Ibid. pp. 444-448, A. H. LYKLL
adds appendices on the insect and vegetable remains, the former number-

ing about fifty varieties.

CORBRIDGE. Excavations in 1910. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII,
1911, pp. 478-489 (pi. ;

4 figs. ;
2 plans), F. J. HAVERFIELD reports upon the

excavations at Corbridge in 1910. The building called the "forum" has
been cleared. It is an open court 170 ft. square, enclosed by a continuous
row of buildings 25 ft. wide, with an entrance in the middle of the south side.

Most of the rooms opened upon the court, within which there are also re-

mains of walls of different dates. Bossed masonry was used on inner and
outer walls and in partition walls. The whole structure was occupied in

the middle of the second century A.D., destroyed fifty years later, then reoccu-
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pied in part until the middle of the fourth century, and again towards the

end of the fourth century. The writer believes that it was not a forum,
but a storehouse, similar to one at Carnuntum. East of the storehouse
were unimportant house walls and two ditches. Many coins, brooches, and

potsherds, a piece of scale armor, ten lead bullets for slings and an altar

dedicated to lovi aeterno Dolicheno et caelesti Brigantiae et Saluti were also

found. In Athen, September 9, 1911, p. 305, it is announced that on Sep-
tember 4 a find of 159 Roman coins ranging in date from Nero to Marcus
Aurelius was made at Corbridge. Another discovery was the tombstone of

a Palmyrene soldier who had died there at the age of sixty-eight.
KETTERING-. Romano-British Remains. In Proc. Soc. Ant.

XXIII, 1911, pp. 493-500 (pi. ;
5 figs.), F. W. BULL describes recent discov-

eries at Kettering. The place has been known as a Romano-British site for

many years; but the erection of a number of houses has recently led to a

number of finds. These include great quantities of Samian potsherds, with
some unbroken vases, pottery masks, coins, brooches, a small bronze head,

perhaps a Minerva, the head of a staff consisting of a socket surmounted
with an eagle's head, a few rings, some iron tools, and a few fragments of

urns of the Bronze Age.
SUSSEX. Recent Discoveries. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911,

pp. 371-384 (4 figs.), R. G. RICE records the discovery at several places in

Sussex of a few palaeolithic and a considerable number of neolithic imple-
ments

;
at Elsted four bronze axes of the Bronze Age ;

and at Pulborough
an urn which may date from the same period. In the latter town there

were also uncovered Romano-British foundation walls 708 ft. long and 9 in.

to 1 ft. thick, which may have belonged to a stockyard. Other discoveries

of the same period were made at West Dean Park, near Chichester.

AFRICA

ARCHAEOLOGY IN AFRICA IN 1910. A summary of recent

archaeological work in Tunisia and Algeria, made by A. SCHULTEN from per-

sonal observation, unpublished notes, maps, and other printed sources, with

full references, appears in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 242-279 (11 figs.; 7 plans).

Everywhere he has to deplore the destruction of ancient remains by Arabs or

French colonists, unchecked by the authorities. At Carthage modern enter-

prise has obliterated the Phoenician city and threatens the Roman part with

a similar fate. The identification of the two lagoons here with the commer-

cial and war harbors of Carthage, and the Admiralty island is no longer

questioned. The remains of the Admiralty building and the Ionic portico

mentioned by Appian are also certain. The catalogue of the Bardo Museum
is finished, the last volume embracing the engraved gems, Phoenician

enamels, scarabs, amulets, and ivories. The Libyan mausoleum at Thugga,
a mixture of Egyptian and Greek architecture, topped by a pyramid in the

style copied by the Roman monuments of the province, has been restored

(see A.J.A. XV, p. 579). A two-story house with peristyle, chambers

with mosaic pavements, and a shrine of Apollo below the level of the

street is of the best Roman period. Near the town of Akuda. 6 km.

northwest of Hadrumetum, is a necropolis with graves of both Phoenicians

and Romans. The bodies are in wooden coffins set on stone benches. At
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El Jem the Roman theatre has been cleared and found to have chambers

under the arena. The three restored temples at Sbeitla (Sufetula) are

an imposing and beautiful sight. The adjoining forum has been cleared

and a basilica found, among the mosaics of which is a portrait of Xeno-

phon, Autor Xenofonta. An inscription
"
Eunucu[i\" found in the

theatre at Khamissa (Thubursicum Numidarum) shows that Terence was

played here. Two railroads built for the transport of phosphates to the

coast give access to ancient Capsa, with its warm baths still used, as in Ro-

man times, and to the most interesting of the ruined cities of southern

Tunisia, Sufetula, Cillium, and Thelepte. At Thelepte are seen the quarries

from which the city was built, the baths, and the area of the city itself, with

streets and houses, the stone pillars which made the framework for the

walls of rough quarry-stone, still to a large extent standing. Very little

work would here restore to sight an entire city superior to Timgad in size

and interest. The little emporium of Gigthis, on the Lesser Syrtis, is in

marked contrast to the stretches of desert through which it must be reached

overland. The use of white stucco is here noticeable. Four more boundary
stones of Vespasian's demarcation between Old and New Africa have been

found, and the greater part of the line may now be traced or conjectured.
At Sicca the theatre and amphitheatre have been destroyed by Arabs and
colonists. New inscriptions verify the sites of Sutunurca and Thisica.

The terra-cotta statues of gods found at the religious centre of Siagu
are now in the Bardo Museum. They include the lion-headed Genius
Terrae Africae, the Mother-goddess Nutrix, Atargatis riding on a lion,

etc., a pantheon of Egyptian, Oriental, and Greek divinities illustrating
the religious hospitality of the Africans. The mosaics of the Proconsularis,
edited by P. Gauckler for the Academic des Inscriptions, number 1056, 300

being from Carthage, over 100 from Hadrumetum, and 100 from Uthina.

At Timgad, the existing city wall, a roughly constructed defence against
the Berbers put up not earlier than the fourth century A.D., follows in many
parts the line of Trajan's fortifications, but on the southwest it must have
taken iu an extension of the limits, for the space of the intervallum and the

old wall itself is usurped by some large houses. The wall is of the usual

African sort, stone pillars strengthening a structure of broken stone, after

the manner of the northern timber-and-plaster building. The original size

of the colonists' houses here was 10 m. x 20 m., two to an insula, while at

Thubursicum they were twice as large, 20 m. x 20 rn., still two in an insula.

The theatre at the latter place (Khamissa) has been cleared. Through the

greater part of its height, the auditorium has the semicircles of seats un-
broken by any aisles. In the great camp at Lambaesis, the praetorium
has been restored and further details of the plan of barracks and officers'

quarters are being learned. Two baths have been excavated at Madaurus,
and an inscription from there shows the phrase cella soliaris used like

solarium, of the basin of the calidarium. A mosaic found at Cuicul between
Caesarea and Se"tif shows merrymaking scenes at the seashore, an excellent

example of African genre mosaic. At Caesarea a new replica of the

Apollo of the Tiber (with the tripod) has been found. Some stelae with

representations of Libyan mounted soldiers and Libyan inscriptions have
been published. A hoard of 1500 silver denarii of Juba, buried in 17 A.D.,
was found at Larash, Morocco.
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Latin Inscriptions from Tunis. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 401-406,
L. CHATELAIN publishes sixteen Latin inscriptions from Mactar, Kef, and
Djama, Tunis.

BEJA. A Bronze Cylinder. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 379-382

(fig.), A. MERLIN describes a bronze cylinder found about 1500 m. from

Beja, Tunis, in 1910. It is 0.621 m. high, with an outer diameter of 0.363
m. and open at both ends. On the outside it is divided into an upper and
lower panel by mouldings. On the upper panel are two curving ivy vines
tied together at their ends with ribbons. Between them is a figure clad in

a short tunic, with flying hair, apparently dancing and brandishing a shield.

At the top of the panel is a border of spirals, while a corresponding border
at the bottom is the only decoration of the lower panel. The design is of

silver and red copper damascened upon the bronze. The cylinder probably
had a cover originally, and A. HERON DE.VILLEFOSSE (ibid. pp. 382-383)
suggests that it was used as a stand.

BONAH. Recent Excavations. In Mel. ArcJi. Hist. XXXI, 1911,

pp. 321-347, F. G. DE PACHTREE describes the results of recent excavations

at Bonah (Hippo) in Tunis, comprising fragments of an enormous wall and
architectural remains in Punic style of the pre-Roman period, and the ruins

of two Roman villas, one above the other, with mosaic pavements. One of

these pavements, twenty-five square metres in area, represents a hunting
scene, and another a fishing scene.

DJEMILAH. An Honorary Inscription. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911,

pp. 122-124, J. MARTIN publishes a Latin inscription recently found at

Djemilah. It is a dedication in honor of L. Alfenus Senecio, who had been

procurator of Mauretania Caesariensis, and later procurator of Belgium.
DOUGGA. The Jus Legatorum Capiendorum. In C. JR. Acad.

Insc. 1911, pp. 496-503, L. POINSSOT publishes a Latin inscription recently
found at Dougga in which the "

pagus Thuggensis receives the right capien-
dorum legatorum."
KEF MESSELINE. A Libyan Necropolis. In C. R. Acad. Insc.

1911, pp. 524-529 (fig.), Dr. CARTON describes a Libyan cemetery discov-

ered by him in the oak forest of Kef Messeline. Thirty stelae were found

in position, and nearly all of them had inscriptions in Libyan characters.

MACTAR. Recent Discoveries. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 505-

513, L. CHATELAIN reports upon his recent excavations at Mactar, Tunis.

Remains of three buildings were found. Of the first, a rectangular plat-

form surrounded by six columns placed in a hexagon, and with a semi-

circular niche on one side, alone remained. The second was larger and

consisted of three rooms. There was a middle room with a semicircular

compartment at each end, and, on each side, a rectangular room separated
from it by columns. All three rooms had mosaic pavement. The third

building, erected in 170 A.D., was not sufficiently excavated to obtain its

plan. (See also Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911, pp. 349-363.) .

MAHDIA. Discoveries in 1911. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp.

556-565, A. MERLIN describes the discoveries in the sea off Mahdia in 1911

(see A.J. A. XIII, pp. 102 f., 374; XIV, pp. 248, 388 f .
; XV, pp. 112 f.,

551 f.). The ship carried a deck-load of sixty-five unfluted marble columns,

in seven piles. The hold was divided into several compartments, which were

partly explored. Among the things found were a bronze breast which fitted a
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head of Athena discovered in 1910; two bounding female panthers of bronze,

which once decorated some object; a bronze horn of plenty; numerous

bronze handles and ornaments for furniture; two bronze satyrs' heads; a

comic mask of a crusty old man
;
a marble relief of Asclepius and Hygieia

at a banquet; several pieces of large marble vases; and one of the lead

anchors.

SOUSSE. A Phoenician Sanctuary. In C. It. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 470-480 (2 figs.), Canon LEYNAUD describes the remains of a Phoenician

sanctuary discovered by him in March, 1911, at Sousse, Tunis, while exca-

vating for a bell-tower for his church. He found sixty-seven small urns

containing bones of fowl and small animals, eighteen carved stelae, about

five hundred ointment bottles, thirty-eight lamps, and more than one hun-

dred small vases, besides many fragments. All were blackened by fire.

The stelae are ornamented with pillars, flowers, and geometrical designs.

UNITED STATES
NEW YORK. Recent Acquisitions of the Metropolitan Museum.
In B. Metr. Mm. VI, 1911, pp. 130-184 (8 figs.), E. R(OBINSON) publishes

a bronze statuette of the philosopher Hermarchus (Fig. 2) recently acquired

FIGURE 2. STATUETTE OF HERMARCHUS IN NEW YORK.

by the Metropolitan Museum. It is 26 cm. high, and originally stood on a
column pedestal, of which only the capital and the core of the shaft remain.
It represents the aged philosopher draped in the himation alone. It is

naturalistic, and in style resembles the Vatican statue of Demosthenes. It
dates from about 270 B.C. Ibid. pp. 150-152 (2 figs), the same writer pub-
lishes another acquisition, a life size marble portrait head of Epicurus
(Fig. 3). It is a well preserved Greek original. Ibid. pp. 210-216 (10 figs.),
G. M. A. R(ICHTER) reports the following acquisitions: a. large Greek
tombstone; a marble torso of Heracles; a stele, 99 cm. high, of a young girl
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in Doric chiton, holding a pomegranate in her right hand and a bag in her

left, in style resembling the maidens of the Parthenon frieze
;
a large marble

head of a youth, 33.1 cm. high, in the style of Scopas, evidently broken from
a relief; a small ivory relief, 14.3 cm. high, representing a girl playing the

lyre and dancing, probably part of a box cover, date sixth century B.C.,

technique excellent; a bronze statuette of Poseidon, 12.1 cm. high, said to

FIGURE 3. HEAD OF EPICURUS IN NEW YORK.

have been found at Leicester Fosse, England ;
a bronze Aphrodite repro-

ducing the Aphrodite of Cnidos
;
a bronze relief of two warriors fighting, of

Roman date; a well-modelled Roman statuette of a bull, 11 cm. long; a

small vase in the shape of a female head with diadem
;
four terra-cotta

statuettes, of which one represents a woman seated with her arm about

a tombstone, and another is a seated woman of the "
Tanagra

"
type; a

terra-cotta antefix
;
a pair of gold earrings of sixth century date, from

Naxos. Ibid. Supplement, June, 1911, pp. 7-23 (32 figs.), the same writer

describes the important collections of ancient glass which have now been

brought together in one room in the Museum.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, MEDIAEVAL, AND
RENAISSANCE ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADALIA. A French Inscription. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-

1910), pp. 185 f., F. W. HASLUCK publishes a French inscription in Adalia

(Asia Minor) recording the capture of the place by Pierre I, King of Jeru-

salem and Cyprus, in the year 1361.

CONSTANTINOPLE. Byzantine Silver Utensils. Publication is

given for the first time to the Treasure of Stuma by J. EBERSOLT in R.
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Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 406-419. It was found in 1908 at Stuma in the dis-

trict of Alep, and is now in the museum at Constantinople. The treasure

consists of a liturgical fan of gilded silver, a patena of gilded silver with an

inscription on the rim and the Communion of the Apostles represented in

repousse in the centre, and two other patenas in silver decorated with an

incised cross, one of them bearing an inscription on the rim. The Apostle

scene (Fig. 4) is remarkable in that Christ is represented twice, feeding the

FIGURE 4. SILVER PATLNA IN CONSTANTINOPLE.

apostles to right and left after the manner of the continuous method in art.

The inscriptions are conceived as prayers, first for the saints and second for

deceased relatives of the donor of the patena. The treasure was evidently

part of the liturgical furniture of a church. The palaeography of the in-

scriptions dates the treasure in the early seventh century.
HARAB ES SCHEMS. Early Christian Churches. Herzog Jo-

HANN GEORG of Saxony contributes to Rom. Quart. 1911, pp. 72-79, a

description of the ruins at Harab-es-Schems halfway between Aleppo and

Kalaat-Siman. The remains of a fairly large basilica are still to be seen,

three-aisled and dating from the fifth century. The rather rude decoration
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shows that its builders were little affected by the art of Kalaat-Siman. The
capitals of the columns are of various design and some of them in the Ionic

style. The apse is flanked in the usual Syrian fashion by side rooms. The
west front is very well preserved, retaining its door-frames and windows.
A smaller church is located on a height above the one just described. It is

probably a cemetery chapel. The apse is preserved and does not seem to
have been concealed by side rooms. The general aspect of the ruins is that
of a site outside of the trend of contemporary culture. Pagan survivals are
to be detected and the monogram of Christ does not once occur.

A NEW PERUGINO. U. GNOLI in Rass. d' Arte Umbra, 1911, pp.
77-78, describes and reproduces an Adoring Virgin by Perugino which was
sold at the Sedelmeyer sale in Paris three years ago. Its location is now
unknown. The half-figure of the Madonna is a weak copy by the artist of
his famous Certosa Madonna in the National Gallery in London.

ITALY

BAGNARA. Unknown Pictures by Innocenzo da Imola. Two
works by Innocenzo da Imola, who represents a group of painters educated
under the influence of Costa and Francia, but in its later work strongly
affected by Raphael, are noted in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 145-151, by G.
BALLARDINI. One is in the Chiesa Arcipretale at Bagnara, and represents
the Madonna with saints, the other in the church of S. Apollinare in Val
Senio has the same subject with the addition of a donor and a child St. John.
Both are signed and dated

;
the first 1515, the second 1516. They are thus

representative of the artist's early period.
BOLOGNA. A New Tintoretto. An Annunciation in the church

of S. Matteo in Bologna is mentioned among the works of Tintoretto by
Ridolfi, and is also mentioned in the guides of the city previous to the sup-

pression of the church in 1863. M. MARANGONI found the picture in a store-

room of the church of S. Isaia and publishes it in Rass. d' Arte, XI, 1911,

p. 99.

BOVILLE ERNICA (BAUCO). An Original Fragment of Giotto's

Navicella. A. MUNOZ publishes in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 161-182, a

series of monuments existing in the Simoncelli chapel of the church of S.

Pietro Ispano in the little village of Boville Ernica (Bauco) in the mountains

of the Hernici. The most important of his finds is the head of an angel in

mosaic (Fig. 5) which was brought from the ruins of Old St. Peter's by the

bishop Simoncelli for the decoration of his chapel. The inscription beneath

the head, which stands in a small stucco shrine on the altar, reads as follows :

Haec angeli imago erat in historia naviculae S. Petri quam in atrio veteris basi-

licae lottus pictor, etc. The companion piece to the mosaic is the angel head

in the Vatican Crypts, restored in 1727. As there is no trace of the angels
in the copies of the Navicella, Munoz supposes that they were- put in the

spandrels between the curve of the lunette and its square frame. Other un-

published monuments of the chapel are: two figures of Sts. Peter and Paul

by Andrea Bregno, taken from the De Pereriis altar in Old St. Peter's
;
two

angel figures projbably from the same altar
;
and a relief representing the

Holy Family, the work of the sculptor of the monument of the Bishop

Superanzio in S. Maria sopra Minerva in Rome.
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CIVITACASTELLANA. Sculptures in the Cathedral. A series

of monuments in the cathedral at Civitacastellana is described by A.

MUNOZ in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 121-134. The most interesting pieces

FIGURE 5. MOSAIC FROM GIOTTO'S NAVICELLA.

are : the front of a sarcophagus with a hunting scene, of the eighth century ;

a Cosmatesque portal formerly in the church of S. Francesco with two

caryatids supporting the columns, under one of which is inscribed the

appeal: ENEAS CATIVE IVTA M E and under the other NON POS-
SVM QUIA CREPO; two reliefs by a follower of Agostino di Duccio;
and three ciboria (one in S. Pietro), Roman works of the fifteenth century.
FANO. Frescoes by Ottaviano Nelli. In Rass. d j A rte Umbra, 1911,

pp. 10-15, U. GNOLI gives an account of the frescoes of Ottaviano Nelli,

which were discovered at Fano in 1905 in the course of explorations in the

church of S. Domenico. Only two frescoes of what must have been a con-

siderable cycle are now left. The first represents an episode in the legend
of the Magdalen. The other fresco displays the legend of S. Domenico in

six episodes, and in the lunette above is the Trinity adored by the Saints.
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FLORENCE. Discovery of a Fresco by Orcagna. Behind a

painting of the sixteenth century in S. Croce a fragment of fresco has been
found which evidently formed part of Orcagna's Triumph of Death de-

stroyed by Vasari to make way for the modern altars. The fragment which
has been recovered shows four figures of beggars and some dead bodies

lying on the ground. The group is copied almost exactly by Orcagna's
imitator in the Campo Santo at Pisa. (Chron. Arts, 1911, p. 218.)

Drawings in the Marucelliana. P. N. FERRI describes in Boll. Arte, V,
1911, pp. 285-307, the chief results of his labors on the catalogue of the

drawings and prints of the Biblioteca Marucelliana, which is now approach-
ing completion. The most important of the drawings are : two sketches by
Bartolomeo Montagna, viz., a St. Sebastian which served as model for the

figure of the saint in a picture in the Museo Civico at Vicenza, and a female
saint which reappears in another painting of the same collection

;
a Madonna

by G. B. Zelotti which so resembles the similar group in the Madonna and
Saints in the Uffisd, there attributed to Paolo Veronese, as to warrant a

change of attribution for the picture; and several drawings of antique

sculptures by Giovanni Antonio Dosio.

MILAN. Seven Pictures in the Lazzaroni Collection. In Rass.

d' Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 100-104, G. BERNARDINI describes seven little known

paintings in the Lazzaroni collection which he assigns as follows : a Cruci-

fixion to the end of the fourteenth century, school of the Emilia
;
a Coronation

of the Virgin to the Florentine school of about 1400; a Virgin adoring the

Child, Florentine of about 1460-1480
;
a St. Jerome by Bartolomeo Vivarini

;

a Holy Family with the young St. John and S. Bruno, by Jacopo del

Sellaio; a Virgin, Child, and Saints by Francesco Rizo da Santa Croce;
and a Virgin with the Arisen Christ by Girolamo da Santa Croce.

OLEGGIO. Precursors of Gaudenzio Ferrari. R. GIOLLI pub-
lishes in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 207-212, a number of frescoes in Oleggio
which throw much light on the sources of the Novarese artist. They
consist of the frescoes on the exterior of the Oratory of the Madonna di

Galnago relating the Life of Christ, a series of three Madonnas in the in-

terior of the chapel, the Madonna in the Oratory of the Nativity of the

Virgin in Gaggiolo, another in the Oratory of the Madonna di Galnago, and

another in the church of the Madonna delle Grazie.

PADUA. Mediaeval Bronzes. In the court of a house in Via

Luca Belludi there were discovered in 1908 a number of bronze vessels

which evidently formed part of the furniture of a church dedicated to the

Virgin. These are published in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 308-310, by G. PEL-

LEGRINI. The most interesting pieces are a lamp-holder apparently of the

Romanesque period, the upper part of which consists of a perforated inscrip-

tion reproducing the first words of the Ave Maria
;
and another object of the

same character but of the Gothic period, with rim decorated with the same

perforated inscription and four figures of angels ornamenting the body.

RAVENNA. The Earliest Representation of the Incredulity of

Thomas. A fragment of sarcophagus preserved in the museum of

Ravenna presents a scene which S. MURATORI (N. Bull. Arch. Crist. XVII,

1911, pp. 39-58) interprets as the earliest rendering of the incredulity of

Thomas in art. The figure of Christ is youthful and unbearded, half turned

to the left and raises the left arm. The disciple faces outward and ex-
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tends his right hand toward Christ's left side. The monument is assigned

to the fifth century.

RIMINI. The Opening of the Tomb of S. Giuliano. -

June 8, 1910, the sarcophagus of S. Giuliano, a marble tomb of Roman

imperial style, behind the high altar of the church at Rimini which bore

his name, was opened, disclosing two wooden caskets, in the upper of which

the bones of the saint were found, enveloped still in fragments of his silk

and linen robes. The coins found within the sarcophagus range in date

from Constautine to Innocent X (1649). Some were found in the wooden

casket, some outside of it, and as no record of their position was kept they

cannot be used to date the original burial of the body. It is likely, how-

ever, that the later ones found their way into the sarcophagus in the course

of the mediaeval "
recognitions," and that the burial may be dated in the

FIGURE 6. CLOTH FROM THE TOMB OF S. GIULTANO.

time of the Constantine coin or in the first half of the fourth century. The
earliest coin subsequent to this is a denarius of Louis I (814-840). On the

other hand, the patterns of the stuffs found in the wooden casket (Fig. 6)

find their closest parallel in the robes worn by S. Vitale in the apse of his

church in Ravenna. (G. GEKOLA in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 106-120.)
ROME. The Old Basilica of S. Crisogono. O. MARUCCHI gives

the results of the recent excavations under the church of S. Crisogono in

Trastevere in N. Bull. Arch. Crist. XVII, 1911, pp. 1-21. The apse and a

portion of the nave have been excavated. The former has a crypt with a

semicircular corridor surrounding it. Another corridor opening from this

ambulatory in the direction of the axis of the nave forms the confession, at

the end of which was a "fenestetta confessionis." The lower decoration of

the apse has survived, consisting of geometrical designs. In the confession

frescoed figures of saints were found, dating like most of the recovered deco-
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ration from the restoration of the church by Gregory III in the eighth cen-

tury. The nave was adorned with medallion portraits of saints after the
manner of the popes' portraits in St. Paul's. A few inscriptions and one

unimportant sarcophagus have been found.

A New Bernini Bust. Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 81-88, contains a repro-
duction of the portrait-bust of Cardinal Ginnasi, d. 1639, which was re-

cently to be seen in the church of S. Maria della Vittoria. It was evidently
made at the order of his niece Caterina who founded the Carmelite convent
to which the bust belongs. G. CANTALAMESSA ascribes it to the early

period of Bernini on internal evidence.

S. GIOVANNI IN PERSICETO. An Unknown Francia.
EDITH E. C. JAMES publishes in Burl. Mag. XX, 1911, pp. 6-11, a St. John

Baptist by Francesco Francia now in the town hall of the village of S. Gio-
vanni in Persiceto near Bologna. It is signed FRANCIA AV(rif)EX.P.

SPELLO. Frescoes of Niccolo Alunno. Some recent discoveries

by Umberto Gnoli at Spello are reported. In a desecrated chapel which
now serves as a shop, he has found four half-length figures of Apostles, two
of which, according to the Italian correspondent of the Cicerone, he regards
as undoubted works by Niccolo Alunno. The other two he ascribes to an
assistant of this master, possibly his brother-in-law Pietro Mazzaforte, who
in 1461, when these paintings w

rere executed, was working with Alunno.

Other fragments of figures of Apostles were found in the building, and a

Madonna and Child which Dr. Gnoli attributes to a painter of the Marches.

(Afhen. October 21, 1911, p. 498.)
VIGEVANO. Frescoes by Gaudenzio Ferrari. A. COLOMBO

publishes in Rass. d' Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 140-143, a series of frescoes in the

Municipio of Vigevano. The largest is a group of the Madonna with Saints

Ambrose and Peter inscribed with the date MDXV. It is ascribed with

some reserve to Gaudenzio Ferrari. The other frescoes are small lunettes

which were probably formerly in the Castello. They are nine in number
and unhesitatingly ascribed to Gaudenzio by the writer, with one exception,

a Christ-Child in the Cradle, which seems to belong to an earlier period.

SPAIN
CORDOVA. Hispano-Arabic Remains. In Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911,

pp. 270-278, BERNARD and ELLEN WHISHAW publish notes on the results of

the recent excavations on the site of Medina-Azzahra, the pleasure city be-

gun in 936 by Abderrahman III, Khalif of Cordova, and finished under his

grandson Hisham II. The chief relic of the city is a well-head found years

ago at Seville and now in the museum at Madrid, but shown to be part of

the decoration of the Alcazar of Azzahra by its inscription. It contains a

curious mixture of Coptic and Yemenite symbolism, the Yemenite eagle,

for instance, standing on the Anubic jackal. The strong Coptic influence

on this art is seen in the formal decoration also and is expla'ined.by the fact

that the early art of Seville was given a Coptic cast by the "
Egyptians

"

whom the Arab founders brought with them to decorate their city, and was

transplanted to Cordova by Abderrahman, who was a Sevillan by birth and

ancestry.
VALENCIA. Spanish Records concerning Stamina. The long

effort of students to find traces of Stamina in Spain has at last been re-
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warded by the discovery of documents showing that he dwelt and worked

in Valencia during the years 1398 and 1401. This documentary evidence

is communicated to Arte e Storia, XXX, 1911, pp. 205-206, after publica-

tions in Spanish journals, by A. SCHMARSOW.

FRANCE

PARIS. Acquisitions of the Louvre. The Louvre has recently

acquired : a painting by Poussin,
"
Apollo inspiring a Young Poet "

;
a

Madonna with two Saints, by Neroccio di Bartolommeo
;
a portrait of the

Spanish school of the seventeenth century; a Portrait of a Girl, by Cranach

the Elder (Chron. Arts, 1911, pp. 188-189) ;
a bronze Dancing Girl, Venetian

work of the sixteenth century ;
a faience cup, Persian of the thirteenth cen-

tury (ibid. p. 193) ;
and the Aigueperse St. Sebastian by Mantegna (ibid. p.

241).
VAUGINES. An Early Christian Table Altar. An altar was

recently discovered at Vaugines (Vaucluse) by M. Deydier, which forms

part of a series of early Christian altars discovered in Provence, which were

supported on a central column or on legs. On its anterior edge are carved

two groups of six doves facing the Constantinian monogram in the centre.

The other sides are decorated with a vine ornament. The altar dates from

the sixth or seventh century. (Puou, B. Arch. C. T. 1911, April, pp. III-

VIII.)

BELGIUM

BRUSSELS. Miniatures by Jan Van Roome. The signature I A
ROME can be traced on the headgear of the attendant in the miniature of

the Circumcision in the Heures de la Princesse de Cray, a manuscript belong-

ing to the collection of the Due d'Arenberg.in Brussels. The tiara of the

high priest seems likewise to bear the date ANO MDV. Date and name
are consistent with the identification of the artist with Jan van Roome, the

painter of Marguerite of Austria
(fl. 1498-1521). Five other miniatures in

the manuscript may be given to him, viz., the Visitation, Nativity, Flight
into Egypt, Death of the Virgin, and a Pieta. (F. DE MELY, Gaz. B.-A., IV,

1911, pp. 243-253.)

GERMANY
BERLIN. Acquisitions of the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum. Recent

important additions to the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum are the following : a

series of South Italian examples of mediaeval sculpture (Ber. Kunsts.

XXXII, 1911, cols. 166-178) ;
a series of German Renaissance medallions

from the Von Lanna collection (ibid. cols. 211-219) ;
a sketch-book of G. B.

Tiepolo (ibid. cols. 242-248) ;
a large collection of Carolingian coins (ibid.

cols. 281-282) ; noteworthy specimens of Fostat, Persian and Mesopotamian
pottery (ibid. XXXIII, 1911, cols. 1-12) ;

a wooden relief, The Descent from
the Cross, by Hans Leinberger (early sixteenth century) ;

an Entombment,
a wooden relief, by Hans Schwartz, dated 1516

;
and a relief in stone repre-

senting a Garden of Love, by Loy Hering, early sixteenth century (ibid.
cols. 29-40).
Two Drawings by the Hausbuchmeister. In Jb. Preuss. Kunxts.

XXXII, 1911, pp. 180-184, appear reproductions of two drawings recently
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acquired by the Kupferstichkabinett, and ascribed to the Hausbuchmeister.

They possess great historical interest in representing incidents of the impris-
onment of the "

King of the Romans," Maximilian, by the inhabitants of

Bruges in 1488. In one drawing, the king is represented assisting at the

solemn mass, during which he swore his abdication
;
in the other he sits at

table, partaking of the gala banquet which followed the ceremony. The
reproduction is accompanied by a commentary by A. WARBURG.
KEVELAER. The Earliest View of Assisi. Niccolo Alunno

painted a standard for Assisi which was known as the " Gonfalone della

Peste," being carried in processions to avert epidemics. The painting, long
lost, was recently discovered in the Priesterhaus in Kevelaer, Germany, by
Perdrizet. It represents Christ in the heavens, supported by a maudorla of

cherubim, the Virgin kneeling in intercession on a cloud, and a row of saints

below. The bottom of the picture contains a representation of Assisi, which,
in view of the date of the painting (1468-1470), is the earliest view of the

city in existence. Apart from the conventions oi quattrocento landscape,
the city's aspect is surprisingly like that of to-day, showing how little

change the centuries have brought to the ancient town. (U. GNOLI, Boll.

Arte, V, 1911, pp. 63-70.)
STRASSBURG. Acquisitions of the Gallery. The Strassburg

Gallery has recently acquired the .following Italian pictures: a Madonna by
Cesare da Cesto

;
two portraits by Bronzino

;
a Holy Family, by Pier Fran-

cesco Sacchi, dated 1514
;
a Betrothal of St. Catherine, assigned to Girolarno

Marchesi, which is instead a work by Francesco Zaganelli ;
a painting by

Giovanni Speranza of Vicenza
;
and a View of Venice, by Francesco Guardi.

(G. FRIZZONI, Chron. Arts, 1911, p. 236.)

AUSTRIA

VIENNA. A Late Byzantine " Athos "
Painting. An interesting

painting is published in Byz. Zeit. 1911, pp. 197-198, by Herzog JOHANN
GEORG of Saxony. It is at present placed over a door in the clerical Schatz-

kammer of the Hofburg in Vienna. In the centre is a half-figure of the

Madonna. The borders of the panel are taken up by scenes from the life of

Christ interspersed with various figures of a symbolical character. Below

the Madonna are the kneeling figures of the Emperor Leopold I and his

third wife Eleonore. An inscription, probably added after the picture came

to Vienna, states that it was "probably" painted in a monastery of Mt.

Athos. The inscriptions on the picture itself with few exceptions are in

Latin. The imperial portraits date the picture at the end of the seventeenth

century.

GREAT BRITAIN

NEW HOLBEINS. In Burl Mag. XX, 1911, pp. 31-32, P. GANZ pub-
lishes two portraits by Hans Holbein the Younger, one of which may be the

"Portrait of a Musician " mentioned in the Arundel Inventory (see below).

It is a half figure of a man who holds the neck of a guitar in his left hand.

The sitter is probably Jean de Dinteville at an age somewhat more advanced

than that at which he is represented in the " Ambassadors." The portrait

is in the possession of Sir John Ramsden at Bulstrode Park. The other
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work is a portrait of Derick Berck of Cologne in the collection of Lord
Lec"onneld at Petworth.

CHICHESTBR. An Early Madonna. A remarkable English primi-
tive is made known by the publication of a painted stone disk (Fig. 7) in

FIGURE 7. PAINTED STONE DISK AT CHICHESTER.

the Bishop's Chapel of Chichester (W. R. LETHABY, Burl. Mag. XX, 1911,
p. 4). It is English work of about 1250. The colors are light and
delicate.

LONDON. The Inventory of the Arundel Collection. The
great collection of pictures formed by Thomas, Earl of Arundel, was, at
the time of his death in Padua in 1646, in the possession of his wife in
Holland. At her death in 1654, a law-suit arose among the heirs for the
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possession of the pictures, and the inventory which figured in this case has
been found in the British Record-Office. It is published with an historical

commentary in Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911, pp. 278-286 and 323-325, by L. GUST
and MARY Cox.
A Portrait by Ealdassare D'Este. A unique monument is published

by H. COOK in the Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911, pp. 228-233, in the shape of a por-
trait of an unknown man signed by Baldassare D'Este, natural son of Duke
Niccolo III, and court painter at Ferrara in the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury. No other work can be certainly ascribed to him.

Spanish Church Plate in the British Museum. In Proc. Soc. Ant.

XXIII, 1911, pp. 474-477 (6 figs.), C. H. READ publishes six pieces of Span-
ish church plate of the fifteenth century recently presented by J. P. Morgan
to the British Museum. They are a ciborium, a pair of silver candle-

sticks, a paten, a chalice, a standing crucifix, and a second crucifix, all

silver gilt. They came from the Hospital de la Vera Cruz at Medina de

Pomar.
OLD SARUM. Excavations in 1910. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII,

1911, pp. 501-512 (2 pis.; plan), W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE describes the exca-

vations at Old Sarum in 1910. The main work was the exploration of the

great tower and the structures adjoining it occupying the north half of the

inner bailey. The tower was rectangular, 104 ft. by 81 ft., and was built a

little before 1130. On its south side was the chapel 47 ft. long, consisting
of a nave of two bays and a chancel of one bay with a recess to the east 6 ft.

deep for the altar. Along the east side of the great tower was a building
at least two stories high. To the north was a tower with walls 8 ft. thick

at the base and a rectangular chamber in the middle 10 by 7 ft., afterwards

enlarged by hollowing out the masonry. Ibid. pp. 512-517 (2 pis.), Colonel

W. HAWLEY describes the minor finds consisting of thousands of potsherds
and several whole vases of a coarse, red ware

; glass fragments ;
iron tools

;

etc. A few silver coins dating from Henry II to Edward I were also

found.

WINCHESTER. A Bronze Panel. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII,

1911, pp. 397-402 (5 figs.), R. A. SMITH publishes an engraved bronze panel
10.8 in. long and 1.6 in. wide found in underpinning Winchester cathe-

dral. It dates from the Viking period, and in style resembles the Ringerike
series of monuments in Buskerud, Norway.

AFRICA

CARTHAGE. The Basilica of Damous-el-Karita. The continu-

ation of the excavations at Damous-el-Karita has brought to light the de-

pendances of the basilica (Fig. 8), a complex of buildings extending- over

200 metres. Over 3600 inscriptions were discovered, a number of them epi-

taphs of nuns. Among other interesting finds are another fragment of the

elogium recorded in C.I.L. VIII, 12538, a marble hand with the fingers in

position to give the " Latin "
blessing, and two terra-cotta lamps of unusual

decoration. (DELATT RE, C. R. A cad. Insc. 1911, pp. 566-583.)

TIMGAD. A Byzantine Historical Inscription. The following

inscription is reported from Timgad by BALLU in the B. Arch. C. T. 1911,

June, pp. VII-VIII :
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+ DEO FABENTE IN ANO XIII FELICISSIMIS TEMPO

RIBB DD MM NOSTRORVM IVSTINIANO ET THEO

DORA PERPP. AVGG. EDIFICATA EST A FVNDAMENTIS

CIBITAS TAMOGADIENSIS PROBIDENTIA BIRI EXCELLEN

TISSIMI SOLOMONIS MAGISTRI MILITVM EX CON

SVLE AC PATRICII CVNTACVE PRECELSI

ET PER AFRICA PREFECTI+^

The thirteenth year of Justinian's reign dates in 539-540. The Solomon

mentioned is the patrician who Procopius says was entrusted with the gov-
ernment of Africa for the second time in this year. The historian also

records the destruction of the town of Thamugadi by the Berbers, but Solo-

mon's '

ed(ficata a fundamentis
" means only that he rebuilt the citadel.

FIGURE 8. UASILI

The inscription removes the suspicion that might otherwise be cast upon the

list of fortresses built in Africa in the reign of Justinian which appears in a

Vatican manuscript of the KrioyxaTa of Procopius. This list is longer than
in other manuscripts, but inasmuch as the name of Thamugadi appears in

it, it cannot be regarded as interpolated.

UNITED STATES

BALTIMORE. An Historical Altar-piece. The altar-piece in

glazed terra-cotta, representing the Temptation of Adam and Eve, in the
Walters Collection at Baltimore bears an inscription containing the phrase :

LEO X PONT . MAX - INGRESVS . EST FLOTIA (Florentiam).
XXXA (= die trigesima) . Dp. It was, therefore, designed as a memorial
of the entry of Pope Leo X into Florence, November 30, 1515. The frame
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and formal decoration are reminiscent of Giovanni della Robbia, but the

figures of Adam and Eve and the landscape background prevent an attribu-

tion to him. (A. MARQUAND, Burl. Mag. XX, 1911, pp. 36-38.)
BOSTON. Acquisitions of the Museum of Fine Arts. The

Museum of Fine Arts has recently acquired a portrait drawing of a youth,

by Lorenzo di Credi (B. Mus. F. A. 1911, pp. 36-37), and a portrait said to

be of Giovanni Bentovoglio, by Andrea da Solario (ibid. pp. 44-45). The
latter picture is discussed, and its authorship confirmed by Sir CLAUDE
PHILLIPS in Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911, pp. 287-288.

CAMBRIDGE. Italian Pictures. F. MASON PERKINS publishes in

Rass. d' Arte Umbra, 1911, pp. 109-110, a Holy Family by Pinturicchio

belonging to the period of the Borgia frescoes, and a Betrothal of St. Cath-

erine of Alexandria, by Bernardino di Mariotto. Both pictures are in the

Fogg Museum.
ENGLEWOOD. Pictures in the Platt Collection. IiiRass. d' Arte,

XI, 1911, pp. 145-149, F. MASON PERKINS continues his account of the Ital-

ian pictures in the Platt collection, Englewood (see A.J.A. XV, 1911, p. 442).
The most important ones described are : an Adoration of the Magi, by the

trecentista Jacopo d' Avanzi
;
Madonnas by Timoteo Viti, Bartolomeo Viva*

rini, Giovanni Bellini, Montagna, G. B. Moroni, and Giampietrino ;
a

Madonna by an unknown artist of the Venetian school influenced by
Basaiti

;
a Venetian portrait of a youth ;

and an angel by Luini, formerly

part of the decoration of the villa Pelucca.

NEWPORT. Pictures in the Davis Collection. The Italian pic-

tures in the Davis collection at Newport form the subject of an article by
J. BRECK in Rass. d' Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 111-115. The most important of

the pictures discussed are : a Madonna, by Masolino
;
a Portrait of a Man,

by Sebastiano del Piornbo
;
a male portrait, by Giulio Campi ;

two portraits,

by G. B. Moroni
;
an Adoration of the Shepherds, by Ortolano

;
and a

Madonna by Filippino Lippi. The portrait by Sebastiano del Piombo is

compared with a portrait of a Cardinal in his own possession, by L. CAMPI,
ibid. pp. 173-174. The latter picture was bought at the Wawra sale in

Vienna, in 1901, and has been attributed to the Moretto da Brescia. Campi,

instead, believes it to be like the Newport picture, an example of the
" second manner" of Sebastiano.

NEW YORK. Acquisitions of the Metropolitan Museum.
Recent additions to the Metropolitan Museum are : a terra-cotta Angel of

the Annunciation, by Matteo Civitale (B. Metr. Mus. 1911, p. 148); three

ivory reliefs, viz., a French mirror-case cover of the fourteenth century, a

French knife-case and an Italian comb, both of the sixteenth century (ibid.

pp. 163-166) ;
a Paduan bronze statuette of about 1500 (ibid. p. 178) ;

three

panels of Botticelli, Miracles of S. Zanobi
;
the Meditation on the Passion, by

Carpaccio (see A.J.A. XV, 1911, pp. 441-442) ;
an altar relief, representing

the Madonna with saints and donors, ascribed to Gerardo di Mainardo
;
a

Mars and Venus trapped by Vulcan, by Sodoma
;
a cassone panel by Matteo

di Giovanni (ibid. pp. 185-194); a Nativity group by Antonio Rossellino

(ibid. pp. 207-210) ;
an Adoration of the Magi, by a pupil of Giotto (ibid.

p. 216) ;
a papal dossal of 1659

;
a set of six tapestries representing scenes

from the Life of Christ, Alsatian of the end of the sixteenth century (ibid.

p. 217) ;
an Adoration of the Magi, by Quentin Metsys (ibid. p. 228) ;

a
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ON SOME RECENTLY DISCOVERED WORKS BY
LUCA BELLA ROBBIA

IT is my privilege to call attention to four works by Luca
della Robbia, which have hitherto, so far as I am aware, es-

caped the notice of historians of art. As is the case with many
objects which have wandered from their homes, the original

provenance of these monuments has been forgotten and his-

torical or documentary evidence is wanting, but the sculptures

speak for themselves and historical documents would add little

or nothing to the security of our attribution. Two of the four

are in Nynehead Church, at Wellington, Somerset, and two are

in the hands of a dealer in Paris.

1. The Wellington Madonna (Fig. 1).

This relief was originally rectangular in shape, measuring in

height 0.75 m. and in breadth 0.45 m. It has been cut away
at the upper angles so as to fit into a niche of late Gothic form,

arranged to receive it in 1833, when it was presented to the

church by the vicar, Rev. John Sariford. The figures are cov-

ered with a thick, hard, white glaze, and are set against a fine

blue background. It is not to be classed as polychromatic,

though there are traces of gold on the hair, the eyes have blue

irises, dark blue or violet eyebrows and lashes, and the sloping

base on which the child stands is gray blue. The small piece

of blue background below the right knee of the child is splashed

with white, but this appears to be accidental.

The composition is one which will be readily recognized as

that of Luca della Robbia, but to prove this attribution it is

necessary that we analyze the relief in detail.

In the lunettes from S. Pierino and from the Via dell'

Agnolo, both of which are now in the Museo Nazionale, Flor-

ence, Luca had represented the Madonna and angels as emerg-

ing from or floating above the clouds. In the cantoria for the

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the io
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Cathedral of Florence he had also represented the singing boys

and maidens as standing upon clouds. Here we have a frag-

ment of a lunette composition, from which the lateral angels

FIGURE 1. : MADONNA IN NYNEHEAD CHURCH, WELLINGTON, SOMERSET.

and the basal clouds have been omitted. The composition,

although on a rectangular plaque, retains somewhat of a tri-

angular or pyramidal character. The resultant effect is very
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different from that of Andrea della Robbia's Madonnas, which,
in many instances, represent a seated group.

It may be further noticed that the Child is here posed to the

right of the Madonna. In the S. Pierino lunette, in all proba-

bility an early work, Luca had placed the Child toward the

left ; but the composition was not particularly successful, and
almost invariably afterward he set the Child to the right.

1 In
this group, as in many others by Luca della Robbia, neither

the Madonna nor the Child wears a halo, but inasmuch as Luca
made use of haloes as early as 1442 (Peretola tabernacle) and

again in 1455 (Federighi Tomb) it is not easy to determine
whether the presence or absence of the halo has, in Luca's

works, any chronological significance. As a rule, however,
Luca made little use of haloes, while his more conventional

nephew, Andrea, employs them with great frequency.
If we regard the structural forms, we find in the Madonna's

oval face, her long neck and flat breasts, her slender arms with

hands ending in long tapering fingers, characteristics which

may be paralleled in many of Luca's Madonnas. Add to this

the waving hair, almost obliterating the ear, the blue eyes with

the stippled eyebrows, the long, straight nose, the timid, open

mouth, and the sharp-pointed chin, and the attribution approx-
imates certainty. The drapery also is most characteristic of

Luca's handiwork. We note especially the ruffle and flat neck

band, the simple folds of the tunic, the plain girdle without

even a bow knot, the tight buttoned sleeves, and the mantle

drawn across the front. All of these peculiarities are many
times repeated in Luca's Madonnas. One little detail should

not escape our notice. The portion of the mantle which covers

the body is drawn together above the arm which sustains it.

In this case it forms only a slight gathering, but it becomes a

more distinct bunch in the Urbino lunette (1449-1452), in the

Federighi Tomb (1455), in the Foulc Adoration, and in the

Adoration at Wellington.
The Wellington Madonna, though resembling several of

Luca's Madonnas, is closely related to one which was once in

the collection of Marchese Carlo Viviani della Robbia and

1 In Madame Andre's Madonna the Child is turned to the left. Cf. Bode,

Denkmaler Tosc. 8c., Taf. 215 6
; Schubring, Luca della fiobbia, Abb. 84.
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later in that of Prince Demidoff. 1 The composition of the

latter relief is less pyramidal, better adapted to the rectangu-

lar form of the plaque. The Madonna is more matronly,

wears a veil and a halo, and is less intimate in her embrace

of the Child. The Child wears a halo, but otherwise closely

resembles the Child of the Wellington Madonna, even to de-

tails of modelling. He grasps with his right hand the Madon-

na's mantle, but with his left holds an apple. The Demidoff

Madonna seems to be somewhat more advanced as a work of

art, but the sculptor adheres to the same forms and to the

same type of drapery, including the ruffles, flat neck band,

plain girdle, and buttoned sleeves. He has, however, reverted

to an earlier type in displaying the clouds from which Mother

and Son are emerging.
It is difficult to assign a date to the Wellington Madonna,

but the comparisons we have made suggest that it may be

assigned to within a few years of 1450.

2. The Wellington Madonna adoring the Child (Fig. 2).

The generous vicar, Rev. John Sanford, in the same year

(1833), presented also to Nynehead Church, Wellington, a very
beautiful Madonna adoring the infant Christ. He labelled it

correctly,
" The work of Luca della Robbia," an attribution

which the wise men of Wellington no longer respect. They
assign it to the school of Andrea, as if it were only one of the

innumerable adorations so familiar to us all. On the contrary
this adoration is quite unique, there being no replica of it,

and its composition, form, color, and the enamel, all point to

Luca della Robbia as its author.

The finest of Andrea's representations of the Adoration is

the very beautiful altarpiece at La Verna, a marked feature of

which is the presence of God the Father, surrounded by six

cherubs, by the Holy Spirit represented as a Dove, and by
eight angels amid the clouds singing the Gloria in Excelsis.

In the countless reliefs representing the Madonna adoring the

Child which are referable to Andrea della Robbia it would be

difficult to cite a single instance 2 in which there is not one or

1 Bode, Denkmaler, Taf. 243
;
Marcel Ileymond, Les della Robbia, p. 110

;

Schubring, Luca della Robbia, Abb. 83.
2 Except predella reliefs.
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more of these heavenly accessories. At Wellington we have
the Adoration reduced to its simplest elements, with no sug-

FIGURE 2. ADORATION IN NYNEHEAD CHURCH, WELLINGTON, SOMERSET.

gestion of clouds or of the inhabitants of Heaven. It is merely
a beautiful young mother worshipping a child, with annunci-

ation lilies in the background to tell us that this mother is the
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Blessed Virgin Mary. As in Luca's representations of the

Mother and Child, the accent is placed upon the Madonna.

Through her expressive attitude, not by any dominating ges-

ture on the part of the Child, are we directed to the object of

worship. Luca frequently uses triangular or pyramidal com-

position, which is effected here by the very unusual device of

carrying the mantle diagonally across the background and

spreading it beneath the Child. In the Statens Museum at

Copenhagen there is a Madonna, apparently by Luca della

Robbia, in which the Mother carries the Child partially in

her mantle. Andrea della Robbia also, in an altarpiece at S.

Maria in Grado at Arezzo, spreads the Madonna's mantle to

either side so as to protect the people a composition known

as the Madonna del Soccorso or Madonna delle Grazie; but

a Madonna adoring and thus protecting the Child is not known

to me in any other example. The two lily plants fill out the

otherwise vacant space on either side.

The posing of the figure, in almost absolute profile, is also

another characteristic of Luca. In the cantoria, in the Campa-
nile reliefs, and in the marble reliefs for the altar of S. Peter,

we find a number of figures so posed that the representation

of one arm is dispensed with. The Madonna Dolorosa on the

background of the Federighi Tomb is posed so nearly in exact

profile that her left hand is barely indicated. At Wellington
we have to examine the modelling very carefully before we
discover the slight, very flattened relief which suggests the

Madonna's right arm. In Andrea's reliefs the figures are

almost invariably so posed that both arms and both hands are

displayed.
I have already called attention to Luca's method of gather-

ing a bunch of drapery beneath the Virgin's arm. This is here

very boldly done, and I may add that the outline of the

spreading mantle is not altogether natural but somewhat ar-

ranged for effect, although the body of the mantle is treated

with simple, massive folds. The headdress and fillet across

the brow, the waving hair, the features of the face and the

hands are all such as we expect to find in Luca's work. The
bed of hay upon which the Child rests and the lilies are indica-

tive of Luca's observation of the forms of nature. It would
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be interesting to trace the evolution of the lily as represented

by Luca della Robbia, but this can hardly be done with cer-

tainty. In the lunette from the Via dell' Agnolo the lilies seem
to have no pistils or stamens, nor do we see them in the lilies

carried by S. Domenico in the lunette at Urbino (1449-1452).
They appear to be lacking also in the lilies of the mosaic border

of the Federighi Tomb (1455). On the other hand they are

indicated in the apparently early frame of the S. Pierino lu-

nette, and on either side of the Madonna on the exterior of

Or San Michele, and best of all in this Wellington Adoration.

These fine lily plants influenced Andrea della Robbia when he

made the very beautiful Annunciation at La Verna, but such

naturalism as is seen in the lilies at Or San Michele and at

Wellington was not destined to survive. In some of the works
of the Robbia school the lily degenerated in form so as to be

scarcely recognizable.

The Madonna and Child and lilies are covered with a hard,

white enamel, the other colors being a fine blue for the back-

ground, a gray blue for the sloping base, light blue for the

irises, and violet for the eyebrows of the Madonna, yellow

green for the hay, and dark green for the stalks of the lilies.

The relief measures in height 0.70 m. and in breadth 0.60 m.

34. Medallions representing Prudence and Faith (Figs. 34).
In the Galeries Heilbronner, Paris, are two very remarkable

medallions, representing Prudence and Faith. The owner ad-

mits that they came from Florence, but beyond that is silent

as to their provenance. We are at once tempted to believe

that there must be other virtues by the same hand, and that

by searching we may discover Temperance, Fortitude and

Justice, and perhaps also Hope and Charity. It so happens
that the Cluny Museum contains two glazed terracotta medal-

lions of the same general character. One of these, represent-

ing Temperance,
1
belongs in fact to the same series as those

in the hands of Heilbronner ;
the other representing Justice

is slightly larger and belongs to a slightly different' series in

which the Virtues were represented as winged. As both

winged and wingless Virtues are found in earlier Florentine

1
Cruttwell, Luca and Andrea della Robbia, p. 100; Marcel Reymond, Les

Delia Robbia, p. 49.
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sculpture, we are not surprised to find both types here. It

may be remarked that the provenance of the Cluny Museum

medallions is not very certainly known. Du Sommerard, in

his Catalogue of the objects exhibited in the Cluny Museum,

declares on p. 214 that they were made for the Pazzi Chapel,

and on p. 216 that they decorated a Pazzi palace near Flor-

Cavallucci and Molinier call this statement in ques-ence.

FIGURE 3. PRUDENCE. HEILBRONNER'S, PARIS.

tion,
1 on the ground that the Pazzi Chapel preserves still its

decoration complete. It may be observed, however, that the

decoration of the Pazzi Chapel is not uniform, but hetero-

geneous. The four Evangelists in the spandrels of the dome
are so nervously executed and so obtrusive in color, and stand

1 Les Delia Bobbia, p. 63. note 1.
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in such striking contrast to the calm and dignified Apostles
on the walls as to puzzle every one who gives them even casual

attention. The decoration of the Pazzi Chapel would be cer-

tainly more harmonious if we could remove the four Evangel-
ists and put in their places the Temperance from the Cluny
Museum and the Prudence owned by Heilbronner, with a

Justice and Fortitude of similar quality. We are, therefore,

FIGURE 4. FAITH. HEILBRONNER'S, PARIS.

tempted to consider the reliefs now in Paris as sanxple medal-

lions designed for the famous Pazzi Chapel, but for some

reason never put in place. So far as I could determine by

rough measurements, they are of the proper size. The idea of

decorating the dome of the Pazzi Chapel with the Cardinal

Virtues may have inspired a similar decoration of the dome
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of the Portogallo Chapel at San Miniato, and a change to the

four Evangelists may have emanated from the evangelical

reaction led by Savonarola. At the end of the fifteenth and

in the early sixteenth century, the Robbias were no longer

called upon to represent the Virtues, and in their decorations

of domes at Venice, Prato, Siena, and Naples we find figured

the four Evangelists. The style of the Heilbronner medallions,

so far at least as the fruit frames are concerned, is very similar

to that of the Pazzi stemma now in the Serristori palace, and

to that of the Rene d'Anjou stemma, which once adorned the

Loggia dei Pazzi at Fiesole, but is now in the Victoria and

Albert Museum. Whatever may have been the immediate

provenance or the original location of our medallions, their

closest analogues are certainly with monuments made for the

Pazzi family.

As for the authorship of these medallions, I have little hesi-

tation in attributing them to Luca della Robbia. We may
draw a very close parallel between the Heilbronner Prudence

and the Temperance of the Climy Museum. The diameter of

each is 1.70 in., the frame mouldings are of an identical pattern
so far even as to present the same number of eggs and darts ;

the band of fruit is in both cases composed of four divisions

separated, and also subdivided, by cross bands and being actu-

ally constructed of eight segments coincident with these cross

bands ;
in both cases the fruit, as in Luca's garlands, is asym-

metrically distributed, and consists of pines, oranges, grapes,
and quinces,

1 the very same fruit which he used in the garland

surrounding the Pazzi arms.

In both cases we have wingless figures, glazed in white, with

stippled blue eyebrows and light yellow irises, and set against
a grayish blue ground. The background is broken into seg-
ments resembling those of the Pazzi Chapel Apostles, and the

resemblance to the Pazzi Chapel medallions is still closer when
we add the glories which radiate from the figures

2 and the

clouds from which they emerge. The figures are of similar

length, have finely formed heads and exquisitely modelled

1 In the Clnny medallion the quadrant of oranges is subdivided into oranges
and cucumbers.

2 Visible on the originals.
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hands. The hair, especially in the Temperance, is more mi-

nutely rendered than was customary with Luca, but in both
medallions we see the little curl upon the cheek, which occurs
in so many of Luca's Madonnas. In both cases the ear is dis-

tinctly represented quite unusual with Luca but on two
of the Pazzi Chapel Apostles the ears are shown in full. The

draperies are similarly complicated, showing the same shoulder

capes and the folds of the mantle drawn across the body with

evident regard to artistic effect. Luca's draperies are usually

simpler than these, but in the Wellington Adoration we have

already noted a similar tendency to elaboration.

The Cluny Temperance is attributed to Luca della Robbia

by Du Sommerard, Cavallucci and Molinier, de Foville, Marcel

Reymond, Miss Cruttwell, Madame Burlamacchi, and Venturi.

Dr. Bode alone has expressed a doubt, assigning it to " some
artist like A. Pollaiuolo." 1 But he has recently written me
that he has retracted this opinion and now believes both the

Cluny and the Heilbronner medallions to be by Luca della

Robbia. If the Cluny Temperance be by Luca della Robbia,

then the Prudence medallion is his also.

Once again Luca della Robbia represented the Cardinal

Virtues for the vault of the Portogallo Chapel at San Mini-

ato. Here the Virtues are winged, but they are still three-

quarter-length figures, rising from clouds and set against a

blue background, and from them emanate rays of golden light.

The Prudence in the Portogallo Chapel resembles the one we

have, been studying in many ways. She holds a similar mirror

and a similar snake. Her features and the old man's head are

enough like those of the Heilbronner medallion to be attributed

to the same hand. Even the eyes are indicated in the same

way in both medallions. As a tondo composition the Porto-

gallo relief is possibly the superior, since the wings of the

figure help fill the space left vacant on either side. The

Portogallo drapery is less elaborate, and recourse is had to

superficial gilding to bring out such details as the hair, the

feathers of the wings, and the borders of the costume. But

the Heilbronner medallion is superior in dignity and charm.

It represents such a conception of Prudence as would make a

1 Florentine Sculptors of the Renaissance, p. 83, note 1.
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strong appeal to the head of a powerful Florentine family.

The Portogallo Prudence is ascribed to Luca della Robbia

by Vasari, and all historians of art follow this attribution. I

am confident, therefore, that the general consensus of compe-
tent critics will find in the Heilbronner Prudence also a fine

example of the workmanship of Luca della Robbia.

The medallion representing Faith is evidently from the same

source as the Prudence. It is of the same size, its frame is

similarly bounded by an outer egg and dart moulding; its

garland of fruit also consists of pines and quinces and grapes

and oranges asymmetrically arranged and still further sub-

divided by crossing bands ;
the inner moulding of the frame

consists of a rope ornament, a detail possibly confined to the

frames of the other Theological Virtues, Hope and Charity,

in case there existed also such a series. Considerations of

style link this medallion both witli the Heilbronner Prudence

and the Cluny Temperance. We have a similar three-quarter-

length figure, emerging from clouds, with sifnilar waving hair

and similar features. The costume is even more closely related

to that of Luca della Robbia's Madonnas, and exhibits the

little bunch of drapery caught up under her left wrist. The
chalice and cross are of the type used by Andrea Pisano in his

representation of Faith in the Baptistery gates, but here they
are subordinated to the beauty of the figure. Amongst all the

representations of the Cardinal and Theological Virtues, where

can we find nobler and more beautiful types than those which

Luca della Robbia has established in these medallions ?

ALLAN MARQUAND.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,

Dec. 26, 1911.
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THE FRIEZE OF THE ERECHTHEUM 1

THE figures of the

frieze of the Erechtheum,
as has been stated in the

text to Plates 31-34 of

the Antike Denkmaler,

Volume II, fall into two

Different groups in ac-

cordance,jyith theu^size.

The largest figures, the

original height of which

was about 0.65 m., are

from the northern porch.
The fragments which

seem to belong to figures

of this size are published
on Plates 31 and 32.

They are parts of about

forty-seven different fig-

ures. In the fragments

published on Plates 33

and 34 the remains of

about thirty-seven differ-

ent figures of the frieze

of the cella are preserved.
Since the publication

in the Antike Denkmaler,
four additional fragments
have been assigned with

certainty to the frieze.

[. GROUP FROM THE FRIEZE OF

THE ERECHTHEUM.

1 Translated from the author's manuscript by H. N. F.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 2.
175
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Of these one belongs certainly to the frieze of the main

building :

1. The head of the crouching figure in the group, Ant. Denk.

II, PI. 33, No. 5. This head has been actually set in place

(Figs. 1 and 2);
1 it

looks down and for-

ward.

To the same frieze

seems to belong :

2. Inventory 4861

(Figs. 3-8). Crouch-

ing woman, to left.

Head, forearms, and

left foot are lacking.

Fully draped.
2 Iden-

tified by Professor

Fowler.

FIGURE 2. HEAD IN FIGURE 1. The number of fig-

ures belonging to the frieze of the cella, or main building, is

therefore now about thirty-eight.

From the frieze of the northern porch comes without doubt :

3. A fragment of the larger series (Figs. 9-14),
8 identified

Crow
broken

1 The scale of the Figures is approximately 1 : 4.5 of that of the original

stones, the scale of the figures in Ant. Denk. II.

*
Height, 0.255 m.; width, 0.215 in.; greatest thickness, 0.149 m. The dowel

hole in the back agrees exactly with Block VII (south side of eastern portico),

first hole counting from the left (the numbering of the blocks follows Ant.

Denk. II, PI. 34). Figures 7 and 8 show the broken dowel-cutting and also

show a second cutting which was in the back of the figure, behind the head,

and which must have formed a slot between the back of the marble and the face

of the Eleusinian stone. This slot is 0.046 m. wide and 0.017 m. deep ;
its height

remains uncertain. On the back of this fragment, in the angle formed by the

vertical edge of the dowel-cutting and the lower (horizontal) edge of the second

cutting previously mentioned, are three pinholes, 0.004 m. in diameter, arranged

in a triangle thus :

the centres of the

The measurements are perpendicular from

holes to the edges of the cuttings.

3
Height, 0.0316 m.; width, 0.32 m. (practically the full original width);

greatest thickness, 0.145 m. Figures 13 and 14 show in the bottom of the frag-

ment, in the angle behind the broken drapery, a pinhole which runs obliquely
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FIGURE 3. FRAGMENT or THE FRIEZE FIGURE 5. SIDE or THE FRAG-
OF THE ERECHTHEUM. MENT, FIGURE 3.

t* 0.149 H
Greatest thickness

WWfh 0-215

FIGURE 4. SKETCH OF FIGURE 3. FIGURE 6. SKETCH OF FIGURE 5.
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by Professor Heberdey. A woman in full chiton and himation

stands at the left of a 0/ooW. This had arms, turned legs, and

a piece of drapery fastened in front. On the seat lies a large

cushion which is pressed down between the arms by the woman,

the traces of whose left arm and left hand are clearly visible.

dowel cutting]
.0*6 wide r
0.017 deepJ

FIGURE 7. SIDE OF THE FRAGMENT,
FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 8. SKETCH OF FIGURE 7.

The standing figure is broken away a little above the knees.

The throne is very similar to that in Ant. Denk. II, PI. 31,

No. 17.

The female figure of this fragment raises the number of

figures from the northern porch to forty-eight.

To the frieze of the northern porch belongs probably also:

4. Inventory 1133 (Figs. 15-18). Rear part of a pair of

horses to left. 1 This may possibly belong to the same team with

through the marble to receive the pm for fastening the relief to the top of the

architrave. The diameter of the hole at the bottom is 0.01 m. The centre of

the hole is 0.049 m. from the back surface of the fragment, and is 0.167 m. from
the left edge which appears in Figure 13.

1
Height, 0.125 m.

; width, 0.217 m.
; greatest thickness, 0.125 m. In the left-

hand broken surface are the remains of a broken dowel hole, the edge of which
is visible in Figures 17 and 18. Its width is 0.04 m., its depth 0.03 m.
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FIGURE 9. FRAGMENT OF THE FRIEZE OF THE ERECHTHEUM.

FIGURE 10. SKETCH OF FIGURE 9.
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FIGURE 11. SIDE OF THE FRAGMENT,
FIGURE 9.

FIGURE 12. SKETCH OF FIGURE 11.

FIGURE 13. SIDE or THE FRAGMENT,
FIGURE 9.

h----- 0.145 --------4

FIGURE 14. SKETCH or FIGURE
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Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34, No. 12 ; but differences in the chiselling at
the back and in the cutting of dowel holes make this doubtful.
The fragment agrees in scale with PI. 34, No. 13, rather than with

FIGURE 15. FRAGMENT OF THE FRIEZE FIGURE 16. SKETCH OF FIGURE 15.

OF THE ERECHTHEUM.

PL 34, No. 11, the scale of which is certainly smaller than that

of PI. 34, No. 13. Accordingly it is to be presumed that the

two teams galloping to left (PL 34, No. 13, and the new frag-

ment, Inv. 1133), and also probably PL 34, No. 12, belong to

the northern porch, whereas the team standing quietly to right

FIGURE 17. FRAGMENT, FIGURE 15 FIGURE 18. SKETCH OF FIGURE 17.

FROM BELOW.

(PL 34, No. 11) and also probably the fragment of a horse

likewise standing quietly to right (PL 34, No. 10) are from the

frieze of the main building. The three first-named fragments,
PL 34, Nos. 12, 13, and Inv. 1133, since they cannot be com-

bined with one another,
1 indicate for the northern porch either

1 Mr. Hill is very properly of the opinion that Inv. 1133 cannot be joined

with PI. 34, No. 13
;
nor can PI. 34, No. 13, and PL 34, No. 12, belong together ;

in either case we should have a team of five horses.
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three four-horse teams or two four-horse teams ajod^oejaair of

horses, all galloping toward the left.

Tn each of the two groups of figures, thoseJn quiet attitude,

either seated or standing, are comparatively numerous. Some

of them, e.g. PL 31, 11 and 17, PI. 33, 22 and 23, are_evidenUj

divinities, and others produce at least the impression of divini-

ties. If these fragments are compared collectively with the

deities represented on the eastern friezes of the Parthenon, the

" Theseum," and the temple of Athena Nike, it becomes pretty

certain that on the Erechtheum, both on the northern porch
and on the cella, deities were represented as present in the

capacity of participants or spectators at some event. The

analogy of the friezes mentioned makes it probable that the

deities of the frieze of the cella were on the eastern front.

THE FRIEZE OF THE CELLA

From what has just been said it follows with some proba-

bility that a large proportion of the figures to be ascribed to

the cella was on the still existing blocks of the eastern frieze.

Further examination of the fragments published on Pis. 33 and

34 leads to the following groups :

(a) A small group of figures which are, or seem to be, distin-

guished from the others by their smaller proportions, and are

therefore certainly to be regarded as human beings. These are :

one standing or quietly walking female figure (PI. 34, 7), one

walking female figure (PI. 34, 2), one kneeling female figure

(PI. 34, 6), and one male figure standing with somewhat bent

knees (PI. 34, 4).

(b) A group of figures which are to be regarded not as actors,

but as persons present at some action, and probablyfor the most part
as gods or heroes. These are : eleven figures standing quietly

erect, six of which (PI. 33, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and the standing man
of PL 33, 5) are male and five (PL 33, 15, 17, 18, 19, and PL 34,

9) are female ; three figures in quiet walking posture, all female

(PL 33, 16 two figures and PL 34, 1) ; ten seated figures, two
of which (PL 33, 1 and 9) are male, and eight (PL 33, 12, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26) are female ; and the crouching woman, Inv.

4861 (Fig. 2). To the same group are probably to be added
two standing female figures (PL 33, 14 and PL 34, 3) and three
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running female figures
1

(PI. 33, 10, II,
2

13, and PL 34, 8).
This group contains then thirty figures, eight of which are

male and twenty-two female.

(c) A group of four male persons in action (PL 33, 5, the

kneeling one, and 8, PL 34, 5 and 11).

The number of persons in action is then, compared with that

of persons not in action, very small.

If one turns now to the blocks of the frieze and compares
the height of the dowel holes in them above the ground line

with the height of the holes which exist in the backs of the fig-

ures, one finds that holes at a height of over 0.40 m. correspond
with standing,

3
walking,

4 or running
5

figures, and those at a

height between 0.30 and 0.35 m. with those of seated 6
figures.

The holes at a height between 0.35 m. and 0.40 m. seem to

belong to figures which stand not quite erect. 7 In the erect

1
Possibly spectators hurrying to the scene or messengers hastening to report

some event.

2 PI. 33, 11 and PI. 34, 8 might belong to the same figure.
3 PI. 33, 15 (0.402 m.), 17 (0.42 m.). (" 33, 15 fits E, II, 4 (Block II, east

portico, fourth hole counting from the left) and E, V, 1 well. 33, 17 can be

fitted to S, I, 1 (south frieze), and E, III, 1." B. H. HILL.)
4 PI. 33, 16 (0.42 m.). ("33, 16 fits nowhere well in south or east."

B. H. HILL.) I am inclined to doubt this statement, unless indeed Mr. Hill has

tried to fit the fragment to the blocks of the frieze ; for we have several dowel

hole^ at the height of 0.42 m. : E, VII, 2
; E, V, 3

;
and also several at the

height of 0.41, 0.425, and 0.43 m.
5 PI. 33, 10 (about 0.435 m.), 11 (about 0.42 m.).
6 PI. 33, 23 (0.335 m.), 24 (0.30-0.31 m.), 26 (0.315 m.). (" 33, 20 can be

fitted to E, V, 7, better in E, IV, 2
; 33, 24 could be fitted at E, VI, 4

; E, VI,

3 is also possible ; 33, 26 fits E, II, 1 well, and E, V, 4 passably." B. H. HILL.)

I cannot understand Mr. Hill's statement concerning 33, 20, for there is, accord-

ing to my observation, no sign of a dowel hole in this fragment. 33, 23 fits

S, I, 4 = S, I, 3, Ant. Denk., PI. 34. There <*

are five dowel holes instead of four in S,

I, and one in E, I (S, I being the south face

and E, I the east face^of the S.E. corner block

of the frieze) . S, I, 4 is the second westward

from the corner. ("The dowel hole I num-

ber 2 does not appear in Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34,

I now observe. No. 2 is 0.53 m. to left of No. 4, and 0.247 m. to 0.290 m. up

from the ground." B. H. HILL.)
7 PI. 33, 5 (0.35 m.). (

"
33, 5 can be placed at S, I, 4, though it fits there only

passably. It can be placed nowhere else in the existing east or south frieze."

B. H. HILL.)
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standing figure (PL 33, 19), the dowel hole is remarkably low,

only about 0.32 m. above the ground line. This and a similar

exception among the figures of the northern porch
J are iso-

lated, to be sure, but they warn us that we cannot determine

with absolute confidence from the position of a dowel hole in a

block of the frieze the posture of the corresponding figure.

Now if one observes the distances of the dowel holes in the

blocks from one another, it is noticeable that the holes in the

middle block (IV) of the eastern front, which is still in situ,

are comparatively far apart. In block III, which is at the left

of the middle, and probably, to judge by its length, belongs

there, the holes are considerably nearer together and at ap-

proximately equal distances from one another. In block V,
which is in situ,

2 the distances are less but less regular.

From these observations in regard to the heights of the

dowel holes and their distances from one another, it follows

that something exceptional must have been represented on the

middle block (IV).
3 The first (0.365 m.) and third (0.39 m.)

holes from the left in this block indicate figures which do not

stand quite erect, and are therefore engaged in some action, or

figures of somewhat smaller size. The second hole is placed

remarkably low, even for seated figures. On the other hand,

its height (0.27 m.) corresponds remarkably well with that of

the dowel hole in the back of the horse that belongs to the

team, PL 34, 11. If one restores the legs of this horse, the

dowel hole is about 0.27 m. from the ground line. One is

therefore tempted to assume that the team was here in the

1 PL 31, 8. In this seated figure the dowel hole is at a height of only about

0.165 m.
2 " There is no doubt that the blocks E, I-VI belong as shown in PI. 34.

The missing left end of E, II and right end of E, VI have been found, and
blocks E, I-V are restored to their original positions, all indications given by
clamps, dowels, and minor cuttings agreeing perfectly. The new part of E, II

has no dowel. There were, I think, traces of a dowel in the break in E, VI
(about as high as E, VI, 5) it is now hidden by cement; no dowel north of

the break. The length of the block is now 1.906 m., and we have 10.896 m.
out of the original 11.126 m. of the length of this east frieze." B. H. HILL.

8
(The heights of the holes in E, IV, according to Mr. Stevens's measure-

ments, are : first hole, 0.365 m., third hole, 0.395 m., left-hand low hole, 0.265 m.,

right-hand low hole, 0.319 m. H. N. F. ) (" In Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34, E, IV, 4
and E, IV, 2 are wrongly put at the same height." B. H. HILL.)
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middle of the east front. In this case, to be sure, the team
would have been fastened with only one dowel and the man
who stood behind it was not fastened on separately ; for the

holes to the right and left of the one which is 0.27 m. above

the ground line are too far away to have served in fastening

any part of the group. On the other hand, these two dowel

holes are so near the outer edges of the group that very little

room is left for the figures which were held in place by the

dowels. 1 Now it is not impossible that the team was fastened

on by means of a single dowel,
2 and especially since the

extension of the group toward the left is doubtful there

would, in case of need, be room for a figure standing close to

the car and for another busied with the foremost horse ; never-

theless, it cannot be positively affirmed that the existing team

really belongs in this place, though a very similar group of

slightly less extent to right and left from the dowel may very
well have been fastened by E, IV, 2.

The dowel holes in the block (III) to the left of the middle,

which are all, with one exception, at a height of more than

0.40 m., indicate that upright standing figures were here

attached. Of these the four at the right, nearest the middle,

stood pretty near one another. At the left side of the block

the greater distances of the dowel holes indicate erect figures

in moderate motion.

On block V the three middle holes probably served to

secure two quietly standing and one seated figure. The figures

corresponding to the holes at the left probably took part in the

action in the middle of the frieze. At the right-hand side of

the block the low (0.265 m.) position of the dowel hole and

the great distance between it and the nearest dowel hole of

block VI justify the assumption of a second team of horses.

1 Mr. Hill estimates that the group extended ca. 0.52 m. to the right (meas-

uring to the breast of the foremost horse) from the dowel hole preserved in the

back of the group. If the car wheel were represented as a full circle, the left-

hand limit of the group would be about 0.50 m. from the dowel hole. But if

the wheel were represented in perspective, i.e. were actually carved as an

ellipse, the left-hand edge might be considerably nearer the dowel hole.

2 The dowel hole is exactly in the middle of the group. Moreover, the group

of the two standing women (PL 33, No. 16) has only one dowel hole, which is

placed pretty high (0.42 m.) in the back of the left-hand figure.
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In block II the dowel holes II, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 indicate upright

figures in moderate motion. I venture no hypothesis concern-

ing the purpose of the two holes close together, II, 8 and 9,

or concerning the two extreme ends of the entire eastern

front.

The middle of the frieze of this front lies between the dowel

holes IV, 1 and IV, 2. If the conclusion that the^ole IV, 2

served to fasten a team is correct, then the team_occupied

exactly the middle of the scene.

Among the figures in the attitude of spectators the Jollpwing

may with some certainty be regarded as divinities :

The female figures PI. 33, Nos. 14, 15, 16 (Demeter and

Cora?), 17 (Aphrodite?
1
), 18 and 19 (Charlies?), 20, 21, 22

(Ge? Themis? 2
), 23 (Kourotrophos ? 3

), 24, 25, 26 ; PI. 34, 1, 3,

9
;
and probably, on account of similar representations on other

monuments, the running maidens (Horae?), PI. 33, 10, 11, 13,

and PI. 34, 8. The remains of female figures, PL 34, 2 and 7,

can hardly be considered in connection with the east front on

account of their small scale.

Among the male figures, the following may be regarded as

spectators :

PI. 33, 1-7 and 9. As to 1 and 9, which are on a smaller

scale than the seated goddesses, I am doubtful whether they

belong to the assembly of gods on the east front at all and

should not rather be assigned to the north or the south side ;

but it may be that their state of preservation produces a false

impression of a smaller scale. The nude man, PL 33, 6, and

the two men with nude bodies and garments draped about their

hips like aprons, might, like the man on PL 34, 11, have stood

by the horses. The men wrapped in mantles, PL 33, 2 and 3,

seem to belong among the gods who are looking on. The man

leaning on his staff, who stands behind the kneeling youth (PL

1 See Kekule, ijber eine weibliche Gewandstatue aits der Werkstatt der Par-

thenon-Giebelfiguren, Berlin, 1894. With Kekule (Die griechische Skulptur, 2 I

Ed., p. 107), I consider it likely that the statue which he is probably right in

regarding as Aphrodite served as a model for the maker of our figure.
2 On the Omphalos see E. Maass in Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XI, 1908, pp. 10 ff.

On Themis see Preller-Robert, Griechische Mythologie, p. 211, 2, and pp. 475 ff.

3 See Preller-Robert, I.e., pp. 636, 1 and 764, 2.
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33, 5), belongs without doubt, on account of his connection with
the youth, among the mortals.

The numberjDfthjjJigures engaged in the action is, as has
been remarked above, very small in comparison with that of the

persons, mostly female, who are to be regarded as spectators.
I will enumerate them in order in the manner in which the fig-

ures mentioned in the building inscription are there enumer-

ated, and at the same time I will express my interpretation of

the individual fragments by words in square brackets [ ] :

1. PI. 33, 8. Nude man who stretches out his left leg or

sits upon some object and [holds a lance in his raised right

hand] .

2. PL 34, 5. Nude man holding with his left arm a mast

with yard and sail. 1

3. PI. 34, 5. Kneeling man clad in a himation which leaves

his body free. He is occupied [with some object in front of

him].
4. PI. 33, 4. Man standing with bent knees. The upper

parts are nude. The himation has slipped down upon his

thighs. Both arms must therefore have been occupied.
2

5. PL 33, 12. Figure sitting [in a box wagon]. The lower

parts are covered by a himation. 3

6. PL 34, 6. Girl in chiton and cloak, who has sunk down

by the base [of a figure of a deity].
It seems to me advisable to put together here all the mate-

1 That the previous interpretations of this fragment are untenable is made
clear in the text to PI. 34, 5. On the yard with furled sail, of. the representation

on a phiale in Berlin with glazed relief (Furtw. 3882, Annali, 1875, p. 290,

Tav. d' agg. N (Kliigmann). On the manner of fastening the sail to the yard
see Kekule, Die Antiken Terrakotten, IV, 2, PI. XXXII. Whether the man of

our fragment was engaged in raising or lowering the mast or whether he was

lying as a shipwrecked person upon the ruins of a ship in Ant. Denk. II, PI.

34, 5, it is assumed that he is lying down I do not attempt to determine.

2
Perhaps he took part in carrying the mast.

3 On the feet which disappear in the box of the wagon, cf. Compte rendu,

1863, Atlas, II, 4 (2255), and Gerhard, Auserl. Vasenb. PL 217. The object

resembling a handle, which is represented in low relief on the box, may belong

to the frame of the wagon (cf. Gerhard, Auserl. Vasenb. PI. 75, 76) ;
the four-

cornered remnant above was perhaps the point of attachment of the upper edge

of the wheel, which was, in that case, carved free from the background. A
similar trace of a wheel is preserved on the wagon in 34, 11 (cf. the text in Ant.

Denk. p. 14, 11). Another possibility is mentioned below.
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rial available for the interpretation of the frieze of the cella.

I therefore add here the enumeration of the figures mentioned

in the building inscription, beginning with the group which

probably stood on the north side and, if the space from the

northeast corner of the cella to the north porch is divided

into four equal parts, about in the second quarter from the

east.1

1 Robert (Hermes), XXV, 1890, pp. 431 ff.) has rightly concluded from /. Q.

I, 324 a, col. II, 11. 31-34 (payment for removing scaffolding from the north wall

after the figures have been fastened to the frieze in the seventh prytany of 407-

408 B.C.), that the sculpture for which 3315 drachmas are paid in the same pryt-

any belonged to the north side of the temple. We might add to his arguments
the fact that, according to the spacing indicated by the dowel holes for the east

frieze, the 55 (or thereabouts) figures for which 3315 drachmas would be paid

would be just about the right number for the length of frieze from the north

porch to the northeast corner of the building. The length of the frieze of the

north side, from the northeast corner to the roof of the north porch, measures 61

Attic feet on the upper and 53 Attic feet on the lower edge. Kolbe's combina-

tion (Ath. Mitt. XXVI, 1901, pp. 223 ff.), which proves the date 408-407 for the

accounts of /. G. I, 324, shows also that the sculptures named in 324 b belong
with those in 324 c and cannot be assigned to different prytanies, as Robert

wishes. Dr. Frickenhaus also, as he informs me, believes that the sculptures of

the inscription <?, col. II and 6, col. I (which Kolbe, Ath. Mitt. XXVI, 1901,

p. 228, put together), and c, col. I belong in the same prytany, in which 55 fig-

ures in all are paid for. In his opinion also these fit well on the northern wall

(about 15 m. without the north porch), from which the scaffolding was removed

at the same time. But he calls attention to the fact that the section relating to

the vTrovpyoL is not entirely preserved ;
it is therefore possible that other scaffold-

ing also was removed at that time. If Robert's really obvious conjecture is

nevertheless correct, then, as Dr. Frickenhaus very properly observes, because

the enumeration seems to proceed from left to right (cf. the other representa-
tions of harnessing to wagons), the figures with the team of mules, mentioned
in fragments d, II and 6, 1, must have been nearer the northeast corner than the

group, mentioned in c, I, of persons harnessing horses to a wagon. The enu-

meration of all the figures occupied, by Frickenhaus' calculation, about 80 lines.

Of these 13 lines are present in d, II and ft, I, and 23 lines in c, I. If we follow

the inscription and reckon one figure for every 60 drachmas, there are accounted
for in these lines : in d, II and 6, I, about 9 figures, for which about 550

drachmas are paid (the reasons for this assumption will be given in the notes

below) ;
in c, I, about 141 figures, for which (including the stele, which was de-

livered later) 867 drachmas were paid. The 14 figures occupied then the quar-
ter of the northern frieze next the northern porch. Since the beginning of the

enumeration between a, II and d, II is wanting and there is a gap between 6, I

and c, I (the two gaps amount to about 40 lines), it may be assumed that the

8$ figures in d, II and 6, I were about in the second quarter counting from the

left.
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1. c?, II, 11. 9-11. A person who is throwing, setting, or

laying something upon something or pushing something into

something.
1

2. d, II, 12, 13 ; 5, I, 2-4. A youth who is busied with

some object, a second youth who is writing (painting, drawing,

etc.), and a third standing beside him. 2

1 The letters a\\ at the beginning of 1. 11 are read by Kirchhoff as part of

7raXXa/an. This restoration seems to me less probable than to assume that the

letters in question are part of a verb and to restore the line as follows :

dXX[oj>ra PAAA Upax<rias <?/* Me
\lTl [JlOLKOV ........

Another possibility is f3d\\ovTa$ HAA ;
in the former case not only the man

but also the object with which he is occupied would be included in the reckon-

ing, in the latter case two figures. I consider the former more probable, since

the figures are always listed separately. The letters av<r at the beginning of

1. 10 may perhaps be a remnant of the name of the object. The following is

offered merely as an example of a possible restoration :

9. %[os K77<i(net)s rbv

10. av <r[

11.

One of the possible readings instead of d^ax^av is Kepaiav. I mention this pos-

sibility because the youth with the mast, the yard, and the sail under his arm

(Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34, 5) brings to mind the peplos of Athena, which was fas-

tened in the Panathenaic procession as an lariov to a frame consisting of I<rr6s

and Kepala (see the literature in Michaelis, Parthenon, pp. 329, 165-170
;
0.

Benndorf,
'

Beitrage zur Kenntniss des attischen Theaters,' Zeitschr. /. Oesterr.

Gymnas. XXVI, 1875, pp. 70 ff.).
2 I assume the following restoration :

11....... Upax<ria$ e> Me]
12. \lret \JloLKOv rbv

13. rbv rb er[

14..... yp~]d<f>oi>T

15. [KCU rbv 7rp]o[crea"r]oTa hav[r~\OL H
16. [H HWos] eV KoXXurot &OI[KOJ'

In 11. 15-16 Hi20 is possible instead of HH, in which case the y.outh writing

and the one standing beside him must be reckoned as one and one-half figures.

This would be conceivable if the youth writing were kneeling before the other, as

on PI. 33, 5. However, I consider H H more likely, as the 6irHr8o<t>av/is mentioned

in c, I, 5 is also reckoned at 60 drachmas. Then the total would include three

persons at 60 dr. each and an object at 20 dr., the name of which must have

stood in 1. 13 and must have begun with the letter ^.
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3. 5, I, 5, 6. An object
l and a wagon for travelling or for

freight.

4. b, I, 7-9. A woman beside or on the wagon and the two

mules before the wagon.

The second group of figures is recorded in <?,
I :

1. L. 1. A male figure holding a spear.

2. LI. 2-3. A youth beside a breastplate.

3. L. 6. A horse and a man who stands behind it -and strikes its

side.

4. LI. 7-9. A wagon, a youth, and two horses which are being

harnessed.

5. LI. 10-11. A man leading a horse.

6. LI. 12-15. A horse, a man striking it, and a stele added later.

7. L. 16. A man who holds the bridle.
2

8. LI. 18-20. A man standing beside an altar and leaning on his

staff.

9. LI. 21-22. A woman who has fallen or is kneeling by a little

girl.

1 5. . . . K~\al

(}. rot v liubv\ oiv P AAAA '

7. \_op

1 In the gap at the beginning of 1. 5 six letters are wanting. Robert (I.e.

p. 439) thought of rb 25os in connection with his hypothesis that the whole scene

represented the consultation of an oracle. It seems to ine more likely that, if

rb ?5os is really the correct reading, the consecration of a statue of a god was

represented. The statue need not have been in the wagon, as Weissmann (Bei-

trage zur Erkldrung und Beurteilung griechischer Kunstwerke, Progr. d. hu-

manistichen Gymnasiums in Schweinfurt, 1903, pp. 34 f.) thinks the price

shows. The price of 30 drachmas would be as proper for a simple statue on

an unadorned base as for the girl in c, I, 11. 21-22. But other restorations

besides rb 5os are possible, e.g. rb 0-77^0. or rb p/xa, which might designate the

support that was intended to hold the i<rrbs and the Kcpala (cf . the representation

on the piombo, Benndorf, I.e. Fig. 51). "Epfta, by the way, denotes also the sup-

ports which are put under ships when they are dragged up on land. It may be

that in one and the same piece of work the comparatively easy execution of the

implements, etc., was entrusted to another workman than the more difficult exe-

cution of the figure. In view of this possibility, I do not consider the resto-

ration rb y\jva.L[ov rb heirl (instead of irpbs, Kirchhoff) rrji d^]<i?? in 6, I, 1. 8

inadmissible. Schone (Griech. Reliefs, p. 3) also thought t-n-l probable.
2
Robert, I.e. pp. 432 ff., has shown that the figures 1-7 belong to a harnessing

scene and has identified No. 4 with PI. 34, 11. I consider his interpretation cor-

rect, though I do not follow him in all details. PL 34, 10 might be the remnant
of No. 3 or of No. 6.
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From the groups mentioned in the inscription and the re-

mains of the figures engaged in action one derives the impres-
sion that various events were represented in the frieze of the

main building, not one action, as in the frieze of the Parthenon,
nor a few actions with a great number of participants, as in the

battles of Greeks with Persians, Amazons, etc. Separate acts of

a cult l
are^also hardly to be considered, though it is very tempt-

Tng^to connect the man with the mast and yard with the offering

of the TreTrXo? at the Panathenaea. Figures like PL 34, 6, the

girl who flees for refuge to a statue of a deity, have no place

in scenes of cult, nor has the separate scene in which a war

chariot is being harnessed. This scene cannot well have formed

part of a series of similar representations, in the manner of the

frieze of the Parthenon ; this is precluded by its position

the right-hand end of the northern frieze, which abuts upon
the northern porch and by the group of three figures beside

an altar, which terminates the frieze at this point.

I agree with Robert in thinking that separate scenes from a

cycle or several cycles? of myths were represented. But

these scenes are not necessarily taken from the myths con-

nected with Erechtheus. Why should not, for example, as in

the metopes of the northern side of the Parthenon and in one

of the pediments of the Argive Heraeum, scenes from the sack

of Troy have been represented ? The girl fleeing for refuge to

an idol (PI. 34, 6) and the man with mast and yard (PI. 34, 5),

indicating that a ship was represented, would fit in such a con-

nection, though I do not wish to express any definite conjecture

concerning the content of the composition.

THE FRIEZE OF THE NORTHERN PORCH

If my judgment concerning the size, the difference in work-

manship, and the other circumstances that are to be considered

is correct, fragments of forty-eight different figures and of three

galloping teams which once adorned the frieze of the -northern

1 Weissmann, I.e., whose conjectures are impossible, if for no other reason,

because he combines figures from the frieze of the cella with figures from the

northern porch. Although his treatise was published in 1903, Weissmann does

not seem to be acquainted with the publication in Ant. Denk., which appeared

in 1899.
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porch are preserved. There are () twenty-two figures stand-

ing quietly erect, three of which (PL 32, 10,
1
[II

2
], 17, 23) are

male and nineteen (PL 31, 1, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 ; PL 32, 2,
8
7, 8,

[9
4
], 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 29, [32 ], are female;

three quietly walking female figures (PL 32, 12, 30, 31); and

nine seated figures, two of which (PL 32, 25 and 33) are male and

seven (PL 31, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17) are female. These thirty-

four figures, like the similar figures of the frieze of the cella,

are to be regarded as persons who are not engaged in action,

but are merely present at an action, and for the most part as

gods or heroes. To the same group are probably to be added :

three female figures moving with a dancing step (PL 31, 6, 7 ;

PL 32, 13), and six running figures (three to the left and three

to the right), all female (PL 31, 2, 3, 4, 5
;
PL 32, [1], [3 7],

4, [58], 6).

The total number of this group is then forty-three, of which

five are male and thirty-eight female.

(5) Five female figures in action, two of which (PL 31, 15

and the figure at the left of a throne) stand in a bent posture
and three (PL 32, 26, 27, 28 9

) are kneeling.
In the classification of these figures, as in that of the remains

of the frieze of the cella, the very small number of figures engaged
in action is striking. Moreover, the great proportion of female

figures (forty-three to only five males) is remarkable. Since

this proportion can hardly be due to chance, we must conclude

that on the northern porch one or more actions were represented
in which the females among the Attic deities and heroes were

more strongly interested than the males. Now we must ex-

amine more closely the dowel holes in the blocks of the frieze.

Of this frieze six blocks (really only five stones) are still in

situ: on the eastern side four and the corner block (narrow

side), on the northern side the same corner block (long side)
and one other. These blocks and the fragments published on

1 Seated?
2
Elbow, belonging perhaps to PL 32, 23. ("I too find it very possible that

32, 23 belongs with 32, 11." B. H. HILL.)
3
Standing ? Running ? * Seated ? Belonging to PL 31, 11 ?

6
Belonging to PL 31, 18 ? e

Belongs perhaps to the frieze of the cella.
7
Belongs perhaps to PL 31, 5. Belongs perhaps to PL 31, 2 or 3.

9 The posture is not quite certain.
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PI. 34 give about 21 m. of the surface of the frieze now exist-

ing. Since the entire length of the frieze on the eastern, north-

ern, western, and southern sides was about 25 m., the missing
portion amounts, in round numbers, to 4 m. This missing por-
tion must be assigned for the most part to the western arid

southern sides. 1

In the existing blocks and fragments of blocks there are

about sixty dowel holes. 2 That would be on an average 2.88

1
(The northern porch is now restored, and the blocks of the frieze are, so far

as they are preserved, set in the positions assigned them in Dr. Pallat's publica-
tion in the Antike Denkmaler. Block XIII is therefore on the western side.

These blocks were already in place and covered by the cornice blocks before Mr.

Stevens or I could examine them in 1903. There is, however, hardly the pos-

sibility of a doubt that they are correctly placed, for Mr. Balanos, who had

charge of the restoration, was very careful and thorough. Moreover, as Mr.

Stevens writes, "It could not have been very difficult for Mr. Balanos to get

these frieze blocks back in their right places. The dowels which held them
to the architrave blocks were checks, as were also the dowels which held the

cornice blocks to the frieze blocks. All the cornice blocks, except a portion of

one, are now back in place, and not only the dowels into the frieze blocks had

to fit, but the cramps of adjacent cornice blocks had to fit, and cornice blocks

which went under the pediment were even dressed to receive the pediment (tym-

panum) stones." " The cramps which hold the frieze blocks together would be

a still further check. . . . The cramps of the frieze blocks had to fit not only
in the case of the adjoining blocks (of the frieze) but also the backing blocks."

Mr. Stevens suggests that the eastern side of the northern porch is the fitting

place for the most important and elaborate part of the frieze, since it was con-

spicuous from the stairs on the outside of the northern wall of the building,

while the close proximity of the wall of the Acropolis made it difficult to obtain

a good view of the frieze of the northern front of the porch ;
and it is precisely

on the eastern side that the evidence of the dowel holes indicates the greatest

number of figures. H. N. F.)

(" The frieze of the north portico stands as indicated in Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34,

except that block XI is now complete (and has two dowel holes) and a block

1.10 m. long, which looks exactly like the largest unplaced fragment in PI. 34,

has been set in the left half of the space.
" B. H. HILL. )

It seems to me rather,

judging by the photograph, as if two pieces the third from the left in the row

of unplaced blocks in Ant. Denk. II, PI. 34, and a second fragment without

dowel holes had been used to complete block XI and the block mentioned by

Mr. Hill, if I understand him correctly, "the largest unplaced fragment on PI.

34," had been set on the south side in the last place but one front the left.

2 Since Mr. Stevens's investigations the number can perhaps be given more

accurately. The double hole in block XIII at the left, below, I have reckoned

as one hole. (The exact number of dowel holes of the usual size is fifty-nine.

There are in addition eleven small holes. One or two additional fragments,

which cannot be placed, also contain dowel holes. H. N. F.)
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holes to a metre. For the missing 4 m. of frieze we should

have to reckon eleven to twelve (11.44) additional holes, mak-

ing in round numbers seventy for the entire frieze. If we

deduct the small square or round holes in blocks IX, X, and

XIII, and in one of the fragments, which may possibly have

served for fastening attributes or the like, there remain about

sixty-two holes of the size and shape of those in the figures.

Approximately this number of figures was then contained in

the frieze of the northern porch. According to the calculation

above, forty-eight of these, that is, even if the number of dowel

holes in the missing portion has been placed too low, the greater

part of the original number, are preserved in fragments.

Now if we observe the grouping of the dowel holes, and at

the same time bear in mind what has been said above about the

disposition of the corresponding holes in the figures of the frieze

of the cella (which is equally valid for those of the northern

porch), it becomes evident that on the eastern side of the north-

ern porch, to right and left of the middle block (III), erect

standing figures were attached in comparatively large number,
with some seated figures among them. In the middle block

itself the arrangement of the dowel holes is essentially differ-

ent. Here the three very low holes, 1, 3, and 4 (counting from

the left), are noticeable. Of these, 3 and 4 would, in respect to

their position, fit without difficulty in a representation of the

birth of Erichthonius. 1 In the position of 3, Gaea might have

been represented, in that of 4, Cecrops, whose serpent tail would
then have been extended in the comparatively large space be-

tween 4 and 5. Hole 2 would then have to be assigned to

Athena. For dowel hole 1 (unless one wishes to regard it as

a hole placed exceptionally low, like that of PL 31, 8) a very
low figure, perhaps seated on a rock, possibly one of the daugh-
ters of Cecrops,

2 could be assumed. Then the group published
on PL 32, 27, for which the distance of the two holes 1 and 2

would suit,
3 could be assigned to this position. The female

1 As to the representations of the birth of Erichthonius, v. Heyderaann, Ann.
deir 1st. 1879, p. 114, n. 2, and Sauer, Das sogenannte Theseion, pp. 57 f.

2 Cf . Compte rendu, 1859, PI. I, below at the right.
3 Other groups, to be sure, were, as has been seen above, fastened with only

one dowel. But the two figures of the group in question might, because they
were perhaps connected only at the bottom, have been fastened separately.
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figure standing at the right might, to judge by the movement
and clothing, be Athena. The kneeling girl would then pre-

sumably be Pandrosus, whom we may think of as ready to

receive Erichthonius from Athena. The goddess would then

be turned toward the right, as on the reliefs, not, as on the vase

paintings, toward the left.

But it is possible also to think of her as turning toward the

left. Then the order, from left to right, would be : 1, Gaea ;

2, Athena ; 3, Pandrosus ; 4, Cecrops. This order has in its

favor the fact that the distance between Gaea and Athena,
which on the other assumption seems rather too small, would
be greater. The group in PL 32, 27 could then, of course, not

belong here. But in PI. 32, 26, if it is correctly explained in

the text, we have the remains of a similar group turned toward

Judging by the distance of the dowel holes in the block, the hole corresponding
to hole 1 must have been in the kneeling figure not far above the break (0.21 m.

above the ground line), and the hole in the standing figure must have been (as
elsewhere in standing figures) in the back (0.42 m. above the ground line).

"The top of the epistyle being broken away under No. Ill, 1 and 2, it is

impossible to confirm or reject the suggested placing of 32, 27 here, as might

probably have been done were the epistyle preserved, since the plug hole in the

bottom of 32, 27 would have to find a corresponding hole which would let the

two figures reach the dowels 1 and 2 suitably." B. H. HILL.

In the text to Ant.' Denk. II, PI. 32, 27, I have called the hole in the under

side (like other holes of the same kind in other figures) modern, believing that

it served to fasten the figure upon a base, perhaps immediately after its dis-

covery. Mr. Hill thinks these holes, with the pins, or plugs, in them and the

remnants of lead, are ancient. He writes :
" My present opinion is that the iron

pins run with lead in the bottom of certain figures of the frieze are not modern,
and that they once actually served to hold the figures to the top of the epistyle.

Whether they are original, or belong to ancient repairs, I should hesitate yet to

say. Some of the fragments in which we find the pins are (now at least) alto-

gether too insignificant to make this painstaking method of setting them up for

exhibition at all likely. The pin in 31, 17 was certainly placed long before the

figure was set in the plaster pedestal in which it stood until a few years since.

In 32, 27 a bit of the pin still remaining deep in the hole is badly rotted (not

rusted) in a degree paralleled in many ancient dowels and clamps, but hardly

possible to iron a century or less old. The pins in the figures correspond in size

and character with those preserved in the top of the epistyle. Most of. the frag-

ments preserved having the pins or holes for them belong to the north portico,

while a majority of those without pins are on the smaller scale of the main

building. This corresponds perfectly with the fact that the epistyle of the main

building, so far as preserved, has very few pins, while that of the north portico

has many." In view of these considerations, I also now find it difficult to believe

all -the pins modern.
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the left (at any rate, the remains of a kneeling figure turned

toward the left) which might belong here. The distance be-

tween holes 2 and 3 would do for two figures placed close

together, after the manner of PL 32, 27, each of which was

fastened in the back. Cecrops would then remain in the same

place.

To right and left of this group (if the assumption of a

dowel hole in the right-hand edge of block II is correct)
1

there would have been two seated figures, the one at the left

presumably turning toward the right, the other in the opposite

direction. Toward the sides would then be the other specta-

tors, probably for the most part goddesses, those at the right

standing, with one exception, and those at the left standing
and seated.

Among the figures now existing, PL 31, 16, in which the

dowel hole is about 0.49 m. above the ground line, may have

belonged to this circle of spectators and may have had its place

on block IV at hole 3 or 7 (from the left) ; so, too, PL 31, 18,

in which the dowel hole was about 0.42 m. from the bottom,

may have been on I, 3, and PL 31, 19, with its dowel hole at a

height of 0.46 m.-0.47 m., on I, 4 or II, 1 or IV, 1, 4, 6. Per-

haps PL 32, 16 belonged also to this side of the north porch, in

the scene of the birth of Erichthonius assumed for the middle.

I formerly regarded this fragment as the upper part of the body
of a figure clad in chiton and himation (see text to Ant. Denk.

II, PL 32, 16) ; but what then appeared to me to be the rem-

nant of the himation now looks to me more like a cloth held

by two corners
;

2 and the lack of any indication of the breasts

speaks against the interpretation as the upper part of the torso

of a woman. I am therefore now inclined to believe that the

fragment represents the middle part of a woman who is holding
a cloth spread out, as Athena does in various representations
of the birth of Erichthonius. 3

1 " Dowel hole in right edge of No. II seems sure." B. H. HILL.
2 Cf . the cloth held by two female figures on the so-called Ludovisi

throne.

3
See, e.g., Mon. delV 1st. Ill, pi. XXX; Gerhard, Auserl. Vasenb. I, pi. CLI ;

Jb. Arch. I. XI, 1896, p. 189, 33 a. An Ionic chiton with kolpos hanging far

down is worn by Athena in the scene of the birth of Erichthonius on the cylix
in Berlin, Mon. delV 1st. X, pi. XXXVIIII.
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The blocks of the frieze of the North (Front) Side of the

north porch, in so far as they had not remained in situ, have
now been restored and arranged, on the basis of the indications

furnished by the dowel holes, as they are shown in Ant. Denk.

II, PI. 34. To complete the block at the right end the frag-
ment shown directly above it on PL 34 seems to have been

employed; in this a dowel hole at a height of 0.315 m. is pre-
served in the broken edge. Then between these two pieces
another fragment, also apparently ancient, has been inserted

(see above, p. 193, n. 1). If this is correct, there would be

only two dowel holes in this block. The gap between blocks

VI and VIII has been filled with a new block of marble. Ac-

cording to Inwood's drawing (The Ereehtheion, pi. 3; Ant.

Denk. II, PI. 34), the largest of the separate fragments may
have had its place here. 1 The two dowel holes existing in this,

0.475 m. and 0.335 m. from the bottom, would correspond to

holes 5 and 6 (counting from the left) in Inwood's drawing,
which, however, does not give the dowel holes quite exactly.

However this may be, the other dowel holes show by their

arrangement and position clearly enough that on this side lively

scenes were represented, with figures standing far apart or

reaching far out in their movements. On account of the great
distances between the dowel holes, one is at first inclined to

think that the teams galloping to left had their place here.

Of these, as we have seen above, three four-horse teams, or

two four-horse teams and one pair of horses, are partially pre-

jrved. But apart from the fact that on the west side, as is

>roved by block VIII (which is, according to Mr. Hill, in its

proper place) and by Inwood's drawing, the distances seem to

have been in part even greater, various circumstances indicate

that on the north side other scenes were represented. In the

first place, the irregular arrangement of the dowel holes in

the blocks is remarkable. Great intervals alternate with small

ones, high with low position, oblique with upright direction.

The frequent occurrence of small, square holes, especially in

blocks IX and X, is also noticeable. This arrangement of the

dowel holes presents a picture very different from that of the

1 In the restoration of the building this seems to have been used on the south

side (see above, p. 193, n. 1).
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east side of the north porch and also from that of the east

"front of the cella ; for in both of these a great number of quiet

spectators seems to have been.present, whereas on the north side

of the north porch several events with figures in lively motion

and with few spectators appear to have been represented.

Now among the fragments reproduced in Ant. Denk. II, Pis.

31 and 32, in addition to the quietly standing and seated fig-

ures, a great part of which should doubtless be assigned to the

east side of the north porch, there is a series of figures in lively

motion, namely, as we have seen above, three dancing and at

least six running figures. The threg dancing figures (PL 31,

5 and 6, PL 32, 13) may have represented the daughters of

Cecrops, Pandrosus, Aglaurus, and Herse ; they may also (like

PL 33, 18 and 19) be interpreted as Charites or Horae. The

running maidens call to mind the representation of the birth of

Erechtheus on the cylix in Berlin (Furtw. 2537; Mon. delV

1st. X, pi. XXXVIIII). Here three maidens, two of them run-

ning, are hastening up, and the inscriptions inform us that

Pandrosus, Aglaurus, and Herse are intended. The number
of the fragments permits the conclusion that this triad occurred

leaving the three dancing figures out of consideration at

least once more in the frieze of the Erechtheurn. Now the

arrangement of the dowel holes on the east side of the north

porch shows that not more than two of the figures standing
in bent posture or kneeling (PL 31, 15

;

* PL 32, 26, 27, 28)

belonged to the scene of the birth of Erichthonius ; it seems,

therefore, pretty certain that the care of Erichthonius and the

events connected therewith furnished the content of the remain-

ing representations. The running maidens and the great inter-

vals between the dowel holes would be appropriate in the scene

in which the three daughters of Cecrops hasten away, terrified

by the appearance of the serpent which rises out of the basket

of Erichthonius that they have sinfully opened.
2

Among the existing fragments there are two which neither

1 The fragment (which has now disappeared) published in 'E<. 'Apx- 1837,

pi. 16, No. 41, may have formed the lower part of this figure. If that is not the

case, still another figure standing in bent posture must.be assumed.
2 Ann. deir 1st. 1879, Tav. d' agg. F

;
Jb. Arch. I. XI, 1896, p. 190, 33 b

;

see also Sauer, Das sogenannte Theseion, pp. 64 ff.
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fit into the circle of spectators nor correspond with the figures
seen in the representations of the birth of Erichthonius and the

crime of the daughters of Cecrops. These are the woman ris-

ing from Jier chair (PI. 31, 17) and the woman of the newly
added fragment, who stands beside a chair. The two chairs are

of the same height and both have arms. The support of the arm
of the chair, which is preserved at the right side of PL 31, 17,

has the form of a crouching sphinx, and the corresponding rem-

nant at the left side of the new chair may have been part of a

support of the same kind. The decoration of the two
seats,

which makes them appear more magnificent than the others

that are seen in the frieze, justifies the assumption that they
were intended for two especially distinguished persons who
were of nearly equal importance. Schone (I.e. p. 12) thought,

rightly, in my opinion, of Athena in connection with PI. 31, 17.

He conjectures further that the stiff posture and the parallel

arrangement of the legs indicate dependence upon an archaic

prototype. This I do not consider impossible, but I believe

that the apparent stiffness is conditioned not only by the depen-
dence upon an earlier prototype, but also by the action of the

figure. For this figure is not, as Schone assumes, seated, but

is Jji the act of rising. This view is supported by the fact that

the ^omFwheTe^ the thighs divide corresponds in height with

the same point in the standing figures, and moreover the figure

seems to have been raising herself (or holding herself up) by
the right arm which presses upon the arm of the chair. No
trace of the left arm is seen on the left thigh. This arm then did

riot lie along the body, but was extended to the side or raised.

The woman of the new fragment, as has been observed above,

is laying a large cushion on the chair and is pressing it down

between the arms. The chair is already covered with a cloth.

The woman is then preparing a seat, much as a maenad lays a

cushion on a chair, likewise covered with a cloth, on the back

of the crater in St. Petersburg with the Judgment of Paris

(Compte rendu, 1861, Atlas, pi. IV, Text, pp. 53ff.j, or as a

maiden prepares a seat in the Attic sepulchral relief, Att. Grrab-

reliefs, 881, pi. CLXVIII. On the vase in St. Petersburg the

place of the action is determined by the omphalos and the tri-

pod ; the seat appears to be prepared for Apollo, whom Diony-
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sus is welcoming as his Trdpe&pos at Delphi.
1 The sepulchral

relief is regarded by A. Bruckner, to whom I owe the reference

to this parallel, as the right half of a large high relief after the

fashion of the monument of Demetria and Pamphile. Herein

he disagrees with Conze, who assumes no continuation of the

relief toward the left (from the spectator's point of view) of

the standing maiden. Bruckner, following numerous analo-

gies, restores the maiden by giving her a doll in her right hand

and letting her (as in G-lyptotheque Ny Carhberg, 1907, No. 198)

appear with it as a sort of votive offering before Persephone or

some other figure (deceased relative) seated upon a throne.

This figure receives her eV veprepois as her Trdpepo<$, and there-

fore has the seat prepared for her.

In view of these parallels, it appears to me not doubtful that

in our case Athena is having a seat prepared for her crvvecmos

or TrdpeSpos, who is called in literature sometimes Erichthonius

and sometimes Erechtheus. 2 The only question is whether the

one who shared the temple with the goddess was represented
as a child or a grown man. The size and softness of the cush-

ion that is being pressed down between the arms of the chair

favor the first supposition ;

3 the scene must then probably
have been represented on the right half of the north side in

connection with the crime of the daughters of Cecrops. In the

other case it might also have been on the west side.

On the West Side, if our previous conclusions are correct, the

galloping teams of horses must find their place. Since two
of these were four-horse teams (PL 34, 12 and 13), it is highly

probable that the newly added pair of horses formed part of a

four-horse team. Each of the three teams requires a space of

about 1.50 m., the three together about 4.50 m. The entire

1 See Arch. Zeitg. 1866, pp. 190 ff.
;
also 1865, pp. 98 ff.

2 Erichthonius ffvyforios, see Anthol. Gr. Jac. app. epigr. 60
;
Erechtheus

n-dpeSpos, see Aristides, VIII (Panathenaicus}, p. 170 D (107, 4 ff.), and schol.

on 107, 5 and 6. Ibid. p. 193 D (119, 10 ff.), 'EpeX^a 3* rots tv &KPow6\ei BeoTs

irdpedpov dirodel%a<ra. Schol. 119. 12, irdpedpov] dvrl TOV iepta 5ei>/s 5 e??re

rrdpedpov oiovel <rvyKadif)tJi.evov. D.
3
Representations of the infant Heracles on a crib covered with cloths and

cushions (? the representation is not perfectly clear
;
a large, wadded quilt might

also be intended), see Mon. delV 1st. XI, Tav. XLII
;
similar is the representa-

tion of Hermes as a child in swaddling clothes, Mem. delV 1st. I, ii, pi. 15.
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available space on the west side measures 7.41 m. There
remains therefore a space of not quite 3 m. for other figures.
Now according to the calculation presented above, each figure

occupied on an average one Attic foot
; there would then have

been on the west side, in addition to the three .teams, about nine

figures assuming that there was not by any chance another

team of horses. Therefore another separate scene cannot well

have been represented here. Unfortunately no conclusions as

to the arrangement of the teams can be drawn from the dowel

holes, because too little of the blocks of the frieze remains. In-

wood's drawings (Ant. Denk. II, PL 34), as is seen by compari-
son with the existing blocks of the east side, cannot be trusted ;

1

and I must, unfortunately, confess that I can establish no clear

connection between the holes in the top of the epistyle and the

dowel holes in the blocks of the frieze. The holes in the epi-

style are arranged at very various intervals, sometimes within

and sometimes outside of the traces left by the figures of the

frieze. Only one thing appears to result from the comparison
of the east side and the north side of the north porch ; namely,
that the holes did not serve, or served only in exceptional cases,

for the fastening of quietly standing or seated figures. In

agreement with this observation, we find that the holes in the

under surface of the existing fragments (in regard to which I

am not sure that they are all ancient) are found five times in

the case of running figures (PL 31, 3
; PL 32, 26, 27, 30 ;

PL 34,

3), but only once each in a quietly standing (PL 31, 19) and a

seated (PL 33, 21) figure. No holes are found in PL 31, 13,

16; PL 32, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 32; PL 33, 5, 15, 16, 20, 22, 23,

25, 26 ; PL 34, 1, 2, 6, 7 ; that is, in 20 fragments in all, fifteen

of which are quietly standing or seated. In the case of six

figures it is unfortunately uncertain whether they were fastened

at the bottom, because their lower surfaces are now set in plas-

ter. These are: PL 31, 6, 10, 11, 12, 17 and PL 34, 9.

If, then, only figures in active motion or large objects or

1 However, I will not fail to mention that the two first holes from the left

correspond with those in block XI, the great gap at the left of the middle with

block XIII, and the two holes 11 and 12 (from the left) correspond in height

and in the position where they are placed with the block which was, according

to my conjecture (see above, p. 193, note 1), inserted here in the reconstruction.
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perhaps attributes were attached by special fastenings to the

epistyle, the collection of holes in the epistyle of the west side

agrees well with the theory that this is the place where the

teams were. It is worth mentioning also that Botticher l states

that the drill holes in the under surfaces of the fragments, by
which they were set on the pins fastened for the purpose in the

top of the epistyle, were especially well preserved in the frag-

ments of wagons and horses. In the fragments now known no

such holes are preserved, with the exception of one in the left

hinder part of the hindermost horse on PL 34, 13; we must,

therefore, since there is no reason to doubt Botticher's state-

ment, assume (with Schone, Grriech. Reliefs, p. 8) that the

fragments have been further mutilated since their discovery.
In any case, the relatively regular arrangement of the holes on

the right side of the epistyle of the west side agrees well with

the teams of horses, which probably differed little from one

another.

We may, then, assume with some certainty that a chariot

race of four-horse chariots was represented on the west side.

If this is correct, we may, in view of the scenes on the east

and north sides, conjecture further that Erichthonius played
the chief part here also, doubtless as the hero who is said to

have been the first to harness a team of four horses and to have

founded the chariot races of the Panathenaea. 2

LUDWIG PALLAT.
WANNSEE BEI BERLIN.

1
Untersuchungen auf der Akropolis von Athen im Fruhjahr 1862, p. 194,

"Besonders an Fragmenten von Wagen und Pferdegespannen
" waren "die

Bohrlocher unter dem Fussende wohl erhalten, mit welchen sie in (sic, auf ?)

die verticalen Stifle eingesetzt standen, die sich zu diesein Zwecke auf der
Oberkante des Epistylions befanden."

2
Aristides, II (Athena}, p. 18 D (12, 8 ff.) and passim (Preller-Robert, I.e.

p. 217, n. 4).
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THE POSITIONS OF VICTOR STATUES AT
OLYMPIA

I. STATUES MENTIONED BY PAUSANIAS. Pausanias is

our chief source of information concerning the statues set up
in honor of victors at Olympia. After describing the " votive

offerings
"

at the end of Book V, he begins the enumeration

of the monuments of " race horses . . . and athletes and

private individuals." 1 This description falls into two routes

(ec^o&ot), the first containing the statues of 169 victors and the

hucond those of 19. Both accounts also mention many monu-
ments erected in honor of private persons. The first route

begins with the Heraeum in the northwestern part of the sacred

enclosure; the second begins manifestly where the first ends-

with the Leonidaeum at the southwestern corner, and extends

to the great altar of Zeus near the centre of the Altis. Besides

these meagre indications of his routes furnished by Pausanias

himself, we are fortunate in knowing accurately the position of

one statue, that of Telemachus, the 122nd victor mentioned,

whose base still stands in its original position near the south

wall of the Altis, a little southeast of the temple of Zeus,

showing that the route passed before the eastern front of this

temple and then westward to the Leonidaeum. With these

data, and with the help of some forty inscribed bases of

statues and other monuments mentioned by Pausanias, many
of which were found near their original positions, it is pos-

sible to trace yet more definitely his routes. And so several

attempts have been made since the German excavations to

define topographically the position of these statues, especially

1 ITTTTUV dyUVHTTUV . , . KO.I CLvdp&V dd\T)T U>t> T Kal ISlUT&V 6/iOtWS (VI, 1, 1).

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the nno
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 2.
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by Hirsclifeld,
1

Scherer,
2
Flasch,

3
Dorpfeld,

4 and the present

writer.5

1 Arch. Zeit. XL, 1882, pp. 119 f.

2 De Olympionicarum Statuis (Dissert. Berol. 1885), pp. 451
3 In Baumeister's Denkmaler, II, pp. 1094 f.

4 Ath. Mitt. XIII, 1888, pp. 335 f., and Olympia, Ergebnisse, Textbd. I,

pp. 87 f.

5 De Olympionicarum Statuis a Pausania commemoratis (Halle, 1903), pp.

63 f. The outline therein forms the basis of this part of the present paper.
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The position of several inscribed base fragments of statues

corresponding to Pausanias' order of presentation, should alone

be sufficient to confute the doubts raised by some 1 that these

routes through the Altis were not topographical. But in any at-

tempt to reconstruct them, we must constantly be on our guard
against assuming that Pausanias describes a continuous line

or row of monuments, as both Hirschfeld and Scherer thought.

Though here and there this may have been true, still, generally

speaking, we must conceive of these statues as strewn about

the Altis in no further order than that they stood in groups
and that these groups had only a general direction. For we
shall see that Pausanias sometimes returns to the same spot
without mentioning it, and often leaves long spaces unnoticed.

Apart from the indication of such groups in the description

itself, as attested by the use of such words as Tra/aa, efagfjs,

TrXr/criW, avd-Kenai 7rt, eyyvrara, oTTLadev, /-terafv, /e.r.X., I have

already shown in my previous work that it is possible to recon-

struct many other groups, for abundant proof is there given
that statues of nearly contemporaneous victors were often

grouped together, as were those of the same family or state,

or those victorious in the same contest or whose statues were

made by the same artist. 2
So, in general, we can only group

certain statues in belts or "zones" around some building or

monument which is still in situ. Further than this we can

seldom go. Gurlitt has thus well expressed the difficulty of

following these routes of Pausanias :
" Jede folgende Statue ist

nach der vorhergehendeii orientirt zu denken. . . . Beziehun-

gen auf friiher oder spater erwahnte Monumente waren iiber-

fliissig . . . wir sind . . . auf wenige Fixpiinkte angewiesen
und verfalien daher leicht in den Fehler, die Wegrichtungen
in den Plan zu schematise!! einzuzeichnen. . . . Das hin und

The numbers of victors from the catalogue of that work, showing the order of

presentation of Pausanias, are retained in this paper: e.g. Telemachus (122).

A letter after the number indicates either an adjacent "honor" statue, e.g.

Philonides (154 a), stood next to Menalceas (154), or no statue.

1
E.g. Kalkmann, Pausanias der Perieget (1886), p. 88.

2
E.g. nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 were Eleans; 7-14 Spartans; 48-49 Arcadians : 6-9

and 11-14 were victors in chariot races
; 30, 34, 37, 40 were pancratiasts ;

26-28

had statues by Sicyonian artists, 39-40 by Athenian ;
59-63 formed a family

group ;
etc.
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her auf den viel verschlungenen Wegen der Altis konnen wir

nicht mehr controllieren." l In his description of the scat-

tered altars (V, 14, 4-15, 12), Pausanias had not the same

difficult problem to meet as in that of the victor statues. As

there was so little continuity in describing the altars, he had to

introduce many other monuments to make their location known;
but in the case of the victor statues there was great continuity,

and so such indications were superfluous.
2 And, in general,

owing to the number and variety of monuments huddled

together in the circumscribed area of the Altis, he was not

compelled to describe Olympia with such definite detail as

Athens or Delphi. That these victor statues, however, are

described in topographical order, is attested by the internal

evidence of Pausanias' words,3 and also by the finding of many
of their bases in order. With this introductory warning, let

us take up the routes of Pausanias in detail.

He begins his enumeration in the northeastern part of the

Altis, ev Se^La TOV vaov rrjs "H/aa?,
4 words which have been the

subject of much discussion, as to whether they are to be under-

stood of the temple
"
pro persona," i.e. the southern side,

6 or of

the viewpoint of one facing it, i.e. the space (especially the

northern or right hand half) before the eastern front. 6 From
the immediate whereabouts of Pausanias we get no clue ; for at

the end of Book V (27, 11), he says he is in the middle of the

Altis, and yet in the following paragraph (27, 12) evidently
added as a transition from the account of the Altars to that of

the Victors he mentions the trophy of the Mendaeans, which

1 Uber Pausanias (1890), p. 303.

2 The lack of continuity in describing the altars led R. Heberdey, Eranos

Vindobonensis, 189.3, pp. 39 f. (' Die Olyinpische Altarperiegese des Pausanias '),

to conclude wrongly that Pausanias took over bodily from an earlier work his

enumeration of the altars, only here and there interposing a remark of his own,
as e.g. V, 15, 2, where he parenthetically describes the Leonidaeum.

3
E.g. the statue of the Acarnanian boxer (10) stood among those of Spartan

victors (7-14) ;
Eucles (52), a grandson of Diagoras, had his statue away from

his family group (59-63) ; the two statues of Timon (17 and 105 d) stood in

different parts of the Altis.

4
VI, 1, 3.

6 So Furtwangler, Arch. Zeit. 1879, p. 146
; Treu, ibid. p. 207

; Flasch, Hirsch-

feld, and Scherer in the articles already cited.
v 6 So Dorpfeld, I.e., p. 88; Michaelis, Arch. Znt. 1876, p. 164, Bliimner, Berl.

Phil. Woch. 1904, col. 1382, and Pausaniae Graeciae Descriptio, II, 2, p. 531.
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he says he nearly mistook for the statue of the pancratiast
Anauchidas (131), which we shall see stood near the south wall

of the Altis far from the centre. So Dorpfeld's contention that

Pausanias approached the Heraeum from this point, and that

consequently the words ev Segia must refer to its eastern front,

is untenable, and we are left dependent on the meaning of these

words as gathered from other passages in Pausanias' work. An
examination of several such passages has convinced me that

they are used here of the Heraeum "pro persona."
1 Further-

more, the finding of the inscribed tablet from the base of the

statue of Troilus (6), and the pedestal of that of Cynisca (7)
in the ruins of the Prytaneum, not far from the western end of

the Heraeum, and the base of that of Sophius (22) in the bed

of the Cladeus still further west, makes it reasonable to con-

clude that the first few statues mentioned (VI, 1, 3-3, 7),

those of the Spartan group (Cynisca-Lichas, 7-14), all of the

fifth century, flanked on either side by statues of the fourth,

mostly of Eleans (Symmachus-Troilus, 1-6 and Timosthenes-

Eupolemus, 15-28) originally stood in the order named by
Pausanias along the southern front of the temple.

2

1
Op. cit. p. 64 and A.J.A. XI, 1907, No. 4, p. 408, note 3. I here append

three such passages : In V, 24, 3, in speaking of the statue of the Zeus of the Lace-

daemonians, he says it stood " TOV vaov de O-TLV tv 5ei TOV /j.eyd\ov Zei)s irpbs ava-

roXas r)\lov," i.e. southeast corner of the temple near where the pedestal was

found (cf. Inschr. v. 01. 252 and Olympia. Ergeb. Textbd. I, 86) ;
in V, 26, 2,

in speaking of the offerings of Micythus, he says they stood "
irapa 5 TOV vaov

TOV fj.eyd\ov TTJV tv apio-Tepq. ir\evpdv, i.e. on the northern side of the temple of

Zeus, where most authorities find their foundation (cf . Inschr. v. 01. 267-269 and

Flasch, op. cit. p. 1093) : in VIII, 38, 2 he says ML Lycosura is tv apunepq. TOV

iepov T?}S Aeffirolvrjs^ i.e. to the north of that temple.

If he had meant the eastern front of the Heraeum, he would have said dvTiicpv

TOV vaov (cf. V, 27, 1) or xaTa TOV vaov (cf. V, 15, 3).
2 See Insch. v. 01. Nos. 166 (Troilus), 160 (Cynisca), 172 (Sophius). Because

of the finds in the Prytaneum, both Hirschfeld and Scherer started this r0o5os

west of the Heraeum.

The unfinished condition of the back of the Lysippean marble head which I

have ascribed (A.J.A. XI, 4, pp. 396 f.) to the Acarnanian boxer (10), whose

name I have restored as Philandridas, and which was also found in this vicinity

between the Prytaneum and the Gymnasium (see 01. Ergeb. Textbd. Ill,

p. 209) as well as its excellent preservation, show it once stood in a sheltered

place against a solid background and so perhaps against one of the temple

columns. From this it might be concluded that some of these statues adorned

the southern steps of the Heraeum.
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Leaving the Heraeum we get no further fixed point until we

arrive opposite the eastern front of the temple of Zeus. For

here around the foundation of the Eretrian Bull still in situ

32 m. east of the northeastern corner of the temple
1 have

been found the fragments of the pedestals of the statues of

Narycidas (49) and Hellanicus (65) to the south, of Callias (50)

and Eucles (52) beneath that of Callias, to the north, of Euthy-
mus (56) and Charrnides (58) close together to the east.2 So

it is clear that the series of statues from Narycidas to Charmi-

des (49-58, VI, 6, 1-7, 1) stood in this neighborhood. Now the

statues of the family of Diagoras, the Rhodian athlete (59-63),

stood together, as Pausanias says (VI, 7, 1-2) ; one of them,

that of Eucles (52), seems to have been moved from its original

position later, as we see from the scholiast on Pindar's seventh

Olympian ode,
3 who on the authority of the lost works of Aris-

totle and Apollas on the Olympic victors,
4 enumerates these

statues in an order different from that adopted by Pausanias,

showing that a change in their positions must have taken place

sometime between the time of Aristotle and that of the perie-

gete.
5 The statues of Alcaenetus and his son, Hellanicus (64-

65), must also have stood together. Inasmuch as the victors

from Euthymus to Lycinus (56-68) are, with one exception, all

1 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 248
;

cf. V, 27. 9.

2 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 161 (Narycidas) ;
146 (Callias) ;

159 (Eucles) ;
144

(Euthymus) ;
156 (Channides) ;

155 (Hellanicus). Other bases of statues which

must have stood in this vicinity have also been found, far from their original

positions ;
i.e. those of Athenaeus (36), 56 m. west of the Leonidaeum

;
of Poly-

damas (47), fragments 26 m. southeast of the Echo-hall
;
of Diagoras (59), five

fragments near the Metroum
;
of Damagetus (62) in the Leonidaeum

;
of Dorieus

(61) near the Victory of Paeonius
;

of Cyniscus (45) inside the Byzantine
church

;
of Damoxenidas (54) near the Heraeum. See Inschr. v. Ol. Nos. 168

(Athenaeus), 151 (Diagoras), 152 (Damagetus), 153 (Dorieus), 149 (Cyniscus),
158 (Damoxenidas); for the sculptured base of Pqlydamas, see OL Ergeb.
Tafelbd. Ill, pi. LV, 1-3.

3
p. 158, ed. Bockh.

4 Aristotle's work is mentioned by Diogenes Laertius, V, 26
;

cf. F.H.G. (ed.

Miiller), II, p. 183; fragm. 264 Apollas is almost unknown; cf. F.H.G. IV,
p. 307, fragrn. 7

;
he probably copied from Aristotle.

5 This is Dittenberger's explanation (Inschr. v. OL 151), and also that of

Robert (Hermes, XXXV, p. 195), Scherer, op. cit. p. 49 and Gurlitt, op. cit. p.

411; Purgold, however (Inschr. v. Ol. p. 262), has tried to reconcile the two
accounts on the theory of no change.
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pugilists and of the fifth century, they must have been grouped
together, with the family groups of Diagoras and Alcaenetus in

the centre. 1 We may also add the statues of Dromeus and

Pythocles
2
(69-70) of nearly the same date, and we can also

extend the group in the other direction. For the same scho-

liast says the statue of Diagoras stood near that of Lysander
(35 a).

3 Pausanias (VI, 3, 14 and 4, 1) says the statue of

Lysander stood between those of Pyrilampes and Athenaeus

(35-36). Thus we can conclude that the 36 statues (35-70,

VI, 3, 13-7, 10) stood in the zone of the Eretrian Bull, extend-

ing perhaps across the Altis to the vicinity of the Echo Colon-

nade along its eastern boundary.
It would follow then that the intervening statues from

Oebotas to Xenophon (29-34, VI, 3, 8-3, 13) stood somewhere
between the Heraeum and the Eretrian Bull. It is idle to dis-

cuss the route between these two monuments more definitely.
4

Our next fixed point is the Victory of Paeonius, whose foun-

dation is still standing in its original position, 37 m. due east

of the southeast corner of the temple of Zeus. 6
For, of the

next few statues mentioned, the base of that of Sosicrates (71)
was found " somewhere "

east of the temple, that of Critodamus

(80) before the Southeast Building, and that of Xenocles (85),

1 However, Kalkmann, op. cit. p. 90, thinks the two groups of Diagoras and

Alcaenetus stood apart.
2 The base of the statue of Pythocles was found between the Heraeum and

the Pelopium. See Inschr. v. 01. 162-163.

3 Gurlitt (op. cit. p. 412) assumed the possibility of the existence of two differ-

ent statues of Lysander, one 35 a and the other somewhere after Charmides (58)

in the family group of Diagoras ;
Kalkmann (op. cit. p. 105, note 4) explains the

discrepancy between the scholiast and Pausanias on the theory that the latter

borrowed from older lists
; Purgold, Aufsdtze E. Curtius gewidmet, p. 238, as-

sumed but one.

4
Scherer, op. cit. p. 51 (cf. plan opposite p. 56) and Flasch, loc. cit. p. 1095,

note 1, proposed a route south from the Heraeum to the west of the so-called

Great Altar of Zeus, while Hirschfeld, I.e. p. 119, made it run to the east of it.

Dorpfeld, Topog. von Ol. i, 88, starting east of the Heraeum, made it run first to

the west along the south side of the temple and thence around the western side

of the Pelopium and so across to the Eretrian Bull
; Michaelis, I.e. p. 164, with

the same starting point, had it bear first to the east parallel with the Treasury

Terrace, and thence south.

5 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 259 and 01. Ergeb. Textbd. 2, p. 153-155, etc.; cf. V,

26, 1.
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4 m. to the northeast of the Victory base, presumably near its

original position.
1 Pausanias groups the three Arcadian ath-

letes, Euthymenes-Critodamus (78-80, VI, 8, 5), then, after

naming four statues of victors from other states, he mentions

two more Arcadians together, Xenocles and Alcetus (85-86,

VI, 9, 2), and continues by saying that the statues of the Argives
Aristeus and Chimon (87-88, VI, 9, 3) stood together. One

more statue, that of Philles of Elis (89), he names before he

comes to the chariot of Gelo. Thus we may conclude that the

series of statues denoted by the numbers 71-89 (VI, 8, 1-9, 4)

stood to the south of the Eretrian, Bull in the parallel zone of

the Victory.

We next come to the series of statues mentioned between

the chariots of Gelo and Cleosthenes (90-99). The position

of the bases of these chariots is practically certain. . In describ-'

ing the statues of Zeus in Book V, Pausanias says he is pro-

ceeding north from the Council House (23, 1), and first

mentions a statue of Zeus set up by the Plataeans ;
in describ-

ing the Victor statues he says the chariot of Cleosthenes stands

behind this statue of Zeus (VI, 10, 6). After describing the

Plataean Zeus, he mentions a bronze inscribed tablet as standing
in front of it (V, 23, 4), and then says the statue of the Zeus of

the Megarians stands near the chariot of Cleosthenes (23, 5).

As he is proceeding north, this Megarian Zeus must have stood

north of the Plataean one ; thus in one group we have the two
statues of Zeus and the chariot of Cleosthenes. Immediately
to the north he next mentions the chariot of the Syracusan

tyrant Gelo (90), which he says is near the statue of the Zeus
of the Hyblaeans (23, 6). Now in coming south, in the athlete

periegesis, he names eight statues between these chariots. Dorp-
feld 2 has identified the Plataean Zeus with a large pedestal to

1 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 157 (So(si)crates ;
for restoration of the name, see

Hyde, p. 37) ;
167 (Critodamus) ;

164 (Xenocles). The plate from the pedestal
of the statue of the unknown Arcadian victor (79) was found far away from
this point, in the Palaestra

;
I have shown that the statue of Philip (79 a), men-

tioned by Pausanias as the work of Myron (cf. VI, 8, 5), was really that of this

older unknown Arcadian, and was later used for Philip, who won 01. 119-125;
see Tnschr. v. 01. No. 174. Hyde, op. cit. pp. 39-41.

2 See Ol. Ergeb. Textbd. I, p. 86, and cf. II, p. 78. A slit in the lower step of

the base of the Zeus may have contained the tablet mentioned V, 23, 4. Three
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the northwest of that of the victor Telemachus (122) in situ

near the South Altis wall,
1 a position in harmony with the de-

scription of the statues of Zeus ; just behind it he has identified

two large foundations near together as those of the two chariots.

So the eight intervening statues stood here. Of the statues

between the chariot of Cleosthenes and the base of the statue

of Telemachus, the base of that of Tellon (102) was found in

the East Byzantine wall near the South Altis wall
; that of

Aristion (115) nearly embedded in the same wall ; that of

Acestorides (119), whose name I have inserted in the lacuna in

the text of Pausanias (VI, 13, 7),
2
just northeast of the base of

Telemachus. 3 Thus the series of statues from that of Gelo to

of the four inscribed blocks of Gelo's chariot base were found in the Palaestra,

cf. Inschr. v. 01 No. 143.

For Dorpfeld's identification of the Council House with the tripartite building

south of the temple of Zeus just outside the South Altis wall, see Ausgrab. zu

01. IV (1878-1879), pp. 40-46, and 01. Ergeb. Text bd. II, pp. 76-79. Others,

on the basis of a passage in Xenophon (Hell. VII, 4, 31), wrongly place it near

the Prytaneum in the northwestern part of the Altis. Cf. Frazer, Comm. to

Paus. Ill, p. 636 f., and Dorpfeld, I.e. p. 78 f.

1 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 177. It stands on the south edge of the South Terrace

wall between its gateway and the later East Byzantine wall of the Altis.

2
Op. cit. p. 49 f. where I assume that the passage VI, 13, 8 is a digression, and

that the name of a victor has dropped out at the end of 13, 7. I have inserted

the name of Acestorides of Alexandria Troas, placing his statue next to that of

Agemachus (118) of similar date and the only other Asiatic in this part of the

Altis. Forster, Die Sieger in den olympischen Spielen, No. 501, dates Aces-

torides wrongly in the second century B.C. (on the basis of Furtwangler, Ath.

Mitt. 1880, p. 30, n. 2. end), though the inscription from the base is referred by

Dittenberger to the end of the third
; Agemachus won 01. 147

;
I have therefore

dated Acestorides tentatively between 01. 142 and Ol. 144.

3 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 147, 148 (Tellon, inscription renewed in the first

century B.C.) ;
165 (Aristion) ;

184 (Acestorides).

Rohl (7. G. A. No. 355 and Add. p. 182) referred an inscription on some

marble fragments found in 1879 (cf. Arch. Zeit. 1879, p. 161), one found near

the Heraeum, another east of the temple of Zeus, to the victor Agiadas (103) ;

Dittenberger (cf. Inschr. v. 01. No. 105) and others have rightly rejected it.

Similarly the inscribed base of the statue of Areus (105 b), son of Acrotatus,

King of Sparta, found in the Heraeum (see Inschr. v. 01. No. 308), belongs

rather to the second statue of Areus (148 a) dedicated by Ptolemy Philadelphus ;

cf. Hyde, op. cit. p. 44-45. I have also referred the second inscription of the

artist Pythagoras (Inschr. v. 01. No. 145), found in the Leonidaeum, to the

statue of Astylus (110), because of its similarity to that on the base of the statue

of Euthymus (56), likewise by Pythagoras (pp. 47-48 = Inschr. v. Olymp.

No. 144).
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that of Agathimus (90-121 a, VI, 9, 4-13, 11) can be grouped
in the zone of the Chariots.

As the fragment of the base of the statue of the Athenian

pancratiast Aristophon (123) was found near the base of Tele-

machus, but to the east of it, and likewise that which supported
the equestrian monument of Xenombrotus and Xenodicus

(133-134) still further to the east near the Echo Colonnade,1

we can conclude that the twenty-one statues from Aristophon to

Procles (123-138, VI, 13, 11-14, 13), mostly of the fifth century,

stood near the South Altis wall to the east and not to the west

of the base of Telemachus, where all other investigators have

wrongly placed them,2 and thus form a group which we can

call the zone of Telemachus. So we see that the long list of

statues from Pyrilampes to Procles (35-138), nearly two-thirds

of all those mentioned in the first e<>oSo? of Pausanias, stood

in the space to the east and southeast of the temple of Zeus,

grouped around the parallel zones of the Bull, Victory, Chari-

ots, and Telemachus.

On the other hand, the statues beginning with that of

Aeschines (139) and extending to that of Philonides (154 a)

(VI, 14, 13-16, 5) must have stood to the west of the base of

Telemachus and along the South Terrace wall some 20 m. south

of the temple of Zeus, where many of the following pedestals

were found in the order named by Pausanias ; that of Aeschines

(139) was found near the Council House, that of Archippus

(140) nearly between the Terrace wall and the north wing of

the Council House ; that of Epitherses (147), opposite the

sixth column of the temple from the west, some eleven paces
from the Terrace wall, and the fragment of the base of the

honor statue of Antigonus (147 f.) very near it; the base of

the statue of Caper (150) was found further on in the West

Byzantine wall (which begins at the southwest corner of the

temple); and lastly, the base of the "honor" statue of Philo-

nides (154 a), Alexander's courier, was found in the southwest

1 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 169 (Aristophon), 154 (Xenombrotus and Xenodicus,

following Robert's ascription, Hermes, XXXV, p. 179 f.; a second epigram

referring to Xenombrotus alone [Inschr. v. Olymp. No. 170] must belong to a

second monument not mentioned by Pausanias
;

cf. Hyde, op. cit. p. 53).
2
E.g. Furtwangler, Arch. Zeit. 1879, p. 140 (quoted by Dittenberger) ;

Frazer, op. cit. IV, p. 43, etc.
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corner of the Altis at the extreme west end of the South Ter-

race wall, almost, if not exactly, in its original position.
1 Thus

Pausanias, after coming south to the statue of Telemachus, first

goes eastward as far as the statue of Procles, then returns,

repassing the two chariots on the way without remark, and

then continues westward to the southwestern corner of the

Altis. All these statues west of Telemachus are of the fifth

and fourth centuries, with the exception of one, that of Eute-

lidas (148), who won in Ol. 38. This is the oldest statue in

the Altis, despite Pausanias' statement,2 and it doubtless origi-

nally stood in the area occupied toward the middle of the fifth

century by the temple of Zeus, being then transferred to its

new position south of the temple.
After the statue of Philonides, there are still nineteen statues

to dispose of in this first et^oSos, those from Brimias to Glaucon

(155-169, VI, 16, 5-16, 9). Of these statues, the base of that

of Leonidas of Naxos (155 a), the founder of the great building

just outside the southwestern corner of the Altis named after

him, was found in a Byzantine wall before the eastern end of

the north front of that building, while that of Seleadas (159)
was found within the ruins of the same building; the base

which supported the monuments of Polypithes and Calliteles

(160-161) which, owing to the early dates of their victories,

Ols. 66(?)-70(?), must have stood originally in the area later

occupied by the temple of Zeus, like that of the above-men-

tioned Eutelidas a little to the south of the Byzantine church,

between the bases of the statues of Leonidas and Glaucon ; two

fragments of the base of the statue of Dinosthenes (163), one

east of the apse of the church, the other in the ruins of the

Palaestra further north ;
and

lastly,^
that of Glaucon, built into

1 See Inschr. v. OL Nos. 176 (Aeschines) ;
173 (Archippus) ;

186 (Epitherses) ;

304 (Antigonus [a fragment of the base of the statue of Demetrius (147 e) was

also found, the exact location not being recorded, cf. No. 305]); 276 (Philo-

mides
;
a second mutilated copy of this inscription was found near by built into a

late wall north of the Byzantine church ;
see No. 277) ;

Pausanias (VI, 15, 10)

mentions two statues of Caper ; Furtwangler, Bronzen von 01. Textb. IV,

pp. 11-12, No. 3, 3 a, Taf. Ill, has assigned to one of them a bronze foot found

near the South Altis wall.

2
VI, 18, 7. He gives this honor to Praxidamas and Rhexibius (187-188), who

won in Ols. 59 and 61 respectively. The statue of Oebotas (29), who won in

01. 6, was, however, set up in Ol. 80 by the Achaeans (VI, 3, 8).
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late walls northwest of the church. 1 As the statue of Philoni-

des stood at the extreme western end of the South Altis wall,

and as most of these fragments were found in the vicinity of

the Leonidaeum, it would be natural to conclude that the ma-

jority of these later statues stood in the spaces just outside the

West Altis wall. But at the end of the first e<oSo5 (VI, 17, 1),

Pausanias says he has so far named statues " within the Altis,"

and so most investigators have placed these nineteen statues

either west of the temple of Zeus or in the space at the south-

western corner of the Altis. We shall see in the second part

of this paper, that many other victor statues, not mentioned by

Pausanias, stood just outside the West Altis wall. And it is

doubtful whether these words of Pausanias,
" ev ry "AXret

"

(VI, 17, 1), should be taken thus literally, especially on any

theory of his use of earlier accounts in the final compiling of

his own. If they did stand " within
"

the Altis, they could

scarcely have stood to the west or southwest of the temple of

Zeus, for the second e<oo?, as we shall see, passed there.

A better alternative would be the following : In describing the

Leonidaeum (V, 15, 2), Pausanias says this building stood

"outside the sacred enclosure at the processional entrance into

the Altis . . . separated from this entrance by a street ; for

what the Athenians call lanes, the Eleans name streets." 2 Now
Dorpfeld has shown that inside the West Altis wall and parallel
to it just south of the base of Philonides' statue is a line

of bases ending in the later South wall of the Altis, so that this

1 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 294 (Leonidas, cf. Ath. Mitt. XIII, p. 322, note 1,

Treu) ;
183 (Seleadas ;

this is my own ascription ;
cf . op. cit. p. 58

; Dittenberger

wrongly restored the name as 2Aeu/cos); 632 (Polypithes and Calliteles);
171 (Dinosthenes); 178 (Glaucon ;

his monument was a little bronze chariot,
not a statue, thus imitating earlier sixth century victor dedications, like that of

Cynisca (7); No. 296 is another inscription from a statue of Glaucon dedicated

by Ptolemy).
The pedestal of the statue of Paeanius (167) was found back of the south

side of the Echo Colonnade, far removed (cf. No. 179); Pausanias again men-
tions Paeanius in VI, 15, 10. Another pedestal, found south of the west end of

the Byzantine church (No. 632), has been referred by Purgold to the statue of

Lysippus (162), cf. Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 85 f. Bltimner, op. cit. Vol. II, p. 615,
and others have rejected the ascription.

2
5t6rT77/ce 5 dyvi&v dirb TTJS t<r6dov rrjs TTO/ATTIKTJS . robs ybp 5r) virb 'A6rivaiuv

Ka\ovfj.tvovs (TTevwiroits dyvias 6vo/j.dov<riv oi 'HXetoi.
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West wall and row of pedestals form a cul de sac. 1 It is clear

that no such row of statues would have been placed leading up
to a dead wall ; therefore these statues must have stood there

before the wall was built, and must once have formed the east-

ern boundary of a wide street skirting the eastern side of the

Leonidaeum, which was twice as wide as later, when the wall

cut off half its breadth and made it a lane, though the older

name " street
" was retained. The later Roman enlargement

of the Altis is well known. The long row of pedestals to the

south of and parallel with those already discussed as standing

along the line of the South Terrace wall, westward of the base

of Telemachus, once formed the southern boundary of the
" Processional Way," which ran from the Leonidaeum to where

it debouched into the Altis at its southeastern corner. Origi-

nally outside the Altis, -they were later, together with the road

itself, included in it. The pedestals, then, in the above-men-

tioned cul de sac, and also the fourteen (among them that of

Metellus Macedonicus) that adorned the south side of the Pro-

cessional Way, may be the remains of some of these last statues

mentioned by Pausanias.

We next come to the second e</>oSo? introduced by these words :

"
el &e CLTTO rov A.(ovi8aiov Trpbs TOV ^OJ/JLOV rbv /jL&yav

Trj Be^La 6e\rj(7ias, roadSe eari VOL TWV avrjKOvrcov e?

(VI, 17, 1). The Leonidaeum, the site of which was still in

dispute till after the close of the excavations, was finally iden-

tified by Treu,2 with the so-called "
Siidwestbau," as had been

1 See Ath. Mitt. 1888, pp. 327-336 ('Die Altis Mauer in Olympia'). On. the

west of the Altis are the ruins of two parallel walls, the inner Greek, the outer

Roman; the original South wall of the Altis ran along the line of the South

Terrace wall, the later Roman wall (dating from Nero's time) to the south of it.

Thus in Pausanias' day, the TTO/XTTIKT? c<ro5os was opposite the Leonidaeum. In

two other passages, however, it is in the southeast corner of the Altis (V, 15, 7
;

VI, 20, 7). Heberdey (op. cit. pp. 34-47) explains this discrepancy by saying

that Pausanias, in speaking of the southwestern entrance, is speaking from his

own observation after the Roman extension, and in the other passages is copy-

ing from other writers who wrote before that extension. Dorpfeld's explanation,

however, is better : in the Roman extension a gate was built in the south-

west corner of the new west wall, superseding the older southeast entrance.

Processions still passed along the same way, but were now inside the Altis, the

great gateway of Nero at the southeast corner being given up after his death.

Cf . Frazer, op. cit. Ill, pp. 570-572.

2 Ath. Mitt. 1888, pp. 317-326 (' Die Bauinschrift des Leonidaums zu Olym-
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already assumed by many investigators.
1 The site of the Great

Altar, however, is still undetermined. The elliptical depression

to the east of the Pelopium, whose dimensions (125 feet in cir-

cumference) agree with the figures of Pausanias (V, 13, 9) for the

"
prothusis," or lowest stage of the Altar, identified with it by

most scholars,
2 must now be given up, since the recent excavations

of Dorpfeld, which prove it to be the remains of two prehistoric

dwelling houses with apse-like ends. 3 Nor can the remains of

walls lying between the Heraeum and the Pelopium, formerly

supposed to be those of an altar,
4
any longer be referred to the

Great Altar since Dorpfeld's discoveries. So we are dependent
on the words of Pausanias alone for its location, who says it

stood "
equidistant from the Pelopium and the sanctuary of

Hera, but in front of both,"
5
therefore, somewhat northwest of

pia') ;
and cf. Inschr. v. 01. No. 651 and 01. Ergeb. Textbd. II, pp. 83-93 (Borr-

mann).
1
E.g. K. Lange, Haus und Halle, p. 331

; Hirschfeld, I.e. p. 112 and p. 121
;

Flasch, I.e. pp. 1095 and 1104 K
;
others placed it elsewhere, e.g. Curtius-Adler,

01. und Umgegend, pp. 23 sq. ; Scherer, op. cit., p. 55 f. (and plan) identified it

with the Southeast Building, where he had this second e0o3os start (so also

Flasch).
2 Thus Curtius, AUdre v. 01. p. 4

(
= Gesammelte Abhandlungen, II. pp. 42 f.

;

Adler, Arch. Am. 1894, p. 85
;

ibid. 1895, pp. 108 f. (cf. his reconstruction in

01. Ergeb. Tafelbd. II, PI. CXXXII and Textbd. II. pp. 210 f.) ;
Curtius-

Adler, op. cit. p. 35
; Flasch, I.e. p. 1067 (cf. Fund* v. 01. pp. 238-239) ; Botticher,

Olympid
2

, p. 190 f. (Plan) ; Furtwangler, Ol. Ergeb. Textbd. IV (Bronzen), p. 4;

Hirschfeld, I.e. p. 119 (= plan) ; Scherer, op. cit. p. 56 (with plan) ;
Trendelen-

burg, Das Grosse Altar des Zeus in Olympia, pp. 17 f.; Dorpfeld, 01. Ergeb.
Textbd. II, p. 162 (cf. I, p. 82, where he admits the possibility that it may have

stood further northwest, nearer the Heraeum).
3 See Ath. Mitt. XXXIII (1908), pp. 185 sq., Olympia in prahistorischer

Zeit'; cf. " Year's Work in Classical Studies," 1908, p. 12.
4 Thus Puchstein, Arch. Am. 1893, p. 22

;
ibid. 1895, p. 107

; Jb. Arch. I.

1896, p. 53 f. (with "oblong" reconstruction by Koldewey, p. 76) ;
Woch. fur.

Class. Phil. 1895, p. 475
;
and Wernicke, Jb. Arch. I. 1894, pp. 93 f. This

view was already refuted by Adler, Arch. Am. 1895, p. 108, and Dorpfeld,
Bauwerke v. Ol. Textbd. II, pp. 162 f. Dorpfeld now refers these remains also

to prehistoric houses (cf. note 3 above).
5
V, 13, 8. Exact site of Pelopium is given in V, 13, 1. Wernicke (I.e. pp. 94

f.) placed the older altar of Zeus (who was at first worshipped in common with

Hera) between the Heraeum and Pelopeum, as Puchstein had done. Later, how-

ever, after the building of the temple of Zeus, and the Pelopeum, the altar was
moved east of both and stood somewhere northwest of the elliptical depres-
sion where Pausanias saw it. He explained the lack of remains on the theory
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the elliptical depression nearer the centre of the Altis. Our

problem, then, is to find Pausanias' route between these two

points, and here again, as at the beginning of the first e<oo9,
we must rightly interpret the words ev Se&a. Michaelis, in his

paper on the use of ev Sejta and ev apio-repa in Pausanias' work,
made these words refer to the southern side of the Processional

Way, i.e. to the side at the right of Pausanias, who was facing
east after arriving at the Leonidaeurn. 1 Thus the statues

already mentioned along the South Terrace wall (Aeschines,
139 Philonides, 154 a) would be on his left side. On this

interpretation both Hirschfeld and Dorpfeld had the second

efoSos follow the Processional Way eastward parallel to the

first thus including the line of pedestals, which we have re-

ferred to the end of the second and then, near the Council

House, curve northward in front of the temple of Zeus, virtu-

ally a repetition of the first e'(/>o&>9. On this theory Dorpfeld
2

wrongly explained the first route as containing statues ev rfj

"AXret, while the second was outside the older Altis, and so,

though equally long, contained fewer statues. But against

this interpretation, it must be urged that the periegete is de-

scribing the Altis of his day, when the road in question was

included within its boundaries, and that the Great Altar and

the two last statues mentioned (187, 188) as standing near

the pillar of Oenomaus were always inside. 3 And neither this

Processional Way nor the space before the eastern front of

the temple of Zeus were localities for "unimportant mixed

statues." 4 Furthermore, if he had merely retraced his steps

after arriving at the Leonidaeum, and he says nothing of

that the Christians would completely destroy this, the chief pagan altar. Dorp-
feld (Bauw. v. 01. Textbd. II, p. 163) suggested that it may have stood south

of the Exedra of Herodes Atticus, where its site must certainly be sought.
1
Op. cit. p. 164.

2 See Ath. Mitt. 1888, p. 335 f. (and cf . Ergeb. Textbd. I, 88) . He says :
" Zu

unserer Verwunderung sehen wir, dass der zweite Teil die ununterbrochene

Fortsetzung des ersten Teiles ist, also in Wirklichkeit nur eine Ephodos, nur ein

einziger Rundgang."
8 This pillar stood between the Great Altar and the temple of Zeus. Cf. V,

20, 6.

*
'Avdpiavras de drapefjuyptvovs OVK eiri<j>ave<riv ayav dvad^paffiv (VI, 17, 7) ; again

in VI, 18, 2, he says he discovered "by searching" (avevpAv) the statue of

Anaximenes.
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returning, he would not have begun a new route,
1 but would

have said something like this : el Se OTTLO-CO avaa-Tpeifras curb TOV

Aeww&aiov TT/JO? TOV ftcofjibv avOis a<f>iK(T0ai TTJ Segia de\r)<reia<i (by

analogy with the words in V, 15, 1). So it is simpler to con-

clude that the new route wound around the western and north-

ern sides of the temple of Zeus over the temple terrace. 2 As

no building is mentioned on the way, and as the north side

of the temple would have been called apto-repa TrXevpd (in ac-

cordance with the usage discussed above in connection with the

Heraeum), and as the Pelopium faces southwest, the words ev

Segia can refer only to the right hand of Pausanias, viz. the

right side of the road followed. If we assume that the words

originally stood after rocra8e eart croi and were transferred by a

later copyist, the difficulty is resolved. 3

Of the nineteen victor statues in this second route (170-188,

VI, 17, 118, 7), no bases have been found.* But of the three
" honor

"
statues included, one base, that of the rhetorician

Gorgias (184 a), was recovered 10 in. northeast of the temple
of Zeus, and so not far from its original position.-

5 For Pausa-

nias mentions only three more statues, before he comes to the

1
Similarly on arriving at the statue of Telemachus he moved first to the east

and returned, passing the chariot of Cleosthenes, before proceeding west, with-

out mentioning the fact.

2 The Terrace wall can still be traced before the western front of the temple
and also to the northeast of it. Cf. Treu, Arch. Zeit. 1878, p. 36, "So umgab
denn vermutlich einst den ganzen Tempel eine statuenbekronte Terrasse."

Hitzig-Blumner, op. cit. II, 2, p. 619, suppose such a road to the west and north

the temple, but would interpret it tv dpiaTepq..
3 Cf. Hyde, op. cit. p. 70

;
Blumner (cf. note 2) rejects this textual change

and follows Hirschfeld and Dorpfeld. I proposed this change by analogy with

the text of V, 24, 1; 21, 2 and other passages.
4 The bronze tablet of Democrates (170), found south of the southwest corner

of the temple of Zeus, did not belong to his victor statue, but stood inside the

temple. See Inschr. v. 01. No. 39. Also the archaic helmeted marble head and
arm with the remains of a shield attached (see Ergeb. Tafelbd. Ill, pi. VI, 1-4,

5-6), the head being found west of the temple and the arm before the gate of

the Pelopium, wrongly ascribed by R. Forster (Das Portrat in der Gr. Plastik,

p. 22, note 5) to Damaretus (94), and by Treu (Arch. Zeit. 1880, p. 48 f., and
Bildw. v. 01. Ill, p. 34, note 2) and Overbeck (Gesch. der gr. PL* I, p. 198 f.,

and ibid. p. 178) to Eperastus (183), I have referred to an older hoplite, Phricias

of Pelinna (Forster, Sieger v. 01. Nos. 161, 155). Eperastus won after Ol. 111.

See Hyde, op. cit. p. 43.

6 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 293.
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last two in this e^oSo?, which stood in this vicinity. The
parts of the Altis to the west and north of the temple were

unimportant till the time of Alexander the Great, and were,

therefore, remarkably free of monuments. In the whole de-

scription of Pausanias, we know of only three altars (those of

Aphrodite, the Seasons, and the Nymphs) and a wild olive tree

(the "Olive of the Beautiful Crown") to the west of the

temple (V, 15, 3), and only of the votive offerings of a certain

Micythus to the north of it (V, 26, 2).
1 As the statue of

Gorgias stood among the "
unimportant mixed statues

"
already

mentioned (184-186), these must have stood somewhere north

of the temple near its eastern end. Finally, the two ancient

wooden statues of Praxidamas and Rhexibius (187-188, VI,

18, 7) are mentioned by themselves as near the column of

Oenomaus, which Pausanias elsewhere 2
says stood near the

Great Altar of Zeus on the left of a road running south from

it to the temple. Pausanias, after describing these "mixed"

statues, may have finally left the road thus far followed and

introduced these last two statues as quite distinct from the

second ec^oSo?.
3 But he does not seem to have gone far from

his route, for immediately after ending his account of the victor

statues, he begins his account of the "
Treasuries," which lay

beyond the Great Altar farther north.

Thus Pausanias ends his second route somewhere short of

the Great Altar, and it appears, after all, to be only a continua-

tion of the first, forming with it one unbroken "Rundgang,"
1 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 267-269. Supposed foundation found thirty feet

north of the temple. Cf. Frazer, op. cit. Ill, pp. 646 sq.
2 V, 20, 6. A large foundation, between the pedestal of Dropion, King of the

Paeonians (Inschr. v. 01. No. 303), and the pedestal of the Eretrian Bull, may
have formed part of the house of Oenomaus (cf. Curtius u. Adler, op. cit. p. 40

;

Flasch, I.e. p. 1074); Wernicke (Jb. Arch. I. IX, 1894, p. 93), however, refers

it to the oval depression called the Great Altar. Dorpfeld (01. Textbd. I, 77)

is opposed to this view and places it further north, near the Metroum.
3 This is Kalkmann's theory (op. cit. p. 89), who calls this section (VI, 18, 7)

the "letzten Trumpf," an addition having no connection with the second e0o5os.

He compares it with V, 24, 9, where Pausanias, after ending the periegesis of

the Altars, adds one more, that of "Zeus Horkios," standing in the Council

House, though he had already passed this point twice without mentioning it.

He also compares V, 27, 12 (the transition to the account of the victor statues);

Gurlitt, however (op. cit. p. 392), explains this last section as due to a later

revision of Pausanias' work.
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though in a different sense of the word from that intended by

Dorpfeld.
From a study of these two routes, and a comparison of the

dates of the victorious athletes,
1 we can draw the following

conclusions as to the positions of the victor statues mentioned

by Pausanias at Olympia :

1. The twenty-eight oldest statues exclusive of the five

already mentioned as having been removed from the area of

the later temple of Zeus 2
dating from Ol. 58 (= 548 B.C.,

Pythocritus, 128 b) to Ol. 76 (= 476 B.C., Theognetus, 83),

i.e. down to the approximate date of the founding of the

temple,
3 stood in the space between the eastern front of the

temple and the Echo Colonnade, or to the south of it near

the South Altis wall. Only one statue (that of Protolaus, 48)
stood as far north as the Eretrian Bull. Thus the southeastern

part of the Altis was the oldest part dedicated to victor statues.

2. After this space was mostly filled, the next statues, those

dating from Ol. 77 (= 472 B.C., Callias, 50) to Ol. 93 (= 408

B.C., Eubotas, 75), i.e. from about the time of the foundation

of the temple to near the date of the battle of Aegospotami,

fifty-one in number, stood between the Heraeum and the Vic-

tory of Paeonius ; only one stood as far south as the Altis wall,

while seven stood around the Chariots, ten around the Victory,

twenty around the Bull, and the rest further north (including

176, 185 of the second e<oSo?, which stood north of the eastern

end of the temple). Diagoras and his family (59-63) had

their statues near the older famous wrestler Euthymus (56);
Alcaenetus and his sons (64-66), besides many other pugilists,

had theirs near the Diagorids ; Tellon (102) had his near that

of his compatriot Epicradius (101); later Achaeans had theirs

near that of their countryman Oebotas (29), and Spartans near

that of Chionis (111); some, as the three victors from Heraea

(176, 177, 32), stood far apart only apparently, for the last one

1 See the catalogue in my De Olymp. Stat. (pp. 3 f.) for dates, and cf.

pp. 72 f. for results. The summaries are made only on the basis of the one
hundred and fifty-three monuments which can be exactly or approximately dated.

2 Eutelides (148), Praxidamas (187), Rhexibius (188), Polypithes and Cal-

liteles (160-161).
3 On the date of the temple of Zeus (468 B.c.-456(?) B.C.), cf. Dorpfeld, OL

Ergeb. Textbd. 2, pp. 19 ff.
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had his statue near the Bull, and so not far from the other two,

though these are named in the second e<o8o?.

3. From near the date of the battle of Aegospotami, down to

the time of Alexander the Great, i.e. Ols. 94-106 (404-356 B.C.),

thirty-six statues filled in the intervals left among these older

statues ; fifteen stood near the Heraeum, five between it and the

Bull, seven around the Bull, five around the .Victory, one near

the Chariots, and three along the South Altis wall. Euthy-
menes and Critodamus (70, 80) had their monuments near that

of their older countryman (79), whose statue was made by
Myron ;

the Ephesians Pyrilampes and Athenaeus (35, 36) had

their statues beside that of their benefactor Lysander (35 a).

4. After Alexander's time, in consequence of the recent

building of the Philippeum, Leonidaeum, and Theecoleum to

the west of the Altis, the western side of the temple of Zeus

(and, to a lesser degree, the northern) became important, and

henceforth statues surrounded the temple on all sides. Of the

thirty-three statues of this epoch, nine stood to the west of the

temple, four to the north, seven to the south, while the rest

stood either to the east or near the Heraeum. We shall see also

that many later statues, known to us from inscriptions only,

stood outside the Altis, to the west and northwest.

II. STATUES NOT MENTIONED BY PAUSANIAS. Having
established these data, it is not difficult, from the positions of

the many inscribed fragmentary bases found at Olympia and

referred to victor statues not mentioned by Pausanias, from the

approximate dates of the victories as gained from the age of

the. inscriptions, and by again employing the system of groups

already mentioned, to state quite definitely where many of

these statues stood. Pausanias, who mentions 188 victors with

192 monuments in his two e<oot, expressly states that he enu-

merates only those " who had some title to fame or whose statues

were better made." l The reasons for his selection and the

fact that he mentions the statue of no athlete certainly later

than the middle of the second century B.C.,
2
though we know

1 VI, 1, 2, and cf. his words in VI, 17, 1.

2 The three latest statues of victors whose dates are fixed are those of Clitoina-

chus (146), who won in Ols. 141-142, Caper (150), who won in Ol. 142, and

Acestorides (119), who won in Ols 142-144 (= 212-204 B.C.) : still later statues,
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from inscriptions that statues were set up far into the third

century A.D. at least,
1 have been the subject of much discus-

sion but do not concern us here. 2 The words of Pliny,
"
Olym-

piae, ubi omnium, qui vicissent, statuas dicari mos erat
"
(34.16),

refer, of course, only to the right and not to the actual fact,

for many victors would have no statues, as it was necessary for

them or their relatives or city-states to meet the expenses of

their erection. 3 No more is the rest of his statement, viz.

that those victors who were victorious three times had the

right to erect portrait statues in their honor, to be taken liter-

ally, for we have at least one exception.
4 Besides we know

that portrait statues were practically unknown before the

fourth century. Most of the victor statues were mere types

those of Hermes and Heracles being most common with-

whose dates cannot be exactly determined, are those of Sodamus (42), who won
? Ols. 142-145, Amyntas (40) in ? Ol. 146, Timon (152) in ? Ols. 146-147, and

Lysippus (162) in ? Ols. 149-157 (= 184-152 B.C.).

Of the first century A.D. Pausanias mentions three victors, though without

statues : Artemidorus (125 a), who won in Ol. 212, Polites (111 b) in Ol. 212, and

Hermogenes (Ilia) in Ols. 215-217 (=81-89 A.D.) ;
see Hyde, op. cit. cata-

logue, pp. 3 f.

1 The last known victor statue at Olympia is that of Valerius Eclectus of Si-

nope, four times victor as herald, winning in Ols. 256, 258, 259, 260 (cf. Fb'rster,

Nos. 741-744). Philumenus of Philadelphia in Lydia, victor in wrestling (?), in

01. 288 (?) =373 A.D. (cf. Forster, No. 750), had a statue, as we learn from the

conclusion of an epigram preserved by Panodorus in Cramer's Anecd. II, p. 155,

17 f.; cf. Inscr. Metr. Gr. ed. Preger, No. 133). It may not have been in

Olympia.
2 On his use of older lists of victors cf . : P. Hirt, De fontibus Pausaniae in

Eliacis (Greifswald, 1878), pp. 12 f.; Mie, Quaestiones Agonisticae (Rostock,

1888), pp. 17 f.
; Kalkmann, op. cit. pp. 103 f.

; Gurlitt, op. cit. p. 426, note 43
;

Robert, Hermes, XXIII, p. 444; Hirschfeld, I.e. pp. 105 and 111; J. Jiithner,

Philostratos uber Gymnastik (1909), pp. 60-74 and 109 f.; E. Norman Gardner,
Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals (1910) , p. 50. Pausanias frequently mentions

such sources himself, e.g. Ill, 21, 1, V, 21, 9, VI, 2, 3. Hirschfeld (I.e. pp. 105

and 113) and others have doubted whether Pausanias had been in Olympia at all.

3 Cf. Dittenberger and Purgold, Ol. Ergeb. Textbd. (Inschr.) V, p. 235.

Pausanias in VI, 1, 1, distinctly states there are not statues of all victors, adding
that some of the most distinguished had none.

4 The epigram on the base of the monument of Xenoinbrotus (133) stated it

was a portrait of the victor (cf. VI, 14, 12), though we have no record that he

was victor more than twice (see Inschr. v. OL No. 154). The second monument
will be mentioned later.

On the basis of three or more victories several victors should have had por-
trait statues; see e.g. Forster, Nos. 60, 86, 144, 351, 358, 495, 603, 741, 815.
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out individualized features, simply representing the various

contests by position or some characteristic, e.g. the helmet and
shield for "

hoplite
"

victors.

Five of these inscriptions have been referred to the sixth and
fifth centuries B.C. 1 Of these the inscribed base of Pantares

was found near the South Altis wall, and the statue must have

originally stood east of the temple of Zeus, near the chariot of

Gelo (90), for these two were the only victors from Gela and

won in the same contest and at nearly the same date. 2 The
statues of Phricias of Pelinna and Phanas of Pellene, both repre-

senting victors in the heavy-armed race, to which I have ascribed

two archaic marble heads, the former found west of the temple
of Zeus and the latter to the south of it, must originally have

stood in the area of the later temple and then have been re-

moved. 3 That of an unknown Aeginetan pancratiast, Epitimia-

das,
4 the two fragments of whose base were found, one near the

Heraeum and the other to the east of the temple of Zeus, should

have stood near the statues of the only other pancratiasts of a

similar age, either by those of Dorieus (61 = Ol. 87-89) and

Damagetus (62 = Ol. 82-83) in the zone of the Bull, or by
that of Timasitheus (82 = Ol. (?) 65-67) in the zone of the

Victory. Lastly, a second inscribed base of Xenombrotus

(133), found near the Council House outside the South Altis

1 For dates, places of finding, and contests, references are constantly made by
number to Dittenberger, Inschr. v. OL ; the number of each victor is given also

from Forster's lists, which, though incomplete, are the latest that have yet ap-

peared (Zwickau Program, 1891-1892). Where the exact dates are known they

are cited from Forster.

2 See Inschr. v. OL No. 142 (Pantares, son of Menecrates of Gela). Forster,

No. 149 = 01. 67 (?). Gelo won Ol. 73.

3 Phricias won twice
;

cf. Forster, Nos. 151 and 155 = Ols. 68, 69. My ascrip-

tion of this head has already been noted. Phanas was three times victor on

the same day (T/OICKTT^S) in the (rrddiov, dtav\ov, and as oirXlrtj^ in OL 67; cf.

Forster, Nos. 144-146. For this head see OL Ergeb. Tafelbd. Ill, pi. VI, 9-10.

As it is more archaic than the former, I have ascribed it to the elder victor.

Cf. Hyde, op. cit. p. 43.

4 See Inschr. v. OL No. 150, . . . aSas. Rohl, /. G. A. 355 and add. p. 182,

wrongly ascribed this mutilated inscription to Agiades (103), who won Ol. 72-74

(?) (Forster, No. 519, dated it Ol. 161 (?), following Rohl). Robert, Hermes,

XXXV, p. 181, identified it with Epitimiadas of the Oxyrhynchus papyrus, who

won Ol. 78 in the vayKpdnov. Both Dittenberger and Lowy, Inschr. d. gr. Bild.

No. 416, refer it to the first half or the middle of the fifth century.
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wall, doubtless once stood near the first along this wall to the

east of the base of Telemachus. 1

No inscribed fragments of bases dating from the fourth cen-

tury have been found.

Beginning with the third century, we shall see that most of

the recovered bases were found either in the western part of the

Altis, in the neighborhood of the Philippeum, Theecoleum, and

Leonidaeum, on both sides of the Altis wall, or still farther

west and northwest, especially in or near the Palaestra and the

Prytaneum. We have already seen that most of the statues

named by Pausanias dating from Alexander's time stood to the

west (and north) of the temple of Zeus. As Pausanias only
enumerates statues ev Sefta of his route around the temple to

the Great Altar, these statues farther west and northwest are

omitted from his account. Of the four bases of statues referred

to the third century, all belong to Elean victors ; three were

found west and northwest of the Prytaneum and beyond, show-

ing that these statues once stood in the vicinity of this build-

ing, and the fourth was found farther south, by the Palaestra,

where it probably stood. 2

Of the four statues referred with certainty to the second cen-

tury, all but one were found to the west of the Altis, ranging
from the Philippeum northwest of the temple of Zeus to the

Leonidaeum ; two of them were found outside the West Altis

wall, between the Leonidaeum and Byzantine church. 3

Of the seven bases referred to the second and first centuries

B.C., three were found in or near the Byzantine church, show-

1 See Inschr. v. 01. No. 170
;

for the second monument to Xenombrotus
mentioned by Pausanias, cf. Hyde, op. cit. p. 53.

2 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 175 (Nicarchus, son of Physsias, irdX?p, Forster, No.

375
;
base found in a late wall west of the Prytaneum. Forster's proposed

dating, 01. 110 = 340 B.C., is wrong) ;
180 (unknown victor, son of Taurinus

;

base found at the southeast corner of the Palaestra) ; 181 (unknown victor,

son of .... .phinus ;
base found in the "

Nordwestgraben ") ;
182 (Thersonides,

son of Paeanodorus, K^X^TI TrwXiccy ; base found northwest of the Prytaneum.
3 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 185 (D gonus, twice victor in ir6 \ base found

outside the apse of the Byzantine church, west of the West Altis wall) ;
187

(unknown boy victor, TrdX^i/, or irayKpdnov ; base found in the East Byzantine

wall) ;
188 (unknown victor, <rvvupl8i reXetg., Sp/ian reXeJy ;

base found south of

Philippeum) ;
189 (unknown victor, don of Aegyptus of Elis, ird^v ;

base found
northeast of the Leonidaeum).
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ing that statues may have stood in the Greek building later

converted into the church ;
l two more were found near the

southwest corner of the Altis, and may therefore once have
stood near the statue of Philonides mentioned by Pausanias in

that vicinity; two others stood farther away, one inside the

Prytaneum, the other northeast of the temple of Zeus. 2

The positions of the twenty-four bases (belonging to monu-
ments of twenty-two victors) found and with certainty referred

to the first pre-Christian century were very scattered. 3 One

1 This Greek building dates from the first half of the fifth century B.C. Cf.

Adler, 01. Ergeb. Textbd. II, pp. 93-105, and Flasch, I.e. pp. 1070 f. and
1104 m. f., both of whom identify it with the workshop of Phidias

; Curtius,

Die Altar'e v. 01. p. 20 (= gesamm. Abhandl., 2, pp. 57 f.), refers it to the

Theecoleum, generally identified with the easternmost of the two buildings
further north.

2 See Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 190 (unknown victor, son of Aristotle, <rwwpl5t.

TTcoXt/ciy ;
base found in front of north side of Byzantine church) ;

192 (Aristoda-

mus, son of Aleximachus of Elis
;
base found in floor of church) ;

193 (unknown
victor; base found northeast of the temple of Zeus) ;

194 ( chus, son of

Nicodromus of Elis, ffwupidi irwXi/o} ;
base found southwest of the Altis before

the West Altis wall) ; Forster, No. 484
;
195 (unknown victor from Elis

;
base

found in the Prytaneum) ;
196 (unknown victor from Elis; base found north-

west of church) ;
197 (Antigenes, son of Jason of Elis, a-wupidi irwXiK-rj base

found in southwest corner of the Altis
; Forster, No. 808).

3 See Inschr. v. Ol. Nos. 191 (Agilochus of Elis, K^\IJTL TrwXiccy ;
base found

in the East Byzantine wall
; Forster, No. 807) ;

198-204 (family group of Philis-

tus of Elis, all in " horse " contests
;
one bathron for all, one fragment of which

was found southwest of the Pelopium, four others south of the Philippeum ;

names (one not preserved) given in Forster, Nos. 542-547 (one, Telemachus,

son of ... .leon, had another statue, see Inschr. v. 01. No. 406) ;
205 (Philoni-

cus, a son of Philistus
;
base also found south of the Philippeum ; Forster, No.

822) ;
206 (unknown son of Philistus, base found west of the Prytaneum ;

Fors-

ter, No. 828) ;
207 (Charops, son of Telemachus

; place of finding unrecorded) ;

208 (Aristarchus ;
base found east of the Byzantine church) ;

209 (Damaithidas,

son of Menippus of Elis
; vvvupldi -nrwXiKri ;

base found west of the Council

House
; Forster, No. 482) ;

210 (Thrasymachus or Thrasyrnedes ;
base found in

the "
Nordostgraben ") ;

211 (Democrates of Antioch, Caria ;
base found in the

Cladeus) ;
212 (Demo ;

base found northeast of the Prytaneum) ;
213 (Tha-

liarchus, son of Soterichus of Elis
;

irv iraLduv KO.I av8pG>v ;
base found east of the

Council House
; Forster, Nos. 614, 619) ; 214, 215 (Menedemus, son of Menede-

mus of Elis, (TwwpiSi TrwXi/q/ ;
two statues, one found east of the temple of Zeus,

the other in the Heraeuin) ; 216, 217 (Lycomedes, son of Aristodemus of Elis,

<rwwpi8i TTwXt/c?? ;
two statues, one base found in front of the West Byzantine

wall, on the south side of the temple of Zeus, the other in the "
Westgrabeu

"
;

Forster, No. 550) ;
218 (Archiadas, son of Timolas of Elis

; /cA^rt TrwXiKy ;
base

found southwest of the temple of Zeus, on the terrace wall
; Forster, No. 535) ;
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large Pentelic marble bathron, supporting the monuments of

seven victors of the family of Philistus, must have stood just

south of the Philippeum, where most of the fragments were

found. The bases of the statues of two other sons and a grand-

son of the same victor have been recovered, and doubtless stood

near by, thus forming a family group of ten, outnumbering that

of Diagoras (59-63 and 52) mentioned by Pausanias. The omis-

sion of so important a monument in the description of the perie-

gete has been used as an indication of his employment of earlier

lists. Of the other bases, two were found outside the South

Altis wall, west of the Council House, and two east of it ; two

east of the temple of Zeus (one of them that of the youthful

Tiberius, afterwards Roman emperor, which must have stood

near the Eretrian Bull, where it was found) ; one southwest of

the temple, along the South Terrace wall, pointing to a position

among the statues there named by Pausanias ; one east of the

Byzantine church, pointing to a position south of the Theeco-

leum
; two to the northwest of the Altis, in the vicinity of the

Prytaneum, while the rest were scattered from the northeastern

part of the Altis to the bed of the Cladeus. Thus over half

(13) of these statue bases were found in the west and north-

west of the Altis and beyond ; the space to the east of the

temple of Zeus called "frequentissimus celeberrimusque
"

by Scherer seems now not to have been greatly prized. Most

of these victories were in " horse
"
contests. Horse racing had

early been discontinued, but was now revived in the first cen-

tury B.C., when members of the imperial family, emulating
the earlier triumphs of the princes of Sicily and Macedonia,
became competitors. Thus Tiberius won in the chariot race,

and a few years later his son Germanicus in the same event.

Nineteen inscribed base fragments have been referred to the

post-Christian centuries, thirteen to the first, three to the sec-

ond, and three to the third. 1 The spaces around the temple of

219 (unknown victor, son of crates of Miletus, 8lav\ot>, Ol. 190 = 20 B.C.,

base found near the " Osthalle "
; Forster, No. 593) ;

220 (Tiberius Claudius Nero
of Rome

; Tedpiinrif, base found south of the Eretrian Bull
; Forster, No. 601 = Ol.

194? =4 B.C.).
1 Of the first century A. D.: see Inschr.v. OZ.Nos. 221 (Germanicus Caesar,

sou of Tiberius, reSpltr-irq, Ol. 199 = 17 A.D.
;
base found east of temple of Zeus,

north of Eretrian Bull; Forster, No. 612); 222 (Guaeus Marcius
;
base found
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Zeus (especially its eastern front) are again the favorite ones.

For, the bases of three statues were found east of the temple

(one in situ), two near its southeastern corner, three at the

northeastern corner (one, that of Germanicus Caesar, son of

opposite the southeast corner of the temple ; Forster, Nos. 585, 587) ;
223 (Marcus

Antonius Calippus, Pisanus, son of M. Anton ius Alexion, of Elis
; /cA^n TTXIK,

Ol. 177 = 72 A.D.
;
base found in the West Byzantine wall at the southwest corner

of the temple; Forster, No. 568); 224 (Polyxenus, son of Apollophanes of

Zacynthus ; irdX-rjv iraLdwv ;
base found at southwest corner of the Altis

; Forster,
No. 823); 225 (P. Cornelius Ariston, son of Eirenaeus, of Ephesus ; irayKpanov

TrcuSwj', Ol. 207 = 49 A.D.
;
base found in front of the north wall of the Palaestra

;

Forster, No. 632
;
two epigrams preserved, cf. Cougny, Anth. Pal. Ill, p. 26,

No. 169); 226 (Tiberius Claudius Aphrodeisius of Elis(?); fcAr/xt reXe/y,

Ol. 208=53 A.D.; base found in situ east of the temple of Zeus; Forster,

No. 634) ;
227 (Nicanor, son of Socles of Ephesus ; irayKpdTiov iraldwv, Ol. 217 =

89 A.D.
;
four fragments of base found east of the temple and one near its south-

eastern corner
; Forster, No. 666) ;

228 (Marcus Deida of Antioch
; irdXriv iraiSwv,

Ol. 219 = 97 A.D.
;
base found southeast of temple; Forster, No. 671) ; 229, 230

(unknown victor
;
diav\ov and three times as oirXlT-qs ;

base = 230 [229 older

inscription] found in the North Byzantine wall
; Forster, Nos. 624-625) ;

231

(Hennas, son of Ision of Antioch
; TrayKpdnov ;

base found between West Altis

wall and southeastern corner of Palaestra; Forster, Nos. 595-597) ;
232 (Dioge-

nes, son of Dionysius of Ephesus ; a-dXinyyi five times
;
base found before middle

of Echo Colonnade
; Forster, Nos. 815-819) ;

234 (unknown victor
; irdX^v or

Traytcpdrtov ;
inscribed fragment of bronze leg of statue found near the Stadium) ;

235 (unknown victor
;
inscribed fragment of bronze leg of statue found near the

fifth column from the east on the north side of the temple ;
cf. Dittenberger,

pp. 346-347).
Of the second century A.D. : see Inschr. v. 01. Nos. 233 (Casia Mnasithea,

daughter of M. Betlinus Laitus of Elis
; ap/xart irwXi/tv ;

base found northeast of

Prytaneum) ;
236 (L. Mincius Natalis of Rome; Tedpiinry and &p/j.a.Ti reXei'y,

Ol. 227 = 129 A.D.; large pedestal found in east wall of the Palaestra; Forster,

No. 686
; Gurlitt, op. cit. 421, and Forster think this statue is mentioned by

Pausanias, V, 20, 8. Dittenberger is against this view, and the place of finding is

also against it) ;
237 (P. Aelius Artemas of Laodicaea, /ofau; Ol. 229 = 137 A.D.;

base found 20 m. north of northeastern corner of temple of Zeus
; Forster,

No. 692).

Of the third century A.D. (after the time of Pausanias) : see Inschr. v. OL

Nos. 238 (P. Aelius Alcandridas, son of Damocratides of Sparta ; irdXijv (?) twice
;

base found northeast of Byzantine church
; Forster, Nos. 679-681) ;

239 (Theo-

propus of Rhodes; ITTTTV; base found east of the temple; epigram from his

statue preserved, cf. Cougny, Anth. Pal. Ill, p. 46, note 284
; Forster, No. 746) ;

[240-241 = inscription on a bronze discus, votive (not victor) offering of

P. Asclepiades of Corinth
;
see Forster, No. 739

;
he was victor in the irtvTa0\ov

in 01. 255 = 241 A.D.] 242-243 (Valerius Eclectus of Sinope ; Kifcwf, Ols. 256,

258-260 = 245, 253-261 A.D.
;
base found in situ in Palaestra ; Forster, Nos.

741-744).
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Tiberius, just to the north of the Eretrian Bull, and so origi-

nally standing here near that of his father), while another

stood opposite the fifth column from the east on the north side

of the temple. Most of these statues must have been passed by
Pausanias in his first e<o&>9, which is another evidence of his

use of older lists in compiling his own. Two other bases were

found to the southwest of the temple, one of them near its

corner, and the other nearer the corner of the Altis, near the

base of Philonides. Thus eleven statues stood near the temple.

Of the others, four were found in the vicinity of the Palaestra

(one inside in situ~), one to the northeast of the Prytaneum, an-

other northeast of the Byzantine church, while the two remain-

ing ones were found in the eastern part of the Altis, near the

entrance to the Stadium and before the Echo Colonnade respec-

tively. The last statue of a victor known to have been erected

at Olympia, that of Valerius Eclectus of Sinope, was found in

situ in the Palaestra.

A study of these inscriptions shows that the practice of set-

ting up victor statues decreased in the fourth and third centu-

ries B.C., but was revived in the second and first, only to

decrease again after the first century A.u. On the other hand,
the inscriptions show that the number of "honor" statues cor-

respondingly increased. Of the late statues, most were erected

to Eleans ; names of victors from Sicily and Italy and from the

older Greek states, as Sparta and Athens, are rare, being re-

placed by those from Asia Minor and the newer towns of the

Greek mainland. This falling off of interest in the games was,
of course, due to professionalism. In the second century B.C.

we begin to read in the inscriptions of TrepioSoviiccu, i.e. victors

winning prizes at all the four national games, a sure indication

of the professional spirit. Even Pausanias mentions two such

victors. 1

From these inscribed base fragments, we have knowledge of

1 Philinus of Cos (173) won 24 victories, 5 at Olympia, 4 at Delphi, 4 at

Nemea, 11 at the Isthmus, mostly in the stadium race. He won in Ols. 129, 130,
cf. Faus. VI, 17, 2 (Forster, Nos. 441-442; Leonidas of Rhodes (lllc) was
TpiaffTfr in 4 different Ols. (154-157), winning 12 races

;
cf. Paus. VI, 13, 4 and

Forster, Nos. 495-497. On the subject of professionalism, cf. E. N. Gardner,
op. cit. pp. 160, 161, and others.
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61 victors (63 monuments)
l who had statues erected to them,

though they are not named in the lists of Pausanias. Of the

192 monuments mentioned by Pausanius, 40 are known to us

from recovered fragments of bases and statues. So if we

assume the same ratio between known and unknown for those

not mentioned by Pausanias, we should have the proportion

40 : 192 : : 63 : #, where x would equal 302, making a grand
total of 494 monuments, which number cannot be far from the

actual number of statues adorning the Altis. 2

WALTER WOODBURN HYDE.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

1 Omitting the bronze discus of the victor P. Asclepiades of Corinth (Inschr.

v. 01. Nos. 240, 241).
2 Forster (II, p. 30) records only 634 victors from all sources.
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METHODS OF DETERMINING THE DATE OF
ROMAN CONCRETE MONUMENTS 1

(FIRST PAPER)

FOR the dating of ancient monuments, the evidence used

is of three classes : internal, external, and a third class which

may be called variable evidence. With the nature of the

second class, the external evidence, which is, for the most part,

literary, all are familiar. The evidence which has been called

variable is that furnished by decoration or decorative material,

by dedicatory inscriptions, and especially by brick stamps.
All these, when incorporated in or belonging to the structure of

the monument, may be accepted as internal evidence ; when,

however, they form a nonstructural part of the building or are

merely attached to it, they cannot be given more weight than

that of external evidence. 2 Upon the second of the three

classes, that of external evidence, the conclusions of the earlier

writers on topography were almost wholly based. Since the

beginning of the new era of excavation, however, increasing

attention has been paid to the third, or variable, class of evidence,

1 The discussion presented in this and in the following article is merely a

preliminary study for a more exhaustive treatment of the subject to be pub-
lished later. On account of the vastness of the field and the small portion
of it as yet investigated, the results here given, especially the canon, or norm,
of construction for the different periods, though in the main features certain,

must inevitably be modified and corrected in many details by later investigation.
2 Such evidence, however convincing it may appear, cannot by itself be re-

garded as conclusive. The distinction here suggested is especially vital in deal-

ing with brick stamps. Brick stamps, in order to be accepted as authoritative

evidence in dating a monument or part of a monument, must be found not only
in situ, but incorporated in a structural part of the building and that, too, of

the original building. Even then, on account of the use at all periods, when-
ever feasible, of old material, the evidence of brick stamps is of value only in

establishing a terminus a quo for the date of the erection of a building. Lack
of attention to these facts has led to many of the present errors in the chronol-

ogy of the monuments.
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the oon

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 2.
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especially by that famous group of German scholars of which
Jordan was the center, whose important work forms the basis

of our present knowledge of the chronology of the ancient

monuments. The first class, that of purely internal evidence,
has received, up to the present time, but little attention.

Internal evidence may be considered, in general, as of four

kinds. The first of these is that established by the relation of

the building or portion of a building in question to the build-

ings above and below it, as well as to those adjoining it on the

same level, in brief, the structural environment of the monu-
ment. 1 Evidence of the second kind rests upon the harmony

or the absence of harmony in the general plan of the build-

ing itself, and the architectural relation of the various parts of

it to each other and to the whole. The third class of evidence

is that drawn from the structural unity or lack of unity of the

monument, as well as from the uniformity or diversity of its

materials and methods of construction, while the fourth is

furnished by the character of the materials and by the methods

of construction.

The realm of knowledge dependent upon the study of the

last two kinds of evidence, especially that dealing with the

character of the materials and the methods of construction, has

remained up to the present time, in large part, a terra incognita,

although, from time to time, excursions, most often merely tenta-

tive, have been made into it.
2 A more exhaustive investiga-

1 Concerning the structural environment, especially the level and orienta-

tion, of the monuments excavated at an earlier time and now inaccessible, if not

destroyed, exact data are almost wholly wanting. The present administration

is marked by the endeavor to render the records more nearly complete in these

as in many other important details.

2 Among the earlier works, those of Nibby and Corsi alone are conspicuous :

Antonio Nibby, Dei Materiali impiegati nelle fabbriche di Roma, delle costru-

zioni, e dello stile (Roma Antica, I, pp. 234 ff.). Faustino Corsi, Delle pietre

antiche. The introductory chapters of Middleton's Remains of Ancient Rome

(1892) merit special mention, on account of the writer's sympathetic treatment

of the problems involved and accurate technical knowledge of the material

dealt with. As a general discussion of the subject, Durm's Die Construc-

tionen (Baukunst der Etrusker und Romer, 1905, pp. 179 ff.) is invaluable.

A number of recent works, also, dealing with individual monuments or groups

of monuments, promise a new era of more accurate observation. Conspicuous

among these is the work of Germain de Montauzan, Les Aqueducs antiques de

Lyon, Paris, 1909.
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tion In this field, more especially concerning the materials them-

selves and the methods used in concrete structures, has

seemed, therefore, of primary importance, in order to confirm

or, if need be, to correct the conclusions which have been

drawn from the other and time-honored classes of evidence.

The purpose of the investigation has been twofold : (1) the

study of the materials and methods of construction per se, and

(2) the establishment of a fixed canon, or norm, of construc-

tion for the various periods, by which the accepted chronology

of the concrete monuments already known may be tested, and

dates assigned more easily to new-found or as yet undated

monuments.

Roman concrete structures are divided, for the sake of con-

venience, into two classes, those made (1) of unfaced and

(2) of faced opus caementicium. 1 In the first class may be in-

cluded (1) foundations and substructures, for monuments both

of opus quadratum and opus caementicium, (2) podia, (3) free-

standing walls which, from their position or use, were regarded
as substructures, and (4) vaults. The second class may be

divided into walls faced with opus quadratum, opus incertum,

opus reticulatum (including quasi reticulatum), opus testaceum,
2

and opus mixtum. In dealing with monuments of the second

class, the body of the structure and the facing must be con-

sidered separately, since the distinctive characteristics the
" earmarks

"
of the various periods are to be found now in the

one and now in the other. There are cases also, which are by
no means rare, where a wall of a certain period has been refaced

at a later time. A notable example of this occurs on the

south side of the exedra of the Hippodrome on the Palatine,

where a considerable stretch of wall of the period of Domitian

has been covered by a facing of the time of Septimius Severus.

This facing, in its turn, is at present in danger of yielding

1 The name used by Vitruvius for the whole class of construction is caemen-

ticia structura (De Arch. II, IV, 1
-, II, VII, 5). Opus caementicium, which

occurs in inscriptions (C.I.L. Ill, 633), has been, however, adopted in this dis-

cussion, since it is already in use.
2 The structura testacea of Vitruvius (I.e. II, VIII, 17, 18) may be included

under this general heading. It differs, however, from opus caementicium faced

with opus testaceum in that the name refers primarily to the body of the wall,

the caementa of which are of the same material as the facing.
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place soon to a modern one, as can be seen in the following
illustration (Fig. 1).

The body of a Roman concrete structure, whether faced or

unfaced, is composed of pieces of stone, called by Vitruvius

FIGURE 1. A REFACED WALL. 1

caementa 2 or of brick laid in a bed of mortar, which together
form a solid unified mass,3 the opus caementicium of the Romans

(Fig. 2). The caementa vary much in material and in size, in

the different periods, as well as in the manner of their disposal

in the mass. In the periods marked by a full mastery of the

1 The facing of larger bricks on the left is of the time of Doinitian
;
the liner

facing on the right is the work of the period of Severus.
2 L.c. II, IV, 3

; II, VIII, 1, 2. In the structura caementicia of Vitruvius,

the caementa were wholly of stone. When roof-tiles were used, the mass was

called by him structura testacea. The use, for this purpose, of- bricks other

than those made from tiles did not even arise, at least in Rome, till after his

time. For the sake of simplicity, the term caementa is used here, however, for

all forms of filling.
3 The concrete construction of the Romans should not be confused with

modern rubble, from which it differed essentially.
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technique of the construction, the caementa differed also, ac-

cording as they were used in foundations and podia, free-stand-

ing walls, or vaults. Since they consist, in great part, of the

rejected or broken materials of the preceding period, they fur-

nish, in many cases, valuable data, not only concerning the

FIGURE 2. AN UNPAGED WALL OF OPUS CAEMENTICIUM OF
THE PERIOD OF NERO.*

monument in which they are found, but also concerning the

earlier building of which they formed a part. In the Regia of

Calvinus,
2 for example, the caementa of the lower walls, contrary

1 The section of wall here shown is from one of the massive concrete sub-
structures on the Velia (see Platner, Topography and Monuments of Ancient

Some, 1911, pp. 311-312).
2 36 B.C.
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to the rule of the period,
1 consist wholly of large pieces of cap-

pallaecio,tlie inferior tufa which was used almost exclusively in

very early buildings. We may safely conclude, therefore, that

the earlier building which the Regia of 36 B.C. replaced had
retained wholly or in part its very primitive walls.

The mortar is composed of pozzolana, which is called by
Vitruvius arena fossicia? and lime. The data derived from this

pozzolana-arena, the varieties 3 of which used in the various

periods differ widely, are often of great importance. A most

striking example of this is to be found in the monuments of

the Augustan period, in which one of the distinctive character-

istics of the construction, the dusky red color of the mortar,
4

arises from the use in it of a special variety of pozzolana,
5 the

introduction of which by Augustus, or by his predecessor
Julius Caesar, marks an epoch in the history of concrete con-

struction. The lime also differs much, in the various periods,

in quality
6 as well as in quantity.

7

The facing of concrete monuments varies greatly in the dif-

ferent periods. With the increase of knowledge in the manu-

facture and use of concrete, or opus caementicium, as we may
more safely call it, and the corresponding decrease in the struc-

tural value assigned to squared stone, or opus quadratum, arose

the use of the latter as a mere facing. In consequence of this

change, certain structures, for reasons of economy, were left

practically unfaced,
8 or were faced with small stones, as a

substitute for the more costly opus quadratum. In place of

1 See the following article for the period of Augustus.
2 L.c. II, IV, 1. The name pulvis Puteolanus, the modern pozzolana, was

confined by the ancients to the volcanic earth found near, or shipped from,

Puteoli (Seneca, Quaest. Ill, 20, 3
; Pliny, N. H. XXXV, 167). The volcanic

origin of the pozzolana found near Home, as well as many of its most valuable

properties, were unknown to Vitruvius.

8 For the varieties of pozzolana, see Vitr. I.e. II, IV, 1.

4 See the following article, for the period of Augustus.
6 The arena rubra of Vitruvius (I.e. II, IV, 1).

6 See Vitruvius, I.e. II, V.
7 For the proportion of lime in the Augustan period, for example, see

Vitruvius, I.e.

8 In the earlier opus incertum, the character and arrangement of the pieces

of stone forming the facing do not differ materially from the character and

arrangement of the caementa in the body of the wall. The structure may be

regarded as in a technical sense unfaced.
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this facing of small stones, the opus incertum and opus reticula-

tum of the late republican and Augustan periods, brick-facing

was introduced. With this class of concrete monuments,

especially those faced with brick, the present discussion is, in

the main, concerned.

In the facing of concrete structures of this last type, the

bricks used in Rome are of two distinct kinds. The first of

these is that made from broken tegulae? or flanged roof-tiles,

and, at a later time, from the larger floor-tiles called tegulae

bipedales.
2 These bricks, to which may be applied the name

tile-bricks, are roughly broken except on the front side, which

is evenly sawed. 3 In the earlier periods, they are more often

irregularly trapezoidal in shape ; but after the introduction of

triangular bricks they tend to approach the triangular form.

The bricks which are made from roof-tiles are conspicuous for

their fine composition, even, close-knit texture, and clear

magenta-red
4 or light yellow color ; those made from bipedales

which belong to a much later period are of coarser com-

position and vary considerably in color. The bricks of the

second kind used in wall-facing are triangular in shape, and,

in Rome, are made by sawing diagonally into two pieces

smaller square tiles, or bricks, measuring from 19-22 cm. 5

Outside of Rome, notably in Pompeii and Sicily, square tiles of

various sizes were used, which were sawed into four triangles.
6

1 Vitr. I.e. II. VIII, 19.

2 L.c. V, X, 2
; VII, IV, 2.

3 The use of the saw in the manufacture of facing bricks was clearly recog-
nized by Piranesi (Ant. Horn. Ill, Tab. V.), though he failed to recognize the

various kinds of bricks so treated. The presence of sawed roof-tiles in wall-

facings is recognized, also, by Boni (Atti del. Cong. Stor. V, 55 f. ). Cf.

Man's description of the tiles used in the Rostra August! as zurechtgehauene
Stiicke von Dachziegeln (* Rostra Caesaris,' Eom.Mitt. XX, 3, p. 258). The use

of sawed bricks is very common in Pompeii, also.

4 The color is hard to define. It tends, however, toward brownish rather

than yellowish red.

5 These square tiles, though in the early empire they usually exceed 20 cm,
in size, are probably the laterculi bessales (0.197 m.) recommended by Vitruvius

(I.e. V, X, 2) for the building of hypocaust pillars. Of their use in wall-facing,
there is no trace in his work.

6 The two types are easily distinguished. In the Roman triangles the front

side alone is sawed, while in the others the two shorter sides are sawed or, in

Porapeii, broken, and the front is moulded.
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A large number of bipedales, marked for sawing, are to be
found in both the large and small theatres at Taormina

(Fig. 3). A few others, also similarly marked, were seen by
me several years ago, in a Roman villa in Corfu. These tri-

angular bricks in Rome are far less fine in composition and

FIGURE 3. BIPEDALES IN THE LARGE THEATRE AT TAORMINA.

texture than the roof-tile bricks and vary in color from reddish

yellow to a deep yellowish red.

In deciding the date of any ancient monument, after a con-

sideration of the external and variable evidence concerning it,

its level and orientation and its structural relation to the ad-

joining monuments must also be determined. Passing, then, to

the monument itself, it is necessary first to ascertain whether

it consists of a single building or of a group of buildings.
1 For

the determination of this question, an examination must be

made not only of its architectural plan but also of its structural

unity. This structural unity or better, the lack of it is

1 For an example of a complex group of buildings, see Van Deman, The

Atrium Vestae, Washington, 1909, Plan E.
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seen most clearly in the facing, though it is often almost as

apparent in the body of the monument. It is shown (1) by a

break in the continuity of the concrete mass itself or of the

facing, causing often a noticeable crack l
(2) by a change in

the materials and methods of construction, or (3) in both

FIGURE 4. WALLS OF DOMITIAN AND HADRIAN IN THE DOMUS AuGUSTANA.2

these ways. In the body of the building, if no marked differ-

ence exists in the type of construction, the break in structural

continuity is almost impossible to detect. In the facing, on

the other hand, when the break occurs in a straight stretch of

perpendicular wall, it is very apparent. When it occurs, how-

1 See Fig. 6.

2 The wall on the right is of the period of Domitian, while that on the left is

of the time of Hadrian.
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ever, between the stories of a building, or at a corner, as in the

accompanying illustration (Fig. 4), it is more difficult to discover,

unless accompanied by a noticeable change in material and

methods of construction. This difficulty is often still further

increased by the presence of a form of false bonding,
1

by
which the line of juncture of the two walls was concealed

and the parts bound more closely together. A change in

the materials and methods of construction is far more readily

FIGURE 5. REPUBLICAN AND IMPERIAL WALLS ON THE VELIA.

detected. It is traceable, in the body of the structure, (1) in

the difference in the material and size of the caementa, or fill-

ing, as well as in the manner of their disposal in the mass,

and (2) in the composition, color, and cohesion of the mortar. 2

In the facing of the structure, the change is very clear where

the types of construction have no superficial resemblance to

each other, as in certain remains on the Velia (Fig. 5), in

1 See Fig. 4.

2 Variation in the color of the mortar, as well as many other differences in

material, can be most easily detected when the walls are damp.
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which the earlier wall of opus quadratum has been used as a

foundation for one of opus caementicium faced with opus reti-

culatum, which, in its turn, has been partly replaced by a later

wall faced with brick. The change is less plain where the

facing is wholly of brick ;
it is, however, traceable in the size

and kind of bricks used, as well as in the thickness of the joints

of mortar and in its composition. Where both a break in the

FIGURE 6. BRICK-FACING OF THE PERIODS OF DOMITIAN AND SEPTIMIUS

SEVERUS. 1

continuity of the mass or of the facing and a change in the

type of construction are found, the lack of structural unity

and, in consequence, the complex character of the monument
are clearly apparent, as in the illustration from the Atrium

Vestae given above (Fig. 6).

The simplicity or complexity of the structure having been

determined, in monuments of opus caementicium by no means

an easy task, an examination of the internal evidence bearing

1 The wall on the left is of the time of Domitian, and that on the right, of the

period of Septimius Severus. See Van Deman, Atrium Vestae, pp. 21 ff., 43 ff.
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more directly upon the date or dates of the building is possible.
In such an examination a fixed standard, or norm, for each

period is necessary, with which the materials and methods of

construction used in the monument or in the several parts of

it may be compared. The establishment of this standard, or

canon, has been, as has been said,
1 one of the main purposes

of the present investigation.

For the determination of the data upon which this canon

should be based a list was made of all the monuments made

wholly or in part of opus caementioium which still exist or of

which an authoritative record has been kept. A special exami-

nation was then undertaken of all those still existing to which,

on the basis of external or internal evidence, a fixed date has

been assigned. In the case of each of these monuments, so far

as it has been possible, the examination has included the follow-

ing points : (1) the orientation and, where ascertainable, the

original level of the building, (2) its structural environment,

(3) its architectural plan, and (4) its structural unity. On
the basis of the results thus obtained a list of the monuments

of opus caementicium in each of the greater periods has been

compiled, which, though depleted by the loss of a few familiar

names found in the handbooks on topography,
2
is yet.sufficiently

large for the purpose in hand. A preliminary outline of the

main features of this canon, so far as they are at present deter-

mined, is here given.
3

I. THE KINGLY AND EARLIER REPUBLICAN PERIOD (753-

210 B.C.)

Of the kingly and earlier republican period but a few re-

mains are left to which even an approximate date can be

assigned. From these, however, it is clear that the same type

of construction, which is a ruder form of opus quadrature, was

continued unchanged throughout the whole period. The ma-

terial used in the earlier part of the period is cappdlaccio, the

1 P. 232.

2 Several of the more important of these monuments will be discussed in later

articles.

3 The canon of the imperial periods will be presented in a second article.
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friable gray tufa found on the slopes of the Palatine and

Capitoline, as well as on most of the other hills of the city.

The blocks used in the courses are low and broad, and the unit

of measure employed is the Italic foot of 0.275 m. The walls

seem in all cases to be laid without mortar.

The principal monuments of this more primitive type, con-

cerning some of which, however, considerable doubt prevails,

FIGURE 7. OPUS QUADRATUM OF THE FIFTH CENTURY.1

are the following : the portions of the so-called Servian Wall

made of cappellacdo? the Tullianum, the foundations of the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, the ancient cisterns on the

Palatine,
3 the lower part of the Regia and of the lacus Curtius,

1 The blocks of opus quadraturn are of the temple of Castor of the fifth cen-

tury B.C. The opus caementicium immediately surrounding them is of the

temple of 117 B.C.

2 In addition to the small fragments of this wall on the Palatine (Hulsen-
Jordan, Top. p. 37, n. 17) and on the Capitol (Z.c.), a fine stretch of it on the

Quirinal was found several years ago (Not. Scav. 1907, pp. 504-610 ; 1909, pp.

221-222) ;
a part of this is still visible.

3
Platner, I.e. p. 132.
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the republican Rostra of the first period,
1 the earlier sacellum

of Venus Cloacina, and the temple of Castor of the first period

(see Fig. 7), with the earlier Fons Juturnae.2 From their level

and orientation, certain other monuments in the Forum and on

the Palatine may be assigned to the same period. The most

important of these are the pavements and sewers of cappellaccio

at the lowest level in the Forum. 3

The rebuilding of the city which followed its partial destruc-

tion by the Gauls in 390 B.C. is probably traceable in a small

group of remains, which, while agreeing in their general char-

acter with those just described, differ somewhat in details.

The type of construction is, as in the earlier buildings, opus

quadratum. For the cappellaccio of the more primitive walls,

however, other and somewhat less friable kinds of tufa were

substituted, especially a light brownish red and a grayish yellow

variety, both of which are very porous and weather badly. The

blocks are much higher than in the walls of cappellaccio;

the unit of measure employed is the Greek foot of 0.296 m.

The principal monuments of this group are the later portions

of the Servian wall and a few unidentified buildings on the

Palatine.

II. THE LATER REPUBLICAN PERIOD (210 B.C. -the period

of Sulla)

In the fire of 210 B.C., a large portion of the center of the city

was again destroyed. With the erection of the new monuments,

in the period following this catastrophe a new era of construc-

tion began. Throughout the period opus quadratum remained

the common type of construction for monumental structures. 4

Finer varieties of tufa were, however, used and the technique

1
Hiilsen-Carter, Roman Forum, pi. V, Rostra Vetera. The level of the so-

called tomb of Romulus and the square foundation behind it, as well as their

type of construction, forbid their inclusion among the oldest monuments of

the Forum. The original level of the cippus is uncertain ;
without this the

period is difficult to determine.
2 The type of construction of the earlier Tons Juturnae is not absolutely certain.

8 This level is 10.6-10.8 m. above sea-level. A discussion of the levels of the

Forum and Velia will be published later.

4 Less important monuments and private houses were built of sun-drie(

bricks (lateres, lateres crudi) until the time of Augustus (Cic. De Viv. II,

47, 99, Suet. Aug. 28, Dio Cass. XXXIX, 61).
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reached a high grade of excellence. Peperino and travertine

were both introduced in this period, though the latter was as

yet employed very sparingly. Foreign marbles were imported

also, but not until very late in the period. The most important

monument in opus quadratum in the period is the Aqua Marcia,

built in 144 B.C. 1

While, however, opus quadratum remained the prevailing

mode of construction, the period is marked by the first appear-

ance, in Rome, of concrete, or opus caementicium, as a structural

building material. 2 The exact time of its introduction cannot

be fixed. The first dated monuments in which it has as yet

been found are the podia of the temples of Concord and Castor,
8

of 121 and 117 B.C.4 The full mastery of technique in the

handling of the new material, as shown in these structures, makes

it safe to assume, however, that a knowledge of its use antedated

by a considerable period the time of their erection. We may,

therefore, assign its introduction to the middle, if not the early

part, of the second century. The new material was probably
introduced in the first place, as a mere core for buildings of

opus quadratum. With increasing knowledge of the relative

value of the two types of construction, however, the parts

shifted and the opus quadratum became subsidiary in impor-

tance, having, often, little value beyond that of a facing. Before

the end of the period, for this more expensive type of facing
one of small stone was substituted, to which was applied the

name of opus incertum. 5 The exact date of its recognition
as a distinct structural factor cannot be determined. It is

clear, however, that it was so regarded before the end of the

period, that is, before the time of Sulla.

1 For a full discussion of the technique of this as well as the more important
monuments of the following period, see Delbruck, Hellenistische Bauten in

Latium, Strassburg, 1907.
2 The use of opus signinum anticipated, doubtless, that of opus caementicium.

Since it cannot be regarded, however, as a structural building material, it has
not been included here.

3 See Fig. 7
;
the concrete surrounding the opus quadratum.

4 The date of the existing remains of the temple of Magna Mater on the

Palatine is as yet uncertain.
6 The term opus incertum is used by Vitruvius (I.e. II, VIII, I), followed

by many modern writers, to designate the body as well as the facing of the

structure. To avoid confusion, it is here applied only to the facing.
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In the mass, or body, of the structure, the monuments of

opus caementicium throughout the period show but little change,
either in materials or methods of construction. The caementa

consist largely of the broken or rejected materials from the

earlier periods. They are, therefore, almost entirely of tufa,

cappellaccio and grayish yellow tufa being used in large quan-
tities, with a small amount of the later grayish brown and

brownish red varieties. No travertine, bricks, or marble ap-

pear, arid only occasional pieces of peperino. The pieces are

usually above medium size, often exceeding in their greatest

diameter 40 cm. No order is shown in their disposal in the

mass. The mortar is of an ashy gray type and is very
friable. 1 The arena used in it varies much in color, gray and

brown predominating, while red is almost wholly lacking. It

resembles a fine gravel rather than the ordinary pozzolana,

being composed of smooth instead of sharp-angled particles.
2

These particles vary much in size, and a large amount of earthy

matter is mixed with them. To this admixture of earthy mat-

ter in the arena, which is, for this reason, called by Vitruvius 3

terrosa, is due mainly the friability, as well as the gray color,

of the mortar as a whole. The lime is of a very dirty-white

color, due probably to the earthy character of the arena; the

proportion of lime is also much smaller than in the later

periods.
4

The earliest dated monument in opus caementicium, the podium
of the temple of Concord (121 B.C.), is, strictly speaking, un-

faced, since the pieces of tufa forming the so-called opus incer-

tum of the facing do not differ materially, either in themselves

or in their arrangement, from the caementa in the body of the

structure. The facing of the other monuments, so far as it

can be determined,
5 is of opus incertum made of the friable tufa

of the period.

The more distinctive characteristics the " earmarks
"

of

1 For the mortar of the next two periods, see pp. 247, 249.

2
Sharpness (asperitas) is emphasized by Vitruvius (I.e. II, IV, 1, see below,

n. 3), as by modern builders, as an essential quality of the best arena.

3 L.c. II, IV, 1
; quae autem terrosa fuerit non habebit asperitatem.

4 For the proportion of lime in the time of Augustus, see Vitruvius, I.e.

II, V, 1.

5 The facing of th temple of Castor has been wholly destroyed. See Fig. 7.
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the structures in opus caementicium of the period are the follow-

ing : (1) the very early type of the materials used in the body
of the structure as caementa, as well as the absence among them

of travertine, bricks, and marble ; (2) the ashy color and fria-

bility of the mortar ; (3) the use, in the facing, of opus incer-

tum, and its early character, as seen both in the materials used

and in the technique.

No complete list has been made as yet of the monuments of

the period. The most important of them are : the temple of

Concord of the second period, the temple of Castor of the

second period, the arches behind the Fons Juturnae, and the so-

called Oarceres.

III. THE PERIOD OF SULLA

Of the works of Sulla as a builder, as well as of the imposing
monuments erected by others in his period, a large number are

preserved outside of Rome, especially in Palestrina, Tivoli, and

Pompeii. The splendid public buildings with which he sought
to adorn his capital, on the other hand, are represented only by
a few uncertain remains. Of the greater monuments erected

by others, also, but one is left, the Tabularium, built by Q.

Lutatius Catulus in 78 B.C.

From the character of the monuments erected during the

period, it is probable that the majority of them were built

wholly of opus quadratum. The remains of a goodly number
of such monuments, built of the earlier tufas, are, in fact,

assigned to Sulla himself, though the proofs are in no case

conclusive. In the Tabularium, the only dated monument of

the time, both types of construction are used,
1 the sub-

structures and inner walls being of opus caementicium. Both

types of construction are used also in a small group of monu-
ments in the Forum,

2
which, from their level and structural

environment, may be assigned to this general period. No
1 It is, however, commonly spoken of as of opus quadratum.
2 These monuments are the following : the republican Rostra of the second

period (Hiilsen-Carter, Eoman Forum, pi. V, "Rostra Palicani"), the arches

behind the Rostra Augusti, and a number of unidentified remains along the

Sacra Via. The lacus Curtius of the second period and a number of fine pave-
ments of grayish brown tufa are of this same time : they are, however, wholly of

opus quadratum.
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exact date, however, can be assigned to them at present.

They have not, therefore, been included in the present dis-

cussion, though they agree, except in type of facing,
1 with

the work of the period.

The outer walls of the Tabularium, which, from its agree-
ment in construction with the Sullan monuments outside of

Rome, may be accepted as typical of the period, are of opus

quadratum. The material used is almost wholly peperino,

though travertine is employed very sparingly in the colonnade.

The massive substructures and inner walls are, as has been

said, of opus caementicium. The caementa are almost wholly of

brownish red tufa, with little admixture of older materials.

The pieces vary considerably in size but are usually large.

They are laid without special regard to order. The mortar is

of the ashy gray type, but is slightly less friable than that of

the preceding period. The arena is darker in color and a little

less terrosa than earlier. No change in the lime is perceptible.

The walls are practically unfaced.

IV. THE PERIOD OF JULIUS CAESAR

With Julius Caesar a new era in Roman construction begins.

Succeeding to the great plans of Sulla, he formed even greater

ones, spurred on, during the earlier years, by the rival efforts

of Pompey to win favor with the people by gifts of magnificent

public monuments. With the carrying out of these plans,
2

which included the reconstruction of the Forum, its extension

by the erection of the Forum Julium, and the building up of

the Campus Martius, a new system of construction gradually

arose. The period, however, though marked by this gradual

development of new ideas, retained throughout many of the

earlier republican methods. It may be called, therefore, the

period of transition.

1 The facing is, in part, of quasi reticulatum, which is not found in the

Sullan monuments in Palestrina
;

it is used, however, in certain of the buildings

of the period in Pompeii.
2 A better opportunity for the carrying out of his plans was afforded Julius

Caesar by a destructive fire in 54 B.C. (Orosius, VI, 14), which laid waste a con-

siderable part of the city. Too little attention has been paid to this as well as to

the other fires of this general period.
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Opus quadratum without admixture of opus caementicium was

retained in certain monumental structures, as the Basilica

Aemilia, the Tabernae Novae, 1 and the Forum Julium. 2 The

materials used almost wholly in these buildings are grayish

brown tufa and peperino, with travertine for points of special

pressure. In the Basilica and Tabernae, however, the earlier

grayish yellow tufa is retained for the foundations. The tech-

nique is of a high order. A thin layer of lime is used

between the courses to make the fitting of the joints closer.

In the larger number of public monuments both type's of con-

struction were used, opus caementicium being used, as in the

Tabularium, for the more massive portions of the structure,

while opus quadratum was still retained for the external walls

and also for the points of special pressure. To this class of

monuments belong the theatre and porticus of Pompey, the

theatre of Marcellus,
3
and, in all probability, the Curia and

Rostra Julia. The dawn of the new era is shown most clearly,

however, by the increasing prominence given to the third class

of monuments, those made wholly of opus caementicium. The
most conspicuous examples of this class are the cuniculi of the

Forum (Fig. 8), the concrete foundation near the Equus Domi-

tiani,
4 and a small group of private houses, of which the

earlier Domus Liviae on the Palatine is the most important.
5

The monuments of the period so far as it has yet been

possible to classify them 6 which are made wholly or in part
of opus caementicium may be divided into two classes. These

classes are most easily distinguished by the mortar, which, in

the one class, is of a gray color, resembling the ashy gray type

1 The Tabernae Novae were regarded as distinct from the Basilica Aemilia

until a much later time than is usually supposed.
2 The vaults of the rooms, or shops, adjoining the Forum Julium are of opus

caementicium. Since the foundations of the Forum are inaccessible, the type of

construction used in them is uncertain.
3 The theatre was finished by Augustus.
4
Hiilsen-Carter, I.e. 144.

5 The other members of the group are : the private house on the slope of the

Palatine in front of the so-called temple of Jupiter Victor (the lower walls), the

house on the Esquiline containing the frescoes representing the Odyssey land-

scapes, and the house near the Villa Farnesina.
6 For the rooms adjoining the Forum Julium and the theatre of Marcellus the

data are not complete.
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of the earlier monuments, though a little darker, while in the
other class it is grayish red, approaching more nearly the mortar
of the Augustan period.

In the body of the structures of the first class the cae-

menta are, in large part, of cappellaccio and other friable tufas,
the refuse material from the earlier periods ;

1 a small amount
of the later tufa appears, however, and a very little travertine.

-~~~^^
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FIGURE 8. THE CUNICULI AND THE EQUUS

No bricks or marble are found. The pieces vary much in size

and are laid with no apparent attempt at order. 3 The mortar

differs but little in color from that of the Sullan period, but is

superior in quality, being of a finer texture and harder. The

arena is of the same general type as earlier but less terrosa.

1 In the private houses the amount of older material found is much less than

in the other monuments.
2 The arch in the background is a restoration of the vault of one of the cu-

niculi. The foundation of opus caementicium in front is that of the Equus
Domitiani.

3 In the Rostra Julia are found several thin strata of marble chips marking
the width of the sections made at one time.
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The lime is of a slightly better grade and is more abundant ;

it retains, however, the dirty-white color of the earlier periods.

The monuments belonging to this first class are the foundations

of the Curia Julia, the Rostra Julia,
1 the Domus Liviae of the

earlier period, and the lower walls of the house below the

so-called temple of Jupiter Victor.

In the opus caementicium of the second type the caementa

vary, as in later periods, according to the nature of the struc-

ture in which they are used. In the inner walls 2 of the

theatre of Pompey they are of the same brownish red tufa

of which the facing is made and are of medium size. In the

cuniculi and the massive foundation near the Equus Domi-

tiani, which is of the same period,
3 the caementa are almost

entirely of travertine and selce, as in the foundations and sub-

structures of the later periods. They are of medium size and

are laid with no attention to order. The mortar is grayish
red and is almost entirely free from the friability of the earlier

type. The arena is a true pozzolana, consisting of sharp-angled

particles, which vary much in size and are often very large.

It is but slightly terrosa. The color differs greatly from that

of the arena of the earlier periods ; reddish brown and dark

gray predominate, but there is also much red. The lime is

much cleaner and more abundant than in the earlier type of

mortar.

Opus incertum as a facing does not appear in any monument
of the period. Its occasional use at a later time is, how-

ever, referred to by Vitruvius. 4 In its place appears, in both

classes of structures, the more elegant opus reticulatum, the rise

of which may be assigned to this period.
6 The bits of stone,

or tesserae, of which it is formed are very small,
6
measuring

1 See Van Deman, The So-called Flavian Rostra, Am. Jour, of Arch. XIII,

pp. 178-179, 186.

2 The foundations of the theatre are not accessible.
3 The evidence concerning the date, afforded by the level and by the structural

relation of the monument to the cuniculi and to the Augustan pavement above

it, is conclusive.
4 L.c. II, VIII, 1 : Structurarum genera sunt haec, reticulatum quo nunc

omnes utuntur, et antiquum quod incertum dicitur.
6
According to Nibby (Roma Antica, I, p. 275), opus reticulatum was first

used in the theatre of Pompey.
6 A tiny tessera recently found measures but 3 cm. across the face.
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usually 4 cm.-6 cm. across the face. They are made commonly
of brownish red, though occasionally of the older grayish yel-

low tufa. The cuniculi, except the sides of the square shafts in

the vaulting, and the monument near the Equus Domitiani are

unfaced.

The main characteristics of the opus caementicium of the

period are the following : (1) the darker gray or reddish gray
color of the mortar and its freedom from the friability of the

earlier type ; (2) the appearance of caementa of travertine

and selce ; and (3) the use of opus reticulatum as facing, as

well as the small size of the pieces of stone of which it is com-

posed.

The principal monuments of the period, made wholly or in

part of opus caementicium, are as follows : the theatre and por-

ticus of Pompey (55 B.C.), the Forum Julium (54 B.C.; the

vaults of the adjoining rooms), the Curia Julia (52 B.C. ; the

foundations), the Rostra Julia, the cuniculi (finished by

Augustus), the foundation near the Equus Domitiani, the

theatre of Marcellus (finished by Augustus), the Horti Caesaris,

the earlier Domus Liviae on the Palatine, the private house

on the slope of the Palatine below the so-called temple of

Jupiter Victor (the lower walls), the so-called "house of the

Odyssey landscapes," and the house near the Villa Farnesina.

ESTHER BOISE VAN DEMAN.

ROME, ITALY,

March 15, 1912.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
Ancient and Modern Harness. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. MS-

ISO, Commandant LEFEBVRE DBS NOETTES shows that ancient harness was

essentially the same all over the ancient world, and far inferior to that in

use to-day. The ancient horse pulled by means of the collar, the yoke, and
the pole, and was thus able to use but a small part of his strength. A horse

in modern harness at a trot has twice the pulling power of a span of horses

in antiquity; while a team of draught horses pulling a modern truck may
have as much as sixty times the power of an ancient team. With the intro-

duction of modern harness in the tenth century the real strength of the

horse was utilized for the first time.

The Dating of the Encomi Finds. The Mycenaean necropolis at

Encomi (Salamis), in Cyprus, was excavated in 1896 by an English expedi-
tion and is dated by A. S. Murray at about the year 800 B.C., largely on

account of resemblances to Assyrian art. A more detailed examination of

the contents of the separate graves, however, shows that they are by no
means all of one era, some being as early as the beginning of the second

millennium B.C. A large number of objects of Egyptian and Cretan origin
are definitely dated in the fifteenth, fourteenth, and later centuries, and none

can be certainly placed later than 1000 B.C. There seems to be no founda-

tion for the Assyrian analogies. (F. POULSEN, Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911,

pp. 215-248
;
31 figs.)

The Bastarnae. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV, 1911, Beiblatt, cols. 61-76,'

O. FIBBIOER publishes notes on the Bastarnae, a Germanic people who

appeared on the north coast of the Euxine in the second century B.C.

1 The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of

Archaeological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted

by Professor C. N. BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Mr. L. D. CASKET, Pro-

fessor HAROT,D R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor FRANK G.

MOORE, Professor CHARLES R. MOREY, Dr. JAMES M. PATON, Professor LEWIS B.

PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Dr. N. P. VLACHOS,
Professor ARTHUR L. WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published

after December 31, 1911.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 100-161.
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The Influence of Persian upon Japanese Art. In C. R. Acad. Insc.

1911, pp. 386-399 (pi.; 2 figs.), M. DIEULAFOY shows that a covered silver

pitcher from the temple of Horyouji, near Kara, Japan, dating from the

seventh century A.D., is a Chinese work copied from a Persian model. He
also cites other evidence to show the influence of Persian art upon the early

art of China and Japan.
The Monolithic Pillars of Asoka. In Z. Morgenl. Ges. LXV, 1911,

pp. 221-240, V. A. SMITH gives a list, as full and accurate as possible, of all

the surviving Asoka columns, as well as of those known or believed to have

existed once or to exist now. The column and adjoining stupa and temple

were erected to mark that most sacred spot, where " the Wheel of the Law
was first turned," or, in plain language, Buddhist doctrine was publicly

preached for the first time. The wheel, therefore, was an obligatory sym-
bol. The four lions, back to back, guarded the north against the demons

and also symbolized the Master of the Law. Thus they were properly

placed supporting the wheel. The four quadrupeds in bas-relief on the

abacus plainly meant that the monument was under the protection not

only of the guardian of the north, but also under that of the wardens

of all the four quarters. They further meant that the proclamation of

the Good Law was the concern and blessing of the Church of the whole

world.

Quaternary Man in Central Africa. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 313-318 (2 figs.), Dr. CAPITAN calls attention to a large collection of

palaeolithic implements found in the desert 400 km. north of Timbuctoo.

They correspond exactly with implements of the quaternary period in

Europe and are undoubtedly contemporaneous with them. The desert was
at that time fertile and not unlike southern Europe.

Prehistoric 'Weapons among African Tribes. In an article on the

connection of primitive weapons still used among African tribes with those

of prehistoric times (Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp. 240-260; 16 figs.), L. RUTJ-
MEYER emphasizes the light often cast on prehistoric times by folk-lore,

ethnography, and ethnology. He describes spears with bone and horn

points, boomerangs, sticks, and clubs used as missiles, slung-stones used as

hammers or as weapons, sticks grasped by the middle and used as shields,

stone pestles, petrified echini as amulets, stone vessels, etc. Herodotus

(VII, 69) refers to Ethiopians who used spears tipped with antelope horns,
and arrows with stone heads. They had the woolliest hair, he says, of all

men. These weapons indicate a remote connection between the cultures of

Africa and Australia.

EGYPT
An Inscription of Amen-em-hat III. In Ber. Kunsls. XXXIII, 1911,

cols. 40-46
(fig.), H. SCHAFER discusses a finely preserved inscription on a

limestone slab from the temple of Sobk at Crocodilopolis, now in the Berlin
museum. It dates from the time of Amen-em-hat III.

A Portrait of an Officer of Thutmosis III. In Ber. Kumts. XXXII,
1911, cols. 185-189 (2 figs.), H. SCHAFER publishes a seated statuette, 76 cm.

high, of an officer of Thutmosis III. It is of an alabaster-like limestone and

wonderfully preserved, but can hardly be called a great work. It is now in

the Berlin museum.
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Monuments from the Theban Necropolis. In Sitzb. Berl. Akad.
1911, xlviii xlix, pp. 1086-1110 (pi.), ADOLF ERMAN publishes and
discusses a stele from the necropolis of Thebes now in the Berlin museum
(No. 23077). It bears an inscription in praise of Amon Re, signed by Neb-

re, painter of Amon in the Necropolis, and by his son Chai. (See A.J.A.

XVI, p. 136.) Nine other similar inscriptions are published. From these

and other sources the religious beliefs and sentiments of artisans of the time
of the nineteenth dynasty are learned. The god was regarded as kindly,
well-disposed to the humble, but offended by the proud and the wicked,

punishing sin by illness and blindness, but by nature gracious and ready to

aid those who call upon him.

The Hyksos in Egyptian Tradition and in History. In /. Asiat.

XVI, 1910, pp. 507-580, R. WEILL continues the discussion of the history
of the Hyksos begun in previous numbers of the same journal, taking up
the account of the exodus of the unclean as found in Manetho and the

Alexandrian literature. He gives a comparative table showing the de-

velopment of the tradition in later Egyptian literature, and endeavors to

ascertain its primitive form. This is followed by a discussion of the old

Egyptian sources which confirm the truth of this tradition.

Interpretations of Seketu, Kefeth, Ash. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911,

pp. 264-267, CKCIL TORR identifies Seketu of an Egyptian inscription with

Shigati (IYya/oTos, Gigarta) in Phoenicia and Kefeth (or Kefet) with the city

called Akbatana on the promontory of Mount Carmel. He also shows that

the tree called ash iii Egyptian was not the cedar, but a native Egyptian
tree which produced an unguent as well as timber.

Notes on Some Egyptian Monuments. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII,
1911, pp. 197-203 (3 pis.), A. WIEDEMAN discusses some Egyptian repre-

sentations of the hippopotamus, bull, squatting monkey, and ornaments

and trinkets of women.
Decoration of Egyptian Coffins. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911,

pp. 162-170 (3 pis.), A. WIEDEMANN states that the Egyptian monuments

make it possible to follow the development of the decoration of the breast of

the coffin. Originally it was reserved exclusively for the king, Antef for

example, who had a right to the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt.

Later, the tutelary divinities were ascribed to the members of the royal

family also, but this ascription sometimes led to the neglect of their primary

signification. At last the meaning of the picture was quite forgotten, the

two heads which represented the two countries disappeared, only the

tutelary vulture remained, unless it had to give way to Nut, With the

increasing importance of the Osirian conceptions was also connected

the progressive substitution of the coffin in human form as it appears

in the rischi coffins, for the old coffin in the form of a chest, or rather of the

magazine-tomb. A compromise between the two conceptions is made when

the deceased has two coffins, the inner one in the form of the mummy, the

outer one in that of a chest.

Egyptian Gold Work. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, cols. 189-191 (o

figs.), MOLLER publishes several objects of gold now in the Berlin museum.

The most important is a seal cylinder of the Old Kingdom bearing the name

of Mycerinus. A man-headed hawk with back and wings inlaid with lapis

lazuli and turquois dates from about 600 B.C. and is of great beauty.
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Three small figures representing Sachmet, Anubis, and a king wearing the

crown of Upper Egypt, date from the fifth or sixth century B.C.

An Addition to the Senmut-Fresco. InB.S.A. XVI (session 1909-

1910), pp. 254-257 (frontispiece; pi.), H. R. HALL publishes a partly

colored drawing by the late Mr. Robert Hay of the well-known fresco in the

tomb of Senmut at Thebes. The drawing was made about 1837, and

gives the most important parts of the painting in water color. Parts of

three more figures are seen than exist at present in the tomb. The first

holds a large-footed bowl, the second an ewer, the third a great sword.

A Clay Sealing from Egypt. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-1910), pp.

290 f. (fig. in pi. and fig. in text), H. B. WALTERS describes a clay seal

for a wine jar, which was acquired in Egypt. (Brit. Mus. Cat. of Terracottas,

p. 443, No. E 93.) On the seal are impressions of two gems, one a bearded

head with the inscription ayaBbs SC/AWV ascribed to the end of the second

century A.D., the other representing a lion attacking a goat, hardly later

than the beginning of the Christian era. The under side of the seal shows

the marks of a cloth. Evidently the method of sealing wine jars in use in

the Mycenaean Age was still practised in Egypt under the Roman empire.
The Legend of Osiris. In S. Blbl. Arch. XXXIIT, 1911, pp. 139-154

(4 pis.), F. LEGGE states that from the age of the pyramids down to that of

the Ptolemies and the Caesars, there was worshipped in Egypt a god whose

cult extended over the whole country, and never seems to have depended

upon any priestly corporation or college. This was Osiris, the god of the

dead, who differs from all the other Egyptian gods in that he had a com-

plete legend which set forth all his history, his parentage, birth, marriage,

death, and resurrection. There are two elements in it, which have no nec-

essary connection with each other. The earliest of these is the war between
Horns and Set, which, until the last few years, seemed to be entirely allegor-
ical. But, since M. Amelineau's discovery of the tombs at Abydos, we see

that the war between Horus and Set probably took place well within historic

times, and not very long before the building of the pyramids. The other

element in Plutarch's story was not originally Egyptian. The worship of

Osiris was brought into Egypt from the shores of the Mediterranean, prob-

ably from Libya. The original home of the Osiris myth was Babylonia.
Phoenician and Aramaic Inscriptions from Abydos. In Eph. Sem.

Ep. Ill, 1911, pp. 93-116 (4 pis.), M. LIDZBARSKI publishes new copies of

the graffiti on the walls of the temple of Osiris at Abydos, which hitherto

have not been copied with sufficient accuracy to be used scientifically.

They were carved by pilgrims to the shrine of Osiris, who hoped by leaving
these memorials of themselves to secure as favorable a place in the other
world as if they had been buried in the neighborhood of the god.

Aramaic Papyri and Ostraka in the Museum at Cairo. In Eph. Sem.

Ep. Ill, 1911, pp. 117-132 (15 figs.), M. LIDZBARSKI publishes eighteen
hitherto unpublished Aramaic papyri and ostraka from the museum in

Cairo, containing votive inscriptions and business memoranda of various
sorts.

An Aramaic Ostrakon from Elephantine. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII,
1911, pp. 183-184 (pi.), A. H. SAYCE publishes an ostrakon that was found

by the natives in the mounds of Elephantine some years ago. It is espe-

cially interesting on account of its reference to the Passover.
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The Jewish Papyri of Elephantine. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911, pp .

92-U3, A. H. SAYCE describes the additional papyri, more or less mutilated"
which are now edited by Professor Sachau. These consist of official and
private letters, of lists of persons, with the amount of silver 2 shekels perman each had to pay

" to the god Yeho," of business documents, of ostraka
and similar texts, and of two literary compositions of the highest interest
and value. One of these is an Aramaic copy of the Behistun inscription of
Darius I, in which the Persian monarch gives an account of his reign ;

the
other is nothing less than the romance of Ahiqar, the wise man of the East
(called Achiacharus in the Book of Tobifc), which is thus shown to have
been a work of far older date than has hitherto been supposed. One of the
most curious facts that have resulted from the discovery and decipherment
of the papyri is that the Jewish settlement at Elephantine and Assuan was
a military colony.

Prehistoric Pottery from India and from Egypt. In Sitzb. Miin.
Akad. 1911, 6, pp. 1-22 (3 pis.), FR. W. v. BISSING discusses specimens of

prehistoric pottery from India and from Egypt which are remarkably
similar but cannot, on account of their dates and of other circumstances,
indicate any connection or intercourse between those countries. He points
out the danger of assuming such relations on the ground of mere similarity
of a limited number of objects without due regard paid to historic facts.

Egyptian and Egyptizing Objects found in Southern Russia. In

R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 20-35 (23 figs.), B. TOURAIEFF describes and
discusses Egyptian and Egyptizing objects (scarabs, scaraboids, figurines,

vases, amulets, etc.) found in southern Russia. None of them is of very

great interest in itself, but collectively they show that small objects of

Egyptian manufacture (or, in some cases, probably Phoenician imitations)
were prized during the Saite, Ptolemaic, and Roman periods in southern

Russia as far inland as Kiev. The introduction of Egyptian cults is prob-

ably not entirely responsible for this
;
the objects were prized as works of

art also.

The Number 6475 in the Greek Cities of Egypt. In R. Arch. XVIII,

1911, pp. 256-263, GUSTAVE GLOTZ explains the number 6475 which occurs in

an inscription from Talit (Petrie, Illahun, Kahun and Gurob, pi. XXXII,
pp. 29 f. ; Dittenberger, Or. Gr. inscr. sel, No. 668, etc.) and a papyrus

(C. Wessely, Studien f. Palaogr. u. Papyruskunde, IV, p. 69, col. vi, 11. 91-92 ;

Topogr. des Faijum in
(jr.

Zeit. in Denkschr. d. kais. Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien,

phiL-hist. Klasse,L (1904), p. 27), as the total of 7200 citizens (720 phratries)

less the 725 dignitaries. Analogies are found in Greek cities outside of

Egypt.
Alexandrian Statuettes of Aphrodite. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV,

1911, pp. 112-120 (10 figs.), A. HEKLER publishes a nude bronze statuette

of Aphrodite with a headdress in the form of a vulture now in a private col-

lection in Budapest. It represents Isis-Nechbet-Aphrodite. He compiles a

list of twenty other figures of the goddess, some nude and some draped,

having this peculiar headdress.

Coptic Book Bindings. The Berlin museum acquired in 1896 four

leather bindings of Coptic books, two of which are published by IBSCHER

(Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII, 1911, cols. 46-52
;
3 figs.). In one case an intricate

pattern consisting of circles, squares, hearts, etc., was cut out of a piece of
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red brown leather and this placed over a piece of yellowish leather and

fastened upon a stiff backing made of papyrus. The second cover was

simpler, consisting of a geometric design with pieces of white leather set in.

Coptic writing on the waste papyrus used in the backing for the leather

dates from the end of the eighth century, so that the bindings date from

about 800-850 A.D. They were probably made in a Coptic monastery, and

are important for the history of book-binding.

BABYLONIA, ASSYRIA, AND PERSIA

Tablets from KiS. F. THUREAU-DANGIN publishes in Rev. d'Ass.

VIII, 1911, pp. 68-79, six tablets from Kis, said to have been found at

Ahimer, the El-Ohernir of Ker Porter, a mound east of Babylon on the

ancient canal Shatt en-Nil. The frequent occurrence of the god Zamama,
both in the proper names and in the oaths of these tablets, affords internal

evidence for the identification of Ahimer (Ohemer) with ancient Kis, the

seat of the oldest Semitic dynasty in Sumer and Akkad. See also S. Bibl.

Arch. XXIII, 1911, pp. 128-129, notes by C. H. W. Johns. In addition to

this, in S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp. 185-196 (9 pis.), S. LANGDON pub-
lishes thirty-one tablets from Kis. From this material we are enabled to

gain some information regarding the relations of Kis to the rising dynasty
of Babylon. The struggle for supremacy between Babylon and Kis must
have been severe, for as early as the tenth year of Sumu-abu we have a

tablet dated by the formula of this king, which shows that he was recog-
nized at Kis.

The Reign of Arad-Sin, King of Larsa. Inscriptions of Arad-Sin

and of Rim-Sin have long been in the hands of Assyriologists. In S. Bibl.

Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp. 204-212, W. T. FILTER reviews the contents of all

the inscriptions of both kings that have so far been published, and discusses

the questions : (1) Were Arad-Sin and Rim-Sin separate persons, or were
the two names held at different times, or it may be, in different places

by the same ruler? (2) Was the determinative of divinity placed before

the personal element in Rim-Sin's name as the result of his conquest of the

old royal city of Isin ? (3) And was that conquest the same as that of the

seventeenth year of Sin-muballit, the father and predecessor of Hammurabi ?

A Letter of Rim-Sin, King of Larsa. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911,

pp. 221-222 (pi.), S. LANGDON gives a letter of Rim-Sin, the powerful rival

of Hammurabi (2130-2088 B.C.), and of Samsu-iluna (2087-2050 B.C.). This
is the first document of the kind thus far known from this king. The letter

most probably refers to the wars against Babylon in the latter part of the

reign of Hammurabi.
Semiramis. In Or. Lit. XIV, 1911, col. 388, A. UNGNAD claims that

the usual identification of Semiramis in Greek legend with Sammuramat,
the wife of Samsi-Adad, does not do justice to the fact that she is repre-
sented as a queen of the most ancient period. Elements in the tradition
are derived from Queen Azag-Bau, who is known to have been an indepen-
dent sovereign of the third millennium B.C.

The Babylonian List of Gods An (= ilu) Anum. In Sitzb. Sachs.
Ges. LXIII, 1911, iv, pp. 83-125, H. ZIMMERN discusses the list of gods
from the library of Assurbanipal (King, Cuneiform Texts, 24, 25), which is
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of Babylonian origin. He shows that it forms tablets I-VI of a series and
points out its relation to other tablets of the same series, besides offering
various notes and emendations and giving in tabular form the contents of

the six tablets.

The Babylonian Calendar in the Reigns of Lugalanda and Urka-
gina. In J.A.O.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 251-271, G. A. BARTON states that
within the past three years a large number of documents from the temple
archives of Telloh, dated in the reigns of Lugalanda and Urkagina have
been published, and that these documents show that the calendar of the

period which they represent was, in some respects, different from the calen-

dar of the time of Sargon, or of the dynasty of Ur, or of Hammurabi, or of

the later periods. For the most part, the names of the months in the time
of Lugalanda and Urkagina were taken from agricultural processes and the

agricultural festivals connected with them.
.
There is but one exception to

this; one month is named from a star. The names had not yet crystallized
into one conventional form. Several of them are expressed in a great variety
of ways. Two or three of these names have survived into later times, as

have fragments of several others.

The Elamite Venus-Year. In Memnon, IV, 1910, pp. 83-106, F. BORK
attempts to show that there existed in ancient Elam a year that was deter-

mined by the synodical period of the planet Venus, and that this Venus-year
was more ancient than the lunar year. It was identical with the Mexican

Venus-cycle, the so-called Tonalamatl. It is impossible to believe in an

independent discovery of these similar cycles, but in some way the Mexican

year must have been brought to America by the migration of a people from

Central Asia, who had become acquainted with the Elamite calendar. Ibid.

V, 1911, pp. 29-40, E. WEIDNER publishes a transcription and translation

of a Babylonian text, which shows that a Venus-year of 584 days was known
to the Sumerians and the Babylonians from the most ancient times. Ibid.

V, 1911, p. 81, F. HROZNY claims that the facts adduced by Bork are insuf-

ficient to prove that the Elamites had a Venus-year, and that the compari-
son with the ancient Mexicans is accordingly superfluous. To this Bork

replies p. 99.

Babylonian Measurement of the Fixed Stars. In Or. Lit. XIV,

1911, col. 345-346, E. WEIDNER examines a Babylonian measurement of

the distance in degrees between two of the fixed stars, and comes to the

conclusion that this observation was made in the year 1993 B.C. and that

the measurement shows a surprising degree of exactness.

The Babylonian Zuharu. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp. 121-

127, S. LANGDON states that the class-name zuharu, fern, zuhartu, appears to

be confined to the period of the first dynasty, occurring also on Cappado-

cian tablets, which are now known to belong to that period. Assyriologists

have universally taken the word for suharu and translated "youth" and

"maiden." Zuharu, which never occurs as suharu, means most certainly
"
agent, messenger."
A Babylonian Cylinder-Seal. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp.

213-220 (pi.), T. G. PINCHES describes a seal bearing representations of

two gods. The winged female figure, standing on the mount, is Istar. The

striding deity, apparently about to mount the rock, is probably the god Ea or

Aa, the original creator. The tree on Istar's right is probably symbolical of
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the tree of life, and its four branches suggest some connection with the " four

heads
"

of the river of paradise, as described in Genesis 2. The bifrons on

the extreme right is probably simply a divine attendant, while the warrior-

god on the extreme left may possibly be Nergal, followed by a lion as one

of his attendant animals.

An Elamite Cylinder in Paris. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 36-38

(fig.), L. DELAPORTE publishes a cylinder which has been in the Bibliotheque
Nationale for half a century (No. 765 in Chabouillet's Catalogue; No. 503 in

the Catalogue des Cylindres de la Bibliotheque Nationale). On it a seated

goddess is represented, and a second goddess stands with raised hands before

her. The inscription names the owner PililiSube, daughter of Kuk-kuri.

She calls herself servant of the god Gal and of his goddess U-pi-ir-ku-ba-ak.

A Divine Lament. In J.A.O.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 395-402, J. D.

PRINCE discusses the lament published in C.T. XV, Plates 24-25. It was
written and sung by the priests of Nana, whose image was taken by the

Elamites in 2270 B.C., according to the Prism Inscription of Assurbanipal.

Assurbanipal in 635 B.C. retook and restored the image to its original habi-

tat in Uruk amid great rejoicings at his pious act.

Sumerian Hymns and Prayers. In his Sumerian Hymns and Prayers
to the God Nin-ib II. RADAU discusses the development of the religion of the

Sumerians and particularly the god Nin-ib in his various aspects ;
and pub-

lishes thirteen tablets from Nippur now in the University of Pennsylvania
museum. These are hymns and prayers to Nin-ib. Photographic facsimiles

and transcriptions, as well as a transliteration and translation with com-

mentary of five of the tablets, are included in the volume. [The Babylonian

Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania. Series A: Cuneiform Texts.

Ed. by H. V. Hilprecht, Vol. XXIX, Pt. 1. Sumerian Hymns and Prayers
to the God Nin-ib from the Temple Library of Nippur. By HUGO RADAU.

Philadelphia, 1911, University of Pennsylvania, viii, 88 pp. ;
21 pis. 4to. $3.]

Babylonian Hymns and Prayers. Under the title Babylonian Hymns
and Prayers (Philadelphia, 1911, University Museum, 12 pp. ;

47 pis.) 1).

W. MYHRMAN publishes in photographic reproduction and transcription

eighteen tablets engraved with hymns and prayers in the museum of the

University of Pennsylvania. Of these, eleven found at Nippur are with two

exceptions in Sumerian, one is in Sumerian and Semitic Babylonian ;
the

remaining seven, purchased in London, are in Semitic Babylonian. They
date from the third millennium and later. The writer promises a transla-

tion and commentary.
The Date of Sennacherib's Campaign against Hilaku. It is com-

monly assumed that the expedition against Hilaku recorded in the newly
discovered prism of Sennacherib occurred in the year 698 B.C., but in Or. Lit.

XIV, 1911, col. 344, K. TALLQVIST shows that this expedition occurred in

the eponymate of Shulrnu-Bel, which fell in the year 696 B.C.

The Murder of Sennacherib. In S. S. Times, LIII, 1911, p. 395, A.
UNGNAD calls attention to a new inscription of Sennacherib which clears up
the difficulties in regard to the assassination of Sennacherib by his two sons
in the narrative of 2 Kings 19 : 36, 37.

Supplementary Material for Assyrian Syllabaries. The important
syllabaries S a

,
S b

,
S b

l, and S c have lately been published by Thompson in

Cuneiform Texts, XI and XII, and have been supplemented by F. Thureau-
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Dangin in Z. Assyr. and by Meissner in Mitt. Vorderas. Ges. XV, 5. In Z.
Morgenl. XXVI, 1911, pp. 127-152, V. CHRISTIAN gives considerable new
material for the correction and supplementing of these lexical texts that
has appeared since the time of their first publication.

Inscriptions from Seleucia Pieria. In Mel. Fac. Or. V, 1911,
pp. 329-333, L. JALABERT publishes two inscriptions from Seleucia

Pieria, one in honor of a certain Flavia or Flavian us the broken condition
of the text makes it impossible to decide which is meant the other con-

taining the inscription C. Opellio Zmaragd\o\.
The Cuneiform Inscriptions on the Tomb of Darius Hystaspis.

In A bh. Sachs. Ges. XXIX (No. I), 1911 (54 pp. ;
8 pis. ;

11 figs.), F. H. WEISS-
BACH publishes the cuneiform text, a transliteration, and a translation of

the cuneiform inscriptions on the tomb of Darius Hystaspis. The publica-
tion of the text is preceded by a historical sketch and a brief description of

the tomb and its inscriptions.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE
The Archaeological Exploration of Palestine. In /. Bibl. L. XXX,

1911, pp. 1-17, D. G. LYON discusses the opportunities and problems that

confront the excavator in Palestine. Many of the tells are now occupied by
houses that interfere with their exploration. The Turkish law in regard to

antiquities is also a cause of numerous difficulties and delays, but in spite
of these obstacles much has been accomplished by the expeditions which
have been sent to Palestine by the various countries of Europe and America

during the last twenty years. Most important results have been obtained

in the Canaanite levels of the mounds. We have now gained a clear impres-
sion of the life and civilization of the Canaanites and of the process by
which they rningled with the Israelites. For the later periods the results

have been less important, but still not without interest. The chief work
that still remains to be done is the exploration of fortresses and churches

left by the Crusaders, of Jewish synagogues, and of the great fortresses of

the Roman period.
The Influence of Aegean Civilization upon Egypt and Palestine.

In Mitt. Vorderas. Ges. XVI, 1911, 2, pp. 1-104 (54 figs.), R. VON LICHTEN-
BERG shows that the abundant Aegean remains, distributed through several

centuries, that have been found in Egypt and Palestine prove the great

importance of the Aegean civilization and its strong influence upon the

neighboring civilizations. In Palestine, along with native types, Mycenaean-

Cypriote motives lasted for a long time after they had disappeared from the

Mycenaean civilization in the Mediterranean. On the other^hand, foreign

influences upon Aegean civilization are of less importance, but they con-

tribute to confirm the conclusion reached in other ways in regard to the age
of that civilization.

The Name of the King of Jerusalem in the Tell el-Amarna Letters.

The name of the king of Jerusalem in the Tell el-Amarna letters is ordi-

narily read Abd-hiba, but in Or. Lit. XIV, 1911, col. 341-343, A. GUSTAVS
shows that Hiba is the same as the Mitannian goddess Hepa, and that

accordingly the ideogram for " servant
"

in this name should probably be

read as Mitannian rather than Canaanite. In the language of Mitanni the
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name for servant is put and the masculine termination is i, accordingly the

name of this king should be read Put-i-Hepa.
Bir-idri = Ben-Hadad. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911, pp. 370-372, P. S.

P. HANDCOCK asserts the extreme improbability of the generally accepted
identification of Benhadad, Ahab's contemporary, and the so-called " Bir-idri"

of Shalmaneser's inscription. The unnamed king of Syria in 1 Kings 22,

by whom Ahab was defeated and slain at Ramoth-gilead, was Hadad-ezer,

an entirely different personage from the comparatively impotent Benhadad of

1 Kings 20. Ibid. XXII, 1911, pp. 68-69, S. LANGDON holds that Ben-Hadad
in the Hebrew sources, corresponds to the Assyrian IM-id-ri. The only

way out of the difficulty of the difference of names is to go back to the inter-

pretation of Winckler and Delitzsch, now held also by Zimrnern, and read the

Assyrian name as Bir-id-ri A new inscription which he transcribes favors

this solution of the problem, and, perhaps, firmly establishes Bir-adarin place
of the extremely doubtful Ben-Hadad.

The " Field of Abram "
in the Geographical List of Sheshoiik I.

In J.A.O.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 290-296, J. H. BREASTED replies to the claim

of M. G. Kyle, ibid. 1910, pp. 86-91, that the identification of the second

portion of the name as Abram, "
scarcely comes within the bounds of possi-

bility." He shows that none of the objections offered by Kyle cause any
difficulty, and he is, therefore, still inclined to see in the word the earliest

occurrence of the name Abram.
The Inscriptions of King Kalamu. In Sitzb. Berl. Akad. 1911, xlv,

xlvi, xlvii, pp. 976-985, E. LITTMANN gives the text (in Hebrew characters)
and a literal translation, with notes, of the inscriptions of King Kalamu

(F. von Luschan, Ausgrabungen von Sendscherli, Heft XIV of Mitteilungen
aus den Orientalist-hen Sammlungen der Kgl. Museen zu Berlin"), which are

among the earliest known inscriptions in Semitic alphabetical writing.
The two inscriptions are virtually one, telling of the greatness of Kalamu.
The language is Phoenician with some Aramaic elements. Further notes

are published by C. BROCKELMANN, ibid, li, lii, liii, pp. 1142-1146.
The God Ashima of Hamath. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911, p. 93,

F. HOMMEL discusses Ashima mentioned in 2 Kings 17 : 30 as a God of

Hamath. In all Aramaic-speaking countries a vocalization of the dental

nasal into the simple spiritus lenis is very common, so that, in connection

with Ashima, it is natural to think of the well-known god Eshmun. This

would then be a feminine form (Ashmatt from Ashmant, or Eshmutt from

Eshmunt). In Am. 8: 14 the same deity is mentioned, "They that swear

by the Ashmat of Samaria, and say, As thy God, O Dan, liveth."

Rahab. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911, pp. 423-424, C. MOXON holds that

the Rahab passages in the Old Testament find their final explanation only
in the myths about Tiamat. If this be granted, the question remains

whether the mythic slaying of Tiamat was alone referred to in these poems.
It is more in accord with the Hebrews' way of adapting the myths and
customs of their neighbors to suppose that they would connect the Tiamat
narrative with their national history. An examination of the relevant

passages makes it appear probable that in some of them the Rahab-Tiamat

myth is connected with the crossing of the Red Sea.

The Sepulchral Monument " Masseba." In J. Bill. L. XXX, 1911,

pp. 109-113, B. D. ERDMANS states that according to primitive religious
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belief, the soul, embodied in the breath, leaves the body of a dying man.
The soul, however, remains in the neighborhood of the corpse, and is near
the grave, at least during the first weeks after the burial. Now it is neces-

sary that this soul have a place of rest, in order not to be compelled to wan-
der about. It must receive food and drink at proper times, and is supposed
to do mischief to the surviving relatives if no shelter and food are offered.
The masseba is easily explained as a house for the soul. Therefore the
name of the deceased person is inscribed upon it

;
and the monument itself

is called " soul." The male form was chosen for the graves of men, the
female form for the graves of women.
Some Early Amulets from Palestine. In J.A.O.S. XXXI, 1911,

pp. 272-281 (2 pis.), J. A. MONTGOMERY describes three Hebrew amulets
found at Irbid in the Hauran and belonging in date to about the second to
the fifth centuries A.D.

The Samaritans in the Jewish Aramaic Papyri from Elephantine.
In S. S. Times, LIII, 1911, p. 601, J. A. MONTGOMERY gathers from the

recently published Assuan papyri the materials that throw light upon the

origin and history of the Samaritans.

Meaning of Selah. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911, pp. 374-377, P. HAUPT
claims that Selah is connected with the Hebrew verb soldi, which means

originally
" to throw." The noun selah denotes throwing down, prostration

in adoration.

An Old-time Savings Bank from Moab. In Pal. Exp. Fund, XLIII,
1911, pp. 195-196 (fig.)> A. FORDER tells of a small earthenware jar, seven

and a half inches high, five inches wide, and at the bulge four and one-

quarter inches across. The jar when found contained over fourteen hundred

pieces of money of different sizes. Most of the coins were badly worn and

very rusty, but some are well preserved and are of the time of Constantino.

The Walls of Jerusalem. In S. S. Times, LIII, 1911, p. 586, L. B.

PATON discusses the location of the walls of ancient Jerusalem in the light

of the most recent archaeological discoveries.

The Costume of Hebrew "Women in the Time of Isaiah. In Or. Lit.

XIV, 1911, cols. 390-391, S. DAICHES shows that the dress of the Hebrew
ladies described in Is. 3 : 18-23 is identical with that of the goddess Ishtar

as described in the epic of Ishtar's descent to Hades. The costume of Ishtar

was that of the Babylonian ladies, and this shows that Babylonian fashions

prevailed in Jerusalem in the time of Isaiah. These considerations have an

important bearing on the genuineness of the passage in Isaiah.

Inscriptions from el-'Ola. In Eph. Sem. Ep. Ill, 191 1, pp. 207-21 6, M.

LIDZBARSKI publishes four inscriptions that were brought from el-'Ola by
the Mecca Railway to Damascus, and copied there by the Rev. Mr. Hanauer.

One is Minaean
;
the other three are ancient North Arabic.

Palmyrene Inscriptions. In Eph. Sem. Ep. Ill, 1911, pp. 132-157

(pi.), M. LIDZBARSKI publishes a collection of new Palmyrene funerary in-

scriptions from the museum in Constantinople, Damascus, Cairo, and the

museum of the Syrian Protestant College in Beirut, and also a collection of

tesserae from the museum of the Syrian Protestant College.

A Sacred Galley on Tyrian Coins. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp.

152-155, J. TOUTAIN calls attention to a series of Tyrian coins upon which

on the reverse Astarte appears standing on the bow of a galley, with such
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an inscription as Tvpov Upas dcruAov, or Tupov Upas /w,r/rp07r6Xc<i)s above, and the

three Phoenician letters for Tyre. In Arrian's A nabasis, II, 24, 6 there is an

account of a sacred ship which Alexander captured at Tyre and rededicated

to Melkart, and the writer suggests that this is the ship represented on the

coins.

ASIA MINOR
Hittite Archives from Boghazkeui. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV, 1911,

pp. 90-100, META E. WILLIAMS translates from the German of Winckler

extracts from the Hittite archives found by him at Boghazkeui.
Hittite Inscriptions. The first fruit of the Cornell Expedition to

Asia Minor is the publication of the Hittite inscriptions copied by its

members. These, twenty-seven in number, are reproduced by Dr. Charles in

photographic facsimile and transcription. The careful use of squeezes and a

study of the known signs has enabled him to transcribe many apparently

hopeless passages. This is especially the case with the great inscription of

Boghazkeui, hitherto generally regarded as illegible, of which Dr. Charles

has recovered the greater part of the main portion, and much of three lines

at the left. It is expected that further results of the expedition will be pub-
lished during 1912. [Travels and Studies in the Nearer East. BY A. T.

OLMSTEAD, B. B. CHARLES, and J. E. WRENCH. Vol. I, Pt. 2. Hittite Inscrip-

tions. Ithaca, 1911. 49 pp. ;
27 pis. ;

45 figs. 4to.]

The Stele of Ordek-burnu. In the museum of Constantinople there

is an inscription upon a stele brought from Ordek-burnu that hitherto has

resisted all efforts at decipherment. In Eph. Sem. Ep. Ill, 1911, pp. 192-

206 (3 pis.), M. LIDZBARSKI gives the results of a new and careful collation

of the text. The characters belong to the earliest period of the Semitic

alphabet, but the language is not Semitic, but is probably one of the dialects

of Asia Minor. Whether it be Hittite, Mitannian, Carian, or some other

language, it is impossible in our present state of knowledge to say.

Corpus Inscriptionum Neo-Phrygiarum. All the known texts of Neo-

Phrygian, about seventy in number, a score of which are new since Ramsay's
publication in 1905, are published by W. M. CALDER in J.H.S. XXXI, 1911,

pp. 161-215. Although no two are exactly alike, they are chiefly curses on
violators of tombs, appended to epitaphs in Greek, and they can be inter-

preted by the formulas of similar import which occur in that region in

Greek. This comparative method seems a better means of getting at the

forms of the Phrygian language than the strictly philological method, which
has been tried with slight success. These inscriptions all belong to the

first three centuries of the Christian era, and show that the native tongue
survived in common speech beside the Greek, for a long time, in isolated

districts.

Penalties in Lycian Epitaphs. In J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 269-275,
W. ARKWRIGHT discusses the Lycian epitaphs of the third century B.C. and
later, which propose a money payment for violation of the tomb. He finds

that this is not a penalty imposed by law, but an estimate of the damages
that could be collected in a lawsuit, and he traces the change from the
Asiatic religious idea of the act of violation as a sin, to the Greek and
Roman notion of a crime, and from the owner or his heirs, to a public cor-

poration, as protectors of the grave and recipients of the fine.
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The Site of Caesarea in Bithynia. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 325-334, J.
SOLCH argues that the site of Caesarea in Bithynia lay at the east end of
Lake Dascylites; and that the name is preserved in that of the Turkish

village Tscherkirge.
The Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 247-

248 (pl.)> A. E. HENDERSON publishes a restoration of the fourth century
temple of Artemis at Ephesus.
A Coin of Artaxisata. In C. R. Acad. Imc. 1911, pp. 363-374 (fig.),

E. BABELON publishes a bronze coin recently acquired by the Cabinet des

Me"dailles, Paris. Upon the obverse is a head of Tyche to the right ; and on-
the reverse Victory flying to the left, with the legend APTAEICATUUN
MHTPOnOAEUUC, the dates IB and 0E, and the letters HPA in a mono-

gram. He shows that it is a coin of Artaxisata, the capital of Armenia
Major, the correct spelling of which was not previously known ;

and that it

dates from 183 A.D. The town was rebuilt after its destruction in 163, and

twenty years after this it was the capital as it had been under Trajan. A
special era began for Armenia Major in 114 A.D.

GREECE
SCULPTURE

The Archaic Gigantomachy at Corfu. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp.
1-19 (3 figs.), CHARLES PICARD and CH. AVEZOU describe in detail the figures
of Zeus and a giant from the archaic pediment at Corfu (see A.J.A. XV,
1911, p. 415), the only figures discovered when the article was written. The
date ^suggested is toward the last quarter of the sixth century B.C. The
Zeus recalls the " Dorian "

style of Argos and Sicyon ;
the giant has points

of resemblance to the statues from the islands.

Torso of a "Kouros" at Neuchatel. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp.
39-44 (fig.), W. DEONNA publishes a torso (shoulders to waist) of an archaic

nude male figure of Parian marble, brought from Cephalonia and presented
to the Musee historique at Neuchatel in 1836. The entire figure was about

0.45 m. high. Three long strands of hair fall over each shoulder in front.

Such statuettes seem not to have been made in the Ionian Islands or in con-

tinental Greece. This was probably imported from one of the Cyclades or

from Asia Minor. Seven additions to the list of " Kouroi " and several ad-

ditions to the bibliography given in the author's work Les "
Apollons archa-

iques" 1909, are appended.
An Archaic Head from Athens. A much-damaged archaic male head

found in Athens in 1879 is illustrated and briefly discussed by E. S.

FORSTER in J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 260-262 (fig.). It is an Attic work of

the last quarter of the sixth century, and valuable chiefly as marking
another step in the series of Attic Kovpoi or nude male figures.

Hageladas. In Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 24-34, A. FRICKENHAUS

opposes the commonly accepted arguments of Brunn that there was but one

sculptor Hageladas of Argos. He shows that dates for work under this

name ranging from 520 to 428 B.C. are well authenticated, and that there

was a grandson of the early Hageladas, contemporary with Polyclitus, who

would naturally have borne the same name. To this younger sculptor, not

of the first rank, he assigns the Zeus Ithomatas of the Messenians, the boy
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Zeus of Aegion and the Heracles Alexicacus of the Athenian derae Melite,

all of which he finds copied in coins or statuettes.

The Marsyas Group. In Jb. KL Alt. XXVII, 1911, pp. 551-560 (pi.;

7 figs.), P. J. MEIER calls attention to a new restoration of the Marsyas

group recently set up in the museum at Brunswick. The right hand of the

Athena is close to her body and grasps the spear which passes in front of

her, instead of to the left as in the Stettin restoration. Her left hand

points to the ground. The left arm of Marsyas was extended backwards.

The Companion Piece to the Ludovisi Throne Relief. An exhaus-

tive examination of the three-sided marble relief now in the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts (see A.J.A. XIV, pp. 389 f., figs. 8-10), together with its bet-

ter known mate in Rome, is published by F. STUDNICZKA in Jb. Arch. L
XXVI, 1911, pp. 50-192 (80 figs.), as the text for the photographic reproduc-
tion of the former in Ant. Denk. Ill, i, pis. 7 and 8. Under twenty-four divi-

sions, with citation of countless monuments, reliefs, statues, vase-paintings
and ornaments, he discusses the opinions and arguments advanced by other

archaeologists and gives the grounds for his own conclusions. These are in

brief as follows : The two pieces, which he refers to as B (Boston) and L

(Ludovisi), originally decorated the ends of a long altar, the volutes, which are

of course to be supplied for L, corresponding to the not unusual altar-horns.

Thev were crowned by acroteria, probably anthemia in the middle and

doves at the corners. The sculptures which are Attic-Ionic in character and
most closely allied to vase-paintings belong to the transition period between

archaic and full classic, in the first half of the fifth century B.C. The main
relief of L, with the three female figures, is the rising of Aphrodite from

the sea, assisted by two Horae, while the closely veiled figure feeding a

censer on the right wing and the naked girl playing the flutes on the left

represent the goddess in her two aspects as patroness of connubial and
illicit or ritual love. The weighing scene on B illustrates the myth of a

contest between Aphrodite and Persephone for possession of Adonis, in

which the former goddess won the greater favor. The joyful figure on the

left is, therefore, Aphrodite, characterized by a fish as of marine origin,

while the sorrowing figure on the other side above the pomegranate is Per-

sephone. The lyre-playing youth on the right wing, who would face the

courtesan of L, is Adonis himself, and the old woman on the left, facing the

incense-burner, is an old nurse clasping a myrrh tree, now effaced, which

symbolized Myrrha, the mother of Adonis. The shrine of Aphrodite and
Adonis at Amathus in Cyprus is suggested as the possible site of the altar.

The Art of Phidias. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV, 1911, pp. 35-88 (2

pis.; 58 figs.), H. SCHRADER discusses several pieces of Greek sculpture
which illustrate the art of Phidias. 1. The Athena Medici of the ficole

des Beaux Arts, Paris, is a copy of an original by Phidias. 2. The Demeter
relief from Eleusis is Phidian in spirit. He compares with it a Demeter in

Berlin and a Cora in the Villa Albani. 3. He shows that the Parthenon

metopes known only from Carrey's drawings were not placed on the build-

ing in the order in which he drew them. In the middle of the south side

after No. X (Centaur seizing a woman) should come No. XVIII (two flee-

ing women and a small servant), then XXI (two women and statue), XIII

(father and mother of the bride), XIV (priestess and servant), and XII

(Centaur seizing a woman). Some of Carrey's drawings represent metopes
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of the north side. In the middle No. XIX (Demeter and Cora) should be
followed by XVII (Hermes and Apollo) arid then XX (two Muses). No.
XXXII, which is still preserved, belonged to the north side and represented
the judgment of Paris. A head in Athens probably came from a metope on
the south of the building.
4. He points out the close

resemblance between the

head of Hera from the

Argive Heraeum and the

Bologna head (Furtwang-
ler's "Lemnia"), and

argues that the latter is

not to be attributed to

Phidias, but that it is a

work of the Argive school.

He thinks the main fea- ;

turesof the true "Lemnia"
|

may be seen in a relief in
I

Lansdowne House, where
i

Athena is standing un- I

armed, holding a Corinth- i

ian helmet. 5. He iden-

tifies the standing statue
\

of a nude youth in the
|

Villa Albani as a copy
of the one statue of an

Olympic victor made by
Phidias. 6. He confirms

Treu's theory that the i

Zeus from Olympia in
1

Dresden is Phidian and

compares with it the Cora
Albani. 7. He argues further that a fine bronze head in Vienna (Fig. 1)

goes back to the Olympian Zeus of Phidias.

Aphrodite Urania of Phidias. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 268-281

(6 figs.) VITTORIO MACCHIORO discusses a half-draped statue of Aphrodite
in Naples (Guida del Museo, 233) and its replicas, e.g. Clarac, 604, 1326;

Reinach, Repertoire, II, 406, 5; IV, 202, 7). The right hand rests on a

dolphin (in some variants, on a post or the like), the left hand on the hip.'

The drapery covers the left arm and the lower part of the person from the

hips to the ankles. The hair is done up in a knot on the top of the head,
and two locks fall over the shoulders in front. Comparison with other

monuments leads to the conclusion that the type was invented by Phidias

for his Aphrodite Urania. The dolphin is a Hellenistic innovation.

The Artemis Colonna. The Artemis Colonna in the Berlin museum,
named from its former possessor, is discussed by B. SCHROEDER in Jb.

Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 34-48 (10 figs.), with especial reference to the dis-

puted date of the original. Since the replica discovered at Miletus proves
that the supposedly fourth-centnry head and fifth-century body really

belong together, an examination of both shows that this is a fifth-century

FIGURE 1. BRONZE HEAD OF ZEUS.
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work of the Ionian school, an early member of the group best known by the

Nike of Paeonius. The sculptor, a man of originality and a student of

nature rather than of established canons, anticipated many of the ideas

which the great masters of the following century worked out to greater per-
fection but with less vitality. The nearest analogy to the head is found in

Waldstein's Hera head from the Argive Heraeum.

An " Apobates
" Relief from the Amphiareum. In 'Apx- *E<. (for-

merly 'E
<fr.

'A PX.)>
1 91 <>> PP- 251-266 (pi. ;

2 figs.), N. G. PAPPADAKIS pub-
lishes a fragmentary relief from Oropus representing an athlete with helmet

and shield about to dismount from a rushing chariot in the Apobates race

(found in 1887, now in Athens, Nat. Mus. No. 1391; Svoronos, 'EOvmbv
Mouoretov, pi. 56). It is evidently an ex-voto to Amphiaraus (.

. . . cos

tyyvrjv} for victory in the dywv a.7roj3dTr)<i
of the Amphiarean games. A

transitional work, exhibiting the calmness and balance of the fifth century
and the vigor of the fourth, strongly influenced by the similar groups of the

Parthenon frieze, it forms an intermediate step between the similar relief in

the Acropolis Museum (Collignon, B.C.H. 1888, pp. 458 if., pi. 17), and
another found at Oropus (Berlin Mus. No. 725; Furtwaengler, Samml.

Saburoff, pi. 26).
A Hermes of Cephisodotus. In Jh. Oest. Arch. /. XIV, 1911, pp. 89-

97 (6 figs.), V. MACCHIORO publishes a headless Hermes found by the late

G. Schneer in the Roman baths of Agnano. The figure is athletic and
stands with the weight on the right leg and with the left advanced. In the

right hand is the caduceus, and on the left arm, which is covered by the

chlamys fastened about the neck, is the infant Dionysus. Beside the left leg
is a tree-trunk and a ram looking up. He argues that this is a copy of a

Hermes by Cephisodotus.
A Hermes by a Follower of Praxiteles. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV,

1911, pp. 98-111 (11 figs.), W. KLEIN discusses a Hermes holding the infant

Dionysus from the Farnese Palace engraved by J. Bapt. Cavalleri in his

Antiquae statuae urbis Romae (III, IV, pi. 45), and shows that it was the work
of a follower of Praxiteles. Several more or less close replicas of it exist.

A Bas-relief of Demosthenes. In Hermathena, XXXVI, 1910, pp.
1-12 (10 pis.), T. K. ABBOTT describes a relief representing Demosthenes

which has been in the possession of Trinity College,

Dublin, since the middle of the eighteenth century.
It is 32.1 cm. high and 23.8 cm. wide and is said to

have been found in Hadrian's villa. The orator is

seated on an altar with his head bowed in thought.
He holds a roll of manuscript in his left hand. It is

evident that the sculptor desired to represent him

during the last moments of his life. On the altar is

the inscription A^/xoo-^eVr/s eiri/Svfuos. Michaelis, on
the basis of what seemed to be errors in the drapery and
the misspelling of the name, doubted its authenticity.

Satyr and Eros. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 352-355 (fig.), A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE publishes
a carnelian intaglio in his own collection upon which is represented a youth-
ful satyr standing with right foot raised and supporting a little Eros whose
two hands he holds (Fig. 2). Below is the name P H I LO. The same scene

FIGURE 2. SATYR
AND EROS. IN-

TAGLIO.
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appears on a gem in Vienna, and the coins of Pergamon and Nysa have a
somewhat similar design. The group seems to have been popular in the
time of the Roman empire and to have been of Asiatic or Alexandrian

origin.

The Marbles from Mahdia. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 92-126

(11 figs.), A. MERLIN and L. POINSSOT describe and discuss seventeen
works in marble which were discovered in the sea near Mahdia, Tunisia

(see A.J.A. XIII, 1909, pp. 102-103; 374; XIV, p. 248; 388 f.
; XV,

pp. 112 f.; 551 f.). They have suffered more than the bronzes from the
action of the water. The marble all seems to be Attic, probably from

Hymettus. The different works, statues, etc., were originally made of

several pieces joined together. The most complete piece is the head of

Aphrodite (A.J.A. XIV, p. 388, Fig. 7), a late Attic type, influenced by
Praxiteles. Heads of Niobe and two Niobids are not exact replicas
of any others known, but proved the popularity of the composition best

known through the statues in Florence. Two further heads are those of a

male and a female satyr. Two torsos of youths, and several fragments
(part of a bust of Heracles, two human legs, three forearms, besides a few
small pieces) complete the list of statues. Two statuettes of Artemis in a*

short tunic (one of which is almost complete though wanting the head and
both arms) and five statuettes of children (only one of which is at all com-

plete, and the head of that is ruined by corrosion) are described. A large
head of a bearded Pan (0.40 rn. high) in high relief was intended to be

fastened to a flat background. Of the two bas-reliefs found, one represents
the sacred banquet offered to Asclepius, the other, much mutilated, repre-
sents a seated goddess, perhaps Cybele. This may have been taken from
the Metroum at the Piraeus, and the sacred banquet from the Asclepieurn
when Sulla's army pillaged the place in 86 B.C.

Bronze Statuettes from Mahdia. In M. Soc. Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910,

pp. 211-230 (4 figs.), A. MERLIN and L. POINSSOT describe four bronze

statuettes found in the sea near Mahdia. (1) One represents a comic actor

with legs crossed seated on top of a column, perhaps originally part of a

lamp stand. It had an artificial patina. The three other figures, a satyr, a

dancing Eros, and a standing actor, were never completely finished and

show marks of the casting. (2) The satyr has lost both arms and one leg

from above the knee. It is 19 cm. high and was inspired by a fourth cen-

tury original. (3) The Eros is represented as a winged child, 13 cm. high,

stepping forward with hands raised, in the dance. (4) The actor has a

bearded mask and is gesticulating with both hands. All of these figures

show affinities with neo-Attic sculpture.
Hestia on the Omphalos. Two incomplete inscriptions from Delos,

the accounts of Anthesterius and of Callistratus, mention two statues of

Hestia in the prytaneum. One, of bronze, was seated on a small stone altar

(CTTI PU/JILO-KOV XiOivov KaO^vrfv} ;
the other was about two feet High and

was seated on an omphalos (o>s Burovv eir 6p<f>d\ov Ka.0rip.wriv).
The

omphalos was then an attribute of Hestia. Several figures hitherto called

by other names may now be called Hestia. (P. ROUSSEL, R. Arch. XVIII,

1911, pp. 86-91.)
The Imagery of Alexander. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 290-296

(fig.), G. BLUM discusses a small bronze bust from Lower Egypt, now m
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the Fouquet collection in Cairo. It represents Alexander with the uraeus,

a crown of rays, and an imbricated breastplate. It belongs to the imagery,
rather than to the portraiture, of Alexander and represents less the man
than the heroized or deified founder of the city, as he was worshipped at

Alexandria. Other examples of the same class of representation are cited.

Such works make the iconography of Alexander difficult and, in some de-

gree, uncertain. Some errors of writers on the subject are pointed out.

Polybius and Damophon. In Sitzb. Sachs. Ges. LXIII, 1911, i, pp. 3-

15 (2 pis.), FRANZ STUDNICZKA discusses the relief from Cleitor in Arcadia

(Ath. Mitt. VI, 1881, pi. 5; Baunxeister, Denkmaler, III, p. 2027; cf. Ber-

noulli, Griech. Ikonocjr. II, pp. 184 ff.
; Hitzig-Bliimner, Pausanias, III, i,

p. 138), which he claims, by citation of ancient authors and comparison
with the sculptors from Lycosura, to be a portrait of Polybius by
Damophon.

The Monument of the Aetolians at Delphi. In J. Int. Arch. Num.

XIII, 1911, pp. 177-240 (pi.; 5 figs.), A. J.-KEINACH identifies two blocks

carved with shields in the museum at Delphi as part of the monument
of the Aetolians erected at Delphi to commemorate their victory over

the Gauls. The monument is reproduced on Aetolian coins. It consisted

of a bronze figure of Aetolia, with a flat hat on her head, seated upon a sup-

port to which Gallic shields and other spoils were attached. With her

right hand she grasped a spear which rested on the ground and with her

left held a sheathed sword. The monument was placed upon a two-stepped

hexagonal base, part of which has recently been identified.

The Sandal in the Palazzo dei Conservatori. In J.H.S. XXXI,
1911, pp. 308-314 (3 figs.), G. DICKENS makes a plea for assigning to

Damophon the fragment of a sandal and foot which is preserved in the

Palazzo dei Conservatori. It is generally admitted to be of Greek marble

and Greek workmanship and Hellenistic date, probably of the third or

second century B.C. It comes from a colossal acrolithic statue, such as

Damophon was likely to make, and the frieze around the high
"
Tyrrhenian

"

sandal, a marine procession, corresponds closely in design and execution to

one of the bands of relief on the Lycosura drapery.

VASES AND FAINTING

The Aristonous Vase. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911, pp. 33-74,
P. DUCATI discusses in detail the crater of Aristonous, now in the Palazzo

dei Conservatori, Rome, reviews and criticises the theories of other scholars,

and comes himself to the conclusion that the vase is a product of Attic

derivation but manufactured in Italy, probably at Cumae, in the second

half of the seventh century B.C.

The Master of the Berlin Amphora. The unnamed, but important
Attic vase-painter of the severe period whose best-known work is the Berlin

amphora No. 2160, has such a well-marked style that J. D. BEAZLEY has

been able to assign to him thirty-seven other vases of various shapes, and to

his school or direct imitators twenty-nine more. They include amphoras of

various kinds, stamni, craters, among them the four earliest bell-craters

known, hydriae and lecythi. All these vases are minutely analyzed in

shape, ornament, and picture-decoration, in J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 276-295
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(10 pis. ;
9 figs.). The figures, whether divine, human, or animal, are pecul-

iarly graceful and charming, suggesting the poet's i/eoyutos ri/3a.Greek Vases in Ferrara. In Boil. Arte,V,1911, pp. 341-346 (4 figs.)
A. NEGRIOLI publishes three Greek vases in the Museo di Schifanoia'
Ferrara. They are: 1. A red-figured cylix, black on the under side; on
the inside is a bearded male figure with horn in one hand and pitcher in
the other running to the left. He has the hirnation over his shoulders
(Fig. 3). In the field to the inscription EflKTETO^ EAPA<t>EN.
2. A similar cylix, black on the outside, has in the centre a standing nude

FIGURE 3. VASE SIGNED BY EPICTETUS.

youth pouring oil from a flask into his outstretched left hand. His clothes

are piled upon a stool. In the field are the words MEMON KALO^.
3. A third cylix, in the style of Brygos, is adorned with Bacchic scenes.

On the under side are two groups of three Maenads and a Satyr. One of

the Maenads on one side is mounted on a mule.

Two Vase Paintings. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911, pp. 142-154,
P. DUCATI discusses two vase paintings ;

one on a cup from Naucratis shows
a female figure, surrounded by small winged beings. Studniczka and

others, because of their conviction that this and similar vases are Cyrenaic,
call her the nymph Gyrene, attended by Boreads and Harpies (cf. Philo-

demus, Hepi ev<re/8etas, p. 43). Ducati, noting that the British discoveries

at Sparta have shown such vases to be of Spartan origin, suggests that the

vase represents Persephone, holding a pomegranate, as emblematic of the ,

sacred tree which the ei'SwXa of the dead are worshipping in the hope of a

return to earth. There may be, he thinks, a suggestion of palingenesis or
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of metempsychosis in this painting from Naucratis, where Pythagoras, the

expounder of this doctrine, lived, in the century in which this vase was

made. With regard to the second vase Ducati maintains that the winged
warrior flying from a ship, represented on an Attic amphora of the British

Museum (Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder, pi. 198), is not an ei8o>Ao' or

<avraoy>ia of Achilles, as in the Hecuba of Euripides (110-112), but rather

the hero himself transported to the Islands of the Blessed, as told in the

Aethiopis. He calls attention to the resemblance between the winged figure

and one of the two warriors in combat on the other side of the vase, which,

he thinks, pictures a duel between Memnon and Achilles.

An Attic Crater of Felsina. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911, pp.

248-266 (pi.), P. DUCATI presents some observations on an Attic crater,

distinguished by having white color freely used on the figures, published by
Pellegrini in his Catalogo del vasi greci dipinti delle necropoli felsinee, p. 147

sq. No. '304, Fig. 84. The vase represents Dionysus and Ariadne guided by
Erotes and attended by Maenads and Satyrs, but is not, as Von Salis thinks,

their wedding procession on the occasion of Theseus' abandonment (he

compares Pausanias' description (I, 20, 3) of the paintings in the temple
of Dionysus Eleutherius at Athens), but rather a reunion, representing a

cult-scene of the Xoes at the Anthesteria, with Ariadne, as a kind of

Aphrodite, typifying the wife of the Archon Basileus in her marriage to the

god Dionysus. Ducati places the vase in the first half of the fourth century
B.C., or even in its first decades, and makes the chronology of the decadent

Attic art depend on this. Thus the Palermo Phaou-crater precedes this

one and is in turn preceded by the Midias crater of London, giving us as

the epoch of the Midias cycle the years 420-400 B.C., and not as Nicole and
Hauser think, 400-350 B.C. The Peloponnesian War did not, he thinks,

interfere with the production of pottery.
A Panathenaic Amphora from Camirus. In B.S.A. XVI (session

1909-1910), pp. 206-211 (pi. ; fig.), A. M. WOODWARD publishes fragments
of an early Panathenaic amphora on which the Armed Race was repre-
sented. Of one side only parts of Athena's shield and drapery and of the

column are preserved ;
of the other side, nearly all of one running hoplite

and small portions of two others. Probably there were no more on this

vase. This is a small-sized vase; perhaps the small vases were second

prizes. Two small fragments of fourth-century Panathenaic vases recently
obtained at Athens are reproduced. Each bears the end of the customary
inscription (A0AQN and ENA0AQN).

The Contest of Poseidon and Athena. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp.
341-348 (2 figs.), M. COLLIGNON publishes an Apulian crater in Madrid on
which is painted the contest of Poseidon and Athena for the supremacy of

Athens (Fig. 4). He proves that it belongs to the series of monuments
shown by Stephani and Robert to reproduce the group seen by Pausanias
on the Acropolis at Athens. The painter has introduced a winged horse,

Nike, Cecrops, and Dionysus which formed no part of the original monu-
ment. This vase painting is the earliest reproduction of the group.

Greek Vases in Athens. The rapid increase in the number of vases
in the National Museum at Athens since the publication in 1902 of the

Catalogue of Collignon and Couve has made necessary a supplement. This
is now supplied by G. NICOLE in a substantial volume of 351 pages, and a
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volume of plates. The descriptions of the different vases are ample, and
the plates excellent. [Catalogue des vases peints du Musee National
d'Athenes. Supplement. Par GEORGES NICOLE. Avec une preface de
Maxime Collignon. Paris, 1911, H. Champion. Text: x, 351 pp 10 pis
Plates : 21 pis. 70 fr.]

Greek Vases in Marseilles. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 380-386

(3 figs.), G. VASSEUR shows that the three vases with geometric designs

FIGURE 4. APULIAN CRATER. CONTEST OF ATHENA AND POSEIDON.

supposed to have been found at the Bassin de Carenage, Marseilles, came
from other places. The tombs on this site are not earlier than the third

century B.C.

A Note on the Jatta Vase. In R. Et. Anc. XIII, 1911, pp. 416-420,

W. DEONNA argues that the scene on the Jatta vase (Mon. Ant. IX, 1899,

pp. 193 ff.) does not represent a Laocoon scene, but rather a woman fleeing

for refuge to a statue of Apollo. The serpents had come to her assistance.

He thinks that the painter had in mind a statue of Apollo encircled with

serpents, and compares the statuette found on the Janiculum by Gauckler

and Darier.

Greek Painting. In Jb. KL Alt. XXVII, 1911, pp. 161-185, (3 pis.),

E. PPUHL publishes a study of Greek painting.
A Hero and Leander by Apelles. The conjecture of J. Six that the
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group of Hero and Leander on coins of Abydus came from a painting by
Apelles (Jb. Arch. L XXV, p. 149) has found confirmation in a passage
from Theopompus which Domitius quotes, probably from Varro, in his

commentary on Statius, Silvae, I, 2, 87 ft'. This distinctly states that Apelles

painted the two lovers. In the Thebae, VI, 54, Statius actually describes

such a picture. (Jb. Arch. L XXVI, 1911, pp. 22-23.)
Mosaics by Dioscurides of Samoa. A somewhat detailed technical

and aesthetic study, by Miss M. BIEBER and G. RODENWALDT, of the two
remarkable Ponipeian mosaics in the Naples museum which are signed by
Dioscurides of Samos, is published in Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 1-22

(8 figs.). The mosaics date probably from the end of the second century
B.C. and are copied from late fourth-century votive paintings. The fidelity

with which they reproduce the expression, lighting and modelling, the

harmony of colors, though perhaps in a slightly lowered key, and almost

the technique of the original painting, a tempera, make them of great value

in the study of Greek paintings and through the originals thus brought
before us they illustrate clearly some points of daily life and theatrical

usage in early Hellenistic times. The cement bed in which the tesserae are

laid is varied in color to match the stones it receives, and the stones them-

selves, averaging in general 2.50 mm. in length, are reduced in places to 1

mm. by \ mm., to represent the very brushmarks of the painting. The

ground, in horizontal courses, was laid after the figures, as is shown by the

double line of tesserae of a slightly darker shade which follows the outline

of the figures. Costumes and masks show that the scenes are both taken

from the New Comedy. One is a group of street musicians who might well

be the begging priest of Cybele from the Metragyrtes of Antiphanes or of

Menander. The other, an old woman who deals in magic, with two of her

young clients, is most nearly paralleled in Theocritus and Herodas. In the

theatre, both scenes were evidently set on the upper stage, above the

proscenium, and the second is a rare example of an indoor scene set just
inside the open door of the

crKrjvrj itself. It shows the device of a second

platform raised on three steps to bring the figures into the view of the front

row of spectators and the additional plain wall behind the opening, which
have been inferred as necessary adjuncts of such scenes. The importance
of these mosaics makes it very desirable that faithful colored reproductions
should be published.

INSCRIPTIONS

The Disk of Fhaestus. R. fit. Anc. XIII, 1911, pp. 296-312 (2 figs.),

A. CUNY thinks that the signs on each side of the disk found at Phaestus

may be divided into seven sections of thirty groups each. He believes that

the mark at the end of certain characters denotes punctuation. He argues
that the writing is cryptographic in character, and that the disk was per-

haps an amulet. In Nature, May 18, 1911, JOHN GRIFFITH reads it as a

calendar.

Inscriptions from Rantidi in Cyprus. In Sitzb. Berl. Aka<L 1911, No.

xxviii, pp. 630-650 (pi.), is an article by RICHARD MEISTER in which the

text of 139 inscriptions from Rantidi in Cyprus is given, so far as any text

is decipherable, with brief comment. Nos. 1-10 were known before Dr.
Zahn's excavations. The others are new. Many are dedications to Apollo
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or Aphrodite, others are dedications lacking the name of any deity, others
consist of proper names. Nearly all are fragmentary, and many are so

fragmentary that only isolated signs can be deciphered, while some offer no
clear signs at all. One is, perhaps, Phoenician, the others Cypriote Greek.

Cypriote Inscriptions. In Sitzb. Sachs. Ges. LXIIT, 1911, ii, pp. 17-38

P-

Hall, J.A.O.S. XI, 1885, 232, No. 1), the old Phrygian inscription of Are-
zastis (Ramsay, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, XV, 1883, pp. 100 ff.,

pi. 2, Nos. 7 and 8), and the Cypriote inscriptions on six seals and gems,
giving readings, Greek transliterations, translations, and notes.

Cleobis and Biton. The conjectural identification of the two oldest

statues found at Delphi as the brothers Cleobis and Biton of Argos, who
drew their mother's carriage to the Heraeum, is rendered certain by the

discovery of one half of the second plinth with an important part of the

inscription (see A.J.A. XV, p. 227). This can now be clearly read, on
the upper side of the two bases and running in opposite directions on the

two stones, as if to be read by a person standing between them :

KAI BIJTON; TAN MATAPA;

EArAfON; TOI AYIOIl

7TO[AY]MEAES ETTOIEE HAPrEIOS

This is one more proof of the accuracy of Herodotus. Plutarch and Pau-

sanias do not mention the pair, perhaps because the statues were buried at

the time of the destruction of the temple in 360 B.C. They appear to date

from the middle of the sixth century and may have stood originally, with

the offerings of Croesus, in the pronaos of the pre-Alcmaeonid temple.

(Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 46-50; fig.) At the May (1910) meeting of the

Archaeological Society at Berlin, H. Pomtow read a paper on the statues,

confirming A: V. Premerstein's reading of the inscription, though substitut-

ing TOL 8' mot for rot oVyot (= TCU vy<3)- (Berl. Phil. W. XXXI, 1911, cols.

787 ff.) In Philologus, LXX, 1911, pp. 312-313, J. BAUNACK argues that

eayayov is an impossible form, and that the E belongs to a missing word.

He would restore [KAeo/3is /cat Bt]rov rav /xarapa [HepcuoVS] |

e ayayov TOL

Bvyoi.

Inscriptions from Praesus. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-10), pp. 281-

289, R. C. BOSANQUET publishes sixteen inscriptions, thirteen of which are

from Praesus and the rest from the neighborhood. They were found in the

excavations of 1901 and 1904. Nearly all are very fragmentary, and their

chief interest consists in the indication they furnish that the sanctuary on

the Altar-hill Dr. Halbherr's " Third Acropolis
" was the place where

official documents, etc., were exhibited. One fragment partially-supplements
the decree in honor of two Athenians Leon, son of Pausanias, and Thrason,

son of Thrasonides (not son of Thrason), published by Halbherr in Museo

Jtaliano, III, p. 599.

Attic Building Records. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-10), pp. 187-

205, A. M. WOODWARD publishes three new fragments of Attic building
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records found by him in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens two from

the record of the Parthenon, one from that of the Propylaea. The first

reads, as restored: [rots eTrttrTtireo-i ho[ls 'Ai/r(or i)[ ]

\ [CTTI res Aei/SeKares] /SoAes hti [IIe]i0ta8es TrpoVo? cypa \

I Eu0v/Aj/]os ap^ov[r]os 'A0eraiorii/.
| [Xe/A/Aara TO CI/WXUTO

TOVTO raSe, when combined with the fragment recently added by Cavaignac,
Etudes sur Vhistoire financiers d'Athenes au V* siecle : le Tresor d'Ati&net de

480 a 404 [Pam, 1908~\, Introd. pp. 1 if, and pi. II. Cavaignac's arrange-
ment of fragments and some of his results are criticised. The second frag-

ment must be assigned to the reverse face of the stele, either to year X or

year XIII. It contains a reference to work on the pediment sculptures.

The bearing of this upon the dates of the works of Phidias is discussed.

The fragment of the record of the Propylaea is identified in part by estab-

lishing the fact that the stele decreased in thickness from the bottom up-

wards, and a reconstruction of the whole stele is outlined. The new fragment
contains portions of ten lines relating to years IV and V.

Inscriptions from the Agora in Athens. In 'Ap^. 'E<. (formerly *E<.

'Apx-) 1910, PP- 401-407, G. P. OIKOXOMOS continues his article (ibid. 1910,

pp. 1-28) by the publication of a fourth inscription from the Athenian

agora, a preliminary decree of the Boule, passed in 302-301 B.C., bestowing
a crown and proedria upon the taxiarchs of 305-304 collectively, who had

already been crowned individually. This honor was evidently for services

in resisting the invasion of Cassander, who was finally repulsed by the help
of Demetrius. The decree was passed the day before, I.G. II, 269, and
makes it possible to restore correctly the date of the latter.

Inscriptions from Lycosura. In 'Ap^- 'E<. (formerly 'E<. 'Apx-)
1910, pp. 393-394, F. HILLER suggests [d] ir[d]Ats K[a0w]T[S]v instead of

K[Ai7Top]i'[a)]v as the city that erected the statue of Lydiadas of Mega-
lopolis at Lycosura, the inscribed pedestal of which was published by Leon-

ardos, ibid. 1896, p. 263, No. 1. lie regards the inscription as surely of

the third century, probably 228-226 B.C., and accordingly the Lydiadas
honored was he who died fighting Cleomenes in 226. In pp. 395-396 he
restores three fragments of an inscribed pedestal as a third dedication of

Xenophilus, son of Damophon of Messene (for the two others cf. Dickens,
B.S.A. XII, 1905-06, pp. 132-133).

Thessalian Inscriptions. In 'ApX . 'E<. (formerly 'E<. 'Apx-) 1910,

pp. 331-382 (9 figs.) (correction noted p. 408), A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS
begins the publication of numerous Thessalian inscriptions found too late

to be included in I.G. IX.2 This first installment contains twenty-five in-

scriptions from Larisa in Pelasgiotis. Three honorary decrees throw im-

portant light upon the Thessalian League founded by Flamininus in 197 B.C.;

one gives a list of winners in a bull-fight ;
one is a testament (?) dedicating

to Augustus an estate of a freedman, who was supervisor of the imperial
revenues from inheritances. Besides these are two lists of manumitted
slaves, eleven burial inscriptions, two statue bases, and three ex-votos, one
of them dedicated to the Cabiri by the distinguished general Eunomus (cf.

Livy, 35, 39).

Inscriptions in Chios. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV, 1911, Beiblatt, cols.

49-56 (4 figs.), J. KEIL, as the result of a new examination of the stones, is

able to correct the reading in a number of places in the inscriptions from
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Erythrae now in Chios. He also publishes two inscriptions from Clazo-
menae.

Inscriptions from Seleucia. In Mel. Fac. Or. V, 1911, pp. 329-332, L.
JALABERT discusses three Greek inscriptions from Seleucia published by
Abel in R. Bibl. 1911, pp. 117 f.

The Grave Inscription of Bishop Eugenius. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp.
388-390, A. WILHELM proposes certain corrections in the restoration of the
last three lines of the grave inscription of Bishop Eugenius, copied by W.
M. Calder in Ladik in 1908. Among others he reads in 1. 19 7% re e/cA [^o-ias

KC] TOV yeVovs /AOV, instead of rrjs re CK\[oyf)s obi-jo K.r.X.

Epigraphical Notes. In 'Ap^. *E<. (formerly 'E<. 'Apx), 1910, pp.
399-400, S. VASES publishes short notes criticising in certain details 'E<f>. 'ApY.
1909, p. 276, and 1910, p. 73.

Epigraphic Bulletin. In R. fit. Gr. XXIV, 1911, pp. 291-333, A. J.

REINACH publishes a bulletin of Greek epigraphic literature for the year.

COINS

The Coinage of the Ionian Revolt. In J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 151-
160 (pi.), P. GARDNER points out the very strong probability that a certain

set of electrum coins of Ionia dated about 500 B.C., of uniform weight and

alloy, and with the same reverse stamp but different obverse types and no

letters, were struck by the various cities which formed a sort of league,
TO KOLVOV TWI/ 'Icovwi/ (Herod. V, 109), at the beginning of the Ionian revolt.

It is probable also that the movement originated with Chios and that the

coins, which are of about the value of a Daric, represent the monthly pay
of the soldiers and sailors (Xen. Andb. I, 3, 21). A similar league-coinage
was issued by the cities of Magna Graecia about 550 B.C. and by other

groups of states in later times.

Coins of Scyros. In /. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 127-130 (pi.),

I. N. SVORONOS publishes five early coins of Scyros, as well as four others

issued by Athenian clerouchs, one for Scyros, two for Imbros, and one for

Lemnos.
The Coin Collection of Helene Mavrokordatou. In J. Int. Arch.

Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 241-300 (8 pis.), I. N. SVORONOS describes 1037

Greek coins in the collection made by Helene N. Mavrokordatou, now in

the possession of G. N. Baltatzes. The collection is remarkable for the fine

condition of most of the coins. One specimen is identified as a coin of Olo-

phyxus, a town on the Strymonian Gulf not previously represented in Greek

numismatics. The remaining coins will be described in a second article.

Unpublished Greek Coins. Some unpublished Greek coins of Chios,

Erythrae, Athens, Aegina (V), Locri Opuntii, and Syracuse from the collec-

tion of J. MAVROGORDATO are described and discussed by him in Num.

Chron. 1911, pp. 85-100 (pi.), "although no one of them can claim to be of

first-rate importance." In Num. Z. 1910, pp. 7-32 (3 pis.), J. SCHOLZ pub-

lishes 175 apparently previously unpublished Greek coins from his own

collection, most of them of the time of the Roman empire.

A New Syracusan Tetradrachm. A tetradrachm of Syracuse, of the

usual types, but accompanied by the artist-signature YON3MY3 is

published by PH. LEDERER in Num. Z. 1910, pp. 1-6 (fig.)-
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Hoard of Coins from Delos. I. X. Svoronos has already published

some account of a large find (3797 pieces) of coins of the Constantinian

period on the island of Delos. W. KUBITSCHEK now makes some contribu-

tions to the dating and scientific appraisal of the find. (Num. Z. 1911, pp.

50-53.)
Janiscus and the Boy Asclepius. In J. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911,

pp. 113-130 (2 pis.), I. N. SVORONOS reprints his article on Janiscus and

the boy Asclepius in 'E<. 'Apx- 1910 (A.J.A. XV, p. 232) and publishes in

addition thirty-four coins to prove his point.

Coinage of Alexander the Great. E. T. NEWELL publishes in A. J.

Num. XLV, 1911, pp. 37-45, 113-125 (8 pis.), the second and third of his

articles (which are to be continued) on the reattribution of certain tetra-

drachms of Alexander thy Great.

Errors of the Alexandrian Mint. A few errors and exchanges of

legend on coins of the late second and of the third centuries made at the

mint of Alexandria are described by L. LAFFRANCHI in Boll. Num. IX,

1911, pp. 113-116.

Coins of the Seleucidae. In J. Int. Arch. JVuw.XIII, 1911, pp. 131-

176 (pl.)j W. v. VOIGT describes 789 coins of the Seleucidae, 18 of Armenia,
and 18 of the kings of Commagene now in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Cretan Influence in Early Greek Art. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV,
1911, pp. 1-34 (36 figs.) E. LOEWY discusses various representations of ani-

mals such as the lion, horse, boar, and cattle in early Greek art and shows

the influence upon them of Cretan art. This may also be seen in such a

group as Europa on the bull from Selinus ; or again in the painted antefixes

found at Thermus and at various archaic temple sites in Italy.
Mochlos. In 1908 Mr. Richard B. Seager carried on excavations on the

little island of Mochlos on the east coast of Crete for the American School

of Classical Studies at Athens, and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. A
report of the work was published in A.J.A. XIII, 1909, pp. 273 if. The final

report is now presented in a substantial volume of 111 pages. The finds

belong to all periods from Early Minoan I to Late Minoan I, but most of

them date from Early Minoan II and III. In addition to the clay vases,

one hundred and thirty stone vases and a considerable amount of jewelry were
found. The contents of the different tombs are discussed in detail. The
colored plates, eleven in number, are especially good. [Explorations in (he

Island of Mochlos. By RICHARD B. SEAGER. Boston and New York, 1912,
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 111 pp.; 11 pis.; 54 figs.

4to. $6.]
A Heraeum at Tiryns. A. Frickenhaus at the May (1910) meeting

of the Berlin Archaeological Society explained that a study of the site and
remains of the Heraeum at Argos had led to the conclusion that this place
was once an independent town named Prosymna, and that Hera was the

household goddess of the reigning family. When Mycenaeans and Argives
conquered the place, about 700 B.C., and deposed the king, they adopted his

patroness and built her a temple on the site of the palace. In a similar way
a Hera who was worshipped by the royal house of Tiryns from the second
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millennium down to the overthrow of the family about 650, was taken over

by the community as a public patroness and a temple built where the

palace had been, with the altar in its old place. The series of votive offer-

ings of bronze, terra-cotta, etc., begins in each case with the change from a

family to a community goddess. The terra-cottas at Tiryns represent
either Hera Antheia, decked with flowers, or an ancient wooden image.
This course of events is typical of what happened in many cities, Athens

among the number. (Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 51-54.)
The Sanctuary of the Hero Physician. In 'Ap^. 'E<. (formerly

'E<. 'Apx-)> 1910
> PP- 267-270 (fig.), PHR. BERSAKES describes foundation

walls, dating between about 400 and 350 B.C., recently uncovered at 48

Praxiteles Street, Athens. These he thinks belong to the sanctuary of the

Hero Physician, from which inscribed bases (I.G. II, 403, 404) were found

in 1874 at a distance of some 220 in. (cf. Demos. XIX, 249 [419, 22]).
Archaic Gold Ornaments. Three notes supplementing his recently

published Catalogue of the Jewelry in the British Museum, are given by F. H.
MARSHALL in J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 263-265 (3 figs.). They concern

FIGUKE 5. EPIROTE VOTING DISKS.

some minute gold sphinxes with women's and rams' heads on an Etrusco-

lonian fibula of the seventh century B.C., found in the Roman Campagna;

a gold plaque of unknown origin showing a siren or sphinx in front-view

carrying off two unresisting youths, Ionian or Etrusco-Ioniari work of the

end of the sixth century ;
and three minute winged heads doubtless meant

for sirens' heads, on the inside of an early Etruscan bracelet.

Epirote Voting Disks. In J. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 121-126

(pi.; 5 figs.), I. N. SVORONOS publishes a bronze disk from Epirus on one

side of which in monogram are the letters A H PAN ;
the other side is smooth
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(Fig. 5). Nine other specimens are in the Karapanos collection from

Dodona, now in the National Museum at Athens. Some of them have holes

in the middle. The writer shows that they are Epirote voting disks and that

the monogram stands for AFIEIPftTAN- Incidentally the interpretation

of this monogram explains a similar monogram on a series of bronze coins

not hitherto understood.

The Meniscus. In Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 48-49, E. PETERSEN
has a few remarks on the meniscus or three-cornered crescent found in the

Menelaum at Sparta and published in B.S.A. XV, p. 149. As a device for

protecting the head of a statue from birds, it is a form derived from the

simple spike, which was also extensively used, and indeed appears here as

the axis on which the movable crescent turns, thickened above and below

to keep the latter from slipping up or down.

Representations of the Omphalos. In /. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911,

pp. 801-316 (13 figs.), I. N. SVORONOS discusses an unpublished decree in

Athens relating to an e^yr/rr/s (mentioned by Wilhelm, Jh. Oest. Arch. I.

1898, Beiblatt, col. 43). Above the text between two standing figures are

two eagles on either side of an omphalos. The writer attempts a restoration

of the inscription ;
and shows that representations of the omphalos were

common in temples of Pythian Apollo. The eagles represent the golden

eagles which were destroyed by the Phocians.

A Contemporary Defence of Lord Elgin. In Athen. October 7, 1911,

pp. 433-434 a contemporary defence of Lord Elgin for his removal of the

Parthenon marbles which has hitherto escaped notice is reprinted. It

appeared in The Belle Assemblee for August, 1810, and recounts how the

Turks were destroying the sculptures for lime at the time Lord Elgin
removed them from Athens.

Notes on Thessalian Antiquities. In 'ApX . *E<. (formerly 'E<.

'ApX.), 1910, pp. 407-408, A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS notes a few additions

and corrections to his article, ibid., pp. 87, 89-90, 94, and to an article by
Hiller in Hermes, XL VI, 1911, p. 154. He also criticises Killer for publish-

ing (BerL Phil. W. 1911, p. 62) without due acknowledgment material sup-

plied by himself.

Nauarch and Nesiarch. From Delian and other inscriptions, W. W.
TARN has got together the scanty available facts about the six or seven

men who held the offices of Nauarch and Nesiarch in the Aegean under

Ptolemy Philadelphus, and concludes that the Nauarch was virtually vice-

roy of the islands, in many instances exercising the authority of the king,
while the Nesiarch was only a sort of Egyptian Resident, acting as a chan-
nel of communication between the islanders and the king, but wholly lack-

ing in authority. (J.H.S. XXXI, 1911, pp. 251-259.)
Psyttaleia. In 'ApX . 'E<. (formerly 'E<. 'ApX .), 1910, pp. 383-393,

K. J. BELOCH, reiterating his view set forth in Klio, VIII, 1908, pp. 477 if.,

that Psyttaleia is to be identified with the island of St. George, well within
the straits of Salamis, instead of Lipsokoutala, which is outside in the

direction of Piraeus, answers, point by point, the criticism of this view by
P. D. Rhediades in 'E<. 'ApX . 1909, pp. 45 ff.

Odysseus the Ascetic. In Mitt. Vorderas. Ges. XVI, 1911, 4 (viii,
215 pp.), C. FRIES publishes under the title ' Studien zur Odyssee. II.

Odysseus der Bhikshu ' an elaborate study in which he compares the wander-
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ings and sufferings of Odysseus to those of an Oriental hero undertaken for

purposes of purification. Odysseus is a cosmic hero. He is the Sun which
puts to flight the Stars (suitors) which surround the Moon (Penelope).

Methods of Wearing the Hair in Athens. In Class. Phil VI, 1911,

pp. 479-481, F. B. TARBELL discusses the archaeological evidence for the
methods of hair-dressing used by girls and by married women at Athens.

The Greek Commonwealth. Another book of popularization in the
best sense has been issued by the Clarendon Press (ALFRED E. ZIMMERN,
The Greek Commonwealth ; Politics and Economics in Fifth-century Athens,

Oxford, 1911, Clarendon Press. 454 pp. ;
2 maps. 8vo. 8s. Qd. net). After

four short chapters on the geography of Greece, the author discusses Politics

in eight chapters: 'Fellowship, or the Rule of Public Opinion'; 'Custom
or the Rule of the Family'; Efficiency, or the Rule of the Magistrate';
'

Gentleness, or the Rule of Religion
'

;

'

Law, or the Rule of Fair Play
'

;

'

Self-government, or the Rule of the People
'

;

'

Liberty, or the Rule of

Empire
'

;

'

Happiness, or the Rule of Love.' The last chapter is a new
translation of the funeral speech which Thucydides put into the mouth of

Pericles. Seventeen chapters on Economics follow : One on '

Poverty
'

;

one on 'Use and Want'; four on ' The Growing City'; six on 'City Eco-

nomies'; five on i

Imperial Economics.' The Conclusion treats of the

Peloponnesian War. A chronological table, indexes, etc., are appended.
The attempt is made to infuse life into our conceptions of Greek life and

history, especially at Athens, but also, in so far as our information suffices,

elsewhere. The thoughts and habits that underlay the sturdy and enthusi-

astic patriotism of the Athenians are, even more than the material aspects

of ancient life, the real subject of the book. All sources of information

literary, epigraphical, and archaeological are drawn upon.
Some Dorian Descendants ? In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-1910),

pp. 258-280 (2 pis. ;
3 figs.), CHARLES H. HAWES publishes measurements

and descriptions of the Albanians (Chegs), Tsakonians, and Sphakiots (in

southwestern Crete), all of whom claim Dorian ancestry. He finds that no

race is pure, but there is considerable agreement among the three, more

particularly in the structural characteristics
;
and there is remarkable accord

in the sagittal contours of the head. The main type is inclined to be of

a more than average stature, and though in the main dark, has a consider-

able percentage of lighter-eyed, and a sprinkling of light or medium-haired.

North Greek Festivals and the Worship of Dionysus. In B.S.A.

XVI (session 1909-1910), pp. 232-253 (10 figs.), A. J. B. WACE describes

festivals still celebrated, though with less completeness than a few decades

ago, in northern Greece. In some regions the celebration takes place at or

about the New Year, in others in the spring. A feature common to all is

the death and resurrection of some one, usually a bridegroom. In most cases

one of the two principal characters is disguised in skins or wears a skin

mask. The songs sung often have to do with harvest, rain, or the like.

Whether the festival is a survival of the worship of Dionysus or not, it is

impossible to say.
The Hybristika. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-1910), pp. 212-219,

W. R. HALLIDAY discusses Herodotus VI, 83 (the account of the straits to

which Argos was reduced by the victory of Cleomenes I), Plutarch, Mul.

Vut. 245, E, F, and the various festivals in which women wear men's clothes,
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men wear women's clothes, and slaves enjoy temporary freedom. These

festivals may be originally connected with the passing from childhood to

manhood or womanhood, or with marriage, and there hangs about them a

sentiment of unity and good will, similar to that expressed by the exchange
of gifts and cards at Christmas or the New Year.

ITALY

ARCHITECTURE

Wooden Temples of Central Italy. The reconstruction of the

ancient wooden temples of the Latins and Etruscans as covered with a

sheathing of painted terra-cotta on walls as well as roof and cornice, was

discussed by Herr Borrman at the April (1910) meeting of the Berlin Ar-

chaeological Society, in connection with a posthumous publication on that

subject from the Danish archaeologist, Ludvig Fenger, who died March 9,

1905. (Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 41-42.)
The Temple of the Dioscuri at Naples. The pediment group of the

temple of the Dioscuri at Naples, which was destroyed by an earthquake in

1688, was discussed by A. Trendelenburg at the May (1910) meeting of the

Berlin Archaeological Society. It is known through two written descrip-

tions arid a drawing made in 1540, which gives the inscription, a dedication

to the Dioscuri and the City, with great accuracy. The figures are: A
Triton at either end

;
next to these, personifications of Campania and the

Volturnus
;
then Apollo and Artemis, who were worshipped at Naples ;

then

the Twin Gods, one of whom is missing ;
and in the centre, presumably, a

personification of the City. To the last point Wilamowitz-Moellendorif

objected that the dative TroXct is not to be taken in a religious sense, but as

the receiver of a gift. (Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 54-57.)
The Palace of Diocletian at Spalato. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI,

1911, pp. 247-275, a preliminary account of the present condition of the

ruins of the palace of Diocletian at Spalato, and of its general arrangement,
is given by E. HEBRARD and J. ZEILLER, who have been engaged in this

work for some years under the commission of the Acade'mie des Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres. Their complete report, including also a restoration of the

palace, a study of the artistic influences which can be observed in its con-

struction and which proceeded from it, and the history of the monument,
is to be published during the current year in Paris.

SCULPTURE

Sculptures in Bologna. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 127-173 (24

figs.), PERICLE DOCATI, after giving a list of previously known ancient

sculptures in Bologna, describes, illustrates, and discusses twenty-one hith-

erto unpublished works : (1) Broken head of a youth, of gray-brown basalt.

A rather mechanical copy of a work of a time somewhat before 450 B.C.

Probably Apollo. (2) Bearded herm, of marble. The inscription is pub-
lished by Kaibel, Inscr. gr. Siciliae et Italiae, No. 1201. It may be com-

pared with the herm in the Lateran, that from Ephesus (now in Vienna)
and the herm by Alcamenes, from Pergamon. (3) Torso of a youth, of a style
somewhat later than that of Polyclitus, perhaps Attic, perhaps a more direct
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continuation of Polyclitan tradition. It bears some resemblance to the right-
hand (from the spectator's point of view) figure in the group from Ildefonso.

(4) Torso of a youth, which is compared to the lefb-hand figure in the group
from Ildefonso. Perhaps Apollo. (5) Torso of Aphrodite. Apparently the

goddess was arranging her hair. (6) Torso of crouching Aphrodite, finely

wrought. A variant of the type of the Aphrodite by Doidalsas. (7) Group
of a young Satyr with the infant Dionysus on his shoulder. It resembles

closely the replicas in Naples and in the Villa Albani. (8) Torso of a hero,

perhaps one of the Dioscuri, derived from an original of the fifth century.
It may be compared with the Diomedes in Munich. (9) Fragment (upper
part of female figure in high relief) from an Attic grave-stele of the end
of the fifth century. (10) Votive relief to the Dioscuri, well composed and
executed. Probably made early in the fourth century. (11) Fragment
(Victory) of a "citharedic" relief. Before the winged Victory is an ompha-
los. (12) Fragment of a bas-relief of the time of Augustus. A sacrifice

(or procession) was represented. Only a ram's head is well preserved.

(13) Funerary urn decorated with ivy and, at the corners, with ranis' heads

(C.I.L. VI, No. 13756; Altmann, Die romischen GrabaMre, Fig. 99, p. 124).
A fine example of work of the Claudian period. (14) Round urn of Her-

mippus (C.I.L. VI, No. 10088, Altmann ;
/. c. p. 133). Only half is preserved.

Decorated with armor, two boars, two bulls, and a chariot. (15) Urn of

Mussius Trophimus (C.I.L. VI, No. 22765; Altmann, 1. c. p. 129, No. 118 and

p. 271). Below the inscription, the drunken Silenus on an ass. (16) Roman

portrait (Livia?). (17) Head of Lucius Verus. (18) Fragment of a male

head detached from a relief of the time of the Antonines. (19) Head of a

young man, of the time of the Severi, perhaps a portrait of Alexander

Severus. (20) Portrait of a young woman of the time of the Severi. (21)

Female portrait head of late imperial times. The coiffure of the first cen-

tury A.D. is imitated.

Roman Remains in the Renaissance. In Rom. Mitt. XXVI, 1911,

pp. 288-328 (pi.; 17 figs.), P. G. HUEBNER presents the results of his studies

of Roman antiques as known to the artists of the Renaissance, with special

reference to the Jupiter of Versailles and other statues of the Villa Madama
;

to the drawings of van Heemskerck representing statues
;
to the placing of

the Dioscuri of Monte Cavallo; and the pedagogue of the Niobe group.

The plate reproduces a painting of van Heemskerck's at Haarlem, represent-

ing the excavation of the Jupiter of Versailles, with a Roman background

of interest to every student of topography.
The Statue of an Athlete in the Capitoline Museum. A statue of

an athlete in the Capitoline Museum (unhappily restored by the addition of

an ancient head of Augustus) has been newly examined by ADA MAVIGLIA,

whose results appear in B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 137-157 (11 figs.).

It had been pronounced by Petersen a replica of the Diadurnenus of

Polyclitus, but the writer, comparing it with the so-called Diadiimenus of

Madrid, and after careful study of the methods of throwing the javelin,

claims the discovery of a new motive in sculpture, that of the athlete in

the act of winding" up the thong (amentum}, preparatory to throwing his

javelin.
A Roman Portrait Bust. In Jh. Oe*t. Arch. L XIV, 1 11, 1

(2pls. ;
6 figs.), H. SITTE publishes a small Roman portrait bust (Fig. 6)
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found at Wels (the Roman Ovilava), Austria, and now in the museum of

that town. It is of bronze with eyes of silver set in, and represents a curly-

haired, smooth-faced man who has not been identified. It dates from the

first half of the second century A.D. and is an

"*! interesting example of Roman portraiture.

A Roman Portrait Head. A marble

head, the portrait of some young member
of the Julian-Claudian family, found some

sixty years ago at Bosham in Sussex, Eng-
land, is published by E. HAVERFIELD in

Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 306-308. It is not

certainly known whether this is a relic of

Roman times in Britain, possibly coming
from the neighboring Chichester, which was

the home of the petty king Cogidubnus, or

was brought from Italy in modern times and

temporarily lost.

A Bronze Statue. The reconstruction

of a bronze statue, apparently of Valens or

Valentinian I, found in fragments in the bed

of the Tiber near Ponte Sisto, is attempted

by G. DEHN in Rom. Mitt. XXVI, 1911,

pp. 238-259 (2 pis.; 12 figs.).

Roman Reliefs in the Louvre. In B.

Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 373-377, E. MICROx
calls attention to two pieces of a frieze orna-

mented with masks and palmettes which has

been in the Louvre for about one hundred

years. lie compares them with twelve fragments of a similar frieze found

by Boni in 1900 in the sanctuary of Juturna in Rome and with nine other

fragments found in other parts of Rome and suggests that they may have

belonged to the same building.
Reliefs of the Arch of Constantino. The medallions on the Arch of

Constantine are the subject of fresh study by MARGARETE BIEBER in Rom.

Mitt. XXVI, 1911, pp. 214-237 (2 figs.; pi.). She is convinced that the

medallions were produced in the time of Hadrian and in his honor; that the

heads in the sacrificial scenes (Hercules and Apollo) were worked over into

the features of Philippus Arabs for a monument commemorating the mil-

lennium of the city, in 248 A.D.
;
that Constantine, who interpolated his own

features into all the other reliefs, spared those of Philippus alone, because as

a Christian he did not wish to appear in pagan sacrifices. In Berl. Phil. W.

XXXI, 1911, cols. 1239 f., J. SIEVEKING states that after a fresh examination
of the heads in the medallions on the arch of Constantine from the casts at

St. Germain, he is convinced that the only well-preserved head on the south

side (No. 32) represents Constantine. He rejects Miss Bieber's identifica-

tion of the two heads in the Apollo and Hercules sacrifice on the north side

as portraits of Philippus Arabs.

Roman Reliefs in Belgrade. Two reliefs in the museum of Belgrade
are interpreted by M. ROSTOWZEW in Rom. Mitt. XXVI, 1911, pp. 267-283

(2 figs.). One represents a Roman speculator on a journey in a four-wheeled

:KE 6. ROMAN P
BUST.
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carriage ;
the other a Roman banker or merchant in the act of looking over

his accounts.

Roman Gravestones in Dacia. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti

Muzeum, II, 1911, pp. 275-287 (9 figs.), A. SCHOBER publishes nine Roman
gravestones from Dacia, on which two or more busts are carved within a
circle or wreath. This type of monument is also found in Pannonia.

VASES AND PAINTING
An Ossuary from Este. In B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 72-103, G.

GHIRARDINI discusses an ossuary found at Este. It is a vase 28 cm. high
and 30 cm. in diameter, and has a black ground adorned with red figures of

men and animals. The latter, eleven in number, are of four types, one of

which represents a stag. The date is probably not earlier than the second
half of the fifth century, and Ghirardini believes that the decoration shows
the attempt of a local artist to treat figures borrowed from the native art

(as shown on situlae which he describes) in a manner imitating imported
Greek red-figured vases.

A Vase in the Castellani Collection. A vase with figures of Minerva,

Hercules, and Hebe, in the Castellani collection of the Conservator!

Museum is considered in detail by N. PUTORTI in B. Com. Rom. XXXIX,
1911, pp. 68-79 (2 figs.). It is Etruscan, or Faliscan.

South Italian Vases. To the history of the ceramic art in the south

of Italy V. MACCHIORO makes a valuable contribution in Rom. Mitt. XXVI,
1911, pp. 187-213, based largely upon studies in the archives of the Naples

museum, to determine the provenance of the vases.

Architectural Landscape in Roman Painting. An elaborate treatise

on architectural landscape in Hellenistic-Roman decorative painting by
M. ROSTOWZEW appears in Rom. Mitt. XXVI, 1911, pp. 1-185 (11 pis.; 67

figs.). A large part of the work is devoted to architectural landscape in the

second, third, and fourth Pompeian styles respectively ;
the remainder to

the types of buildings found in the Roman and Pompeian landscapes, as

compared with the products of Hellenistic and Greek art, in reliefs, ceram-

ics, etc. The literary sources for Roman landscape are fully treated,

while an excursus considers landscape in decorative painting, reliefs, and

mosaic, outside of Pompeii and after its destruction.

The Fresco Paintings of the Villa Gargiulo at Pompeii. In Berl.

Phil. W. XXXI, 1911, col. 727, O. ROSSBACH defends his interpretation of

No. XVI of the fresco paintings of the Villa Gargiulo, reasserting that the

object held by the kneeling woman is a tunny. P. HERMANN, discussing

the same fresco (ibid. XXXI, 1911, cols. 757 ff.),
sides with Sieveking and

holds there can be no doubt but that the object is a basket containing the

covered phallos. The kneeling woman is on the point of uncovering the

contents of the basket
;
the other turns away in horror and lifts a lash or

switch to strike her. In other words, this is not a "
flagellation scene."

INSCRIPTIONS
A Fragment of a Lex Horreorum. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911,

pp. 79-83, A. VOGLIANO, comparing the lex horreorum published by Gatti

(B. Com. Rom. 1885, pp. 119 ff.) and a similar inscription published by
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Marini (Inscrizioni doliari, p. 114), partially completes the fragment

reported by Pasqui in Not. Scav. 1910, p. 90. He also restores the fragmen-

tary Greek grave inscription found at Ostia (Not. Scav, 1910, p. 16).

The Fasti of the Augurs. A new fragment of the Fasti of the augurs,

found apparently in the excavation of the Basilica Aemilia, some years ago,

and then lost, has been recovered and placed in the collection at S. Fran-

cesca Komana. It is of early imperial date, but relates to the cooptation ofj

certain augurs of 462, 439, and 390 B.C. (G. GATTI, B. Com. Rom.

XXXIX, 1911, pp. 180-183.)

The Gamala Inscriptions at Ostia. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911,

pp. 143-230, J. CARCOPINO discusses exhaustively the two Gamala
inscrip-j

tions at Ostia (C.I.L. XIV, 375, 376). He maintains the authenticity ofj
the latter part of No. 376, and supports Homolle's theory that these inscrip-

tions do not refer to one man, P. Lucilius Gamala, but to two of that name,
the elder of whom held office in Ostia from the latter part of the reign of'

Augustus to the first years of Claudius, and the younger died in 179 A.D.

One inscription (375) was engraved in 44 A.D., and the other (376) between
(

166 and 180. These conclusions find additional support in recent topo-

graphical discoveries at Ostia.

A Roman Military Diploma. In Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XIV, 1911, pp.

130-134 (2 figs.), V. DoimusKf publishes a bronze military diploma found

at Prodanovci, Bulgaria, and now in the museum at Sofia. It is the first

leaf of a diptych, engraved on both sides, and almost perfectly preserved.
It bears the name of the emperor, Maximinus Thrax, and dates from the

year 237 A.D.

Funeral Inscriptions. In Atene e Roma, XIV, 1911, cols. 214-224, A.

DE-MAKCHI collects under the title ' Cronaca e facezia nelle iscrizioni sepol-

crali latine
'

a number of funeral inscriptions from C.I.L. which record vio-

lent deaths in the manner of modern newspaper paragraphs. He also adds

a number of epitaphs which, for one reason or another, appear absurd.

Inscriptions with the Name of Domitian. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX,
1011, pp. 197-204, G. CORRADI emends two Greek inscriptions which men-
tion Domitian, C.I.G. Ill, 5043 and 4333.

Sepulchral Inscriptions in Baltimore. In The American Journal of

Philology, XXXII, 1911, pp. 166-187, II. L. WILSON publishes thirty-four
Latin sepulchral inscriptions, for the most part found in Rome, now at

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.

Epigraphic Bulletin. In their 'Review of Epigraphic Publicatk

relative to Roman Antiquity' for January-June, 1911, R. CAGNAT am
M. BESNIER give the text of eighty-eight inscriptions and notes on ej

graphic publications. Twenty inscriptions are in Greek, one in Greek and

Latin, the others in Latin.

COINS

Unpublished Roman Coins. Sixty-seven coins of the empire, from
Nero to Julian, belonging to the collection of Joachim Scheyer of Milan, are

now published by F. GNECCHI (R. Ital Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 151-164; pi.).

L. PAULOX publishes (ibid. pp. 185-198
; pi.) fifty-eight coins of the republic

and empire from his own collection which are either thus far entii

unpublished or show variations from already known types.
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Roman Coins with Names of the Moneyers. The series of articles

by L. LAFFRANCHI on various styles in Roman coinage is continued by one

(R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 319-327
; pi.) on the last Roman coins (quad-

rantes) that contain the names of the triumviri monetales. These coins the

writer assigns to the reigns of Tiberius, Gaius, and Claudius, and judges
that they show the waning influence of the senate over coinage.
Two Hoards of Republican Bronzes. Two recently discovered hoards

of bronze coins of the Roman republic have probably contributed more than

any other similar finds toward the settlement of many vexed questions of

date, successive weight reductions, and the like, that have long engaged the

attention of numismatists. One of these hoards was discovered in the

neighborhood of Ostia in August, 1908, and 176 pieces of it were described

by F. Gnecchi (R. Ital. Num. 1909, pp. 11 if.). The complete hoard num.
bered 232 pieces, and was remarkable among other things for the inclusion of

no less than three dupondii of the uncial system, all restruck on other pieces.

The number of known uncial dupondii is thus increased to five. The second

hoard was found at Avola (Sicily), and described by P. Orsi (Not. Scav.

1909, pp. 62 ft
7

.). LORENZINA CESANO now examines both hoards in detail,

with various analytic tables and classifications, and propounds a considerable

number of highly important conclusions therefrom. The five known uncial

dupondii are pictured in a plate. (R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 275-317
; pi.)

Dated Coins of Caesar and Antony. The inscription J_|| on an
aureus of Julius Caesar must be interpreted as commemorating the fact

that fifty-two years had elapsed between 102 B.C., when Caesar's kinsman,

Marius, repulsed the Teutons, and 49 B.C. (the date of the coin), when
Caesar had just completed the subjugation of Gaul. The inscriptions XL
and XLI on coins of Antony struck at Lugdunum mark an attempt, for

which abundant precedent can be found in post-Alexandrine Greece and

even on a coin of Nemausus, to chronicle the establishment of the town by
reference to the years of life of him, its official founder and patronus. (M.

CASPARI, Num. Chron. 1911, pp. 101-108; 2 figs.)

Coinage of the Second Triumvirate. The history of the triumvirate

of Antony, Lepidus, and Octavian from 44 to 31 B.C., is reviewed by IT. A.

GRUEBER, with reference to its illustration from coinage, in Num. Chron,

1911, pp. 109-152 (2 pis.).

A Bronze of Q. Oppius. In J. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 25-30,

W. v. VOIGT discusses a Roman bronze coin which has on the obverse

Venus with a diadem facing to the right, and behind her a half moon
;
and

on the reverse, Victory holding a palm branch and basket moving to the

left, but with head turned to the right, and inscribed Q. OPPIVS PR.
It was coined outside of Rome about 36 or 31 B.C.

A Silver Medallion of Geta. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, cols. 183-

185 (2 figs.), K. REGLING publishes a silver medallion from the Weber sale

and now in the Berlin museum. It has on the obverse the head of Geta

with the legend P. Septimius Geta Caes., and on the reverse three goddesses

with scales and horn of plenty with the words aequitati publicae. It was

coined shortly before 209 A.D. and is a unique piece.

Bordered Medallion of Decius and Etruscilla. A bordered medal-

lion with the head of Decius on one side and of Etruscilla alone on the

other, a type not before known, was found at Rome toward the end of the
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year 1910, and came into the possession of F. GNECCHI, who publishes it in

R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 147-148 (fig.).

The Coins of Constantine. In the second volume of his elaborate

study of the coins of Constantine, JULES MAURICE discusses, by way of

introduction, the religious history of his reign, the solar dynasty of the

second Flavians, the Christian empire of Constantine, a new theory on
Christian signs on coins, and deified abstractions on the reverses. He then

describes in succession the coins from the mints of London, Lyons, Aries,

Tarragona, Siscia, Sirmium, Serdica, Thessalonica, Constantinople, and

Heraclaea in Thrace. A third volume dealing with the eastern mints will

complete the work. [Numismatique Constantinienne. Par JULES MAURICE.

Paris, 1911, Leroux. Vol. II, cxxxvi, 612 pp.; 17 pis.]

Monetary System of Etruria. The first part of a treatise by a Hun-

garian, E. KOVACS, on the monetary system of Etruria, appears in a French

translation in R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 367-403, and other parts will

follow (see A.J.A. XV, p. 569).

Aquileia-Chrysopolis. W. KUBITSCHEK is yet unconvinced by the

discovery of a third lead tessera with the Chrysopolis inscription that the

name is not due to falsifications by Cigoi. (Num. Z. 1910, pp. 44-47, pi. ;

cf . ibid. 1909, pp. 38 if.)

Hail to Hadrian. W. KUBITSCHEK would combine and interpret the

abbreviated inscriptions on the two sides of a lead tessera published in the

Catalogue des plomls de la bibliotheque nationale by Rostowzew and Prou

(Paris, 1900; p. 43), as Augusta Hadriano salus felix Sablna, for the form

of which greeting he quotes abundant precedent. (Num. Z. 1911, pp.

47-49.)

Type of Roma on Colonial Coinages. The imitation of the type of

Horn a head on denarii of the republican era by certain cities which owned
Roman origin, is discussed by G. PANSA in R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911,

pp. 199-208 (5 figs.).

Fabrication of Medals of Two Metals. In R. Ital. Num. XXIV,
1911, pp. 165-184, R. MOWAT discusses the use of medallions in general,
and the mode of their fabrication, especially of those of two metals.

The Temple of Jupiter Vltor. A medal of Alexander Severus, repre-

senting a temple in a peribolus, approached by a broad staircase and propy-

laea, is used by P. BIGOT (B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 80-85; 3 figs.),

to combat Huelsen's site for the Temple of Apollo. Bigot identifies the

temple on the medal with that of Jupiter Vltor, and places it in the Vigna
Barberini, close to S. Sebastiano.

Bordered Medallion with Apparatus for Suspension. The theory
that large medallions of bronze were used for the adornment of military
standards has lacked support by the discovery of any that showed traces of

arrangements for such attachment. The medallion in the possession of

E. J. Seltman, believed by him to show such signs, does not appeal to all

others (cf. R. Mowat in R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, p. 167 and note).
F. GNECCHI now publishes a bordered medallion of Commodus, to which is

attached a chain of three figure-of-eight links, ending in a fourth larger and
of the character of a clasp. Gnecchi is sure that it cannot have been thus

hung on a military standard, but is unable further to define its purpose.

(R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 129-130
; fig.)
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Medallion attached to a Roman Standard. C. O. SELTMAN takes

up the cudgels in defence of the attribution to a Roman standard of the
medallion of Nero owned by E. J. Seltman, on which doubt was again
cast by R. Mowat in an article in R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 165 ft

7
,

(see above). M. Seltman promises a fuller article soon, and adds a few
remarks against M. Mowat's theory that the outer ring of metal in the
case of bordered medallions was to strengthen the nan against the blows of
the hammer. (R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 407-409.)

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
Early Inhabitants of Capri. In B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 57-62,

two Italian geologists, BASSANI and GALDIERI, after a study of the strata

in excavations near the Certosa at Capri, discuss the age of instruments
found there, and suggest the probability that the island was inhabited as

early as the end of the glacial period, or a little later, by a race which al-

ready knew the use of fire.

Eiieolithic Civilization in Umbria. The contents of a tomb at Cer-

reta in Umbria, described by G. A. COLINI in B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, 63-

71, bring additional proofs of the existence of an eneolithic civilization in

Umbria.
Italo-Etruscan Antiquities from Nemi. A terra-cotta tempietto from

Nemi and some other unpublished monuments of the Italo-Etruscan period
are exhaustively treated by G. E. Rizzo in B. Com. Rom. XXXVIII, 1910, pp.
281-321 (8 tigs.; 3 pis.) ;

and XXXIX, 1911, pp. 23-61 (13 figs.); with

appendix on pertinent discoveries by R. MENGARELLI (pp. 62-67).
The Roman Fasti. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911, pp. 315-338, T.

GEORGI controverts G. Costa's conclusion that the Roman Fasti are derived

from one source, and criticises most sharply his attempts to restore them to

their original form.

The Lex Latina of Heraclea. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911, pp. 157-

168, E. PAIS, in his third article on the nature and date of the Lex Latina of

Heraclea refutes G. De Sanctis' contention (Atti della R. Accademia delle

Scienze di Torino, Vol. XLV. Adunanza 26 die. 1909, p. 13 dell' estratto)

that the law is not a lex satura, but a code borrowed from Rome by the

Heracleotes. The date 45 B.C. cannot be inferred from Cicero ad Fam. VI,
18. That Caesar had no need to have recourse to leges saturae as being all-

powerful, he denies. The incoherence of the law, which seems to De Sanctis

un-Caesarean, may be due to the conservatism of legal terminology ; and,

furthermore, Caesar is not to be held accountable for the external form of

the law. These laws are not an excerpt or digest of Roman laws chosen by

Heraclea, for even if she had had the right to choose, the decadent little

city would hardly have chosen Rome's aedile laws or those touching the rex

sacrorum, or Roman triumphs. De Sanctis thinks the collection due to the

Hellenic city's love of codifying laws
;
but Heraclea must have lost by this

time its Greek character almost completely.
The Horrea Germaniciana. The remains of buildings on the south-

west side of the Temple of Augustus, which had been conjecturally identified

with the Horrea Germaniciana of the Noiitia (cp. Platner, 2d ed. p. 165),

are now announced as the Horrea Germaniciana et Agrippiana by G. S.

GRAZIOSI. (B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 158-172; fig.)
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The Corona Nuptialis. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911, pp. 309-319,

J. SCHRIJNEN attempts to show that during the third century A.D. the use

of the ancient Roman corona nuptialis was revived at Christian weddings,
and that evidence in support of this view can be found in certain represen-

tations on vases (fondi d'oro) of the third and fourth centuries.

Mediaeval Views of Rome. Some hitherto unknown perspective views

of Rome by artists of the Quattrocento are published by CH. HUELSEN in

B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 3-22 (fig.; 5 pis., one in colors). The

paintings are from the fronts of coffers (cassoni) in the Jarves collection at

New Haven, at Hanover, or at Turin.

Roman Foot Rules. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 343-347, A. HRON
DE VILLEFOSSE publishes a list of Roman foot rules of bronze found in

different parts of France. One folds up into three sections, the others fold

in the middle. Other specimens have been found in Italy, Switzerland, and
elsewhere. An ivory rule at Brugg has marks upon it dividing it into

twelve equal parts on the upper side, and into four parts on the lower. The
bronze rules are usually marked off into sixteen equal parts.

The Topography of Naples. In Boil. Arte,V, 1911, pp. 135-144 (fig.),

A. SORHENTINO discusses the evidence for the topography of ancient Naples
and concludes that the archaeological discoveries confirm the statement of

Livy that Palaeopolis and Neapolis were distinct towns near each other;
and that the former was located at S. Giovanni Maggiore.

The City Walls of Ostia. In Bed. Phil. W. XXXI, 1911, cols. 1390 f.,

A. W. VAN BUREN corrects the report of the excavations in Ostia given in

Not. Scav. 1910, p. 184, in one respect:
" The wall as originally constructed

had no opus quadratum facing; but consisted, in its plain stretches, simply
of the opus incertum at present existing, which, however, has this structural

peculiarity, that it was laid not with a perfectly plain vertical exterior, but
with slight horizontal rebates at intervals of about .5 meter, the only pro-

jecting corner which is now* visible being faced with small rectangular
blocks."

Late Roman and Byzantine Guilds. In his Spatromische und

byzantinische Zunfte (Leipzig, 1911, Dieterich. x, 180pp. Klio, Beiheft IX)
A. STOCKLE publishes a careful study of late Roman and Byzantine guilds
as set forth in the Edict of Leo the Wise. He discusses the number and
functions of the guilds, their organization, relation to the state, etc., and
adds full indices.

The Burgarii. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 128-132, E. CHENON shows

that, as J. Godefroy declared in 1736, the burgarii, that is, the inhabitants-

of the burgi or small forts erected to protect the Roman limes, were public
slaves. They do not appear to have existed as a class after the fourth

century A.D.

SPAIN
The Human Figure on Neolithic Monuments. In R. fit. Anc. XFTT,

1911, pp. 437-452 (56 figs.), G. H. LUQUET discusses the representations of

the human figure on Iberian neolithic monuments. He divides them into

three classes according to their apparent date and thinks that they point to

the cult of a fertility divinity.
An Inscription from Sasam6n. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 402-406
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(fig.), E. Albertini publishes a Latin inscription found at Sasamdn
(Burgos) in 1905, upon which the adjective Suestatiensis occurs. The
correct spelling of the name of the town Suestatiura, which was about one
hundred miles from Sasamdn, was not previously known.

Decipherment of Inscriptions in Spain. In Exp. Times, XXII, 1911,
p. 520, K. M. LITHGOW claims that Major Santos Ferreira has discovered
four separate alphabets, whereby he has been enabled to read on old coins,
etc., inscriptions which have hitherto been supposed to be in an illegible
Celtiberian language. These coins give as a rule the name of the colony
in Latin or Greek, but have besides another inscription in this unknown
speech. His discoveries disclose this to be Hebrew, or some language allied

to it.

The Iron Javelin of the Iberians. In R. fit. Anc. XIII, 1911, pp.
453-456 (2 figs.), J. DECHELETTE points out that an iron javelin found in

1878 at Avezac-Prat, in Hautes-Pyrentes, is the weapon called by Diodorus

(V, 34) a-avviov oXoa-iSypov. It is 1.82 m. long, barbed, and entirely of iron.

It is an Iberian invention.

FRANCE
Names on the Arch at Orange. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 384-390

(fig.), J. DECHELETTE argues that the inscriptions on the Gallic shields on
the Roman arch at Orange are the names of makers of shields, not of Gallic

chiefs. He compares the knife scabbards made at Baden (Aquae Helveticae)
inscribed with the name Gemellianus.

Sigilla Ware at La Madeleine. In Rom.- Germ. Kb. IV, 1911, pp. 90-93,
DELMANN discusses the type of sigilla ware made at La Madeleine during
the reign of Trajan.

HOLLAND
Frisian Pottery and Sigilla Ware. In Rom.- Germ. Kb. IV, 1911,

pp. 60-64, P. C. J. A. BOELES discusses the pottery and sigilla ware found in

the so-called Terpen (mounds) in Friesland and Groningen (Holland).
The native Frisian ware he dates from the first century A.D. and later. The

sigilla ware (more than 200 fragments with some perfect specimens are now

placed in the local museum) represents different types, throwing an inter-

esting light on the early history of Roman occupation and Roman trade.

SWITZERLAND
Funerary Furniture from the Dolmens of Les CeVennes. In R. fit.

Anc. XIII, 1911, pp. 430-436 (pi. ;
3 figs.), A. CARTIER calls attention to

various objects excavated near dolmens in Les Ce"vennes and now in the

museum at Geneva. They consist of spear and arrow heads of stone, bronze

daggers, pins, rings, etc.

GERMANY
The Site of Aliso. LUDWIG SCHMIDT discusses the site of Aliso

;
re-

jecting both Oberaden and Haltern, he places it further up the Lippe, and

thinks it probable that Aliso was founded on the site of Tiberius' winter

quarters (campaign of 4-5 A.D.) near the modern Elsen. (Rdm.-Germ. Kb.

IV, 1911, pp. 93-95.)
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Marble Coverings on Roman Walls at Treves. In Rom.-Germ. Kb.

IV, 1911, pp. 76 f., E. KRUGER discusses the method of attaching marble cov-

erings to the walls of Roman buildings, prevalent in Treves. The marble

slabs were fastened to the concrete by long iron clamps, one end bent into

the shape of hooks. Mortar and not lead is the only material found to have

been used to hold them in place. The museum at Treves possesses a large

number of these clamps.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
A Silver Vase from Arras in Vienna. In the Codex Pighianus of the

Royal Library of Berlin, there are, besides copies of inscriptions, drawings
of ancient monuments belonging to Cardinal de Granvelle. Among these

appears a silver vase adorned with two bands of decoration, the upper repre-

senting masks and various animals, the lower, sea monsters. In M. Soc.

Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910, pp. 135-210 (2 figs.), . MICHON shows that this vase,

found at Arras in the sixteenth century, still exists in the museum at

Vienna. A bust of Jupiter and a head of Juno belonging to the same

collection are now in the Louvre.

Archaeology in Croatia. In Vjesnik, Nove Serije Sveska, XI, 1910-11,

the following articles, written in the Croatian language, are of archaeological
interest: pp. 23-39 (5 figs.), J. BRUNSMID discusses a Roman military diploma
from Sisak; pp. 61-144 (266 figs.), the same writer continues his publication
of the monuments in stone in the Croatian National Museum at Agram
(Zagreb) ; pp. 145-240 (31 figs.), V. HOFFILLER discusses the equipment of

the Roman soldier in early imperial times
; pp. 241-277 (fig.), J- BRUNSMID

examines certain hoards of coins found in Croatia and Slavonia.

Unpublished Dacian Coins. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti Muzeum,
II, 1911, pp. 288-300 (6 figs.), I. KOVACS describes six unpublished Dacian

coins in the National Museum at Kolozsvar, Hungary. He also publishes
an Istrian coin of Alexander Severus with a figure of Tyche on the reverse.

GREAT BRITAIN
Palaeolithic Remains at Northfleet. In Archaeologia, LXII, 1911,

pp. 515-532 (3 pis. ;
3 figs.), R. A. SMITH discusses the palaeolithic imple-

ments found in great numbers in recent years at Northfleet, Kent.

The Palaeolithic Periods at Knowle Farm Pit. In Proc. Soc. Ant.

XXIII, 1911, pp. 453-461 (2 pis.), H. G. O. KENDALL discusses the palaeo-
lithic implements which have been found in great quantities at Knowle
Farm Pit. They correspond to the worked flints of Chelles, St. Acheul,

Moustier, and Madeleine. He argues that the site was inhabited continu-

ously for a very long time
;
and that the gloss on the flints was produced by

pressure and rubbing, fine sand and iron.

Pleistocene Man in Jersey. In Archaeologia, LXII, 1911, pp. 449-480

(6 pis.; 6 figs.), R. R. MARETT describes the contents of two caves excavated

on the island of Jersey. One of them and probably both date from pleisto-
cene times. See also Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 363-366.

The Cave-Dwelling at Wookey-Hole. In Archaeologia, LXII, 1911,

pp. 565-592 (2 pis.; 13 figs.), H. E. BALCH and R. D. R. TROUP describe the

discoveries in the late Celtic and Romano-British cave-dwelling at Wookey-
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Hole, near Wells, Somerset. These include weapons and tools of iron, bronze
brooches, pins, needles, spindle whorls, querns, pottery, one lamp, human re-

mains, Roman coins, etc. See also Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 403-406.
Lake-Dwellings in Holderness. In Archaeologia, LXII, 1911, pp.

593-610 (2 pis. ;
12 figs.), R. A. SMITH discusses the lake-dwellings discovered

in Holderness, Yorkshire, in 1880-1881.

A Prehistoric Route in Yorkshire. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911,

pp. 309-325 (8 maps; 7 figs.), E. KITSON CLARK traces a prehistoric route
across Yorkshire from Fridaythorpe by Stamford Bridge York, Tadcaster
to Ilkley on the basis of earthworks, barrows, and finds of stone implements.A Romano-Celtic Brooch. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 406-
407 (fig.), E. T. LEEDS publishes a fibula of rare type found at Hook Norton,
Oxfordshire. The best known example of the type is from Aesica, described

by A. J. Evans (Archaeologia, LV, p. 179). It dates from about 200 A.D.

AFRICA
The Commercial Harbor and the Sea Wall at Carthage. In R. Arch.

XVIII, 1911, pp. 229-255 (4 plans), Dr. CARTON discusses remains of sea

walls at Carthage. He finds that the commercial harbor of the Punic city

occupied the site of the Roman thermae of Antoninus and the ground farther

inland. This was filled with sand by the waves after the first destruction

of Carthage. The harbor for ships of war was at the southern extremity of

the city and was connected with the commercial harbor by a great wall in

the sea, strongly fortified. The wall was prolonged beyond the Cothon
harbor along the northern side of the canal that connected the gulf of Tunis

with the lake and then along the lake until it joined the wall that came from
the bay of Utica.

Surveying in Roman Africa. In M. Soc. Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910, pp. 79-

103, J. TOUTAIN discusses surveying in Roman Africa in the light of docu-

ments found in 1905, and shows that the criticisms of his work by Fr.

Barthel (in W. kl. Phil. November 15, 1909) are untenable.

The Name Agadir. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1910, pp. 390-392, R. MOWAT
calls attention to the fact that Agadir was the Phoenician name of Cadiz, as

is shown by coins, and argues that the Moroccan town was a Phoenician

foundation.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, AND MEDIAEVAL
ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Frudentius 1 Dittochaeon and Palestine. In Byz. Zeit. XX, 1911, pp.

177-196, A. BAUMSTARK argues that the backgrounds indicated in the pic-

tures described in Prudentius' Dittochaeon correspond so closely with the

details of Palestinian localities as described in the pilgrims' itineraries that

the poet must have had in mind a series of pictures done by or imitated from

an early Christian artist of the school of Palestine. Such a series he be-

lieves may be found in the nave-mosaics of S. Apollinare Nuovo at Ravenna,

in which the details of place-indication correspond closely to those in works

of recognized Palestinian origin.
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Oriental Prototypes for Early Western Art. Sir MARTIN CONWAY

publishes in Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911, pp. 338-344, an "approximation" of

the Gundestrup silver caldron in the Museum of Norse Antiquities at Co-

penhagen with certain Sassanid silver plates which indicates an Oriental

origin for the decoration of the western monument. The same relation may
be seen by comparing the Gothic gold and garnet ornaments from Varna
in the Berlin museum with the ear-rings represented in the sculptures of

the Bharhut Tope.
The Relief of Porphyrios. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 77-85

(5 figs.), JEAN EBERSOLT discusses the monument of Porphyrios, which

stands in the atrium of the church of St. Irene, at Constantinople. It is

the monument of a charioteer of the end of the fifth century. On one side

Porphyrios stands holding a palm and a crown, and beside him are two
children holding- his helmet and his whip. On the other three "sides

Porphyrios appears in his four-horse chariot. In a lower register are, on
two sides, spectators in the hippodrome, on the west side two grooms and

eight horses. On this side two winged victories hold crowns over the chari-

oteer's head. The sculpture is not refined, but it still exhibits the vigor
and something of the taste of earlier, classic art.

Byzantine Art and Archaeology. In his Byzantine Art and Archae-

ology O. M. DALTON of the British Museum has published an important
work for the study of the art and archaeology of Byzantine times. After

a discussion of the general characteristics of his subject and its geographical
extent he takes up in turn sculpture, carvings in ivory, painting, mosaics,
illuminated manuscripts, enamels, goldsmith work and jewelry, silver

plate, textiles and embroidery, pottery and glass, metal work, weights,

coins, seals, engraved gems, iconography and ornament. The book is abun-

dantly illustrated. [Byzantine Art and Archaeology. By O. M. DALTON.
Oxford, 1011, Clarendon Press. 727 pp.; 427 figs. 8vo. 1.18.]A Byzantine Boulloterion. In C. R. Acad. Innc. 1911, pp. 411-417

(2 figs.), G. SCHLUMBERGER publishes a Byzantine boulloterion or instrument
for stamping lead seals recently found at Brussa, Asia Minor. In form it

is like a pair of pincers with a heavy cylinder on each of the jaws. The
designs were cut on the inner ends of these cylinders. The lead flan was
placed between them and a heavy blow struck with a hammer. This stamp
has on one side a figure of St. Theodore and the inscription 6 dyio? eo'Seopos,
and on the other Koo-rt?(?) o-e/fooro? ras ypa<as o-^t'yfcros (for o-<iy/cT(os)
8e'<o ovpaviov /xaprvpo? iv Trapovaia. It seems to date from the twelfth cen-

tury. No other such specimen is known. The hammer which was used
with it was also found.

Byzantine Lead Seals. In J. Int. Arch. Num. XIII, 1911, pp. 1-24,
N. A. BEES .discusses twenty-nine Byzantine lead seals. Ibid. pp. 31-32, K.
M. KONSTANTOPOULOS shows that the word read AVAHTHS by Schlum-
berger (Sigillographie de I'Empire Byzantine, pp. 739 f.) on a Byzantine seal

really reads AVA HT H K [8] - The Kov/tepwctptos ecro-oW^s is elsewhere
called a/2wW? or d^Sin/co?.

Trade Routes and the Art of Germany. B. HAENDCKE discusses the
relation of trade routes in European culture in a suggestive article in Rep.
f. K. XXXIV, 1911, pp. 337-391. He points out that a relation can be seen
even in late Carolingian times between the roads to Italy and the spread of
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Italian culture in the North, and the extension of the Cistercian order is a

striking example of the effect of trade routes on the geography of civiliza-

tion. The curious scattering of the works of Conrad Witz, the influence of

Schwaben on the art of the Tyrol, the wanderings of a number of German
artists, the location of Diirer's landscape sketches made on his Italian trip,

etc., depend upon the direction and popularity of the commercial routes of

the time. Even so late as the end of the sixteenth century, the influence

of the Netherlands on German art was doubtless much heightened by the

construction of the Holland road by Augustus of Saxony.
Lombard and Gothic Vaults. In his monograph entitled The Con-

struction of Lombard and Gothic Vaults (New Haven, 1911, Yale University
Press

; London, Henry Frowde. 29 pp. ;
63 figs. Lex. 8vo), ARTHUR KINGS-

LEY PORTER shows that rib vaulting, which had been known to the Roman
and Byzantine architects, though they had no great liking for it, was
used by the mediaeval Lombards in order to do away with the need of great
wooden centrings. The French architects adopted rib vaults from the

Lombards because they also desired economy in the use of centring, and it

is thus that Gothic architecture arose. Various details are treated more or

less exhaustively in the monograph.
The Origins of Gothic Vaulting. The older vaulting of the abbey-

church of Lessay (Manche), which shows the use of ribs, must be dated

about 1100. The same is true of the ribbed vaulting of the crossing in

St. Trinite at Caen. The result of this dating must be to set the beginning
of this system of building into the end of the eleventh century rather than

in the middle of the twelfth. The early examples contradict the thesis of

Bilson that the ribs at first followed the contour of the old groins and only

later became half-circles and the determining factor of the vaulting to

which the other arches conformed, for the later type is seen in both the

buildings mentioned. Another fact to be noted in the beginnings of Gothic

is that the introduction of ribs seems to have been due to the desire to find

a safe means of vaulting the nave alone. This is demonstrated by the

numerous examples of churches that have ribbed vaulted naves and aisles

still covered with groined vaults. The great churches set the fashion and

were followed in turn by the smaller foundations. (E. GALL, Mh. f.

Kunstw. IV, 1911, pp. 309-323.)
Barbarian Helmets. In M. Soc. Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910, pp. 104-114

(3 figs,), Baron DE BATE calls attention to the studies of M. Ebert and

A. Gotze on the early barbarian helmets of Europe in connection with his

own work in that field.

Proof of Genuineness in Mediaeval Ivories. R. KOECHLIN contrib-

utes to B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 136-137, the result of investigations concern-

ing two mediaeval ivories, a chalice with the figures of the Liberal Arts

(c. 1300) in the treasure of Milan cathedral and the other a Gothic diptych

in the Louvre. The first can be traced by catalogues and inventories back

to 1440 and thus acquits of suspicion the group of ivories to which it

belongs, among others the dated diptychs of the Treasure of Soissons. The

other was published by Gori, although the fact has not been recognized, in

the Thesaurus veterum diptychorum of 1739, a time when a forgery of this

character would hardly have been perpetrated.

Mediaeval Rings.- In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 340-344
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(4 figs.), O. M. DALTON discusses mediaeval rings with representations of

the " Five Wounds of Our Lord." Such rings were at first devotional, but

later commemorative. The cult of the Five Wounds became general in the

fourteenth century. Prayers were addressed to them in the Books of

Hours
;
and their representation in art followed.

Italian Armor from Chalcis. In Archaeologia, LXII, 1911, pp. 381-

390 (4 pis.; 10 figs.), C. FFOULKES discusses the mediaeval armor found in

the castle at Chalcis in 1840, and now in the Ethnological Museum at

Athens. It consists of sixty-three helmets, two cases of body armor, and

a case of arrowheads and caltrops. It dates from the middle of the four-

teenth to the middle of the fifteenth century. In general the armor is

well preserved, and is important to the student of mediaeval arms, as no

attempt at restoration has been made.

Mediaeval Personal Ornaments from Chalcis. In Archaeologia,

LXII, 1911, pp. 391-404 (pi. ;
17 figs.), O. M. DALTON discusses the personal

ornaments found at Chalcis about the time of the armor (see above) and

now in the British and Ashmolean museums. They consist of gold and

silver finger- and ear-rings, plaques and rosettes of silver gilt once attached

to garments, buckles, tags, and hooks from girdles, and small globular or

hemispherical buttons of great variety. They illustrate northern Italian

art at the end of the fourteenth and beginning of the fifteenth century ;

but there are Oriental affinities due to local influence.

ITALY

Duccio di Buoninsegna. A recent addition to the series of mono-

graphs on the history of art published by Hiersemann is C. H. WEIGELT'S
elaborate work on Duccio di Buoninsegna. In five chapters he discusses in

turn " Franz von Assisi und die italienische Dugentomalerei,"
" Der Stil

Duccios, seine Herkunft und Entwicklung,"
" Duccio als Erzahler,"

" Die

Madonna Rucellai, ein Werk Duccios," and " Duccios erhaltene Gemalde

chronologisch betrachtet
"

;
and adds appendices on " Guido da Siena und

seine Schule,"
"
Ikonographisches zu Duccios Maesta," and " Verzeichnis

der erhaltenen Gemalde Duccios und seiner Schule." Sixty-seven plates

illustrating the frescoes complete the work. [Duccio di Buoninsegna.
Studien zur Geschichte der Fruhsienesischen Tafelmalerei. Von CURT H.
WEIGKLT. Leipzig, 1911, K. W. Hiersemann. 275 pp.; 67 pis. 4to. M. 36.]

Andrea da Bologna. The record of the expenses for the construction

of the chapel of S. Caterina in the lower church of S. Francesco at Assisi

show that the paintings in it were done in 1368 by Andrea da Bologna.

They represent scenes from the life of the saint and afford the most secure

basis for reconstructing the ceuvre of the artist. To him may be as-

signed, aside from the two signed pictures, the frescoes of the Oratory of

S. Lorenzo in the same church of S. Francesco, and the altar-piece of the Cor-

onation of the Virgin in the gallery at Fermo. A document of 1365 in the

Bologna archives informs us that an " Andrea de' Bartoli
"
of Bologna was

sent by Cardinal Androino to Pavia to paint in the palace of Galeazzo
Visconti. It is likely that this artist is no other than the author of the

Assisi frescoes, and that he also did the miniatures of the " Canzone della

Virtu e delle scienze," in the Musee Conde at Chantilly, by Bartolomeo
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De' Bartoli, probably a relative of his. This hypothesis is more than sus-
tained by a comparison of the Assisi frescoes with the miniatures. CF FIL-
IPPINI, Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 41-62.)

The Palazzo Bellomo in Syracuse. In Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 183-
196, E. MAUCERI gives a series of views and plans of the recently restored
Palazzo Bellomo, Syracuse. The ground floor of the palace dates from the
end of the thirteenth century, the upper floor from the fifteenth. Its prin-
cipal features are a fine open staircase in the court, and the windows, of
which one on the ground floor, probably dating from the later enlargement,
shows Catalan influence.

The Great Altar of the Duomo at Arezzo. In Rass. d' Arte, XI,
1911, pp. 127-140, A. DE VITA studies the sculptures of the great altar of
the Duomo at Arezzo and endeavors to distribute the authorship among a
number of sculptors. The earlier reliefs of the front comprising the scenes
from the life of S. Donato he assigns to the school of Giovanni Pisano. A
second cycle of reliefs comprises the Madonna scenes in the upper part of
the front of the altar and the scenes of S. Donato on the sides and back,
which are to be assigned to the Sienese Agostino di Giovanni and Agnolo
di Ventura, and possibly to Giovanni di Agostino. They are, therefore,
of the earlier half of the fourteenth century. The upper sculptures of the
sides and back belong to the third and last cycle and are due to Giovanni
di Francesco and Betto di Francesco da Firenze, of the latter part of the
same century.

The Fourteenth Century Windows of S. Francesco at Assisi.

The stained glass of the lower church is the subject of an article in Rass.

& Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 153-160 and 161-168, by G. CRISTOFANI. Three schools

are represented, the Florentine, Sienese, and the local one of Assisi. The
windows of the chapels of S. Nicold and of the Maddalena were done by
the same artist who executed those of the Bardi chapel in S. Croce at Flor-

ence. The Sienese school, noteworthy for the opaqueness of the colors, is

represented by the windows of the chapel of S. Martino and that of the

Baptist, while the local work of Giovanni Bonino and his school is found in

the chapels of St. Anthony of Padua, of St. Louis, and of St. Catherine.

The first two chapels were honored with the work of Bonino himself, the

school work being found in the one last named. The article is largely con-

cerned with the interpretation of the iconography.

Campo Santo Frescoes and the Funeral Liturgy. In Mitt. Kunst-

liist. Instil. 1911, pp. 237-254, H. BROCKHAUS compares the cycles of fres-

coes in the Chiostro verde at Florence, the Campo Santo at Pisa, and the

cemetery of the parish church at Cercina near Florence, and finds that the

concept underlying all three is the graphic illustration of the prayers for

the dead.

The Romance of the "Dame de Vergy." In the bridal room of the

recently restored Palazzo Davizzi-Davanzati is a cycle of frescoes, the sub-

ject of which has hitherto eluded investigators. In Gaz. B.-A. IV, 1911,

pp. 231-242, W. BOMBE has succeeded in identifying the subject with the

story of the chatelaine of Vergy. The artist has used an Italian version

perhaps by Antonio Pucci, which is preserved in a manuscript of the Ric-

cardiana. The frescoes are Giottesque in character, and possibly by a fol-

lower of Orcagna. Another more fully illustrated account of the palace
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and its frescoes is contributed by the same writer to Z. bild. K. XXII, 1911,

pp. 253-263.

S. Maria Maggiore at Lomello. A rte e Storia, 1911, pp. 175-181 and

193-205, contains a description of the church of S. Maria Maggiore at

Lomello near Pavia by A. K. PORTER. He describes the church as a " mas-

terpiece of Lombard architecture of the first half of the eleventh century,"

and ascribes it to the year 1025.

FRANCE

The History of a Seal. The seal of the Priory of La Charite-sur-

Loire, dating from 1270, displays the Virgin seated, with the Child on her

knee. Behind her is an angel bearing a globe on which is a cross. A
woman kneels before the Virgin. In the field is a dove in flight and in the

exergue an eagle and a group of quadrupeds. The inscription reads :

EMMANOYHA- This detail and the style shows that the seal is Byzan-
tine of the sixth or seventh century and was adapted by the priory. The
seal of 1270 must have been lost, for the later one is a copy in Western style

of the old Byzantine seal. (J. ROMAN, B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 139-141.)
The Palace of the Popes at Avignon. In Arch. Rec. XXX, 1911, pp.

522-537 (15 figs.), F. LEKS publishes a general account of the Palace of the

Popes at Avignon, describing briefly the frescoes and the restorations

undertaken by the architects Henri Ilevoil and Henri Nodet. The altera-

tions made since the Revolution are being changed as rapidly as possible
and the building restored to its original form.

Thomas Toustaiii and the Cathedral of Le Mans. In M. Soc. Ant.

Fr. LXX, 1910, pp. 1 15-134-, II. STEIN argues on the basis of a document
dated July, 1258, that Thomas Toustain was one of the architects of the

cathedral of Le Mans.

Romanesque Bases. The bases of Romanesque columns may be

divided into two classes, the moulded bases and those consisting of a trun-

cated cone or pyramid. The first class derives from the classic and is

composed of a scotia between two toruses, one large torus, or a series of

toruses. The second class of bases occurs even in Gallo-Roman work and is

frequent in the Carolingian period. In the twelfth century a torus is often

inserted between the shaft and the conical base. The decoration of the

base developed in the second class and in the bases of the first which had a

single torus. Rare in the eleventh century, this decoration becomes the

rule in the twelfth, and is particularly rich in Burgundy. Spurs occur first

in the Carolingian period, are found in the eleventh century, and reach
their fullest development in the architecture of Ile-de-France in the twelfth

century. (DESHOULIKRES, B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 97-98.)

GREAT BRITAIN

Early Christian Art. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 325-333

(pi.), W. R. LETHABY argues that a sarcophagus in the British Museum
decorated with Cupid and Psyche at a banquet is really early Christian, and
dates from the fourth century A.D. A mosaic from Carthage, on which a
hart and a hind appear drinking from four streams is also Christian and

probably from a baptistery. He compares with the beautiful fourth cen-
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tury ivorj- panel in the South Kensington Museum a marble relief in the
Museo delle Terme, from which it may have been copied. He thinks that
the carved book cover of the psalter of Melisenda, daughter of Baldwin, is

not Byzantine, but French Romanesque, and carved at Angers about 1170.
He also argues that Romano-British pavements upon which Orpheus
appears are Christian.

Anglo-Saxon Antiquities from Market Overton. In Archaeologia,
LX11, 1911, pp. 481-490 (5 figs.), V. B. CROWTHER-BEYNON describes the dis-

coveries made in the last few years at Market Overton, Rutland. There
were two Anglo-Saxon cemeteries here; but the site is now being worked
for ironstone and a scientific examination of it is impossible. The antiqui-
ties found are chiefly brooches of different forms. Ibid. pp. 491-496 (6 figs.),
E. T. LEEDS adds a note on a gold bracteate from this site.

The First Cathedral Church of Lincoln. In Archaeologia, LXII,
1911, pp. 543-564 (3 plans), J. BILSON describes the results of the excava-

tions undertaken in recent years for the purpose of determining the plan of

the first cathedral church at Lincoln, built by Bishop Remi between 1073

and 1092. It was found to consist of a choir of three bays terminating
eastward in an apse and flanked by aisles

;
a transept, each arm of which

consisted of two bays ;
a nave ten bays in length with north and south

aisles ; and two western towers at the ends of the aisles with the nave
extended an additional bay between them.

A Viking Sword Pommel. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 302-

307 (4 figs.), R. SMITH discusses a Viking bronze-gilt sword pommel in Nor-

wich Castle, probably found in East Anglia. Its decoration is in sharp
contrast to Anglo-Saxon and Irish art and shows dependence on Carolingian
models. It dates from the latter part of the ninth century and may have

belonged to the sword of a Danish invader.

A Norman Relief . In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 518-520 (pi.),

P. NORMAN calls attention to a Norman relief 14| in. long by 7 1 in. wide

from Guy's Hospital, Southwark. It represents
" Christ in Majesty," i.e.

seated, richly clothed, with his right hand in an attitude of benediction and

his left holding an open book which is supported on his left knee. It dates

from the twelfth century.
Carved Heads on the South Doorway of Wotton Church. In

Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 353-355 (2 figs.), P. M. JOHNSTON conjec-

turally identifies four of the carved heads on the south doorway of Wotton

Church as King John and his Queen Isabella, Pope Innocent III, and

Ralph Camoys. The carvings are not later than 1215.

Exchequer Tallies of the Thirteenth Century. In Archaeologia,

LXII, 1911, pp. 367-380 (4 pis.), H. JENKINSON discusses the thirteenth

century exchequer tallies, of which several hundred were found by the

Office of Works during recent repairs to the Chapel of the Pyx at West-

minster. They are now in the Public Record Office.

RENAISSANCE ART
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Latin Monuments of Chios. In B.S.A. XVI (session 1909-

1910), pp. 137-182 (34 figs.), F. W. HASLUCK describes the Latin monu-
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raents of Chios. These date chiefly from the second Genoese occupation

(1346-1566), when Chios was governed by a Genoese mercantile company,
the shareholders of which took almost always the surname and coat-of-arms

of the Giustiniani. The monuments, apart from the walls, consist chiefly of

inscriptions and reliefs of heraldic or religious character. They are of little

artistic interest, on the whole, and their quality is Genoese, not local. An

appendix (pp. 183 f .) contains Thevet's description of Chios written shortly
after the Turkish conquest in 1566.

Portraits of Erasmus. Metsys, Diirer, and Holbein each made por-
traits of the great humanist, and to the former there is attributed in addition

a small medallion likeness, dated 1519. The correspondence of Erasmus
and More shows that the former sent to the Englishman a portrait of him-

self and of Aegidius (Pierre Gilles, secretary of Antwerp), painted by
Quen tin Metsys. The original panel was sawed in two, and the Aegidius,

though often mistaken for the portrait of Erasmus himself, is now to be

found in the collection of Lord Radnor at Longford Castle. There are

many replicas of the Erasmus, the original of which is probably the picture
in the Stroganoff collection at Rome. The Diirer copper plate is a highly
idealized affair, inspired by a sketch made from life at Antwerp, but finished

six years later. Holbein's first portrait of Erasmus is found on the margin
of a copy of the Praise of Folly, in the Basel Museum. He painted him

again in 1523, both alone and with Froben, and for the last time in 1528. (A.

MACIIIELS, Gaz. B.-A. IV, 1911, pp. 349-361.) The Stroganoff picture
was recently presented by the heirs of Count Stroganoff to the Galleria

Nazionale in Palazzo Corsini. (Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 323-324.)

Joseph in Prison. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 297-300 (fig.), HER-
MANN NORSE makes known a small painting in the collection of Professor

Baron v. Bissing in Munich. It represents the interpretation by Joseph of

the visions of the chief butler and the chief baker (Genesis xl), and is a

replica (not quite exact) of the picture belonging to M. Ayiiard of Lyons
(Exposition des Primitifs Francais, 1904, Catalogue, No. 89. " Ecole de

Picardie vers 1480. Le songe du grand echanson "). In a picture in the

Musee Conde at Chantilly (Catalogue,
" Ecoles e"trangeres," p. 198), formerly

attributed to D. Bouts and then to the French school about 1480, is a figure
of a prince which much resembles this Joseph,

ITALY
The Codex Berolinensis. The collection of drawings of antique

monuments known as the Codex Berolinensis, has usually been ascribed to

Girolamo Ferrari. Its drawings fall into two groups, the former evidently
earlier and showing the earlier style of the draughtsman, the other later.

Similar drawings in the Uffizi belong to the same collection, which proves
to be the work of Giovanantonio Dosio, and was made between 1561 and

.
1565. Shortly before 1569 he made a revision of the collection, probably
with a view to publication, and at that time introduced several drawings
from other sources, and put in the notes that appear upon the folios to-day.
Much of the collection is obviously lost; the architectural portion has found
its way into the Uffizi, while the drawings of sculpture are found in the

Codex in the Kupferstichkabinett in Berlin. (P. G. HUEBNER, Mh. f.
Kunsttv. IV, 1911, pp. 353-367.)
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Archival Researches. The Beiheft of the Jb. Preuss.Kunsts. XXXII,
1911, is devoted to a series of discussions based on Italian archives. DET-
LEV FR. v. HADELN treats the decoration of the Ducal palace in Venice
with special reference to the rooms of the Ten, the Sala delle Quattro Porte,
and the Anticollegio and Collegio (pp. 1-33). Documents from the Archivio
di Stato at Florence provide the basis of H. GEISENHEIMER'S article on the

negotiations of the Medici for Flemish and Dutch pictures in the latter half
of the seventeenth century (pp. 34-61). G. GRONAU contributes a series of

documents in the National Library at Florence, bearing on the construction

and decoration of the New Sacristy and the Library of San Lorenzo (pp.

62-81).
New Data on Bartolomeo Vivarini. In Burl. Mag. XIX, 1911,

pp. 192-198, T. BORENIUS publishes an account of three pictures of Bar-

tolomeo Vivarini, the first of which, belonging to Sir Hugh Lane, bears the

date 1448 with the added information that the artist painted the picture at

the age of sixteen. It follows that he was born in 1431 or 1432, and that

this is his earliest dated work. It is a rather stiff work, representing the
Madonna adoring the Child, and betrays considerable Paduan influence.

The other pictures discussed are an Adoration of the Magi in the possession
of Mr. J. P. Morgan, and the Death of the Virgin, late of the Charles Butler

collection.

Raphael's "Young Cardinal." By comparison with a medallion por-
trait by Caradosso, H. HYMANS concludes that the original of Raphael's
" Portrait of a Young Cardinal "

in the Prado at Madrid is Scaranmccia

Trivulzio, bishop of Como at the time that the picture was painted, which
must have been between 1517 and 1520. (Burl. Mag. XX, 1911, pp. 88-90.)
A Portrait of Michelangelo by Raphael. The second head from the

right (Fig. 7) in the group surrounding the Pope in Raphael's fresco of

the "
Delivery of the Decretals

"
in the Stanza della Segnatura is held by

W. ROLFS to be a portrait of Michelangelo at the age of thirty-six (Z. bild. K.

XXII, 1911, pp. 206-214). The group is evidently made up, in part at least,

of contemporary portraits. The Pope is Julius II, and the two cardinals

holding his robe are Giovanni de' Medici and Alessandro Farnese. There

is no reason to suppose a rivalry between the two artists in Michelangelo's

younger days that would have prevented such a courtesy on the part of the

younger painter, and the head agrees with the earlier portrait of Michel-

angelo, so far as it can be reconstructed from extant sources.

Raphael's Source for the Architecture of the " School of Athens."

-In the Mitt. Kunsthist. Instil. 1911, pp. 229-236, C. HUELSEN discusses

Raphael's source for the architecture of the " School of Athens." He scouts

the idea that the painter borrowed his architectural design from Bramante,
but regards it as likely that he imitated, in the general composition, Ghi-

berti's "
Reception of the Queen of Sheba," on the east door of the baptistery

at Florence. For his actual details he seems to have made use of.the Janus

Qnadrifrons in the Forum Boarium at Rome, and the base moulding of his

palace is reminiscent of that of the Arch of Trajan at Beneventum.

The Architect of the Palazzo Sacchetti. The Palazzo Sacchetti in

Via Giulia is ordinarily assigned to Antonio Sangallo the younger, chiefly

on the ground of a passage in Vasari and the inscription under a window

of the first floor: DOMS ANTONII - SANGALLI MDXLIII.
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P. GNOLI, however, in Boll. Arte, V, 1911, pp. 201-206, brings documentary

proof to show that the inscription and the statement of Vasari refer to a

smaller edifice constructed by the architect for his own use, which was

afterward bought with other adjoining houses and replaced by the present

palace which was erected for Cardinal Ricci da Montepulciano some time

FIGURE 7. PORTRAIT OF MICHELANGELO BY RAPHAEL.

before 1557. The architect was, in all probability, Annibale Lippi, who
built the Villa Medici, on the Pincian. The details of the facade of the

latter building show much resemblance to those of the Palazzo Sacchetti,
save in its lowest story, which was probably transformed under the Medici.

The inscription on the Palazzo Sacchetti was retained after the incorpora-
tion of Sangallo's house into the larger palace.
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Notes on Giambono. Giambono's masterpiece, the altar-piece repre-
senting St. James the Great with various saints, in the Accademia at Venice,
has suffered a transposition of panels on the left side. The figures of St.

John and the monk should change places, whereby the composition of the

painting is greatly improved. The monk is not a saint, and is probably to
be identified with Philip Benizi of the Servite Order. Berenson's Giambono
does not represent St. Michael, but more probably one of the "

Thrones,"
the highest of the heavenly hierarchies. (G. McN. RUSHFORTH, Burl. Mag.
XX, 1911, pp. 100-107.) In Ross, d' Arte, XI, 1911, pp, 93-94, L. TESTI

points out that the contract for the altar-piece for the church of S. Michele
in the village of S. Daniele in Friuli shows that the execution of the piece
was intrusted to Paolo di Amadeo as sculptor and to Giambono as painter,
and that there is every reason to suppose that the altar meant is the one
still existing in the church of S. Antonio, to which it was transported from
its former location toward the middle of the eighteenth century. This is a

polychrome sculptured altar-piece and, therefore, the Berenson picture, hith-

erto supposed to be a portidn of this altar, can have no relation to it. He
also maintains that the Pieta in the Museo Civico at Padua, which is there

assigned to Giambono, is only a poor copy after the original in the Metro-

politan Museum in New York.

Juliano Florentine, a Fellow-worker of Ghiberti, in Valencia. In

Abh. Sachs. Ges. XXIX No. Ill, 1911 (41 pp.; 13 pis.; 2 figs.), AUGUST
SCHMARSOW discusses the twelve alabaster panels in the wall of the choir

(trascoro) of the cathedral at Valencia. They represent in relief six scenes

from the Old Testament and six from the New Testament. The archives

prove them to be the work of a Juliano, and fix their dates between 1415

and 1424. The artist appears to be Juliano di Giovanni da Poggibonsi,
mentioned in a contract dated June 1, 1407, as working with Ghiberti on

the first bronze doors of the baptistery at Florence. His style seems to be

influenced by Lorenzo Monaco. His works are interesting examples of

Florentine picturesque sculpture in the early part of the fifteenth century.

The Date of the Death of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. A. BRIGANTI con-

tributes to Rass. d' Arte Umbra (1911, pp. 83-86) a documentary study from

which he concludes that this artist died in the early days of February, 1522.

Federigo Baroccfs Drawings. In Abh. Sachs. Ges. XXIX, No. II,

1911 (32 pp.; 7 pis.), AUGUST SCHMARSOW continues his critical study of

Federigo Barocci (see A.J.A. XIV, 1910, p. 256; XV, 1911, p. 588) with a

description and discussion of the drawings in the public collections in west-

ern Europe.
A Monument by an Unknown Sculptor. In Rass.d' Arte, XI, 1911,

pp. 175-176, L, OZZOLA publishes a reproduction of the altar of the cathedral

at Piacenza which is signed : AMBROSII - MONTEVECCH I
. MEDIO-

LANENSIS OPVS. He is inclined to identify this sculptor with the

" Ainbrosius de Montevegia lapicida
" whose name occurs from 1476 to 1509

in the accounts of the Fabbrica del Duomo at Milan. It is also possible

that the name " Ambrosius de Montenegro" which occurs in the accounts

in 1507 and 1518 is a copyist's mistake for the same name. The Piacenza

relief represents the crucifixion with Mary and John. Walled into the frame

of the altar is a striking portrait of the donor, Bishop Bagaroto, by the

same r.rtist.
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Venetian Enamelled Glasses of the XV and XVI Centuries. A
discussion of Venetian enamelled glass of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies appears in Jb. Preuss. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, pp. 249-286, under the

name of R. SCHMIDT. After showing that the ordinary attribution of the

invention of this process to Beroviero is entirely ungrounded, the writer

takes up the evolution of form and color in these vases and their classifica-

tion, viz. vases with rich figured decoration, vases decorated with busts

(among which he cites a milk-glass cup in the collection of Baron Maurice de

Rothschild in Paris which displays a female bust evidently copied from a

figure in the " Courtesans
"

of Carpaccio in the Museo Civico at Venice),
vases with grotesques or medallions, etc., and vases designed for export,

particularly to Germany.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL
Andre's de Najera. P. LAFOND contributes to Burl Mag. XX, 1911,

pp. 133-139, a critique of the principal works of Andres de Najera, the

choir-stalls of S. Domingo de la Calzada and those of S. Benito el Real, now
in the museum of Valladolid. The years of the artist's greatest activity
were 1517-1520.

A Picture of El Greco Explained. A painting by El Greco in the pos-

session of Don Ignacio Zuloaga has hitherto borne the title "
Earthly Love."

It is instead a rendering of the "
Opening of the Fifth Seal," based on Rev.

6 : 9 ff. The identification is certified by the fact that Diirer has a woodcut
with a similar scene, on which the verses from the Apocalypse are inscribed.

The sole difference is that the altar which appears in Diirer's cut is omitted

in the picture. (H. KEHRER, Mh.f. Kunstw. IV, 1911, pp. 324-325.)

Paintings by the Master of S. Bento. The master of S. Bento, who
derives his title from the paintings in the cloister of S. Bento in Lisbon, was
the author of a series of four paintings of uncertain subjects which formerly
decorated the altar in the monastery church of Madre de Deusin Xabregas,
near Lisbon. The first picture represents a female saint standing on the

sea-shore, apparently assisting at a translation of relics. In Z. bild. K.

XXIII, 1911, pp. 13-21, A. HAUPT believes that the saint is Queen Leonora
of Portugal, the founder of the cloister, but does not explain the nimbus
and palm which appear as attributes of the figure. Justi relates this scene

as well as the next, which is somewhat similar, to the Ursula legend. The
third picture represents a marriage, possibly that of John III with Catherine
of Spain. The fourth scene depicts the bestowal of the Papal blessing on
the newly married pair. The series is the masterpiece of this nameless

Portuguese painter of the early sixteenth century.

FRANCE
A Madonna by Bernini in Notre Dame. The Virgin and Child

which lies unnoticed in the corner of a chapel in Notre Dame, Paris, is

proved by M. REYMOND in Gaz. B.-A. IV, 1911, pp. 299-313, to be a docu-
mented work by Bernini. It was bought of the artist for the church of the

Carmelites at Paris by the Cardinal Barberini, and the altar which formerly
contained it in that church bears a close resemblance to that of the "

Extasy
of Santa Teresa "

in S. Maria della Vittoria at Rome. The statue was re-
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moved to the cathedral as a consequence of the troubles of the Revolution.
It was executed after the master's sketches by Antonio Raggi.A Provengal Painter of about 1500. A St. Michael from Avignon
exhibited in the Exposition des Primitifs fra^ais of 1904 excited considerable
attention as an obvious production of the Proven9al school of about 1500.
The Annunciation on the back of the panel showed a great deal of Italian

influence, and the same characteristic is betrayed by a "
Sposalizio

"
in the

museum at Brussels and lastly by a Deposition of St. Sebastian in the John-
son collection in Philadelphia. We have here to do with a painter of the
south of France in close relation with the Italian schools of the early six-

teenth century, especially those of Venice and Lombardy, the influence of
Gaudenzio Ferrari being particularly visible. (H. Voss, Mh. f. Kumtiv
IV, 1911, pp. 414-415.)

Pierre Bontemps. In M. Soc. Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910, pp. 265-371 (4 pis.),
M. ROY traces the career of the sixteenth century sculptor, Pierre Bontemps.
He was born between 1505 and 1510, is first heard of at Fontaineblean in

1536, and died between 1567 and 1570. The writer publishes forty-eight
documents relating to him.

The Tomb of Louis de Poncher. In M. Soc. Ant. Fr. LXX, 1910,

pp. 231-264, A. REY traces the history of the tomb of Louis de Puncher, two

figures from which, representing Faith and Hope, are preserved in the

Louvre. It was carved by Jacques Bachot in 1507.

"Marcus" on Limoges Enamels. The name "Marcus" occurs on

several Limoges enamels of c. 1500, and is particularly associated with one

of the executioners at the Crucifixion. In the mystery which bears the

name of the " Passion de Semur "
the name is given to Pilate's servant, who

is identified with the Malchus of John, 18 : 10. Malchus in turn occurs

in some of the mysteries as one of the executioners of the Flagellation. The
name in the enamel is, therefore, probably a reminiscence of the passion-

plays of the fifteenth century. (J. J. MARQUET DE VASSELOT, B. Soc. Ant.

Fr. 1911, pp. 125-127.)

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND

Jacques Daret and the Maitre de Fle"malle. In Burl. Mag. XIX,
1911, pp. 218-225, G. H. DE Loo announces the discovery of the missing

panel of the altar-piece which Daret painted for the church of St. Vaast at

Arras. He identifies it with a Nativity in the possession of the Messrs.

Colnaghi in London. The work shows a remarkable resemblance with the

painting of the same subject by the " Maitre of Flemalle
"
in the museum

of Dijon and reenforces De Loo's contention that the latter is identical with

Jacques Daret's master, Robert Campin.
Portraits by Antonius Falamedesz. In Mh. f. Kunstw. IV, 1911,

pp. 293-295, H. BURG publishes a portrait, in the possession of J. Boehler

in Munich, which is the work of Antonius Palamedesz. The sitter is evi-

dently the brother of the painter, who also forms the subject of a well-known

painting by Van Dyck in the Old Gallery in Munich. The painting shows

the change of style which the art of Antonius experienced under the influ-

ence of Van Dyck, his earlier manner, related to Franz Hals, being illustrated

by the portrait of a girl in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at Berlin. The

new portrait, therefore, belongs to his middle period, as also the portrait of
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a youth in Berlin, while the " Gentleman and his Wife "
in the Walraif-

Richartz Museum in Koln are products of his latest days.

Joachim Bueckeleer. Jb. Preuss. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, pp. 185-212,

contains a monograph on Joachim Bueckeleer by J. SIEVERS. He sketches

the life of the painter, who was a faithful follower of the style of his master,
Pieter Aertsen, to which circumstance he doubtless owed much of his ill-suc-

cess with the public. His favorite subject was still-life, and this is. indeed, the

dominant note even in his figured scenes. He scarcely ever attempted any
other kind of picture, one exception being the Rustic Festival at St. Peters-

burg wherein, however, he has merely imitated Aertsen's portrayal of the

same subject in the Dansette collection in Brussels. His hands are superior
to those of his master, who paints them weak and apparently incapable of

grasping. On the other hand, his faces are conventionally treated, and in-

variably gaze outward from the picture. His compositions are often bound

together by the simple means of depicting one figure in the embrace of an-

other without apparent reason, a failing that is absent in Aertsen's work.

His color-harmonies are measurably superior to those of his master. A
chronological catalogue of the painter's works completes the article.

GERMANY

Johannes Sapientis. The name Johannes Sapientis occurs in several

documents of the archives of Turin which contain the accounts of works

made for Amedeo VIII of Savoy. He may be identical with, or to be dis-

tinguished from, the "Jean Bapteur
" who figures in the accounts of the

House of Savoy from 1427 to 1437. It is quite likely, at any rate, that his

name is a Latinization of that of Hans Wit/, the father of Conrad Witz.

It is possible that certain pictures in the museum at Chambery may be

attributed to him. (C. DE MANDACII, Gaz. B.-A. IV, 1911, pp. 405-422.)
Notes on Diirer. The drawing of St. Catherine in the National Gallery

of Ireland at Dublin is from Durer's own hand and formed the model for

the figure in the wing of the Tucher triptych as carried out by Kulmbach.
The "Madonna auf der Rasenbank," a pen drawing in the British Museum,
is certainly a work of the artist, as is also the Head of an Old Man in the

same collection. The St. John in the woodcut, Christ on the Cross, of 1510,
is a copy of an earlier figure by the master, the St. John of the canon-

picture in a " Missale Speciale
"
of 1493. (C. DODGSON, Burl. Mag. XX,

1911, pp. 90-96.)
The Sebastiansaltar in the Old Gallery at Munich. In an exhaust-

ive study of the Sebastiansaltar in the Old Gallery at Munich contributed
to Rep. f. K. XXXIV, 1911, pp. 255-264, A. HUPPERTZ shows that the

workmanship of the piece portrays a unity of conception and treatment
which precludes the assumption of more than one hand, and that the details

point to the authorship of Hans Holbein the Elder. The wings, also, which
have sometimes been considered an early work of the younger Holbein,
must be given to the older master.

The Holzhausen Collection in the Staedel Institute. A collection,

consisting chiefly of ancestral portraits, has recently been loaned to the
Staedel Institute by Freiherr Adolf von Holzhausen, and forms an almost

complete illustrative series for Frankfort portrait painting considered his-
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torically. F. RIEFFEL, discussing the collection in Mh.f. Kunstw. IV, 1911,
pp. 341-352, assigns the earliest of the portraits, a work strongly suggestive
of Diirer, to the Master of the " Mainzer Dreikonigsaltar." The Master^
is the author of four portraits, one of them signed. The rest of the collec-

tion, of later date, offers little difficulty or interest in attribution.

Notes on German Woodcuts. H. KOEGLER contributes to Mh. f.
Kunstw. IV, 1911, pp. 389-408, a series of notes on Holbein's woodcuts sup-
plementary to his own and Schmid's work in this field. A number of new
wood and metal engravings are noted. The article closes with a resume of

the work of the Master C. S., who, Koegler suggests, may be identified with
Conrat Schnitt of Constanz.

Woodcut Portraits of the Emperor Maximilian. Four wood-
cuts representing the Emperor Maximilian are based on Diirer's drawing of

1518 in the Albertina at Vienna. The most remarkable is the fourth,
which is an example of the gold-print process, and is to be assigned to Jost

de Negker of Augsburg. The third is also an Augsburg work, while the

first was probably done under Diirer's own direction by Springinklee at

Nuremberg. (M. GEISBERG, Jb. Preuss. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, pp. 236-248.)

Early Paintings of the Frankfort School. In Rep. f. K. XXXIV,
1911, pp. 333-350, K. SIMON notes the points of similarity in four pic-

tures in Frankfort: a St. Anne, Madonna and Saints, in the Liebfrauen-

kirche
;
a Man of Sorrows, with Mary and John, in the Deutsch-Odenskirche

;

a Crucifixion in the Staedel Institute, and another in the Weissfrauen-

kirche. The first two have the further peculiarity that a prominent feature

in the background decoration is a violetlike flower which the author sug-

gests is used as a signature by the painter whom he identifies with Conrad

Fyol (d. c. 1500).
"
Veilchen," violet, is in old German, "fiol." The

article contains, further, a summary of the characteristics of old Frankfort

painting. The last three pictures of Simon's group are recognized as being
of common authorship by C. GEBHARDT in Mh. f. Kunstw. IV, 1911, pp.

416-418. He does not, however, attempt to identify the painter.
The Model for the Tomb of Herzog Ludwig Der Gebartete. By

comparison of the stone model for the tomb of Herzog Ludwig der

Gebartete in the Bayrisches National Museum in Munich with Hans

Multscher's Kargaltar in the cathedral at Ulm and the sculptures of the

Ul.mer Rathaus, K. F. LEONHARDT arrives at the conclusion that the model

was the work of that sculptor and was executed in 1435. (Mh. f. Kunstw.

IV, 1911, pp. 513-515.)
The Augsburg " Costume Ball." The original of the picture known

as the Augsburg
" Costume Ball "

is an aquarelle in the Augsburg museum,
but a better preserved copy is in the Kupferstichkabinett at Berlin. The

picture represents a dance organized in 1522 by Mattheus Schwartz of Augs-

burg, in which the costumes of the periods from 1200 to his own day were

worn by the dancers. The characters are many of them contemporary

portraits and labelled with names. The painter is a skilful miniaturist,

Narziss Renner, who also decorated the prayer book of the same Mattheus

Schwartz, preserved in the monastery of Schlagl in Upper Austria. His

affinities are rather with the " Donaustil
"

of Altdorfer, etc., than with the

local art. The picture had considerable effect on similar subsequent repre-

sentations. (G. HABICH, Jb. Preuss. Kunsts. XXXII, 1911, pp. 213-235.)
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Influence of the Netherlands on German Art of the Sixteenth

Century. In Z. bild. K. XXII, 1911, pp. 233-238, B. HAENDCKE reviews

the art of Germany in the latter half of the fifteenth and the first half of

the sixteenth century, and concludes that the guiding influence was Flemish

rather than Italian, except for about twenty years (1520-1540), when Italian

fashions were predominant in Germany. The reason for the general lean-

ing toward the Netherlands is in his opinion the difficulty experienced by
German artists in mastering the Italian language and sympathizing with

the fresco technique. The conscious desire of the German artist was a

better understanding of color and other purely pictorial qualities, and in

this field the Netherlands could teach him quite as much as Italy.

GREAT BRITAIN

A Carved Oak Chest. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 415-425

(pi.), E. P. WARREN publishes an oak chest, probably an aumbry belonging
to St. Sannaivs church, Bedwellty, Monmouthshire. It is of late fifteenth

century date. On one end the upper panel represents the Five Wounds,
and the lower the three nails upon a shield surrounded by a wreath. The
four panels on the front have an elaborate tracery design. The writer also

describes briefly the church.

A Carved Reliquary Case. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII, 1911, pp. 355-

358 (8 figs.), H. C. SMITH publishes a carved pear-wood reliquary case

dating from about 1500 in private possession in Loddon, Norfolk. On the

front James and John are seen standing on either side of a conventional

flower. Other flowers appear on the back and sides. The writer regards it

as English work.

Lead Panels. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXIII. 1911, pp. 360-369 (5 figs.),

H. BREAKSPF.AR discusses a number of ornamental lead panels from Bardney
Abbey. Lincolnshire. They date from the fifteenth century, and were used

for ornament against a background of wood or other material.

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Primitive Industries. In a brief discussion of primitive ways of

working stone in Southern Workman, XL, 1911, pp. 88-93 (19 figs.), H. I.

SMITH treats of fracturing (chipping and flaking), battering or pecking,

grinding and incising (picking, cutting, drilling, etc.). Ibid. pp. 143-154

(7 figs.), the same writer treats of the development of pottery in various

parts of America, processes of manufacture. Zuni pottery, Peruvian

-whistling jars," mound-builders' vessels of animal and human forms,

pipes, Mexican funeral urns. Pueblo vessels, etc. Ibid. pp. 209-218 (6 figs.),

he treats briefly of Eskimo use of meteoric iron. pre-Columbian copper
working, Argentine prehistoric bronze, use of gold and silver, modern
Haida, Navaho, and Iroquois silversmiths. Ibid. pp. 515-520 (5 figs.), he
discusses briefly tanning, skin-dressing, ornamentation, uses, etc., among the

Eskimo, Modoc, Plains Indians, Ojibwa. etc.

Dances and Music of the Eskimos. In Z. Ethn. XLHI, 1911, pp.
261-270 (5 figs.), C. LEDEN discusses the dances and music of the Greenland
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Eskimos, and compares Indian music with this. He reproduces, as well as

is possible in our notation, five Eskimo and three Indian songs.

UNITED STATES

Tlingit Pipe. In his article treating of the native account of the meet-

ing between La Perouse and the Tlingit Indians in 1786, in Am. Antkr. N.S.

Xm, 1911, pp. 294-298 (fig.). Lieutenant G. T. EMMOXS describes and

figures
" a carved modern pipe of splendid proportions," which illustrates

the myth of Lituya, commemorating the meeting of the Indians and La
Perouse, the French navigator. This pipe, now in the collection of G. G.

Heye, was obtained in 1888 from the chief of the Tucktaneton family of the

Hoonahkow.
Snake Dance near Oraibi. In Aof. Geogr. Mag. XXII, 1911, pp. 107-

137 (31 figs.), MARION L. OLIVER describes, from personal observation, the

snake dance as performed at Hotavila, near Oraibi. Many of the illustra-

tions are of archaeological interest.

Stone Implements in the Champlain Valley. In Am. Antkr. X.S.

XIII. 1911, pp. 239-249 (6 pis.), G. H. PERKINS publishes a second paper
on the aboriginal remains in the Champlain Valley. Grooved axes in great

variety of form and size, and of all degrees of elegance, problematical objects

(pierced tablets, winged stones, pick-shaped stones, boat-shaped stones, bar

amulets, bird stones, pendants, plummets, discoidal stones), pipes, etc.. are

described and figured. Some of the problematical forms, at least, "had
their origin outside of New England," and " either the objects themselves

were imported from farthest west, or those made elsewhere were imitated

by the Indians of the Champlaiu Valley."
Art of Penobscot Indians. In Museum Journal, University of Penn-

sylvania, II. 1911. pp. 21-26 (5 figs.). F. G. SPECK gives an account of a visit

to the Penobscot Indians, early in 1911. Among the Penobscot specimens
in the Heye collection are a wampum necklace and a carved cradle board,

both of which are figured.
A Petroglyph in Wrentham. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIH, 1911, pp. 65-

67 (pi.; fig.). H. H. WILDER describes an inscribed boulder, the figures

on which are, some of them, not unlike certain parts of the Dighton inscrip-

tion, and also bear * a striking general resemblance to certain well-known

petroglyphs, especially the one on Bald Friar Rock, Maryland." This stone

was originally found at West Wrentham. some thirty miles from the Dighton

Rock, and about as far also from Swansea, in Bristol County, at which place

another of the few petroglyphs reported from Massachusetts was discovered.

The Wrentham stone, which was discovered about sixty years ago. was

carried by its finder to his home in Cumberland, R.L. and, during the last

thirty years, it served as part of a back doorstep. All possibility of fraud.

Mr. Wilder assures us, is excluded, and we may count this as a genuine

relic of the Algonkian aborigines of the country. The place where it

was first found was ~ in West Wrentham, in the edge of Norfolk County, at

a rough and picturesque spot known as * Joe's Rock/ popularly associated

with stories of the Indians, and still remembered as the home of the last

local native, called
' Joe/ " The stone is " a small, oblong boulder of trap, its

longest dimension being about ten inches, and its weight slightly under
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thirty pounds." The inscription, counting the worn surface, runs around

the entire stone.

Archaeological Forgeries in Michigan. In A m. Ant. XXXIII, 1911,

pp. 26-29, F. W. KELSEY again calls attention to certain archaeological

forgeries from Michigan. These consisted at first, chiefly of caskets and

tablets of clay (including one of the Deluge), with cuneiform and Egyptian

inscriptions, etc. Subsequently copper tablets appeared. These spurious

objects were described in 1908, in the American Anthropologist. An unsigned

article, Am. Ant. pp. 12-25, under the heading 'Michigan, the Storm-Center

of American Archaeology,' discusses the finds by Dean Savage and D. E.

Soper of "prehistoric
"
copper, stone, and clay relics in Michigan, the genu-

ineness of which has been doubted. The Savage-Soper discoveries are also

discussed by J. A. RUSSELL in connection with the explorations of mounds
in Wayne County, Mich., ibid. pp. 135-145. Finally, F. STARR, J. O.

KINNAMAN, and J. E. TALMAGE prove (ibid. pp. 160-164) the fraudulent

character of the tablets and other objects of clay, slate, and copper ;
but

Messrs. Savage, Soper, and Russell are acquitted of all share in the "plants
"

by which they were deceived. Here appears to have been a "deliberate

scheme of deception and fraud," the parties to which can probably be dis-

covered and identified.

The Kensington Rune Stone. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 33-40 (2

maps), is published a Preliminary Report to the Minnesota Historical So-

ciety, on the Kensington rune stone. The report is to the effect that, pro-
vided a competent Scandinavian expert in language verify the inscription,

the committee would render a favorable opinion as to the authenticity of

the stone. Professor G. Bohne, the expert selected, made an unfavorable

report, and suggested examination by expert runologists in Norway. Ibid.

pp. 260-271 (4 figs.), II. R. HOLAND gives the results of his inquiries among
the runologists and Scandinavian philologists of Europe, as to the Kensing-
ton stone, and replies to their objections (particularly those of M. Haegstad,
who declared it a forgery). According to Mr. Holand, Professor G. T.

Flom's assertion that the maker of the inscription was a Dalecarlian, judg-

ing from the runes, is not proved.
A Rare Flint. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIII, 1911, pp. 172-173 (fig.),

W. C. BARNARD describes a "ceremonial knife
" found about 1891, near

Elsberry, Lincoln County, Mo., having been ploughed up in a cornfield.

This implement, which is of extreme thinness,
" is a masterpiece of the

ancient flint-worker's art, and fascinates the eye by its graceful outline,

beautiful color, and magnificent workmanship."
An Unexploited Culture. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 249-259 (14

figs.), R. F. GILDER writes of " discoveries indicating an unexploited culture

in eastern Nebraska." The house-ruins in question, with which are associ-

ated numerous tumuli, are not arranged in village-groups, but seem to be
"scattered at random." They are quite numerous, two hundred in east-

ern Douglas County, two hundred in Sarpy County, and five hundred in

Washington County. Among the objects found in these ruins are : Pottery

pipes
" of hitherto unknown designs," and pipes of soapstone, pots and

bowls of a dozen kinds, shell spoons and pendants (also a gorget), clay
beads, stone knives and arrows, implements of bone and horn (comb,
needles, shuttles, fishhooks, arrow-straighteners, etc.). On one of the pot-
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tery-shards is a good drawing of a turkey." Some of the antler objects
are thought by Mr. Gilder to be phalli (terra-cotta phalli were found in one
ruin). Interesting also is a carved human head of pink soapstone. The
opinion is expressed that some of the objects here discovered show " a
decided southern Mexican or Central American influence, their range
being probably greater than that of any other culture north of Mexico."
But this remains to be proved.

Nebraska "Loess Man." In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 157-169 (10 figs.),
R. F. GILDER discusses and criticises " inaccuracies

"
in the report on the

" loess man "
of Long's Hill, near Florence, Neb., in his monograph (B. A. E.

Bull. No. 33) on ' Skeletal Remains,' suggesting or attributed to early man
in North America. Dr. Hrdlicka finds no reason to believe in " a more
than moderate antiquity for the Gilder mound specimens." The report of

B. Shimck (Bull. GeoL Soc. Amer. Vol. XIX, 1908) on the Nebraska "loess
man" is also criticised. Mr. Gilder is satisfied that "the bones were found
in the undisturbed loess formation."

Glacial Man at Trenton. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 273-282 (5 figs.),
G. F. WRIGHT reviews and discusses E. Volk's monograph (Peabody Mug.

Pap. Vol. V) on The Archaeology of the Delaware Valley, which em-
bodies the results of twenty years' painstaking and laborious investigation.
Mr. Wright is of opinion that "these investigations amply sustained the

early contention of C. C. Abbott that there was a sharp line of demarcation
between the earlier occupation of the Delaware Valley when argillite only
was used for implements and its occupation by Indian tribes who had dis-

covered flint and jasper and made use of pottery." Also that glacial man
is proved for the Trenton region, the human femur, found in place "in

an unquestioned deposit of glacial gravel," December 1, 1899, is held to be

of great significance. Ibid. p. 297 (2 figs.), the discovery in the Trenton
"
yellow drift

"
of two argillite implements of palaeolithic form is reported.

Pottery-making at San Ildefonso. In Am. *Mus. J. XI, 1911,

pp. 192-196 (10 figs.), H. J. SPINDEN treats of the making of pottery and
its decorative designs among the Pueblo Indians of San Ildefonso, on the

east bank of the Rio Grande, about twenty miles northwest of Santa Fe.

This pueblo "is famous for water jars and large storage vessels with con-

ventionalized designs in red and black upon a cream-colored base," but

"red base pottery with designs in black, polished black pottery, and rough

cooking ware are also made." The Indians " have a keen appreciation of

nature which shows in every feature of their decorative art."

Iroquois Silversmithing. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIII, 1911, pp. 283-

293 (5 figs.), A. C. PARKER adds to the evidence already furnished of the

European origin of the heart-shaped silver brooches, which continued to be

fashioned by the Iroquois as late as 1865. The simple and the more com-

plicated form of Iroquois silver brooches of the Masonic motif are figured

and described.

The Pompey Stone. In Am. Ant. XXXIII, 1911, pp." 7-11 (fig.),

W. M. BEAUCHAMP shows that the celebrated Pompey stone (with date

1520), said to have been found in 1820 at the town of Pompey, N.Y., was

a joke or a fraud, the two perpetrators of it now having been discovered.

Specimens lost in Capitol Fire. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIII, 1911,

pp. 167-169, A. C. PARKER states that in the conflagration of March 29,
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1910,
" the archaeological and ethnological collections of the State Museum

(New) York were almost totally destroyed by fire and water." The Con-

verse collection of silver articles was rescued
;
but the famous Morgan

collection of old Iroquois textiles and decorated fabrics were among the first

to be destroyed by the flames, the Parker collection of rare objects and the

Morgan ethnological collection, except some fifty specimens, were also lost.

The Iroquois wampum belts were saved, and, curiously enough,
"
hardly a

single object connected with the ceremonies of the Iroquois toternic cults or

the religious rites was injured." Not even a hair of the medicine masks was

singed.

Iroquois Wampum Belts. In Museum Journal, University of Pennsyl-

vania, III, 1911, pp. 26-27 (fig.) F. G. SPECK describes briefly a wampum
belt obtained from the wife of a Wyandot chief in Oklahoma

;
also another

obtained in 1903 from Atowa Tohonadiheta, a Canadian Iroquois. The
second belt is said to have been used at a treaty in 1612.

Traditions as to Mound Origins. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, p. 242, A. B.

STOUT reports the statement of a Winnebago Indian as to the origin of

mounds near the Wisconsin River, viz. that some of them were for burial

purposes, while others may have represented
"
spirit-animals

" used as

"totems." This information was obtained in the summer of 1910.

CANADA

Industries of Haida, Tsimshian, etc. In Am. Mus. J. XI, 1911,

pp. 130-137 (5 figs.), E. C. B. FASSETT describes the first four of a series of

mural paintings by W. S. Taylor in the American Museum of Natural

History, New York. These portray the following: Weaving a Chilkat

blanket, steaming and decorating a Haida canoe, Tsimshians making
eulachon butter, and a Bella Coola (Bilqula) family making

" bread."

Totem Poles. .In Am. Mus. J. XI, 1911, pp. 77-82 (10 figs.), H. I.

SMITH treats briefly of totem poles of the North Pacific coast, figuring poles
from the Haidas, Tlingit, Comox, Bella Coola, etc. According to the author

a crude tamanawas board from Bay Center (Wash.) is evidence of "totem

pole influence south of the North Pacific culture area."

Le Jeune's Shorthand. In Southern Workman, XI, 1911, pp. 480-485

(fig.), L. E. ZEH writes of the shorthand system which Father Le Jeune taught
the Indians of the region about Kamloops, B.C., who now can read and
write in it. The Kamloops Wawa (published in the Chinook Jargon) is

now printed from type specially made for the purpose.
Handicrafts of Northern Ojibwas. In his article on < Life and

Handicrafts of the Northern Ojibwas,' in Southern Workman, XL, 1911,

pp. 273-278 (5 figs.), CHARLES A. EASTMAN gives some notes on basketry,

net-making, skin-dressing, canoe-making, etc., among the Ojibwa Indians
of Lake of the Woods, Rainy Lake, etc.

Hurons of Lorette. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIII, 1911, pp. 208-228

(4 pis.; 19 figs.), F. G. SPECK discusses the material culture of the Hurons
of Lorette visited by him in 1908-9 and 1911, their clothing and ornament,

hide-tanning, means of transportation (snow-shoes and implements used in

making them, sleds and toboggans, utensils and manufactures, basketry,
birch -bark and wooden ware), lacrosse-sticks, toy bow and arrow, and dolls.
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For boring holes in wood is used an ingenious horizontal chest bow-drill."
Two wampum belts (one Huron, the other Wyandot) are described and
figured (pp. 227-228), they are now in the collection of Mr. G. G. Heye.
Another belt is still in possession of the chief of the Huron s. The art of

canoe-making (birch-bark) has been much modified by Malisit influence
;

ibid. pp. 1-14 (3 pis. ;
8 figs.), he discusses in some detail Huron moose-hair

embroidery. The two wampum belts are also figured and described by
him in Museum Journal, University of Pennsylvania, II, 1911, pp. 26-27
(fig-)-

MEXICO

The Stucco Facade of Acanceh in Yucatan. In Sitzb. Berl. Akad.
1911, xlv, xlvi, xlvii, pp. 1011-1025 (10 pis.; 3 figs.), EDUARD SELER
describes and discusses the stucco fa9ade of a pyramid at Acanceh in

Yucatan, which is fast being destroyed. The fa9ade has an upper and
a lower cornice and a broad band between. All are decorated with reliefs

divided into compartments. The designs of the broad field are fantastic

animals, birds, etc., the meaning of which might perhaps be made out if the
other sides of the pyramid were uncovered.

Symbolism of the Eye in Ancient Mexico. In Arch. Anthr. N.F. X,
1911, pp. 39-42 (27 figs.), H. BEYER treats of the symbolism of the eye in

the Aztec Codices, etc. The eye represents a star, arid appears in conven-
tionalized form in hair and breast ornaments. It symbolizes death and

night so closely akin, and the west, being the region of night, is symbolized
by the star-eye. The "eye of darkness" is found elsewhere in connection
with the gods. The eye represents also light and fire, life, chalchihuitl.

A Sacrificial Vessel. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp. 293-306 (6 figs.),

K. T. PREUSS seeks to explain the sacrificial vessel, or quauhxicalli of the

ancient Mexicans through the tusa or gourd-dish on the altar of the Cora
Indians of the village of Jesus Maria, in the light of the explanations given
him by the natives. According to Preuss, the Mexican quauhxicalli, with

the figure of the sun, is the prototype of the gourd-vessel on the altar of

the Cora, both signify, in their details, a number of identical things.
The Cora vessel is not used for human sacrifice, although as such it was
earlier attributed to the Indians of this part of Mexico.

Ancient Mexican Manuscripts and the Development of Writing.
In Proc. Am. Ant. Soc., N.S. XXI, 1911, pp. 80-98 (7 pis.; 16 figs.), A. M.
TOZZER discusses the value of ancient Mexican manuscripts in the study of

the general development of writing, with reproductions from the Mendoza
Codex and other documents. According to the writer,

" there is found in

Mexico, perhaps to a greater degree than in any other one place in the world,

examples of all the different kinds of writing," from "a preliminary stage

of reminders," to " the beginning a syllabary, the first step in the develop-

ment of a phonetic writing, and a step beyond which the Nahuas did not

go." Possibly, if they had been left to develop their culture in their own

way, a true alphabet might have arisen among them. The hieroglyphic

writing of the Mayas
" does not serve as well as that of the Nahuas to

illustrate the various steps in the development of writing as a whole."

Moreover, far less is known concerning the phonetic components of the

Maya glyphs.
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Notes on the Codex Troano. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 516-522

Dr. CAPITAN publishes four observations on the Mayan Codex Troano.

1. Certain figures iij the manuscript which appear to be boring, cutting, or

painting a head are making an eye in the head of an idol. 2. The two gods,
of whom one seems to be smoking a large cigar, and the other holding im-

plements for making a noise, are producing a volcanic eruption with the ac-

companying noise. The five hieroglyphs beside these figures he would read

manik, Jean, men, eb, ahau and translate,
" He seized his magic instrument,

and the earth rose before the god." 3. He suggests that the trumpet before

the god Ttzamna is an augmentative from the hieroglyphic writing. 4. Cer-

tain figures have on their heads what looks like a stick ending with a hook in

front. This is really the atlatl or throwing-stick. Various South American
tribes are known to carry their weapons on their heads.

Religious Relics in the Otomi District of Lerma. In his ethno-

graphic account of the Otomis of the District of Lerma, State of Mexico, in

An.Mus. Nac. <le Arqueol. III, 1911, pp. 57-85 (9 pis.; 5 figs.), P. HENNING
devotes a section (pp. 68-78) to the subject of religion, and calls attention to

influences of old heathendom on the "Christian
"
cult of the country to-day,

particularly with respect to image-worship, etc. The image of the famous
Senor de la Cana at Lerma recalls, e.g., the Tlaloc-Cinteotl of the ancient

Nahuas; the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe at Tultepec, and that also

at Ameyalco resemble markedly the goddess Xilouen. Much of the

ancient Indian cult still survives among these Indians, and in the region
about Lerma there are a number of shrines or chapels, where the natives

carry out some of the old ceremonies of a more or less religious character.

In the shrine of San Nicolas Peralta are crosses dedicated to the Virgin and
to Jesus, before which offerings of copal, etc., are made. On these crosses

the face of Jesus is given rays, and other rapprochements to solar ideas occur;
others are adorned with stars only. At Acazulco, to the southeast of

Ocoyoacan, is another of these shrines, where the crosses dedicated to Jesus,
in their adornment, in the offerings, etc., bear evidence that " the Indians

are Catholics in those points having the nearest affinity to their ancient

beliefs."

Chichen Itza. In Museum Journal, University of Pennsylvania, II,

1911, pp. 10-21 (8 figs.), G. B. GORDON gives an account of a visit to the ruins

of Chichen Itza in the summer of 1910.

Diminutive Dolls. In Nat. Geogr. Mag. XXII, 1911, pp. 295-299,
R. H. MILLWARD describes " the smallest dolls in the world," made by Isabel

Belaunsavan, a Mexican Indian maiden of Cuernavaca, seventy-five miles

from the capital of Mexico, in the fertile valley of Cuernavaca. At Cuer-

navaca are also the " Lizard Stone " and the "
Victory Stone," besides many

other prehistoric stone carvings. Not far off are the ruins of Xochicalco
;

and seven miles away, at the Indian village of Juitepec, "some of their

mysterious customs are still observed."

Ruins near Chalchihuites. In An. Mus. Nac. de Arqueol. II, 1910-

1911, pp. 467-492 (8 pis. ;
5 plans), M. GAMIO gives an account, based on a

three months' visit in 1908 under the auspices of the Mexican National

Museum, of the archaeological remains in the vicinity of Chalchihuites, in

the State of Zacatecas. These include numerous artificial caves, fortifica-

tions, dwellings (isolated and in groups), and, on the ranch of Alta Vista,
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a group of buildings, buried under heaps of earth, with the doorways
blocked up, etc. This was evidently done intentionally for some reason or
other. The writer states that there is evidence of a great fire having taken

place before the burying and blocking up. The remains at Alta Vista con-
sist of a hall of twenty-eight columns with two entrances; and at the west
of the main building some minor buildings connecting with it. There are
likewise terraces or platforms, stairways, etc. The columns are arranged
in four series of seven parallel to the walls. In the central nucleus of the

locality are more than twenty mounds, and many more in the vicinity.

This, with the numerous indications of dwellings, the evidences of fortifica-

tions on the neighboring hills (particularly the "Cerro del Chapin, etc.),
indicates that the place must have been of considerable importance.

Among the objects discovered at Alta Vista were many specimens of pot-

tery of two types (glazed and painted; unglazed, with ornamentation by
incrustation and cloissone). Human bones, but too much disintegrated to

be removed, were found in great quantity. One skull bore evidence of hav-

ing been trepanned. In structure and form the columns " are identical with

those of La Quemada," while certain other things, such, e.g., as the adobe

employed, a metate, some stone axes, certain " amulets " found in the col-

umn-hall, etc., suggest comparison with the Casas Grandes ruins of the

Pueblo region of Arizona and New Mexico. Sr. Gamio is of opinion that

the remains of Chalchihuites represent the northern limit of the column
and stairway type of architecture belonging to south and southeast Mexico,
and that there is evidence also of Pueblo influence. In fact,

"
they constitute

a transition between North and South."

CENTRAL AMERICA

Chiriqui. In Mem. Conn. Acad. Arts and Sci. Ill, 1911, xx + 249 pp.

(49 pis.; 38 figs.), G. G. MAcCuRDY treats of the antiquities of Chiriqui,

Panama, giving chiefly the result of " a careful study of the unparalleled

collection of Chiriquian antiquities belonging to the University." The
material consists of stone objects (arrow- and spear-points, celts, polishing-

stones, metates, rubbing or hand-stones, stools, images, ornaments, petro-

glyphs) ; pottery and clay objects, unpainted and painted vessels, etc.
;

stools, spindle-whorls and stamps, needle-cases, figurines, musical instru-

ments, rattles, drums, wind-instruments
;
metal objects (alloys of gold and

copper, casting, articles of use, ornaments, figurines, animal and human
and with mixed attributes, masques, plaques), etc. The writer sees a
"
general phylogenetic trend in the development of Chiriquian art as a

whole." And, outside of architecture, "the stone art of Chiriqui compares

favorably with that of Mexico or Peru." The material is classified accord-

ing to animal motifs (armadillo, serpent, fish, etc.). Three distinct systems

of painting are noted. The great majority of the metal pieces were cast,

wholly, or in part. Among the figures are recognized a number of deities

(the alligator, parrot, jaguar, crab, and other gods). The plastic origin of

the armadillo motifs asserts itself, even when transferred from unpainted to

painted ware. The boundaries of Chiriquian culture exceeded those of the

modern Province of this name, particularly in the direction of Costa Rica.

Evidences of contact with and influence bv South America are not wanting.
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This valuable monograph is provided with a historical introduction, a bibli-

ography, and a good index.

SOUTH AMERICA

Prehistory of C6rdoba. In Rev. Mus. La Plata, XVII, 1911, pp. 261-

374 (134 figs.), F. F. OUTES treats of the prehistoric and the protohistoric

periods in the Province of Cordoba, Argentina. After discussing the geol-

ogy and stratigraphy of the region and the palaeolithic sites, the author

takes up the neolithic period. The collections of material for both neolithic

and palaeolithic periods in the La Plata museum (pottery, metal, shell, and

bone objects, flints and stone implements, weapons, etc., are considered with

some detail. At pages 312-317 the author describes and figures the rock-

pictures and petroglyphs of the cerro Casa del Sol, the cerro Colorado, the

arroyo Luampampa, etc. The Malagiiefio finds he considers doubtful, and

those of the locality of the Astronomical Observatory among the least

doubtful, but they do not prove the existence of pleistocene man in this

region of Argentina. At pages 292-293 the ancient Indians of the Cordoba

country, Sanavirones, Comechingones, etc., are discussed. The neolithic

sites in this region are very numerous. Among the more interesting speci-

mens are the polished stone axes (some of which are carved with ornamental

designs, etc. these come especially from Lago San Roque), rude clay

anthropomorphic figures, men and women, with sex indicated only by some

secondary characters. The latest finds to be chronicled are a grinding-hole
in the rock and a stone mortar from Dalmacio Velez.

The Stone Age in Bolivia. In Bull. Soc. d'Anthr. VI, 1910, pp.

189-190, M. G. COURTY discusses briefly the Stone Age on the Bolivian

plateaus, giving the results of investigations made in 1903-1904, particularly
the flints of Acheulean type, which belong rather to the Changes, and are

comparatively recent. The flints found at Colcha in Bolivia are probably
due to the direct predecessors of the modern Quechias. At an altitude of

4400 metres above sea-level on the cerro Relave, near San Antonio de Lipez,
the writer discovered an important place of manufacture of black and green

quartzites, the forms of which suggest the thick scrapers of the European
neolithic period. Relave, according to M. Courty, exhibits the oldest imple-
ments of all the high plateau. A palaeolithic industry has not yet been

proved for South America, but the establishment of all divisions in the

neolithic is, he thinks, now possible.
The Ancient Peruvian Throwing-stick. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 407-410, Dr. CAPITAN discusses four throwing-sticks of different types
from Peru, and two vases from the oldest period of Peruvian civilization, on
which the use of the throwing-stick is illustrated. All of the objects are in

the author's own collection.

Basketry in British Guiana In J. R. Anthr. Inst. XLI, 1911, pp. 72-82

(15 pis.), W. E. ROTH discusses with some detail the manufacture of open-
work basketry, traps, fans, etc., among the Arawaks and Warraus of the

Pomeroon. Temporary baskets of palm leaves are made by the Warrau
women and the Arawak men, but " all baskets for permanent use are made

by men, and manufactured in different styles, according to the pattern of the

foundation, tuinatuku."
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A Stone Seat from Manabi, Ecuador. In Am. Mm. J. XI, 1911, p. 83

(fig.),
C. W. MEAD has a note on a stone seat from Manabi. There are

two such in the Stapleton collection in the American Museum of Natural

History, New York.

South American Toys. In Z. Ethn. XLITI, 1911, pp. 237-239 (5 figs),

DR. KARUTZ of Liibeck, referring to Nordenskiold's article, ibid. XLII,

pp. 427-433, disagrees with his conclusion that similarity in the toys of

North and South America proves that there was once a lively intercourse

between the two continents. While he does not deny this frequency of

intercourse, he thinks the similarity in toys no proof of this, and points to

the identity of spring beanshooters, buzz-wheels, and popguns of East and

West Africa with those of South America. He thinks such toys the natural

and universal invention of primitive peoples, and refers to their distribution

all over Europe.
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tions bibliographiques. 2e serie.

Brussels, 1911, Vromant & Co. 100

pis. 10 fr. Catalogue ge*ne"ral
des antiquity's e"gyptiennes du Muse"e
du Caire. Vol. 53 : L. Borchardt,
Statuen nnd Statuetten von Konigen
u. Privatleuten im Museum von
Kairo. Nos. 1-1294. Text u. Taf.
zu Nos. 1-380. Leipzig, 1911, Hierse-
mann. 200 pp. ;

59 pis. 70 fr.

E. Chassinat et C. Palanque, Une
campaijne dc fouilles dans la ne"cro-

pole d'Assiout. Cairo, 1911. vii,
240 pp. 4to.

Denkmaler agyptischer Sculptur.
Hrsg. und mit erliiuternden Texten
versehen von F. W. Frh. v. Bissing.
Lfg. 12. Munich, 1911, Bruckmann.
Taf. 114-125. Text, 15 pp.; 18 figs.
Folio. M. 20.

V. Ermoni, La religion de 1'Egypte
ancienne. Paris, Lethielleux. 448

pp. 8vo. 4 fr.

J. C. E. Falls, Drei Jahre in der Liby-
schenWtiste; Reisen, Entdeckungen
und Ausgrabungen der Frankfurter
Menasexpedition. Freiburg i. Br.,
1911, Herder. xvii,341pp.; 192 figs.;
2 maps. 8vo. K. Fitzler, Stein-
briiche und Bergwerke im ptole-
maischen und romischen Aegypten.
Leipzig, 1910, Quelle und Meyer.
159 pp. 8vo.

M. Gsell, Eisen, Kupfer und Bronze
bei den alten Agyptern. Karlsruhe,
1911. 103 pp. ;

5 figs. 8vo.
Diss.

G. J6quier, Decoration e"gyptienne.
Plafonds et frises v6gt$tales du
nouvel Empire Th6bain. Paris,
1911, Eggimann. 28 pp.; 40 pis.
4to. 60 fr.

J. Lesquier. r
Les institutions mili-

taires de 1'Egypte sous les Lagides.
Paris, 1911, Leroux. 392 pp.
8vo.

A. Moret, Rois et dieux d'Egyptc.
Paris, 1911, Colin. 326 pp. 16mo.
4 fr.

C. Nizet, La resurrection de Philae.
Etude sur nn projet de dplacement
du temple de Philae. Paris, 1911,
Massin. 8vo.

F. Preisigke, Griechische Urkunden
des aegyptischen Museums zu Kairo.

Strassburg, 1911, Trubner. 54 pp.
8vo.

V. Schmidt, Choix de monuments
egyptiens. 2e s6rie. (Glyptotheque
Ny Carlsberg.) Brussels, 1910,
Vromant & Cie. 66 pis. 8vo. 7 fr.

De graesk-aegyptiske Terrakot-
ter i Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek. Co-

penhagen, 1911, H0st. 94 pp.; 70

pis. 8vo. Graesk-aegyptiske Sta-

tuetter og lignende i National mu-
seets Antiksamling. Copenhagen,
1911, Hest. 9 pp. ;

5 pis. 8vo.

C. Sourdille, Herodote et la religion
de 1'Egypte. Comparaison des
donne"es d'H^rodote avec les donn6es

^gyptiennes. Paris, 1910. xvi, 419

pp. 8vo. Thesis.
A. E. P. B. Weigall, The Treasury

of Ancient Egypt. Edinburgh and

London, 1911, Blackwood. 308 pp.
8vo. 7s. Gd. R. Weil, Les Hyk-
sos et la restauration dans la tradi-

tion e'gyptienne et dans 1'histoire.

Paris, 1911, Impr. nationale. 218 pp.
8vo. C. L. Woolley and J. R.
Mac Iver, Karanog, the Romano-
Nubian Cemetery. 286pp.; 115 pis.

Philadelphia, 1911, University Mu-
seum. 4to. $ 5.
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Amida, Mate"riaux pour l'e"pigraphie

et 1'histoire musulmanes du Diyar-

Bekr par Max van Berchem. Bei-

trage zur Kunstgeschichte des

Mittelalters von Nordmesopota-

mien, Hellas und dem Abendlande

von J. Strzygowski. Appendix:
The Churches and Monasteries of

the Tur Abdin, by Gertrude L. Bell.

Heidelberg, 1910, Winter; Paris,

Leroux. 390 pp. ;
23 pis. ;

330 tigs.

M. 60.

C. Frank, Studien zur babylomschen

Keligion. I. Strassburg, 1911,

Schlesier und Schweikhardt. 287

pp. 8vo. M. 20.

H. de Genouillac, Mission franchise

de Chalde. Inventaire des tablettes

de Tello conserves au Muse impe-

rial ottoman. T. 2 : Textes de

1'gpoque d'Agade" et de 1'^poque

d'Ur. Paris, 1911, Leroux. 59 pp. ;

7 pis. 4to. 6 fr. G. Gros,

Mission fran?aise de Chalctee. Nou-

velles fonilles de Tello. II. Paris,

1911, Leroux. Pp. 105-224. 4to.

J. Jordan, Konstruktionselemente

assyrischer Monumentalbauten.

Dresden, 1910. 42 pp.; 26 tigs.

T de Kergoslay, Sites delaissSs d'Ori-

ent. Paris, 1911, Hachette. R.

Koldewey, Die Tempel von Babylon
und Borsippa. Nach clen Ausgra-

bungen herausgegeben. Leipzig

1911, Hinrichs. 74 pp. ;
16 pis.

110 tigs. 4to. M. 28.

Kugler, Im Bannkreis Babels. Pan

babylonistische Konstruktionen unc

religionsgeschichtliche Tatsachen

.Miinster i. W., 1910, Aschendorff

xx, 165 pp. ;
7 tigs. M. 4.

W. Leonhard, Hettiter und Amazo
nen. Die griechische Tradition iibe

die Chatti und ein Versuch zu ihre

historischen Verwertung. Leipzig

Berlin, 1911, B. G. Teubner. 25

pp. ; map. 8vo. M. 8.

D. W. Myhrman, Babylonian Hymn
and Prayers. Philadelphia, 1911

University Museum. 12pp.; 47 pis

4to.

A. T. Olmstead, B. B. Charles, an

J. E. Wrench, Travels and Studie

in the Nearer East. I, Pt. II : Hit-

tite Inscriptions. Ithaca, 1911.

C. Preusser, Nordmesopotamische
Baudenkmaler altchristlicher und
islamischer Zeit. Leipzig. 1911,

Hinrichs. 71 pp. ;
82 pis. ; 225 figs.

4to. Publications of the Prince-

ton University Archaeological Ex-

pedition to Syria Leyden, 1909,

E. J. Brill. Division II, Section A,
Part 2, Ancient Architecture in

Syria. The Southern Hauran. By
Howard Crosby Butler. Pp. 63-

148; appendix, pp. i-xxv; 4 pis.;

93 tigs. ; map. Division III, Sec-

tion A, Part 2, Greek and Latin

Inscriptions in Syria. Southern

Hauran. By Enno Littmann, David

Magie, Jr., and Duane Reed Stuart.

O. Puchstein und Th. v.

Luepke, Ba'albek. 30 Ansichten

der deutschen Ausgrabungen. 22 x

28 cm. Berlin, 1910, G. Reimer.

M. 2.40.

H. Radau, The Babylonian Expedition
of the University of Pennsylvania.
Series A : Cuneiform Texts. Ed.

by H. Y. Hilprecht. Vol. XXIX,
Pt. 1 : Snmerian Hymns and Prayers

to God Nin-ib from the Temple

Library of Nippur. Philadelphia,

1911, University of Pennsylvania.
F. v. Reber, Die Stellung der

Hethiter in der Kunstgeschichte

(Sitzb. d. Kgl. bayer. Akad. d. Wiss.

phil.-hist. Kl., 1910, Nr. 13). Munich,

1910, G. Franz'scher Verlag. 112

pp. ;
32 figs. 8vo.

Sina Schiffer, jun., Die Aramaer :

historischgeographischeUntersuch-
ungen. Leipzig, 1911, J. C. Hin-

richs' sche Bchhg. xii, 207 pp. ; map.

12mo. M. 7.50; bound, M. 8.50.

T. Smirnow, Oriental Silver. An

atlas of gold and silver vessels of

Oriental origin in the Russian Em-

pire. St. Petersburg, 1909. 130 pis.;

2 maps. [Russian.]
F H Weissbach, Die Keilinschnften

'am' Grabe des Darius Hystaspis;

des XXIX Bandes der Abh. d. Kgl.

Sachs. Ges. d. Wissenschaften No. I.

Leipzig, 191 1,B.G. Teubner. 54pp.;

8 pis.; 11 figs. Large 8vo. M. 4.
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CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY

GREEK AND ROMAN
(Works treating of the monuments of
the Greeks and Romans, but not

exclusively of those of either.)

Ausfuhrliches Lexikon der grie-
chischen und romischen Mythologie.

Lfg. 63 : Seixomnia-Sibylla. Leip-
zig, 11)10. Lfg. 64: Sibylla-Sisy-
phos. Leipzig, 1911, B. G. Teubner.
8vo. M. 2 each.

G. Barracco, Catalogo del Museo di

scultura antica, fondazione Bar-
racco. Rome, 1910, Forzani & Co.
51 pp. ;

29 pis. 8vo.
R. Cagnat, Naufrages d'objets d'art
dans 1'antiquite. Chalon-sur-Sa6ne,
1911, E. Bertram!. 55 pp. E.
Ciaceri, Culti e miti nella storia
dell' antica Sicilia. Catania, 1911,
Battiato. xii, 330 pp. 8vo. 5 1.

C. Daremberg, E. Saglio, et E. Pettier, !

Dictionnairedesantiquite's grecqnes
j

et romaines. IV, fasc. 45 (Stamm.-
Syss.). Paris, 1911, Hachette. Pp.
1457-1001. 5 fr. E. Demote,
Correspondance numismatique et

archeologique de F.-S. de Bally de
Montcarra (K591-17G7). Geneva,
1911, Imp. Henri Jarrys. 47 pp.;
3 figs. Denkmaler griechischer
und romischer Skulptur. Lfg. 127.

Munich, 1911, Bruckmann. M. 20.

Im Auftrage dcs k. bayer. Staats-
ministeriums hrsg. v. A. Furtwan-
gler u. II. L. Urliciis. Handausgabe.
3. verm. Aufl. Munich, 1911,
Bruckmann. 214 pp. ;

60 pis. ;
73

figs. M. 4.hO. Dictionnaire des
antiquites grecques et romaines,
see C. Daremberg. H. J. de
Dompierre de Chaufepie et A.
O. Kerkwijk, Choix de monnaies
et me*dailles du Cabinet Royal de
la Ilaye. Hague, 1911, M. Nijhoff.
25 pis.; 513 figs. Folio. 50 fr.

Glyptotheque Ny-Carlsberg. Livr. 15.

Munich, 1911, Bruckmann. M. 20.

Griechische und romische Por-
traits. Lfg. 83 u. 84. Munich, 1911,
F. Bruckmann. M. 20 each.

Huverstuhl, Die Lupia dcs Strabo.
Aliso-Eltnon. Antwerp, 1910, Broel
& Smeysters. 23 pp. ; 3 maps. 8vo.

R. Kekule von Stradonitz, Eduard
Gerhard. Berlin, 1911, G. Reimer.
15pp.; 2 pis. 8vo. M. 1.50.

E. Littmann, see Publications of the

Princeton University Expedition to

Syria.
W. Malmberg and E. Felsberg, An-

tike Vasen und Terrakotten. Jur-

jevv, 1910. F. H. Marshall,
Catalogue of the Jewellery, Greek,
Etruscan, and Roman, in the De-
partment of Antiquities, British
Museum. London, 1911. Ixii, 400

pp. ;
73 pis. 4to.

A. Philippson, Reisen und Forschun-
gen im westlichen Kleinasien. Heft
2 : lonien und das westliche Lydien.
Gotha, 1911, J. Perthes. 100 pp.;
10 pis. 4to. M. 12. P. Primer,
Goethes Verhaltnis zum klassischen
Altertum. Frankfurt a. M., 1911,

Prog, des Kaiser-Friedrichs-Gymna-
siums. 45 pp. 4to.

B. Schneck, Archaologische Reiseerin-

nerungen Akragas-Girgenti. Bres-
lau, 1911, Prog, des Johannes-Gym-
nas. 31 pp. ; map. 4to. E.
Schramm, Griechisch - romische
Gesehtttze. Metz, 1910, G. Scriba.
37 pp. ;

10 pis. 8vo. M. 3. A.

Springer. Handbuch d. Kunst-ge-
schichte. Literaturnachweis znm 1.

Bde. : Das Altertum, von Adf. Mi-
chaelis, fiir die 9. Aufl. bearb. von
A. Koster. Leipzig, 1911, E. A.
Seemann. 48 pp. 8vo. M. 1.20.

Studia Pontica. III. Recueil
des inscriptions grecques et latines
du Pont et de 1'Armenie, publ. par
J. G. C. Anderson, Fr. Cumont, H.

(iregoire. Fasc. 1. Brussels, 1910,
H. Lamertin. 256pp. 8vo. K.
Sudhoff, Aus dem antiken Badele-
beu. II. Weitere medizinisch-

archaologische Untersuchungen.
Berlin, 1910, Allgem. medizin. Ver-

lagsanstalt. 40 pp. 8vo. M. 1.20.

A. Tibal, Inventaire des manuscrits
de Winckelmann deposes a la Biblio-

theque nationale. Paris, 1911, Ha-
chette. 151 pp. 8vo.

GREEK
(Including also titles of works relat-

ing to Pre-Hellenic inhabitants of
Greece and to kindred peoples, and
to monuments of Greek art wher-
ever found.)

I. GENERAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS

B. Belzner, Homerische Probleme.
1 : Die kulturellen Verhaltnisse der
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Odyssee als kritische Instanz. Mit
einem Nachwort (Aristarchea) von
A. Roemer. Leipzig u. Berlin, 1911,
B. G. Teubner, 202 pp. 8vo. M. 5.

G. Billeter, Die Anschauungen
vom Wesen des Griechentums.

Leipzig und Berlin, 1911, B. G. Teub-
ner. xviii, 477 pp. 8vo. M. 12.

A. Blondeau, Delos und Delphi.
Reiseerinnerungen. Magdeburg,
1911. 29 pp. 4to. Prog. E.

Botticher, Der trojanische Humbug.
Gr. Lichterfelde- Berlin, 1911. Pri-

vately printed, xxxiii, 253 pp.; 54

figs. 8vo. M. 5. M. Brillant,
Les secretaires atheViens. Paris,

1911, Champion. 159pp. 8vo. 4 f r.

W. Deonna, Les toilettes modernes
de la Crete Minoenne. Geneva,
1911, Klindig. E. Drerup, Omero.
Versione fatta sulla prima edizione

tedesca da Ad. Cinquini e Franc.

Grimod, con agguinte dell' autore e

appendice di Luigi Pernier. Ber-

gamo, 1910, Istit. Ital. d' arti gra-
ifiche. 292 pp. ;

2 pis. ;
223 figs. 8vo.

101.

Exploration archSologique de Delos.

Fasc. 3 : L.
'

Gallois, Cartographic
de 1'ile de De"los. Paris, 1910, Fon-

temoing. 103 pp. 4to.

A. Fairbanks, A Handbook of Greek

Religion, New York, 1810, Ameri-
can Book Co. R. C. Flickinger,
The Greek Theater. Chicago, 1911.

G. Fougeres, Grece (Guide-

Joanne), 2 ed. Paris, 1911. 520 pp.
15 fr. C. Fries, Die griechichen
Gotter und Heroen vom astralmytho-

logischenStandpunktausbetrachtet.
Berlin, 1911, Mayer & Mtiller.

Fiihrer durch die Huinen von Perga-
mon. llrsg. von der Generalverwal-

tnng der Kgl. Museen zu Berlin. 5.

Aufl. Berlin, 1911, G. Reimer. 36

pp. ;
2 plans. 8vo. M. 0.80.

W. De Grueneisen, Le portrait, tradi-

tions hell6nistiques et influences

orientales : Etudes comparatives.
Rome, 1911, W. Modes. 110 pp. ;

8

pis.; 127 figs. A. Gruhn, Der
Schauplatz "der Ilias und Odyssee.
II eft 10 : Aeolus, Laestrygonen,
Kirke, Aides, Albanien. Friedrichs-

hagen.uncl Berlin, 1911, Privately

printed. 248pp. 8vo. M. (5. Heft,
11: Von den Sirenen bis Ogygia.
Die Inseln der Irrfahrt. 179 pp.
M. 5.50.

O. Habert, La religion de la Grece

antique. Paris, 1910, Lethiel-Cux.

582 pp. 8vo. F. W. Hasluck,
Cyzicus. Cambridge, 1910, Univer-
sity Press, x, 326 pp. 8vo. 10s.

E. Hittrich, Epidauros. Buda-
pest, 1911. 20 pp.; 4 pis. Prog.
[Hungarian.]

G. Jachmann, De Aristotelis didasca-
liis. Gottingen, 1909. 60 pp. 8vo.
Diss. P. Jacobsthal, Theseus auf
dem Meeresgrunde. Ein Beitrag zur
Geschichte der griechishen Malerei.

Leipzig, 1911, Seemann. 24 pp.;
6 pis. 8vo. M. 3.

E. Kagarow, The Principal Periods in

Creto-Mycenaean Art. Odessa, 1911.
25 pp. ;

11 figs. 4to. [Russian.]
J. de Keitz, De Aetolorum et

Acarnanum sacris. Halle, 1911.

90 pp. 8vo. Diss. N. Konda-
kow, Macedonien. St. Petersburg,
1909. 18 pis.

R. Frh. von Lichtenberg, Die agaische
Kultur. Leipzig, 1911, Quelle &
Meyer. 160pp.; 82 figs. 8vo. M.1.25.

O. Lippelt, Die griechischen
Leichtbewaftheten bis auf Alexan-
der clen Grossen. Jena, 1910. 84pp.
8vo. Diss. E. Lovinesco, Les

voyageurs frangais en Grece au
XIX siecle. Paris, 1909. These.
228 pp. 8vo.

J. P. Mahaffy, The Silver Age of the

Greek World. Chicago. 1911. 482

pp. 8vo. L. Malten, Kyrene.
Sagengeschichtliche und historische

Untersuchungen. Berlin, 1911,
Weidmann. 222 pp. 8vo. M. 8.

-G. Maraghiannis, Antiquites
crtoises. II. serie. Texte de G.

Karo. Candia, 1911. xvii pp. ;
50

pis. 30 fr. J. L. Myres, Greek
Lands and the Greek People. An
Inaugural Lecture. Oxford, 1910,

Clarendon Press. 32 pp. 8vo. Is.

H. Oelschig, De Centauromachiae in

arte Graeca figuris. Halle, 1911.

40 pp. 8vo. Diss.

G. A. Papabasileiou, Uepl TUV tv

Evpolq. dpxcuW raQuv. Athens, 1910,

Sakellarios. 106 pp.; 21 pis.; 53

figs. 4to.

C. Reinhardt, De Graecorum theologia

capita duo. Berlin, 1910, Weid-

mann. 121pp. 8vo. : Carl Rob-

ert, Die Masken der neueren

attischen Komoedie. Funfund-

zvvanzigstes hallisches Winckel-

mannsprogramm. Gedruckt aus

den Mitteln der Robert-gabe. Halle

a. S., 1911, Max Niemeyer. 112

pp. ; pi. ;
128 figs. 4to. O. Ru-
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bensohn, Hellenistisches Silber-

gerat in antiken Gipsabgiissen.

Berlin, 1911, K. Curtius. 89 pp.;

21 pis. 8vo. M. 25. H. Rueter,

Mit Dorpfeld nach Leukas-Ithaka
und dem Peloponnes. Halberstadt,

1911. 51 pp. 4to. Prog.
A. Schaumberg, Bogen und Bogen-

schiitze bei den Griechen mit beson-

derer Riicksicht auf die Denkmaler
cles archaischen Stils. Erlangen,
1910. 143pp. 8vo. Diss. H.

Schnabel, Archaologische Studien

zur Geschichte eines antiken Tanzes
und /nm Ursprung der griechischen
Komodie. Tl. 1. Munich, 1908.

34 pp. Diss. Wilhelm Schu-

bart, Papyri graecae berolinenses

(Tabulae in usum scholarum editae

sub cura lohannis Lietzmann, 2).

Bonn, 1911, A. Marcus und E. We-

ber; Oxford, Parker and Son. 50

pis. (80 papyri) ; 2, xxiv pp. Large
8vo. M. 6. ;

in parchment, M. 12.

E. Sittig, De Graecorum nomini-

bus theophoris. Halle, 1911. 107

pp. 8vo. Diss. A. Struck,
Griechenland. Land, Lente, und
Denkmaler. Bd. 1 : Athen und At-
tika. Vienna, 1911, Hartleben. viii,

204 pp.; 226 figs ;
2 plans. M. 5.

W. Thieling, Der Hellenismus in

Kleinafrika. Der griechische Kul-

tureinfluss in den romischen Pro-
vinzen Nordvvestafrikas. Leipzig,
u. Berlin, 1911. B. G. Teubner. 21(5

pp. ; map. 8vo. A. Trendelen-

burg, Pausanias'IIellenika. Berlin,
1910. 29 pp. 4to. Prog.

Theodor Wiegand, Erster vorlaufiger
Bericht liber die von den konig-
lichen Museen unternommenen Aus-

grabungen in Samos. (Supplement
to Abh. Berl. Akad.} Berlin, 1911,

Georg Reimer. 24 pp. ; plan ; 7 figs.

4to. Siebenter Vorlanfiger Bericht
iiber die von den koniglichen Mu-
seen in Milet und Didyma unternom-
menen Ausgrabungen. (Supplement
to Abh. Berl. Akad.} Berlin, 1911.

Georg Reimer. 71pp.; 13 pis. ;
16

figs. 4to.

Alfred E. Zimmern, The Greek Com-
monwealth

;
Politics and Economics

in Fifth-century Athens. Oxford,
1911, Clarendon Press. 454 pp.; 2

maps. 8vo. 8s. Qd. net.

II. GREEK ARCHITECTURE
F. Ebert, Fachausdriicke des grie-

chischen Bauhandwerks. I: Der

Tempel. Wiirzburg, 1910, Diss. 65

pp. 8vo. Also Hof, 1911. Prog.
Le Parthenon, Introduction par M.

Collignon ; photographies deF. Bois-
sonas et W. A. Mansell & Cie. Livr.

4-5. Paris, 1911. Folio. H.

Pomtow, Die alte Tholos und das
Schatzhaus der Sikyonier zu Delphi.
Heidelberg, 1910.

Versakis, Das Brauronion und die

chalkothek in Zeitalter der Anto-
nine. Athens, 1911, Eleftherodakis
& Barth. M. 8.60.

III. GREEK SCULPTURE
Attische Grabreliefs, hrsg. im Auftrage
der K. Akademie der Wissenschaf-
ten zu Wien von A. Conze. Lfg. 16.

Beriihmte Skulpturen, Kunstblatter
mit Darstellungen von Meistervver-

ken der Bildhauerkunst. Serie I:

30 Bl. Dresden, 1910, Wied & Co.
-H. Brising, Klassika Bilder.

Inledning til den grekiska Konsten.

Stockholm, 1911, A. Bonnier. 229

pp. ;
126 figs. 8vo.

P. Cavvadias, Marbres des musses de
Grece. Athens, 1911, Hestia Press.

191 pp.; 148 pis. 8vo. M. Col-

lignon, Les statues fune"raires dans
1'art grec. Paris, 1911, E. Leroux.

vii, 404 pp. ; pi. ;
241 flgs. 4to. 30

fr.

Festschrift zur Jahrhundertfeier der
Universitat Breslau am 2. August,
1911. Breslau, 1911, Trewendt &
Granier. 299pp. 8vo. M. 8. [Con-
taining, pp. 111-126, O. Seiffert, Die

Totenschlange auf lakonischen Re-

liefs.]
C. Hasse, Antike Bildwerke. Venus
von Milo, Ilioneus, Torso vom Bel-

vedere, Torso von Subiaco. Strass-

burg, 1911, J. H. E. Heitz. 32 pp. ;

13 pis. 8vo. M. 4. P. Hertz,
Kompositionen af den centrale

Gruppe i Parthenons vestlige Gavl-
felt. Copenhagen, 1910. 314 pp. ;

3 pis.; 7 flgs. 8vo. Diss.

E. Kagarow, The Maiden of Antium.
Woronesch, 1911. [Russian.]

F. X. Lehner, Homerische Gotterge-
stalten in der antiken Plastik. IV.
Freistadt in Ob.-6'sterreich, 1910.

11 pp. 8vo. Prog. E. Loewy,
Die griechische Plastik. Leipzig,
1911, Klinkhard u. Biermann. I:

vii, 154 pp. II : xvii, 168 pp. M. 6.

La scultura greca. Turin, 1911,
Soc. Tipog. Edit. Naz. 164 pp.;
295 figs. 10 L
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R. B. Richardson, a History of Greek

Sculpture. New York, 1911, Amer-
ican Book Co. 291 pp.; 131 figs

$1.50. V. Rydberg, Die Venus
von Milo. Antinous, zvvei kunstge-
schichtliche Untersuchungen. Uber-
setz. aus dem Schwedischen von J.

Fredbarj. Leipzig, 1911, Reclam.
92 pp. ;

2 figs. 8vo.

G. Treu, Hellenische Stiramungen in

der Bildhauerei von einst und jetzt.

Leipzig, 1910, Dieterichsche Ver-

lagsbuchh. 8vo. M. 1.80.

IV. GREEK VASES

A. Frickenhaus, Griechische Vasen
aus Emporion. Extract from In-

stitut d' Estudis Catalans. Anuari
1908. Barcelona. 46 pp. ;

2 pis. ;

61 figs. 4to.

B. Graef, die antiken Vasen von der

Akropolis zu Athen. Unter Mitwir-

kung von P. Hartwig, P. Wolters,
R. Zahn veroffentlicht. Berlin, 1911,
G. Reimer. Heft 2 : Text, pp. 89-

155 (18 tigs.). Plates 47-79. 2vols.

Folio.

G. Nicole, Catalogue des vases peints
du Mus6e Nationald'Athenes. Sup-

plement, Paris, 1911, H. Champion.
Text : 351 pp. 10 figs. 8vo. Plates :

21 pis. Folio. 70 fr.

V. GREEK INSCRIPTIONS

Fouilles de Delphes, publiSes sous la

direction de M. T. Homolle. Ill:

Epigraphie. Fasc. 1 par E. Bour-

guet; fasc. 3 par G. Colin. Paris,

1911.

H. Stemler, Die Griechischen Grab-
inschriften Kleinasiens. Strass-

burg, 1909. 72 pp. 8vo. Diss.

VI. GREEK COINS

L. Anson, NumismaticaGraeca. Greek

coin-types classified for immediate
Identification. I. London, 1910,

Anson. 4to.

Die antiken Miinzen Nord-Griechen-
lands. I : Dacien und Moesien,
bearbeitet von B. Pick und K.

Regling. Halbb. 2, Abt. 1 : Die

Miinzen von Odessos und Tomis.

Berlin, 1910, G. Reimer. Pp. 519-

920. 4to.

G. F. Hill, Catalogue of Greek Coins

of Phoenicia. London, 1910, Brit-

ish Museum, clii, 361 pp. ; map ;

45 pis. 8vo.

ROMAN
(Including also titles of works relat-

ing to the monuments of the
Etruscans and other peoples who
inhabited Italy before or contempo-
raneously with the Romans, as well
as to Roman monuments outside of

Italy.)

I. GENERAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS

A. Andollent, Clermont gallo-romain.
Clermont, 1910, Ferrand.

A. Bartoli, Cento vedute di Roma an-
tica. Raccolte e illustrate. Flor-

ence, 1911, Alinari. 54 pp. ;
102 pis.

4to. Beschreibung romischer

Altertiimer, gesammelt von Carl

Anton Niessen. 3. Beart. Bd. 1 :

Text. Bd. 2 : Tafeln. Cologne,
1911. H. Bliimner, Die rom-
ischen Privat-altertumer. Bd. 4,

Abt. 2, Teil 2. 3. Anfl. Munich,
1911, C. H. Beck, xi, 677 pp. ;

86

figs. 8vo. M. 12. O. Breit-

schedel, Zur Technik der rbmisch-

pompejanischen Wandmalerei. Mu-
nich, 1911, E. Reinhardt. 35 pp.
8vo. M. 0.60.

Carnuntum, 1885-1910. Vienna, 1911,

Verein Carnuntum. 28 pp. 8vo.

F. Cramer, Das romische Trier.

Ein Beitrag zur Kulturgeschichte
des romischen Rheinlandes. Giiter-

sloh, 1911, E. Bertelsmann. 208 pp. ;

47 figs.; plan. 8vo. M. 2.40.

F. Cumont, Die Mysterien des

Mithra. Ein Beitrag zur Religions-

geschichte der romischen Kaiser-

zeit. Leipzig, 1911, B. G. Teubner.

224 pp. ;
4 pis.; 8 figs. ; map. M. 5.

J. Curie, A Bomnn Frontier

Post and its People. The Fort of

Newstead in the Parish of Melrose.

Glasgow, 1910, Maclehose. vi, 431

pp. ;
1350 figs. 4to. 40s.

L. Dasti, Notizie storiche archeolo-

giche di Tarquinia, e Corneto. 2.

ed. ristampata per cura di G. Scotti.

Corneto Tarquinia, 1910, Scnola

tip. 447pp. 8vo. J Declareuil,

Quelques problemes d'histoire des

institutions municipals an temps
de 1'empire romain. Paris, 1911,

Larose et Tenin. 401 pp. 8vo.

9 fr . C. Dubois, Le Luxembourg
sous les Romains. Namur, 1910,

Godenne. 194 pp. 8vo.

A. Elter, Cremera und Porta Carmen-
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tails. Bonn, 1910. 78 pp. 4to.

Prog.
Festschrift des Wallraf-Richartz-Mu-
seums zura 50 jahrigen Jubilaum
des Gebaudes. Cologne, 1911. [Con-
taining J. Poppelreuter, Drusus.]

W. W. Fowler, The Religious
Experience of the Roman People
from the Earliest Times to the

Age of Augustus. London, 1911,
Macmillan. xviii, 504 pp. 8vo.

12s. W. S. Fox, The Johns

Hopkins Tabellae Defixionum.

Baltimore, 1911, The Johns Hop-
kins Press. 68 pp.; 9 pis. 8 vo.

$1.25. O. Fritsch, Ans Badens
romischer VorzeiL Karlsruhe,
1910. 34 pp.; 7 pis.; 22 figs.;

map. 4to. Prog.
C. Gailly de Taurines, Les legions
de Varns. Latins et Germains au
siecle d'Anguste. Paris, 1911, Ha-
chette. 320 pp. 3 f r. 50.

F. J. Hildenbrand, Der rornische Stein-

saal des llistorischen Museums der
Pfalz zu Speyer. Speyer, 1911. 88

pp. ;
16 pis. ;

35 figs. Prog.
Inventaire des mosaiques de la Gaule

et de 1'Af rique. Pt. 2 : Afrique pro-
consulaire, Numidie Maure'tanie. II :

Tunisie par P. Gauckler. 10 fr. Ill :

Algerie par F. G. de Pachtere. 4 fr.

H. Kiepert, Formae orbis antiqui. 36
Karten init kritischem Text u. Quel-
lenangabe, bearb. u. hrsg. von R.

Kiepert. 33 : Imperium Homanum
usque ad Traiaiiuin et Hadrianum.
36 : Orbis terrarum secundura Cl.

Ptolemaenm. Berlin, 1911, G. Rei-
mer. M. 3 each. E. Krueger und
G. Kentenich, Trier zur Romerzeit
u. im Mittelalter. 2Vortrage. Trier,
1910, F. Lintz.

L. Le Roux, L'arm6e romaine de Bre-

tagne. Paris, 1911, Champion. 147

pp. ;
2 pis. 8vo.

G. Macdonald, The Roman Wall in
Scotland. Glasgow, 1911, Macle-
hose. xv, 413 pp. 8vo. H.
Marucchi, Guide du Forum romain
et du Palatin d'apres les dernieres
de"couvertes. Rome, 1911, I)escle"e.

174 pp. M. Mayer, Vexillum
und vexillarius. Freiburg, 1910.

46pp. 8vo. Diss. J. Monod,
La cite" antique de PompeM. Paris,
1911, Delagrave. 120pp. 5 fr.

O. Montelius, La civilisation primi-
tive en Italic depuis 1'introduction
des metaux. Pt. 2 : Italic centrale

Stockholm, 1910. M. 30.

F. Noack. Die romische Campagna.
Rome, 1910, Frank & Co. 192 pp. ;

3 pis. ;
236 figs. 8vo. M. 7.50.

Der Obergermanisch - Raetische
Limes des Romerreiches. Lfg. 34.

Nr. 38. Das Kastell Altstadt bei

Miltenberg. Nach den Unter-

suchungen des Streckenkommissars
Wilhelm Conrady bearb. von Fr.
Leonhard. Pp. 1-70 (4 pis.). Lfg.
35. Nr. 66. Das Kastell Faimin-

gen. Nach den Untersuchungen
von Magnus Scheller bearb. von
Fr. Drexel. Pp. 1-112 (12 pis.;
11 figs.). Heidelberg, 1911, Otto
Petters. 2 vols. 4to. M. 3.75 and
8.55.

C. Patsch, Bosnien und Herzegowina
in romischer Zeit. Serajevo, 1911,

Kajon. 37 pp.; 30 figs. 2 Kr.
E. Petersen, Vom alten Rom. 4.

verb. u. verm. Aufl. Leipzig,
1911, E. A. Seemann. 193 pp. ;

151

figs. 8vo. M. 3.

E. Raehlmann, Uber die Maltechnik
der alten mit besonderer Beruck-

sichtigung der romisch-pompeja-
nischen Wandmalerei, nebst einer

Anleitung zur mikroskopischen Un-
tersuchung der Kunstwerke. Ber-

lin, G. Reimer. 97 pp. ;
3 pis.

M. 6.

F. Sagot, La Bretagne romaine. Paris,

1911, Fontemoing. xviii, 417 pp.;
6 pis. 8vo. S. Scaglia, La pro-
menade arch^ologique; la valise Mar-
cie et le berceau de Rome. Rome,
1911, Desclee. 175 pp. K. Schir-

mer, Bilder aus dem alt-romischen
Leben. Ein Lesebuch fiir die obe-
ren Klassen hoherer Lehranstalten.

Berlin, 1910, VVeidmann. 148 pp.;
30 figs. M. 2.50. R. Schneider,
Die antiken Geschiitze der ISaalburg.

Erlauterungen zu Schramms Re-
konstruktionen. 2 Aufl. Berlin,

1910, Weidmann. 36 pp. ;
9 figs.

8vo. M. 0.60. C. Seignobos,
Histoire ancienne: Rome. Paris,

1911, Colin. P. Stettiner, Roma
nei suoi monumenti. Illustrazione

storico-cronologica. Rome, 1911.

579 pp.; 58 figs. 8vo. 10 1.

H. Thiersch, An den Randern des ro-

mischen Reichs. 6 Vortrage iiber

antike Kultur. Munich, 1911, Beck.
151 pp. 8vo. M. 3.

T. Toutain, Les cultes pa'iens dans

1'empire romain. Pt. 1. II. Les
cultes orientaux Paris, 1911, Le-

roux. 132 pp. 8vo. T. G.
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Tucker, Life in the Roman World of
Nero and St. Paul. London, 1911,
Macmillan.

J. Viloa, Le Colisee et les combats
des gladiateurs ; notices historiques
et archeologiques. Rome, 1911, For-
zani. 69 pp. ;

6 pis. 16mo. 2 fr.

II. ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

S. J. Ghigi, II mausoleo di Galla Pla-
cidia in Ravenna (sec. 5). Ber-

gamo, 1910, Istit. Ital. d' arti grafiche.
109 pp. ;

15 pis. 8vo. 4 1.

R. Lemaire, L'origine de la basilique
latine. Bruxelles, 1911, Vromant.
140 pp. 8vo. 7 fr. 50.

F. v. Stryk, Studien uber die etrus-
kischen Kammergraber. Dorpat,
1910. 136pp. 8vo. Diss.

III. ROMAN SCULPTURE
Mrs. Arthur Strong, Roman Sculp-

ture from Augustus to Constantine.
Reissued. 2 vols. London, 1911,
Duckworth. 8vo.

IV. ROMAN VASES
R. Forrer, Die romischen Terrasigil-

lata-Topfereien von Heiligenberg-
Dinsheim und Ittenweiler iih Elsass.
Ihre Brennofen, Form- u. Brennge-
rate, ihre Kiinstler, Fabrikanten,
und Fabrikate. Stuttgart, 1911, W.

Kohlhammer. iii, 242 pp. ; 40 pis
246 figs. 8vo. M. 15.

O. Fritsch, Die Terra-Sigillata-Funde
der stadtischen historischen Samm-
lungen in Baden-Baden. Heft 3

hrsg. durch St-Kah. Baden-Baden,
1911, C. Wild. 103 pp.; 17 pis.
8vo. M.2.50.

V. ROMAN INSCRIPTIONS
A. Trailer, Uber die Inschrift auf

der columna rostrata. Bin Beitrag
zur romischen Epigraphik. Budweis,
1910. 17pp. 8vo. Prog.

VI. ROMAN COINS
M. Bernhart, Zwei romische Mtinz-
funde aus Siidbayern. Munich,
1910. 64 pp. ;

2 pis. 8vo. Diss.
F. Gnecchi, I medaglioni Romani da
Augusto a Giustiniano. Milan,
1911, Hoepli. 400 pp.; 162 pis.
2001. H. A. Grueber, Coins of
the Roman Republic in the British
Museum. 3 vols. London, 1910,
British Museum. 123 pis. 8vo.

W. Kubitschek, Studien zu Miinzen
der romischen Republik. Wien,
1911. Holder. 78 pp. 8vo. 3 fr.

J. Maurice, Numismatique constan-
tinienne. Paris, 1911, Leroux. II.

cxxxvi, 612 pp. ;
17 pis.

A. Oreschnikow, The Cilician Coins
of M. Antonius Polemo. Moskow,
1909. [Russian.] .

CHRISTIAN ART
I. GENERAL AND MISCELLA-

NEOUS
Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden

Kiinstler von der Antike bis zur

Gegenwart. Begr. von U. Thieme
& F. Becker. V. Bd. : Brewer-

Carlingen. Leipzig, 1911, Seemann.

v, 608 pp. 8 vo. Die Altertiimer
im Konigr. Wiirttemberg. Donau-
kreis. Die Altertiimer des Oberamts
Blaubeuren, von P. Goessler. Stutt-

gart, 1911, Neff. vii, 48 pp. ;
5 pis. ;

13 figs.; map. 8vo. L'Art an-
cien au pays de Liege. Orfevrerie,

dinanderies, ivoires. Album public
sous le patronage du comitS exe'cutif

de 1'Exposition Universelle de Liege.
Vol. Ill, par G. Terme. Liege, 1911,
Benard. 13 pp. ;

150 pis. 8vo.
Arte Nostra, Bollettino dell " Asso-
ciazione per il patrimonio artistico

trevigiano." Anno I. 1910, Num.
1-2. Quarterly. Treviso, Zoppelli,

C. H. Ashdown, British Cas-
tles. London, 1911, Black. xx,
208 pp.; 32 pis. 8vo. E. B.

L'Auvergne, Famous Castles and
Palaces of Italy. London, 1911,

Quaritch. 320 pp. ;
ill. 8vo.

V. Balzano, Arte abrnzzese (" Rac-

colta d' arte"). Bergamo, 1911,

Istit. ital. d' arti graf. 163 pp. ;
ill.

16mo. F. Bargaghi-Petrucci,
Pienza, Montalcino e la Val d' Orcia

(Italia Artistica). Bergamo, 1911,

Istit. ital. d' arti graf. . 163 pp. ;
ill.

8vo. J. Baschet, La Peintnrc

flamande. Paris, 1911, Per Lamm
& Co. 163 pp. ;

26 figs. 8vo. -
Dom A. Basquin, Les Peintres de

Marie. Essai sur I'artmarial. Brus-

sels, 1911, "Messager de la tres

Sainte Vierge." 220 pp. ;
ill. 8vo.
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Die Bau- und Kunstdenkmaler
cles Herzogtums Braunschweig,
herausg. von P. J. Meier. V Bel. :

Die Bau- und Kunstdenkmaler des

Kreises Gandersheim, von K. Stein-

acker. Wolfenbuttel, 1911,Zwissler.

xvi, 492pp. ;
21 pis. ;

272 figs. 8vo.

R. P. Bedford, St. James the

Less. A Study in Christian Ico-

nography. London, 1911, Quaritch,
5s. L. Begule, La cath^drale de

Lyon (Petites monographies des

grands Edifices de la France). Paris,

1911, Laurens. 108 pp.; 56 figs.;

plan. 16rno. Les Vitraux du

moyen age et de la Renaissance
dans la region lyonnaise et spciale-
ment dans 1'ancien diocese de Lyon.
Paris, 1911, Laurens. viii, 254 pp.;
32 pis. ;

273 figs. 4to. A. Ber-

lam, Trieste (L' Italia Monumen-
tale). Milan, 1911, Bonomi. xixpp. ;

60 figs. 24mo. E. Bertaux,
Etudes d'histoire et d'art. (Le
tombeau d'une reine de France en
Calabre

;
Les Saints Louis dans 1'art

italien ;
Botticelli costumier; Les

Borgia dans le royaume de Valence.)
Paris, 1911, Hachette. 255 pp.;
16 pis. 16ino. Beschreibendes
Verzeichnis der illuminierten Hand-
schriften in Oesterreich. Herausg.
von F. Wickhoff, fortgesetzt von M.
Dvorak. IV Bd. : Die illuminierten

Handschriften in Steiermark; 1.

Teil : Die Stiftsbibliotheken zu Ad-
mont und Vorau, von P. Buberl

(264 pp. ;
237 figs. ;

25 pis). M. 90.

V Bd. : Die ill. Handschriften der
Rossiana im Wien- Lainz, beschrie-
ben von H. Tietze. (xv, 208 pp. ;

12 pis.; 187 figs.) M. 60. Leip-
zig, 1911, Hiersemann. 4to.

Mrs. Laurence Binyon, The mind
of the artist. Thoughts and say-
ings of painters and sculptors on
their arts. London, 1911, Chatto &
Winclns. xi, 146 pp. 12mo. C.

Boggio, Le chiese del Canavese dai

primi secoli di giorni nostri. Ivrea,
1911, Viassone. 128 pp. 8vo.
F. Bond, Westminster Abbey. Lon-
don, 1911, Frowde. xvi, 332 pp.;
270 pis. 8vo. Wood Carvings in

English Churches. Vol. II: Stalls
and Tabernacle Work. London,
1911, Frowde. 154 pp.; ill. 8vo.

R. Borrmann, Monumentale
Wasserkunstanlagen im Stadtebau
des Altertums und der neueren Zeit.

Berlin, 1911, Ernst & Sohn. 23 pp. ;

26 figs. 8vo. A. E. Brinckmann,
Deutsche Stadtbaukunst in der Ver-

gangenheit. Frankfurt a/M, 1911,
Keller, vii, 163 pp. ; 8 pis. ; figs.

8vo. M. 6.50. C. Buls, Le vieux
Bruxelles. I. Evolution esthStique;
Involution du pignon a Brussels,
1911, Van Oert. 17 pp.; 22 pis. 4to.

6 f r.

L. Caddau, Les monuments de la

Bigorre. La Sede (Sainte-Marie-
d'Orre) ; Monographic de la cathe-
drale de Tarbes. Paris, 1911,

Champion. 224 pp. ;
2 pis. ;

38 figs.
8vo. C. H. Caffin, The Story of

Spanish Painting. London, 1911,
Unwin. 218pp. 8vo. Catalogo
delle cose d' arte e d' antichit&

d' Italia pubblicato per cura del

Ministero della pubbl. istruzione.

Serie I, dispense 1-3. Aosta (a cura
di P. Toesca). Rome, 1911, Calzone.
111. 4to. Each fasc. 2 fr. 50.

Catalogues de ventes et livrets de
Salvus illustres par G. de Saint-

Aubin. Introd. et notices par E.

Dacier. Vol. II. Paris, 1911, 19

Rue Spontini. 8vo. Chateaux
de France anciens et modernes.
Interieursetexte"rieurs. Paris, 1911,
Massin. 1 p. ;

40 pis. 4to P.

Clemen, Die Kunstdenkmaler der

Rheinprovinz. 1 Bd. 1. Abt. : Die
Kunstdenkmaler der Stadt Koln.
2 Bd. 1. Abt.: Die Kirchl. Denk-
maler der Stadt Koln. Bearb. von
H. Rathgens. Diisseldorf, 1911,
Schwann. M. 5. Congrds ar-

chSologique de France. 76C session
tenue a Avignon, en 1909, par la

Societ6 franaise d'arche"ologie.
Vol. I : Guide du congres (Ixxxii,
314 pp. ; ill.) ; Vol. II: Proces ver-

baux et m^moires (413 pp. ; ill.).

Paris, 1911, Picard. 8vo. G.

Cuny, Danzigs Kunst und Kultur.
Frankfurt a/M, 1911, Keller.

G. Darney, La Ferte-sous-Jouarre

(Seine-et-Marne). Paris, 1911,

Champion, xiv, 717 pp. 8vo.

P. Dearmer, Fifty Pictures of
Gothic Altars. (Alcuin Club Col-

lections.) London, 1911, Long-
mans, Green & Co. 211 pp. ;

50 figs.

8vo. G. Dehio, Handbuch der
deutschen Kunstdenkmaler. IV
Bd.: Sudwestdeutschland. Berlin,

1911, Wasmuth. vi, 482 pp.; map.
16mo. Descriptive and Bio-

graphical Catalogue of the Works
of art belonging to the Corporation
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of London, by A. G. Temple. Lon-
don, 1911, Blades, East & Blades.
307 pp. 8vo. G. Desdevizes du
Desert, Clermont-Ferrand, Royat,
et le Fuy-de-D6me (Les Villes d'art

celebres). Paris, 1911, Laurens.

148pp.; 117 figs. 4to. Diction-
naire des peintres et scnlpteurs,
dessinateurs, graveurs, etc., de tous
les temps et de tous les pays, sous
la direction de E. Benezit. Vol. I

(A-C). Paris, 1911, Roger & Cher-
nowitz. xii, 1056 pp. with 2 cols.;

pis. 8vo. B. Dietrich , Kleinasi-

atische Stickereien. Plauen i/V.,

1911, Dietrich, vii, 152pp.; 16 pis.;

figs. 8vo. P. Dirr, Augsburg
(StattenderKultur). Leipzig, 1911,
Klinkhardt & Biermann. vii, 268

pp.; ill. 8vo. P. Ditchfield,
The Arts of the Church. Symbol-
ism of the Saints. London, 1911,

Mowbray. xiv, 198 pp.; 40 figs.

16mo. G. Dobson, St. Peters-

burg. London, 1911, Black, xii,

167 pp. ;
32 pis. ; map. 8vo.

Documents sur Toulouse et sa r6-

gion. Lettres, sciences, beaux-arts,
etc. 2vols. Toulouse, 1911, Privat.

342 and 367 pp. ;
68 pis. ;

4 maps.
8vo. K. Domanig, Die deutsche
Medaille in Kunst- und Kunsthis-
torische Hinsicht nach dem Be-
stande des Allerh. Kaiserhauses.

Vienna, 1911, Schroll. 167 pp. ;
100

pis.; Folio. M. 63. A. Donath,
Psychologic des Kunstsammelns.

Berlin, 1911, R. C. Schmidt & Co.

M. 6.

Erwerbungen fur die Kgl. Na-

tionalgalerie von 1910 und 1911

ausgestellt in der Kgl. Akademie
der Kiinste zu Berlin. Berlin, 1911,
Bard. 51 pp. ;

16 pis. 16mo.
Felix Ravenna, Bollettino storico ro-

magnolo edito da un gruppo di

studiosi. Fasc. I. January, 1911.

Ravenna, Maioli & Angelini. 48 pp. ;

6 pis. 8vo. M. Ferrigni, Ma-
donne Florentine. Milan, 1911,

Hoepli. 18 fr. Jeanne de Flan-

dreysey et E. Mellier, Valence, son

histoire; ses richesses d'art; son
livre cl'or. Paris, 1911, Lemerre.
2 vols. 602 pp. ;

2 pis. ;
165 figs.

map. 4to. C. Foligno, Padua

(The Mediaeval Towns). London,
1911, Dent, xvi, 320 pp.; 37 figs.

8vo. Forschungen zur islami-

schen Kunst. Hrsg. von F. Sarre.

I: F. Sarre und E. Herzfeld, Ar-

chaologische Reise im Euphrat- u.

Tigris-Gebiet. Bd. 1. x, 252 pp. ;

132 figs. ;
2 maps. Bd. 3. 120 pis.

Berlin, 1911, G. Reimer. M. 40 and
60. E. Fyot, L'Eglise Notre-
Dame de Dijon. Dijon, 1911, Rey.
xxiv, 246 pp. ;

4 pis. 8vo.
G. Geffrey, Les Musees d'Europe.

Berlin : Kaiser Friedrich Museum.
Paris, 1911, Per Larnm & Co. 168

pp. ; 57 pis. ;
101 figs. 4to.

Die Gemalde-galerie des Kaiser-
Fried rich-Museums (Kgl. Museen
zu Berlin). Vollstandiger beschreib.

Katalog mit Abbild. samtl. Gemalde
Bearb. von H. Posse. II. Abt. : Die
Germanischen Lander : Deutsch-
land, Niederlande, England. Ber-

lin, 1911, Bard, vii, 414 pp. ; 776

figs. 4to. A. Gemp, L'Abbaye
deVaucelles et ses environs. Cam-
bray, 1911, Massen. 56 pp. ; map
and plan. 16mo. A. Genewein,
Vom Romanischen zum Empire.
Eine Wanderung durch die Kunst-
formen dieser Stile. 2 vols. Leip-
zig, 1911, Hirt & Sohn. 947 figs.

8vo. M. 9. G. Gerda, Bassano

(Italia Artistica). Bergamo, 1911,
Istit. ital. d' arti graf. 144 pp. ;

ill.

8vo. A. Germain, Les Artistes

lyonnais, des origines jusqu'a nos

jours. Lyon, 1911, Lardanchet. 146

pp. ;
250 figs. 4to. Olga von

Gerstfeldt und E. Steinmann, Pil-

gerfahrten in Italien. Leipzig, 1911,
Klinkhardt & Biermann. vii, 390

pp.; 11 pis.; portrait. 8vo. J.

Gestoso y Prez, Curiosidades an-

tiguas sevillanas. II. series. Seville,

1911, Correo de Andalucia. 319 pp.

8Vo. Baron d'Heinrich von Gey-
miiller, Architektur und Religion.
Gedanken iiber religiose Wirkung
der Architektur. Heft I der nach-

gelassenen Schriften ; herausg. von
E. La Roche u. J. Durm. Basel,

1911, Kober. G. Gigli, Tallone

dTtalia (Lecce e dintorni) (Italia

artistica). Bergamo, 1911, Istit.

ital. d' arti graf. 128 pp. ;
ill. 8vo.

L. Giron, Les peintnres mu-
rales du de"partement de la Haute-

Loire (du XIe au XVILI6
siecles).

xii, 112 pp.; ill. Fol. W. H.

Godfrey, The English Staircase : an

historical account of its character-

istic types to the end of the XVIIIth

century. London, 1911, Batsford.

90 pp.; pis. 8vo. $750 net. A
History of Architecture in London.
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Pref. by P. Norman. London, 1911,
Batsford. xxiii, 390 pp. ;

7 pis. ;

250 figs. 8vo. $3.00 net. E.

Gradmann, Dorfkirchen in Wiirt-

temberg (Schriften zur " Dorf-

kirche," herausg. von H. von Liipke.
Heft 4). Berlin, 1911, Deutsche

Landbuchhandlung. PL; 17 figs.

Great English Collections.

Stafford House, by Lord R. S.

Govver. 2 vols. Paris, 1911, Manzt,
Joyant & Co. 34 pp. ;

104 pis. 4to.

Guida dell' I. R. Mnseo di

Aquileja, di T. Maionica. Trieste,
1911, Schirapff. 144 pp. ;

ill. 16mo.

J. Helbig, L'Art Mosan, depuis 1'in-

troduction du Christianisine jusqu'a
la fin du XVII I* siecle. Public et

terminfi par J. Brassinne. 2 vols.

Brussels, 1911, G. van Oest & Co.
350 pp ;

65 pis. ;
135 figs. 4to.

50 fr. J. A. Herbert, Illumi-

nated Manuscripts. ^Connois-
seur's Library.) London, 1911,
Methuen. xiv, 356 pp. ;

51 pis.
8vo. 25s. R. Herzig, Der Dora
zu Hildesheim und seine Kunst-
schatze. Hildesheim, 1911, Lax.

iii, 107 pp. ; pi. ;
66 figs. 8vo.

R. T. Holbrook, Portraits of Dante,
from Giotto to Raphael: A critical

study, with a concise Iconography.
1050 copies. London, 1911, War-
ner. 4to. 1. Is. net. G. Hon-
dard, Les Chateaux royaux de

Saint-Gerraain-en-Laye, 1124-1789.
Vol. II. Saiut-CJermain-en-Laye,
1911, Mirvault. 160 pp. ;

ill. 4to.

L. Hourticq, L'Arte in Francia.

Bergamo, 1911, Istit. ital. d' arti

graf. 472 pp. ;
4 pis. ; figs. 16mo.

J. Hunziker, Das Schweizer-
lians nach seiuen landschaftlichen
Formen und seiner geschichtlichen
Entwicklnng dargestellt. 6 Bd. V-
VI Abschnitt. Herausg. von C.
Jecklin. Aarau, 1911, Sauerlander
& Co. iv, 112 pp. ;

ill. 8vo.
Internationale Bibliographic der
Kunstwissenschaft. Herausg. von
O. Frohlich. VI and VII Bd. : Jahr
1907-08. Berlin, 1911, Behr. 633
pp. 8vo. Inventaire archeo-

logique de Gand. Catalogue de-

scriptif et illustr^ des monuments,
etc., public par la Societe d'Histoire
et d'Arch^ologie de Gand. Fasc.
LIII and LIV. Ghent, 1911, Heins.
8vo. Inventaire g6n6ral

"

des
tre"sors d'art en Suede, par O. Gran-
berg. Stockholm, 1911. 142 pp. ;

91 pis. 4to. Italienische For-

schungen. IV Bd. : Archival ische

Beitrage zur Geschichte der Ven-
ezianischen Kunst. Aus dem Nach-
lass G. Ludvvigs herausg. von W.
Bode, G. Gronau, D. Frhr. von
Hadeln. Berlin, 1911, Cassirer. viii,

173 pp, 4to. C. M. Ivekovic.
Dalmatiens Architektur und Pla-
stik. II Bd. Vienna, 1911, A.
Schroll & Co. Pp. 9-29; 40 pis.
4to. M. 30.

C. J. Jackson, An illustrated History
of English Plate, ecclesiastical and
secular. 2 vols. London, 1911,
Batsford. 76 pis.; figs. Folio.

F. H. Jackson, The Shores of the
Adriatic. The Austrian side. Lon-

don, 1911, Murray. 111.; map. 8vo.
21s. net. J. E. Jansen, La Pein-

ture a 1'abbaye du Pare, et catalogue
historique et descriptif des tab-

leaux. Antwerp, 1911, J. van Hille-

De Backer. 149 pp. ; pis. 8vo.

E. A. Jones, The Gold and Silver

of Windsor Castle. London, 1911,
Ardeu Press. Ixiv, 241 pp.; pis.

4to. W. Josephi, Die Werke
plastischer Kunst (Germanisches
Nationalmuseura). Niirnberg, 1910,
399 pp. ;

64 pis. ;
160 figs. 4to.

M.Jourdain, The History of English
Secular Embroidery. London, 1911,

Kegan Paul. 218 pp. ;
ill. 4to.

L. Justi, Geschichte der Kunst in

3000 Tafeln. Fasc. 2-12. Plates.

4to.

Kataloge der west- und siiddeutschen

Altertumssammlungen. Herausg.
von der rom-germanischen Kom-
mission des Kais. arch. Instituts.

I. Xanten. Samrnlung des nieder-

rheinischen Altertums-Vereins, von
P. Steiner. Frankfurt a/M., 1911,

Baer & Co. 206 pp. ;
25 pis.; figs.

8vo. H. C. King, The Chan-
cel and the Altar. Pref. by P.

Dearmer (The Arts of the Church).
London, 1911, Mowbray. xviii, 197

pp. ; 48 figs. 18mo. J. O. Kro-

nig, Guide du muse'e communal de
Harlem. Haarlem, 1911, De Erven-
F. Bonn. 100 pp. ;

ill. 18mo. -
B. Krystal, Wie 1st Kunstgeschichte
als Wissenschaft moglich? Ein
kritischer Versuch. Halle, 1911,

Niemeyer. iii, 61 pp. 8vo. Die
Kunst- und Altertums-Denkmale
iin Konigreiche Wiirttemberg. Er-

ganzungs-Atlas. 27-28 Lief. (10

pis.); 42-44 Lief. Donaukreis.
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Oberamt Blaubeuren, bearb. von J.

Baum (ii, 136 pp. ; 12 pis. ; map. ;

183 figs.) ; Atlas-Mappe IX. Do-
naukreis Biberach, Blaubeuren (33
pis.). Esslingen, 1911, Neft'. 4to.

Julius Langes, Ausgewahlte Schriften

(1875-1885) herausg. von G. Brandes
and P. Kobke. Unter Mitw. von
A. Wien uebersetzt von Ida Anders.
I. Bd. Strassburg, 1911, Heitz.
72 figs. M. 25. A. P. Laurie,
Materials of the painter's craft in

Europe and Egypt from earliest

times to the end of the 17th cen-

tury. London, 1911, Foulis. 15 pis.
4to. F. Le Bourgeois, Cologne.
Cologne, 1911, Neubauer. viii, 72

pp. ;
8 pis. 8vo. F. Leitschuh.

Wiirzburg(BeruhmteKunststatten).
Leipzig, 1911, Seemann. viii, 293

pp.; 146 figs. 16mo. M. 4. F.

Lorenz, Mailand (Statten der Kul-

tur). Leipzig, 1911, Klinkhardt &
Biermann. iv, 159 pp. ;

37 pis. 8vo.
E. Major, Basel (Statten der Kultur).

Leipzig, 1911, Klinkhardt & Bier-
mann. viii, 144 pp. ;

22 pis. 8vo.
M. 3. A. Manghi, La Certosa di

Pisa. Storia (1366-1866) e descri-
zione. Pisa, 1911, Bemporad & Son.

xi, 340 pp.; 34 pis.; figs. 16mo.

J. Manskoff, Der Mann Gottes
in der bilclenden Kunst. Tubingen,
1911, Mohr. iii, 64 pp.; 15 pis.; 8

figs. 8vo. Meier-Graefe, Span-
ische Reise. Berlin, 1911, Fischer.
421 pp. ;

111 figs. 8vo. M. 12.

A. Michel, Promenades pratiques,
historiques et esthe"tiques aux en-

virons de Bruxelles: Anderlecht,
1'eglise Saint-Pierre, le pelerinage a

Saint-Guidon. Cortenberg, 1911,
Schrievers-De Bie. 21 pp. ;

ill.

16mo. W. Michel, Das Teuf-
lische und Groteske in der Kunst.

Munich, 1911, Piper. 138 pp. ;
100

pis. 8vo. Mitteilungen aus
den sachsischen Kunstsammlungen
(Schriftleitung : W. von Seidlitz,
M. Lehrs, G. Treu). I Jahrgang.
Leipzig, 1911, Breitkopf & Hartel.

ii, iii and 108 pp. ;
10 pis. ;

45 figs.

8vo. P. Molmenti, II palazzo
ducale di Venezia (Monumenti
d' Italia, No. 1). Rome, 1911, Gar-
zoni Provenzani. 16 pp. ;

ill. 16mo.
Les Monuments de 1'art en

Suisse. VII : Le Convent de Saint-

Jean a Munster, dans les Grisons

(end). Geneva, 1911, "Atar." Pp.

67-115; pis. XLVI-LIII. J. K.

Mumford, The Yerkes Collection of
Oriental Carpets. Leipzig, 1911,
Hiersemann. 27 pis. Folio. Le
Mus6e de Tours, Peintures, dessins,
sculptures, meubles, etc. Catalogue
et introd. par P. Vitry. Paris, 1911,
Laurens. Ixviiipp.; 100pp. of figs.
8vo. Les Musses de France.
Bulletin publiS sous le patronage
de la Direction des Mus6es na-
tionaux et de la Societe" des Amis
du Louvre sons la direction de P.

Vitry. No. I. Paris, 1911, Longuet.
16 pp.; 4 pis.; figs. 4to. Snbsc.
14 fr. A. Munoz, La basilica di
San Pietro (Monumenti d' Italia).
Rome, 1911, Garzoni Provenzani.
20 pp. ; ill. 16mo. Museo Civico
di Vicenza, Bullettino. Fasc. I.

Jan.-March, 1910. 48 pp. ; 15 pis.
8vo. Museum. Revistamensuat
de arte espanol antiguo y moderno y
de la vida artistica contemporanea.
No. I. 1911. Barcelona, 1911, 291
Calle Mallorca. 40 pp. of 2 cols.

;

ill.
;
French transl. 9 pp. of 2 cols.

4to. S. C. Musson, Sicily. Lon-
don, 1911, Black, xii, 311 pp.; 48

pis. 8vo.
G. Natali, Pavia e la sua Certosa.
Guida artistica. Pavia, 1911, Mat-
tei, Speroni & Co. 166 pp. ;

150 pis.
16mo. La NativitS de N. S.

Je"sus-Christ, 60 Reproductions
d'apres les chef-d'oauvres de la

peinture et de la sculpture, accom-
pagn6s d'un commentaire liturgique,

artistique et litteraire par le Pere

Raymond Louis 0. P. A. P6rate\
A. Rastoul. Paris, 1911, Marty.
79pp.; 75 pis. 4to. A. Nicolosi,
La montagne maremmana (Italia

artistica). Bergamo, 1911, Istit.

ital. d'arti graf. 166 pp.; ill. 8vo.

Niederlandisches Kiinstler-

Lexikon. Auf Grund archival-

ischer Forschungen bearbeitet. Ill

Bd. : Nachtrage und Verzeichnis
der Monogramme. Vienna, 1911,
Halm & Goldmann. 294 pp. 8vo.

Oesterreichische Kunstschatze. He-

rausg. von W. Suida. 1 Jahrgang.
Vienna, 1911, Lowy. 80 pis. Folio.

Oesterreichische Kunsttopo-
graphie. IV-VII Bd. Vienna, 1911,

Schroll & Co. 4to. Original-
bildwerke in Holz, Stein, Elfenbein

usw. aus der Sammlung Benoit

Oppenheim. Nachtrag. 100 copies.

Leipzig, 1911, Hiersemann. 8 pp. ;

25 pis.

1"

Folio. M. 30.
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J. Paquay, Monographic illustre'e de

la coltegiale Notre-Dame a Tongres.
Tongres, 1911, Collee. 197 pp.;

pis. 8vo. Tongres. Guide illus-

tre. Tongres, 1911, Theelen. 96

pp.; ill. 8vo. P. Pesenti, Ber-

gamo (Italia Artistica). Bergamo,
1911, Istit. ital. cl' arti graf. 138

pp.; 3 pis.; 136 flgs. 8vo. A.

Prevost, Saint-Nicolas de Troyes.

Troyes, 1911, Fremont. 112 pp.
8vo. S. Reinach, R6pertoire de

peintures du Moyen-Age et de la

Renaissance (1280-1580). Vol. III.

Paris, 1911, Leroux. 861 pp.; 1350

figs. 8vo. Repertoire archeo-

logique de 1'arrondissement de
Reims. Canton de Bonrgogne (l

re

partie) par H. Jadart et L. Demai-
son. Reims, 1911, Michand. 371

pp.; ill. 8vo. Revue de 1'Art

ancien et moderne. Tables de 1897

a 1909, par E. Dacier. Paris, 1911,
28 rue du Mont-Thabor. vii, 151

pp. 4to. E. Rey, La Cathe"-

drale Saint-Etienne de Cahors. Six
siecles devolution architecturale.

Cahors, 1911, Girnia. 56 pp. ;
ill.

8vo. C. Ricci, L' Artc nell' Italia

settentrionale. Bergamo, 1911, Istit.

ital. d' arti graf. 442 pp. ;
4 pis. ;

figs. 16rao. Di Rinaldis, Pina-

coteca del Museo Nazionale di

Napoli. Naples, 1911, Detken &
Kouholl. 508 pp. lOmo. F. Riz-

zati, L' Umbria Verde. I : Perugia.
Bologna, 1911, Zanichelli. III. IGmo.

C. Roscher, Fiilirer durch die

Kgl. Gemaldegalerie zu Dresden.

Dresden, 1911, Kiihtmann. viii, 228

pp. ;
100 figs. ;

3 plans. 8vo.

J. Roussel, Les Vitraux. 2e Album.
Paris, 1911, Gue"rinet. 60 pis. 4to.

K. Scheffler, Die Nationalgalerie zu
P>erlin. Ein Kritischer Fiihrer.

Berlin, 1911, Cassirer. F. Schill-

mann, Viterbo und Orvieto (Be-
rtihmte Kunststatten). Leipzig,
1911, Seemann. viii, 174 pp. ;

110

figs. 8vo. H. Schmitz, Minister

(Bertihmte Kunststatten). Leipzig,
1911, Seemann. viii, 234 pp.; 144

figs. 8vo. O. von Schleinitz,
Trier (Beruhmte Kunststatten).
Leipzig. 1911, Seemann. 200 pp.:
201 figs. 8vo. R. Schneider,
L'Esthe'tique classique de Quatre-
mere de Quincy. Paris, 1911,
Hachette. viii, 177 pp. 8vo.

Quatremere de Quincy et son inter-
vention dans les arts. Paris, 1911,

Hachette. xvi, 448 pp.; portrait.
8vo. P. Schweinfurth, Ueber
den Begriff des malerischen in der
Plastik. Strassburg, 1911, Heitz.
107 pp. 8vo. Schweizerisches
Kiinstler-Lexikon. Red. von C.

Brun. Ill Bd. Frauenfeld, 1911,
Huber & Co. 400pp. 8vo. H.
Seipp, Italienische Materialstudien.

Forsehungen und Gedanken liber

Bau- und Dekorations-steine Ital-

iens. Stuttgart, 1911, Enke. xvi,
228 pp.; 133 flgs. 8vo. G. Ser-

ridres, Dresde, Freiberg, et Meissen

( Villes d'art celebres). Paris, 191 1,

Laurens. 164 pp. ;
119 flgs. 4to.

L'Eglise de Sirod (Jura).
(Euvres d'art

;
Peintures murales.

Paris, 1911, Plon-Nourrit & Co. 7

pp.; flg. 8vo. V. A. Smith,
A History of Fine Art in India and

Ceylon, from the Earliest Times to
the Present Day. London, 1911,
Frowde. xx, 516 pp. ;

5 col. pis. ;

381 figs. 4to. $19.25.
P. Toesca, La Pittura e la Miniatura

nella Lombardia. Milan, 1911,

Hoepli. 60 fr. Torino (Italia ar-

tistica). Bergamo, 1911, Istit. ital.

cl' arti graf. 148 pp. ;
ill. 8vo.

G. Urbini, Disegno storico dell' arte

italiana dal secolo I a tutto il XIX.
Turin, 1911, Pavia. 463 pp.; ill.

IGmo. E. Utitz. Was ist Stil?

Stuttgart, 1911, Enke. M. 2.

C.Vardai, Ungarische Ornamente. 1.

Heft. Complete in 3 fasc. Leip-
zig, 1911, Hiersemann. 54 pis. com
plete. Each fasc. M. 20. E.

Vischer, Die Schloss- (Stifts)-
Kirche zu HI. Michael in Pforzheim

(Studien zur deutschen Kunstge-
schichte). Strassburg, 1911, Heitz.

viii, 97 pp. ;
111 pis. 8vo. M. 5.

W. Vogelsang, Die Holzskulp-
tur in den Niederlanden. I Bd.:
Das erzbischofliche Museum zu
Utrecht. Berlin, 1911, Bard, xi,

40pp. ;
31 pis. 4to. F. Vollmer,

Die Umdeutung eines Romersteines,
eine Fundgeschichte aus der Zeit

der Gegenreformation (Sitzb. d.

Kgl. bayer. Akad. cl. Wiss., phil.-

hist. Kl., 1910, No. 14), Munich,
1910, G. Frauz'scher Verlag. 24 pp.
8vo.

Cecilia Waern, Mediaeval Sicily. As-

pects of Life and Art in the Middle

Ages. London, 1911, Duckworth.
xxxii, 354 pp. ;

78 pis. ;
6 maps and

diagr. 8vo. W. Waetzoldt, Ein-
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fiihrung in die bilclenden Kunste.

Leipzig, 1911, Hirt & Son. 350 pp. ;

195 figs. M. 10. F. P. Weber,
Aspects of Death and their Effect

on the Living as illustrated by minor
works of art. London, 1911, Unwin.
viii, 160 pp.; 58 figs. 8vo. K.

Woermann, Von Apelles zu Bocklin
uncl weiter. Gesammelte Kunstge-
schichte. Aufsatze, Vortrage und
Besprechungen. I Bd. bis zum
XVII. Jahrh. II Bd. seit dem XVII.
Jahrh. Esslingen, 1911, Neff. M. 36.

W. Wroth, Catalogue of the
Coins of the Vandals, Ostrogoths,
and Lombards and of the Empires
of Thessalonica, Nicaea, and Trebi-
zond in the British Museum. Lon-
don, 1911. xciv, 344 pp. ;

43 pis.
8vo.

B. Ziliotto, Capodistria (La Venezia
Giulia e la Dalraazia). Trieste, 1911,

Maylancler. 94 pp. ;
14 pis. 16mo.

II. EARLY CHRISTIAN, BY-
ZANTINE, AND MEDIAEVAL
C. Anthonioz, Etude sur 1'architecture

en Savoie. Les clochers. Annecy,
1911, Herisson freres. 32 pp. ;

ill.

16mo.

J. Baum, L'architecture romane en
France. Paris, 1911, Hachette. xix

pp.; 234 pp. of figs. 4to. R.

Berliner, Zur Datierung der Minia-
turen des Cod. Par. Gr. 139.

Weida i/Th., 1911, Thomas & Hu-
bert. O. P. Berthier, L'Eglise
de la Minerve a Rome. Rome, 1911,

Tip. Coop. Manuzio. 443 pp.; 108

figs. 8vo. L'Eglise de Sainte-

Sabine a Rome. Rome, 1911, Tip.
" Roma." 550 pp. ; pi. ;

102 figs.

8vo. C. A. Besnard, Le Mont
Saint-Michel (Petites monographies
des grands Edifices de la France).
Paris, 1911, Laurens. 144pp.; ill.;

4 plans. 16mo. Bibliotheque
nationale, Dep. des manuscrits.
Peintures et initiales de la premiere
(et seconde) Bible de Charles-le-

chauve. Reprod. des 9 et 81 minia-
tures des mss. latins 1 et 2 de la

Bibl. Nat. (Notice de H. Omont).
2 vols. Paris, 1911, Berthaud freres.

13 pp. ;
90 and 81 pis. 8vo. A.

Boinet, La Cathedrale de Bourges
(Petites monographies des grands
Edifices de la France). Paris, 1911,
Laurens. vii, 145 pp.; 49 figs.
2 plans. 16mo. L. Br^hier

Etudes sur 1'histoire de la sculp-
ture byzantine. Paris, 1911, Imp.
Nat. 92 pp., pi. 8vo.

F. Cabrol, Dictionnaire d'archeologie
chretienne et de liturgie. Fasc. 22,
23. Paris, 1911, Letouzey et Ane.
8vo. The Cathedrals and Other
Churches of Great Britain. With
introd. by J. Warrack. London,
1911, Schulze. 100 figs. 4to.
A. C. Champneys, Irish ecclesias-
tical architecture, with some notice
of similar or related work in Eng-
land, Scotland, and elsewhere. Lon-
don, 1911, Bell. 292 pp. 8vo.

J. Charles-Roux, Aigues-Mortes
(" Bibliotheque regionaliste ").

Paris, 1911, Bloud. viii, 416 pp. ;

132 figs. 16mo. Saint-Gilles. Sa
16gencle, son abbaye, ses coutumes.
Paris, 1911, Lemerre. 363 pp. ;

199

figs. 4to. Codex Boernerianus
der Briefe des Apostel Paulus (Ms.
Dresd. A 145b ). Eine griech. Hand-
schrift der 13 Briefe Pauli aus dem
9. Jahrh. entstanden im Kloster St.

Gallen, in Lichtdruck nachgebildet.
Mit einem Vorwort von H. Reich-
ardt. Herausg. von der Kgl. offentl.

Bibliothek zu Dresden. Leipzig,
1911, Hiersemann. 24 pp. ;

99 pis.

4to. M. 100. Codices e Vatica-

nis select! phototypice expressi.
Series minor. Vol. I. : Miniature
clelle omelie di Giacomo Monaco
(Cod. Vat. gr. 1162) e dell' Evange-
lario greco urbinate (Cod. Vat. Urb.

gr. 2) cui breve prefazione e som-
maria descrizione di C. Stornajolo.

Rome, 1911, Danesi. 24 pp. ;
93 pis.

8vo. 40 fr. M. Creutz, Die

Anfange des monumentalen Stiles

in Nordcleutschland. Cologne, 1911,

Du Mont-Schauberg. 70 pp. ;
11

pis. ; figs. 8vo.

O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Ar-

chaeology. Oxford, 1911, Claren-

don Press. 727 pp. ;
427 figs. 8vo.

1.18. L. Demaison, La Cathe-

drale de Reims (Petites mono-

graphies des grands Edifices de la

France). Paris, 1911, Laurens. 136

pp. ;
44 figs. ; plan. 16mo.

C. Diehl, Justinien et la civilisation

byzantine au VI
e siecle. Paris, 1910,

E. Leroux. 25 f r. F. J. Dolger,

IX0TS. Das Fischsymbol in friih-

christlicher Zeit. I: Religions-

geschichtliche und epigraphische

Untersuchungen. (Supplement der

Romischen Quartalschrift.) Rome,
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1010. xx, 473 pp. ;
3 pis. ;

79 figs.

8vo. M. 16.

C. Errard, L'Art byzantin. Son archi-

tecture et sa decoration. Vol. IV
(and last). forcello, Dalmatie

(Zara, Nona). Paris, 1911, Gail-

lard. 104 pp. ;
28 pis. 4to.

Abbe" Ferdinand, La Basilique de
Saint-Denis et ses tombeaux. Guide.

Paris, 1911, Aragne. 64pp. 16mo.
G. Fleury, La Cathedrale du

Mans (Petites Monographies des

grands Edifices de la France). Paris,

1911, Laurens. 108 pp. ;
40 figs. ;

plan. 16mo. A. Fourreau, La
6nie gothique. Paris, 1911, E.

ansot&Cie. 168pp.; 16 pis. 8vo.

G. Gattinoni, II campanile di San
Marco: monografia storica. Venice,
1911. xvi, 376 pp. ;

28 pis. ; figs.

4to. H. Graber, Beitrage zn
Nicola Pigano (Zur Kr.nstgeschichte
des Auslandes). Strassburg, 1911,
Heitz. v, 101) pp. ;

5 pis. 8vo.
M. 6. W. de Grueneisen, Sainte
Marie Antique. Avec le concours
de Huelsen, Giorgis, Frederici,
David. Rome, 1911, M. Bretschnei-
der. 631 pp. ;

86 pis. ;
375 figs.

250 fr. J. Gu6del, L'Architec-
ture romaue des Doinbes. Bourg,
1911, "Courrier de 1'Ain." 79 pp. ;

ill. 8vo.
R. Hamann und F. Rosenfeld, Der
Magdeburger Dom. Beitrage zur
Geschichte und Aesthetik Mittelal-
terliches Architektur, Ornamentik
und Skulptur. Berlin, 1911, Grote.

vii, 176 pp. ; 7 pis. ;
182 figs. 4to.

K. O. Hartmann, Die Baukunst
in ihrer Entvvicklung von der Urzeit
bis zur Gegenvvart. Eine Einfiihr-

ung in die Geschichte. Technik
und Stil. I Bd. : Die Baukunst des
Altertums und des Islam (viii, 241

pp.; 253 figs.); II Bd. : Die Bau-
kunst des Mittelalters und der
Renaissance. (vii, 347 pp. ;

377

figs.) Leipzig, 1911, Scholtze. 8vo.
P. Hartmann, Die gotische

Monumental-Plastik in Schwaben.
Ihre Entwicklung bis zum Eindrin-

gen des neuen Stils zu Beginn des
XV Jahrhunderts. Munich, 1911,
Bruckmann. xi, 161 pp. ;

28 pis.
4to. W. Harvey, The Church of
the Nativity at Bethlehem. Edited
by R. Weir Schultz. London, 1911,
Batsford. 111. 4to. M. Hasak,
Der Dom des heil. Petrus zu Koln
am Rhein (Die deutschen Dome).

Berlin, 1911, Walther. 171 pp.; ill.

4to. F. C. Hodgson, Venice in
the 13th and 14th centuries. Lon-
don, 1911, Allen & Sons. 620 pp. ;

21 pis. ; maps. 8vo.
Inventaire des mosaiiques de la Gaule

et de 1'Afrique, public sous les au-

spices de 1'Academie des Inscr. et
B.-L. Vol. II : Afrique procon-
sulate (Tunisie), par P. Gauckler
(356 pp.). Vol. Ill: Afrique pro-
consulaire, Numidie, Mauretanie
(Algerie), par F. G. de Pachtere

(124 pp.; plan). Paris, 1911, Le-
roux. 8vo.

N. P. Kondakov, Ikonographia Bogo-
materi. Sviazi gretchesko'i rousskoi

ikonopisi s italiansko'i jivopision
ramago Vozrojdenia (Iconographie
de la Madone. Relations de la pein-
ture d'icones grecques et italiennes

aveclapeinture italienne de la premi-
ere Renaissance). St. Petersburg,
1911, Golicke & Wilborg. 4to.

J. Laran, La Cathedrale d'Albi (Pe-
tites monographies des grands Edi-

fices de la France). Paris, 1911,
Laurens. 116 pp.; 48 figs.; plan.
16mo. M. Laurent, L'Art chr-
tien primitif. Brussels, 1911, Vro-
mant & Co. 2 vols. 191-196 pp. ;

161 pis. ;
50 figs. 16mo. 10 fr.

R. Lemaire, L'Origine de la basilique
latine. Brussels, 1911, Vromant &
Co. 140pp.; 79 figs. 8vo. 7.50 fr.

F. Liibbecke, Die gotische K61-
ner Plastik (Studien zur deutschen

Kunstgeschichte). Strassburg, 1911,
Heitz. xiii, 126 pp. ;

44 pis. 8vo.
M. 12. V. Lusini, II duomo di

Siena. Siena, 1911, Torrini. xx,
375 pp. ;

ill. 4to.

L. Marangoni, La basilica di San
Marco in Venezia (L' Italia Monu-
mentale). Milan, 1911, Bonomi.
25 pp.; 64 pis. 4to. A. Marig-
nan, La Decoration monumentale
des eglises de la France septen-
trionale du XIIe an XIIP siecle

(Petite bibliotheque d'art et d'arche"-

ologie). Paris, 1911, Leroux.
Etudes sur 1'histoire de 1'art italien

du XIe au XIII6 siecle. Le paliotto
de Saint-Ambroise de Milan ;

la

Porte de bronze de Saint-Zenon de
Verone

;
le Poeme de Pietro d'Eboli

sur la conquete de la Sicile par
1'empereur Henri VI (Zur Kunst-

geschichte des Auslandes). Strass-

burg, 1911, Heitz. 66 pp. 8vo.

M. 4. C. Martin, L'Art gothique
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en France: 1'Architecture et la

Decoration. l re se"rie, l re et 2e livr.

(Each series complete in 4 fasc.)
Paris, 1911, Eggimann. Each fasc.

20 pis. Folio. Seriespricel25fr.
L'Art roman en France. L'Archi-
tecture et la Decoration. IP serie :

fasc. 1-2. Paris, 1911, Lit. centr.

d'art et d'architecture. Each fasc.

10 pis. Folio. Series price 1 15 fr.

L'Art roman en Italic: 1'Architec-
tnre et la D6coration. Ire serie, l re

et 2e livr. (Each series complete
in 4 fasc.) Paris, 1911, Eggimann.
Each fasc. 20 pis. Folio. Series

price 125 fr. E. Michael, S. J.,
Geschichte des deutschen Volkes
von dreizehnten Jahrh. bis zum
Ausgang des Mittelalters. V Bd. :

Die bildenden Klinste in Deutsch-
land wahrend des dreizehnten Jahr-
hunderts. Freiburg i./B., 1911,
Herder. R. Michel, Die Mo-
saiken von Santa Costanza in Horn.

Leipzig, 1911, Weicher. M. 2.40.

G. Millet, Le monastere de

Daphni. Histoire, architecture, mo-
saiques. Aquarelles de P. Benou-
ville. Paris, 1910, E. Leroux. 25
fr. M. Modde, Unser Lieben
Frauen Kloster in Magdeburg.
Magdeburg, 1911. Creutzsche Buchh.

U. Monneret de Villard, La
Chiesa di S. Lorenzo in Milano.

Milan, 1911, Broch. 8vo. W.
H. von der Miilbe, Die Darstellung
des jiingsten Gerichts auf den ro-

manischen und gotischen Kirchen-

portalen Frankreichs. Leipzig,
1911, Klinkhardt & Biermann. x,

84pp.; 15 pis. 8vo. M. 4.50.

Nazareth et ses deux 6glises de
1'Annonciation et de Saint-Joseph,
d'apres les fouilles re"centes pra-

tique"es sous la direction du R. P.

Prosper Viand O. F. M. Paris, 1911,
Picard. viii, 200pp.; 7 pis.; 94 figs.

8vo.

H. T. Oberman, De oud-christelijke

sarkophagen en hun godsdienstige
beteekenis. Hague, 1911, Nijhoff.
158 pp. ;

11 pis. 4to.

W. Finder, Mittelalterliche Plastik

Wiirzburgs. Versuch einer lokalen

Entwickelungsgeschichte vom Ende
des 13. bis zum Anfang des 15.

Jahrhunderts. Wurzburg, 1911,
Kabitzsch. viii, 174 pp.; 56 pis.

8vo. Arthur Kingsley Porter,
The Construction of Lombard and
Gothic Vaults. New Haven, 1911,

Yale University . Press ; London,
Henry Frowde. 29 pp.; 63 figs.
Lex. 8vo.

Raccblta delle vere da pozzo (marmi
puteali) in Venezia. Venice, 1911,
Ongania. 20pp.; 184 pis. 4to.
Recueil de textes relatifs a 1'his-

toire de 1'architecture et a la con-
dition des architectes en France au
Moyen-age, XIe-XIIe

siecles, ... par
Victor Mortet. Paris, 1911, Picard.
Ixv, 515 pp. 8vo. Sigmund
Riezler, Herzog Sigmund und die
munchener Frauenkirche (Sitzb. d.

Kgl. bayer. Akad. d. Wiss. phil.-
hist. Kl., 1910, No. 9). Munich,
1910, G. Franz'scher Verlag. 16

pp. 8vo. F. Rintelen, Giotto
und die Giotto apokryphen. Munich,
1911, Mtiller. G. T. Rivoira,
Lombarclic Architecture : its ori-

gin, development, and derivatives.
Trans, by G. M. Rushforth. 2

vols. London, 1911. 264-374 pp.
111. 4to. A. Rostand, Les De-
scriptions anciennes de la cathS-
drale d'Amiens. Cayeux-sur-Mer,
1911, Ollivier. 64 pp.; 4 pis.
16mo.

A. Salviati, Iconografla dantesca.

Bologna, 1911, Beltrami. PI. 8vo.

Sartor, La Cathe^lrale de Reims.
Nouvelles remarques sur le groupe
de la Visitation. Reims, 1911, Mi-
chaud. 20pp.; ill. 8vo. H. M.
Sauermann, Die gotische Bildnerei

und Tafelmalerei in der Dorfkirche
zu Kalchreuth. (Beitrage zur frank-
ischen Kunstgeschichte, vol. I).

Erlangen, 1911, Blaesing. xii, 117

pp.; 10 pis. 8vo. F. Scheerer,
Kirchen und Kloster der Franzis-

kaner und Dominikaner in Thu-

ringen. Jena, 1911, Fischer, viii,

148 pp.; 3 pis.; ill. 8vo. A.

Schippers, Maria-Laach und die

Kunst im 12. und 13. Jahrhundert.

Trier, 1911, Mosella-Verlag. Ill

pp. ; pi. ; figs. 8vo. P. F.

Schmidt, Der Dom zu Magdeburg.
Bin kurzer Fiihrer durch seine

Architektur, Plastik, und clekora-

tive Kunst. Magdeburg, 1911, Pe-

ters, x, 76 pp.; 8 pis.; 2 plans.

16mo. B. Schulz, Das GrabmaX
des Theoderich zu Ravenna und
seine Stellung in Architekturge-
schichte. WUrzburg, 1911, Kab-
itzsch. 34 pp.; pi.; 34 figs. 8vo.

M. 2.20. H. F. Seeker, Die

friihen Bauformen der Gotik in
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Schwaben, insbesondere ihr Zu-

sammenhang mit Details aus der

Strassburgei Munster-Bauhutte

(Studien zur deutschen Kunstge-
schichte). Strassburg, 1911, Heitz.

xii, 78 pp. ;
10 pis. 8vo. M. 4.50.

B. de Se*lincourt, Giotto (Li-

brary of Art) . London, 1911, Duck-
worth. 232 pp. ;

44 pis. 8vo.

P. Simon, La Grande rose de la

cathe"drale de Reims. Reims, 1911,

Michaud. vii, 87 pp. ;
59 figs. 4to.

J. Stabb, Some old Devon
Churches. Their rood screens, pul-

pits, fonts, etc. Vol. II. London,
1911, Simpkin. vii, 186 pp.; pis.;

162 figs. 8vo. A. Stockle, Spat-
romische und byzantinische Ztinfte.

Untersuchungen zum sogenannten
tirapxiKbv pi.p\lov Leos des Weisen

(Klio, Beiheft IX). Leipzig,

1911, Dieterich. x, 180 pp. 8vo.

M. 9.

A. H. Thompson, The ground plan
of the English ParishChurch. Cam-
bridge, 1911, Univ. Press, xiii, 138

pp.; ill. 16mo. R. Triger, Le
Vitrail de sainte Madeleine de 1'an-

cienne eglise de Sable". Mamers,
1911, Fleury. 8 pp. ;

ill. 8vo.

P. Ubertelli, II palazzo ducale
"

di

Venezia (L' Italia monumentale).
Text in Italian and French. Milan,
1911, Bonomi. xxiv pp.; 64 pis.
24mo.

M. Wackernagel, Die Plastik des XI
und XII Jahrhunderts in Apulien
(Kunstgesch. Forschungen herausg.
von Kgl. Preuss. hist. Institut in

Rom, vol. II). Leipzig, 1911, Hierse-
mann. xi, 146 pp. ;

33 pis. ;
35 figs

Folio. K. Weidel, Deutscher
Kirchebau im Mittelalter. Steglitz-

Berlin, 1911, Neue photog. Gesells.
35 pp.; 21 pis. 8vo. C. H.
Weigelt, Duccio di Buoninsegna.
Studien zur Geschichte der friih-

sienesischen Tafelrnalerei. (Kunst-
geschichtl. Monographien.) Leipzig,
1911, Hiersemann. xiii, 275 pp. ;

67
pis. 8vo. M. 36. G. H. West,
Gothic Architecture in England and
France. London, 1911, Bell, xxxii,
349 pp. ; ill. 16mo. G. Wilpert,
La cripta clei papi e la cappella di
Santa Cecilia nel Cimitero di Cal-
listo. Rome, 1911. xii, 126 pp.;
ill. 4to. W. Worringer, Form-
probleme der Gotik. Munich, 1911,
Piper & Co. xi, 127 pp. ;

25 pis.
8vo.

HI. RENAISSANCE
P. P. Albert, Der Meister E. S., sein

Name, seine Heimat, und seine Ende.
Funde und Vermutungen (Studicn
zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte).
Strassburg, 1911, Heitz. xii, 112

pp. ;
16 pis. 8vo. M. 8. Das

Altarwerk der beiden Briisseler

Meister Jan Bormann und Bernaert
von Orley in der Pfarrkirche zu
Gustrow. GUstrow, 1911, Opitz &
Co. 10 pis. 8vo. Fra Angelico
da Fiesole, Des Meisters Gemalde
in 327 Abbildungen. Herausg. von
FridaSchottmuller. Stuttgart, 1911,
Deutsche Verlagsanstalt. xii, 249

pp.; ill. 8vo. L'(Euvre du maitre

(Nouv. coll. des classiques de 1'art).

Paris, 1911, Hachette. xxxvi, 254

pp.; 327 flgs. 8vo. L'Archi-
tecture de la Renaissance italienne

et fransaise. Releve"s par les an-

ciens pensionnaires de 1'Academic
de France a Rome. Paris, 1911,
Gu6rinet. 66 pis. 4to. Archi-
tektonische Handzeichnungen
alter Meister, herausg. von H.

Egger. I Bd. Vienna und Leipzig,

1911, Wolfrum & Co. 5 pp. ;
60 pis. ;

2 col. 111. Folio.

G. Ballardini, Giovanni da Oriolo,

pittore faentino del Quattrocento.
Florence, 1911. 4 pis. 16mo.
R. Bammes, Der Titelsatz, seine

Entwicklung und seine Grundsatze

(Monographien des Kunstgewerbes,
Vol. IV). Leipzig, 1911, Deutscher

Buchgewerbeverein. 99 pp. 8vo.
M. BarrSs et P. Lafond, Le

Greco. Paris, 1911, Floury. 191

pp.; 92 flgs. 8vo. J. Baum,
Die Ulmer Plastik vom 1500. Stutt-

gart, 1911, Hoffmann, xvi, 176 pp.;
58 pis. 4to. M. 30. F. Beetz,

Mannerspiegel. 3 Bilder von Al-

brecht Diirer der Katholischen
Manncrwelt zur Betrachtung darge-
boten. Freiburg i./B, 1911, Herder.

vii, 28 pp. 8vo. Irene Behn,
Leone Battista Alberti als Knnst-

philosoph (Zur Kunstgeschichte
des Auslandes). Strassburg, 1911,

Heitz. vi, 143 pp. 8vo. M. 5.

L. Beltrami, La Chiesa di S. Maria
della Grazia in Milano ed il Cenacolo
di Leonardo da Vinci (L' Italia

Monumentale). Milan, 1911, Bo-
nomi. xiv pp. ; 60 figs. 24mo. I

dipinti di Bernardino Luini alia Villa

Rabia "La Pelucca." Milan, 1911,
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Allegretti. 108 pp. ; 50 figs. 16mo.
E. Bertaux, Donatello (Mai-

tres de 1'art). Paris, 1911, Plon-
Nourrit & Co. 255 pp.; 24 pis.

8vo. W. Bode, Die Anfange
derMajolicakunst in Toscanain der

Beriicksichtigung der Florentiner

Majoliken. Berlin, 1911, Bard.
Great Masters of Dutch and Flem-
ish Painting. Trans, by Margaret
L. Clarke. London, 1911, Duck-
worth, ix, 358 pp.; ill. 8vo.

Les Boiseries sculpte"es du chceur
de la cathedrale d'Amiens. Paris,

1911, Guerinet. 36 pis. 4to.

A. Boppe, Les Peintres du Bosphore
au XVIII6 siecle. Paris, 1911, Ha-
chette. vii, 232 pp. 16rao. V.
H. Bourgeois, La Peinture de"cora-

tive dans le canton de Vaud, des

1'epoque romaine jusqu'au XVIIIe

siecle. Lausanne, 1911, Rouge &
Co. 56 pp. ;

24 pis. ; figs. Folio.

A. Bredius, Johannes Torrentius
Schilder (1589-1644). The Hague,
1911, Nijhoff. 8vo. Fl. 2.50.

M. W. Brockwell, The Adoration
of the Magi by Jan Mabuse, for-

merly in the collection of the Earl
of Carlisle. Privately printed. 1911,
Athenaeum Press, xiv, 47-71 pp. ;

11 pis. 4to.

L. Callari, I palazzi di Roma e le case
di pregio storico ed artistico. Rome,
1911, Soc. ed. Dante Alighieri. xix,
355 pp. ;

ill. 16mo. Catdlogo
de las tablas de primitivos espafioles
de la coleccion de la ... Seiiora

Da Trinidad Scholtz-Hermensdorff.

Madrid, 1911, Blass & Co. 16 pp. ;

30 pis. 4to. Catalogue of early
German and Flemish Woodcuts

preserved in the Department of

Prints and Drawings in the British

Museum, by C. Dodgson. Vol. II.

London, 1911, Brit. Mus. 4to.

Catalogue of an Exhibition of Old
Masters in aid of the National Art
Collections Fund, ed. by R. E. Fry
and M. W. Brockwell. London, 1911,

Warner. 4to. 1. Is. net. Cata-

logue of the woodcuts and draw-

ings in the Hut Library. Compiled
by A. H. Hut. London, 1911, Chis-

wick Press. 96 pp. 8vo. Cen-
nino Cennini, Le Livre d'art ou
Trait6 de la peinture, mis en lumi-

ere pour la premiere fois, avec des

notes, par le chev. G. Tambroni.
Trad, par V. Mottez. Nouv. e"d.

augmented de 17 chapitres. Paris

1911, Bibl. de 1'Occident. xxxvi,
150 pp. 8vo. M. Cermenati,
Leonardo da Vinci in Valsassina:
riproduzione critica di un foglio del
Codice Atlantico. Milan, 1911, Cog-
liati. Les Chefs-d'oeuvre de Ge-
rard Dou (1613-1675). London,
1911, Gowans & Gray. 66 pp.; 60
pis. 18mo. Les Chefs-d'oeuvre
de Fra Filippo Lippi (1406-1469).
London, 1911, Gowans & Gray. 65

pp.; 60 figs. 18mo. Les Chefs-
d'oeuvre de Memling. Brussels,
1911, Vromant & Co. 3 pp. ;

30 pp.
of figs. 18mo. 0.75 fr. Les
Chefs-d'oeuvre de Roger van der
Weyden. Brussels, 1911, Vromant
& Co. 3 pp. ;

30 pp. of figs. 18mo.
0.75 fr. Les Chefs-d'oeuvre de
Jan Steen (1626-1679). London,
1911, Gowans & Gray. 65 pp.; 60

pis. 18mo. Les Chefs-d'oeuvre
de Paolo Uccello (1397-1475), Do-
menico Veneziano (e. 1400-1461),
Masaccio (1401-1428) et A. del

Castagno (?-1457). London, 1911,
Gowans & Gray. 65 pp. ;

60 pis.
18mo. C. von Chledowsky, Der
Hof von Ferrara. Aus dem Polnisch
von Rosa Schapire. Berlin, 1911,
Bard. 546 pp. ; pi. ;

36 figs. 8vo.

A. Colasanti, Le Stanze di Raf-
faelo. Rome, 1911. 20 pp.; ill.

16mo. Collection de trente des-

sins des maitres du XVIIP siecle

conserve's & 1'Ecole polytechnique,
avec une introduction et des notes

par M. le commandant Pinet. Paris,

1911, Marty. 32pp. ;
30 pis. Folio.

L. et F. Crooy, L'Orfevrerie

religeuse en Belgique depuis la fin

du XV e siecle jusqu'a la Revolution

franchise. Brussels, 1911, Vromant
& Co. 191 pp. ;

40 pis. ; figs. 8vo.

Maud Cruttwell, Donatello.

London, 1911, Methuen. xii, 162

pp. ;
81 pis. 4to. L. Cust, Notes

on Pictures in the Royal Collections.

London, 1911, Chatto & Windus.
4to.

A. Dayot, La Renaissance en France.

Charles VIII-Louis XIII (1498-

1643). Paris, 1911, E. Flamrnarion.

415 pp. ;
ill. obi. 4to. L. De-

shairs, Le Chateau de Bercy. Archi-

tecture et decoration, fin du regne
de Louis XVI. Paris, 1911, Libr.

des arts d^coratifs. iv pp. ;
36 pis. ;

figs. Folio. J. Destree etP. van

den Ven, Les Tapisseries des Mu-
se"es royaux du Cinquantenaire, a
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Bruxelles. Brussels, 1911, Vromant
& Co. 44 pis. 8vo. 5 f r. Docu-
ments de sculpture fransaise pub-
lies sous la direction de F. Vitry et

G. Briere. Renaissance
;

l re partie.

Paris, 1911, Longuet. 19 pp. ;
92 pis.

Folio. Albrecht Diirer, Briefe.

Herausg. von A. E. Brinckmann und
E. Birkner. Aachen, 1911, M.
Jacobis Nachf. vii, 51 pp. ;

18 pis.

4to. The Diirer Society. XI,
Index to the Plates and Text of
Portfolios I-X by C. Dodgson and
M. Peartree: XII, Notes and
Sketches by Albrecht Diirer, se-

lected and edited by C. Dodgson.
London, 1911.

Elsassische Altertiimer in Burg und
Haus, im Kloster und Kirche. In-

ventare vom Ausgang des Mittel-

alters bis zum 30 jahr. Kriege aus
Stadtuncl BistumStrassburg. Unter
der Leitung von Joh. Ficker herausg.
von E. lingerer. I. Halb-bd.

Strassburg, 1911, Teubner. 183 pp.
8vo.

FiSrens-Geraert, La Peinture en

Belgique. (Musses, Collections,

Eglises, etc.) Les Primitifs fla-

mands. Vol. III. Debuts du XVP
siecle : fin de 1'ideal gothique.
Brussels, 1011, G. van Oest & Co.

pp. 159-250; pis. cxxx-clxxxxi
;

4to. 12 fr. M. Fouquier, De
1'art des jardins du XVe an XXe sie-

cle. Paris, 1911, Emile-Paul. 254

pp.; 40 pis.; 400 figs. 4to. J.
de Foville, Le clella Kobbia. (Les
Grands Artistes.) Paris, 1911,
Laurens. 128 pp. ;

24 pis. 8vo.
K. Frey, Michelagniolo Buonar-

roti. Sein Leben und seine Werke.
I Bd. : Michelagniolos Jugendjahre.
Berlin, 1911, Curtius. 385 pp.; 11

pis. 4to. Fiihrer durch die kgl.
Museen zu Berlin. Das Kupfer-
stichkabinett. Berlin, 1911, Rei-
mer. 85 pp. ; plan. 16mo.

P. Ganz, Holbein. (Klassiker der
Kunst XX.) Stuttgart, 1911,
Deutsche Verlagsanstalt. E. G.

Gardner, The School of Ferrara
(Library of Art). London, 1911,
Duckworth. 267 pp.; 37 pis. 8vo.
T. Garner and A. Stratton, The Do-
mestic Architecture of England dur-

ing the Tudor Period. Part III (and
last). London, 1911. Batsford.
67 pis. ; figs. Folio. Price complete,
$32. M. Geisberg, Das Karten-
spielder kgl. Staats-und Altertumer-

Sammlung in Stuttgart (Studien
zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte).
Strassburg, 1911, Heitz. 48 pp.; 49

pis.; fig. 8vo. M. 16. J. van
den Gheyn, Deux Livres d'Heures

(Nos. 10767 and 11051 de la Bib-

liotheque royale de Belgique), attri-

bue"s a I'enlumiueur Jacques Corne.

Brussels, 1911, Vromant & Co. 18

pp.; 51 pis. 18mo. Histoire de
Charles Martel. Reprod. des 102

miniatures de Toyset Liedet (1470).

Brussels, 1911, Vromant & Co. 23

pp.; 102 pis. 8vo. L. Gielly,
Giovan Antonio Bazzi dit le Sodoma
(Maitres de 1'art). Paris, 1911,
Plon-Nourrit & Co. 187 pp. ;

24 pis.

8vo. A. Giesecke, Giovanni Bat-
tista Piranesi (Meister der Graphik) ,

Leipzig, 1911, Klinkhardt & Bier-

mann. viii, 126 pp.; 64 pis. 8vo.

M. 16. A. Girodie, Martin Schon-

gauer et 1'art du Haut-Khin au XVe

siecle (Maitres de 1'art). Paris,
1911, Plon-Nourrit & Co. 251 pp.;
24 pis. 8yo. G. Gliick, Les Tab-
leaux de Peter Bruegel le Vieux au
Mns6e imperial de Vienne (also in

German). Brussels, 1911, G. van
Oest & Co. 53 pp. ;

15 pis. 4to.

20 fr. F. Goldschmidt, Pon-

tormo, Rosso und Bronzino. Ein
Versuch zur Geschichte der Raum-
darstellung. Leipzig, 1911, Klink-
hardt & Bierrnann. M. 7. J. A.

Gotch, Architecture of the Renais-
sance in England. 2 vols. New
York, 1911, Macmillan. 111. Folio.

$60.00 net. Early Renaissance Ar-
chitecture in England. New York,
1911, Macmillan. 111. $9.00net.
Matthias Griinewalds, Isenheimer
Altar zu Colmar. In farbigen
Reproduktionien nach den Origi-
nalen. Text von P. Schubring.
Leipzig, 1911, Seemann. 8 pp.; 4 pis.

4to.

;. Hauptaengl, Hans Stethaimer

(Kunst-geschichtliche Monograph-
ien XVI). Leipzig, 1911, Hierse-

mann. 50 pp. ;
24 pis. M. 10.

E. Heidrich, Alt niederlandische
Malerei. 200 Nachbildungen mit

geschichtl. Einfiihrung und Erlau-

terungen (Kunst in Bildern). Jena,

1911, Diederiehs. 278 pp. ;
200 figs.

8vo. P. Heitz, Die Strassburger
Madonna des Meisters E. S. Eine

HandzeichnungineinemKopialbuche
des Strassburger Stadtarchivs. (Stu-
dien zur deutsch. Kunstgeschichte.)
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Strassburg, 1911, Heitz. 24 pp. ;
5

pis. 8vo. M.2. F. Hellens, Ge-
rard Terborch. (Grands artistes des

Pays-Bas.) Brussels, 1911, 9, van
Oest & Co. 140 pp. ;

32 pis. ;
8 vo. 3

fr . 50. F. Hermanin, Die Stadt
Rom im 15 und 16 Jahrhundert. 52

Ansichten. Leipzig, 1911, Seemann,
35 pp. ;

52 pis. Folio. Heures de
Milan. 18 feuillets a peintures prove-
Tiant des Tres belles Henres de Jean
de France, chic de Berry. Repro-
duction en heliogravure d'apres les

originaux de la Biblioteca Trivul-
ziana a Milan, pre"ce"d6s d'une etude

par G. H. de Loo. Brussels, 1911,
G. van Oest & Co. vii, 85 pp. ;

31

pis. Folio. 100 fr. Histoire de
1'art depuis les premiers temps chre-
tiens jusqu'a- nos jours. Ouvrage
public sous la direction de A. Michel.
Vol. IV, Part I : La Renaissance en
Italic. Paris, 1911, Colin. 480pp.;
342 figs. 8vo. F. Hoeber, Die
Friihrenaissance in Schlettstadt.

Ein Beitrag zur elsassischen Archi-

tekturgesctiichte. Strassburg, 1911,
Elsass. Rundschau. 79 pp. ;

101

figs. 4to. T. Hoffmann, Raffael

in seiner Bedeutung als Architekt.
IV Bd. Vatikanischer Palast. Leip-
zig, 1911, Gilbers. 232 pp. ;

81 pis. ;

147 figs. 4to. M. 100. Holbein

(Les Peintres illustres). Paris,
1911, Lafitte. 80 pp. ;

8 pis. 8vo.

F. de Hollanda, Quatre dia-

logues sur la peinture, mis en Fran-

9ais par L4o-Rouanet. Paris, 1911,

Champion, xxxiii, 252 pp. 16mo.
C. J. Holmes, Notes on the Art

of Rembrandt. London, 1911,
Chatto & Windus. C. Holroyd,
Michael Angelo (Library of Art).
London, 1911, Duckworth. 380 pp. ;

51 pis. 8vo.
L. Justi, Zeichnnngen aus dem Besitz

cler Nationalgalerie. Fasc. I. Ber-

lin, 1911, Bard.
R. Karcher, Das deutsche Gold-
schmiedehandwerk bis ins 15.

Jahrhundert (Beitrage zur Kunst-

geschichte). Leipzig, 1911, See-

niann. 100 pp. 8vo. A. Kauf-

mann, Giocondo Albertolli, der
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AN ARCHAIC ETRUSCAN STATUETTE

[PLATES III-IV]

MR. J. PIERPONT MORGAN has lately come into the posses-

sion of an Etruscan bronze statuette of great importance.
1

From an artistic point of view it easily ranks as one of the

finest Etruscan statuettes in existence, and archaeologically it

is significant in affording a striking illustration of both the

capabilities arid the limitations of the Etruscan artist.

The statuette is Hy9
^ in. (29.4 cm.) high, and represents a

girl standing erect, with left foot slightly advanced (PLATES III,

IV). The right arm is bent forward at the elbow and probably

held some object ; the left is lowered and is grasping a fold of

the drapery. She wears a long, sleeved chiton and a himation,

arranged in broad vertical folds and passing from the right

shoulder to below the left arm ; also laced shoes with upturned,

pointed toes, rosette-shaped earrings, a necklace of beads, and

a fillet decorated with three rosettes. Her hair is long and

hangs down her back in a broad mass, the individual hairs

being indicated by incised lines of great delicacy. Ornamental

borders are incised both on the himation and the chiton as

follows : cross-hatchings on the lower edge of the chiton and

along the left side of the himation; cross-hatchings with a row

of dots on the upper and lower edges of the himation ; a row

of dots round the armholes and up both sleeves ; zigzag lines

and a row of dots on the upper edge of the chiton. Scattered

over the surface of the chiton are small punctured designs of

triple spirals [ oJ^]. The lower corners of the himation end

c)J
in tassels. The only missing parts are the right hand from

1 At present on exhibition in the Bronze Room (gallery 12) of the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, New York. I am indebted to Mr. Morgan for permission

to publish this statuette.
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above the wrist, and the left foot. The figure is cast solid

and is covered with a smooth olive-green patina, but the surface

is corroded in places, especially on the face.

The period to which the statuette belongs can be fixed with-

out difficulty as the latter part of the sixth century B.C., both

from its general style and from its resemblance as regards

attitude and dress to the "Acropolis maidens" and similar

marble, bronze, and terracotta figures of that time. That it is

Etruscan and not Greek is shown by the shoe with turned-up

toe, which was the regular shape employed by the Etruscans

during the archaic period,
1 but which was foreign to Greek

use.2 Moreover, a detailed examination of the statuette will

bring out many differences between it and contemporary Greek

figures, which will demonstrate just how far the Etruscan

artist succeeded and how far he failed to attain the level of

his best Greek models.

First as regards the pose. In this the maker of the statuette

can be said to have wholly succeeded. It has all the grace
and delicate charm which distinguish archaic Greek art, with-

out giving any suggestion of artificiality due to imitation ;

also the gesture of the left hand, with thumb and forefinger

clasping the drapery and the three other fingers extended to

their full length and bent slightly backward, is a small affectation

not quite true to nature, but rendered here with great effect.

Again, in the modelling the artist attained a large measure

of success. The features are carefully rendered and no longer
in the primitive manner, but in the developed archaic style.

The eyes are slightly narrowed and the eyeballs not so promi-
nent as in the earliest figures. The representation of the

mouth is also more adequately dealt with ; for it is no longer
a simple curve or line with turned-up corners, resulting in the

archaic smile, but is carefully modelled, an effort being made
to form a transition from the extremities of the lips to the

cheeks. The chin and the cheek-bones are still strongly

!Cf. representations on paintings of the period, e.g. Martha, ISArt etrusque,

pi. IV, and Figs. 285, 286
;
and numerous archaic Etruscan statuettes.

2 L. Heuzey, in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, I, p. 819, mentions only
one example of its occurrence on Greek monuments

; namely, a relief from

Sparta.
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marked, as always in archaic art, but no longer with any ex-

aggeration. The neck is thick-set and the formation of the

throat is hardly indicated ; but in the rest of the figure there

is a distinct attempt to make the forms of the body show

through the drapery, the rendering of the chest being particu-

larly good. Noteworthy is also the careful indication of the

finger nails.

So far the figure stands on a high level and in no way be-

trays the hand of the copyist. When we come, however, to

an analysis of the dress we are on different ground. Here the

Etruscan artist has frankly failed to understand his models.

Perhaps we cannot feel much surprised at this lack of compre-
hension when we consider the numerous contradictory theories

which have been advanced regarding this mode of dress in

modern times r
; and as a matter of fact at no period was

Greek dress, at least as preserved to us on classical monuments,2

more complicated and luxurious than during this time, that is,

the second half of the sixth century B.C.

To understand where the artist of our statuette went astray

in his rendering, we must briefly recapitulate the chief features

of this early style of dress which he was trying to represent.
3

The most essential part of it was the chiton, which covered the

whole body from the neck to the feet. It was made of two

rectangular pieces of linen, sewn together on their long sides

1 The three main theories are : (1) that the dress consists of three different

garments, first the chiton, then the chitoniscus (a sort of woolen jersey worn

over the chiton), and lastly the himation (cf. e.g. Collignon, Histoire de la

sculpture grecque, I, pp. 342 ff.) ; (2) that there are two garments, the chiton

and the himation, tbe former being visible only on the left arm and shoulder,

everything else being part of the himation (cf. e.g. Holwerda, Jb. Arch. I.

1904, pp. 10 ff.) ; (3) that there are two garments, the chiton and the himation,

the skirt belonging to the chiton, and the himation consisting only of the upper

piece fastened generally on the right shoulder and passing under the left arm

(cf. e.g. Kalkmann, Jb. Arch. I. 1896, pp. 30 ff.
; Lechat, Au Musee de V Aero-

pole d'Athenes, pp. 168 ff.
;
E, B. Abrahams, Greek Dress, pp. 87 ff.

;
and most

recent writers on the subject).
2 It is interesting to note in this connection that Solon found it necessary at

the beginning of the sixth century B.C. to forbid women to go out with more

than three garments (. . . i&va.i &v luarluv rpiuv rf ir\tov iw\)<Ta.v jceXe&ras

. . . Plutarch, Solon, XXI, 26).
3 In this short survey I have chiefly followed Lechat's description in his book

Au Musee de VAcropole d'Athenes, pp. 150 ff.
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within a short distance of the upper corners to reserve openings
for the insertion of the arras. The upper end was left open in

the centre for the head, and was either sewn or fastened with

brooches on the two shoulders and upper arms. Over this chiton

was worn the himation. This seems to have consisted of a rec-

tangular piece of woollen cloth draped round the body, starting

from the right shoulder and passing across the chest and under

the left arm so as to leave the left arm and breast uncovered.

It was fastened with brooches on the right shoulder and upper
arm to within a short distance from the corners, the rest of the

material being allowed to hang loose on either side of the arm.

The mantle was arranged in a series of broad, vertical or oblique

folds, which were kept in place by a band running over its

upper edge. Over this band some of the material was pulled

up and allowed to fall like a sort of frill, which accounts for

the uneven outline of the lower edge of the mantle.

Now to return to our statuette. The most glaring mistake

is the rendering of the himation. Instead of making it pass
round the figure front and back, the artist treated it merely as

a sort of front panel terminated on both sides and not appearing
at all at the back. This treatment results in a mass of con-

tradictions :

There is no clear boundary line between the chiton and the

himation on the right arm, and when viewed in front the right
sleeve appears to belong to the himation, while from the back

it clearly is part of the chiton.

A slit running halfway down the chiton on the right side is

a meaningless addition, presumably placed there as a sort of

compromise, since this is the place where should have come the

other edge of the himation.

A series of short oblique lines are punctured along the right
side of the himation, which doubtless are meant to indicate the

folds of zigzag outline formed by the loose material hanging

right and left of the sleeves. As, however, no such loose mate-

rial is represented in our statuette, the indication of these folds

is inconsistent.

Besides these more obvious blunders there are several minor
errors : The skirt when held up by the left hand and drawn

tightly across the legs would naturally form a series of oblique
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folds converging to the hand, and this is the way we find it

represented on Greek figures. The maker of our statuette in-

dicates these folds, but does not make them converge to the

point from which the garment is pulled, thus losing their raison

d'etre. The chiton has of course a certain thickness, and must
therefore be indicated as slightly raised above the skin. In

our statuette, though rightly represented where it comes in

contact with arms and legs, it is on one level with the neck, the

edge being marked merely by incised lines. The result is

decidedly confusing.

No attempt is made to represent the characteristic little folds

on the upper part of the chiton, for the oblique wavy lines in-

cised on the right side indicate the wrrinkles caused by the

insertion of the brooches to form the sleeve.

That the Etruscan artist succeeded sometimes in correctly

representing the complicated form of himation which is here

attempted, is shown by several specimens,
1 which, though of

rough execution, at least carry the garment round the whole

figure and thus preserve its inherent character of a mantle. It

is therefore the more surprising that a maker who did so careful

a piece of work as our figure should be so little conversant with

what he was representing. The possibility suggests itself that

he was copying from a vase-painting or from a relief, and being

himself unfamiliar with the garment, naturally came to grief

when he had to represent the back.

An examination of the treatment of the hair is also interest-

ing in that it shows the same combination of success and fail-

ure. The arrangement chosen is that found on some of the

Acropolis statues (cf. No. 671, Lechat, op. cit., p. 153, Fig. 9),

except for the omission of the locks falling in front. The hair

is parted in the middle and combed to either side, presenting a

wavy outline over the brow, and allowed to fall loose on the

back. In addition, a strand of hair is carried forward from the

top of the head, forming a long loop over each temple, and then

brought back behind the ears. In our statuette these loops are

not rounded off properly, but are represented as cut off sharp

at their lower ends, which gives them the singular appearance

1 Cf. e.g. Babelon et Blanchet, Bronzes antiques de la Bibliotheque Nationale,

No. 206.
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of separate tufts of hair. The general effect, however, is admi-

rable; and especially at the back, where the hair hangs loose, it

has a very lifelike appearance, the smooth, glossy surface being

represented with quite extraordinary ability.

The delicately executed decorative borders on the dress, the

fillet with the rosettes,
1 the necklace, and the rosette-shaped

earrings,
2 all find analogies in Greek representations. The

tassels at the ends of the himation are commonly found in rep-

resentations of this garment on vase-paintings.
3

Our analysis of this statuette discloses what from other

sources we have been accustomed to regard as the character-

istics of Etruscan art, namely, great skill in the rendering
of detail coupled with a curious lack of feeling for the

structure of the whole ; witness, for instance, the representa-

tions on the Etruscan chariot in the Metropolitan Museum.
But that Etruscan art, imitative though it may be, and pos-

sessing the natural defects of all imitations, is not always life-

less and clumsy as we find it in so many of its products,
but could attain real artistic merit, is seen by a few fine

examples,
4
among which this statuette will occupy a conspicu-

ous place.

In conclusion a word must be said with regard to the inter-

pretation of this figure. It is now pretty generally agreed
that the Acropolis maidens represent neither a particular god-
dess nor a priestess, but a mere votary;

6 for in no instance

have these maidens any definite attribute which would allow

of a more particularized identification. The case is similar

here ; because, though the object held in the right hand is

missing, there can be no doubt that it was a fruit, flower, or

1 Many of the fillets on the Acropolis statues are pierced, showing clearly

that they were originally also decorated with ornaments. Of. e.g. the figure by
Antenor, and Nos. 670, 673, 675.

2 Almost all the Acropolis maidens wear earrings of the same shape, hiding

completely the lobe of the ear.

3 Cf . Furtwangler u. Reichhold, Griechische Vasenmalerei, I, pis. 16, 22, 43,

44, 46, 49, etc.

4 Such as Babelon et Blanchet, Bronzes antiques de la Bibliotheque Rationale,
No. 213,

; Martha, VArt etrusque, Figs. 338 and 339; Micali, Monumenti in-

editi, pi. XIII, 1, 2.

5 Cf. H. Lechat, An Musee de VAcropole, p. 276; E. A. Gardner, Handbook
of Greek Sculpture, pp. 164 f.

;
etc.
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animal, such as make up the offerings held by the statues. In

the absence of further evidence, therefore, we must call this

statuette simply a maiden, perhaps placed as a votive offering

in some sanctuary.
GlSELA M. A. RlCHTER.

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART,
NEW YORK.
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SAN SAVING AT PIACENZA

I. HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

[PLATES V-VII]

THE church of San Savino at Piacenza cannot be said to be

unknown, since it has occasionally been referred to by writers

on the history of art, especially such of them as have occupied
themselves with Romanesque mosaics. It is, nevertheless, a sin-

gular fact that this edifice, although situated in a city visited

by great numbers of tourists and students, has not, up to the

present, been given serious study. The passing notices which

we find in the works of scholars of such standing as Venturi,
1

Strzygowski,
2 Dehio,3 and Ambiveri,4 either pass by in silence,

or give actually misleading information upon the purely archi-

tectural features of the church. In the history of Lombard

architecture, however, San Savino should occupy a place sec-

ond to few if any other monuments. Not only is the church

intrinsically of the greatest interest, but since it is authentically

dated, it furnishes a central point of chronological support
which makes it possible by the method of comparison to estab-

lish the epoch of other edifices, such as, for example, Sant'

Ambrogio at Milan and San Michele at Pavia. Had the many

1 A. Venturi, Storia delV arte italiana. Milano, Ulrico Hoepli, 1901. 7 vols.,

8vo. Ill, 427.
2
Joseph Strzygowski, Die Calenderbilder des Chronographen vom Jahre 354.

Jahrbuch des kaiserlich deutschen archaeologischen Institute. Erganzungsheft
I, 1888.

3 G. Dehio und G. von Bezold, Die kirchliche Baukunst des Abendlandes.

Stuttgart, J. G. Cotta, 1892. Text in 4to, 2 vols. Atlas in folio, 4 vols. Taf.

163 a.

4
Luigi Ambiveri, Monumenti ecclesiastici piacentini. Piacenza, Bertola,

1888. Pamphlet. Estratto dall' Indicatore Commerciale del 1888.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the OCA
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 8.
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authors, who have been disputing for nearly a century upon
the chronology of the Lombard style, taken the pains to study
this church, lying, as it were, directly beneath their eyes, the

controversy would have been decided long ago. It is unfortu-

nately significant of the desultory and dilettante manner in

which mediaeval archaeology has been too often pursued, that

such a notable edifice, certainly entitled to rank among the

most important examples of Romanesque architecture in north-

ern Italy, has remained practically unknown.
A certain number of local scholars, it is true, have occupied

themselves with San Savino. By all odds the most important

publication on the church is the little book published at Pia-

cenza (Stabilimento Tipografica Piacentino) in 1903 under the

title La Regia Basilica di San Savino. This contains six sepa-
rate monographs : Memorie Critico-Storiche della Basilica di

San Savino, by D. Gaetano Malchiodi ; Iscrizioni Cristiane and
Mosaici della Basilica di San Savino, by G. Tononi

; L1

Arte nel

Crocefissio di San Savino^ by G. Ferrari ; II Tabernacolo del

1510, by Pietro Piacenza ; and I Restauri della R. Basilica di

San Savino, by Ettore Martini. This book is illustrated with

thirty-four half-tones, several of which are of gr^at value, since

made from photographs taken before or during the restora-

tion. The studies themselves are of varying merit, but in gen-
eral contain little that is not found elsewhere. The account of

the restorations by the engineer Martini is, however, important,

since it contains descriptions of parts of the church which now
no longer exist and a detailed analysis of the radical alterations

carried out under the author's supervision. In the other mono-

graphs the student will find helpful notices only occasionally.

The archaeological and artistic importance of the church has

escaped all these authors, since they have mistaken the chro-

nology of the building and have failed to place the monument

in relationship with other examples of the Lombard style.

Of value chiefly for its illustrations in half-tone is the pam-

phlet on the capitals of San Savino by Dr. D. Gaetano Malchiodi. 1

The same writer has contributed a life of San Savino that con-

tains some useful historical references and several half-tone

1 Dr. D. Gaetano Malchiodi, / Capitelli della Basilica di San Savino. Pia-

cenza, Favari, 1907.
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illustrations of the basilica. 1 In the brief guide-book of Leo-

poldo Cerri 2 the history of the abbey is briefly summarized.

Finally, the anonymous pamphlet entitled Piacenza Monumen-

tale 3 should be mentioned, since it contains a number of good
half-tones taken from La Reyia Basilica.

On the second respond of the southern side aisle, counting
from the west, is an inscription stating that the church of San

Savino was built by the bishop Everardo in the year 903 ; that

in the year 1000 (sic) it was rebuilt by Bishop Sigifredo ; that

Bishop Aldo consecrated it on the 15th of October, 1107 ; that a

thousand years after its first foundation the pious Prevosto Cas-

sinario, finding that the architectural character of the building
had suffered through barocco additions and that the edifice was

threatening ruin, restored the church in its original (*zV) form ;

and finally that Bishop Giovanni Battista (Scalabrini) cele-

brated the consecration on the 8th of November, 1903. 4 This

inscription, it is true, is no older than the restoration of 1903.

It is here cited because it offers a convenient resume of the

history of the monument.

There is a tradition that San Savino, bishop of Piacenza,

founded, a short distance outside the city, a church dedicated

to the Apostles, in which he himself was subsequently buried.

1 San Savino Vescovo di Piacenza. Piacenza, Tononi, 1905.

2 Leopoldo Cerri, Guida di Piacenza storica ed artistica. Piacenza, Marina, s.d.

3
Piacenza, Foroni, 1908.

4 HANC DIVI SABINI AEDEM

AB EVERARDO EPISC AEDIFICATAM

ANNO CMIII

AB ANTISTITE VERO SIGEFRIDO

ANNO M ITERUM EXCITATAM

ALDUS CONSECRABAT ID OCT MCVII

MILLE A PRIMA FUNDATIONE

ELAPSIS ANNIS

EAMDEM IN PLURIBUS CORRUPTAM
ET 1AM OCCULTE COLLABENTEM

ANTIQUAE SIMPLICITATI RESTITUI"

PIUS CASSINARIUS PREPOSITUS

CONSECRAVIT

IOANNES BATISTA EPISCOP

VI IDUS NOVEMBRIS MCMIII
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In fact, in the Ohronicon Placentinum 1 of Giovanni da Musso
there is a remarkable passage to the following effect :

u Con-

stantinus and Opinianus, who were of Rome, built a church at

Piacenza in honor of the Twelve Apostles. This church was
consecrated by the blessed Bishop Savino. In it rest the bodies

of the bishop and of five other saints. . . . Concerning this

church others have written : I, Mauro, humble bishop in the

reign of Lothaire, by order of the angels came to my own city

and buried the body of Bishop San Savino on the 17th of

January. I consecrated the altar in honor of him and Sant'

Antonino on the 4th of February. I buried San Gelasio on

the 6th of March. I buried San Vittorino the deacon . . .

in May. I buried the body of San Donnino the deacon on the

23d of December. The blessed virgin Vittoria departed this

life ; after their death, Mauro, the bishop, lived six years. I,

Abbot Ephrem, buried his body next to the body of San Savino,

at the left, and wrote this with my own hand, and placed it

here. I come not to break the law, but to fulfil it. No one

shall be crowned except him who has fought the good fight.

The year of the incarnation of Christ, 447." Then follows

what we learn from another text which will be cited below to

be an epitaph on the tomb of the saint :
"
Savino, a man of

sanctity and righteousness, founder of this monastery, rests for

eternity at the feet of the saints. His body is worthy of being

placed beside those of the Apostles, for his faith was like

theirs." The chronicler resumes: "These very old writings,

which can with difficulty be read, are found in a certain very

old book in the church of San Savino at Piacenza. The relics

of the saints referred to were buried in the old church of San

Savino at Piacenza, that is, the church which the bishop Savino

consecrated in honor of the Twelve Apostles."
2

1 Ed. Muratori, E.I.8. XVI, 620.

2 Constantinus & Opiniarms, qui de Roma fuerunt, aedificaverunt Ecclesiain

unam in Placentia ad honorem duodecim Apostolorum, quain consecrayit Beatis-

simus Antistes Sabinus, cujus corpus hie requiescit, cum quinque corporibus

Sanctorum. . . . De ista Ecclesia & alii. Ego Maurus humiUs Episcopus de

Lotherio Regno, & propter Angelicam jussionem veni ad propriam Civitatem,

& sepelivi corpus Sancti Sabini Episcopi XVI. Kal. Februarii. Istud Altare

ego consecravi in suum honorem, & Sancti Antonini Martyris Pridie Nnnns

Februarii. Sanctum Gelasium sepelivi Pridie Nonas Martii. Sepelivi corpus
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Giovanni da Musso was an author who lived in the fifteenth

century. His notices, although taken, as he asserts, from a

very old manuscript, offer so many difficulties that they are

open to the suspicion of being forgeries, perpetrated at an early

date, possibly with the purpose of authenticating spurious
relics. Thus the document is dated in the year of the incarna-

tion of Christ, 447 ; but, in the first half of the fifth century,
the year was always denoted by the names of the consuls. Fur-

thermore, the emperor Lothaire is spoken of as living at that

time, whereas, in fact, he was not born until over three hun-

dred years later. Finally, to pass by many minor inconsisten-

cies, an abbot of San Savino is mentioned in a document pur-

porting to be of the fifth century, when, as we shall presently

see, the abbey was not established until the tenth century.

However, the good faith of Giovanni da Musso himself is not

to be doubted, and we are fortunately able to prove that he has

quoted his sources exactly, since the manuscript to which he

refers is still in existence and has been studied by Poggiali.
1

This manuscript, which was written in 1253 by a certain Ruf-

fino, monk and Carmarlingo of the monastery of San Savino,

contains an index or catalogue of the manuscripts which the

archives possessed at that time. After the catalogue, begins a

history of the monastery.
" The church of San Savino," he

says,
" was founded in the year 423, and was, at first, situated

in the fields outside of the city of Piacenza. This I found

Sancti Victorini Diaconi. . . . Idus Madii. Kecondivi corpus Sancti Donini

Diaconi X Kalend. Januarii. Migravit de hoc seculo beatissima Virgo Vic-

toria ; post obitum eorum vixit Maurus Episcopus annis VI. Ego Abbas Ephrem
sepelivi corpus cjus juxta corpus S. Sabini in sinistram partem, & scripsi mea
manu & condivi hie. Non veni legem solvere, sed adimplere. Nemo coronabitur

nisi qui legitime certaverit. Anno Incarnationis Christi CCCCXLVII.
" Has aedes condens sacra virtute Sabinus

Sanctorum pedibus junctus requiescit in aevum

Dignus Apostolica sociatus corpore sede."

_Haec scriptura multum vetustissima reperitur in quodam Libro maxime vetus-

tissimo in Ecclesia S. Savini Episcopi Placentiae, quae vix potest legi. Hae

Reliquiae Sanctorum reconditae erant in Ecclesia veteri S. Savini Episcopi

Placentiae, quam dictus Antistes Savinus in honorem duodecim Apostolorum
consecravit.

1 Christoforo Poggiali, Memorie storiche della citta di Piacenza. Piacenza,
F. G. Giacopazzi, 1757-1766. 12 vols. 4to. II, 55-76.
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written in a certain privilege almost illegible 'because of its

great age, so that I could with difficulty make out what I was

seeking. But I did find who were its founders and whence

they came, since it is written in a certain very old martyrology
that there were two men, illustrious for their wisdom and

goodness, excellent for their sanctity and religion, who came
from the city of Rome ; one was called Constantinus and the

other Opinianus. They founded a church situated, as has been

said, in the fields outside the city of Piacenza and dedicated to

the Twelve Apostles. This church that they built was large
and splendid, as may be gathered from what is written in a

certain privilege of the blessed Everardo, bishop of Piacenza.

This was the church dedicated by San Savino, and here the

blessed Mauro buried solemnly the body of San Savino, after

the death of the latter. In after years, by the grace of divine

mercy, innumerable concessions and gifts arid many privileges

were bestowed upon this church by the popes of the Holy
Roman Church and by Catholic emperors. But of these diplo-

mas I cannot give an account ; for, about the year 902, pagans
enemies of the Cross of Christ, came and devastated whatever

they could lay their hands upon that was outside of the city of

Piacenza, and in their tyrannous rage mercilessly slew men.

These hordes completely destroyed the church of San Savino,

which had at first been consecrated in honor of the Twelve

Apostles. The above facts are related by Sant' Everardo, an

illustrious bishop of Piacenza, who labored with all his might

to build anew the monastery in which I am." 1

1 Fuit enim primo constructa Ecclesia Beati Savini in Campanea Placentina

a primafundatione sui CGCCXXIIIa Christi Nativitate, secundum quod reperi

in quodam Frivilegio nimia vestustate consumpto, ita quod vix in eo potui depre-

hendere quod quaerebam. Sed & Fundatores qui fuerunt, & unde originem

duxerint reperi, scilicet in quodam vetustissimo Martyrologio, quod fuerunt duo

viri sapientia & bonitate praeclari, sanctitate & religione ornati de Civitate

Romana. Unus vocabatur Constan. & alius Opinian. Fundaverunt enim

primo, ut dictum est, quamdam Ecclesiam in Campanea Placentina ad honorem

Dei, & XII. Apostolorum, & fecerunt earn mime magnitudinis, secundum quod

in quodam Privilegio D. Enurardi Episcopi Placentiae continetur ; quae conse-

crata fuit per Beatissimum Savinum Episcopum Placentiae; in qua Ecclesia

Beatissimus Maurus corpus S. Savini post mortem ejusdem canticis sepellivit.

Indefactum est, divina suffragante dementia, quod eidem Ecclesiae innumerabi-

les concessions, & offersiones, & multa privilegia a summis Pontificibus S.R.E.
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The covers of this document are formed of two manuscripts,

one, a ritual, the other, a memorandum of the consecration

of the new church of San Savino, and of the relics which were

deposited in that edifice.. The latter, also published by Pog-

giali,
1 reads as follows :

" The church of the bishop and con-

fessor San Savino was dedicated in October, 1107. These are

the relics there placed : first, under the principal altar, the

body of San Savino Confessor." 2 Then follows a long list of

relics, after which the manuscript continues :
" This church

[Mosia has been added above in a later hand] was built by the

Romans Constantinus and Opinianus, in honor of the Twelve

Apostles. The blessed bishop, Savino, whose body rests there

together with the bodies of five other saints, consecrated it." 3

After another list of relics, the manuscript resumes :
" Near

by is another tomb where lie three virtuous monks, Luca,

Ambrogio, and Privato ; elsewhere is the tomb of the abbot

Vittorino and others." 4 Then follows the same passage quoted

by Giovanni da Musso, with indeed a few verbal differences,

but not such as throw any light upon the difficulties of chro-

nology. Thus Mauro is spoken of as the last (ultimus) bishop of

the reign of Lothaire, instead of as " humble "
(Jiumilis) bishop.

5

& a fidelibus Imperatoribus sint collata, de quibus mentionem facere non potero.

Tempore enim <^uo currebat DCCCCII, venerunt Pagani, & inimici Crucis

Christi. it dmtru.rerunt, & comburerunt quicquid repererunt extra Placcntinae

moenia Civitatis, tyrannica rabie, Jiostili gladio humana corpora trucidantes;

& tune cremaverunt, & dentruxerunt penitus Ecclesiam Beati Savini, quae in

honorem XII Apostolorum fuerat primitus consecrata. Et praedicta narrate

inveniuntur per D. Enurardum egregium Praesulem Placentinum, qui totis viri-

bus studuit istud Monasterium, in quo sum, de novo videlicet fabricare.
1 Ibid.

- MCVHde Mens. Octob. dedicata est Ecclesia B. Savini Episcopi, & Con-

fessoris. Hae sunt Reliquiae ibi positae. Prime in Altare Majori est Corpus
B. Savini Confessoris, etc., etc.

3 Islam vero Ecclesiam (Moxiarum evvi scritto di sopra, ma da penna piu

moderna) aedificaverunt Constantinus & Opinianus, qui de Roma fuerunt, ad

honorem Xll Apostolorum, quam consecravit Beatiss. Antistes Sabinus, cujus

Corpus hie requiescit, cum quinque corporibus Sanctorum.
4 Ad latera eorum alium sepulchrum, ubi requiescunt tres Monachi Religiosi,

idest Luca, Ambrosius, & Privatus. In alia cuba, contra nullam horam (sic),

sepulchrum Abbatis Victorini de ista Ecclesia, & alii.

5 I give this text, as cited by Poggiali, entire for purposes of comparison with

the text of Giovanni da Musso quoted above : Ego Maurus ultimus Episcopus
de Lotherio Regno, & propter angelicam visionem veni ad propriam Civitatem,
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But these are not the only copies of the mysterious notice

that have come down to us. Another, recording precisely the

same things in the same words, is said by Poggiali to exist in

one of the two Vetutissimi Necrologii of the archives of the

monastery, and still others are extant in various other manu-

scripts. Certain of these have been stated to be as old as the

tenth century, but Poggiali, who appears to have made a care-

ful study of the subject, believes that none can be assigned to so

early an epoch. At any rate, it is clear that the notice was
fabricated before 1253, when Ruffino, whose good faith there

seems to be no reason to doubt, read it in a manuscript which
he asserts was very ancient. At whatever date this false notice

was concocted, it is entirely probable that it preserves for us,

mixed with fictions, an authentic tradition, viz., that the body
of San Savino was buried in a church in the suburbs of Piacenza

in a spot known as Mosia. As for the date 423 when, accord-

ing to Ruffino, the church was founded, the saint was at that

time certainly dead, although the year of his decease is some-

what doubtful. If, therefore, the church of the Apostles was

built during his pontificate, as seems probable, it must have

been founded somewhat earlier than this.

This same tradition is echoed in another notice, probably
also inexact, but which seems to be derived from an indepen-

dent source. The Ohronica Episcoporum Placentinorum states :

" Savino built outside the city a wonderful monastery (sic)

which afterwards was entirely destroyed and everything belong-

ing to that monastery was transferred to the basilica of the

Twelve Apostles by San Mauro, his successor. The latter

buried there San Savino as well as Eusebio, Donnino, Vittore,

Gelasio, and Vittoria." 1

& sepellivi Corpus S. /Sabini Episcopi XVI. Kalend. Februar. Istud Altarium

ego consecravi in suum honorem, & S. Antonini Martyris. Pridie Non. Febr.

Sanctum Gelasium sepellivi. Pridie Non. Martii sepellivi Corpus S. Victoria

Diaconi. Idus Maji recondivi Corpus Domini. X Kal. Jan. migravit de hoc

saeculo Beatissima Victoria,. Post obitum eorum vixit Maurus Episcopus Annis

VI. Id. Septemb. migravit. Ego Abbas Ephrem sepellivi Corpus ejusjuxta Corpus

S. Sabini in sinistram partem, & scripsi manu mea, & condivi hie. Non veni legem

solvere, sed adimplere. Nemo coronabitur, nisi qui legitime certaverit. Epitaph-

ium supra tumba S. Sabini. Has Aedas condens sacra virtute Sabinus, Sanc-

torum pedibus junctus requievit in aevum, dignus apostolica sociatus corpore sede.

1 Hie (Sabinus) aedificavit extra Civitatem mirabile Monasteriurn, quod postea
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That the church of the Apostles was destroyed in 903, is

known not only from the passage from Ruffino quoted above,

but, happily, from the original charter of Everardo, which is

still extant, and has been published by Campi.
1 In this char-

ter the bishop states 2 that he and his chapter had unanimously
vowed " to erect a monastery in the church of San Savino, the

Confessor of Christ, which is situated not far outside the walls

of the city." He goes on to relate: "While we were desiring

with fervent love to fulfil this vow, there came, alas ! the mis-

erable and horrible race of unhappy pagans, who slew men with

their swords, and burned with the fire of their fury the churches

of God, and in particular that church of San Savino. Subse-

quently, we began to consider often and diligently how to

avoid breaking our vow, and we earnestly sought another site

for the monastery. By the Grace of God, our search was

rewarded and we found a suitable and fitting place within the

walls of the city in a field which we had acquired justly and

legally ;
and there we erected a church from its foundations, in

the name of God for the honor of God and San Savino, and

there we instituted monastic discipline. . . . Therefore, we

give the said field to the new church of San Savino." The
deed was dated March 30, 903. 3 From this authentic docu-

penitus destructura est, & omnia illius Monasterii fuerunt translata in Basilicain

duodecim Apostolorum & Beato Mauro successore suo, qui corpus ejus sepelivit

cuin infrascriptis corporibus videlicet
; Eusebium, Doninum, Victorem, Gelasium,

& Victoriam. (Ed. Muratori, fi.I.S. XVI, 627.)
1 Pietro Maria Campi, DelV historia ccclesiastica di Piacenza. Piacenza,

Giovanni Bazachi, 1651. Folio. 3 vols. I, 478.
2
Quapropter pari voto, parique consensu statuimus Monasterium aedificare

monasticum in Ecclesia B. Sauini Confessoris Christi sita baud procul foris Ciui-

tatis murum. . . . Haec itaque vota dum feruenti araore cuperemus explere (heu

pro dolor) superuenit misera, horrendaque gens infelicium Paganorum, qui hos-

tili gladio corpora trucidantes, igneq ;
furoris Ecclesias Dei cremantes concre-

mauerunt pariter praefatam B. Sauini Ecclesiam. Postea denique caepimus

frequenter, seduleq ; tractare, quatenus nostrum non casseretur votum ;
alterum

diligenter requisiuimus situm. Quaesiuimus igitur, & miserante Deo inuenimus
habilem & congruum locum infr& Ciuitatis moenia in nostro scilicet praedio iuste,

legaliter acquisito ; ibique in Dei nomine Ecclesiam ad honorem Dei, & S.

Sauini a fundamentis construximus, atq ;
officinas monasticas ibide ordinauimus.

. . . Quo circa praedictum praedium nostrum ad eandem nouam S. Sauini

Ecclesiam tradimus.
3
Regnante D. Berengario gratia Dei Rege anno regni eilis in Dei nomine sex-

todecimo, tertio Kalen. Aprilis indictione sexta.
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ment it is evident that anterior to the destruction by the Hun-

garians, there was no monastery connected with the church.

The charter of Everardo seems to imply that in 903 the new
church was already erected. Certain relics, however, were not

translated until some years after this, for the Ohronica Episco-

porum Placentinorum states :
" Conrad was elected bishop of

Piacenza in the year of our Lord 912. He translated the bod-

ies of the saints Vittore, Donnino, Gelasio, and Peregrino into

the crypt of San Savino." * At any event, the building erected

in the early years of the tenth century seems to have been has-

tily and poorly constructed (as, indeed, the misfortunes of that

unhappy age may well have necessitated), since a century later

the church was rebuilt. This fact is recorded by two late

chroniclers: Giovanni da Musso, who states that "in the year
of Christ 1005 the monastery of San Savino was rebuilt without

the walls of the city of Piacenza by Sigifredo, bishop of Pia-

cenza
"

;

2 and the author of the Ohronica Episcoporum Placen-

tinorum :
"
Sigifredo was elected bishop of Piacenza in the year

997. He sat twenty-two years. . . . He built a wonderful

monastery in the city of Piacenza in honor of San Savino." 3

That the church was again rebuilt at the end of the eleventh

century and consecrated in 1107 is known from three sources.

First, the manuscript in the archives described by Poggiali and

already cited above, gives us the exact year of the consecration,

October, 1107. Secondly, the same Ohronica Episcoporum Pla-

centinorum we have already often quoted, adds the name of the

bishop who consecrated the church :
" Aldo was elected bishop

of Piacenza in the year 1103, and sat eleven years ; he conse-

crated the church of San Savino." 4
Thirdly, a text of Giovanni

1 Conradus eligitur Episcopus Placentinus Anno Domini DCCCCXII. Hie

corpora SS. Victoris, Donini, Gelasii, & Peregrini recondidit in inferiori Ecclesia

S. Sabini. (Ed. Muratori, R.LS. XVI, 629.)
2 Anno Christi MV. Monasterium S. Savirii fuit reaedificatuin extra muros

Civitatis Placentiae per Sigifredum Episcopum Placentiae. (Johannis de Mus-

sis, Chronicon Placentinum, Ed. Muratori, R.LS. XVI, 451). The charter of

Everardo states distinctly that the church was within the walls of the city.

3
Sigifredus electus fuit Episcopus Placentinus Anno Domini DCCCCXCVII.

Hie sedit annis XXII. . . . Monasterium mirabile in Civitate Placentiae in

honorem S. Sabini aedificavit. (Ed. Muratori, R.LS. XVI, 630.)

* Aldo fuit electus Episcopus Placentinus Anno Domini MCIII. seditque annis

XI. . Hie consecravit Ecclesiam S. Sabini. (Ibid. 630.)
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da Musso states that " in the year 1107 the monastery of San

Savino was consecrated by Lord Aldo, bishop of Piacenza." 1

That the consecration took place on the 15th day of October,

is added by Campi
2 and Poggiali.

3 Whence these authors

derive this additional piece of information I do not know, but

suspect that they may have had under their eyes a fourth

notice of the consecration of 1107, of which I can find no trace.

In any case the texts already cited are sufficient to establish

the fact that the church was dedicated in that year.

The remaining history of the monastery may be briefly

resumed. Endowed with more than the usual number of pos-

sessions and worldly goods by various pious benefactors, it

became extremely wealthy and powerful. The vast extent of

its lands is evident from the Bull of Innocent II. of ca. 1132. 4

Later, like most of the Italian monasteries, San Savino fell into

decline. At the end of the fifteenth century the church was

completely restored by Ruffino di Lando, in a style very differ-

ent from that of the early twelfth century, which it had doubt-

less preserved up to that epoch. This is recorded by an inscrip-

tion, still extant in the church; that has been published by
Ambiveri 5 and Malchiodi. 6 This re-building was doubtless

occasioned by the fact that in 1495 the same Ruffino di Lando,
who was the Commendatory Abbot, had dismissed the Bene-

dictine monks, and installed instead monks of the order of St.

Jerome. Gregory XIII, by a Bull 7 dated from Frascati on

May 19, 1579, suppressed the Abbey and Commend and for-

bade the use of the insignia of abbatial dignity in the church.

The monks of St. Jerome, however, still remained there until

1810. 8 In 1631 the ancient apse was replaced by a new choir,

and in 1687 the nave was being covered with barocco stuccos.

Chapels in the same style were added to the side aisles.

1 Anno MCVII. Consecratum fuit Monasterium S. Savini & Domino Aldo

Episcopo Placentiae. (Ibid. 452.) The same author records the consecration

of 1107 a second time. (Ibid. 621.)
2
Op. cit. I, 378. 3

op. cit. IV, 58.

4 Published in part by Poggiali, IV, 120.
5
Luigi Ambiveri, Dei principali errori detti intorno ai monumenti piacen-

tini. Piacenza. Gregorio Tononi, 1887. Page 34.

6 La Eegia Basilica, p. 31.

7
Poggiali, op. cit. X, 197. Ambiveri, Monumenti, p. 18.
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The Lombard edifice disappeared beneath a coating of into-

naco, although some portions of the twelfth century edifice

always remained visible. The mosaics of the crypt were

described by Campi in 1651 ; this author saw in the nave a

mosaic representing a labyrinth which no longer exists. In the

view of the fagade printed by Poggiali in the middle of the

eighteenth century there is visible, it is true, no trace of twelfth

century architecture, but Ambiveri, writing in 1888, speaks of

the church as still preserving its Romanesque pilasters and

crypt. However, he states

that the pilasters had been

stripped of their barocco in-

tonaco during the nineteenth

century.
1 Not until the

recent radical restoration of

1902-1903, was the interior

of the church completely

freed of its Renaissance em-

bellishments.

The church consists at pres-

ent of a nave of three double

bays, two side aisles, a rec-

tangular choir, and an apse

(PLATE V). The northern

side aisle terminates in an

absideole, while the southern

is cut short by the campanile

which rises in the eastern-

most bay. Before the recent

restoration there were numer-

ous barocco chapels, but all

except two have been re-

moved. The nave is covered

with rib vaults in its two easternmost bays, by a groin vault in

its westernmost bay ;
the choir has a barrel vault, the side

aisles and crypts groin vaults throughout.
2 There is no tri-

1 This was done in 1855, according to Malchiodi, Capitelli, p. 3.

2 Three vaults of the side aisles have been rebuilt. (Martini, in La Eegia

Basilica, p. 59.)

FIGURE 1. DETAIL OF CLEARSTORY

ABOVE THE EASTERNMOST ALTERNATE

. PIER ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE

NAVE.
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forium gallery, but a high clearstory. The supports of the

nave are alternately heavy and light (PLATE VI). On the

heavier piers is engaged a system of three shafts, which is

carried through the capitals of the piers and receives the ribs

of the vaulting (Fig. 1). In front of the church is a narthex

in the barocco style, which probably replaces a destroyed

narthex of the twelfth century. The ancient facade is still

marred by barocco intonaco,

but it is clear that it was

raised above the roof lines so

as to mask the true form of

the section of the church.

The campanile is older than

the rest of the edifice. This

is evident not only from its

position, since it cuts off the

southern side aisle, which is,

as it were, built around it

(PLATE V), but from the

fact that one of its windows,

which must have opened out-

side formerly, now looks into

the interior of the church

and is cut across by one of

the arches of the main arcade

(Fig. 2). This campanile
contains in its lower story a

very slightly domed groin

vault. The upper part of

the tower has unfortunately been entirely denatured in the

time of the Renaissance.

The groin vaults of the crypt are supplied with transverse

and longitudinal arches, but doming is avoided, probably be-

cause the builders did not wish to raise higher than necessary
the floor of the choir (PLATE VI). This crypt of San Savino

is extraordinary in that it is placed entirely below the level of

the church ; I mean to say that the choir floor over it is hardly
raised above the level of the nave. Raised choirs are character-

istic of Lombard edifices of the eleventh and twelfth centuries,

FIGURE 2. EASTERNMOST PIEU ON THE

SOUTH SIDE OF THE NAVE
;
SHOWING

BASE AND PRE-EXISTING CAMPANILE.
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and it is necessary to go back to early Christian or Carlovingian
monuments, such as San Salvatore at Brescia, to find an exam-

ple of a crypt thus sunk, like a cellar, below the level of the

church. In the eighteenth century the crypt was enlarged by
the addition of a new bay to the westward ; in the restoration

of 1903 this bay was removed and the existing stairway was
erected.

The groin vaults of the side aisles are domed and supplied
with transverse and longitudinal arches (PLATE VII). Of simi-

lar type is the groin vault of the westernmost bay of the nave

(PLATE VI). The rib vaults of the eastern bays of the nave

have square diagonals of brick and are also highly domed.

The present choir is largely, and the apse entirely, modern,
but the latter has been restored on the traces of the old foun-

dations, which are still visible in the exterior of the east walls.

The doorway and trifora on the south side of the choir are

modern, but the barrel vault over the choir is ancient (Fig. 3).

The foundations of an ancient apse, antedating the one on the

foundations of which the existing modern apse has been built,

were discovered during the restoration
r

of 1903, beneath the

present choir. It was therefore inferred by the restorers that

the church originally terminated in an apse, placed where is

now the choir ; and that the choir and apse, upon whose foun-

dations the existing ones were erected, were substituted, at a

later date, for this original apse. Most unfortunately no pho-

tographs or measurements were made of the foundations, nor

has the quality of the masonry been described. It is conse-

.quently impossible to judge of the date or of the significance

of these remains, which have been covered up. However,

the apse built upon the plan on which the present one was

constructed, was contemporary with the existing church, as is

proved by the quality of the little ancient masonry belonging

to it that still survives. The earlier apse must therefore have

belonged to an earlier building, not improbably to that of 1005.

An act of unpardonable vandalism on the part of the restorers

was the destruction of the ancient roof of the church, a monu-

ment of the greatest archaeological and technical importance,

and unique in Lombardy, if not in Europe. From what is told

me by persons present in the church during the restoration and
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by Signer Martini, it is clear that there was erected above the

vaults of the nave a series of lesser vaults, superimposed one

upon the other, and worked to the form of a gable, on which

tiles were laid directly.
1 In the sections (PLATES VI and VII)

I have attempted to indicate the structural principles on which

this remarkable roof was erected and the lines of the principal

vaults. This restoration, however, is frankly hypothetical in

several details. The smaller, upper vaults I have not even

attempted to restore, owing to complete lack of evidence of

their dispositions.

This roof of San Savino is of significance for the history of

art. Instances are numerous in which the Lombard builders

attempted by various expedients to reduce the use of timber

in their roofs. In fact, rib vaults were adopted, as I have

shown in my monograph on the subject,
2
solely with the view

to economizing wood. Domed groin vaults had been con-

structed in Italy ever since the Byzantine period, with the aid

of the very flimsiest sort of centring in wood, consisting merely
of two moulds following the lines of the diagonals and of a

movable cerce. To erect a groin vault over a large area, such

as a nave, with so light a centring, overtaxed the daring and

ability of the early architects. They consequently substituted

for light wooden arches following the lines of the groin a

heavier, more substantial arch in brick, which served as a per-

manent centring on which the vault could be erected with the

aid of a cerce. Hence the rib vault. The church of San Savino

offers a curious demonstration of the fact that the rib vault

was considered thus merely as a structural makeshift. In the

two eastern bays, which, as we shall presently see, were the first

erected, ribs were used ; in the later western bay, the architect

seems to have felt himself able to construct a groin vault even

without the use of ribs, and accordingly immediately abandoned

them. To dispense with wood still further, he avoided using
timbers in constructing a roof to cover his vaults, but placed
there instead the series of vaults already described. By means

1 Martini (in La Regia Basilica, p. 60) has written a brief description of this

roof and has published the only photograph made of it before its destruction.
2 The Construction of Gothic and Lombard Vaults. New Haven, Yale Uni-

versity Press, and Oxford, Henry Frowde, 1911.
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of this clever device he was enabled to place the roof tiles on
his edifice without using a single stick of timber. There are

extant numerous other Lombard edifices in which roofs were
constructed entirely without wood. Usually in such cases, how-

ever, as at Santa Annunziata of Corneto, or San Fedele of Como,
a solid bed of mortar is laid on top of the vaults, and on top of

this bed of mortar the tiles are placed. The arrangement at

San Savino was infinitely more ingenious. By a series of vaults

the weight of the mass imposed upon the roof was vastly light-

ened, a sort of porous construction of hollow cells being substi-

tuted for a solid mass of masonry. Moreover, these cells were

very cleverly disposed, so that their weight fell principally
either upon the transverse arches or upon the outside walls,

and thus did not charge unduly the great vaults underneath.

This ingenious roofing, without any doubt, was contemporary
with the original construction of the church. The vast quan-

tity of material removed from this roof when the cells were

demolished during the recent restoration was for the most part

employed to construct the new walls and especially those of

the side aisles. I was fortunate in discovering, however, in a

yard back of the church, a pile of bricks which the sacristan

assured me had formed part of the demolished roofing. These

bricks were certainly of ca. 1100, and hence contemporary with

the bricks employed in the main body of the edifice.

The main vaults of the nave are reenforced at present some-

what irregularly by salient buttresses and at times by trans-

verse walls raised upon the transverse arches of the side aisles

(PLATE VII). They have been more or less changed, but

appear never to have been regular or symmetrical.

The section of the piers shows considerable variation, as may
be seen in the plan (PLATE V). In some cases polygonal mem-

bers are introduced. The responds of the side aisles, like the

piers of the nave, are alternately heavier and lighter.

Tie-rods in metal, traces of which were found during the

restoration, were used to neutralize the thrust of the arches of

the main arcade.

The church is constructed of bricks in which are inserted

stone trimmings and occasionally blocks of stone placed irregu-

larly in the wall. The bricks are comparatively small, of vary-
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ing thickness, and evenly laid in horizontal courses. The great

majority was new, but some second-hand ones were employed.

Occasionally herring-bone courses are inserted ; often the bricks

are laid with their small ends exposed. At times the courses

are broken by bricks placed vertically or in triangular patterns.

All the bricks are incised with herring-bone lines. This cross-

FIGURE 3. SOUTH WALL OF CHOIR; SHOWING BARREL VAULT AND
FRAGMENTS OF ANCIENT MASONRY.

(The doorway and triforium are modern.)

hatching is a characteristic of Lombard bricks, and was pur-

posely done to afford a key for the intonaco with which the

walls were completely covered. Lombard bricks were made by
hand, not in a mould, hence is to be explained their extraordi-

nary variety of size and shape. Incised lines were scratched

on the clay when it was still soft and wet and before it was
baked. Since the bricks were not made for any special posi-

tion, it was found convenient to incise more than one side, so

that the bricklayer could place them as they happened to fit in.
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This explains why we sometimes find the incised side of a

brick placed towards the interior of the wall and even incised

bricks embedded in solid masonry. During the restoration

traces of the ancient frescoes with which the walls were doubt-

less once entirely covered came to light, but were not preserved.

In the narthex are two frescoes in good preservation, but they
are not very ancient, being dated 1350 by an inscription.

The masonry of the campanile has been so thoroughly re-

stored that it is impossible to judge of its original character.

A. KINGSLEY PORTER.
NEW YORK.
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WHO BUILT THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE ? ITS

HISTORY FROM DOMITIAN TO CONSTANTINE

HARDLY anything might seem more audacious than to

deny that the arch of Constantine was built in honor of that

emperor; yet the really amazing thing is our failure to attend

to the numerous hints that this arch had existed long before

Constantine. Artists and archaeologists have always been un-

able to explain how an architect of the decadent age of Con-

stantine could have given to this arch its marvellous proportions
and silhouette, which set it above all other arches, even those

of the golden age (Fig. 1). Historians have been puzzled by the

silence of that early catalogue of the buildings at Rome, the Noti-

tia, issued before Constantine's death (334 A. D.), which assigns to

Constantine, apparently, only the Janus in the Forum Boanum.
The same Notitia increases the mystery by speaking of an Arcus

Novus on the Via Lata, which can only be the arch of Diocle-

tian, dedicated in 303. If in 334 the arch of 303 was still the

latest of triumphal arches, how could an arch have been built

to Constantine in 315 ? Besides, a student of Roman law

would argue that it was against the unbroken tenets of tradi-

tion and law to erect such an arch to an emperor who had not

actually been decreed a triumph and whose victories had been

not over a foreign but over a domestic foe. According to

ancient literature and law, therefore, there was not and could

not have been a triumphal arch of Constantine, in the sense

that it was built expressly for Constantine. It is quite differ-

ent if the arch could be recognized as an already existing arch

rededicated in his honor.

It is my expectation to proye in this paper that the arch was

built long before Constantine ; also to show that its construc-

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the oao
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 3.
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tion should probably be ascribed to the Emperor Domitian,
shortly before or after 90 A.D., some 225 years before the dedi-
cation to Constantine. After the assassination of Domitian,
his memoriae damnatio by the senate condemned to mutilation,'
and sometimes to destruction, all his public monuments, and
especially his memorial and triumphal arches, which were
closest to him, personally. The dedicatory inscriptions, the
statues and reliefs in his honor, were destroyed. His works

FIGURE 1. THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE, SEEN FROM THE NORTH.

where spared became ownerless and could be rededicated by or

to any emperor, as was the case, for instance, with the Forum
of Nerva. But, throughout the second century, this arch, so

strongly associated with the odious memory of a tyrant', re-

mained unchanged arid unclaimed, for during this prosperous

age of the Antonines the senate continued to build special

arches for each triumphing emperor. It was only during the

third century, when Rome, impoverished and suffering from

the frequent absence of the emperors, with an art in constant
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decay, and with building operations almost suspended for a

half century, resorted to makeshifts in the way of triumphal
monuments. Between 203 when the senate built the arch to

Septimius Severus and 303 when one was consecrated to Dio-

cletian, we know of the erection of but a single triumphal arch,

that of Gordian III, ca. 240. What was done by the senate

during these hundred years to commemorate imperial victories ?

I expect to show that the senate utilized for this purpose the

ex-Domitianic arch, turning this wound-scarred war-horse into

a marvellous historic bulletin board, a triumphal mosaic and

palimpsest, which became the quintessence of Roman history

during the third century. Then, between 312 and 315, after

it had thus long been purged of its original evil association

and, as its inscription boasts, become " famous for its many
triumphs," its evolution closed, and it was once more dedicated

to a single emperor, to Constantine, after a unique and varied

career, to be honored throughout the ages as a monument to

the first Christian emperor.
It has been universally believed,

1 on the apparently unim-

peachable authority of the dedicatory inscription on the arch,

and on that authority alone, that when the Romans, grateful to

Constantine for reestablishing peace after his victory over

Maxentius, just outside Rome, in 312, decided to commemorate
the event by a triumphal arch, the architect gathered from

several earlier monuments a number of bas-reliefs, statues, and

architectural members, especially the main cornice, columns,

and pilasters, and built all this material into the fabric of the

arch as he erected it. To these spoils he is supposed to have

added whatever was needed to complete the design, by the

handiwork of contemporary artists, in the decadent style of the

Constantinian age. Until quite recently it was supposed that

the earlier sculptures that were so used were all of the time of

Trajan and taken from one of his arches either that on the

Via 'Appia or that in the Forum of Trajan or from some
other part of his forum. But this theory, due to the current

ignorance of the historic phases of Roman sculpture, was

1 The Bibliography of the arch is too voluminous to be given here, and it

would be superfluous. Good lists are given by Mile. Bieber, by Sieveking, by
Arndt, and by other authors of the studies quoted in the following notes.
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shattered in 1889 and 1890 by Petersen,
1 who showed that the

eight large reliefs of the attic belonged originally to a

triumphal arch of Marcus Aurelius, and who also proposed a

new interpretation of the eight medallions. It was suggested
that the main cornice with its pilasters and columns, which
were too beautiful to be Constantinian, were taken from the

same arch of Marcus Aurelius, together with the statues of

barbarians on the attic. Some years later,
2 a new impetus came

from a detailed study of the eight medallions in the central

zone, which led Arndt to attribute these exquisite works not

to the Trajanic age, but to the neo-Hellenic art of Hadrian.

An English critic 3 then put forward the suggestion that they
were of the earlier Flavian age, were in fact Domitianic, taken

from the Domus gentis Flaviae. Almost at once, a German

archaeologist, Sieveking,
4 while accepting the Flavian date for

four of the medallions, saw in the other four the art of Hadrian.

Then, quite recently, the publication on a large scale, from

casts,
5 of the heads in the medallions has led to an interesting

discussion in which a number of critics have taken part, and

in the course of which Sieveking
6 withdrew his dual suggestion

and joined those who believe in the Hadrianic theory. It has

been supposed that in these medallions, as elsewhere, the

original head of the emperor was changed into a portrait of

1 ' I rilievi tondi dell'Arco di Costantino,' in Rom. Mitt. 1889, p. 314
;
and

'Die Attikareliefs am Constantinsbogen,' ibid. 1890, p. 73. Cf. article by
Monaci in B. Com. Rom. 1900, p. 25 ff. Later study by Petersen in Neue

Jahrb. f. Rlass. Alt. 1906, p. 522 ff.

2 Arndt, in Denk. griech. u. rdm. Skulptur, text to pis. 555, 559, 560, 565.

3 Stuart Jones,
' Notes on Roman Historical Sculptures

' in B.8.R. III, p. 213,

published in 1905.

< 'Die Medaillons am Konstantinsbogen,
1 Rom. Mitt. XXII, 1906, p. 345 ff.

5 By Salomon Reinach in Revue Archeologique, XVII, 1911, pis. I-XVII,

with interesting symposium of opinions by S. de Ricci, Studniczka, and others.

Cf. Revue Arch. XVII, 1911, p. 465.

6 Berl. Phil W. 1911, No. 39. The article which caused his reversal of

opinion was one on the medallions by Mile. Bieber (Rom. Mitt. 19J1, p. 274),

which illustrates the danger of basing a study as delicate, as aesthetic, and as

detailed as that of Sieveking on an examination of mere photographs instead of

the monument itself. It was a result which I predicted to Dr. Htilsen when he

received Dr. Sieveking's article for publication. Such facile criticism without

investigation of the originals ought to be discouraged, as it tends to confuse and

lower archaeological standards.
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Constantine when they were used on the arch ; but as certain

imperial heads were worked over to represent not Constantine,

but some emperor or emperors of about the middle of the third

century or later, critics suggested the names of Claudius

Gothicus, Philip, Carus, Carinus, and even of Constantino's

father, Constantius Chlorus. It therefore became necessary to

suppose either that Constantino's artists had done this, which

was hardly tenable, or that a few of the medallions had been

used by one or more emperors of the third century in some

earlier arch from which they would have been once again
removed to the arch of Constantine, thus reuniting them once

more with the rest of the medallions. This hypothesis also

shows into what straits the Constantinian theory was forcing
the best critics.

During this time no serious objection was raised to the

attribution to Trajan and his Dacian victories of the four great
battle scenes from a colossal frieze, now set into the passage-

way and the ends of the attic.

As for the sculptures of late date and poor style, they had

all been ascribed to Constantino's artists: the Victories, the

River Gods and Seasons of the spandrels; the keystones; the

frieze; the sculptured pedestals of the columns. Quite re-

cently, however, a dissenting voice was raised in regard to the

frieze, the greater portion of which, including the triumphal

procession, is ascribed by Mr. Wace to an arch or some other

monument of Diocletian, a theory which would involve the

wanton destruction of this monument only ten or fifteen years
after its constructon. 1

This summary of the present attitude of critics toward the

arch shows that the question has been attacked merely from

the side of the aesthetic qualities of the sculptures, if we

except a few valuable observations by Peterson on the main

cornice and its columns and pilasters. In my own examina-

tion, the question will be studied from different points of view,

and particular stress will be laid on the structural and technical

problems presented both by the sculptures and by the architec-

tural details. The solution which this study suggests will be

!Wace in B.8.R. III, p. 270 ff. Cf. Monaci in .B. Com. Horn. 1900, p. 75

ff. and Atti Pont. Acad. di Arch. 1901, p. 107 ff. and 1904, p. 3 ff.
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tested by the historical, literary, and traditional evidence : only
such aesthetic questions will be raised as bear upon the prob-
lems of chronology.

In order to clear the horizon, the dedicatory inscription must
first be examined. It would seem to state in precise terms
that the arch was built for Constantine, and to make it futile

even to discuss the question, unless we admit that this was one
of the not unknown cases in which a restorer claimed to be the
builder. But it is not necessary to have recourse to any such

hypothesis. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is out of the
mouth of the inscription itself that I can prove that the arch
existed long before Constantine. It reads (C.LL. VI, 1139):

IMP. CAES. Fl_. CONSTANTINO MAXIMO
P. F. AVGVSTO S. P. Q. R.

QVOD INSTINCTV DIVINITATIS MENTIS

MAGNITVDINE CVM EXERCITV SVO

TAM DE TYRANNO QVAM DE OMNI EIVS

FACTIONE VNO TEMPORE IVSTIS

REMPVBLICAM VLTVS EST ARMIS

ARCVM TRIVMPHIS INSIGNEM DICAVIT

Now, if we compare this inscription with others on triumphal
arches, of which I give typical instances in a footnote,

1 two

1 The simplest form of arch dedication is that on the arch of Titus : Senatus

Populusque Romanus divo Tito dim Vespasiani f. Vespasiano Augusto. A
contemporary example of the fuller form corresponding roughly to the formula

on the arch of Constantine is that on the destroyed arch of Titus in the Circus

Maximus : Senatus Populusq. Romanus imp. Tito Caesari divi Vespasiani f.

Vespasiano Augusto pontif. max. trib. pot. X, imp. XVII, cos. VIII, p.p., principi

suo, quod praeceptis patris consiliisq. et auspiciis gentem ludaeorum domuit et

urbem Hierusolymam, omnibus ante se ducibus regibus gentibus aut frustra

petitam aut omnino intemptatam, delevit. Both types appear, in the next

generation, on the arches of Trajan. The simpler formula, slightly expanded,
is at Beneventum : Imp. Caesari dim Nervaefilio Nervae Traiano optima Aug.
Germanico Dacico pontif. max. trib.potest. XVII, imp. VII cos. VIp.p. fortissimo

principi, Senatus P. Q. R. The fuller form appears at Ancona, in which, after

the imperial titles, we read : promdentissimo principi Senatus P. Q. R. quod

accessum Italiae, hoc etiam addito ex pecunia suaportu, tutiorem navigantibus

reddiderit. In the previous period, we find the longer formula represented on

the arch of Claudius in Rome recording the conquest of Britain : Ti. Clau[dio
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differences will be particularly noticeable: that there are no

chronological or triumphal titles given to Constantine, as is

customary especially after the second century, and that the

last line, in which the arch is mentioned, is an addition to the

normal formula, which is unique in Rome and, in fact, in all

Italy. In all other cases the inscription is a mere dedication,

without particularizing what is dedicated. Normally the in-

scription would have ended with the word armis. There must

be some reason for this break with traditional usage, a break

which places this arch in a category of its own, and this reason

must be sought for in the wording of this additional line.

What is the exact meaning of arcum triumphis insignem? The

unprejudiced Latinist would unhesitatingly translate it "this

arch famous for its triumphs." Why has it not been so under-

stood ? Because such a translation would not square with the

supposition that the arch was built for Constantine, since

Constantine had not had even a single triumph, much less

several triumphs. His triumphal entrance into Rome after

the victory over Maxentius was merely a popular ovation,

not a triumph, which is a matter formally voted on and decreed

for certain specific deeds, including the enlargement of Roman

Drusi /.]... Senatus Po[pulusque] Ro[manus q~\uod reges Britanniai XI
devictos sine ulla iactura in deditionem acceperit gentesque barbaras trans

oceanum primus in dicionem populi Eomani redigerit. Among the simpler and

shorter formulas of the Augustan age, the arch at Rimini represents the fuller

form (C.I.L. XI, 365), showing. that the arch commemorated the building and

repairing of Italian highways and ending: celeberrimeis Italiae vieis consilio

\_et sumptib~\us suis muniteis. The style thus inaugurated by Augustus in his

early years, and which, as we have seen, was continued until the close of Trajan's

reign, was not discontinued under the later Antonines, for it appears on the arch

of Septimius Severus in the Forum : Imp. Caes. Lucio Septimio . . . et Imp. Caes.

M. Aurelio L.fil. Antonino . . . ob rem publicam restitutam imperiumque populi
Eomani propagatum insignibus virtutibus eorum domi forisque, S. P. Q. R.

In all these cases the monument bearing the dedicatory inscription is left

unmentioned.

It is a fact that has some bearing on the present case that the arch of

Augustus at Fano was restored under Constantine and rededicated to him a few
weeks after his death, between May 22 and September 9, 337 : Divo Augusto
Pio Constantino patri dominorum curante L. Turcio Secundo, etc. The original

dedicatory inscription of Augustus was left when the new dedication was added.

This constitutes the main difference between the arch at Fano and the arch in

Rome, whence the original inscription had disappeared about two hundred and
fifteen years before the Constantinian dedication was added.
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territory and the conquest of foreign foes, none of which Con-
stantine could claim. Yet, when the arch was dedicated to

him, it was famous, noted, for its connection with several

triumphs. Not even by the greatest stretch of the imagination,
or by granting a breach of immutable Roman law and custom,
can one regard this expression as referring to Constantine.

On the other hand, it is easy to see how the senate, by taking
an arch already built, already used as a triumphal arch, and

rededicating it to Constantine, could by this subterfuge honor

the emperor without breaking the law. 1

The second peculiarity to which I referred is the absence in

the inscription of any chronological and triumphal titles such

as are ordinarily given to emperors on their triumphal arches

under the middle and later empire. This is the more inexplica-

ble because in the latter part of 315, when the arch is supposed
to have been dedicated, Constantine had already been given in

inscriptions of 314 and 315 such triumphal titles as Germanicus

Maximus, Gothicus Maximus, Sarmaticus, Britannicus, Persi-

cus, Adiabenicus. 2 In the absence of chronological data in the

dedication itself, the only reason there has been for the selection

of 315 as the date of the arch has been the supplementary

inscriptions in large letters lower down. On the northern face

are: VOTIS X on the left pylon arid VOTIS XX on the

right pylon ; and SIC X SIC XX in the corresponding posi-

tions on the southern face. It has been supposed that these two

expressions were undoubtedly connected with the decennalia of

the emperor, which took place on July 25, 315, and that they

expressed the hope that his twentieth would be as auspicious as

his tenth anniversary. It seems curious that no scholar should

have tested the accuracy of such a conclusion, but that all have

1 See the condemnation of Constantine by Ammianus Marcellinus (XVI, 10)

for breaking this Roman tradition by erecting arches in Gaul to celebrate vic-

tories in wars that were civil or within Roman territory. The proper theory is

referred to in Pliny's Panegyric of Trajan, where Domitian's construction of

arches without corresponding additions to Roman territory is condemned.

2 See Ferrero, in Atti Acad. Sc. di Torino, XXXII, p. 837 ff. Cf. C.I.L.

VIII, 10064
; XI, 9

;
also Pauly-Wissowa s.v. Constantinus. It is still asserted

that Constantine did not receive the title Maximus, which is given to him on the

arch, until 315, but Cagnat himself (p. 483) acknowledges that Babelon has

proved (Melanges Boissier, p. 53) that he had it as early as October 312.
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followed one another unquestioningly. The slightest inquiry
l

would have disclosed the fact that neither in the case of the

VOTIS or in that of the SIC was such a rule actually followed

by Roman custom. In the case of Probus (276-282), though
he reigned for only about six years, we find on his coins the

expression VOTIS X et XX FEL. Constantius Chlorus, who
was Augustus for only about a year, has on his coins VOT. XX
SIC XXX. Gratian (361-389), at the most liberal allowance,

can be given only 28 years, yet his coins have VOT. XXX
MVLT. XXXX. Of emperors whose coins have VOT. XX
MVLT. XXX Constans reigned only five years, Valentinian

II about eleven, and Valens about fifteen years. The expression
SIC X SIC XX is used of several whose reign was much under

ten years Galerius, Maximinus, etc. Numerous examples can

be gathered from Cohen, Eckhel, et al. The conclusion is that

the expressions SIC X or VOT. X were used or could be used

of an emperor during any year of his reign from the second to

the tenth.

There is, then, no ground whatever, on the basis of these

expressions, for dating the dedication of the arch of Constantine

in 315. It could have happened just as well in 314 or 313; or

at any time, in fact, after Constantino's victory over Maxentius

in October 312. This brings us back to the question of the

absence of any triumphal titles in the dedication. If in 314

and 315 Constantine had assumed the titles I have enumerated

above, and if they are not given in the dedication, the logical

inference would be that the date of the dedicatory inscription

antedates 314. I would, therefore, suggest the year 313. As
will appear later, the work actually done on the arch by Con-

stantine's artists was not so extensive as to make it necessary
to allow more than a few months for its execution.

We may conclude then, merely from the dedication, that the

arch, already associated with several triumphs before the time

of Constantine, was dedicated to him in 313.

Now, an arch, in order to be associated with several succes-

sive emperors, would have to be built originally by or dedicated

to an emperor who suffered after death the memoriae damnatio,

1 An examination of the index of Cohen-Babelon would be sufficient to estab-

lish the baselessness of this imaginary chronological certainty.
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which entailed the casting down of his statues and the erasure

or destruction of the inscriptions in his honor. In the case of

such a triumphal arch, the elimination of the dedicatory inscrip-
tion would be supplemented by the destruction of bronze quad-

riga, imperial statue, trophies, triumphal frieze, and any other

decorative features that connected the structure very clearly
with the person and career of the emperor. It would then be

a mutilated civic monument unclaimed and undedicated, which

could be adapted to temporary or miscellaneous purposes, and

could at any time be rededicated. To which of the emperors
with both a triumphal record and the stigma of a memoriae dam-

natio can the construction of the arch of Constantine be ascribed ?

This question, which it would seem almost hopeless to ask, is

answered with unexpected clearness by the famous topographical

Colosseum. Arch of Arch of Temple of

Constantine. Titus. Jupiter Stator.

FIGURE 2. PART OF THE HATERII RELIEF, SHOWING THE " ARCH OF CON-

STANTINE" AS IT WAS IN THE TlME OF DOMITIAN.

relief from the tomb of the Haterii (Fig. 2), known to all

Roman scholars as a corner-stone of Forum topography, which

reproduces the principal buildings along the early part of the pro-

cessional route from the funeral ceremony in the Forum to the

mausoleum on the Via Labicana. The first building is the

temple of Jupiter Stator at the head of the Via Sacra
;^

the

second is the arch of Titus ; the third is an arch hitherto uniden-

tified; the fourth is the Colosseum. The artist indicates, as
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clearly as possible, that the arch of Titus is in the foreground,

and that the unknown arch, by its smaller size and lower relief,

is in the distance, close to the Colosseum. It is given in profile

and its fagade has free-standing columns. There is a sculptured

frieze encircling the entire arch under the main cornice, and the

attic is crowned by an imperial triumphal quadriga. An imagi-

nary niche or arcade is cut in the end of the arch for a statue of

the Mater Magna, an indication that her temple was in this

section of the Palatine. Every one of these characteristics

suits the arch of Constantine. This unidentified arch stands

about where it does, faces in about the way it does, and has the

same design, in so far as it can be seen from the end. (Compare

Figs. 2 and 3.) One of the unrecognized facts about the arch

of Constantine is that it probably had a sculptured frieze under

its main cornice which was torn away.
'

If the arch on the

Haterii relief is not the arch of Constantine, what is it ? Not a

trace of any arch has been found in the excavation of this

immediate neighborhood, nor is there any possibility that it

could have stood anywhere except about where the arch of

Constantine now stands. A photograph taken with the arch of

Titus in the foreground to the right, with the Colosseum in the

middle background, would include between them the arch of

Constantine seen almost in profile.

What is the date of the arch on the Haterii relief ? The
relief has been generally conceded to be Flavian, or, more

specifically, Domitianic. 1 As the arch of Titus is reproduced,
which was finished by Domitian, it can hardly be earlier. As
the relief represents the funeral ceremony and the opening of

the new family mausoleum, and as busts found in the mau-
soleum are generally conceded to be of distinctly Flavian art,

it cannot be later than Domitian. Consequently, the unidenti-

fied arch must belong to the reign of Domitian. The use of

free-standing columns at this early date may be objected to.

It has been supposed that only engaged columns were used in

1
Helbig, Fiihrer, Nos. 670-675; Crowfoot in J.H.S. 1900; Benndorf-

Schoene, 343-345
; Wace, Frag, of Rom. Hist. Rel.' in S.S.B. Ill, 3. Judg-

ment has been based mainly on the technique of the busts found in the

mausoleum, but that of the reliefs is also convincingly Domitianic. It is my
opinion that the group of four divinities is somewhat later, possibly Hadri-

anic or Antonine.
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FIGURE 3. EAST END OF THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE.

(With inserted medallion and frieze cut long after construction.)
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the design of arch fagades until the time of Hadrian. I have,

however, myself called attention to their use in the early part

of Trajan's reign. So far as we can judge they had not been

introduced in any arches under Augustus, Tiberius, Claudius,

or Nero. The arch of Titus, begun before Domitian's accession,

did not have them. But in this arch on the Haterii relief they

appear, and the inference would be that it is to one of the con-

summate artists who worked for Domitian that the innovation

was due that was slowly to revolutionize arch design. More

than this, I may say that several years before I had identified

the arch of Constantine as an arch of Domitian I had concluded

from a study of the coinage of Domitian that free-standing

columns were used in his triumphal arches. As he made him-

self notorious for the number and magnificence of his triumphal

arches, more than any emperor either before or since, it would

have been natural for his architect to innovate in their design.

The equation, then, can be stated as follows: arch of Con-

stantine = unknown Haterii arch = an arch of Domitian.

The evidence of the inscription and of the Haterii relief,

which might seem to be conclusive in themselves, had, how-

ever, nothing to do either with my first doubts or with my
gradually acquired certitude as to the pre-Constantinian date

of this arch. This certitude I gained absolutely from the

study of the construction, and it was based entirely on techni-

cal grounds which showed me how impossible the Constantinian

date was. Only after this conviction had been gained and its

details were being carefully worked at and sifted did I see how
both the inscription and the relief fitted in with my revolu-

tionary idea and gave to my structural argument the seal of

historical corroboration. If the objections to the Constantinian

date which I enumerate on p. 368 are now reread, it will be

evident that they can all be explained by my proposed Domi-
tianic date.

As a preliminary to the technical study it will be necessary
to describe how a triumphal arch was built. The materials

varied at different times and in different regions, but one rule

always holds good, because it was the orthodox traditional

method handed down from Greece to Rome : that all the

decorative work was done on the monument itself after con-
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struction. We are accustomed in modern times to the habit of

cutting the ornamentation both figured and decorative

before setting it in place. So it must be reiterated and empha-
sized that friezes, medallions, rectangular reliefs, keystones,
coffered ceiling, cornices, spandrel groups, were all planned,
and the blocks or slabs on which they were to be carved were
built up with the structure and left rough, with just the proper

projection from the mass, arid were not touched until the con-

struction was completed. Then the decorative work was

begun, at the top : first the carving and then, at times, the

coloring. This preliminary will make it easy to explain the

real relation of the sculptures on the arch of Constantine to

its structure, and to show how untenable is the current hy-

pothesis.

First, however, a few more words as to the structure itself.

The official or central Roman school as distinguished, let us

say, from the Campanian school, or from provincial schools

like those in Northern Africa and Syria began by building

triumphal and memorial arches of solid blocks of travertine

and tufa and then of travertine alone. This was in the pre-

Augustan and Augustan age.
1 Before the death of Augustus,

the spread of the use of decorative sculpture on arches made

artists adopt a facing of marble slabs and blocks covering the

travertine, that should allow of the desirable beauty of detail

impossible in the coarser stone. Beginning with a thin veneer

the marble facing became gradually heavier. In the time of

Constantine and for some time previously the core behind the

facing had ceased to be travertine and had become rubble,

concrete, and brick. This is exemplified in the Janus arches of

the Forum Boarium and at Saxa Rubra, near Rome. In the

arch of Constantine we find the earlier technique of the traver-

tine core, and among existing monuments a close analogy is to

the arch of Trajan at Beneventum. This in itself argues a

pre-Constantinian date for the structure. In the parts where

brickwork is added we find Constantinian work on our arch.

1 Pre-Augustan examples are at Spoleto, Aquino, Trieste, Aix-les-Bains,

Carpentras, etc. Augustan examples are at Aosta, Verona, Rimmi. Note the

thin veneer at Aosta (Porta Praetoria), which is paralleled atSpello in the pre-

Augustan gates.
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It is also necessary to note that Roman builders were ex-

tremely particular not to break the course lines of their masonry,

especially in the facing blocks or slabs. The sculptural decora-

tion was not allowed to interfere with this regularity. The

course lines were made to correspond to the top and base lines

of the reliefs. This was easy when, as was nearly always the

case, the marble facing that was left plain was built up together
with the projecting facing that was to be worked by the sculp-

tors. In the unusual cases, in later Roman times, when already
finished decorative units taken from earlier monuments were

embodied in the new construction, as is supposed to have been

the case in the arch of Constantine, it would not be difficult to

follow the same rule. No architectural critic would hesitate

to deny that a Roman architect could have preferred in such a

case to zig-zag his course lines rather than take the trouble to

gauge their height by his material.

But we find that, in order to incorporate the sculptured slabs

into the arch of Constantine the architect was obliged in some

cases to cut into the course above for the length of the sculp-

tured slab ;
in other cases to substitute a wider block in that

course with an offset in order to have it set down on to the

sculpture ;
in still other cases, to supplement this by the addi-

tion of a small cornice strip at the base. The obvious and im-

perative conclusion is that in such cases the sculptures were

inserted in an already existing structure and could not possibly
have been built up with it. Again, no competent architect

could decide otherwise. We shall examine presently the ex-

amples of each of these methods of insertion.

Before proceeding let me recapitulate the main reasons against
the Constantinian date.

(1) It does not explain the series of imperial military busts

crowned by Victories set into the masonry of the minor arch-

ways. The presumption is that they represent emperors, and

that they antedate Constantine.

(2) It does not agree with the fact that the majority of the

sculptured decorations were inserted into the structure of the

arch at some time after the construction. Any architect fa-

miliar with Roman work can see this.

(3) It does not explain the terrible damage done to the main
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cornice while the sculptures of the attic were so little damaged,
but such damage could easily have been caused in casting
down the groups on the attic and the attic inscription of

Domitian.

(4) It does not explain the use, in the recut sculptures, of

heads of emperors other than Constantine ; a fact explicable

only on the supposition that the arch was connected with these

emperors.

(5) It does not agree with the fact that the triumphal frieze,

which is even earlier than Constantine, is cut in the already

existing masonry and was neither provided for in the design
nor brought from another monument.

(6) One is unable to explain, with this theory, how the

spandrel decoration came to be drafted on a preexisting
structure.

(7) It is, we have seen, contradicted even by the dedicatory

inscription.

(8) It is contrary to Roman law and custom.

(9) It is contrary to conclusions based on the Notitia and the

Haterii relief.

We shall now proceed to the technical analysis, beginning;
with what is perhaps the simplest problem, that of the -end)

medallions.

The End Medallions (Figs. 4 and 5). In each of the ends

there is a medallion, on a level with the eight medallions of the

two fronts. They are in a later style and were evidently an

imitation of the series of eight. It has been assumed that they
are of Constantinian workmanship, though it has been grudg-

ingly granted that their art has pre-Constantinian elements. :

As a matter of fact it seems like defying the elementary stand-

ards of criticism to assert that they belong to the same time

and school as the frieze or the spandrels. They seem hardly

later than the middle of the third century, and might belong
to the time of Severus Alexander. A comparison of these

horses with those in the triumphal frieze and the Siege of

Verona will illustrate the technical differences. It will be

clear, later on, that even this frieze is pre-Constantinian.

If we examine the relation of these end medallions to the

masonry, it is evident that they were inserted and were not
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part of the original structure or facing. In order to insert the

Rising Sun medallion at the east end, which was to be cut in a

slab too' short to correspond fully to four courses of the facing,

the architect first inserted at the bottom of the cut which he

made a narrow cornice strip, to serve as a decorative base.

FIGURE 4. EAST END MEDALLION,
" SOL INVICTUS."

This is an evident insertion because it was against Roman
custom to carve such mouldings in separate blocks. They
were cut either in the top or in the bottom of a wide course,

as can be seen without leaving this arch, for instance, in the

moulding below the frieze on this same east end. But even

with this inserted strip the slab was found not to reach to the

level of the fourth course. The architect, therefore, seems to
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have removed the facing above it; not only two blocks of the

next course but the central epistyle block. He then shortened

one of the blocks in order to admit of a new block that should

project on both sides of the new medallion. In being put back

the shortened block was injured. A new block was cut so as

to fit down on to the medallion, and the change in the course

line was almost hidden by the thin porphyry framework now

disappeared which was brought up about to the regular course

FIGURE 5. WEST END MEDALLION, "DIANA."

level. The jags cut in the block were plainly visible, however,

at either end. After this the epistyle block was put back with

some slight abrasions. On the right end the upper and lower

facing blocks were not cut, but the medallion slab was cut away

to fit them and the irregularity was concealed by the porphyry

facing of the frame.

In the Moon medallion on the west end, the process was

reversed. The two slabs that compose it (each of the other

medallions is on a single slab) were longer than was needed,

and instead of cutting them down to suit the coursing of the

facing slabs, the two slabs of the course above were cut into.

The base-moulding also was not separate, as on the east end,
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but was cut in the slabs of the medallion. The numerous ir-

regularities seem to show that the insertion was done quite

late and led to considerable disturbance of the entire facing.

Also, when the surface was cut down to form a square frame

filled with some richly colored marble, a queer effect was pro-

duced by the narrow rim of the slab left on the right side

against the courses.

The conclusion is, on technical grounds, that these medallions

were inserted, in the rough block, into the structure of the pre-

existing arch and then carved in imitation of the other medal-

lions ; on stylistic grounds this happened before the time of

Constantino.
A. L. FROTHINGHAM.

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY,

MAY, 1912.

{To be continued.)
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(SECOND PAPER)

V. THE PERIOD OF THE INTRODUCTION OF ROOF-TILE
FACING (AUGUSTUS-CLAUDIUS)

Augustus. The plans of Julius Caesar for his new capital,

interrupted by his untimely death, were accepted by his suc-

cessor and heir as a part of his inheritance. Augustus,

however, cast in a different mould from his adopted father,

gave to these plans and to the public monuments in which they
were embodied a character wholly their own. This distinctive

character manifests itself, in the existing monuments, not only
in certain new architectural and decorative forms, but also in a

new and independent type of construction, to the introduction

of which is due, in large part, the importance of the age in the

history of the art of building.

The new type of construction, arising in part from the

abandonment of much which was faulty in the earlier type,

owing to its transitional character, is especially worthy of note

in the following respects :

(1) The clearer recognition of the values of the various

materials and methods of construction. 1

(2) The consequent elimination of many which were in-

adequate or worthless.

(3) The introduction of certain new materials and methods,

as well as of a number of new principles.

(4) A distinct advance in technique, due possibly to the

importation, in larger numbers, of foreign workmen as well

as of foreign ideas.

1
Concerning the value of the various materials and methods, see the second

book of the De Architectural of Vitruvius.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 337
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 3.
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(5) The appearance, especially in public monuments, of a

recognized, though imperfect, canon of construction. 1

The most conspicuous results of this general advance in the

art of construction were the abandonment of sun-dried bricks,

or lateres, as a building material,
2 and the marked increase in

the use of opus caementicium, with its variant, structura testacea,

for all classes of monuments. With the clearer understanding
of the comparative value of the different materials, also, the more

friable tufas were abandoned, except for vaults, and a firmer

reddish brown variety was adopted almost universally both for

walls of opus quadratum and for the caementd in structures of

opus caementicium. In place, too, of the earthy pozzolana-arena
of the earlier periods, a clean red variety

3 was introduced, to the

use of which is due, in large part, the strength of the Roman
concrete. To the group of structural materials were added,

also, broken roof-tiles, or tegulae.* These tiles were used alike

for caementa and facing in the new type of construction, called

by Vitruvius 6 structura testacea, out of which, when combined

as a facing with the earlier opus caementicium, was developed
at a later time brick-faced concrete, the typical Roman con-

struction.6 As a decorative material, Luna marble was in-

troduced, the extensive use of which led to the boast of

Augustus that he had received a city of sun-dried bricks

but had left in its place one of marble. 7

1 The endeavor to create such a canon is shown in the establishment by

Augustus of certain general building regulations (Vitr. De Architectures, II, VIII,

17; Suet. Aug. 89). A considerable portion of the valuable, though pedantic,

treatise of Vitruvius is clearly designed, also, to further this endeavor.
2 It is possible that the regulation by law of the width of walls (Vitr. I c.;

Suet. I.e.) was designed in part to attain this end, since walls of sun-dried

bricks (structura latericia) were, of necessity, thicker than those made of other

materials. It is clear from the words of Vitruvius, as well as from other

evidence, that sun-dried bricks were still in common use in the time of Augustus.
3 This pozzolana-arena, the arena rubra of Vitruvius (I.e. II, IV, 1), which

is that newfound, according to Brocchi (Del Suolo Fisico di Roma, p. 117),
near the Tre Fontane, is still regarded as the best variety near Rome.

4 Vitr. II, VIII, 19, et passim. 5 Vitr. II, VIII, 17, 18, 19.

6 Nissen holds
( Pomp. Stud. p. 4) that the most distinctive characteristic of

Roman construction throughout the empire is the preference shown in it for

the use of bricks and pozzolana mortar.
7 Suet. Aug. 28 : Urbem . . . excoluit adeo ut iure sit gloriatus mar-

moream se relinquere quam latericiam accepisset. Latericius, as well as later
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In methods of construction, also, an advance is noticeable, in

monuments both of opus quadratum and of opus caementicium,
in the adaptation of the materials to the structural demands
of the various monuments or parts of monuments in which

they are used. 1 For ordinary walls of opus quadratum, reddish

brown tufa was commonly employed. Peperino, however,
on account of its fireproof qualities,

2 was substituted for it in

certain buildings or parts of buildings, while travertine was
used for points of special pressure as well as for decorative

purposes. The earlier grayish yellow tufa was retained, on

account of its light weight, for the caementa of vaults.

By reason of the fuller recognition, at this time, of the

special fitness of opus caementicium for the more massive parts

of structures, such as foundations and podia, important monu-

ments made wholly of opus quadratum are very rare. 3 The

materials used in those of which remains are left are reddish

brown tufa, peperino, travertine, and marble. The monuments

which may be assigned, though only tentatively,
4 to this class

are the following
5

: the portions of Octavia (ca. 23 B.C.),
6 the

arch of Dolabella (10 B.C.), the ara Facis (9 B.C.), the

aqueduct arch inside the porta Tiburtina (5-4 B.C.), the forum

of Augustus and the temple of Mars Ultor (6-2 B.C.). The

Marmorata in the Campus Martius and the embankments of

the Tiber were probably wholly of opus quadratum, as they are

reported to have been.

when used alone, refers always to sun-dried bricks. The^ use of kiln-dried

bricks as material for walls was first introduced, as has been said, by Augustus

himself.

1
C/., for example, Vitr. I.e. II, IV, 3

; II, V, 1; II, VI, 6.

2 In the history of Roman construction as well as in the topography of the

city, the influence of the various fires has not been properly estimated. For a

list of the fires during the imperial period, see P. Werner, De Incendiis Urbis

Romae Aetate Imperatorum, Leipzig, 1906.

3 Its use was, however, apparently commended by Augustus (Plut. Apoph-

thegm. Aug. 15).
4 No final classification of these monuments is at present possible, since the

data concerning the material used in the foundations are incomplete.

5 Owing to the nature of the discussion, the list here given, as well as those

which -follow, includes only the monuments to which a date is assignable on

other grounds than those of construe Lion. Certain of the other monuments will

be discussed in following papers.
6 The brick-faced walls of the porticus belong to a later restoration.
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The larger number of monuments,1
however, while retaining

opus quadrature
2 for the greater part, at least, of the super-

structure and external walls, adopted even more generally

than in the last period opus caementicium for the foundations

and the other more massive portions of the structure. The
materials used for the opus quadratum in this class of monu-

ments were the same as those used in the preceding class.

The monuments built wholly of opus caementicium were,

with a few notable exceptions,
3 of secondary importance, con-

sisting chiefly of private houses or structures of small size.

These monuments, so far as they are at present determined,

are the following :

The altar base in front of the temple of Julius Caesar

(43 B.C.).

The "schola kalatorum "
(ca. 36 B.C.).

The aqua Julia (?) (33 B.C.).
4

The mausoleum of Augustus (28 B.C.).

The columbarium of the freedmen of L. Arruntius

(ca. 6 B.C.).
6

The fountain and aedicula 6 of Juturna (ca. 6 A.D.).
The aqua Alsietina (10 A.D.):

7

The columbarium of the slaves and freedmen of Marcella. 8

The ''auditorium of Maecenas."

The house of Livia on the Palatine: the upper walls.

The villa of Livia at Prima Porta.

The columbarium of the freedmen of Livia. 9

With the introduction of broken roof-tiles as a material for

walls arose, as has been said,
10 the special form of concrete con-

struction called structura testacea. 11 This differs from opus

1 The list of these monuments is the same as that given on pp. 392 ff., with

the exception of those given immediately below.
2 Opus quadratum was probably retained, in certain cases, with a view to

economy of space.
3 The mausoleum of Augustus, the aqua Julia (?), and the aqua Alsietina (?).
4
Lanciani, Acque, pp. 92-93.

6
Piranesi, Antichita di Roma, II, pis. IX, X, XVI.

6
Boni, Not. Scav. 1901, pp. 71, 84.

7
Nibby, Dintorni di Roma, I, 134

;
Hiilsen-Jordan, Top. p. 654, n. 83.

8
Mau,

' Rostra Caesaris,' Rom. Mitt. XX, p. 260. 9 Mau, I.e. .
10 P. 388.

11 Vitr. I.e. II, VIII, 19, quare maxime ex veteribus tegulis testa structiparietes

firmitatem poterunt habere.
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caementicium faced with opus testaceum, the common Roman
construction, only in the restriction of the material used for

the caementa of the structure to roof-tiles. 1

The number of the monuments in which the new type of con-

struction appears is very small, but five having as yet been
found. 2

The opus caementicium of the period, whether used alone or

with opus quadratum, is very uniform in type. The caementa,

except in the five monuments mentioned below, consist almost

entirely, both in foundations and in walls, of reddish brown tufa,

the typical material of the period, with, at times, a small

amount of the grayish yellow or lighter brown tufa of the

earlier periods. Cappellaccio, travertine, and peperino are, also,

occasionally found, but no selce and, practically, no bricks or

marble. In the foundations and podia, the caementa are large
and are laid with little attention to order ; in the walls, how-

ever, they rarely exceed medium size and are arranged in some-

what irregular rows. In three of the five monuments referred

to above, the Regia, and the temples of Saturn and Concord,

the choice of the materials used for the caementa is clearly due

to the large quantities of cappellaccio and other poorer varieties

of tufa made available by the destruction of the earlier monu-

ments to which they had belonged. The pieces of grayish yellow

tufa and travertine which are used as caementa in the founda-

tion walls of opus caementicium of the basilica Julia are plainly

the refuse materials from other parts of the building. The

selce used in the tomb of Caecilia Metella is the local stone.

In the few vaults which are preserved, the caementa are made

almost entirely of grayish yellow tufa. 3 The mortar is, without

exception, of the dusky red type found only in this general

period.
4 It is far finer in quality and less friable than the

mortar of the republican period, though lacking the rock -like

hardness of that of a century later. The arena consists of

red or reddish brown pozzolana, with which a little gray and

1 Though these walls are not brick walls in the modern sense of the term,

they resemble them much more nearly than do those of opus caementicium.

2 For the list of these monuments, see p. 396.

3 On account of its lightness, this grayish yellow tufa continued to be used

for vaults until the time of Septimius Severus.

4 The general period includes also the reigns of Tiberius and Caligula.
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white are occasionally mixed. This pozzolana-arena, though
not strictly terrosa,

1 is less clean than that used at a later period,

owing to the presence of a fine red dust, to which is due the

dusky red color of the mortar.2 The lime is more abundant

than in the republican mortar 3 and is of a very good quality.

Thin layers of tufa, travertine, or marble chips
4
appear at some-

what regular intervals in the body of the concrete, pointing

clearly to the width of the portions of the structure made at

one time.

In the limited number of buildings or separate walls where

a facing was required, opus reticulatum 6 was used. 6
Opus in-

cerium was still retained, however, in a few monuments outside

of Rome.7 The tesserae of the opus reticulatum are made nor-

mally of reddish brown tufa 8 and measure from 6 cm. to 10 cm.

across the face.

The principal monuments or parts of monuments belonging
to the age of Augustus in which opus caementicium was used are

the following :
9

The altar base in front of the temple of Julius Caesar (43 B.C.).

The temple of Julius Caesar : the foundations and the

podium (42-29 B.C.).

The temple of Saturn : the foundations and the podium
(42 B.C.).

The Regia : the upper part of the foundation walls (36 B.C.).

The "schola kalatorum" (ca. 36 B.C.).

The aqua Julia (?) (33 B.C.).

l For the meaning of this term, see Vitruvius, I.e. II, IV, 1.

2 Cf. the mortar of the time of Trajan and Hadrian, pp. 415, 418.
8 For the proportions of the lime and pozzolana, see Vitruvius, I.e. II, V, 1.

4 The caementa marmorea of Vitruvius (I.e. VII, VI, 1).
6 Opus reticulatum was correctly held by Mau (I.e. pp. 260 f.) to be the typi-

cal facing of the Augustan age.
6 The more important monuments in which opus reticulatum appears are :

the "schola kalatorum," the aqua Julia (?), the mausoleum of Augustus, the

theatre of Marcellus, the domus Publica, the fountain of Juturna, the aqua
Alsietina (?), the columbarium of the freedmen of Marcella, the "auditorium
of Maecenas," the house of Livia on the Palatine, and the villa of Livia at Prima
Porta.

7 The most noted example is the Pondel at Aosta.
8 In a few cases, other varieties of tufa are used.
9 For the class of monuments included in this list, see p. 389, n. 6.
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The curia Julia: the upper part of the foundation of the

steps
1
(29 B.C.).

The cloaca in front of the curia Julia : the vault 2
(29

B.C. ?).

The mausoleum of Augustus (28 B.C.).
The Rostra Augusti : the hemicycle and the foundations of

the rectangular structure (20 B.C. ?).
3

The arch of Augustus : the foundations (19 B.C.).
The theatre of Marcellus : the foundations and the inner walls

(13 B.C.).

The pyramid of Cestius: the foundations and the body of

the structure 4
(before 12 B.C.).

The temple of Vesta : the foundations and the podium (14-12

B.C.).

The domus Publica : the walls faced with opus reticulatum

and the foundations of the walls of structura testacea (14-
12 B.C.).

The basilica Aemilia : the foundations of the steps on the

north (?) and the foundation wall of the columns (14-2 B.C.).

The large cloaca under the basilica Aemilia : parts of the

top and of the walls (14-2 B.C.).

The sacellum Cloacinae : the upper part (14-2 B.C.).

The porticus of Lucius and Gains 6 and the taberriae novae :

the foundations of the porticus and of the tabernae (2 B.C.).

The temple of Magna Mater on the Palatine (?) (3 A.D.).

The temple of Castor : parts of the foundation and of the

podium
6
(6 A.D.).

The fountain and aedicula 7
(?) of Juturna (ca. 6 A.D.).

The aqua Alsietina (10 A.D.).
8

1 For the lower part of the foundations of the steps, see the previous paper,

p. 251.

2
Hiilsen, Edm. Mitt. XVII, p. 37, fig. 9.

3 See Van Deman, The So-called Flavian Eostra, A.J.A. XIII, pp. 175-

176, 180-181.
4 Nibby, E.A. II, pp. 534 ff.

; Piranesi, Ant. di Eoma, III, pi. XL-XLVIII.
6 The evidence for the identification of the colonnade in front of the basilica

Aemilia with the porticus of Lucius and Gaius will be presented in a later

article.

6 The greater part of the existing remains is of the time of Augustus. There

are no traces of a restoration by Hadrian.

7 See above, p. 390, n. 6.
8 For references, see p. 390, n. 7.
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The temple of Concord : the foundation of the steps and

parts of the podium (10 A.D.).

The columbarium of the slaves and freedmen of Marcella

(ca. 10 A.D.).
1

The basilica Julia : the foundation of the steps and the

foundation wall of the columns (12 A.D.).

The shops adjoining the basilica Julia : the foundations (?)

and the vaults (ca. 12 A.D.).

FIGURE 1. Biticit FACING OF THE TIME OF AUGUSTUS.*

The so-called Cloaca Maxima : parts of the roof and walls. 2

The cuniculi (completed or restored by Augustus).
The "auditorium of Maecenas."

The tomb of Eurysaces : the foundations (?) and the body
of the structure.

The tomb of Lucilius Paetus : the foundations (?) and the

body of the structure.

1
Mail, Bom. Mitt. XX, p. 260. 2

Narducci, Fognatnra di Roma, p. 41.

3 From the Rostra August!. The photographs used in this and in the illustra-

tions which follow, except in Figure 4, were taken at the distance of a meter and

a half from the walls.
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The tomb of Caecilia Metella : the foundations and the body
of the structure.

The house of Livia on the Palatine : the upper walls.

The villa of Livia at Prima Porta.

In the walls 1 made of structura testacea, the caementa consist

wholly, as has been said,
2 of the same broken roof-tiles which are

used for the facing. The pieces are large and are laid, as a rule,

in closely packed though somewhat irregular courses. The

mortar is the same as that of the opus caementicium described

above.

The facing is composed entirely of bricks made from roof-

tiles, or tegulae (Fig. 1). These tile bricks are, as a rule, irregu-

larly trapezoidal in shape, showing no tendency, as at a later time,

to approach the triangular form. The fronts are evenly sawed ;

3

the other sides are, however, roughly broken. Owing to the

nature of the material,
4 the bricks differ greatly in width,

varying, in the Rostra August! and the domus Publica, from

3.5 cm
&

to 4.5 cm. The average width of 50,
5 which may be

accepted as fairly representative,
6 is 4.1 cm. and the mean devi-

ation .26 cm. Between the two ends of the same brick, also, a

considerable difference in width is often found. The length of

the bricks varies normally from 20 to 35 cm. They are well

puddled and carefully fired, being conspicuous for their almost

flint-like hardness. Their color varies from a dark to a light

magenta red,? with a tendency, at times, to a magenta yellow.

iThe foundations of the walls of structura testacea are always of opus

caementicium.
2 i) QQQ

B The use of the saw in the preparation of facing bricks is even mor<

able at Pompeii than in Rome.
* The tegulae of which the bricks are made are usually 1-2 cm.

the bottom than at the top.

s The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in
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The mortar is slightly finer than in the body of the structure.

The horizontal joints are close, varying in the Rostra Augusti
from .5 cm. to 1 cm. ; they are, however, somewhat wider in

the domus Publica, often exceeding 1.5 cm. They are always,

so far as can be determined, carefully raked. 1 The vertical

joints are very fine, averaging little more than .6-. 7 cm. No

bonding courses are found.

The monuments built partially of structura testacea, with the

specific parts of each in which it is used, are the following:

The Rostra Augusti: the walls inside of the rectangular

structure and beside the steps in the rear (20 B.C. ?).
2

The tomb of Sulpicius Platorinus: the inner walls (18 B.C.).
8

The domus Publica: fragmentary walls under the shops and

street north of the atrium Vestae (14-12 B.C.).

The tomb of Cestius: the walls of the inner chamber* (before

12 B.C.).

The tomb of Caecilia Metella: the walls of the corridor and

of the inner chamber.6

The principal characteristics, or "earmarks," by which the

monuments of opus caementicium of the time of Augustus may
be most easily distinguished are: (1) the dusky red color of

the mortar,6 and (2) the regular use of reddish brown tufa

for the caementa both of foundations and of walls, to the ex-

clusion of the earlier varieties of tufa as well as of bricks and

marble. The walls of structura testacea of the same time, which

are recognizable, likewise, by the color of the mortar, are still

more easily distinguished by the exclusive use of broken roof-

tiles for the caementa, as well as for the facing, of the structure. 7

Tiberius. The exuberant building activity of the age of

Augustus was followed by a quarter of a century of inactivity.

1 This fact is of especial importance in its bearing on the question of the

methods employed in building brick-faced concrete walls.

2 See Van Deman, 'The So-called Flavian Rostra,' A.J.A. XIII, pp. 175-

176, 180-181.
3
Platner, Top. (1911), p. 616. < Nibby, E.A. II, p. 634.

5 The data for the tomb of Caecilia Metella are not complete.
This characteristic is, however, common to the opus caementicium of the

whole general period, being found also in the monuments of Tiberius and

Caligula.
7 See n. 6.
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For though Tiberius had had no small share in the great

undertakings carried out by his predecessor, the ancient writers

give him credit as ruling emperor for but two public works, the

erection of the temple of Augustus and the restoration of the

stage of the theatre of Pompey.
1 At least three other monu-

ments of a more private character were, however, built by
him, the castra Praetoria, the domus Tiberiana on the Palatine

and the watch-tower at Capri.
2 Of these three monuments, as

well as of a number of others built during his reign, considera-

ble remains are preserved.

To the history of the development of Roman construction,
the long years of Tiberius' reign contribute little, though a

slight increase is noticeable in the importance attached to the

use of opus caementicium.

No certain examples of monuments built entirely of opus

quadratum remain, and but two of opus quadratum combined

with opus caementicium. The other existing monuments are

wholly of opus caementicium and structura testacea.

The opus caementicium used in these monuments differs but

little from that of the time of Augustus. The caementa in the

foundations are in part of reddish brown tufa and in part of

selce. They are usually of moderate size and are laid with no

attention to order. In the walls the caementa are, as a rule,

largely of tufa, with a little peperino and travertine; no bricks

or marble are found. In the schola Xanthi, however, selce is

used in the walls, which are unfaced, as well as in the founda-

tions. 3 The mortar is the same as that used in the Augustan

monuments, except in the castra Praetoria, where a dark gray

variety appears.

For the buildings or individual walls where a facing was re-

quired, opus reticulatum was used. 4

1 Tac. Ann. VI, 45 : nepublice quidem nisi duo opera struxit, templum Augusta

et scaenam Pompeiani theatri. Cf. Suet. Tib. 47
;
Cass. Dio, LVII, 10, 2.

2 The period of the so-called palace of Tiberius is uncertain.

3 The walls of the schola Xanthi, the level of which was a half metre below

that of the Forum, were probably designed merely as substructures to support a

platform above, on which stood some important monument, possibly the Golden

Milestone.
4 The principal monuments in which opus reticulatum is found are : The

castra Praetoria : part of the wall and the inner rooms (Nibby, I.e. I, p. 582);

the doinus Tiberiana ;
the tomb in the Vigna Codini (Mau, I.e.).
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The monuments or parts of monuments in which opus cae-

menticium appears are the following :

The schola Xanthi (14-16 A.D.).

The arch of Tiberius in the Forurn : the foundations

(16 A.D.).

The castra Praetoria: the foundations and apart of the outer

wall, and the inner rooms 1
(21 A.D.).

The columbarium of the freedmen of L. Arruntius. 2

The domus Tiberiana on the Palatine : probable remains

a,bove the clivus Victoriae.

A tomb in the Vigna Codini. 3

Structura testacea is found in two only of the more important
monuments of the time in Rome,4 the castra Praetoria and

the tomb of Pomponius Hylas, in the former of which it is

used for the outer portion only of the heavier wall of opus
caementicium.5 In general type, it shows no marked change
from that of the time of Augustus. The caementa in the

walls 6
are, as earlier, of broken roof-tiles laid in irregular

rows. The mortar in the tomb of Pomponius Hylas is of

the earlier type ;
in the Praetorian camp, however, it is of the

dark gray variety found in the parts of the structure made of

opus caementicium.

The facing is wholly of bricks made from roof-tiles, which in

type resemble very closely those of the time of Augustus. No
noticeable change appears in their width, which varies from

3.5 cm. to 4.5 cm. The average width of 50 7 from the Prae-

torian camp, which may be accepted as typical,
8 is 4 cm. and

i
Nibby, I.e. I, p. 582. 2 /^. n, p . 518. a Mau, I.e.

4 It is used also in the watch tower at Capri.
5 The projecting towers, of which there were twelve, in addition to those be-

side the gates, are made wholly of structura testacea.

6 The foundations of the castra Praetoria are of opus caementicium. Those of

the tomb of Pomponius Hylas are not visible.

7 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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the mean deviation .1 cm. In composition, texture, and hard-

ness, also, no material difference is found. The color, however,
is less uniform, varying from magenta or magenta yellow to

clear yellow. The horizontal mortar joints are close, averag-

ing a little over a centimetre, while the vertical joints average
much less. Bonding courses do not appear.
No essential difference in type is found between the opus

caementicium of the time of Tiberius, with its variant, structura

testacea, and that of the time of Augustus. The specific char-

acteristics, therefore, by which it is distinguished from the

opus caementicium of the other periods are the same.

Caligula. Under the porticus on the north of the so-called

temple of Augustus, as well as within the building itself, the

excavations of recent years have brought to light many frag-

mentary walls, which from their position and orientation may
safely be accepted as part of the famous building by which

Caligula sought, according to Suetonius,
1 to make of the tem-

ple of Castor the vestibule of his palace.
2 These walls, with a

few belonging to the circus across the Tiber, which were identi-

fied in the seventeenth century but are now lost, are all which

can be assigned, with any degree of certainty, to the time of

Caligula.

The type of construction used in the walls of the circus is

opus caementicium faced with opus reticulatum and brick. 3 The

remains of the palace are, on the other hand, of structura testacea.

The foundations are not visible. The walls, however, do not

differ in type from those of the time of Augustus and Tiberius.

The caementa are wholly of broken roof-tiles and the mortar is

of the dusky red type characteristic of the general period. The

few bricks of the facing which remain vary in width from 3.5

cm. to 4.5 cm., and resemble, in composition, texture, and color,

also, those of the earlier part of the period. The horizontal

mortar joints vary from 1 cm. to 1.5 cm.

1
Calig. 22 : partem Palati ad forum usque promovit atque aede, Castoris et

Pollucis in vestibulum tranflgurata. ... For Caligula's work as builder, cf.

Pliny, N.H. XXXV, 111.

2 The large basin under the library connected with the so-called temple,

though it may have formed a part of the same palace originally, seems, in its

present form, to belong to a later restoration.

3
Nibby, I.e. I, p. 605.
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VI. THE PERIOD OF TRIANGULAR FACING BRICKS

(CLAUDIUS-DOMITIAN)

The period of Claudius, though not conspicuous for the num-

ber or magnificence of its civil monuments, is yet distinguished

by the boldness and technical skill displayed in carrying to

completion the great monuments of engineering undertaken by

Caligula. Of the more noteworthy of these, the aquae Claudia

and Anio Novus and the emissarium of Lake Fucino, extensive

remains have, by good fortune, been preserved to modern times. 1

The period of Claudius is not without distinction, also, in its

contributions to the art of building. In the materials used

for walls of opus quadratum and in the body of the structures of

opus caementicium, no change occurred at this time. Broken

roof-tiles as a specific material for the caementa of walls

were, however, given up and struclura testacea as a distinct type

of construction disappeared.
2 As facing bricks, also, broken

roof-tiles were, for a time, abandoned, and in their place tri-

angular bricks were introduced. Out of the union of this

facing of triangular bricks with the earlier opus caementicium

arose the typical Roman construction, brick-faced concrete.

For the parts above ground of the aqua Claudia and of a few

other monumental structures,
3 the earlier construction in opus

quadratum was retained. In the other greater monuments of

the time, however, opus caementicium was used alone. Of the

most important of these, the aqua Anio Novus, numerous re-

mains are left. The general conclusions here given are, in

large part, based upon the data derived from these remains

and from those of the foundations of the aqua Claudia. 4

Owing to the length of the aqueducts and the use, for the

sake of economy, of materials found near at hand, a considerable

1 The remains of the ancient emissariuin were, unfortunately, in great part

destroyed by the modern engineers in constructing the modern emissarium.
2 No walls of structura testacea have been found which are later than the

time of Caligula.
8 The most important of these are the new arches of the aqua Virgo inside

the city and the facade of the emissarium of Lake Fucino. (Brisse and Rotrou,
Dessechement du Lac Fucino, 1876, p. 252 and pi. VII, Fig. 1.)

4 No critical examination of the aqueducts has as yet been possible except
within a few miles of the city. Concerning the aqueducts as a whole, therefore,

the conclusions here drawn are in no respect final.
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difference in details is noticeable at various points in their
course. The general type of construction, however, remains the
same. The caementa in the foundations of the aqua Claudia 1

are of selce, with which, however, in the more massive portions
of the Anio Novus, large pieces of red and yellow tufa are
mixed. In the walls of the specus of the Anio Novus which

FIGURE 2. FACING OK TRIANGULAR BRICKS OF THE TIME OF

are above ground,
3 the caementa are usually of peperino, the

material used for the arches of the aqua Claudia, or of tufa.

A few broken roof-tiles and pieces of brick are occasionally

1 These are most conveniently seen a few miles from the city, near the point

where the line of the aqueducts is crossed by the Naples railway.
2 From the Anio Novus.
3 The specus of the Anio Novus is most easily studied near the railway

station of Capannelle.
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found. The caementa of the roof of the specus differ little

from those of the walls. The mortar varies considerably with

the locality, but is, in general, of a reddish gray tone. The

arena 1
consists, as a rule, of a reddish brown and gray pozzolana,

somewhat terrosa in character, with which is mixed, at times, a

considerable quantity of coarse gravel. The lime is of a medium

good quality but is often deficient in quantity.

The facing is of three kinds, opus reticulatum, opus reticulatum

with opus testaceum, andopus testaceum (Fig. 2). Tlieopus re-

ticulatum is found only in certain parts of the inner facing of the

specus, the other parts of which are faced with opus testaceum.

The outside of the specus is faced with opus reticulatum and

opus testaceum or with opus testaceum alone. The opus reticulatum

is made usually of a yellowish gray or a light red tufa belong-

ing to the region. The tesserae measure across the face from

7 cm. to 7.5 cm. The opus testaceum used in the facing of the

outside of the specus is made wholly, so far as seen, of tri-

angular bricks made from the small square bricks,
2 called later-

culi bessales.3 On the inside, smaller triangular bricks, as well

as a number of broken roof-tiles, are occasionally found. The

larger triangular bricks are normally from 3.8 cm. to 4.2

cm. wide. The average width of 100,* which may be regarded
as representative, is 4 cm. and the mean deviation .1 cm. In

length, they vary from 17 cm. to 27 cm., rarely exceeding
28 cm.5 The clay and the red pozzolana of which they are

made are carefully sifted and well mixed, or puddled. They

1 The arena used for the mortar of the emissarium of Lake Fucino was,

according to Brisse (I.e. p. 28), a ferruginous lake sand, although a good variety

of pozzolana is found in the region, which, however, may not have been recog-

nized by the Romans on account of its yellow color.

2 For the source of triangular bricks and the method of preparation, see the

previous paper, p. 236.
8 Vitr. I.e. V, X, 2.

4 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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are of medium fine texture and are well fired. Their color

varies normally from a yellowish red to a reddish yellow,

approaching, at times, a magenta yellow.
1 The mortar is

slightly finer than in the body of the structure. The hori-

zontal joints vary from 1.5 cm. to 2 cm. and are carefully raked.

The vertical joints average a little more than 1 cm. No bonding
courses appear.

The principal characteristics by which the monuments of

opus caementicium of the time of Claudius are most readily

distinguished from those of the preceding periods are : (1) the

color of the mortar, and (2) the use of triangular bricks either

alone or with opus reticulatum. They are, on the other hand,,

distinguishable, though less easily, from the monuments of

Nero and the Flavians (1) by the presence of opus reticulatum,.

and (2) .by the quality and width of the triangular bricks.

Nero. During the earlier years of his reign, Nero displayed

his passion for building in the magnificent group of monuments

which he erected in the Campus Martius and in the vast palace

by which he united the Palatine and the gardens of Maecenas

on the Esquiline. In creating a new city, however, on the

broad areas laid waste by the great fire, he for the first time

found full opportunity for the gratification of his ambition.

With the year 64, therefore, begins properly the second great

building period of imperial Rome.

In order that his new capital might not be so easily swept

away by another conflagration, Nero, by the expenditure of

vast sums of money as well as by the establishment of a num-

ber of new building regulations,
2
brought about a series of

changes which affected not only the general plan of the city

but also the type of construction used in its new edifices. Of

the changes affecting the city as a whole, the most important

were :
3
(1) the adoption of a new piano regolatore, at least for

the centre of the city ; (2) the widening and straightening of

the streets and the creation of spacious open squares ;. (3) the

isolation of the houses, by abolishing the use of "common

walls" and by the introduction of colonnades, or porticos,

1 The clear magenta red tone of the earlier tile bricks very rarely, if ever,

appears in triangular bricks.

2 Tac. Ann. XV, 43.
3 For these changes, see Tacitus, I.e.
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along their fronts.1 In connection with these more general

changes, others of a more specific character took place, which

were not without importance in their influence on the develop-

ment of Roman construction. Among the most conspicuous
of the results which attended these more specific changes
were : (1) the more general adoption of peperino and other

fireproof materials, especially for walls of opus quadratum;

(2) the more intelligent choice of materials for the caementa

of the various parts of concrete structures; and (3) the uni-

versal use at Rome, in public monuments, of triangular bricks

for wall facing, in' place of the less practical facing of opus
reticulatum or roof-tiles.

Though it is clear, from the prescribed use of peperino,
2 that

opus quadratum retained its place, in the new city, for certain

buildings or parts of buildings, remains of structures made of

it either alone or in combination with opus caementicium are

rare. Monuments of opus caementicium faced with opus testa-

ceum are, on the contrary, to be found on every hand.

The type of construction used in these monuments is very

regular. The caementa consist almost entirely of refuse mate-

rials from the buildings destroyed by the fire. In the founda-

tions and substructures,3 in the larger number of the monuments,
travertine is used in great abundance,4 with a smaller quantity
of reddish or light brown tufa, peperino, and selce. In certain

parts of the domus Aurea, however, the caementa are almost

wholly of selce. Small pieces of broken and charred marble

and a few bricks are found also. The pieces are, as a rule, of

medium size. In the walls, the caementa are almost wholly
of broken roof-tiles and other bricks, of the same or earlier

periods, laid in irregular rows. The caementa in the vaults

are consistently of large pieces of yellowish gray tufa. The
mortar is of a dark gray or reddish gray type,

5 coarse in its

composition and, at times, somewhat friable. The arena con-

sists of an inferior quality of pozzolana, coarsely sifted and

1 Nissen (Pomp. Stud. p. 371) calls attention to the introduction at Pompeii

by Nero, a few years earlier, of similar colonnades.
2
Tac., I.e. s See the previous paper, p. 234, Fig 2.

* See the wall in the figure just referred to.

6 Cf. the ashy gray mortar of the republican period, Z.c., pp. 245, 247.
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slightly terrosa, the prevailing tone of which is dark gray,
but with an admixture of red, reddish brown, and white par-

ticles. The lime is of an inferior quality and, at times, is de-

ficient in quantity also.

The facing of the walls in Rome 1
is, without exception, of

opus testaceum made of triangular bricks (Fig. 3). These bricks

FIGURE 3. FACING OF TRIANGULAR BRICKS OF THE TIME OF NERO.

are normally from 3.9 cm. to 4.5 cm. wide, being rarely found

less than 4 cm. The average width of 100 bricks 3 from the

1 Outside of Home, as at Anzio, opus reticulatum also is used.

2 From the domus Aurea.

3 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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atrium Vestae, the domus Aurea, and the arcus Neroniani is

4.1 cm. and the mean deviation .1 cm. The length of the

bricks is usually from 25 cm. to 28 cm., never, so far as seen,

exceeding 30 cm. 1 Many broken bricks are, however, found,

especially in the domus Aurea. The bricks are very poor in

composition, consisting of a heterogeneous mass of clay and

coarse pozzolana, badly mixed and full of holes. They are,

however, well fired. They vary in color from reddish yellow
to yellowish red and are conspicuous for their streaked and

mottled appearance. The horizontal joints of mortar are nor-

mally from 1.5 cm. to 2 cm. wide and are, normally, raked. The
vertical joints are somewhat irregular, but are commonly from

.5 cm. to 1.5 cm.

Bonding courses of the wide yellow bipedales regularly used

for the arches appear sporadically in the arcus Neroniani.

The principal monuments of opus caementicium of the period
of which remains still exist are the following:

2

The thermae of Nero (62 A.D.).
3

The domus Transitoria: fragmentary walls on the Velia (?)

(before 64 A.D.).

The atrium Vestae: the imperial atrium of the first period

(64-68 A.D.).
4

The shops on the north of the atrium Vestae (64-68 A.D.).
5

The porticus along the Sacra Via on the Velia 6
(64-68 A.D.).

The porticus along the clivus Palatinus 7
(64-68 A.D. ).

The domus Aurea (64-68 A.D.).
The Sette Sale (64-68 A.D.).

The arcus Neroniani (64-68 A.D.).
The general characteristics, or "earmarks," which distin-

guish the opus caementicium of the time of Nero are: (1) the

1 Since the front of these bricks (laterculi bessales) is the diagonal of a square
of 20 cm. to 22 cm., the greatest length possible is 31 cm.

2 For the monuments included in this list, see p. 389, n. 5.

3
Nibby, E.A. II, 775-776.

4 Van Deman, The Atrium Vestae, pp. 19 f. and Plan A.
6 Van Deman, Z.c., pp. 18, 19. These shops form part of an extensive group

on the Velia, which will be discussed at a later time.
6 The massive substructures of unfaced concrete opposite the basilica of Con-

stantine formed the foundations for the porticus on the south side of the Sacra

Via. Traces of a corresponding porticus exist on the opposite side.

7 This porticus is the continuation of that just described (n. 6) .
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dark gray tone of the mortar, and (2) the poor composition,

porosity, and mottled appearance of the bricks, as well as their

width.

Vespasian. With the rise of Vespasian to imperial power,

a period of wise conservation and reorganization began

throughout the realm. A new impulse was given also to the

rebuilding of the city, still half buried in ruins,
1 and to the

restoration of the public utilities, so sadly neglected by Nero.

In the history of construction, likewise, the reign of Ves-

pasian is one of reorganization, marked not so much by the

introduction of new materials and methods as by the intelli-

gent and economical use and skilful combination of those

already existing. That this was the result not only of regard

for economy but also of sound knowledge is shown by the

retention of the same type of construction throughout the

whole of the Flavian period.

The most important of the changes which were brought

about by the building policy of Vespasian were : (1) the selec-

tion of selce as the preferred material for the caementa of

foundations and other massive construction ; (2) the rein-

troduction of the earlier clean red pozzolana in place of the

poorer grayish variety used in the buildings of Nero; and (3)

the adoption of a narrower and more homogeneous type of tri-

angular bricks for the facing of walls.

Opus quadrature appears prominently in the public monu-

ments of the time, and in the Colosseum is united an a most

effective way with the massive walls of opus caementicium.

The remains of the forum of Peace and of the temple of Sacra

Urbs are wholly, at least above ground, of opus quadratum.

The aqua Claudia and the Anio Novus are, on the other

hand, restored in opus caementicium faced with triangular

bricks.

The opus caementicium, though lacking the technical perfection

of the next general period, is of a good quality. The caementa

of the foundations are almost wholly, so far as seen, of selce.

The pieces are of medium size and are laid with no attempt at

order. In the walls, the caementa are normally of triangular

bricks of the same or of the earlier period, which are laid on

i See Tac. Ann. XV, 41. Suet. Vesp. VIII, 5 ; IX, 1.
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the flat side in somewhat even rows. Flanged tiles are also

found and occasionally other old materials, as tufa or traver-

tine. The vaults are constructed wholly of caementa made of

large pieces of yellowish gray tufa. 1 The mortar is of a dirty-

white and red type. While not as fine grained as in the

FIGURE 4. FACING OF TRIANGULAR BRICKS OF THE TIME OF VESPASIAN. 2

following period,
3 it is firm and tenacious. The pozzolana-arena

is sharp-angled and clean, though, at times, very coarse. Its

predominating color is red, though reddish brown and gray

particles appear also.

1 The character of the caementa is very important in the upper stories of the

Colosseum, where by contrast the restorations are most easily recognized in the

small pieces of dark pumice stone used for the caementa.
2 From the Colosseum. The distance is 1 m. instead of 1.5 m. as in the other

figures.
3 Cf. the periods of Trajan and Hadrian, pp. 415, 418.
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The facing is of opus testaceum of triangular bricks (Fig. 4),

with almost no admixture of old material. 1 The bricks are usu-

ally from 3.7 cm. to 4.2 cm. wide. The average width of 100 2

from the Colosseum is 3.9 cm. and the mean deviation .1 cm.

Their length varies from 20 cm. to 30 cm. They are much more

homogeneous in composition and of far finer texture than the

bricks of the Neronian time. In color they vary from reddish

yellow to yellowish red, but are comparatively free from the

streaked and mottled appearance so noticeable in the bricks

of the time of Nero. They are hard baked and weather well,

showing little tendency to disintegration. The horizontal

mortar joints are somewhat closer than in the Neronian walls,

varying from 1.2 cm. to 1.7 cm. and are carefully raked.

The vertical joints average a little less than 1 cm.

Bonding courses do not appear in any of the walls of the

time.

The principal monuments or parts of monuments of the time

of Vespasian which are made of opus caementicium are the fol-

lowing:
The aquae Claudia and Anio Novus: general restorations

(71 A.D.).

The Colosseum: the substructures, the inner walls of the first

and second stories, and of a part of the third story (78 A.D.).

The portions (?) north of the Colosseum: fragmentary walls

(78 A.D.?).

The cloaca in front of the Colosseum (78 A.D.).
3

The portions Claudia (?).*

The principal characteristics by which the opus caementicium

of the time of Vespasian
5 is most readily distinguished from that

1 Cf. the period of Maxentius, p. 431.

2 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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of the Neronian period are: (1 ) t
- v bite and red color of

the mortar, and (2) the widtli ai ion f the bricks.

The absence of bonding courses i> noticeable difference

between the opus caementicium of tin! .me of Vespasian and that

of the later Flavian emperors.

Titus. Titus, succeeding (juietly i his father's rule, sought,

for the most part, merely to carry out he undertakings already

begun. A few new public monunmtH %vere, however, erected

by him. The most inif>ortant <f thuMiiontinn-

were left unfinished at his death, W<M the thermae Titianae. and

the temple of Vespasian with tin* pruurus Deorum Consentiuin

adjoining it. He restored, also, th- \fnrcian and the Uaudian

aqueducts. Of the other nionuintMH built during hi>

but two are of especial importance; he arches of Titus in the

Circus Maxinius and on the Velia.

To the art of building not only di Titus' abort reign of two

years contribute nothing, but the cLacres so wisely inaugurated

by Vespasian lost much >f their fnm in the hands of his less

eflicient son. This is to be seen lost clearly in t

choice of materials and in the careliM methods of construct ion,

especially noticeable in tin- porticu Deorum Consentium, to

which no less than to the thermae light be applied Martial's

well known expression veloria munm**

As in the time of Vespasian. <>pi< i/uadratum maintained its

place in a few monuments, though t little structural value in

eomparison with the "/"/* caementioimiwith which it was united.

The restoration of t lie aqua Marciavas wholly in ojnu caemen-

ticturn.

In general type, the opus caemefitium does not differ from

that of the time of Vespasian, hi the cacmenta* ho\\

much more old material was us*il In the few remaining

arches of the restoration of the aqa Marcia inside

for example, they consist almost vfcoily of opu reticu

blocks of yellowish gray tufa, beloging to earlier repm
houses in the vicinity. The me.; is less homogeneous,
as well as less tenacious than eai account of the earthy
nature of the pozzolana-arena us- k The facing of the walls

does not differ from that of Vesfman's time, except in the

1
Spect. 2. Cf. Suet. Tit. 7 : thtrmiw iuxta rtlerUer cx*ructi*.
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more frequent appearane of older material. The triangular

bricks used are nor: ^m 3.7 cm. to 4.1 cm. wide.

The average width of.,'5
1 from the restored arches of the

aqua Marcia inside the tcy and the porticus Deorum Consen-

tium is 3.9 cm. and themean deviation .1 cm. The joints

of mortar, both horizonti and vertical, are very irregular in

width.

The monuments or pats of monuments of the time which

are built of opu* eaementnum are the following:

The aqua Marcia : therestored arches, especially those near

the porta Tiburtina (79 uax).
2

The temple of Vespasin : the podium.
3

The porticus of the DeiConsentes: the lower rooms.*

The arch of Titus on to Velia : the foundations. 5

The thermae of Titus : few fragmentary walls (?) (81 A.D.).

No specific characterises have as yet been found by which

the opu* caementicium oithis time may be distinguished with

certainty from that of th other Flavian emperors.

Domiiian. The new ay was arising slowly from the ashes

of the fire of Nero, whe: in 80 A.D., it suffered from a second

conflagration, which notonly destroyed many of the newly re-

stored monuments, but rept over much of the city which had

before escaped destructin. In the rebuilding of the monu-

ments thus destroyed arictlbe erection of splendid new ones in

every part of the city, loraitian found ample opportunity to

gratify his feverish passin for building.
6

'

But although, in the nmber and magnificence of its monu-

ments, the reign of Doritian may be regarded as one of the

great building periods -61 Rome, it contributed little to

The exact width of the briks is as follows :

Measurement in centi-

metres.

* The walls inside the

which is left of the time oi

* The temple was finished b\Domitian.

4 The porticus seems to hava.een finished by Domitian.

* The arch was finished by bmitian.

Plutarch (Pop/. 15) applkthe name r6<ro5 to this passi
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development of the art of construction. Opus quadratum re-

tains a prominent place, though there is a perceptible decrease

in the amount used in the buildings where it is united with

opus caementicium. A larger number of important monuments

are, moreover, built wholly of opus caementicium, as, for exam-

ple, the so-called temple of Augustus, the atrium Vestae of the

FIGUHE 5. FACING OF TRIANGULAR BKICKS OF THE TIME OF D

second period, the palaces on the Palatine, and the stadium in

the Campus Martius.

In type, the opus caementicium of Domitian resembles closely

that of the time of Vespasian. The caementa,2 however, show

1 From the domus Augustana. Cf. the previous paper, p. 233, Fig. 1
; p.

238, Fig. 4
; p. 240, Fig. 6.

2 The use of yellowish gray tufa for the caementa of one of the walls of the

ramp leading from the temple of Augustus to the Palatine is very exceptional.
For the caementa of the period, see the previous paper, p. 249, Fig. 8.
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a larger proportion of broken triangular bricks and marble.

The mortar is the same in composition and color, but is some-

what coarser, especially in foundations.

The facing (Fig. 5) does not differ in type from that of

Vespasian.
1 The bricks are normally from 3.6 cm. to 4.2 crn.

wide. The average width of 200 2 from the so-called temple of

Augustus, the atrium Vestae, the domus Augustana, and the

Meta Sudans is 3.9 cm. and the mean deviation .1 cm. The

length varies normally from 25 cm. to 29 cm., never exceed-

ing, so far as seen, 30 cm. The horizontal mortar joints vary

from 1.3 cm. to 1.8 cm. and are, normally, raked. The ver-

tical joints are from .5 cm. to 1.2 cm. wide.

Bonding courses are introduced at regular intervals, com-

monly 16 to 18 or 28 to 30 courses apart, and extend through

the whole width of the wall. They are made of heavy bipedales,

4.5 cm. to 5 cm. thick, and are of a light yellow or a magenta

yellow color.

The monuments or parts of monuments of the period in which

opus caementicium is used are the following :

The so-called temple of Augustus
3 and the library adjoining

it (before 90 A.D.).

The temple of Vesta: ihefavissa (before 91 A.D.).

The atrium Vestae: the imperial atrium of the second

period (before 91 A.D.).
4

The Equus Domitiani : the foundations 5
(91 A.D.).

The domus Augustana (before 92 A.D.).

The Hippodromus on the Palatine (before 92 A.D.).

. The Meta Sudans (97 A.D'.).

The temple of Vespasian : the portion left incomplete by Titus.

1 In the villa of Domitian at Castel Gondolfo, the facing is of opus reticulatum

and opus testaceum.
2 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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The porticus Deorum Consentium : the upper story.

The small room between the temples of Vespasian and Con-

cord (?).*

The house of Avidius Quietus.
2

The stadium in the Campus Martius (?) (not yet classified).

The tomb of Domitilla (?) (not yet classified).

The restorations of the aquae Marcia and Claudia (not yet

classified).

In the monuments of opus caementidum of the time of Do-

mitian, when compared with those of the earlier Flavian period,

no distinctive characteristics are found, apart from the use of

bonding courses. When compared with the monuments of the

succeeding periods, however, the buildings of Domitian's time,

like those of the time of the earlier Flavian emperors, are easily

distinguished by the type of the mortar, as well as by the use

of triangular facing bricks.

VII. THE PERIOD OF THE REVIVAL OF ROOF-TILE FAC-

ING (TRAJAN-MARCUS AlJRELlUS)
3

Trajan. In the monuments which bear the name of Tiajan,
few in number but conspicuous for their refinement in archi-

tectural forms and in construction, one recognizes the expres-

sion of a genius but little akin to that which produced the

strong but cruder monuments of the Flavian age. It is prob-

able that to the Syrian Greek, Apollodorus, is due the appear-

ance of the new artistic feeling, which, being allowed full play

by the emperor Trajan, brought the Roman art of building in

concrete to its fullest development.
No distinctly new principles and few, if any, new materials

and methods were, so far as can be determined, introduced.

On the contrary, Apollodorus, retaining those which had been

proved of real value during the preceding half century, evolved

from them a higher type of construction, by uniting with them

certain materials and methods from the earlier age of Augustus.

1 This room may have been built by Titus.

2
Hiilsen-Jordau, Top. p. 344, n. 2.

3 The failure to recognize the existence of two distinct periods of roof-tile fac-

ing has led to many of the errors in the chronology of the monuments.
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The main features in the monuments of the period which mark
an advance in the type of construction are :

(1) The abandonment of the use of opus quadratum for points
of special pressure, as well as for external walls.

(2) The marvellous adaptation not only of the different ma-
terials but of the different grades of the same material to the
structural demands of the various buildings or parts of a single
building.

(3) The finished technique, especially noticeable in the fine-

ness and homogeneous quality of the mortar used in the various

parts of the structures, as well as in the regularity and beauty
of the facing.

1

(4) The extensive use of sawed roof-tiles not only for the

facing but also for the decorative parts even of important public
monuments.

While opus quadratum continued to be used in certain parts,
at least, of many monumental structures, the age of Trajan is

especially marked by the extension of the use of opus caementi-

cium to all classes of buildings, including aqueducts and other

monuments of engineering.
2

The opus caementicium of this time differs much both in

appearance and in quality from that of the Flavian Age. The
caementa in the foundations, where these are to be seen, are of

selce, with which is mixed occasionally a little travertine. The

pieces are of medium size. In the walls broken bricks of all

kinds are found, which are laid in close, though somewhat

irregular, rows. 3 For the vaults, as earlier, yellowish gray tufa

is used. The mortar is of a clean-white and red type, very

compact and almost flint-like in hardness. The arena is com-

posed of a clean red pozzolana, with a slight admixture of red-

dish brown and gray particles. It is very
"
sharp," finely sifted,

and free from any earthy quality.
4 The lime is more abundant

1 Of. the concrete monuments in Rome, the most conspicuous for the ele-

gance as well as the excellence of their construction are the forum of Trajan

and the amphitheatrum Castrense.
2 For the general value assigned to opus caementicium faced with opus testa-

ceum, see Pliny, Ep. ad Traianum, XXXVII, 2
; XXXIX, 4.

3 In the aqua Traiana near the city, the reddish brown tufa of which the

opus reticulatum of the facing is made is used also for the caementa.

4 It is probable that the pozzolana was washed to remove the fine dust so

noticeable in the mortar of the time of Augustus. See p. 392.
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than earlier and is very clean and white, being excelled in

whiteness only by that used in the monuments of the time of

Hadrian.

The facing is normally of opus testaceum made of broken

roof-tiles, with which, in a few monuments, opus reticulatum is

mixed. 1 These tile bricks are narrower than those of the

earlier period. They tend, also, more often, to approach the

triangular form. They are normally from 3.3 cm. to 4.1 cm.

wide. The average width of 200 2 from the five more important
monuments of the time is 3.7 cm. and the mean deviation .2 cm.

Their length varies usually from 20 cm. to 33 cm. 3 In compo-
sition they differ but slightly from the earlier type. They are

of a very fine texture and are well fired, having a metallic ring
when struck. Their color is commonly magenta red, though
of a slightly lighter tone than that of the earlier tile bricks.

A small number also are of a yellowish magenta or clear yellow
color. 4 The width of the horizontal joints of mortar is normally
from .7 cm. to 1.5 cm., and of the vertical joints, from .5 cm. to

.8 cm. The horizontal joints are carefully raked.

In several monuments of the time, a finer variety of facing is

used for the fronts of the walls. The tile bricks used in this

facing, however, do not differ in kind from those just described.

The horizontal mortar joints are, however, very close, varying
from .3 cm. to .7 cm., while the vertical joints are almost

invisible.

1 The most important of the monuments in which opus reticulatum is found

are the aqua Traiana and the Naumachia ( Hiilsen-Jordan, I.e. pp. 660 f.). It

appears also in a single wall in the thermae.
2 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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Bonding courses of the thick, light-colored Upedales used for
arches occur regularly in the Forum, but are found less often
in the other monuments.

The monuments or parts of monuments of the time which are
made of opus caementicium are the following :

The thermae of Trajan (of an early date).
The aqua Traiana (109-10 A.D.).

1

The thermae of Sura (109-10 A.D.).
2

.

The arch of Trajan : the foundations. 3

The forum of Trajan : the foundations, and the walls of the

hemicycles (112-14 A.D.).

The basilica Ulpia : the foundations (112-14 A.D.).
The column of Trajan : the foundations (112-14 A.D.).
The bibliothecae : the foundations and a part of the walls

(112-14 A.D.).
The extension of the Circus Maximus : probable walls at the

east end.

The Naumachia. 4

The extension of the aqua Marcia to the Aventine : arches

near the Porta Capena.
5

The ainphitheatrum Castrense.6

The main characteristics which distinguish the monuments of

opus caementicium of this time from those of the preceding

period are (1) the clean-white and red color of the mortar as

well as its fine composition and flint-like hardness, and (2) the

use of roof-tile facing bricks. No marked differences are

found, on the other hand, between the type of construction of

this time and that of the time of Hadrian.

Hadrian. During the early years of his reign, Hadrian con-

formed his policy in general to that of his predecessor and kins-

man. The earlier monuments, therefore, erected under the

1 The data for the aqua Traiana are not as yet complete.
2 The data for the thermae of Sura are as yet incomplete.
3
Pellegrini ap. Jordan, Top. I, 2, p. 457, n. 26.

4
Hulsen-Jordan, I.e. pp. 660 f. Cf. Durm, Baukunst der fiomer (1904),

p. 699, Fig. 766.

5 The data for this monument are as yet incomplete.
6 The assignment by Hiilsen (Hulsen-Jordan, I.e. p. 249, n. 74) of the amphi-

theatrum Castrense to Trajan is proved correct by many structural as well as

architectural peculiarities of the monument.
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influence of the building traditions of the previous period, if not

under the immediate direction of its great architect, Apollo-

dorus, differ but little from those of the time of Trajan. The
later monuments, on the other hand, erected by the emperor
after his years of travel and study of the monuments of other

lands, resemble less closely those of the preceding period.

Their gain in originality is, however, counterbalanced by a

noticeable loss in perfection of form and technique, owing,

possibly, to the fall from favor, at this time, of the master

architect, Apollodorus.

Although no period did more to assist in the extension of the

use of Roman concrete, few, if any, important contributions

were made to the history of the development of the con-

struction. The materials and methods of the time of Trajan

were, in the main, adopted without change. In a few of the

later monuments, however, triangular bricks were again used. 1

Monuments built wholly or in part of opus quadratum are

rare. For all classes of structures, on the other hand, opus

caementicium was regularly used.

Throughout the whole period the opus caementicium is con-

spicuous for its uniformity, even in details. 2 The caementa in

the foundations are almost entirely of selce, except in a very

few walls on the Palatine, where a large amount of broken

travertine and marble appears. In the temple of Venus and

Rome also, tufa was substituted for selce in the portions of the

podium upon which the lighter parts of the superstructure

rested. The caementa of the .walk "are commonly of bricks

of various kinds laid in closely fucked rows. In the walls of

the portions of the domus Augustana, however, much broken

marble and travertine is found. For the caementa in vaults,

the lighter tufas were used. The mortar is of the clean-white

and red type, and is conspicuous for its fine composition,

cohesiveness, and rock-like hardness. The pozzolana-arena is

sharp-angled, fine, and noticeably clean, being possibly washed

as well as sifted. Its predominating color is red, though,

1 See below, p. 420.

2 This uniformity, which is noticeable also in the buildings of the period

other lands, was probably due to the personal interest of the emperor in

erection of public monuments.
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in certain monuments, considerable reddish brown and gray

appear. The lime is exceptional in its fine quality and clear

white color.

The facing of the greater number of the monuments of the

period in Rome 1 is opus testaceum (Fig. 6), though in a few

FIGURE 6. ROOF-TILE FACING OF THE TIME OF HADRIAN. 2

cases opus reticulatum appears.
3 In the more important monu-

ments, the opus testaceum is made wholly of broken roof-tiles

of the same type as those used earlier. These bricks do not

differ materially in width from those of the time of Trajan,

1 The use of opus reticulatum is more common in the vicinity of Rome than

in the city itself. In the villa at Tivoli opus reticulatum, opus reticulatum

with opus testaceum, and opus testaceum are all used.

2 From the Pantheon.
3 Opus reticulatum appears in the walls at the northeast corner of the 1

tine, and in the domus Cilonis ( Htilsen-Jordan, I.e. p. 188, n. 15 a).
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varying normally from 3.3 cm. to 4 cm. The average width

of 100 1 from the Pantheon, which may be accepted as typical,

is 3.7 cm. and the mean deviation -2 cm. They vary in length
from 25 cm. to 35 cm. 2 In composition, texture, and color,

they resemble, in general, the tile bricks of the previous period.

They are, as a rule, however, much less carefully tired. The
mortar is somewhat finer than that used in the body of the

structure. The horizontal joints are usually from 1 cm. to 1.6

cm. wide and are carefully raked. The vertical joints vary
from .5 cm. to .9 cm.

In a small number of walls of the time in the domus Augus-
tana on the Palatine,

3 the facing is of triangular bricks. These

triangular bricks, while they resemble, in general, those of the

earlier period, are marked by certain distinctive characteris-

tics. 4 They differ noticeably in width, seldom exceeding 3.6

cm. or 3.7 cm. The average width of 25,
5 which are fairly

typical, is 3.5 cm. and the mean deviation .1 cm. In length

they show, naturally, no difference from the earlier type, since

they are made from similar bessales, 20-22 cm. square. They
are, however, more homogeneous in composition, of finer tex-

ture and, as a rule, better puddled ; they are equally well fired.

In color they vary, as earlier, from yellowish red to reddish

1 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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yellow, but are largely free from the mottled and streaked

appearance especially characteristic of the Neronian bricks.

The mortar in the body of the structure and in the facing is

the same as that in the walls faced with roof-tiles.

The monuments or parts of monuments of this time for which

opus caementicium was used are the following :

The temple of Trajan : the foundations (ca. 119 A.D.).
1

The Pantheon (126 A.D. or later).

The thermae of Agrippa : the walls immediately behind the

Pantheon (126 A.D. or later).
2

The temple of Venus and Rome : the podium (135 A.D.).

The domus Augustana : the cross walls of the colonnade

and a number of walls inside the building (135 A.D. or later).

The mausoleum of Hadrian (138 A.D.).

The atrium Vestae : the imperial atrium of the third

period.
3

The domus Cilonis. 4

The walls at the northeast corner of the Palatine. 6

The more regular use of bonding courses is the only marked

characteristic by which the monuments of opus caementicium of

the time of Hadrian may be distinguished from those of the

periods immediately preceding and following it.

Antoninus Pius-Commodus. The number of monuments of

the time of the Antonines which are made either wholly or in

part of opus caementicium is very small. The type of construc-

tion in these monuments is identical, except for the absence of

bonding courses, with that used in the time of Hadrian.

The only important monuments of the time, as yet identified,

in which opus caementicium appears are :

The temple of Antoninus and Faustina : the foundations.

The atrium Yestae : the imperial atrium of the fourth

period.
6

1 Bull. d. 1st. 1869, p. 237
;
Not. Scav. 1886, pp. 158 ff.

2 No trace has been found as yet of the original walls of the tim

Agrippa.
3 Van Deman, I.e. pp. 33 f. and Plan C.

4 Hiilsen-Jordan, I.e. p. 188, n. 15 a.

^ These walls are correctly assigned by Richter (Top. p. 151) to the

Hadrian.
6 Van Deman, I.e. p. 42 and Plan D.
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VIII. THE PERIOD OF FACING BRICKS OF BROKEN BIPE-

DALES (SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS-DlOCLETIAN)
1

Septimius Severus-Alexander Severus. More than a cen-

tury had elapsed after the great fire of Titus, when Rome
suffered again severely, in the reign of Commodus, from two

fires, which laid waste a large part of the centre
'

of the city.

To the rebuilding of the monuments which had been wholly or in

part destroyed, Septimius Severus and the other rulers of his

house devoted much energy. Many magnificent new monu-

ments also were erected by them, conspicuous among which

were the palaces on the Palatine, the Septizonium, the thermae

of Severus, and the thermae of Caracalla with the aqua Antoni-

niana.

The revival of building activity which found expression in

these monuments was accompanied by certain important changes
in the materials and methods of construction, which, though

advantageous from the standpoint of utility, marked a decline

in the beauty of the technique. The most striking of these

changes are (1) the adoption of various kinds of tufa in place

of bricks for the caementa in the body of the structures, with

the use of pumice stone for the vaults, and (2) the introduction

of facing bricks made of bipedales.

Opus quadratum was used very rarely and, except in a few

monuments,2
wholly for decorative purposes. For the structu-

ral parts of all classes of buildings, opus caementicium was almost

universally used.

The opus caementicium varies little in type throughout the

period. The caementa of the foundations and other massive

parts of the structures are, where seen, of selce, except in the

temple and atrium of Vesta,3 where much broken and charred

marble, travertine, and tufa appear, the refuse materials from

the earlier buildings destroyed by the fire of 191 A.D. In the

walls, the harder varieties of tufa are used frequently for

1 It is probable that the monuments of Aurelian are to be excluded from this

group. See p. 427.
2 The most important of these is the arch of Severus in the Forum, the foun-

dations of which are of opus quadratum.
3 The atrium Vestae of this period is throughout of a very careless type of

construction.
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caementa in place of bricks. In the vaults, much pumice stone l

appears, in addition to the yellowish gray tufa. The caementa

in all parts of the buildings are noticeably smaller and less fre-

quent than earlier. The mortar is a poorer variety of the red

and white type of the preceding period. The pozzolana-arena is

FIGURE 7. BRICK FACING or THE TIME OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS.*

clean and very coarse, giving to the mortar its peculiar speck-

led appearance.
3 The predominating color is red, though red-

dish brown and gray appear also. The lime is clean, though

less white than in the preceding period.

The facing bricks are made regularly of broken bipedales

(Fig. 7). In the atrium Vestae, however, and in the upper pan
"

i Good examples of the use of pumice stone are to be found in the thermae

of Caracalla and in the upper corridors of the Colosseum.

2 From the palace on the Palatine. Cf. the previous paper, p. 23u, *

p. 240, Fig. 0.
3 see Fig. 7.
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of the palace on the Palatine,
1 a considerable number of the

earlier tile bricks are used, with a small amount of other

older material. The shape of the bricks tends to approach the

triangular form but the fronts only are sawed. They vary in

* <

^vv-'.v */.>

FIGURE 8. FACING BRICKS OF THE TIME OF

width, in the monuments of Septimius Severus, from 2.3 cm.

to 3 cm. The average width of 100 3 from the palace on the

1 On account of the later restorations the original walls of the upper part of

the palace are very hard to determine.
2 From thermae of Caracalla.
8 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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Palatine and the restored portions of the arcus Neroniani is 2.8

cm., and the mean deviation .26 cm. In the monuments of the

later rulers of the family, a heavier type of bipedales was used

(Fig. 8); the facing bricks are, therefore, wider, varying nor-

mally from 2.9 cm. to 3.5 cm. The average width of 100 1 from

the thermae of Caracalla is 3.2 cm. and the mean deviation .2

cm. Owing to the nature of the material, the length of the

bricks varies greatly, but is usually from 25 cm. to 33 or

34 cm. 2

Though these facing bricks resemble most nearly those made

of roof-tiles, their composition is much less homogeneous, arid

the materials are coarser and less well mixed. Their texture

is less fine, also, approaching at times that of the triangular

bricks , They are, however, hard and carefully fired. Their

color varies from the dark magenta of the roof-tile facing

bricks to a yellowish magenta or magenta yellow. The mor-

tar is of the same type as in the body of the walls, though at

times a trifle finer. The horizontal joints are wide, increasing

in proportion as the width of the bricks diminishes. They

vary usually from .4 cm. to 2.5 cm., and the vertical joints

from .5 cm. to 2 cm.

Bonding courses of the same type of bipedales* as those used

for the facing bricks occur regularly in all the monuments.

A few of the walls near the caldarium in the thermae, and

the lower part of a few of the remaining arches of the aqua

Aritoniniana are faced with bricks made from a heavier type of

bipedales.*
These bricks are from 3.5 cm. to 4.5 cm. wide,

and from 20 cm. to 35 cm. long. They are coarse in composi-

1 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement
in centimetres.
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tion and of loose texture, but are usually well fired. Their

color varies from yellow or pinkish yellow to light magenta.
The principal monuments or parts of monuments made of

opus caementicium which belong to this time are the following:
Restored portions of the arcus Neroniani (201 A.D.).
Restored portions of the Pantheon: walls on the west side

(202 A.D.).

The palace of Septimius Severus on the Palatine: the arches

of the Belvedere and the upper rooms adjoining the stadium

(ca. 203 A.D.).
1

Restored portions of the Hippodromus on the Palatine (<?.

203 A.D.).

The temple of Vesta : the upper portion of the podium (early
in the reign of Septimius Severus).
The atrium Vestae : the imperial atrium of the fifth period

(early in the reign of Septimius Severus).
2

The wall in the rear of the templum Sacrae Urbis.

The thermae of Caracalla (216 A.D.).
The aqua Antoniniana: arches behind the thermae of Cara-

calla (212-13 A.D.).

The peribolns of the thermae of Caracalla (built by Ela-

gabalus and Alexander Severus).
The aqua Alexandrina (22(> A.D.).

3

Restored portions of the Colosseum: the substructures and
a large part of the upper stories.

The restored arches of the aqua Marcia near the porta
Tiburtina. 4

The main characteristics by which the monuments of opus
caementicium of this time may be distinguished from those of

the earlier periods are : (1) The smallness of the size of the

caementa in all parts of the structure, and the use for them of

various varieties of tufa and of pumice stone, (2) the use of

facing bricks made of bipedales, and (3) the decrease in the

width of the bricks as well as the corresponding increase in the

1 The work of Septimius Severus in this part of the Palatine is much less ex-

tensive than is usually held.
2 Van Deman,J.c. p. 45 and Plan E.
3 The data concerning the aqua Alexandrina are not as yet complete.
4 The data concerning the restoration of the aqua Marcia are not as yet

complete.
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width of the mortar. No very noticeable differences exist be-
tween the monuments of this period and of the two periods
immediately following.

Aurelian. On account of the vast amount of the material
to be considered, no final conclusions have as yet been reached

concerning the materials and methods of construction used in

the monuments of the time of Aurelian. 1

Diocletian. Of the monuments rebuilt or restored by Dio-

cletian after the fire of 283 A.D., the curia alone displays
indubitable evidence of his work. By rare good fortune, how-

ever, the great monument bearing his name, for which a whole
district of the city was destroyed and upon which vast sums
of money were expended,

2 is still in large part preserved.
From this monument, with the curia, are derived the data

upon which the conclusions here given are based.

While showing a rapid decline in technical finish and

elegance, the thermae, and the curia in a lesser degree, are

yet conspicuous in the maintenance of a certain uniformity
in materials and methods entirely lacking in the great concrete

structures of Maxentius, erected less than a decade later. The

thermae and the curia are the last monuments also in which

the materials, even of the external facing, belong in any con-

siderable part to the time of the erection of the monument.

In general type, the opus caementicium of the body of the

structures is not noticeably different from that of the earlier

part of the century. The caementa of the walls 3 consist in

large part of small pieces of brick of every variety laid in com-

paratively even rows. In the thermae are found also, at times,

a considerable quantity of broken pieces of tufa and other

stones, many of which show their earlier use in the walls of

opus reticulatum of the republican and Augustan houses de-

stroyed to give place for the baths.4 The caementa of the

vaults of the thermae 6 are of yellowish gray and light red

1 The larger part of the existing remains of the Aurelian wall are the work

of Aurelian, and not, as is generally held, of Honorius. The thermae of

Caracalla were also extensively restored by him.

Z C.I.L. VI, 1130 (=31242): Thermas . . . coemptis aedificiis pro tanti

operis magnitudine omni cultu perfectas Eomanis suis dedicaverunt.

No foundations are visible.
4 See above, n. 2.

5 No vaults are visible in the curia.
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tufa. The pieces are very small and are laid in horizontal

rows held together by courses of bipedales inserted at regular

intervals. The mortar differs little from that of the time of

Severus and Caracalla, being a poorer variety of the white and

red type.
1 While not so homogeneous as earlier, it is firm and

FIGURE 9. BRICK FACING OF BIPEDALES OF THE TIME OF DIOCLETIAN/*

tenacious. The pozzolana-arena is coarsely sifted but clean.

The color is more commonly red, though with a considerable

mixture of brown and gray.

The walls are faced almost entirely with bricks made of

bipedales of the period, similar to those which appear in the

arches and bonding courses (Fig 9). Roof-tiles and bricks of

other kinds appear occasionally. The width of the facing bricks,

as of the bipedales from which they are made, is not uniform,

varying usually from 3 cm. to 4 cm. The average width of

1 The mortar is not so friable as that of the first century, which is called

"dirty-white and red."
2 From the thermae of Diocletian.
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100 1 from the thermae and the curia is 3.5 cm., and the mean
deviation is .4 cm. These facing bricks are usually shorter

than those made of bipedales of the period of Severus and

Caracalla, being usually but 20 cm. to 25 cm. long. In com-

position and texture also, they are inferior to the earlier type,

resembling, at times, the badly puddled triangular bricks of

the time of Nero. They are, however, as a rule, very hard and

weather well. Their color varies from a deep almost brownish

magenta to a magenta yellow. A few narrow bricks of a clear

yellow tone appear, similar to those which are found in great
numbers in the buildings of Aurelian. The mortar does not

differ from that in the body of the structure. The horizontal

joints are from 1.5 cm. to 3 cm. wide, in many cases exceeding
3.5 cm. The vertical joints show the same lack of uniformity,

varying from .6 cm. to 3 cm.

Bonding courses of bipedales, similar to those from which the

facing bricks are made, occur at regular intervals in all the walls.

The only monuments of opus caementicium of which remains

exist are the curia Julia and the thermae of Diocletian.

Of the few marked characteristics which distinguish the

monuments of opus caementicium of this period from those of

the period of Severus and Caracalla, the most important are

the irregularity in the size of the bricks and the increase in the

width of the mortar joints. The monuments are easily distin-

guished from those of the following period by the comparative

uniformity in the materials used, especially in the facing bricks.

IX. THE PERIOD OP MIXED FACING BRICKS (MAXENTIUS)

Maxentius. In the midst of his struggle for supreme rule,

Maxentius found time to plan a number of great monuments,

!The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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the greatest of which, however, the basilica and the temple of

Romulus,1 were left for his conqueror, Constantino, to finish.

These two monuments, together with the circus of Maxentius

and the temple of Venus and Rome, which was rebuilt by Max-

entius, are still, in large part, preserved.

Of the comparative uniformity in materials and methods of

construction which distinguish the work of Diocletian, but

FIGURE 10. BRICK FACING OF THE TIME OF MAXENTius.'2

little trace is found in the conglomerate mass of broken mate-

rials of every period of which the monuments of Maxentius

consist. For the caementa of the foundations, stones of every

variety are used, with a smaller amount of brick. The pieces
are not of uniform size and are laid with no attention to order.

In the walls the caementa are, more commonly, of bricks of

many kinds and- of many periods laid in rough rows; in the

1 It is possible that the temple was completed, though the name of Constantine

was later attached to it.

2 From the basilica of Constantine.
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temple of Venus and Rome, however, very small caementa of

tufa appear. For the vaults, bricks as well as tufa of several

kinds are used. The mortar, by which the heterogeneous mass
of materials is welded together, exceeds in amount that of the

previous periods. It is irregular and coarse in composition,
and less firm and hard than earlier. The color is not uniform,

though red predominates. The lime is of medium good quality.

The facing, except in the circus of Maxentius, is composed of

bricks of every type and period (Fig. 10). Among those which

appear most conspicuously are the roof-tiles of the first and second

centuries, .the bipedales of the Severi and Diocletian, and, though
more rarely, the triangular bricks of the first century. The

courses of bricks show no regularity, being evened up by the

wide layers of mortar. The average width of 100 l bricks from

the temple of Romulus, the basilica, and the temple of Venus

and Rome, which are fairly typical, is 3.5 cm. and the mean devia-

tion .6 cm. The length varies from a few centimetres to 35

or 40 cm. The horizontal mortar joints vary commonly from

1.5 cm. to 3.5 cm. and are often, especially below the bond-

ing courses, 4 cm. or more.

Bonding courses, which are composed of bipedales of many
widths, appear regularly.

In the circus of Maxentius, the facing is in large part of opus

mixtum, the materials of which are wholly without uniformity.

The monuments or parts of monuments made of opus caementi-

cium which may be assigned to this time are the following:

The temple of Venus and Rome: the entire superstructure

(ca. 308 A.D).
The temple of Romulus (finished by Constantine ?).

The basilica of Constantine (finished by Constantine).

1 The exact width of the bricks is as follows :

Measurement in

centimetres.
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Constantine. In monuments of the time of Constantine, so

far as it has yet been possible to classify them, the type of con-

struction is identical with that of the monuments of Maxentius.

FIGURE 11. BRICK FACING OF THE SEVENTH CENTURY. 1

No classification of the monuments later than the period of

Constantine has as yet been undertaken. The general type of

the facing is shown in the illustration above. 2

ESTHER BOISE VAN DEMAN.
ROME, June, 1912.

1 From the column of Phocas. 2
Fig. 11.
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220, St. Mark's Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
BULGARIA. Two Variants of the Type of Artemis the Hunt-

ress. In R. t. Gr. XXV, 1912, pp. 24-41 (2 figs.), G. SEURE discusses

two variants of the type of Artemis the Huntress. One of these is a

bronze statuette 6 cm. high found near the village of Sveti Kirilovo, Bul-

garia, and represents Artemis standing wearing a helmet. The attributes

held in the hands are missing. The other is a small fragment of a relief

representing Artemis upon a galloping deer found at Panagia near Philip-

popolis. He shows that Apollo-Hero and Artemis-Bendis were a pair of

deities closely associated in the popular imagination and that they were

'sometimes given the same attributes.

MACEDONIA. Recent Explorations. Messrs. Wace and Thomp-
son have during the past season explored various sites in the districts of

Orestis and Elemiotis, as well as in Perrhaebia, Macedonia. At Elassona

two prehistoric settlements were found similar to those in Thessaly ;
in one

were vases of Late Minoan II style. Another settlement was found on the

Haliakmon near Serjije, and not far away an Early Iron Age necropolis.

Three Greek settlements were discovered in Orestis; and in northern

Perrhaebia a long Latin inscription of Trajan, dating from the year 101,

which is of historical and topographical importance. (Kunstchr. March 22,

1912, col. 316.)
NECROLOGY. Philippe Berger. Philippe Berger, formerly professor

at the College de France, librarian of the Institute, member of the Academic

des Inscriptions, senator of Belfort, died suddenly at Paris, March 24, 1912,

!The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of

Archaeological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted

by Professor C. N. BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Dr. L. D. CASKEY, Pro-

fessor HAROLD R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor FRANK G.

MOORE, Professor CHARLES R. MOREY, Dr. JAMES M. PATON, Professor LEWIS B.

PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Dr. N. P. VLACHOS,
Professor ARTHUR L. WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published

after June 30, 1912.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 160-161.
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at the age of 64 years. He succeeded Renan as editor of the Corpus In-

scriptionum Semiticarum and as professor of Hebrew language and literature

at the College de France. He was the author of an Histoire de Vecriture

dans Vantiquite (2d ed. 1891) and numerous articles. (S. R., R. Arch. XIX,
1912, p. 347.)

Joseph Demargne. Joseph Demargne, former member of the Ecole

d'Athenes, died at Venice, in Provence, January 22, 1912, in his forty-second

year. He had carried on explorations, especially in eastern Crete, the

results of which were published in B. C. H. and elsewhere. (R. Arch. XIX,
1912, pp. 149 f .)

"William Watson Good-win. The death of Professor Goodwin, which
took place June 15, 1912, brought to an end a long and useful life and took

from our country one of its most distinguished scholars. William Watson
Goodwin was born at Concord, Mass., May 9, 1831. In 1851 he was gradu-
ated from Harvard College. After two years of further study he went to

Germany, where he studied at the

Universities of Berlin, Bonn, and

Gottingen, receiving the degree of

Ph.D. at Gottingen in 1855. He
was tutor at Harvard College

1856-1860, Eliot Professor of Greek
Literature 1860-1901, Professor

Emeritus 1901-1912. He received

the honorary degree of LL.D. from
Amherst (1881), Cambridge, Eng-
land (1885), Columbia (1887),

Edinburgh (1890), Harvard (1901),

Chicago (1901), and Yale (1901),
that of D.C.L. from Oxford (1890),
and that of Ph.D. from Gottingen

(1905), fifty years after he obtained

his first degree of the same grade
there. He was the first Director

of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens (1882-1883),
and retained his interest in the School to the end, He was twice

(1871-2 and 1884-5) president of the American Philological Associa-

tion, was an honorary member of the Society for the Promotion of

Hellenic Studies, the Philological Society of Cambridge, England, the

Archaeological Society and the Academy of Sciences, at Athens, and a mem-
ber of the Imperial German Archaeological Institute. In 1903 he was pres-
ident of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. His chief works are

the .Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb (1860; rewritten and

enlarged, 1889), a Greek Grammar (first edition 1860), and editions of

Demosthenes On the Crown and Against Midias. His contributions to

philological periodicals were numerous and valuable. It is not too much to

say that in the Moods and Tenses he offered to English-reading students the

first clear and complete statement of an important part of Greek syntax,
and his Greek Grammar was for many years the most valuable grammar of

the Greek language available in this country. Throughout his long life he

devoted himself to the encouragement and development of the study of

FIGURE 1. WILLIAM WATSON GOODWIN.
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Greek, especially at Harvard College, and his faith in the value of Greek
studies is shown by a bequest for the endowment of a Fellowship to be

given to students of Greek literature or archaeology. Asa man Professor
Goodwin was strong, pure, and kind. He was fulf of sympathy for those
who needed it; a faithful friend, and a courteous opponent. His loss is

felt by the world of scholars and deeply mourned by many pupils and
friends. H. N. F.

Heinrich Nissen. At Bonn, February 29, 1912, Professor Heinrich
Nissen died at the age of 73 years. He had taught successively at Marburg,
Gottingen, Strassburg, and Bonn. His best-known works are : Das Templum
(1869), Pompeianische Studien (1877), and Italische Landeskunde (1883,

1902). In Iwan Miiller's Handbuch he wrote the section on Greek and
Roman metrology. (S. R., R. Arch. XIX, 1912, p. 349.)
Karl Penka. Gymnasialprofessor Karl Penka died, aged 65 years, at

Vienna, February 10, 1912. In 1887 his work Die Herkunfi der Aryer
appeared, and after that time he wrote much on the same subject. He was
the first to make use of the data furnished by prehistoric archaeology for

the solution of the Aryan question. (S. R., R. Arch. XIX, 1912, p. 349.)

Joseph Ladislas Picz. One of the chief workers in the field of Slavic

(especially Bohemian) archaeology, Joseph Ladislas Picz, died at Prague,
December 18, 1911. He was professor of history in the University of

Prague and author of important works on Bohemian archaeology. (R*
Arch. XIX, 1912, p. 148.)

Ernest S. Roberts. The death is announced of Dr. Ernest S. Roberts,

master of Caius College, Cambridge. He was the author of an Introduction

to Greek Epigraphy in two volumes, the second written in collaboration with

Professor E. A. Gardner. (Nation, July 4, 1912, p. 18.)

Theodor Schreiber. In March, 1912, Theodor Schreiber died at Leip-

zig, at the age of 64 years. He was director of the Museum of Art and

ausserordentlicher professor of archaeology. Among his writings are : A
catalogue of the Villa Ludovisi (1880), a treatise on the Grimani reliefs at

Vienna (1888), a publication of Hellenistic reliefs (2 vols., 1889 and follow-

ing), a Bilderatlas zum Altertum (1885), and numerous important articles in

periodicals and the like. During the last few years he was engaged in

excavations at Alexandria, carried on at the expense of Mr. Sieglin. Two
elaborate volumes have already appeared (Expedition Ernst Sieglin, Die

Nekropole Kom-esch-Schufaka, 1908), containing some of the results of this

expedition. (S. R., R. Arch. XIX, 1912, p. 348.)

W. Wroth. W. Wroth, the numismatist, of the British Museum, has

died at the age of 53. (Klio, XI, 1911, p. 511.)

THRACE. Inscriptions. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 423-449

(fig.), GEORGES SEURE discusses eighteen inscriptions in Thrace. One is

in Latin, the others in Greek. All are votive or dedicatory. Three inscrip-

tions from Mesembria furnish some information relative to the strategi, the

taxiarchs, and three classes of guards (apf.pi.voL, vvKrepivoL, and TrepioSoi).

This is the second article in a series (see AJ.A. XVI, 1912, p. 113). Ibid.

XIX, 1912, pp. 319-336, twenty inscriptions are published. Seven contain

(or contained) names of emperors (Septimius Severus, his two sons and

his wife; Caracalla; Diocletian and Maximianus; Flavius Severus II and

Maximinus Daza [reinscribed to Constantine the Great, Constantme II,
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Constantius II, and Constans] ; Constantine II, Constans, and Constantius

II [probably] ;
two emperors whose names have disappeared). One inscrip-

tion is in honor of Publius Harpocration, who is called in another inscrip-
tion " Publius Aelius Harpocration, also Prod us." This designated a statue

erected by the Alexandrians at Perinthus. Two others are honorary. The
rest are termini, five of which (of Byzantine times) are republished from
the paKLK7) 'E7TT>7plS.

MESEMBRIA. Recently Discovered Graves. In Ath. Mitt.

XXXVI, 1911, pp. 308-316 (5 figs.), G. KAZAROW describes three graves
recently discovered near Mesernbria. The most important object found in

them was a bronze hydria of the fourth century B.C., with a representation
in relief of Boreas and Oreithyia below the handle.

EGYPT
THE GERMAN EXCAVATIONS OP 1911. In Klio, XII, 1912,

pp. 116-121, L. BORCHAHDT describes the excavations carried on by Ger-

man archaeologists in Egypt in 1911. At Tell-el-Amarna eighty houses

were excavated, corresponding in plan to those already known from tombs
of the Middle Kingdom. Among the objects found was a short bronze

sword (not Egyptian, see p. 448), part of the leather harness of a war

chariot, an axe blade, etc. Several of the houses were used as tombs in the

eighteenth dynasty. At Gurna three and perhaps four chapels of the late

twentieth or twenty-first dynasty were found, and below them a building
of Thutmosis IV. Several tombs were discovered, in one of which were

the sarcophagi of a granddaughter and great-grandson of Takelothis I. In

Ber. Xunsts. XXXIII, 1912, cols. 191-200 (13 figs.), MOLLER describes

these sarcophagi which are now in the museum in Berlin.

ABYDOS. Discoveries in 1911. During the last campaign at

Abydos an undisturbed tomb of unbaked brick, dating from Roman times,
was found. In it were twelve sandstone sarcophagi containing mummies,
still bright with blue and gold decoration. In another place a woman's
skeleton was found in the sand with bracelets of cowry shells and carnelian

beads, and on one of the fingers a ring with five scarabs. A silver nose

ring, and various ornaments of shells, glass beads, copper and iron rings,

etc., lay near by. A twelfth dynasty tomb was not far away. (Kunstchr.
March 22, 1912, col. 316; Nation, February 8, 1912, p. 145.)
EL GERZEH. Pre-dynastic Iron Beads. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912,

pp. 255-259 (2 figs.), G. A. WAINWRIGHT describes, with illustrations, a grave
at El Gerzeh in which, among other things, were some iron beads. This

grave, excavated in the winter of 1911-1912 for the British School of

Archaeology in Egypt, is clearly pre-dynastic, as is a second grave (briefly

described) which also contained iron beads.

MEROE. Recent Discoveries. At Meroe, during the past season,
Dr. Garstang has made some very interesting discoveries. His work there,
carried on with the help of a light railway lent him by the Sudan Govern-

ment, has led to the excavation and plotting of the greater part of the

Ethiopian city, and the laying bare of the royal palace with a very elaborate

system of baths. These do not seem to be on the Roman or "Turkish
bath "

model, and, at any rate, no means of heating has yet been found.
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On the contrary, they appear to be more on the plunge-bath principle, and
one of them is supplied with a system of inlets from above the water-level

of the bath itself, which must have produced a perfect cascade. The walls

are ornamented with rows of colored tiles, decorated in relief, all still in

their original positions. He also found a very small, but perfect Roman
temple, and many stone statues in a new style of art, evidently copied from
the Greek, but showing strong African peculiarities. A Venus in the
Medici attitude with a tendency to steatopygy is among the more curious

examples of this. (Athen. March 16, 1912, p. 319; Nation, March 7, 1912,

p. 245.)
TELL-EL-AMARNA. Destruction of a Painted Pavement.

News has been received of the wanton destruction of a famous painted
stucco pavement at Tell-el-Amarna. The pavement was discovered by
Flinders Petrie in 1891, while excavating on this site, which was built about

1360 B.C. by King Akhenaten. The pavement was decorated with paintings

representing ponds with birds and animals, rendered in a very naturalistic

style, and was one of the most valuable monuments of the realistic tenden-

cies in Egyptian art during this period. The deed appears to have been per-

petrated by a discharged watchman. (Nation, February 22, 1912, p. 196.)

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA

BABYLON. A General Account of the Excavations. Many
years have now passed since the German explorers began excavations in the

ruins of Babylon, and though nothing very striking in the way of inscrip-

tions has as yet been issued, the results, especially from an architectural

point of view, have been satisfactory, and even gratifying. The ground to

be explored, however, is so extensive that much time and research will be

needed before a really definitive account of the ruins can be made. In

S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 83-106, T. G. PINCHES gives an account of

the results that have been obtained thus far, mainly an abridgment of the

description of Babylon's temples, as published by Dr. Robert Koldewey
under the title of ' Die Tempel von Babylon und Borsippa.'

KIS. The Earliest Sumero-Accadian Dynasties. In C. R. Acad.

Insc. 1911, pp. 606-620 (2 pis.), Father SCHEIL publishes a clay tablet

probably from Kis dating from the time of Hammurabi and containing a

list of kings of the earliest Sumero-Accadian dynasties. First comes the first

dynasty, of Opis, containing the names of six kings, with the years they

reigned, 99 in all. Then the second dynasty, of Kis, with eight kings rul-

ing in all 586 years. The third dynasty, of Uruk, had one king who ruled

25 years. The fourth, of Agade, had twelve kings ruling 197 years; but the

names of the first, Sarrukin, and the last seven are alone preserved. The

fifth dynasty, of Uruk, had five kings ruling 26 years. The scribe adds

that this dynasty was succeeded by that of Guti. Ibid. 191?, p. 59, the

same writer adds that by removing a bit of the clay which fastened part of

a mathematical tablet to the place where the names of the second, third,

fourth, and fifth kings of Agade had been broken away, he read the first

two signs of the name of the fifth king Sar-g\a\, permitting the restoration

Sargani sarri. The order of kings in this dynasty was, therefore, Sarrukin,

, . . Nararn Sin, Sargani sarri ;
that is, Naram Sin may well have been a
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descendant of Sarrukin, as the Babylonian scribes said, but not of Sargani
Sarri who ruled after him.

TEL 'ASHAR. A New Date from the Kingdom of Khana. In

S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, p. 52, A. H. SAYCE reports a tablet from Tel

'Ashar which reads,
" The twentieth day of the month Nin-biri, the year

when Kastiliyas the king organized the administration of justice for the

second time." The analogy of the Code of Hammurabi would suggest that

by this is meant the promulgation of a code of laws. The population of

Khana was West-Semitic or Amorite, as is shown by the proper names.

Among these that of Isarlim, or Israel, is perhaps the most noticeable.

TIL-BARSIP. A Visit to the Mound. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV,
1912, pp. 66-74 (3 pis.), R. C. THOMPSON reports a visit to the mound of

Tel Ahmar, and publishes the Assyrian inscription engraved upon two lions

found in this place. This inscription shows that Tel Ahmar was called

Kar Sulmanuasarid, the later name of Til-Barsip, given to it by Shalman-
eser III. This identification gives us the starting-point for much of the

ancient geography of this region. Til-Barsip is frequently mentioned by
Shalmaneser III as the place where he crossed the Euphrates.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE
DAMASCUS. Discovery of Remains of the Great Temple of the

Graeco-Roman Period. In Pal. Ex. Fund, XLIV, 1912, pp. 40-45 (3 figs.,

pi.), J. E. Hanauer reports the discovery of a well-preserved and com-

plete piece of the outer wall of the ancient temple. This fragment is

about 50 feet long, and from 27 to 30 feet high. The courses are, on an

average, 2 feet 6 inches high, the average length of the stones being 3

feet. Eleven courses, including the topmost, in which are also the pilas-

ter-caps, are now visible, but others will be exposed in a few days when
the masonry and debris heaped at the foot of the great wall are removed.

Just at the corner are three stones placed one upon another, at the foot of a

pilaster. These three stones seem to be in situ, and on the topmost is an

inscription which mentions the temple-stewards Menodorus and Zenonus.

It is dated in the year 349. If this is calculated from B.C. 64,
" the date of

the granting of independence to the Greek cities in Syria" (Q.S. 1911, p. 57)
this inscription will belong to the time of Diocletian, whose name perhaps
stood at the close of line 6. It seems to have been purposely effaced.

HADJI BEY BEKLI KEUI. A Hittite Monument. In Ann. Arch.

Anthr. IV, 1912, pp. 126-127 (pi.), J. GARSTANG publishes a royal Hittite

monument found by him at Hadji Bey Bekli Keui, near Marashin Northern

Syria. It probably came from Choban Tepe. It is a slab of dolerite 1.20

m., by 0.66 m., by 0.34 m. Upon it in relief is a man in Hittite dress hold-

ing up a hare in his outstretched left hand, and with his right clutching a

triangular-shaped bow which rests upon his shoulder. His royal rank is

denoted by a winged rosette above his head. He was standing upon the

back of a short-tailed animal. The monument dates from the ninth cen-

tury.
HEREIBEH. A New Minaean Inscription. In Rev. Bibl. XIX,

1912, pp. 80-85 (2 figs.), A. JAUSSEN and R. SAVIGNAC describe a singular
tomb at Hereibeh near El-'Ela, bearing two lions sculptured in high relief,
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facing straight forward. A Minaean inscription carved upon this monu-
ment states that it was built by Hani, son of Wahab'il, as an atonement for
the sins he had committed.

JERUSALEM. The Search for the Temple Treasure. In Mitt.
Pal. V, 1911, pp. 50-61, and Pal. Ex. Fund, XLIV, 1912, pp. 35-39, G. DAL-
MAN describes the recent efforts of a party of wealthy Englishmen, on the
basis of a supposed cipher, to discover the hidden treasures of David and of
the Temple. The work was begun by opening the natural shaft in the

rock, originally discovered by Captain Warren, near the Virgin's Fountain,
at the foot of the Eastern Hill of Jerusalem, and they explored it thoroughly
without finding anything remarkable. The Fountain was carefully exam-
ined, and the well-known rock-tunnel, made by King Hezekiah, was cleared

out, when it was found that this tunnel was considerably higher than was

supposed. A parallel tunnel was found which led back, on the east side, to

the Fountain. A tunnel was opened in the direction of the Haram enclos-

ure. The foundations of an old city-wall were met with on the hill, in

which there was a gate with a paved street. In the first week of April,

1911, the work south of the Haram enclosure was stopped, and recommenced
within the enclosure, where it was carried on, during the night, for nine days,
with the attendance of the police. It is said that a guardian at the Gate of the

Moors of the Haram enclosure, who had been insufficiently bribed, betrayed
the secret, and the work had to be stopped on April 12. The Englishmen
went off at once to Jaffa, where their yacht was waiting for them, but the

English dragoman was put in prison, and also the Head Sheikh of the Haram,
who had received the Prussian Order of the Crown and a ring from the

German Emperor and his two sons. The treasure-hunt has failed, but the

following unfortunate results remain : The people of Palestine have been

confirmed in their belief that archaeological researches are really treasure-

hunts. The Moslems have come to the conclusion, which it will be difficult

to remove, that one of their holiest places has been pillaged by the Christians.

The confidence of the Turkish Government in exploration societies, that

they will not secretly do that which is unlawful, has been shaken. The

Sacred Rock in the Haram enclosure has been made inaccessible to visitors,

and every step of Europeans in the vicinity of it is carefully watched.

(See also the articles of C. WARREN on the < Results of the Excavations on

the Hill of Ophel,' Pal. Ex. Fund. XLIV, 1912, pp. 68-74; of E. W. G. MAS-

TERMAN on 'Recent Excavations in Jerusalem,' BiU. World, XXXIX, pp.

295-306; and of H. VINCENT, Rev. BiU. XIX, 1912, pp. 86-111; 5 pis.;

4 figs.)

PLAIN OF REPHAIM. Palaeolithic Implements. Mr. Her-

bert Clark, of Jerusalem, has forwarded to England a number of photo-

graphs of specimens from his great collection of flint implements. The first

series was placed by the Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund in

the hands of the Royal Anthropological Institute. The second series is

now published by R. A. S. MACALISTER, Pal. Ex. Fund, XLIV, 1912, pp.

82-84 (3 pis.). The principal source of supply drawn upon by Mr. Clark is

the great palaeolithic "floor" of the Plain of Rephaim, south of Jerusalem,

where many hundreds of chipped flints have been collected.

SAKHTJE GEUZI. Recent Excavations. During his last

paign at Sakhtje Geuzi, Dr. Garstang almost completed his exploration of
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the site. In addition to the temple he found several Hittite houses.

Furthermore, by a system of sectional cuttings he proved that the strata

dated from the eighteenth and twenty-sixth Egyptian dynasties respec-

tively, thus establishing a base for Hittite chronology. He was helped in

this by the discovery of Egyptian pottery and seals. Some figures in

Phrygian caps were also found which seem to refer to the worship of

Mithra. (Athen. March 16, 1912, p. 319.)

ASIA MINOR
A NEW MAP OF WESTERN ASIA MINOR. The first two sheets

of a new map of Western Asia Minor were shown to the Berlin Archaeo-

logical Society at their February (1911) meeting and highly praised by
Fr. Hiller v. Gartringen. They are the work of Professor Alfred Philippson
of Bonn, a pupil of Kiepert and a man unusually qualified by nature and

training for such a task. The map is published by J. Perthes of Gotha.

These two sheets comprehend the most interesting part of the country, from
the Sea of Marmora to the mouth of the Maeander, i.e. the Aeolic and the

greater part of the Ionic coast, with the islands of Lesbos and Chios.

(Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 32-33.)
COS. Two Hoards of Coins. Two hoards of coins have been found

at Cos, the first of twenty-one third-century drachmas, all of the series

B.M.C., 70/8:5; the second, of ten third-century copper coins of the types

B.M.C., 103/110. Both are described in detail by J. GRAFTON MILNE
(Num. ('/iron. 1912, pp. 14-20), who is inclined on grounds of style to

think the date (190-166 B.C.) usually assigned to drachmas represented in

the first hoard too late.

LATMOS. Hellenistic Fortifications. A German architect, F.

Krischen, spent three weeks in the fall of 1909 studying the ruins of

Heracleia on the island of Latmos, which appear to be of importance for

our knowledge of Hellenistic fortifications. His results are published in

part as a dissertation for the University of Greifswald and will appear more

fully in the large publication of the excavations of Miletus and Didyma.
(Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 52-53.)
LYDIA. An Epigraphic Journey. In Klio, XII, 1912, pp. 258-259,

A. v. PKEMERSTEIN reports briefly upon an epigraphic journey undertaken

by him together with J. Keil in Lydia from May to July, 1911. Two hun-
dred and twenty unedited inscriptions were found including three in the

old Lydian alphabet.

GREECE
ATHENS. Recent Discoveries. In 'Apx- 'E<. 1911, pp. 246-256

(33 figs.), K. KOUROUNIOTES reports minor discoveries of antiquities in

various places in Athens and vicinity. Of chief interest are graves exca-

vated by the writer at Old Phaleron, in which were found many vases of

the geometric, Phaleron, proto-Attic and proto-Corinthian styles. One

geometric sherd represents a bireme. A fragment of a beautiful grave stele

of the fourth century, confiscated in Piraeus, has a semicircular top upon
which are depicted a siren between two mourning women. Ibid. pp. 257-
261 (8 figs.), A. D. KERAMOPOULLOS reports, among other things, upon the
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discovery of a portion of the ancient wall of Athens, south of the eastern
end of the Acropolis, which is perhaps part of the Diornean gate, and upon
the excavation of a Roman peristyle near the Lysicrates monument. The
two Ionic columns that projected above the modern ground-level formed
part of the western side of the peristyle, within which was a tank or cistern.

Among the finds were two fragmentary inscriptions, a votive relief, and a
few fragments of sculpture.
CHALCIS. Inscriptions. In 'APX . *E<- 1911, p. 83, G. A. PAPAVA-

SILEJOU publishes eleven short inscriptions from Chalcis.

DELOS. Excavations in 1910. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 845-
877 (8 figs.), M. HOLLEAUX reports upon the excavations at Delos in 1910.
East of the lake the ground was swampy and no buildings were erected
there before Graeco-Roman times. A road was followed for 80 m. and
remains of a number of buildings found, one of which was probably a

palaestra. In one of the rooms were many pieces of painted stucco forming
a frieze, of which about 1.20 m. was put together, representing winged
Nikes engaged in a chariot race. On the west side of the lake was a wall to

protect the Terrace of Lions. North of the lake an abaton was discovered,
the third to be found at Delos. About thirty inscriptions were brought
to light during the year, including a sculptor's signature, Tineas A^/xcou

'HpaKAew-nys eTrorjo-ev. Another mentions games called Athenaea. Many
fragments of sculpture were found belonging to the Apollos and to the lions

previously known, as well as a number of marbles of Hellenistic date, in-

cluding figures of Hermes, heads of children, a nude male torso of life size,

and several statuettes. A colossal head of terra-cotta (Zeus ?) badly broken

and a number of vases, some with reliefs, were also found. Coins were dis-

covered in abundance, among them many Attic tetradrachms with magis-
trates' names of the new style. The wall of Triarius (built in 69 B.C.) was

also explored. It was from 2.75 m. to 2.80 m. thick with bastions at

unequal distances.

Discoveries in 1911. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 626-650, T.

HOMOLLE reports upon the work of the French archaeological schools in

Athens and Rome in 1910-1911. At Delos in 1911, beneath the sanctuary of

the foreign gods a temple of Hera was found and a great number of fine

vases. Below the temple was a canal to the Isopus. In the gymnasium
several important inscriptions were discovered including a list of gymna-
siarchs for a period of sixty years after 166 B.C.,

"
a<f> ov 6 &//AOS 6 'Pw/xcuW

ai/eKT^o-aro TYJV vfjaov." Another inscription perfectly preserved is a decree

authorizing the opening of a temple of Sarapis in the island.

DELPHI. Recent Discoveries. In Berl Phil. W. February 3, 1912,

cols. 156-160, H. POMTOVV continues to report his discoveries at Delphi in

the fall of 1910 (see A.J.A. XVI, pp. 123 if.). The small building of which

remains exist under the " white house " was perhaps the Treasury of Spina,

not of Agylla, the existence of which is doubtful. The piece.of wall near

the Treasury of Corinth probably belonged to the Treasury of Clazomenae

as Keramopoullos thought. Many dedicatory inscriptions were recut in the

fourth century B.C. The golden chariot of the Rhodians stood on a base of

St. Elias stone (gray limestone) about 4 m. wide and 5 m. long. Two

fragments of the dedicatory inscription still exist. He agrees with Bulli

that the temenos of Neoptolemus is to be located in a square north of the
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retaining wall of the temple. (Ibid. February 10, 1912, cols. 187-190.)
Northeast of the Treasury of Acanthus, Attalus I erected a colonnade about

200 B.C. It was about 32.70 m. long and 9.30 rn. deep and sufficient frag-
ments remain to permit a reconstruction. (Ibid. February 17, 1912, cols-

219-224; 2 figs.) There are also enough fragments of the Theban treasury
to permit a reconstruction. (Ibid. February 24, 1912, cols. 251-255; 3 figs.)

The Apollo Sitalcas, 35 cubits high (Pans. X, 15, 1), stood on the pave-
ment west of the offering of Gelo and Hiero. (Ibid. March 2, 1912, cols.

284-288
; fig.) He attempts a restoration of the monument of Timareta,

consisting of two columns supporting statues of her father and mother, her

son and herself. (Ibid. March 9, 1912, cols. 315-319; fig.) By the help of

two inscriptions (Inv. Nos. 3875 and 1857), he reconstructs the genealogy
of the family thus : Tirnolaus, Aretus, Tirnolaus, Timareta, Timolaus. (Ibid.

March 16, 1912, cols. 347-352; 2 figs.) The slabs of the base are still in

situ. Near by were four high bases supporting two equestrian statues of

Eumenes II, one of Prusias II, and one of Aemilius Paulus. The last men-
tioned is not correctly restored in the museum. It stood on a three-stepped
base. The statues of Nicomedes III and Laodice stood near the monument
of Prusias, of which he attempts a restoration. (Ibid. March 30, 1912,
cols. 408-414; 3 figs.) The decrees relating to these and other statues in

the vicinity are discussed and the dates of their erection established. (Ibid.

April 6, 1912, cols. 442-448; fig.) The offering of the Orneatae represent-

ing a procession (Pans. X, 18, 5) probably stood on the south side of the

temple platform upon the blocks which have parallel rows of footprints.
He discusses the base of the statue of Xanthippus. (Ibid. April 13, 1912,
cols. 475-480; fig.) The latter freed Elatea in 301 and again probably in

285. A large limestone block with a colossal round footmark and the

letters AAQNI^ formed part of the base of the lion of Elatea. A restora-

tion of the monument is attempted. (Ibid. April 20, 1912, cols. 506-511
;

fig.) The monument of the Aetolian generals mentioned by Pausanias

(X, 18, 7) was a large one with seven or eight figures. Near it was the bull

of Carystus, of which part of the base is preserved. Another large Aetolian

monument lay about 50 m. west of the temple. It was of the same date as

that of the Aetolian generals, and consisted of statues of the dedicator,

whose name is not known, her parents, two or three brothers, and perhaps
her son. (Ibid. April 27, 1912, cols. 539-544.) Near this monument stood

the offering of the people of Hermione, of which part of the base is preserved.

(Ibid. May 4, 1912, cols. 573-576.) This dates from the middle of the fifth

century B.C.
;
arid near it was the offering of Peparethus, with a dedication

thus restored by Hiller :

Nae 8vo Kapov
]
ScKarcv hKa.Ta(36\oi

'

The cuttings on the top of the base show that it consisted of a colossal

bronze Apollo, about 9 cubits high, with a small doe standing on its hind

legs beside him. (Ibid. May 11, 1912, cols. 603-608; 2 figs.) The forms of

the clamps used by the masons of Delphi do not agree with those in use at

Athens at the same time. The swallow-tail clamp was not used after

500 B.C. The Z form, appearing also with the variant'-
1,

is found all
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through the fifth century. The U form began about 400 B.C. and lasted
down into the second century. A variation in the shape of a wedge was in
use in the third and second centuries. The double T form was used at all

periods. (Ibid. May 18, 1912, cols. 636-640.) In R. tit. Gr. XXV, 1912,
pp. 12-23, E. BOURGUET reports upon his investigations at Delphi in 1911.
The remains of a semicircular structure of brick between the Treasury of
the Athenians and the polygonal wall belonged to an exedra dedicated by
Herodes Atticus. Near the rock of the Sibyl is the base of a monument of
the Boeotians to which belong six blocks of stone in the museum. The
Treasury of the Corinthians lay east of the Stoa of the Athenians, and
was 13 m. by 6.50 m. in size. South of the terrace upon which stood the
base of the chariot of the Rhodians was probably the third offering of the
Phocians. The wall with hammered inscription which Pomtow believed
to be the site of this monument must be assigned to the offering of the
Tarentines. He would locate between the base of the Rhodians and the
east wall of the ternenos the monument of Charixenus. The two founda-
tions east of Gate D perhaps supported statues of Attalus I and Eumenes II-

ELATEA. A Prehistoric Site. G. Soteriades, who has for some
time been excavating near Elatea, has discovered upon a rising piece of

ground an entire prehistoric village. The character of the objects un-

earthed shows that this site was inhabited from very early times. In the

lowest stratum were found finely polished implements of stone together
with various articles of bronze, indicating that the period represented was
a transition stage from the age of stone to that of bronze. The bronze

articles bear a strong resemblance to those of the Early Minoan period in

Crete. In the next stratum the deposits belonged exclusively to the Bronze

Age. In this period the place had been occupied by stone buildings, and

among the remains of these were found numerous fragments of vases, which

had been decorated with a coating of black color on which were painted

geometrical designs in white. The uppermost stratum contained objects

synchronous with the Late Minoan period of Crete. (Nation, April 4, 1912,

pp. 346-347.)
EPIDAURUS. Another Side of the Altar of the Twelve Gods.

In 'ApX . 'E<. 1911, pp. 174-177 (3 figs.), CH. A. GIAMALIDES publishes a

fragment belonging with the fourth century relief, which Kavvadias (ibid.

1895, pp. 179-184; Athens Museum, No. 1425), because of the presence of

Nike, regarded as the pedestal of a monument recording a victory in the

games. The discovery of this second side, upon which are three draped

figures, confirms the view of Svoronos, Necu Ip/x^veuu dpxa"ol/ avay\v<f>uv

(1910), pp. 416-423, that the monument was an altar of the Twelve Gods,

bearing figures on all four sides.

ERETRIA. Inscriptions. In 'ApX - *E<. 1911, pp. 1-38 (2 pis.;

34 figs.), K. KOUROUNIOTES publishes forty-six inscriptions from Eretna,

most of which were found near the temple of Apollo Daphnephoros.

Among these are: regulations for the letting of contracts for artists, cos-

turners, etc., for the musical and dramatic contests of the Dionysia and

Dernetrieia held at Oreus, Chalcis, Eretria, and Carystus; several rolls

citizens of Eretria, one of them containing over nine hundred names ;

eral honorary decrees granting proxenia, etc. The foregoing are all da1

close to 300 B.C. A decree of the Eretrians on receiving a favorable oracle
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from Delphi bears a relief representing Apollo Mousegetes and Artemis on

either side of a large omphalos. The remaining inscriptions, some of them

archaic, are votive and funereal. One of the tombstones was erected by
the Herdsmen's Union.

GONNUS. Inscriptions. In 'Ap^. 'E<. 1911, pp. 123-128 (fig.),

A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS publishes as Part III (I. 'Apx- *E<. 1910, pp. 331-

382, 407-8; II. Revue de Philoloyie, 1911, pp. 123 if., 282 ff.) of his ' Thes-

salian Inscriptions,' thirteen votive inscriptions from Gonnus (cf. A.J.A.

XV, p. 422), most of them found near the temple of Athena Polias upon
the acropolis. Of chief interest is a dedication to Athena Polias by an

apxtypovpos and ten <rw<povpot, a body apparently corresponding to the

horse patrol, TrepcVoAoi, of Athens. This stele, as well as some of the others,

once bore a painting.
GYTHEUM. A Grave Statue. In 'ApX . 'E<. 1911, pp. 118-121

(pi.), P. KASTRIOTES publishes a statue of about the first century A. D. found

in an ancient cemetery at Pasova near Gytheum. The head is a portrait,

but the type of the statue is that of Dionysus. Clusters of grapes wreath

the head and a grapevine twines about the tree-trunk support, while a

cantharus is held in the right hand and a small panther crouches at the

feet. The deceased is thus represented as deified, a custom common in the

case of kings and emperors being adopted for an ordinary mortal.

HAGIA TRIADA. The Italian Excavations. Italian archae-

ologists have uncovered at Hagia Triada, Crete, a prehistoric town in the

middle of which is the Lesser Palace (see A.J.A. XVI, p. 121). The old-

est portion was in the western part of the area where the buildings had
been erected very closely together. Here many domestic utensils were dis-

covered. A small temple was also brought to light having a front supported

by three columns similar to those represented upon the panels at Cnossus.

(Nation, April 11, 1912, p. 374.)
NAXOS. A List of Names. In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 281-

284, I. A. XAUPLIOTKS and F. HILLER vox GAERTRINGEN give a tran-

scription of a much mutilated list of names each followed by a numeral,
found at Naxos, evidently a record of contributions of money.
PATRAS. A Mitliraic Relief. In 5. Hist. Rel. LXIV, 1911, pp.

179-184 (fig.)> C. AVEZOU and C. PICARD publish a relief of Mithra slaying
the bull recently found at Patras. It is of imperial Roman date, and is

interesting as being the second Mithraic monument found in Greece; the

other is a dedication on an altar at the Piraeus. Below the figures is the

mutilated inscription [Soli incic~\to milites
\

. . . ~\ust \

. . . ~\esarcus.
THASOS. A Shrine of Artemis Polo. The discovery of four

marble statues in a piece of ground at Osmanieh (Limena) in Thasos, in

the early part of 1909, led to an official excavation of the spot and the un-

earthing of the scanty remains of a shrine to Artemis Polo, which include

seven votive statues with portions of their pedestals and six inscriptions.
The bases stand against a terrace wall forming the back of what was appar-

ently a hexastyle stoa opening toward the north. The statue of the god-

dess, which probably stood on the central base, has disappeared, and all

the statues but one are headless and otherwise damaged. They are all

life size or over life size, draped, female figures of good Hellenistic or Roman
work and of familiar types. One, which is missing above the waist, is
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welcome as an authentic example of the work of Philiscus the Rhodian
son of Polycharmus (cf. Plin. N. H. XXXVI, 34, 35). The epithet of the
goddess, IleoAto, signifying her virginity, recalls the numerous local names
of Artemis on the islands of the Aegean and the reference in Callimachus
(Hym. Art. 34-38) to these shrines. The names Codis (KoSi?) and Are
('Apr;) of the women represented, and the title Promystes (leader of the

mysti?) on a dedication found in a hitherto unknown sanctuary of Augus-
tus, are also new. (T. MACRIDY, Jb. Arch. I. XXVII, 1912, pp 1-19-
12 figs.)

ITALY

BUCCINO. A Fragment of a Vase of Assteas. In Ausonia, V,
1911, pp. 56-68 (pi. ; fig.), E. GABRICI publishes a fragment 16 cm. high of

a signed crater of Assteas found at Buccino. In the centre with comic

exaggeration stands the Palladium, to which a warrior (Ajax?) is clinging
in terror. Cassandra, at the left, seizes him by the helmet

;
while at the

right an aged priestess, torch in hand, hurries away. Above is the inscrip-
tion A^TEA^ EfPAYE. Two other pieces of the lower part of the

vase are preserved. The writer adds some observations on the date of

South Italian vase painting.
CERRETA. Prehistoric Remains. Prehistoric remains of the

aeneolithic period have been found in a tomb at Cerreta near Stroncone

in Umbria. They consist of a triangular dagger of bronze, and a sharp-

pointed hatchet of the same material, and seven flint arrowheads. (G.
COLINI, B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 63-71

; pi.)

ESTE. A Pre-Roman Tomb. The contents of a pre-Roman tomb
at Este are described by A. ALFONSI in B. Pal. If. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 125-

133 (3 figs.). They represent the Gallic civilization shortly before the

advent of the Romans, and consist of cinerary and other vases in clay,

including a small amphora ;
also of a situla and its cover in bronze, with

other objects in bronze and iron.

FERENTO. An Inscription with the Name of Otho. Among the

inscriptions found in the recent excavations at Ferento is a fragment bear-

ing the name of Otho, and thus confirming, apparently, the statement of

Tacitus that this emperor was a native of that city. Abundant remains of

baths have been uncovered, while the excavation of the theatre has been less

fruitful in objects of interest. (L. CANTARELLI, B. Com. Rom. XXXIX,
1911, pp. 283-285.)
GNATHIA. Frescoes. The frescoes of a tomb at Gnathia, in south-

ern Apulia, are discussed in Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 100-123 (pi. ;

3 figs.), by R. PAGENSTECHER. They date apparently from the early part

of the second century B.C.

NAPLES. A Hellenistic Tomb. In Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp.

148-161 (6 figs.), E. GABRICI publishes the results of the excavation of a

Hellenistic tomb near S. Maria la Nuova, in Naples, at a depth of 9-11

metres below the street level. The frescoes were very simple.

OSTIA. Recent Excavations. Excavations at Ostia (see A.J.A.

XVI, p. 130) have been continued with vigor. An extensive cemetery

situated outside the city walls has been partly explored. In the sand be-

neath the tombs cremation burials of the third century B.C. have been found.
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Many of the public buildings of the town have been completely cleared and

the intervening spaces explored, so that the most important quarter of the

city now forms a connected whole. The baths which were excavated in

1888 have been further examined, and their beautiful mosaic pavements
with marine scenes in black on a white ground have been brought to light
Under the palaestra adjoining these baths a large reservoir has been dis-

covered. Moreover, the barracks of the vigiles have been completely exca-

vated, as well as the quarter behind the theatre, where remains of a Christian

church were found, which was probably erected in honor of Quiriacus, the

first bishop of Ostia (268-270 A.D.), but at least three centuries after his

death. The foundation of the city of Ostia, which is now under explora-

tion, is to be connected with the Ostian quaestorship in 266 B.C., since

no trace of anything earlier has been discovered on the site. (Nation,

January 25, 1912, p. 94.)
ROME. Discoveries near Monte Testaccio. Recent excavations

for foundations near the Monte Testaccio have led to the discovery of a

strong-box which had been destroyed by fire, so that many of the coins it

contained were fused together. Some 770, however, have been identified.

They range from Antoninus Pius to the time of Gallienus. The buildings laid

bare by these excavations were granaries. Many fragments of jars, and
marble and terra-cotta decorations have been found along with some in-

scriptions. (G. MANCINI, B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911, pp. 246-260.)
SAN PIETRO MONTAGNON. Pre-Roman Remains. In exca-

vations near a bathing establishment at the hot springs of San Pietro

Montagnon, near Padua, strata of votive objects belonging to pre-Roman
times have been uncovered. Besides an enormous number of cups and
saucers of small size, there are some objects in bronze, human figures,

horses, rings, etc. (G. PELLEGRINI, B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 119-124,

pi.; fig.)

SPAIN
JAEN. Find of Coins and Ornaments. The province of Jaen in

the northern part of Andalusia has yielded at least five important finds of

Roman coins that have already been published, and three others not yet

published. The first of this last group was made in 1907 not far from
Santa Elena, and consisted of about 972 silver and copper coins of the

second and third centuries of our era. The second came to light in 1896,

at the mine of Centenillo, and was made up of about 181 republican coins.

The third, which is now described by G. F. HILL and HORACE W. SANDERS
in Num. Chron. 1912, pp. 63-69 (2 figs.), was made in June, 1911, about

four kilometres to the northwest of the same mine. It consisted of one
victoriate and 74 denarii (of 46 different types), extending in date from
about 229 B.C. to 90 B.C. With the coins were found a silver armlet and

fragments of a tore, of earrings, and of other ornaments, all of silver, and

probably representing a medium of exchange current in the country when
the hoard was buried.

FRANCE
LES LONGUES RAIES. Excavations in 1911. In B. Soc. Ant.

Fr. 1911, pp. 300-304, O. VAUVILLE reports upon the excavations of E.

Langele" in the Gallo-Rornun cemetery at Les Longues Raies in 1911 (see
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AJ.A. XVI, p. 134). About 150 graves were opened, only one of which
showed signs of incineration. A large number of vases of different shapes
were found, mostly of a lustrous red color or mottled, but a few were white

;

twelve glass vases; two mirrors, and a large vase of bronze; a large iron
knife and iron nails; objects of bone; a perforated lion's tooth used as an
amulet; and 69 Roman coins dating from Augustus to Crispina.
NARBONNE. A Satyr with a Bunch of Grapes. In B. Soc. A nt.

Fr. 1911, pp. 194-195 (fig.), A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE publishes a Roman
intaglio recently found at Narbonne. It represents a young satyr advanc-

ing on tiptoe with a bunch of grapes in his extended left hand and a pedum
or crook in his right. Tha nebris floats out behind. The design was prob-

ably taken by the engraver from a group in which the satyr was plaguing
some animal.

PARIS. Acquisitions of the Louvre in 1911. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr.

1911, pp. 314-319 (fig.)> A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE and E. MICHON report
the following acquisitions of the Louvre in 1911. 1. A half-draped, marble

statuette of the Nile
;

2. a Venus standing on one foot, of the type of Venus

fastening her sandal, head, left arm and leg, right forearm and part of

right leg missing ;
3. female head of good style ;

4. upper part of a colossal,

beardless head from Tyre ;
5. so-called head of Berenice, found at the

ancient Hermopolis ;
6. grave stele, from Athens, representing a nude

athlete (head missing) standing and holding a strigil, and beside him
a small slave and two rabbits; 7 and 8. two Phrygian reliefs from Eski-

Cheir
;

9. a relief of good style representing three girls dancing ;
10. a much

broken sarcophagus relief with Heracles subduing the Cerynean hind;

11. a small column from Cornana inscribed A.vpr)\i[a KvpiAAa Kv]pta 'Ao-/cXr/-

7ri|[a>] tv&iMwr) | ^Ka; 12. a Mycenaean lamp, from Camirus; 13. a bronze

statuette of Venus standing, from Carthage ;
14. bronze bust of a divinity,

from Carthage ;
15. Roman ring of the time of the Antonines, from Athens,

with a bearded head on the seal; 16. an ornate lamp of late date decorated

with a beardless head between heads of Silenus and Pan
;
17. an alabaster

Venus and Eros from' Egypt ;
18. a right forearm, of bone, entwined with

a serpent, and carved with reliefs representing two Chimaeras, a bull,

a dog chasing an animal, a tripod, and a goddess holding a flower, from

Corinth.

SOS. Recent Discoveries. In R. Et. Anc. XIV, 1912, pp. 67-71,

J. MOMME'JA gives a brief account of the antiquities recently found at Sos

(Lot-et-Garonne). These include a terra-cotta head, coins of the colony of

Mmes, a spear head, and part of a colonnade probably belonging to a villa.

Ibid. pp. 72-74, he reports on the ancient iron mines in the vicinity (cf.

Caesar, B. G. Ill, 21, 3).

TOULOUSE. Early Remains. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 215-

219, L. JOULIN gives the results of his excavations and studies in south-

western France, especially at Old Toulouse. The pre-Roman remains are of

two periods. 1. The Early Iron Age (sixth and fifth centuries B.C.), with

pottery corresponding to that of Hallstatt. 2. Later Iron Age (fourth,

third, and second centuries B.C.), with remains similar to those of La Tene,

and imported objects from Greece and Italy. These remains are in part, to

be attributed to the Tectosages. The cemeteries with Italo-Greek am-

phorae date from the period of Roman domination.
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VILLENEUVB-SAINT-VISTRE. Gallic Vases of Gold. In B.

Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 203-208 (2 figs.), A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE publishes

two gold vases found at Villeneuve-Saint-Vistre (Marne) in February, 1911.

They are without handles, and are ornamented with bands, concentric

circles, and triangles beaten out from within. The vases are Gallic work of

the Bronze Age. The writer also publishes two gold bracelets, two small

gold rings, and several circles of gold wire, perhaps bracelets. All of these

objects are in a private collection in Paris.

BELGIUM
RECENT DISCOVERIES. In B. Mus. Brux. X, December, 1911, pp.

90-94, A. DE LOE describes several recent discoveries in Belgium. At Aus-

truwel, near Antwerp, a second canoe has been found similar to the one

found in 1910 (A.J.A. XV, p. 427). At Coxyde excavations have un-

covered important foundations which seem to have belonged to a church.

At Haulchin the foundations of a Belgo-Roman villa have been excavated.

The tiles are inscribed with the name of the maker HAM SIT, already
known from other sites. A few coins were found, including a denarius of

Gordian III (238-243 A.D.). At Vireux-Wallerand abundant evidences

of iron-working have come to light, as well as pieces of pottery dating
from the end of the Iron Age, and from Roman times. Brief descriptions
are also given of antiquities at Maeseyck and at Tirlemont. Ibid. XI,

February, 1912, pp. 12-14 (2 figs.), the same author describes a stag-horn
comb found at Oesselghem and now in the museum at Brussels.

GERMANY
ALZEY. Recent Excavations. The excavations at the Roman fort

in Alzey, Hesse, have shown that it differed from other forts found in Ger-

many inasmuch as it was constructed of stone instead of wood and earth.

Coins point to 330 A.D. as the date of its erection; and a layer of ashes

seems to prove that it was destroyed by fire. (Athen. March 16, 1912, p.

319.)
BAD NAUHEIM. Prehistoric Graves. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. V, 1912,

pp. 40 f., F. HELMKE reports the finding at Bad Nauheim of twenty-five

graves, mostly of the La Tene period, containing the usual objects.
BERLIN. An Egyptian Sword. The Berlin museum has recently

acquired a straight, bronze sword of northern European shape found in

Egypt. It is inscribed with the name of Sethos II. It has also acquired
an ornamental axe blade on which are two monkeys back to back grasping
a lotus stalk. (Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII, 1912, cols. 124-126

;
3 figs.)

A Neolithic Amphora. In excavating for the foundations for the new
Deutsches Museum in Berlin, an amphora 16| cm. high and 19 cm. indiameter
was found. It is well preserved and has rude incised decoration. It dates

from neolithic times. (C. SCHUCHHARDT, Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII, 1912, cols.

126-128
;
2 figs.)

An Attic Grave Relief. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII, 1911, cols. 57-60

(fig.), B. SCHRODER publishes an Attic grave relief of great beauty (Fig. 2)

recently acquired by the Berlin museum. It represents three bearded male

figures. At the left stands a man in a short-sleeved garment which reaches
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-to the ground, and in front of him are two warriors wearing the chiton and
pileus and carrying round shields, bidding each other farewell. Above are
the names Sosias and Cephisodorus. There are traces of a painted pattern

FIGURE 2. ATTIC GRAVE BELIEF IN BERLIN.

on the moulding. The relief was set into a base. It dates from the end of

the fifth century B.C.

BETTELDORF. Roman Coins. The museum of Treves has ac-

quired a hoard of coins recently found near Betteldorf. The greater part

consists of Treves coinage of the period of Constantine I and Crispus.

(Rom.-Germ. Kb. V, 1912, pp. 9 f.)

KEMPTEN. Sigilla Bowl. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. V, 1912, pp. 1 f.,

P. REINECKE reports the finding, during the excavations in Cambodunum
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(near Kempten), of a sigilla bowl with the legend Cibisus fee (it). From the

fact that among the decorations are several impressions from a coin of

Marcus Aurelius, Reinecke concludes that the date usually assigned to

Cibisus (110-125 A.D.) is too early, since the bowl evidently dates from

170 or later. In a rejoinder, ibid. pp. 44 ff., R. FORKER states his grounds
for believing the bowl in question to be the work of a successor of Cibisus,

who used his stamp.
KONGEN. Jupiter Column and Altar. Fragments of a Jupiter

column have recently been found near Kongen. A quadrangular block has

Victoria, Diana, and Apollo in relief, the fourth side bears an inscription.

Other fragments include a torso of a man with flying cloak, evidently

Jupiter riding over a fallen giant. Nearby an altar stone with inscription

was found, dedicated by the same Aelius Victor who erected the monument
to Jupiter. (Rom.- Germ. Kb. V, 1912, pp. 8 ff.)

METZ. Bronze Utensils. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 224-225,
A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE reports that five bronze vessels of Roman date

were recently found in the vicinity of Metz.

OBER-GROMBACH. Roman Settlement. Remains of a Roman
settlement have recently been unearthed near Ober-Grombach, a villa

rustica with several outbuildings. Unfortunately very little beyond part of

the foundation walls remains. (E. WAGNER, Rom.-Germ. Kb. V. 1912, pp. 35

ff.)

OEHRINGEN. A Roman Aqueduct. Five altar stones have re-

cently been unearthed near Oehringen, on the site of the Roman prae-
torium. The inscriptions (three of them datable, 187, 231, and 241 A.D.,

respectively) refer to the building of an aqueduct. A full discussion was

promised, to be published in the Fundberichte aus Schwaben, XIX, 1911.

(A. WOLF, Rom.-Germ. Kb. V, 1912, pp. 2 ff.)

POSEN. Meeting of the Deutsche Philologen und Schulmau-
ner. The fifty-first meeting of the Deutsche Philologen und Schulmanner

was held at Posen, Prussian Poland, October 3-6, 1911. Among the papers
read in the different sections the following may be noted: A. Frickenhaus,
on the Athenian carnival, maintained that the procession ending with

Dionysus riding on a boat-wagon, which is found on vases, represents the

Greater Dionysia. A. Brueckner described recent excavations of the Greek

Archaeological Society in the cemetery of the Ceramicus. In front of the

cemetery lay the enclosure of the Tritopatreis (see A.J.A. XVI, p. 122), of

ancestors of the third and earlier generations back, where the rites were

celebrated for those whose graves had been covered up by a regrading of

the burial ground to make room for a new set of graves on a higher level.

This change of level was made about once in a century, and was done with-

out disturbing the old burials. E. Borrmann spoke on the archaeological

part of the Jubilee celebration in Rome, as virtually a celebration of the

ancient world-supremacy of Rome, and of Augustus in particular as the

real founder of the Imperium Romanum. He showed an inscribed base

representing the taking of the auguria salutis populi Romani, or auguria au-

gusta, from which the emperor received his title of Augustus; and sug-

gested that the Sacred Year celebrated by Pope Boniface VIII, in 1300,

commemorated not the Jewish Jubilee Year, but the Roman Secular

Festival. C. Schuchhardt discussed the development and spread of a pre-
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historic Suebian middle-bronze-age culture centring about Lausitz and
the southern Mark, and characterized by castle-building and the pottery
known as Lausitz ware. Contrary to the recent views, which call this civii-
ization Celtic or Thracian, i.e. of southeastern origin, he claimed that it is

that of the German Semnones, mentioned by Tacitus (Ger. 39) as vetustissimi

nobilissimique Sueborum, and that it spread to, not from, the southeast, as it

did in other directions. He was opposed by Dr. Blume, of Posen. (Arch.
Anz. 1911, cols. 480-485.)
WOLTERSDORF. Prehistoric Discoveries. In Z. Ethn. XLIIT,

1911, pp. 436-501 (30 figs.), H. BUSSE describes axes, hammers, and other

implements of stone found at various times and places in the neighborhood
of Woltersdorf, and gives a detailed and itemized account of pottery and
bronze utensils found in ninety-six graves near the Klein-Schonebecker

boundary, not far from his own home. The important types are fully de-

scribed and illustrated. The finds are attributed to the fourth period of the
Bronze Age, 1200-1000 B.C.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
MESGES MOUNTAINS. The Roman Limes. In Dolgozatok az

Erdelyi Nemzeti Muzeum, III, 1912, pp. 99-127 (12 figs.; map), A. BUDAY
shows as the result of an examination made in the summer of 1911, that

there are considerable remains of the Roman limes with its protecting
towers in the Mesges Mountains, Hungary.

NAG-Y-SANCZ. Recent Excavations. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi

Nemzeti Muzeum, III, 1912, pp. 1-73 (85 figs.), M. ROSKA describes his recent

excavations at the terramare site of Nagy-Sancz, Commune of Pecska-Szemlak,

Hungary. The objects discovered consist of rude vases and a few imple-

ments of bronze which he divides into sixteen groups, according to the level

in which they were found. They are now in the museum at Arad, together

with other objects from the same site. The earliest of them date baok to

the beginning of the Bronze Age in Hungary.

GREAT BRITAIN

LONDON. Acquisitions of the British Museum in 1910. The

acquisitions of the British Museum in 1910 in the departments of Egyptian

and Assyrian, Greek and Roman, and British and Mediaeval antiquities,

are noted in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 453-464, from the reports of E. A. Wal-

lis Budge, A. H. Smith, and C. H. Read. The following may be mentioned :

I. A bronze figure of the god Bast, twenty-sixth dynasty, probably unique ;

a very fine papyrus roll, the second largest known, written in the hieratic

character, and beginning at the right (it is a selection of chapters from the

Book of the Dead, prepared by the Theban priests of Aman-R for the

princess Nesi-Khensu, about 980 B.C.) ;
a stele bearing an early representa-

tion of Aman-Ra, god of Thebes, twelfth dynasty; fragments of tablet

from Boghazkeui, inscribed in the Khatti language. II. Fourth century

Attic gravestone of Aristeis
; part of the gravestone of Clearete ;

small

Graeco-Rornan bust of Pan; colossal decorative head of Dionysus, fi

Cyprus ;
a number of limestone figures and some terra-cottas from Tamassa

in Cyprus, all of early Cypriote style; a thick, disk-shaped stone stamp, ot
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Roman imperial date, with intaglio design and inscriptions on both sides;

a very perfect and unusual ivory sistrum from Orvieto, an archaic Etruscan

work
;
a late Roman ivory relief of Ganymede from Behnesa (Oxyrhyn-

chus) ;
a large (1 in.) agate intaglio of Mycenaean date., showing a lioness

and deer
;
a remarkably fine silver seal-handle of early Greek workmanship,

in the form of a crouching lion, from Argos; three bronze mirror-case

reliefs, a Dionysus and Ariadne, a combat of three men, and a Victory in a

two-horse chariot; a statuette of a deer with much elongated proportions,

probably early Graeco-Iberian, from Spain ;
five fibulae, one being a Spanish

development of a La Tene type ;
two oblong clay tablets from the Minoan

Palace at Cnossus, inscribed in Class B, linear script, with inventories and

reckonings ;
in pottery, twenty-two numbers representing thirty-six pieces,

of Cretan, Cypriote, Geometric, Boeotian, Attic, Italian, Roman, and Gallic

wares, which include the lecythus with the capture of Silenus at the wine

spring, several oenochoae with pictures of children, and a toy loutrophoros
with marriage scenes. III. Remains of the Stone, Bronze, and Early Iron

Ages in Britain, found in various parts of the island, with similar objects
from the Swiss lake-dwellings, Belgium, Spain, Siberia, Asia Minor, Pales-

tine, and Southern Africa; Romano-British objects in marble, bronze,

terra-cotta, clay, and various metals.

OXFORD. Acquisitions of the Ashm clean Museum in 1910.

The accessions to the Ashmolean Museum for 1910 are given (in English)
from the report of the Keeper, in Arch. Anz. 1911, cols. 46^-472, under

five heads: Egyptian, Prehistoric Mediterranean, Greek, Graeco-Roman
and Roman, Romano-British. I. The Egyptian section received rare and

valuable objects from the Exploration Fund's work at Abydos, ranging in

date from pre-dynastic to Roman times; others from Petrie's excavations

at Medum and Memphis, and from the new explorations of Garstang and

Sayce at Meroe, in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. From Medum came a large
slab with a picture in colored plaster inlay, a local technique, and a collec-

tion of potters' kilns and accessories of early imperial date, which are of

great technological value
;
from Memphis, a vase in the shape of a locust

and some " Ionic
"
painted ware. The Meroite pottery shows a flourishing

barbaric industry, while the finer objects
"
represent a native art working

on debased Egyptian models under some slight Hellenistic influence."

II. From Cnossus, Dr. Evans gave fifteen clay labels and tablets, inscribed

in the hieroglyphic and linear scripts, and a number of seal-stones with
different stages of pictographic writing, the whole forming a nearly com-

plete series of Cretan scripts. Other acquisitions are: a fine set of bronze

tools from Cnossus, a gold ring bezel from the Aegean, showing two typical
Achaean warriors in combat

;
a very primitive seated-goddess figurine from

western Asia Minor, and various specimens of pottery and sherds, terra-

cottas, etc., including a collection of clay vessels of Jewish fabrique, from
Lachish. III. The Greek section possesses two inscriptions in Cypriot

script, which have lately been recognized as containing a new language with

Sanscrit affinities, possibly an early Aegean tongue ;
also a number of clay

figurines and heads
;
two marble votive figures of uncertain date, possibly

charms against the Evil Eye; a painted Corinthian shell rhyton; a rare

KovpoTpo<os figurine in ivory ;
and an early Ionian stamped plaque of elec-

trum with bull design. IV. A collection of vases and fragments of Cam-
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panian black-slip ware from southern Italy, an important collection of

glass, terra-cottas, bronze and gold objects, etc., from Kertch, southern

Russia, and some clay lamps from Carthage, may be mentioned. V. Two
new pieces of inscribed Samian ware from the series found at Herne Bay,
Kent, sherds from Holton, Oxon., and a cinerary urn from Woodstock are

noted.

AFRICA
BULLA REGIA. Recent Excavations. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911,

pp. 595-603, Dr. CARTON reports upon the excavations of Bulla Regia since

October, 1910. The clearing of the great hall in the public baths was con-

tinued, and it was found to be remarkable both for the state of preservation

of its walls and for the manner in which it had been fitted out. It was

15.50 m. by 11 m. with a fine mosaic on the floor. Further excavations in

the house discovered in 1910 indicate that it had an atrium into which

opened a tablinum with two alae. It had an elaborate mosaic representing

a triumphal procession with Arnphitrite riding upon a Triton and a Nereid

and escorted by winged figures, dolphins, and other fishes. Later on another

mosaic was found representing Perseus rescuing Andromeda.

CARTHAGE. An Inscribed Gem. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp.

249-250, P. MONCEAUX publishes a partly broken agate cameo recently

found at Carthage. It is inscribed Aeyo[wiv] | u0eAo[v<m/], | AeyeVwofai/] .
|

| o-v, <iX(e)i jue, | (rw</>ep(e)i crot.

UNITED STATES

NEW YORK. Acquisitions of the Metropolitan Museum.

The Metropolitan Museum has recently received as a gift from J. P. Morgan

an Assyrian sword (Fig. 3), the only specimen of the primitive bronze

FIGURE 3. ASSYRIAN SWORD IN NEW YORK.

Sa-pa-ra known to exist. It was at one time exhibited in the British

Museum. It is 20 in. long and resembles the Malayan bolo. It has upon it

in cuneiform characters the inscription thrice repeated: The Palace

Vul-niari, King of Nations, son of Budil, King of Assyria son of Belnirai,

King of Assyria" (B. D., B. Metr. Mus. VII, 1912, pp. 3-4; 3 figs.) It
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FIGURE 4. HEAD OF AN ATHLETE IN NEW YORK.

FIGURE 5. EARLY ATTIC VASE IN NEW YORK.
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has also acquired a fine head of an athlete of fifth century date (Fig. 4).
This is a copy of the same original as the Petworth head, which Furt-

wangler (Meisterwerke, pi. XVI) assigned to Oesilas. It is a recent dis-

covery. (E. R., ibid. pp. 47-49
;

3 figs.) Another acquisition is a

proto-Attic amphora, 1.085 m. high, adorned with three scenes (Fig. 5).
On the neck is a lion attacking a deer; on the shoulder two grazing animals,

perhaps horses
;
and on the body of the vase Heracles attacking Nessus.

Behind Heracles is Deianeira seated in a chariot. (G. M. A. R., ibid. pp.
68-71

;
2 figs.) Among other objects recently received are : the head of a boy

in black basalt, height 31.8 cm., of early imperial date; the head of a Muse
of fourth century type ;

a fragmentary head of a girl from Athens, of Roman
date; an Apulian amphora with scroll handles, 1.085 m. high (published
in Mon. dell' Inst. VI, 1860, pi. XLII B) ; portion of a cylix in which the

figure has been outlined, but the background not filled in
;
a prochous of

geometric date; a red-figured hydria; a white lecythus; a terra-cotta

mould for the lower part of a small male figure; a terra-cotta head of the

archaic period slightly under life-size
;
a life-size head of a youth of terra-

cotta
;
also a fragmentary figure of an old woman

;
ten ancient gems, of

which two are Mycenaean ;
also the contents of three tombs at Tarentum,

of third century date. (G. M. A. R., ibid. pp. 95-98
;
6 figs.) The Museum

has also received reproductions of some of the frescoes from Tiryns.

(G. M. A. R., ibid. pp. 116-117
; fig.). A. T. CLAY, ibid. pp. 72-73, describes

three reliefs i'rorn the palace of Ashurnasirpal at Nimrud recently lent the

Museum by J. P. Morgan. On two of the slabs are winged figures before a

sacred tree
;
on the third the king's armor bearer. They belong to the

same series as the reliefs in the British Museum.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, MEDIAEVAL,
AND RENAISSANCE ART

ITALY

PICTURES BY MICHELANGELO DA CARAVAGGIO. In Boll

Arte, VI, 1912, pp. 1-8, L. VENTURI adds to the oeuvre of Caravaggio four

pictures : the portrait of Maffeo Barberini in the collection of Princess Anna

Corsini, attributed on internal evidence; the Archangel and Tobias, in the

church of S. Rufo at Rieti, given to the artist for stylistic reasons
;
the SS.

Quattro Coronati in the church of S. Andrea in Vinclis at Rome, on which

the writer has discovered the painter's signature; and a Supper at Emmaus

in the collection of the Marchese Patrizio Patrizi in Rome, a picture

recorded as painted for that family by Bellori.

MILAN A Portrait of Charles V.F. MALAGUZZI-VALERI pub-

lishes for the first time in Gaz. B.-A. VII, 1912, pp. 237-243, an
^interesting

portrait of the Emperor Charles V, now in a private collection at Mil

(Fig 6) The picture represents the monarch in full imperial regalia, ai

is so minute in detail that the writer thinks that it must have been done at

Bologna at the time of the emperor's coronation. He does not att

identifv the painter. _

RIETI. -A Picture by Simone Dei Crocefissi. -In the \ ,1 a Poten-

ziani at Rieti is a ' Madonna of Pity' signed SYMON F
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FIGURE 6. PORTRAIT OF CHARLES V IN MILAN.
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OPVS which is one of the few existing paintings of the Bolognese Simone
dei Crocefissi. It is published in Rass. d' Arte, XII, 1912, p. 47, by U. GNOLI.
A New Giambellini. U. GNOLI publishes in Rass. d' Arte, XI, 1911,

p. 177, a Madonna in the Villa Potenziani in Rieti, which he assigns to

Giovanni Bellini by reason of close correspondence with authenticated

works, like the Correr Pietk and Gethsemane in the National Gallery.
ROME. Acquisitions of the Borghese Gallery. There have

recently been added to the Borghese Gallery a St. Jerome, and a St. Mary of

Egypt by Ribera
;
two views of ruins in Rome by Canaletto

;
a Madonna by

Pompeo Batoni
;
a Portrait of Himself by G. L. Bernini

;
a marine land-

scape by Ruysdael ;
and an Archangel and Tobias by Savoldo. (P. ACHIARDI,

Boll. Arte, VI, 1912, pp. 81-93.)
SOMMA LOMBARDO. A Picture by Bevilacqua. In Rass.

d'Arte, XII, 1912, pp. 44-46, A. BELLINI publishes a little-known altar-piece

in the church of S. Vito at Somma Lombardo. It represents SS. Modesto,

Crescenzia, and their son S. Vito adoring the Madonna. The altarpiece, the

work of Bevilacqua, pupil of Bergognone, was ordered for the church by
Battista Visconti, and must have been painted ca. 1500.

SPAIN

SEVILLE. A Painting by Juan de Ruelas. A "Miracle of St.

Francis Xavier," now in the University church at Seville, is published in

Mh. f. Kunstw. V, 1912, p. 84, by F. MURILLO Y HERRERA. The picture

belongs to the artist's later period.

FRANCE

PARIS. Acquisitions of the Louvre. The most important recent

acquisition of the Louvre is the Redeemer by Giovanni Bellini (MARY L.

BERENSON. Gaz. B.-A. VII, 1912, pp. 371-376; R. FRY, Burl. Mag. XXI,

1912, pp. 10-15). The department of mediaeval sculpture has added a

number of important pieces, among them : a fragment from the workshops

of Notre-Dame at Paris (XIII century) ;
a St. Michael slaying the dragon,

of the twelfth century, from the region of Nevers (stone) ;
an angel in

stone relief, of the twelfth century and from one of the southern I

schools; a wooden statuette of the Virgin, a Picardy work of ca.,1300; a

stone Virgin and Child, Burgundian of the fifteenth century; a Virgin of

Pity in stone, of the fifteenth century; a fragment of stone re

Entry into Jerusalem, of the fourteenth century; and the tomb-statues of

Charles IV and Jeanne d'Evreaux, by Hennequin de Liege. (A. *

u. "D* a i nnn The Musee des Arts decoratifs at

Parts Contains
5
a Madonna signed by Pietro Alemanno, which, is described

bv U. GNOLI in Rass. d' Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 206-207. Other pamtir

this pupil of Crivelli are noted in the same article as <

fortino in the Marche.
GERMANY

HERRENBREITUNGEN.-The Excavations.- An acco

recent excavations in the twelfth century monastic church at H
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FIGURE 7. YOUTHFUL WORKS BY MARTIN SCHONGAUER.
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tungen is given in Mh. f. Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 177-184, by P. WEBER.
Beside many fragments of the Romanesque building, there were found also
remains dating in all probability from the Ottoman or even the Carolingian
period.
MUNSTER. A Forgery ? G. PAULI discloses in Rass. d' Arte,

XII, 1912, p. 19, the interesting fact that the Madonna signed 10. A.

BOLTRAFFIVS FECIT I 505, in the Landesmuseum at Minister, is an
exact replica of a cut by Diirer dated 1513. This in itself would not mili-

tate against the authenticity of the picture, but it has none of the charac-

teristics of Boltraffio, and the group of a mounted king with two attendants

in the background is clearly copied from a cut by Lucas of Leyden.
STAUFEN. Youthful Works by Martin Schongauer. In Mh. f.

Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 52-60, F. W. GAERTNER publishes two panels which
formed the front and back of a wing formerly part of an altarpiece in an

Augustinian monastery in Staufen (Fig. 7). The Christ on the Mount of

Olives is so like the engraving of that subject by Schonganer that a com-

mon authorship must be supposed for both. A careful analysis of the

evidence afforded by the arms represented in the panel of St. Sebastian and

St. Arbogast shows that the altarpiece must have been painted for a certain

Conrad Haesing of Neuenburg, in the fifties of the fifteenth century. This

makes the date of Schongauer's birth about 1435 instead of 1450 as hitherto

supposed. The Mount of Olives is still in Staufen, but the panel of the

two saints is now in the possession of a collector in Karlsruhe.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

VIENNA. A New Lorenzo Lotto. G. FRIZZONI contributes to the

Jb. Kunsth. Samm. 1911, pp. 49-57, a discussion of a picture in the Imperial

Gallery representing the Christ borne by Cherubim, some of whom support

the Cross, and another the eucharistic chalice the whole denoting an alle-

gory of dogmatic character. The painting's recent restoration has brought

out characteristics of Lorenzo Lotto in the picture, and it seems to be the

one mentioned in Lotto's account-book, and dated thereby in the year 1543.

It also seems to have inspired the relief by Jacopo Sansovino on the door

of a ciborium in San Marco at Venice.

Two Decorative Panels by Mantegna. There are two paintings

evidently intended for the decoration of a chamber, representing the Sacri-

fice of Isaac and David with the head of Goliath in the Imperial Gallery at

Vienna, which are unmistakably from the hand of Mantegna. They belong

to the last ten years of the master's activity. They are discussed by P.

KRISTELLER, Jb. Kunsth. Samm. 1911, pp. 29-48.

GREAT BRITAIN

EDINBURGH. -A New Landscape Artist. In Burl. Mag. XXI,

1912 pp 30-35, C. DODGSON reproduces a drawing of a view of the island

of Ponz'a off the coast of Italy signed by an artist, hitherto unknown, by

the name of Staynemer. The drawing shows some inaccuracies

the topographical point of view, and it is evident that it formed

study for a Vision of St. John. The name of the artist sounds German,
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but his artistic affinities are rather with Bruegel or De Gheyn. The

drawing is in the National Gallery of Scotland.

LONDON. A New "Work by Pol De Limbourg. F. WINKLER con-

tributes to Rep. f. K. 1912, pp. 536-543, a description of the Breviary of

John the Fearless of Burgundy, now in the British Museum. All the

miniatures of this manuscript, with a few exceptions, are ascribed by the

writer to Pol de Limbourg or his atelier, chiefly on the basis of their

resemblance to the Heures of Chantilly.
Two New Diirer Drawings. H. DAVID publishes in Jb. Preuss. Kunsts.

XXXIII, 1912, pp. 23-30, two hitherto unnoticed drawings in the British

Museum. The one represents an elk and is evidently the study for the

animal emerging from the forest in Durer's well-known cut of Adam and

Eve. On the back of the leaf on which this animal is drawn, is the sketch

of another, a bison. Both drawings are attributed, therefore, to Diirer by
the writer.

Leonardo's Drawings for the Benois Madonna. The Madonna in

the collection of Madame B6nois in St. Petersburg was reproduced in Burl.

May. December, 1911, and has been recognized generally as a youthful work
of Leonardo's. In the same periodical, XX, 1912, pp. 230-233, Sir SIDNEY
COLVIN comments upon a series of drawings in the British Museum, one of

which is practically identical with the St. Petersburg composition except
that the Madonna is represented in full length, and the others seem to be

preliminary studies for the same picture. On one of these is found a profile

of an old man's head which occurs again on the Uffizi drawing dated 1478

and bearing the remark concerning the commencing of the " two Madonnas."

The writer is inclined to the view that the Benois Madonna is one of the

two pictures meant.

UNITED STATES

BROOKLYN. A Painting by Crivelli. F. MASON PERKINS pub-
lishes in Rass. d' Artc, XI, 1911, p. 207, a panel representing the apostle

St. James formerly belonging to Sir C. A. Turner in London, which is now
in the collection of Mr. F. L. Fabbott of Brooklyn. The picture is an

obvious Crivelli, though almost unknown to students. Other Italian paint-

ings in the same collection are listed in the article.

NEW YORK. Byzantine Enamels in J. P. Morgan's Collec-

tion. In Burl. Mag. XXI, 1912, pp. 3-10, 65-73, 127-128, O. M. DALTON
describes the collection of Byzantine enamels recently purchased by Mr.

J. P. Morgan, formerly known as the Swenigorodskoi collection. The

objects described include : an ornamental halo from an ikon of the Virgin ;

plaques with figures of St. Nicholas and St. Peter, and with ornamental

designs; figures of the Virgin and St. John from a Crucifixion ;
a number

of gold earrings and necklaces
;
the Oppenheim reliquary ;

a series of gold
medallions with figures of saints

;
and fragments of decoration. The ear-

rings and necklaces are classed by the writer, with some hesitation, as

Russo-Byzantine, and dated in the eleventh or twelfth century. The

reliquary he considers to be ante-iconoclastic, while most of the other pieces
are assigned to the best period of the Byzantine Renaissance.
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AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

ILLINOIS. Burial Mounds at Albany, Whiteside Co._ In Rec.

Past, XI, 1912, pp. 69-81 (7 figs.), WM. BAKER NICKERSON gives an account
of the investigation of eight of the group of eighty or ninety mounds
situated near Albany, Whiteside Co., Illinois. They appear to have been
" the final repository of bodies previously given temporary interment else-

where, or temporarily exposed on scaffolds, as was customary within the

historic period." The author also believes that similarity in mode of

interment justifies the inference that " all were the work of one people,

covering a period of several years duration, while similarity in mound
structure and disposition of bodies at Portage and East Dubuque indicates

a distribution of the same people northward to the Wisconsin line, if not

beyond." A notable feature of these mounds is the general absence of

material objects with the dead, a " monitor pipe," however, found in one

grave, fixes the period of their erection as coeval with that of the Ohio

culture. In and beneath Mound 9 there were probably 120 skeletons.

MASSACHUSETTS. Early Earthworks. In Am. Anthr. N.S.

XIII, 1911, pp. 566-576 (7 figs.), C. C. WILLOUGHBY describes and figures

certain earthworks in eastern Massachusetts : portion of a circular embank-

ment and trench at Marblehead; remains of a square enclosure near Hag-

gett's Pond, Andover
;
enbankments and trenches enclosing upland, western

shore of South End Pond, Millis, etc. On pages 572-576 citations from

early explorers and writers about New England Indian forts, palisades, etc.,

are given. According to the writer "in all there are about twenty Indian

forts mentioned by the early explorers and colonists of New England be-

tween the years 1605 and 1676, nearly all of which were in Massachusetts

(including the province of Maine) and Connecticut." These earthworks are

all to be attributed to the Algonkian Indians of the country ;
but " there

are indications of the occupancy of eastern and, perhaps,
central^

New

England, by a non-pottery-making people, possibly the Beothuk." He

finds, however, no evidence that the Beothuk constructed fortified en-

closures of the types known to have been common among the Algonkians;

although they did build extensive deer-fences with "half-moon breast

works
"
at intervals.

ONTARIO. Archaeological Report, 1911. The Annual Archae-

ological Report, 1911, including 1908-10 (Toronto, 1911, 103 pp.; 150

figs.), issued by Dr. R. B. ORR, the successor of the late Dr. David Boyle

as Superintendent of the Provincial Museum, takes up again the record of

the archaeological investigations carried on under the auspices of the

Museum where they were suspended in 1908. It contains a portrait of

Dr. Boyle, with a brief sketch of his life and scientific activities, and I

of field work on the Dorchester Farm, near Queenston Heights, where

a unique copper chisel was found, the Murray collection (1800 specimens,

mostly from the territory of the Attiwandarons or Neutrals) bird ami

ceremonial weapons, stone pipes, stone axes, gouge forms; the Sme

ne fine ***
collection (pipes especially); wood and bone (fine

shell relics (strings of wampum, beads, pendants, etc.). The
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is a reproduction in colors of the Fort Garry (1869) wampum belt. The
list of accessions to the Museum (pp. 93-103) shows for the interval 1908-

1911 a gain of 2803 specimens. The countries outside Canada represented

by these specimens are the United States, India (Stewart collection illus-

trating manners and customs of natives of Bengal), West Indies and

Guiana, and Chili (Bullock collection of implements, manufactures, etc.).

YUCATAN. Ruins of Tuloom. In Am. Anthr. N.S. XIII, 1911, pp.
539-550 (7 figs.), G. P. HOWE describes a recent visit to the ruined city of

Tuloom (Province of Quintana Roo), a site probably not examined by
archaeologists since 1840. He gives a general plan, ground-plan of the

Castillo, etc. It lies in an area that has had a long period of occupation
and was probably the centre of a distinct archaeological province consisting
of the coastal area south of Cape Catoche, extending to the Rio Hondo on
the borders of British Honduras, including the islands along the coast and

reaching some distance inland. Other cities in this area are El Mecco,

Tamul, Ina, North Tuloom, Boca Pilar, Bacalar, besides the ruins on the

islands of Cozumel and Mugeres, etc. There are also rumors of large ruins

in the interior. At Tuloom there are no high pyramids, and no typically
residential buildings, except, perhaps, the "

guardhouse." The decoration

is comparatively slight; wall-paintings were common, but except in one

building are largely obliterated. Threatened Indian attacks prevented
more thoroughgoing explorations. The author thinks Tuloom was a city
of very early date.

BOLIVIA. Ruins at Tiahuanaco. In Proc. Amer. Antiq. Soc. N.S.

XXI, 1911, pp. 218-265, A. F. BANDELIER gives the results of his nineteen

days stay at Tiahuanaco, where he visited both the ruins themselves and the

local museum. The activities of the expedition consisted in surveys of the

site, observations on the nature of the country and on native customs, col-

lection of fragments of folk-tales and data from ancient church books, etc.

A few specimens were also obtained. The situation, character, condition,

etc., of the ruins are described, the questions of construction, transportation,

etc., discussed, Indian traditions concerning the ruins mentioned, and some
information given about the present Aymard Indians, their sociological

organization, dances, etc., with their curious mingling of paganism and

Christianity. Dr. Bandelier is of the opinion that Tiahuanaco was built

and settled at a very remote period, clear recollection of its builders who may
have been Aymard having been lost. The first settlement stood in some re-

lation to the Island of Titicaca. It seems, too, that the original traditions

concerning Tiahuanaco are Ayrnara, not Quechua, folk-lore. In the cutting
and construction of these buildings, monoliths, statues, etc., stone tools and

implements as well as those of copper (and bronze) were employed. The
exactness and perfection of the cutting and joining of the huge stones have,

according to Dr. Bandelier, been much exaggerated, the rule of thumb

being really most in evidence. A goodly number of the carved blocks

are of the Permian 'sandstone cropping out at Tiahuanaco, and were evi-

dently quarried and prepared on the spot ;
while the troublesome question

of long transportation (wooden rollers and levers seem to have been in use)
is considerably reduced by the suggestion of Mr. Sundt, the geologist, that

the andesite blocks may be erratic. The nature of the copper clamps used
for fastening together some of the stones indicates that the builders were
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acquainted with the art of casting. In the absence of definite facts, specu-
lation as to the interpretation of the symbolic art of the carvings, especially
the great doorway, is esteemed idle, but the writer observes that " the art of
the monoliths of Chavin de Huantar in central eastern Peru seems like an
intermediate between the art of Tiahuanaco and that of Copan and Palen-

que." In Bol. Soc. Geogrdf. de la Paz, IX, 1911, pp. 4-52, A. POSNANSKY
treats of Tiahuanaco and the ancient civilization of this region. The
author takes the position that all the great pre-Columbian civilizations of

Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Central America, Yucatan and Mexico, "have had
their origin on the Andean plateau, where the most primitive beginnings of

the American troglodyte are to be seen." He recognizes five stages of

Colombian-Andean culture, the last being the period of the Incas. A
second edition of this paper has been published in pamphlet form.
WEST INDIES. Lucayan Remains on Caicos Island. In Am.

Anthr. N.S. XIV, 1912, pp. 81-105 (pi.; 16 figs.), THEODOOR DE Boor,
after some preliminary account of the ancient inhabitants of the Bahamas,

gives the results of his recent explorations of caves, mounds, camping
grounds, etc., on the island of Providenciales (burned wood, conch-shells,

fragments of incised pottery, stone and bone implements, pottery-heads,

etc.) ;
the Ambergris Cays, North Caicos Island (besides pottery and a flint

hatchet-head, there was found in a cave at Sandy Point a highly polished
black flint chisel with cutting edge ; fragment of bowl from a cave at Pump-
kin Bluff; jadite implement from field at Whitby ; pottery, hammer head,

etc., from Bottle Creek
;
stone idol from Kew) ;

Grand Caicos Island

(mounds ; pottery, stone implements, etc.) ;
and East Caicos Island (caves

at Jacksonville, with petroglyphs, carved stones, pottery fragments, stone

implements, etc.). Evidences of pre-Columbian habitation have been

discovered on a majority of these islands.
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THIRD PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE AMERI-
CAN EXCAVATIONS AT SARDES IN ASIA MINOR

THE most important piece of work accomplished in the third

year's campaign at Sardes (February 1st to June 24th, 1912)
was the complete excavation of the Great Temple of Artemis.

The chief discovery, from a scientific point of view, was that of

a bilingual inscription in Lydian and Aramaic, which makes
the first considerable advance toward the deciphering of the

unknown Lydian language, in addition to the discovery of a

large collection of Lydian texts of good length and in an

excellent state of preservation.

The completion of the work upon the temple was attended

with many difficulties, the latter part of the excavation being
carried on at a depth of fifty feet, and the removal of great

masses of fallen column drums which lay upon, or near, the

surface affording much delay and constant danger. But the

conjecture, formed in earlier campaigns, that the building

would be found to be preserved in proportion as it was deeply

buried, proved to be well founded ; for its entire eastern end,

now completely freed from the accumulations of soil and debris,

presents a most imposing ruin, gigantic in scale and very beauti-

ful in details. It may be interesting to compare a photograph

of the ruins taken in April, 1910 (Fig. 1), with one taken in

June, 1912 (Fig. 2).

From the top of the fifty-foot bank which now 'forms the

northeastern boundary of the excavations, the entire ground

plan and much of the superstructure of the temple are plainly

visible ; the west end, in foundations of white marble, the mid-

dle section, in walls that are from 50 centimetres to 2 metres

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 465
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high above the platform, and the east end, in walls and stumps
of columns that rise from 3 to 10 metres above their bases in

addition to the two complete columns which have a height of

nearly 20 metres. The building covers a rectangle a little

more than 100 metres long and a little less than 50 metres wide.

Its plan is unique, being octastyle, pseudodipteral, with 20

columns on the sides ; for there were two columns between the

ends of antae and the outer row, on either side, i.e. in line

with the third and sixth columns of the outer row, and two

FIGURE 1. THE Two COLUMNS or THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS, April, 1910

(from the West) .

raised on pedestals just within the middle pair of the outer

row. The cella has two divisions, a long cultus chamber to the

east and a treasury at the west end ; the former is divided by
two rows of six columns each, the latter has two interior

columns for the support of its roof. These chambers were on

different levels, the floor of the larger of the two being elevated

over a metre above the level of the other which corresponds to

the general level of the platform. The excellent state of

preservation in which the walls and columns at the east end

were found makes quite clear the method by which the whole

building is to be restored. There are fifteen columns standing
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to heights ranging from 8 to 20 metres, including the eight

columns of the front row and all the interior columns of the

porch. The inner columns of the porch are all of slightly

smaller scale than those of the outer row; but two of them,

those of the second row on either side of the main axis of the

temple, are elevated upon cubical pedestals so that their bases

are set at least 2 metres higher than those of the columns

about them (Fig. 2). These columns are fluted, and are of

FIGURE 2. THE Two COLUMNS AND EASTERN PORCH OF THE TEMPLE OF

ARTEMIS, June, 1912 (from the North).

very much smaller scale than any of the others : one of them

has a Lydian inscription carved on the foot of its shaft,

sides of the two pedestals are quite rough above the two lower

courses, and were certainly left in this condition- to receive

sculpture in high relief. The joints between the stones are

very true, though the rough bosses project irregularly as much

as 15 centimetres from the intended background.
The po:

tion of these pedestals suggests a new plan for the restoration

of the sculptured pedestals discovered at Ephesus, which are
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usually restored so as to appear under all the columns of the

front row, on a lower level from which steps ascend to the gen-

eral level of the platform. There is no suggestion, however,

that the lower drums of any of these columns of the Temple of

Artemis at Sardes were to be sculptured in the manner of the

columnae caelatae of Ephesus. Owing to the difference of level

between the pavement of the porch, i.e. of the platform,

and the interior of the cultus chamber, the great portal opens

FIGURE 3. INTERIOR COLUMNS OF EASTERN PORCH, ANTAE AND DOORWAY
OF THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS (from the Northeast).

upon the porch at a level about a metre and a half above the

floor. The condition of the wall below the threshold leaves no

room for doubt that a flight of steps, set between parotids, led

from the porch to the interior of the cella at this end. The

jambs of the portal are standing to a height of about 3 metres,

and the walls on either hand and the very salient antae are still

standing from 4 to 6 metres high (Fig. 3). The absence of

columns between the antae or between the columns which stand

in front of them leaves a broad area (17m. x 13 m.) within
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which no supports for a roof are provided, and suggests a pos-
sible hypaethral opening at this point directly in front of the
great doorway, which would have given light to the whole
interior when the doors, if such there were, were open. The
widest spans required for the roof beams were those of the
pteroma, where, for lack of an inner row of columns, which
would have made the temple dipteral, beams over 8 metres in

length were required, and this span was very great when it is

FIGURE 4. BASE OF THIRD COLUMN FROM SOUTH END IN FRONT Row.

remembered that the beams carried a roof of marble tiles of

which there is ample evidence.

The architectural details which have been brought to light

by the excavations are sufficient to authorize an almost com-

plete restoration of the temple, and afford, with other material,

a basis for working out the history of the building. The

carved ornament throughout, and the perfect workmanship
shown in the masonry of the walls, are of such a high type as

to leave no doubt that the temple was designed early in the

fourth century B.C. Two complete columns, thirteen stumps
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of columns, the largest of which are just short of seven feet

(2.11 m.) in diameter, together with two bases and four capi-

tals which are not in place, illustrate the thorough and careful

methods of the construction, and the restrained and delicate

beauty of the ornament of the Ionic Order as employed here.

Several sections of architrave give the scale and design of the

lowest member of the entablature ; the frieze is not represented
in any of the details that have come to light up to the present,

FIGURE 5. BASE OF COLUMN OF SECOND Row ON THE SOUTH SIDE.

and the only part of the cornice found thus far is a great lion's

head which served as a water spout in the uppermost member.
It may be that the frieze was omitted, and that we have what
has been called an "architrave order." Three of the columns

of the front rank and two on either side of the main axis, at the

ends of the antae, as well as the two on the high pedestals, have

a richly carved torus above the two deep scotias of their bases.

These torus mouldings present five different designs, four of

which are foliate the oak leaf (Fig. 4), the bay, and two
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sorts of water leaf, the fifth being the guilloche (Fig. 5), simi-

lar to that used in the bases of the north porch of the Erech-

theum. There are neither the flat decorated bands substituted

for the torus, nor the twelve-sided panelled plinths in place of

scotias, which are the striking, and apparently later, features

of the Didymaeum. The capitals show considerable variety,

some being earlier and some later, as I shall endeavor to show

later on ; but, of the earlier type, one of those (Fig. 6) which

was unearthed on the south side of the temple is the most beau-

tiful of all. Here the volutes are much simpler than those in

the capitals of the Erechtheum, but present a most subtle and

FIGURE 6. CAPITAL FOUND m THE MIDDLE OF THE SOUTH SIDE

OF THE TEMPLE.

beautiful curve ; the abacus is composed of open egg-and-dart

of early pattern, and the carved ornament, instead of being

applied to the neck of the shaft, appears in two scrolls of acan-

thus upon the volute band, a feature not uncommon in Asia

Minor, and in inverted palmettes which have the appearance

of being applied to, not worked upon, the three great eggs of

the echinus. The side view of this capital reveals charming

designs of leaves in scale pattern, and palmettes.
The capitals

from the inner row of columns present an interesting feature

in the bolster (Fig. 7), the curve of which, between the

volutes, falls at an angle much steeper than that of the outer

capitals. The architrave has three bands and a salient cyrna-
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tium. The whole cella is girt about with a plain torus on the

level of the torus mouldings of the column bases. Above this is

a high plain surface beautifully finished, which terminates above

the torus in an apophyge and fillet, and forms a sort of dado

below the diminishing courses of draughted masonry above it.

This moulding also forms the bases of the antae, the shafts of

FIGURE 7. CAPITAL FROM THE INNER Row OF COLUMNS.

which are worked to a surface of wonderful smoothness in

which the joints are hardly to be detected. We were so fortu-

nate as to find a sufficient number of fragments to complete a

restoration of the anta-caps. The design is composed of

a broad band, or frieze, of very simple wreaths beneath a bead-

and-reel and a carved Lesbian on one block : the block above

this, which overhangs slightly, consists of a bead-and-reel
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below a very heavy egg-and-dart, almost as large as those of

the echinus of the capital, above which is a projecting corona

and, probably, a cyraatium which is broken. The whole com-

poses a new and beautiful design. The jambs of the great

portal are triple banded, with carved mouldings between the

bands ; its outermost moulding is a cavetto carved with exceed-

ingly rich and delicately executed anthemia and palmettes.

Above this feature, which was of course alike in jambs and

lintel, was apparently a frieze. Its height is to be determined

from a profile left on the consoles which flanked it ; but

whether it Was plain or carved we cannot say. Over this was

a dentil course and a projecting corona. The huge consoles

which completed this door cap on either hand are charming

examples of graceful design and delicate carving.

But there is evidence in many of these details which shows

that the temple was not completely finished at the time when

it was finally abandoned. Much of the carving is only blocked

out and much is in a half finished state. It will take time to

determine how much of this was left unfinished in the original

building and how much is due to late repairs ; but it is plain

now that the temple was in use before the end of the fourth

century. It had been roofed in and covered with marble tiles,

and an important document 1 had been inscribed upon the wall

of the treasury between the years 306 and 303 B.C. In the

ruins of the west end of the temple, every column drum that

was found is fluted, every other fragment of the columns is

finished, and all the mouldings that are in place, except one in

the interior, are in a completed state. At the east end, on the

contrary, none of the columns is fluted excepting those on the

pedestals, some of the torus mouldings are carved, while others

are left plain ; many of the scotias are not entirely finished ;

there are plinths with "quarry edges," and parts of the great

base moulding of the cella are only blocked out. Only the

portal with its ornaments was in a finished state. Now some of

these unfinished details belong certainly to the building erected

in the fourth century, others not only have the appearance of

being later, but are proved to be later by an inscription, on ti

i 'Greek Inscriptions from Sardes,' A.J.A. Second Series, XVI (1912),

p. 11.
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J

fillet at the foot of the column on the right of the middle inter-

columniation in the front row as you enter, which refers to the

temple as "
rising again," and the letters show that this inscrip-

tion belongs to Imperial times. A comparison of the two capi-

tals which are still in place reveals the fact that one of them
is an early original, while the other is a Roman copy, one hav-

ing the open egg-and-dart of the Greeks in its abacus, the

other having the flat egg-and-dart closed above with a fillet

which is characteristic of Roman work. Some of the orna-

mented scotias are certainly Greek, though they still have lift-

ing-bosses that have not been cut away ; others do not look like

good Greek work. The earlier scotias, some finished, others

unfinished, have the lines of early Ionic bases in Asia Minor,
firm and spreading ; those which appear to be later, though
none of them is entirely finished, could never be converted by
any means of carving into the older type. It is interesting to

note that for every detail which is unfinished there is a model

for its completion. Each plinth has a small carefully worked

section on all four faces, and lines on the top to mark the fin-

ished square, the reeds and the cove mouldings of the scotias

are all brought to a finished state in one or more small places.

The unfluted shafts have highly finished bands at intervals

with lightly incised lines indicating where the two edges of the

arrises were to come ; for every departure from a straight

descending line an apophyge, perhaps not more than 20 centi-

metres wide, is worked at intervals not widely spaced, and the

future profile of every moulding has been carved, in samples,
to guide the artisans in their final work.

As the result of my observations thus far, I have come to the

conclusion that the east end of the fourth-century temple was
in an unfinished state, so far as the final touches of the stone-

cutter were involved, when it suffered injuries sufficiently

severe to necessitate the taking down of most of its columns.

This may have been the result of the historical earthquake of

the year 17 A.D. In any event, it seems certain that all the

shafts at this end had to be rebuilt, I presume it would be

quite impossible to dismember a fluted shaft and rebuild it

again. Some of the capitals were taken down and put back

again ; others, which had been injured, were replaced by copies
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none too good. Several of the lower members of the bases
had also to be replaced ; but I believe a number of the old
torus mouldings, which are cut upon a separate block of stone,
were reset upon new scotias ; for a torus like that carved with
oak leaves (Fig. 4) is certainly not Roman, and the scotia be-
low it, though unfinished, could never be made to resemble the
true Greek scotias that appear below the guilloche (Fig. 5).
Even the second attempt to finish the building was not success-

ful ; for the temple was either overwhelmed by another earth-

quake, or was simply abandoned, before the flutings of the new
shafts were executed. Another strange feature of the temple,
connected with the repairs, is the very irregular manner in

which the foundations of some of the columns were encased in

concrete. It will be understood that a temple of this scale did

not have a solid crepidoma, or platform, of stone, and, conse-

quently, had no true stylobate. The walls had their founda-

tions deeply laid, and each column stood on its own independent
foundation. The spaces between these foundations, outside

and inside the temple, were filled with earth and covered with

a pavement. After the catastrophe which injured the temple,
trenches were dug about the foundations of certain columns,
and were filled up with concrete, in some cases to the top of the

foundations, in others only half way up ; in one the trench was

wide, in others quite narrow ; so that these concrete casings,

when exposed to view, present no plan of symmetry. It is in

this way that we may account for the absence of outer steps of

any kind, unless we assume that even these lowest details were

removed by the quarry men who despoiled the temple in the

Byzantine period.

In the process of excavating the east end of the temple we

discovered a small and very early Christian church that was

built against the southeast angle of the peristyle at a date

when the platform and the bases of the columns of the temple

already "had been buried. This little structure (Fig. 8), which

is entirely of brick, is extraordinarily well preserved, having

lost little but its wooden roof. The half-dome of its apse is

quite intact, and still protects the primitive altar, which was

found in situ. The pavement of marble slabs is in good order,

but the plaster has fallen from the walls, carrying with it what-
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ever painted decorations there may have been. The altar con-

sists of a crudely cut block of sandstone set upon a short section

of a column of about 30 centimetres diameter. It is a true

table-altar with a single support. Directly east of the small

apse, and on the same axis with it, is another larger apse (Fig.

8), the half-dome of which has partly collapsed. This second

apse is larger than the other, and embraced almost the entire

FIGURE 8. CHRISTIAN CHURCH AT SOUTHEAST ANGLE OF THE TEMPLE

(from the Northeast) .

width of the nave ; it has three round arched windows sepa-

rated by colonnettes of early Christian design. It probably

belonged to the church at an earlier period, and, after its

collapse, was replaced by the smaller sanctuary; thus the length
of the nave was shortened by about 4 metres.

As soon as it was definitely known that the temple was in an

unfinished state, and that work upon it was probably in process
when the building was finally abandoned, it was plain that the

chances of finding sculpture during the recent campaign were

very small ; for the digging was devoted exclusively to the
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unearthing of the temple itself, and the excavation, though at

the top much longer and wider than the building, at the bottom
was just large enough to reveal its outer limits. Hardly any
space on the lower levels could be cleared out this year, all the

extra width and length of the excavation being devoted to the

terraces which carried the railways around the temple on differ-

ent levels. Two heads, however, rather badly preserved, and
numerous fragments, which were found quite accidentally, are

enough to show that Sardes could at one time boast of sculpture
of the best periods.

In addition to the Lydiari inscription which was found upon
the foot of one of the fluted shafts, to which I have referred

above, and which was fragmentary, a few other fragments of

inscriptions in the same script were discovered at the temple
on pieces of broken marble bowls and other similar movables,
and a longer inscription of twenty-two lines which appears to

be intact. The most important of the Greek inscriptions of

this season was found at the close of the campaign directly east

of the temple, on the next to the lowest level. It is a long
document of 138 lines inscribed upon a tall stele, containing a

letter dated 4 B.C. from Augustus to the people of Sardes,

and, in addition to various important historical data, a reference

which shows quite conclusively that the Temple of Zeus was in

the same sacred precinct as the Temple of Artemis, and is con-

sequently to be sought near at hand. If the Temple of Zeus

here referred to is the temple erected by Alexander the Great,

it stood, according to Polybius, upon the foundations of the

palace of Croesus.

The great single discovery of the year was the Lydian-Ara-

maic bilingual text, a document of eight lines in each language

almost perfectly preserved and dated by a year in the reign of

Artaxerxes. This monument was discovered at the tombs,

across the river from the temple, where, with a dozen or more

stelae containing Lydian incriptions, it had been built into a

late Greek or Roman wall. The stone, as we have it, is the

middle section of a tall stele which had been broken in three to

make it more serviceable as building stone. In the breaking,

the first line of the Lydian text was destroyed ;
but this is sup-

plied in the Aramaic. The upper section consists of a richly
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carved anthemium which, when set in place upon the other sec-

tion, and elevated upon a third piece, composes a monument of

exceptional beauty as well as of great historic and linguistic

importance. Stelae of this kind were set up in pairs, one on

either side of the entrances to the chamber-tombs of the

Lydians. Only one of these tombs has been found thus far

with its two stelae in place, flanking a flight of steps ; these

features were removed, probably at an early date, from all the

other tombs that have been opened. Among the other texts

found built into this late wall, mentioned above, are several

long documents which are most exquisite examples of writing
on stone. They appear to represent more than one period of

Lydian writing.

The general condition and the contents of the tombs exca-

vated during the past season were very much the same as those

of the preceding campaign, described in the report of last year.
1

A larger number than heretofore of tombs containing Lydian

pottery were discovered ; in two of these the presence of

black-figured Attic ware is useful in dating the local pottery
as well as the masks and animal figures in terra cotta and the

gold objects found with them. Great quantities of pottery
were brought to light during the season, including a number of

pieces of particular interest ; but, as in former years, most of

the earthenware vessels were unglazed. The collection of clay

lamps was greatly enlarged, and a number of masks, some

archaic and others of the fifth century, were found. Many
small alabastra and a large jar of alabaster make up a beauti-

ful collection of objects in this material. Several glass bottles

with colored patterns of great beauty were found. Numerous
bronze mirrors and vessels of bronze only repeat the finds of

last year. Of silver objects a smaller number were discovered

this season ; but gold ornaments continued to come to light in

even greater quantities, some of which are perhaps the most

beautiful that have yet been discovered in Sardes. Numerous
and interesting additions were made to the collection of

engraved gems, or seals. These beautiful objects, which are

not common in the museums of Europe, and which have been

known hitherto as "
Greco-Persian," may very well have been

1 A.J.A. XV (1911), p. 452.
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of local manufacture, considering the numbers that have

already come to light in the necropolis of Sardes, and might

perhaps be better termed Lydian seals. One of those discov-

ered this year is a large chalcedony of conoid shape with an

intaglio representing the Archaic Artemis holding two lions

aloft by their tails. All these seals are of the best quality
from the standpoint of technique, and most of them retain their

gold or silver mountings, one of the most interesting being the-

gold mounting of a cylinder seal in perfect condition.

The personnel of the expedition was the same as that of last

season. Dr. Enno Littmann, Professor in the University of

Strassburg, Germany, is in possession of the squeezes and other

material bearing upon the Lydian inscriptions, and will have

charge of that department of the work which has to do with

the Lydian language.
HOWARD CROSBY BUTLER.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,

September, 1912.
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A STATUETTE IN THE PRINCETON MUSEUM

IT has long been a matter for comment that nowhere among
the extant remains of Greek art, whether plastic or pictorial,

FIGURES 1, 2. STATUETTE IN THE PRINCETON MUSEUM.

are Amazons represented as women of a single breast. Yet the

tradition of their mutilation seems to be the salient detail in

l To the courtesy of the Director of the Princeton Syrian Expedition,
Professor Howard Crosby Butler, I owe the privilege of publishing here this

figurine, never before photographed or published. For the accompanying illus-

trations (Figs. 1-4) I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Clarence H.

Young of Columbia University.
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the JQA

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.
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the legend as it is generally known in modern times. At-

tempts have been made to argue that Greek artists referred

symbolically to the loss of one breast by adopting for statues of

these women a conventional arrangement of drapery whereby
one breast is left bare, while the other is wholly or partially

concealed. Such reasoning is absurd. It is incredible that, if

sculptors had desired to make this suggestion, they should in-

variably in the extant examples, both from work in the round

FIGURES 3, 4. STATUETTE IN THE PRINCETON MUSEUM.

and from friezes, have modelled both breasts. The famous free-

standing statues of Amazons show no uniformity in the arrange-

ment of drapery. In the Mattel type the left breast is bare,

the right wholly covered; in the Capitoline type the reverse is

true, while in that of the Berlin Museum and in its variant m

Landsdowne House the left breast is bare, the right fully h*

exposed. In friezes Amazons are shown often with both

breasts covered, and again with much variety in the disposition
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of the folds, leaving now the left breast nude, now the right,

now both. Similar results to these are yielded by the study of

the figures of Amazons in vase-painting. As another cogent

argument against this theory of symbolic allusion may be cited

the- fact that the well-known statue of a Girl-Runner in the

Vatican is an example of a female figure, not an Amazon, clad

in this costume which shows one breast bare, the other covered.

The evidence of Greek art then is that the Amazons were not

conceived to have been women of a single breast.

It remains true, however, that there was in late Greek litera-

ture a clearly defined tradition that the Amazons lacked one

breast, and that on this was based the fanciful etymology which

derived the word 'A/iao>z; from /uafo? with prefix of a privative.
1

It might be contended that the tale grew out of the etymology,
if it were not possible to trace the story to what seems to have

been its first appearance in the best Greek period, where its

form has no connection with this linguistic speculation. Hip-

pocrates of Cos, the "Father of Medicine" (born ca. 460 B.C.),

has a note on the savage practice of Sarmatian women, who,
with a tool prepared for the purpose, burned out the right
breast of their girl babies, that they might in after years the

better draw the bow. 2 Herodotus 3
spread the theory that these

Sarmatians were the direct descendants of the Amazons,
whence it followed naturally that a custom of the former came

in time to be ascribed to the latter. Thus, while monumental

evidence is against the conclusion that the story of mutilation

had a place in the Greek tradition of the Amazons, literary

sources show that even in the fifth century before our era it

had gained a foothold in the- legend, and that among Graeco-

Roman writers it received prominence.

Possibly, however, the first part of this statement is to be

modified, inasmuch as there has recently come to light a

statuette which represents a woman of a single breast. (Figs.

1-4.) The statuette, now at Princeton, was found on the slope
of the acropolis at Amm&n in Syria, Rabbath Ammon of the

Old Testament, the site of Syrian Philadelphia. Mr. Butler

iSchol. and Bust, ad Iliad. III. 189; Diod. Sic. II. 45; Justin, II. 4, 5;

Arrian, Anab. VII. 13, 2.

2
Hippocr. De Aere Locis et Aquis, 17. 8 Herod. IV. 110-117.
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records that it belonged to a heap of broken pottery and other

debris which had washed down from higher levels. Therefore

the circumstances of its finding afford no clue to its date. The
material is rough terrarcotta of a dull yellowish brown finish,

which shows an orange color beneath, wherever the surface is

chipped. The statuette is in a state of good preservation, bar-

ring the loss of the lower part of both legs and of the left arm,

broken off high at the shoulder.

The figure is that of a seated woman. Measured at the back

from the lower edge of the support on which she sits to the tip

of the pointed cap which she wears, the height is about 14 cm.

A full front view gives the impression of a nude woman lack-

ing the left breast; viewed from behind, she appears to be

clothed in a close-fitting garment of which the general outline

and the gay pattern are indicated in dark brown pigment. Nor

is this the only discrepancy between the two views. The torso

is something over a centimetre longer at the back than in front.

The error is easily explained, however, by supposing that the

workman made a mistake in measuring for the two moulds in

which the hollow torso must have been fashioned. In regard

to the apparent inconsistency in the arrangement of the attire,

we must argue either that the color which once represented the

clothing in front has vanished, or that the bodice covered the

back, but was cut very low in front. The pattern shown on

the back suggests the veining of a leaf. It follows the upward

line of the spinal column, a broad central fibre whence short

tendrils branch on either side. A broad band of the same color

about the hips shows the demarcation between the woman's

body, seen from behind, and the support on which she sits.

The tall pointed cap is adorned with a similar pattern, which

may here be described as a "band and leaf" design. It is

arranged in three vertical rows, one up the back and two on

either side, and a border of pigment outlines the lower edge.

Elsewhere on the figure there are faint traces of color, notably

on the wrist and forearm of the surviving arm and defining the

fingers of this hand. Close examination reveals a few rem-

nants of the pigment on the abdomen and also on the inner

sides of the legs above the knees, but these hints at color are

so slight that they give little help toward solving the question
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of the general appearance when the statuette was new. In

fact, except for a spot of rather well preserved pigment near

the navel, these other supposed traces may be only stains due to

corrosion. It should be added that about the chest and shoul-

ders there are no indications of any sort of color. The left

breast is completely lacking, and it is noteworthy that there is

no attempt to represent a scar here, as if the woman had once

been mutilated. The surface is quite smooth and uninterrupted.

Across the left shoulder there is an object best explained as a

quiver, for the angle of its placing shows that it cannot be the

fragment of a lance, while in shape it resembles no other

weapon. It is broken at its lower end, but there are no

signs of its ever having been attached to the body at any
other point than the shoulder. The face, under the cap

pulled far down over the forehead, is grotesque, with straight

lips a little open and pouting, huge pyramidal nose, and great

eyes, of which pupils, lashes, and brows were brought out in

pigment.
The most striking feature of this strange and interesting

figure is the lack of the left breast. There are two possible

hypotheses: either that the coroplast deliberately portrayed a

unimammal woman, or that, when the statuette was complete,

the left breast was concealed in some way, so that he deemed

it unnecessary to take pains to model it. If the second sup-

position be correct, it should be an easy matter to conjecture
how the breast was hidden. On the contrary, it is impossible

to imagine any arrangement which could have effected this

result. As has already been remarked, there is no basis for

the belief that the quiver was attached to the body elsewhere

than at the shoulder. Therefore this object did not conceal

the breast. It might be reasoned that the left arm should be

restored in a position resembling the gesture of this arm shown
in a bronze statuette from the Troad, a little figure, now in

Berlin, classed as Mycenaean.
1 It represents a woman in

flounced skirt and tight bodice, who stands holding her right
hand across her eyes and stretching her left arm over her body
to her right shoulder. By this arrangement the left breast is

iPerrot and Chipiez, Histoire de VArt dans VAntiquite, Vol. VI, p. 754; Fowler

and Wheeler, Greek Archaeology, p. 65, Fig. 25.
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completely hidden. In the case of the Princeton figurine, if the
left arm was originally so placed, there would now in all proba-
bility be an indication of its having been attached to some

part of the torso. Furthermore, the arm, if it had been thus

extended, would certainly have interfered with the contour of

the right breast. Yet this is modelled in its entirety. It must
be stated then as the only possible conclusion, that the designer

purposely omitted the left breast.

Who is this strange person ? The gay markings on her back

suggest the conventional dress of Persian and Scythian archers,

as drawn by Attic vase-painters. The cap for cap rather

than helmet it doubtless is, as indicated by its decoration is

in a general way similar to those known as "
Phrygian," al-

though it is not so limp as these. It finds a far better parallel

in the stiffly erect head-dress of a prehistoric lady from Pet-

sofa (Candia).
1

Indeed, in shape the two are almost exactly

alike, if in imagination the peak of that in the Princeton

statuette be prolonged beyond the point where it is broken.

Since the traces of color are so well preserved on the back

of the figure, it is reasonable to argue from the scanty traces

on the front that very little clothing was indicated on the front.

At any rate, if there was color here originally, it depicted a

tight bodice which showed all the anatomical details. Close-

fitting gowns and also those cut very low in front are to be

found represented only among the remains of "Mycenaean"
and " Minoan "

art. So in the unusual garb portrayed in the

figure, as well as in the cap, there is suggestion of "Myce-
naean "

influence. Two more details support this statement :

first, that the color scheme, a pattern in reddish brown pig-

ment laid directly on a lighter surface of yellowish brown, is

that of the ruder "Mycenaean" pottery, and, secondly, that

a view of the right profile of the statuette, taken a little from

the rear (Fig. 3), shows a striking resemblance to the slim-

waisted "Mycenaean" and "Minoan" women whp have the

high bust which comes of tight corseting. From this angle

the woman is indescribably trim and modish. But she lacks

the hooped and flounced skirts of the prehistoric women of

Crete and other countries where "
Mycenaean

"
culture flour-

1 B.8.A. IX, pi. 8
;
Fowler and Wheeler, op. cit., p. 46, Fig. 5.
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ished. Her apparent "Mycenaean" affiliations are, however,

worth noting.

If it could be maintained that the spot where the statuette

was found was in the near neighborhood of the place of its

manufacture, if, in other words, it were certain that it was,

properly speaking, of Syrian provenience, the suggestions of

"
Mycenaean

"
influence might be easily explained, for it is in

this region that remains have been brought to light which bear

out the theory that here refugees found harborage after they
had been scattered by the catastrophe generally named the

Dorian Invasion. But it is dangerous to make any sort of

inference concerning the original situation of a terra-cotta

found as this was.

There seem to be three possible interpretations of the fig-

urine : (1) that it represents a goddess ; (2) that it represents

an Amazon mutilated as were the Sarmatian women of whom
Herodotus speaks ; (3) that it represents a mortal woman, but

not an Amazon.

The first theory has to commend it the fact that the woman
is seated, but it is hard to explain the meaning of a deity with

a single breast, unless perhaps the one breast, like the many,

may be taken as a symbol of motherhood. In that case this

might be a peculiar form of the nature goddess of the Orient

and of primitive Greece. In the lack of analogues it is danger-
ous to hazard such an interpretation, especially when it may
be urged against the theory that the great seated statues along
the Sacred Way at Branchidae show conclusively that a seated

figure does not necessarily represent a divinity. Mr. Butler

suggests a very plausible explanation of the seated attitude of

the figurine ; namely, that " the figure was part of some larger

object, like the handle of a large crater or other large vase.

In this respect it might resemble some of the archaic bronze

athletes used as handles for large bronze vessels." 1

The conclusion that this is an Amazon is at first sight the

most natural of all. Why then is she without the left breast,

the loss of which would not be of advantage to an archer? Per-

haps the workman blundered, as he evidently did in measuring
1 It is with the express permission of Mr. Butler that I here quote this state-

ment which he made in comment on my paper.
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his moulds, and so omitted the wrong breast, or possibly he was
confused in the use of his moulds and so brought about lateral

inversion in the finished product, just as ancient makers of

coins sometimes erred.

The third theory is based on the fact that among ancient

records it is not alone in connection with the Amazons that

there is mention of mutilation of this kind. Of the daugh-
ter of a Gallus it is told that she sacrificed her breasts, her-

self cutting them off in an ecstasy of devotion to a goddess
who seems to have been Aphrodite of Bambyce.

1 This divinity

is Warlike Aphrodite of Syria, who had her most famous shrine

in this city, called also Hierapolis,
2 and who had other well-

known sanctuaries in the land, as at Laodicea 3 and Ascalon.4

The place last named was looked upon as the original home of

the Greek cult of Aphrodite Urania,
6 and it was thence that the

Scythians were said to have derived characteristics of their

Argimpasa.
6 Connected with the latter statement is the curi-

ous tale that Aphrodite of Ascalon in revenge on the Scythians

for having sacked her temple made the spoilers androgynous,

whence it happened that always among this people there were

such persons, whom they called 'Em/oee?.
7 If the statuette is to

be interpreted in the light of these facts, it is necessary to see

therein a votive offering commemorating the devotion of some

woman to a goddess akin to the Dea Syria of Hierapolis. The

worshipper is represented as the emulator of the heroic act of

which Arnobius tells, a deed unhappily only too similar to the

fearful practices which belonged to the rites of many Asiatic

shrines. The object on her shoulder, if it be a quiver, she may

wear as the token of her special goddess, perhaps a Syrian

Artemis, accorded to her as badge of priestess, or it may be a re-

1 Arnobius, Adv. Nat. V. 7. See Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, III,

p. 306.

2 On the Galli in the worship of Aphrodite and on the practices of self-mutila-

tion at the shrine in Bambyce see Farnell, op. cit., II, p. 644.

3 The goddess was also identified with Artemis, Paus. III. 16, 8.

4 Paus. I. 14, 7. See also Herod. I. 105.

5 Paus. I. 14, 7.
6 Herod - L 105

;
IV> 59 '

7 Herod I. 105*; IV. 67. These Androgynae play an important part in J. L.

Myres's theory of the Amazons, stated in Marett's Anthropology and the <

pp. 133 ff.
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ligious symbol unknown to us. It is tempting to believe that

the temple for which the terra-cotta was designed stood on the

acropolis at Amman, where it was found. . It may be supposed
even further that the thought of this kind of self-mutilation

on the part of women was familiar to the people of this region,

that from Ascalon, which is not far from Amman, the Scythians
took it back with them to their northern homes, and that in

distorted form, as a practice of the Scythian Sarmatians, the

Greeks heard the tradition and applied it to the Amazons. The

supposition borrows color from the statements of Herodotus l

about the details which the Scythians took from Syrian Aphro-
dite for their own Argimpasa. It is a quaint fancy to see in

the queer tale that the Amazons were possessed of a single

breast a faint reflection cast from the orgiastic rites of a Syrian

goddess akin to the Phrygian-Lydian Mother with whom the

Amazons were closely connected. It may be objected that the

figurine is rather a memorial of the Scythian invasion, that it

refers in some way to the tale about the Androgynae of Scythia.
2

But it is difficult to explain it thus. All that we know about

these 'Ei/apee? is that they were men with some of the charac-

teristics of women, whereas in the statuette the female sex is

clearly indicated.

The matter of dating the statuette is beset with difficulties.

An isolated object of unknown or conjectural provenience can

seldom be dated with any accuracy. The "
early

"
of one place is

the " late
"

of another. From its general resemblance of face

and form to terra-cottas found on sites where nature goddesses
were worshipped throughout the Hellenic world and also in

Asia, it seems reasonable to apply to this figurine, not rigor-

ously, but in a tentative way, the principles by which archaic

Greek terra-cottas are dated. Thus the earliest possible date

1 Herod. I. 105
;
IV. 59. There is no reason to doubt the statement of this

historian, that the Scythians invaded Syria toward the end of the seventh

century B.C. Similar irruptions of barbarians on civilization have taken place

often in the world's history.
2 The Orient, it must be remembered, was the home of the strange idea of

the confusion of sexes. In the immediate neighborhood of Ascalon, at Cyprus,
the Bearded Venus, Duplex Amathusa, was revered. For discussion see Farnell,

op. cit., II, p. 634
;
for theories opposed to these see M. Jastrow, Jr., in B. Arch.

XVII, 1911, pp. 271-298.
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for this, judged as a moulded figurine, would be somewhere in

the second half of the sixth century B.C.

Reviewing the evidence brought together above, I am in-

clined to believe that the most satisfactory theory is that the

figurine was of Syrian manufacture, that it belonged to a

temple of Syrian Aphrodite, or Astarte, situated probably at

Amman, and that it betrays the marks of decadent "Myce-
naean" influence. Against the theory that it is an Amazon
much may be urged: (1) the mass of evidence from Greek

sculpture and vase-painting wherein the Amazons are never

shown lacking a breast; (2) the fact that, so far as we can

glean from the literature of the best Greek period, the tradition

of their mutilation was connected with the Amazons only by
reason of their supposed kinship with the Sarmatians ; (3) the

explicit statement of Philostratus l that the Amazons were not

mutilated, a remark plainly directed against the belief of his

day. I believe that the statuette, or the vase of which it may
have been part, w

ras the dedication of a woman who wished to

commemorate an act or intention of self-mutilation. That the

idea of unimammal women belonged to the earliest form of the

legend of the Amazons seems to me improbable. I would sug-

gest that it first came into that legend by way of the anthrop-

ological theory of Herodotus, which saw in the Amazons the

ancestors of the Sarmatians, and that in later times it was

helped out by specious essays in etymology. Strangely enough,

the barbarous Sarmatian practice seems to have come from the

rites of Syrian shrines, whence echoes found their way into

Greek cults, thereby presumably reenforcing the stories from

Scythia. Thus indirectly, through the influence of Ascalon

on Scythia, this figurine is to be associated with the tradition

of the Amazons.
FLORENCE M. BENNETT.

NORMAL COLLEGE,
NEW YORK CITY.

Philostr. Heroid. XX. 42.
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MINERVA VICTRIX?

NOTE ON THE WINGED GODDESS OF OSTIA.

IN Not. Scav. 1910, pp. 229 ff., the discovery at Ostia was
announced of an interesting statue, which Vaglieri described as

follows: ". . . un blocco di marmo (m. 2.40 x 0.80 x 0.95)
che formava uno stipite di una porta o di un arco. Vi e rap-

presentata sulla fronte una Vittoria in piedi, dal tipo di Roma
Minerva, o addirittura una Roma alata, che pero crederei nuova

nelP arte (Roma victrix, secondo un' idea espressami dal prof.

Milani); le ale occupano i due lati. E vestita di peplos con

cintura attica ; ha in testa un elmo a tre creste e ai piedi i

sandali. II braccio destro poggiava sullo scudo, dove riman-

gono tracce della mano ; il sinistro, scolpito a parte, era alzato.

Lo scudo rotondo, che ha nel centro il gorgoneion dal tipo

umanizzato, poggia sul masso ; sia questo fatto, sia la forma

dello scudo, siamo innanzi a motivi evidentemente derivati dalla

Parthenos di Fidia, cui del resto e noto collegarsi questo tipo di

Roma." Our illustrations are taken from photographs kindly

presented to the Princeton Art Museum by Professor Vaglieri.

The statue was found near the large building, formerly called

the "
Temple of Jupiter," which is dated by brick stamps of the

years 128 and 129 A.D. 1 The statue also doubtless belongs
to the reign of Hadrian, a period when the influence of Phidian

models was not uncommonly felt. 2

Since the figure is evidently a Phidian derivative, it is

natural to seek its prototype in the fifth century. I have been

unable, however, to find any examples of a winged Athena in

fifth century Attic art, but the existence of the type in the

i, 1857, p. 313.

2 Cf. Furtwangler, Meisterwerke, p. 81, on the Antinous type.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the A(\()

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.
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vase

sixth century is shown by a black-figured vase found at Orvieto

and illustrated in Rom. Mitt. XII, pi. xii. On this

are two representations of

Athena, one with and one

without wings. Korte 1 ex-

pressed the opinion that this

was an Etruscan and not a

Greek type, but Savignoni
2

pointed out that the vase ex-

hibits all the characteristics

of sixth century Attic art, and

he is undoubtedly right in

considering it Greek.

A Boeotian coin illustrated

by Savignoni in his article,

and dating 288-244 B.C.,
3

shows that the type continued

in Greece.

We know, however, that

the Goddess Athena Nike

of the famous temple on the

Acropolis was wingless in

view of her common desig-

nation as Nike Apteros.
4

But the goddess Nike was

originally merely an aspect of

Athena and only gradually

gained an independent exist-

ence with characteristics of

her own, among which were

the wings with which she was

commonly represented. Dur-

ing the fifth century there was still considerable confusion in

regard to the relation of the two goddesses, and the old type of

Athena Nike still existed. 5 After the winged type of Victory

FIGURE 1. WINGED FIGURE FROM

OSTIA.

1 Annali, 1877, pp. 128 ff. No. 12.

2 Rom. Mitt. XII, pp. 307 ff.

5 Cf . L. Baudrillart, Les Dimnites de

pp. 5-21, and the references there given.

3 Head, Hist. Num. 1911, p. 353.

*Paus.'l. 22. 4.

Victoire, in Bibl. EC. Fr. LXVIII,
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had become established, it does not seem improbable that the

old conception, Athena Nike, was sometimes represented by a

winged Athena type, as well

as by that of a wingless

Victory. The former type
would certainly represent
the idea more clearly. But
if it existed, the absence of

direct evidence for it shows

at least that it never became

common, and it is impossible
at any rate to find an exist-

ing Greek model for the

Ostian statue.

What Roman goddess are

we to suppose that the

Ostian figure was meant to

represent ? A Roma Vic-

trix, as Professor Milani

suggested, or the Roman

counterpart of Athena Nike,

Minerva Victrix ? Both of

these titles are found occa-

sionally on coins of the

Empire. In no case, how-

ever, is such an inscription

accompanied by a represen-

tation of a winged Athena.

Examples of the type are

common in Etruscan art,
1

FIGURE 2. WINGED FIGURE FROM but the Only Roman one
OSTIA. which I have found is the

figure on the reverse of a coin of Domitian. 2 The inscription

reads: IMP XXII COS XVII CENS P PP. Cohen describes

1 1 have found the following examples : Reinach, Repertoire, II, p. 297, Nos.

2, 3
; p. 393, No. 7

; Annali, 1872, tav. N ; Gerhard, Etr. Spiegel, I, Taf. 69, 87
;

II, Taf. 133, 134; III, Taf. 246, 254 A
; IV, Taf. 286 (2), 305; Arch. Ze.it.

1851, Taf. xxvii.

2 Cohen, I. Domitian, No. 294.
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the figure as follows :
" Pallas ailee marchant a gauche et tenant

une haste et une bouclier." The type is therefore unlike our

statue in that it represents a variety of Athena Promachos

instead of Parthenos. It is practically certain, however, that

we have on this coin a Minerva and not a Roma, for Minerva

was Domitian's favorite divinity and representations of her

occur very frequently on the coins of his reign.
1 It seems

natural to suppose that the type was taken from a Greek

Athena Nike of the kind whose existence has been considered

above. In any case, there can scarcely be question that it is

Minerva Victrix that is represented on the coin. We have no

means of knowing whether Minerva Victrix was also represented

in Domitian's time by a winged Athena Parthenos type. If

this was true, our Ostian statue might well be considered a

revival thereof.

The likelihood that our statue represents Minerva Victrix is

increased by the fact that, if the evidence of the coins can be

trusted, the conception of Minerva Victrix was much more

common under the Empire than that of Roma Victrix. An

examination of the reverse inscriptions given by Cohen reveals

twenty-one examples of Minerva Victrix (exclusive of replicas),

but only four of Roma Victrix, and it is worthy of note that

the latter inscription does not survive the reign of Titus.2 It

seems likely, therefore, that the conception Minerva Victrix

first became popular under Domitian and continued in use in

later times, especially after the decline of the popularity of

Roma. The small amount of additional material which I have

found in the course of an examination of the dedicatory inscrip-

tions in the sixth volume of the Corpus, and of the indices of the

Corpus so far as they have appeared, confirms this view. No

dedications to Roma Victrix were found, but two to Minerva

Victrix, one in Dacia and the other in Pannonia Inferior, both

i Cf. S. Gsell, Essai sur le Regne de VEmpereur Domitien, Bibl. EC. Fr.,

LXV, p. 76, and the references there given.

Roma Victrix : Cohen I, Galba, No. 401
; Vespasian, <*^'^

No 191. Minerva Victrix : Cohen III, Commodus, Nos. 364, 365 (= 366), 367

(=868), 369(=370, 371, 372, 373), 374; Pescennius Niger, Nos 53 54
; IV,

Septimius Severus, Nos. 326, 327, 328
; Caracalla, Nos. 158 159 (=161), 160,

162, 163, 164; Geta, Nos. 86, 87, 88; Orbiana, No. 9; Uranms Antoninus,

No. 4.
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dating from the reign of Septimius Severus. 1 The winged

type, which undoubtedly seemed eccentric, was evidently dis-

continued, as no other examples of it have been found. A
winged Athena, however, would evidently have been the most

appropriate, and the only distinctive type which could have been

selected to represent Minerva Victrix, for the Nikephoros type,

which was used indiscriminately for Roma, Roma Victrix, and

Minerva, as well as for Minerva Victrix, was certainly not dis-

tinctive.

Briefly, the winged goddess of Ostia represents a fusion of

the Parthenos type and the Victory motif, whether this fusion

be derived from a Greek Athena Nike or be due to the origi-

nality of the Roman artist. In all probability it stands for

Minerva Victrix and not for Roma Victrix. For the only
other known Roman example of a winged Athena type repre-

sents Minerva and not Roma, and the conception of Minerva

Victrix appears to have been more popular under the Empire
than that of Roma Victrix, particularly from the reign of

Domitian on.

CLINTON W. KEYES.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.

1
Jung, Arch.-epigr. Mitt. XIX, p. 69

; Prosop. Imp. Horn. s.v. C. Valerius

Tudens.
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SAN SAVING AT PIACENZA

II. ORNAMENT. CONCLUSIONS

THE ornament of San Savino has suffered even more severely

than the structure in the recent restoration, since many of the

FIGURE 4. -EASTERNMOST ALTERNATE PIER ON SOUTH SIDE OF NAVE;

SHOWING CAPITAL WITH INSCRIPTION.

capitals of the main body of the church, mutilated in the

barocco period, have been remade or restored. They are orna-

495
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merited with grotesques, rinceaux, interlaces, volutes, acanthus

leaves, and other motifs typical of the Lombard style (Figs. I,
1

2,
1
4, 5, 6, 7). They are, as a rule, extremely refined in charac-

ter ; the patterns are small, the composition compact, the whole

effect restrained. In this, they fall midway between San

Michele of Pavia, and San Pietro in Ciel d' Oro in the same

city, approaching the latter

far more closely than the

former. The capitals of

San Savino all appear to be

about contemporary with each

other, although those in the

western part of the church

seem to me to be somewhat

later than those in the eastern.

Many of these capitals have

been restored in whole or in

part. In some cases the date

has been carved upon the

capitals to indicate that they
are new, and at present it is

generally possible to dis-

tinguish the restored portions

by the different color of the

new stone, as well as by the

harder quality of the carving.

The capitals which have been

most made over appear to

be : in the northern side aisle

the capitals of three eastern

responds; on the north side

of the nave, the easternmost

capital at the corner of the choir, the one of intermediate

support next to it, and the intermediate support of the centre

bay; on the south side of the nave, the eastern capital at the

eastern corner of the choir; in the south side aisle the two

eastern responds. On the abaci of two of the capitals are

1
Figures 1, 2, and 3 are in my paper in the last number (XVI, 3) of this

Journal. See above, p. 361, p. 362, and p. 366.

FIGURE 5. EASTERNMOST RESPOND IN

SOUTHERN SIDE AISLE
;

SHOWING
CAPITAL AND SPRINGING OF THE
VAULTS.
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inscriptions ; one (Fig. 4) tells us that the herdsmen gave to

Savino the beautiful capital and its column; 1 the second,

unfortunately without date, records the construction of the
church. 2 The rail of the crypt entrance is entirely modern.

FIGURE 6. CAPITAL OF THIRD PIER

FROM WEST ON SOUTHERN SIDE OF

NAVE.

FIGURE 7. EASTERNMOST AL-

TERNATE RESPOND IN NORTH-

ERN SIDE AISLE.

The capitals of the crypt are of two epochs. The greater

number are obviously contemporary with those of the upper

church, though, perhaps, some years earlier (Fig. 8). Three,

however, are of a style entirely different, and undoubtedly be-

longed to the church of 903. They are of importance for the

history of art of the tenth century, and I give illustrations of

two of them (Figs. 9, 10).

iCORDE TIBI DULCI DANT

HOC SAVINE BUBULCI

SCILICET HOC BELLU CUM

CESPITE DANT CAPlfELLU

2 NUNC RENOVATV TIBI

DAMUS SAVINE SEPULCHRUM

HOC TIBI VENUSTUM

ARTE PIETATEQUE TEMPLUM
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The most notable ornament of San Savino, however, was the

mosaic pavement, considerable fragments of which are still

extant. One of these, in the crypt, has been supposed to date

from 908. Such, however, cannot be the case. The remains

of an earlier apse, and the style of the capitals, make it per-

fectly clear that the existing crypt is contemporary with the

main body of the

church. Now the

mosaic was clearly

made for this crypt,

and is not the re-

mains of an earlier

building fitted in at

haphazard. Further-

more, the style of

the mosaic is entirely

analogous to that of

the pavements of

Cremona, Polirone,

Pavia, Aosta, Reggio,

Acqui, Ivrea, and

Vercelli, all of which

are known to be of

the late eleventh cen-

tury or twelfth cen-

tury, and is, on the

other hand, entirely

different from that

of the Carlovingian mosaics of which we have examples in

the Rotunda and S. Pietro of Brescia,
1 and at Santi Felice

e Fortunato of Vincenza. In these earlier mosaics, figures

are not represented. The design is a purely formal one

of squares or other simple patterns in which are inserted in-

scriptions. Indeed, it is known that in 1066, when Desiderio

wished to adorn with mosaics the abbey of Monte Cassino, he

was able to find in Italy no mosaic workers capable of executing
a pictorial design. It may, therefore, be reasonably inferred

1 Federico Odorici, Storie bresciane dai primi tempi sino alV eta nostra.

Brescia, Gilbert!, 1855. 12 vols. 8vo. II, 220.

FIGURE 8. CAPITAL OF 1107 IN CRYPT.
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that the art of executing pictorial mosaics, even in a pavement,
had died out in Italy. It is, in fact, only after the second half
of the eleventh century that we find pictorial compositions rep-
resented in pavements. The pavement of the cathedral of Mu-
rano, an authentically dated example of 1040, shows the state
of the art in the first half of the eleventh century. The design
is purely formal, and without iconographic significance. In
the mosaic of Acqui,

1 now at

Turin, we have a monument
of the seventh decade of the

eleventh century in which
there is evident, for the first

time, an attempt, crude it is

true, to depict definite figures
with a certain amount of

meaning, although purely
formal or grotesque design
still occupies the greater part
of the composition. In the

later pavement, of Cremona

(executed between 1107 and

1117) the grotesque elements

are relegated to a secondary

position, and we have a repre-
sentation of the combat of

the virtues and vices accord-

ing to Prudentius. After

this, in the Lombard pave- FIGURE 9. CAPITAL or 903 IN CRYPT.

ments we find always subjects
of grave theological significance, full of iconographical complica-

tions, in which grotesques and purely ornamental figures either

do not enter, or play a purely subordinate part. It is to these

later pavements of the very end of the eleventh or of the

twelfth century that the mosaics of Piacenza are analogous,

and, in fact, their style is precisely such as we might expect
to find in a monument finished in 1107. We shall presently

see how closely this pavement is connected with others of about

the same date by resemblances of technique and iconography.
1
Venturi, Storia delVarte italiana, III, 434.
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The mosaic of the crypt has been somewhat damaged, but,

fortunately, the general lines of the composition are clear

enough. It represents the works of the twelve months of the

year with the signs of the zodiac. The months begin with

January in the northeast corner, and proceed from left to right

and downward to December. Each is placed in a circular

medallion about which is an inscription. The last ten, from

March to December inclusive, are placed apart from the other

two in a quadrangle formed by a formal border on three sides,

and, on the western side, by a series of genre scenes which I

shall describe later. Within
this border, forming a back-

ground to the medallions, is

a series of zigzag lines, which

doubtless, in the thought of

the artist, represented the

sea. Placed irregularly on

this are fish, mermaids, and

sirens. 1

Within the border, the

medallions of the months

are placed in three rows,

the eastern and western of

which contain three medal-

lions, the central, four. It

is obvious that the composi-
tion would normally have

consisted of three rows of

four medallions, but owing to the fact that the mosaic had to be

fitted around four of the crypt columns, the artist was obliged
to leave space for these in the first and the last rows, where,

accordingly, he was able to put only three medallions. Conse-

quently, two of the months had to be placed outside the quad-

rangle. The careful manner in which the mosaic is thus adapted
to the architecture of the crypt, proves that it was made for its

present position and cannot be a remnant of an earlier edifice.

1 It is, unfortunately, impossible to photograph this mosaic. A water-color

by Bozzini has been reproduced in La Regia Basilica, Fig. 9, and Piacenza

Monumentale, p. 43.

FIGURE 10. CAPITAL OF 903 IN CRYPT.
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The cycle of the months begins with January, placed outside

the quadrangle to the east. The representation of the month,
which was probably personified by Janus with a double face,

has entirely disappeared, but part of the medallion still exists

with a fragment of the inscription :

SANCIT TROPICVS

This medallion was doubtless depicted as being supported by
two figures, one of which, that to the north, is still preserved.
The disk representing February is also outside the square,

and was likewise supported by two figures, one of which is pre-

served entirely, the other only in part. Around the medallion

is the inscription :

MENSE NVME IN MEDIO SOLIDI STAT S A Rll

Within the disk, FEBRVARIVS is depicted as pruning the vines,

with the sign of the zodiac, the water-pourer, represented in

the grotesque manner so dear to the Lombard artists.

The northeast medallion within the quadrangle shows

MARCIVS, a man blowing a horn. The sign of the zodiac is

two fish. About the disk is inscribed :

PROCEDVNT DVPLICES IN MARCIA TEMPORA PISCES.

April holds in his hands two budding shrubs, doubtless

emblems of the spring. He is accompanied by a ram, the

appropriate sign of the zodiac, and about his disk is the

inscription :

RESPICIS APRILIS ARIES FRIXEE KALENDAS.

MAIVS is a youth with a bow and arrows, who leads forth his

saddled horse. The sign of the zodiac, a bull, crouches below.

About the disk is the inscription :

MAIVS AGENOREI MIRATVR CORNVA TAVRI

In the first disk of the second line is depicted IVNIVS, busily

engaged in hoeing. Beside him is the corresponding sign of

the zodiac, GEMINI, and about the disk the inscription :

IVNIVS AEQ OS CAELO VIDET IRE LACONAS
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IVILIVS reaps the grain beside the crab CANCER, a very hor-

rible-looking creature, resembling a lobster ; the inscription has

been in part destroyed :

SOLSTITIO ARDENT PERT IVLIVS AVSTRVM

AVGVST . . has also been in part mutilated. It is possible

to make out a man swinging a hammer and a barrel below him.

The sign of the zodiac is a lion, distinguished also by the in-

scription LEO. About the medallion we read:

AVGVSTVM MENSEM LEO FERVIDVS IGNE PERVRIT

SEPTEMBER picks grapes, which he places in a basket.

The sign of the zodiac (Virgo) has entirely disappeared, as has

part of the inscription :

SID M SEPTEMBER OPIMAT

The medallions of the westernmost row are all very much
mutilated. Of October, there remains only the lowest part of

the name . . TVBER and the scales LIBRA. About the disk is

a fragmentary inscription :

AEQVAT ET OCTVBER SEMENTIS TE

Of November, there remains only a fragment of the in-

scription :

BER NV T IRE NOV

The medallion of December is similarly much mutilated, but

it is still possible to distinguish a man skinning a hog and part
of a shooting centaur, with the legend SAGITTARIVS. Of the

inscription there remains only a part :

TERMIN IGNA DECEM

The inscriptions of these mosaics, thus fragmentary, would
offer a number of difficulties of interpretation, were it not for

the happy fact that they are taken verbatim from a poem of

Ausonius, by means of which it is easy to restore them. This

poem is as follows :

Principium lani sancit tropicus Capricornus.
mense Numae in medio solid! stat sidus Aquari.

procedunt duplices in Martia tempora Pisces,

respicis Apriles, Aries Phryxee, kalendas.
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Maius Agenorei miratur cornua Tauri.
lunius aequatos caelo videt ire Laconas.
solstitio ardentis Cancri fert lulius astrum.

Augustum mensem Leo fervidus igne perurit.

sidere, Virgo, tuo Bacchum September opimat.
aequat et October sementis tempore Libram.

Scorpios hibernum praeceps iubet ire Novembrem.
terminal Arquitenens medio sua signa Decembri.1

On the western border of the mosaic are represented a num-
ber of single figures. To the north, apparently a shooting cen-

taur, much damaged ; then a person on horseback holding a

lance, who was probably opposed by another similar figure ;

then two persons apparently wrestling together, two men fight-

ing together with shields and spears, and finally a unicorn and
the Virgin, without, however, any hunters.

It is evident that this mosaic is something more than a

simple representation of the twelve months and corresponding

signs of the zodiac. The key to the interpretation I believe

to have found in the ffexaemeron 2 of St. Ambrose. Here, in

speaking of the creation of the sea, the saint calls to mind the

words of the Psalmist :
" The sea saw it and fled, Jordan was

driven back "
;

3 and again :
" The waters saw Thee, O God, they

were afraid, the depths also trembled, the clouds poured out

water." * From these passages, the saint meditates, it is evident

that at the command of God the waters come together or sepa-

rate, fear, flee, or are troubled. At the bidding of the Almighty
did not the waters of the Red Sea divide to let the children

of Israel pass through in safety ? Now, what are the waters,

thus obedient to the command of God, but the Church, which

gathers its faithful from every swamp, from every valley, from

every lake, to unite them in the ocean of the catholic faith?

The valleys symbolize heresy and paganism, since the scripture

tells us " God is in the mountains, not in the valleys."

Moreover, Ambrose goes on to muse, not only is the ocean

the symbol of the Church, but the fish who swim about in the

sea are the symbol of the men who live and work and die in

1 Ausonii, Eglogarum, liber V, 9, ed. Schenkl, M. G. H. Auc. Antiq. V, 2, 13.

2 V. 6-7, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. 14, 225-226. Also ibid. Ill, 1, ed. Migne, 14,

167.

3 Psalm cxiv, 3.
4 Psalm Ixxvii, 17.
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the Church. Christ himself told his apostles that he would

make them fishers of men. Thus in the ocean and its finny

inhabitants we have a complete image of the Church of God
and of human life. We therefore see that it was no chance

nor caprice of the artist which led him to inlay on the back-

ground representing the sea and its inhabitants the labors of

the twelve months, and to represent on the western border,

between the unicorn, symbol of Christ, and on the other, the

centaur,
1 three scenes of the daily life of men, their struggles

and combats.

Other mosaic pavements representing the months thus inlaid

on the sea are found at Reggio and at San Michele of Pavia.

The cycle of the months without the sea is common in later med-

iaeval iconography, and is a favorite subject for treatment, espe-

cially for the sculptors of the Romanesque and Gothic periods.

Indeed, the custom of representing the months plastically goes
back to remote antiquity, being found, according to Strzygow-

ski,
2 as early as the thirteenth century B.C. at the Ramesseum of

Thebes. From the Egyptians the motive must have passed to

the Romans, for the Tetrastichon Authenticum de Singulis Men-

sibus, although it has been ascribed to Ausonius, is undoubtedly
as old as the Age of Augustus, and describes such a cycle of

plastic representations of the months. However, there are ex-

tant no actual examples of such plastic representations of the

Roman cycle earlier than the fourth century A.D. Of this

period is the mosaic found at Carthage, and now in the British

Museum, which has been published by Augustus Wollaston

Franks,
3 and which contained representations of the twelve

months inspired by the Tetrastichon. Other similar mosaics

of the same time, unfortunately very fragmentary, have been

found in Africa and Rome. 4 Another mosaic, formerly at Sur

in the Christian church dedicated in 557 or 652, is now in the

1 The symbolism of the centaur has never been satisfactorily explained, nor

have I been able to find any texts which bear upon it. It is a figure repre-

sented perhaps more commonly than any other in mediaeval iconography, and
at times, as here, is so used that one strongly suspects that it is not without sym-
bolical significance.

2 Die Calenderbilder des Chronographen vom Jahre 354. Jb. Arch. 1.

Erganzungsheft I, 1888.
3
Archaeologia, XXXVIII, 1860, p. 202. *

Strzygowski, op. cit. p. 50.
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Louvre at Paris. Since the style of the workmanship is that

of the fourth century, this pavement is believed to have be-

longed originally to a pagan building, later transformed into a

church. 1 The cycle of the months at Sur, however, is of a type
entirely different from those in the Roman cycle, and, accord-

ing to Strzygowski,
2 can only have been derived from Syrian-

Macedonian sources.

The most important extant representation of the months

belonging to the fourth century is that of a calendar of 354,

published by Strzygowski.
3 These drawings make it evident

that the Christians adapted the pagan tradition, with very few

changes, for the figures in question were evidently directly in-

spired by the Tetrastichon already mentioned. The scenes are

extremely complicated, with many symbols referring chiefly to

Roman religious observances. Only very rarely do they fore-

shadow the later types, such as we find in the sculptures and

mosaics of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. However, cer-

tain features present some slight analogy with Romanesque arid

Gothic plastic representations, as, for example, the sign of the

zodiac placed beside the month of February, and the fact that

the figures depicting the summer months, June, July, and

August, are naked. 4

From the fourth century to the end of the eleventh there is

extant not a single plastic representation of the cycle of the

months. The poets, however, busily occupied themselves with

the subject.
5 Of the many poems which treated of the months,

written during the Carlovingian era, by all odds the most im-

portant is Martivs hie Falcon, published by Biadene 6 and sup-

posed by him to be of the time of Bede. Here are many details

which strongly recall later representations in art. Thus, March

is spoken of as holding a knife ready to prune the vine, April

1 Julien Durand,
'

Mosaiques de Sour,' Annales Archeologiques, XXIII, 1863,

p. 278
; XXIV, 1869, pp. 5, 205.

2
Strzygowski, op. cit. p. 51.

8
Op. cit.

4
Strzygowski, op. cit. pp. 85-86, gives a most instructive table comparing

the subjects of the different cycles.

6 A copious bibliography of this complex subject is given by Leandro Biadene,

* Carmina de Mensibus di Bonvesin della Riva.' (Studii di Filologia Bomanza,

Vol. IX, 1903, p. 1.)
6
Op. cit. p. 95.
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hoes the field, May trains the vine, August reaps the harvest,.

September threshes, October sows, December prepares a hog for

the feast. A few other Carlovingian poems have details which

suggest, more or less vaguely, Romanesque and Gothic plastic

representations. In the De Mensibus,1 March prunes and Au-

gust brings apples and fruit. The Officia XIIMemium? writ-

ten probably in the sixth century, tells how March extends his

cares to the vines, July matures the fruit, August dries the

grain, September gathers the vintage, October treads the grapes,
and December slays the swine. In the Laus Omnium Mensium?

April is spoken of as lascivious, and October as the month of

the vintage. On the other hand, certain poems of about the

same age, such as the Dira Patet^ for example, give cycles of

the months entirely without analogy with the later mediaeval

iconography.
These Carlovingian poems show that at least as early as the

sixth century certain of the works of the months had already
taken concrete form in a fixed tradition that continued un-

broken until the end of the Middle Ages. In literary sources

it is possible to trace the t3
r

pes of certain months, notably

January and September, to even greater antiquity. In a poem
of Ausonius,6

January is personified by Janus Bifrons, Febru-

ary by Numa, who sacrifices to the gods of hell (fire), with

clasped hands, while September presses the vine. Similarly
the Hie lani Mensis? a work ascribed to the second century,,
or even to the Augustan period, speaks of January as sacred to>

Janus, June as naked and reaping the harvest, September as

drying the grapes and ripening apples. The Primus lane tibi 7

also speaks of January as sacred to Janus, and April as the=

month of Venus and flowers, while October is characterized by
the vintage.

From these poems it is clear that the Christian tradition of a

cycle of the months, derived from classical and pagan models,

early took definite form, and survived throughout the Dark

Ages in literature, and hence probably also in painted decora-

tion. There was considerable latitude in the precise manner of

1 Ed. Baehrens, M.G.H. ; P.L.M. V, 214. 2 Ibid 3 Ibid. IV, 290.
4 Ibid. I, XI, p. 205. 5 Ed> Schenkl, M.G.H. ; AUG. Antiq. V2

,
10.

6 Ed. Baehrens, M.G.H. ; P.L.M. I, XII, p. 206. * Ibidt XIII, p. 210.
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representing certain of the months, while others were almost
invariably given the same characteristics.

About the end of the eleventh century the cycle of the
months came to assume great importance in both Oriental 1

and Occidental art. The earliest extant plastic representation
of the months in Europe is the fragmentary mosaic of San
Michele at Pavia. So little of this is left, however, that the
mosaic at Piacenza assumes great importance as the earliest

monument in the West, showing the fully developed Roman-
esque tradition. The months at Piacenza, while not, as we
have seen, without analogies to the older cycles, especially in

literature, still show certain details which are entirely new, and
which were to persist throughout the Middle Ages. Thus, for

example, May is shown as a youth who leads forth his horse.

The same subject is found in, I believe, nearly all the plastic

representations of the months of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries throughout Europe, but earlier than this there is no
trace of it. We should be very glad to know whence the

artist at Piacenza derived his inspiration for this scene and

precisely what is the significance of it. At all events, the

influence of such Lombard pavements as those of San Michele,

San Savino and Reggio upon the development of Occidental

iconography was very great. At Aosta there is a pavement

showing the closest possible analogy to that of San Savino,

except that there are introduced certain features showing a

transition towards the type of representation familiar in French

Gothic sculpture. Undoubtedly, the earliest plastic represen-

tations of the months in France were in the now destroyed

pavements of the Eglise d'Ainay at Lyon and of Saint Remi at

Reims. The mosaic of the months inlaid on the fagade of Saint

Denis, a fragment of which is still extant in the Musee de

Cluny, is said to have been executed by an Italian artist. It is,

therefore, entirely probable that the French Gothic sculptors

and glass-painters took their inspiration for the cycles of the

months from Italian mosaic pavements of the same subject, of

which San Savino at Piacenza offers us the only well-preserved

example extant.

1 Josef Strzygowski,
' Die Monatscyclen byzantinischer Kunst.' (Eeperto-

riumfur Kunstwissenschaft, XI, 1888, p. 32.)
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The conviction that the French cycles were derived from

Italian pavements and not from literary sources, is confirmed

by a study of the latter. We have already seen that the French

cycles approach the pavements much more closely than they do

the preceding works in literature. On the other hand, contem-

porary and subsequent poems seem to have been inspired by
the sculptures, rather than the sculptures inspired by them.

Before leaving the subject of the months, a word should be

said of the symbolism which is read into the representations of

them by Bonvesin della Riva. 1
February trims the vine, as the

wise man cuts off sin by confession. 2 March trains the vine,

sows the fields with flax and vegetables, just as whosoever

wishes true joy should plant in youth the seeds of virtue that

they may solace the rest of his life, etc. This poem, however,

appears to be the mystic musing of a poet on sculptures already
made and which he had seen, rather than an interpretation of

the thought of the artists.

In the choir of San Savino, another mosaic quite as subtle as

that of the crypt was discovered during the recent restorations. 8

In the centre is represented a seated figure, draped and with

beard, holding in his right hand a male head, the flames ema-

nating from which show that it is the Sun, and in his left hand

a female head, distinguished as the Moon by the crescent which

is above it. The central figure is surrounded by two circles,

between which are placed four pairs of animals facing each

other. These animals, unfortunately, have been much dam-

aged. Above there are two dogs, each with one paw raised ;

on either side a sort of griffin with wings faces another gro-

tesque winged figure ; below there appear to have been two

horses. The outer disk is represented as being held up by a

caryatid, and at the four corners are four figures with Phrygian

caps, the two above clinging to the outer circle, and appar-

ently climbing up upon it, the lower two falling head first

beneath it. The whole scene is inscribed in a quadrangle.

Above is a procession of animals of different kinds, all very
much damaged.

1 Ed. Biadene, Studii di Filologia Romanza, Vol. IX, 1903, p. 54.

* Line 25.

3 Illustrated in La Regia Basilica, Fig. 11
;
Piacenza Monumentale, p. 44.
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To the left of the quadrangle are two scenes. The upper,

representing a combat between two warriors with shields and

swords, doubtless stands for the virtue of Fortitude. The
lower shows a man standing unsteadily, holding in his left

hand a staff, in his right an overflowing goblet. Another

figure, much damaged, stands beside him, while a third, intoxi-

cated, sprawls on the ground. It must be we have here a rep-

resentation of the virtue of Temperance, perhaps personified by
the standing figure, who refuses to drink, while his companions

indulge in excess. To the right of the central quadrangle a

king, with the inscription REX, is seated on a throne and car-

ries a sceptre. Before him kneels on one knee a figure reach-

ing his left hand after a piece of parchment which bears the

letters LE(X). The right-hand edge of the mosaic is destroyed,

but perhaps contained the figure of a judge, since the letters

IVD may still be read in the corner. The scene evidently

typifies the virtue Justice, but I cannot interpret the exact

meaning of the figures. In the space below is a fourth scene,

depicting a man playing chess ; probably his opponent was rep-

resented on the other side, but has been destroyed. The scene

is symbolical of the virtue of Prudence. From the chronicle

of Fra Salimbene l we know that chess was extremely popular

in Lombardy in the thirteenth century, and was proverbial as a

favorite pastime of astute men.

The meaning of the central figure within the quadrangle is

not open to doubt. It is, as in the precisely similar pavement

at Aosta, the Year, who holds in his hands the Sun and the

Moon. Ever since the time of Boethius,
2 the year with its

changes and inconstancies has been taken as a symbol of the

changeableness and inconstancy of human fortune. However,

in this mosaic the year is doubtless also the figure of God.

Says Sicardo 3
:
" the year in general stands for Christ, whose

members are the four seasons, that is the four Evangelists."

The Sun which the Lord here holds in his hands is the

mystic symbol of Christ, according to St. Ambrose 4 and

1 Ed. Parma, 1857, pp. 26, 51, 186, 217, 359.

2 Phil. Cons. II, 2, 3, ed. Peiper, 27.

Mitrale, V, 7, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. 213, 232.

4 Hexaemeron, IV, 8, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. XIV, 217.
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Origen.
1

Christ, who calls himself "the light of the world,"

was, according to the Evangelist,
2 the true light which lighteth

every man that cometh into the world. Isaiah in his prophecy
8

speaks of the Messiah as "a light to the Gentiles." Therefore,

in the thought of the Church fathers, the material Sun, the

source of light, became a mystic symbol of Christ. More-

over, the Moon, which reflects the glory of the Sun, became in

their eyes an image of the Church, which reflects the glory of

Christ ;

4 for the Moon, like the Church, seems to wane, but

never passes away.
6

The four figures at the corners of the disk are undoubtedly
the four rivers of Paradise. In the mosaic of Aosta to which

we have already referred are precisely similar figures, which

are plainly labelled Pison, Gihon, Tigris (instead of the Hidde-

kel of our English Bible), and Euphrates.
6 Now, in the thought

of the Middle Ages, these rivers of Paradise were full of pro-
found significance. St. Ambrose 7 saw in the fountain of Para-

dise, whence the four streams derive their waters, the image of

Christ, who said,
" If any thirst, let him come to me and drink."

The rivers themselves, which flowed from Christ, the central

source, hid many mysteries. Sometimes they were interpreted
as symbols of the four evangelists, as at Aosta ; sometimes as

figures of the four ages of the world, as in St. Ambrose. But
a third interpretation, preferred by St. Ambrose, is that chosen

by the artist of the Piacenza mosaic. Christ, the fountain of

life and spiritual grace, is also the fountain of the virtues.

Therefore, the four rivers of Paradise which flow from him are

nothing but the image of the four cardinal virtues of Fortitude,

Temperance, Justice, and Prudence. That is why in the mosaic

of San Savino, beside the figures of the four rivers of Paradise

surrounding Christ, the central fountain, are placed genre
scenes, typical of the four virtues of which the rivers were

symbolical.

1 Comment, in Joan. Tomos I, 24, ed. Migne, Pat. Grec. XIV, 66.
2 John i. 9. a jsaiah xnx> 5.

4
Hexaemeron, loc. cit. See also Origen, op. cit. 637, ed. Migne, 298.

6 S. Ambrosii, Hexaemeron, IV, 2, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. XIV, 203.
6 E. Aubert,

' Les mosaiques de la cath^drale d' Aoste.' (Annales archeolo-

giques, Tome XVII, 1857, p. 266.)
7 Liber de Paradiso, III f

., ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. XIV, 296.
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It may, indeed, cause surprise to see the virtues depicted in

so unusual a manner. The personification of the virtues was a

favorite subject with the artists and with the poets of the

Middle Ages, but there is no extant monument, plastic or lit-

erary, analogous to these Piacenza figures. In Italian mosaics,

such as the pavements at Cremona and Santa Maria del Popolo
at Pavia, the virtues are depicted as engaged in active combat

with the vices, and the artists usually followed very closely the

text of Prudentius' Psychomachia. At Modena, indeed, there

is a sculpture' in which the combat between Faith and Heresy
is symbolized by Jacob wrestling with the angel.

1
Similarly,

in the pavement of Santa Maria Maggiore at Vercelli, the strife

of Temperance and Intemperance is represented by tjie history

of Judith and Holofernes. 2 This is clear from a text of St.

Ambrose,3 which has hitherto escaped the attention of those

who have sought to interpret this mosaic. In Northern France,

especially in the Gothic period, the vices are regularly repre-

sented by genre scenes derived, probably in the main, from

folk-stories or fabliaux, though their sources have not yet been

discovered. The corresponding virtues, however, are always

personified as female figures with certain established attributes

derived, for the most part, from Prudentius. There is, there-

fore, no other instance in Italy or France where the virtues are

typified, as at San Savino, by genre scenes. Nor have I been

able to discover any literary sources which explain the figures

of the Piacenza mosaic. It is, none the less, certain that there

was current in Lombardy, in the twelfth century, a large num-

ber of folk-stories and fabliaux which have entirely perished,

and of which the historians of literature have not even sus-

pected the existence. A proof of this is to be found in the

1 This relief has been studied, but strangely misinterpreted by Federico

Patetta ('Di una scultura e di due iscrizioni inedite nella facciata raeridionale

del duomo di Modena,' Memorie della Eegia Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed

Arti in Modena, Serie III, Vol. VII, 1908, Sezione di arti, p. 3).' The figures

are all supplied with inscriptions, and the symbolism becomes perfectly evident

in the light of a passage of St. Augustine (In Heptateuchum, Liber 1, 104, ed.

Migne, Pat. Lat. 34, 574).
2 Julien Durand,

' Pave mosaique de Verceil
'

(Annales archeologiques, T<

XX, 1860, p. 57).
3 Liber de Elia et Jejunio, IX, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. 14, 741.
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sculptures of the portal of the north side of the cathedral of

Modena, where we find represented scenes from the Arthurian

legends and the Cock and Fox story, a century before either is

supposed to have entered Italy. In these instances, it is true,

we are able to interpret the sculptures more or less exactly, by
the aid of much later versions of the stories, which are extant.

The virtues of Piacenza were, in all probability, derived from

similar fabliaux, which have either perished entirely, or else, up
to the present, escaped discovery.

In the north side aisle at Piacenza there is preserved another

altogether remarkable fragment of the mosaic pavement repre-

FIGUKE 11. MOSAIC IN EASTERN BAY OF NORTHERN SIDE AISLE.

senting two dogs facing each other, whose necks are encircled

by a single collar (Fig. 11). Their tails, passing between
their hind legs, are held in their mouths. Below is the cryptic
and fragmentary inscription :

MEVM E TOT (MAL) PESSIME TVFVR '

1 Other letters were visible at the time of the restoration, and it is evident the

inscription was a long one and continued at the sides of the mosaic. Tononi (La
Regia Basilica, 48-49) was, however, unable to read them, and they have now

disappeared. Only the letters MAL of his transcription appear to make sense,

and these, consequently, I have restored.
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The word " TVFVR" is, so far as I know, without meaning, and
I can only conjecture that some ignorant restorer, perhaps of

the sixteenth century, being unable to read the damaged
original, has substituted this for some other word, possibly
" TVEOR." 1 Since the artist of the mosaic frequently derived

his inspiration from the Hexaemeron of St. Ambrose, as we
have seen, it may be, that in executing these figures of the

dogs, he had in mind a passage of the same work.2 The Saint,

speaking of the creation of animals, comes to dogs. He men-
tions faithfulness as their characteristic, but goes on to cite a

passage of Isaiah :
3 " His watchmen are blind ; they are all

ignorant ; they are all dumb dogs ; they cannot bark, sleep-

ing, lying down loving to slumber.". Therefore the Saint

observes, there are two kinds of dogs : those who know how to

bark in behalf of their masters and know how to defend his

house, and those who by sloth are silent and neglect their

charge. The careless Christian resembles the latter, for when

raging'wolves invade the sheepfold of the Church, he, by fail-

ure to cry out, betrays the trust which has been committed

to him.

Can it be that the artist of the Piacenza mosaic has sought to

express the silence of the dogs by stopping their mouths with

their tails?

In the middle of the seventeenth century there was still to be

seen in the church a fourth mosaic which has since disappeared,

but which Campi has described as follows :
" vn laberinto con

dentro il Minotauro, e sotto il laberinto verso la porta del

Tempio vi fece porre questi quattro versi, che saggiamenti ci

auuisano, benche con rozo stile, caratteri al costume antico, di

sapersi guardare dai vitij, e dall' intricato viuere del Hondo per

essere poscia molto malageuole al' 1' huomo lo sbrugarsene."

HVNC MVNDVM TIPICE LABERINTHVS DENOTAT ISTE

INTRANTI LARGVS, REDEVNTI SETNIMIS(=sedniijiis) ARTVS

SIC MVNDO CAPTVS, VICIORVM MOLE GRAVATVS

VIX VALET AD VITE DOCTRINAM QVISQVE REDIRE *

1 Many similar changes were wrought in the inscriptions by the restorers of

the mosaic pavement of the cathedral of Novara.

2 VII, 6, 17, ed. Migne, Pat. Lat. 14, 263. 3 Isaiah Ivi. 10.
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It may, indeed, cause some surprise that so pagan a subject as

the representation of the labyrinth and minotaur should have

been chosen for the pavement of a Christian church. The

labyrinth, however, doubtless borrowed from pagan antiquity,

it is depicted on two ancient pavements of Switzerland, de-

scribed by Otto Jahn,1 was not uncommon in church pave-
ments of the Middle Ages. One doubtless quite similar to that

of San Savino, in the choir of San Michele at Pavia, has been

described by Ciampini,
2 and it will be recalled that in the

cathedrals of Northern France, such as Amiens and Reims, the

pavement was regularly adorned with a labyrinth. The sym-
bolism of such designs is happily made clear by the inscription

of San Savino, preserved by Campi.
In addition to the mosaic of the labyrinth, Campi has re-

corded the existence of another monument at San Savino, which

is no longer extant :
"
Sopra di esso poi verso F Altar maggiore

venne figurata vna meza statua di huomo (che sembra si no-

niasse Giouan Filippo, e forse fu il mastro di tal opera) con vn
coltello in mano, e sotto di lui il seguente epitafio :

ICIHS PHlPVS SV MEDIETATIS AMICVS 3

HOC FECIT PRESENS CELESTIA PREMIA QVERENS"

On the strength of this passage it is stated in most of the

guide-books that Giovanni Filippo was the artist who executed

the mosaics. This, however, cannot be. Campi must have

been mistaken when he understood the inscription to refer to

the mosaic, although his notice is so meagre that it is impossi-
ble to say exactly what was meant by the hoc which Giovanni

Filippo made. At all events, certain it is that Giovanni Filippo
could not have been an artist of the twelfth century, since the

name savors of a much later epoch.

The church of San Savino is in the main a homogeneous and

exceedingly well-preserved monument of 1107. From 903 date

two capitals in the crypt. The remains of the earlier apse and

1
Archdologische Beitrage, Berlin, Reimer, 1847. 12mo, p. 271.

2 Giovanni Ciampini, Vetera monumenta, Roma, Komarek und Bernab6,
1690-1699. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. II, 2, p. 4.

8 lohannes Philipus summae pietatis ainicus.
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the campanile are certainly older than the present church, and
in all probability belong to the edifice of 1005.

In the history of Lombard architecture San Savino, thus an
authentically dated monument of 1107, is of immense impor-
tance, since it enables

us by comparison to

establish the dates of

many other edifices.

The chronology of

the Lombard style

during the first half

of the eleventh cen-

tury has now been

fairly well estab-

lished. Beginning
with San Vincenzo of

Galliano, consecrated

in 1007, and ending
with Sannazzaro

Sesia, begun in 1040,

there is extant an

admirable series of

monuments, many
authentically dated,

which fully illustrate

the growth and de-

velopment of the

style. There is, how-

ever, a great lack of dated monuments of the second half of the

eleventh century. Hitherto we have had only Santo Stefano

and San Nazaro of Milan, both begun in 1075, and the Chiesa

d' Aurona of the same city, begun in 1099, to enable us to fix

the chronology. But it was by no means certain that these

edifices, although begun at the stated dates, might not have

been finished long afterwards, and to find an authentically dated

consecration it has been necessary to go into the second quarter

of the twelfth century to San Giorgio in Palazzo at Milan (1029)
and to San Pietro in Ciel d' Oro at Pavia (1132). Now San

Savino at Piacenza, consecrated in 1107, shows a style far less

FIGURE 12. GENERAL VIEW OF INTERIOR OF

SAN SAVINO.
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advanced than that of San Giorgio or of San Pietro, on the one

hand, and far more advanced than that of Santo Stefano and

San Nazaro, on the other, while it is strikingly similar to that of

the Chiesa d' Aurona. It is therefore certain that Santo Stefano

and San Nazaro actually were erected immediately after 1075,

and the Chiesa d' Aurona immediately after 1099. Sant' Am-

brogio at Milan, some parts of which are earlier in style than

Santo Stefano and San Nazaro, must have been begun earlier

FIGURE 13. ENTRANCE TO CRYPT OF SAN SAVING.

than 1075. Moreover, even the atrium of Sant' Ambrogio,
which is later than the main body of the church, is earlier in

style than San Savino. We may therefore conclude that Sant'

Ambrogio, with the exception of the new campanile, was en-

tirely finished during the eleventh century. Furthermore, the

style of San Michele at Pavia evidently falls between that of

Santo Stefano and San Nazaro of Milan and that of San Savino

at Piacenza. We must therefore conclude that San Michele at

Pavia was erected between 1075 and 1107.

It is indeed true that there were in Lombardy about the

beginning of the twelfth century two distinct schools of archi-

tecture, having little relationship with each other. The one,
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which centred probably at Milan, is formed of the edifices which
we have just named and of many others of similar design. It

is characterized primarily by the use of vaults and grotesque
ornament. It reached its full development about the middle
of the eleventh century, and did not entirely pass away at

Pavia until the third quarter of the twelfth century.

Contemporaneously there flourished another school which, I

suspect, may have originated in the region about Como, and

which eventually supplanted the first school. The earliest

dated monument we have of this second school is the cathedral

of Modena, begun in 1099, consecrated in 1106, but not finished

until long afterwards. This second school is characterized by
wooden roofs supported on transverse arches, by a much more

refined and restrained system of ornament, and by the frequent

use of figured sculptures. Its most conspicuous monuments

are, in addition to the cathedral of Modena, San Fidele at

Como, Santa Maria Maggiore at Bergamo, the cathedrals of

Piacenza, Ferrara, and Verona, and San Zeno at the latter city.

San Savino at Piacenza, which is contemporary with the ear-

liest parts of the cathedral of Modena, proves that the second

school was coexistent with, and not a successor to, the first. It

moreover proves that it is impossible to distinguish the two

schools geographically, since in the same city of Piacenza we

have San Savino, an important monument of the first school,

consecrated in 1107, while the cathedral, an equally important

monument of the second school, was begun only a few years

later (1122).
A. KINGSLEY PORTER.

NEW YORK.
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DISCOVERY OF SOME NEW PETROGLYPHS NEAR
CAICARA ON THE ORINOCO

IN the winter of 1908 and 1909, while surveying geographi-

cally and geologically the region about Caicara on the Orinoco,

a region that was very little known up to that time, I discovered

on the banks of the Orinoco, as well as in the forest that sep-

arates the river from the plains of the savana, some new pet-

roglyphs. They apparently belong, not only geographically
but also genetically, to the same large group of petroglyphs
which is scattered over a wide area in Venezuela. This area

is bounded by the Orinoco, the Atabapo, the Rio Negro, and the

Cassiquiare. Whatever we know about the distribution of

these petroglyphs, we owe in the main to men like Alexander

von Humboldt, Robert and Richard Schomburgk, Koch-Gruen-

berg, I in Thurn, Charles Brown, J. Chaffanjon, Alfredo de

Carvalho, and others.

Alexander von Humboldt mentions in his Reise in die

Aequatorial-Gregenden des neuen Continents two petroglyphs
from the region of Caicara, viz. "el sol" and "la luna," of

which I, however, saw only one,
" el sol," while I never succeeded

in finding the other. Although Humboldt is the proper dis-

coverer of " el sol," he never described this unique and most

beautiful petroglyph. The figure is deeply carved in a com-

paratively hard granite rock that rises about four feet above

the ground and is entirely hidden from view by dense under-

growth. It is quite a complicated figure, so far as its design is

concerned. So far as I am aware,
" el sol

" and " la luna
" were

the only two petroglyphs which were known to archaeologists
and ethnologists as being from this specific region, at the time

that I arrived in Venezuela. The other petroglyphs which

I found have never been mentioned nor described either by
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the KIQ

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.
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Humboldt or by any other traveller who touched that point,

and apparently were not known to any one of them.

We may distinguish between three more or less distinct

types of these new petroglyphs, so far as degree of workmanship
as well as other points of view are concerned. There is one

type that apparently represents one of the initial stages of this

early art of petroglyphy ; there is another type that shows this

art in a more advanced stage, and there is a third type that

evidently represents the most advanced stage in the develop-

ment, as these figures are the most complicated and required

FIGURE 1 . PETROGLTPH, FIRST TYPE.

the greatest skill to execute them. While the figures belong-

ing to the first two types were found near the bank of the

Orinoco on the Caicara side, or directly on the bank in the

gneiss rocks that are exposed there, the figures of the last type

were met with farther away from the river, in the dense river

forest, as has been mentioned before. It must, however, not

be understood that the various figures belonging to each type

occur more or less closely together, for this is not the case.

They are, on the contrary, widely scattered along the bank an

through the forest.

The first type (Figs. 1, 2) comprises designs of the simplest

kind, although they may not be as simple as others of which 1

have seen reproductions.
These fairly geometrical circles, o
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FIGURE 2. PETROGLYPH, FIRST TYPE.

in the other, the centre of the innermost one being hollowed

out, are from two to four feet in diameter, while the grooves
are from two to one and a half inches wide and comparatively
shallow. This shallowness, however, is, in my opinion, rather

due to weathering which must

have continued for a long time,

and I therefore believe that

these grooves were originally

considerably deeper than they
are now. If we knew their

original depth or if we could

form an idea as to what this

depth may have been, and if

we could ascertain the approximate rate of weathering of the

granite and gneiss rocks in that climate, we should be able to

arrive at an approximate estimate of the time that must have

elapsed since these petroglyphs were produced.
Of the second type I found only one figure. I could not se-

cure a photograph of it, as I did not happen to have my camera

along when I discovered it. The reproduction in the text

(Fig. 3) is from a copy in my field book. It

is somewhat more complicated than the figures

of the first type. It is nearly four feet long
and three feet wide, and while the grooves
are of about the same width as those of the

circles, they seem to be somewhat deeper.
To the third type belongs one that was

known, when I came to Caicara, viz. "el sol,"

and one that was not known, " el tigre
"

(Fig. 4). The latter is, next to " el sol," the

most complicated and most elaborate figure in the neighborhood
of Caicara. Its true dimensions may readily be estimated from

the size of the two boys, typical Venezuelan boys, who assisted

me in botanizing and other collecting. The grooves in this

petroglyph are somewhat narrower and at the same time some-

what more distinct than those in the figures of the two other

types. Nevertheless, they were also so much worn that they
had to be chalked with some near-by "laterite" clay in order

to bring them out better for the camera.

FIGURE 3. PETRO-

GLYPH, SECOND

TYPE.
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So far as the origin of these new petroglyphs as well as the

origin of the already known stone-carvings is concerned, which
belong to that large geographic and genetic group of petroglyphs
alluded to in the beginning of this paper, we learn that the
Indian tribes of to-day which inhabit those regions have no
answer to the question : Who made those unique and mysterious
figures? No message concerning these carvings has come to
them through tradition. Was it a people like that of the Incas,

strong and mighty, of comparatively high culture and advanced

thought ? Whence came it and by what catastrophe was it swept

FIGURE 4. PETROGLYPH, THIRD TYPE, "EL TIGRE."

from the face of the earth? We do not know. At any rate,

however, we may be safe to say, that the people which produced
those petroglyphs must have been further advanced in certain

respects than the tribes that occupied these regions after them.

For among none of the Indian tribes now living in Venezuela

do we find this art developed and cultivated. It is a thing of

the past.

There are certain similarities between these petroglyphs and

some others found in Africa, and more especially in Nubia and

Abyssinia, and there are resemblances between the Venezuelan

stone carvings and others that have been discovered in the

northern part of Asia, but it would be too bold an undertak-

ing to advance on the basis of these mere resemblances any
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theories as to the possible or probable movements of that pre-

historic people that once inhabited the primeval forests of Ven-

ezuela and the banks of the Orinoco. These resemblances

might just as well be interpreted as a case of parallel, inde-

pendent development of this early art of petroglyphy under

similar conditions.

A natural question is : What do these carvings mean ? While

some authorities, among them Humboldt, consider them merely
as records of pastime and leisure, of the cultivating of this art

of stone carving, others are inclined to ascribe to them a deeper

meaning and to regard them as symbols of a religious nature

and objects of worship, while there are still others who hold

the view that at least some of these stone carvings may repre-

sent records of an historic character.

So far as my own view with regard to the real significance of

the petroglyphs of Venezuela in general and the newly discov-

ered petroglyphs especially is concerned, a view that is based

on extensive studies in fetichism, I venture to say that those of

the two more simple types seem to be records of fetichism in

the earlier stages of its development; while the third type of

petroglyphs, including
" el sol

" and " el tigre," may be inter-

preted as recording the attempts at rude sculpturing of images
of well-known objects of nature, like the sun and the jaguar,
I am inclined to regard these carvings also as records of fetich-

ism, and more especially of later fetichism, when the practice

was developed of placing images of certain undesirable ele-

ments at certain spots in order to scare them away and ward

them off. Thus the jaguar always has been, as it is now, to

the Indian tribes of these regions, a most undesirable element,

a terror, and in my opinion the carving of the image of the

jaguar in the hard rock was meant to create a fetich that might
scare away that most dreaded enemy. So it is with the sun.

The sun is for the Venezuelan Indian a most undesirable ele-

ment, especially in the dry season, when, on account of the

increasing dryness, his game on which he has to rely for his

subsistence becomes scarce. Thus the image of the sun, carved

in the solid rock in the dense shady forest, might have served

a similar purpose ; namely, that of a fetich to shorten the dry
season or to at least facilitate occasional showers.
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Only he who has actually travelled in those regions during
the dry season, that practically lasts half a year, and only he who
has actually experienced its grewsome hardships, will be able

to conceive fully the significance of this latter interpretation.

At the same time there is no doubt that these last-mentioned

petroglyphs indirectly served as a means to develop and to

cultivate the art of sculpture in its initial stages.

T. A. BENDRAT.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA,

CHAPEL HILL.
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THE "ROMAN BOWL FROM BAGDAD"

THE following communication has been received from Pro-

fessor Olmstead, of the University of Missouri:

July 30, 1912.

MY DEAR PROFESSOR FOWLER:
I am sending you an extract from a letter just received from

the R. P. Ronzevalle of the University of St. Joseph in Berut.

The standing of its author and the answer he gives, at least in

part, to the question as to the origin of the "
Bagdad bowl,"

make it a valuable addition to the discussion of that forgery.

Yours truly,
A. T. OLMSTEAD.

Extract :

Je me permets de vous presenter mes felicitations pour votre

recent article sur le
" Bowl " de Bagdad (!).

Je connaissais deja

depuis longtemps ce faux gros-

sier, que j'aurai du signaler, si

j'avais pu penser un instant

que des archeologues europeens
ou americains s'y laisseraient

prendre. Damas est un centre

de fabrication lapidaire, comme

Horns, de fabrication monetaire,

Sidon, de ceramique, et Tyr, de

glyptique. J'ai arrete dans le

temps M.***, qui allait publier

toute une serie de bustes
"
hauraniens," y compris le

bas-relief dont je vous adresse

ci-inclus une photographic, bas-

relief qui, vous le verrez sans

peine, a fourni le modele d'Esculape et Hygie du "Bowl."

Je compte publier un jour une serie de ces faux, en y comprenant
le bas-relief en question. La fabrication se continue avec activite,

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the eo^
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.

FIGURE 1. A FORGED RELIEF.
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et bientot les musees americains (surtout) en seront inondes, si leur

directeurs n'y prennent garde. Vous feriez peut-e"tre bien de leur

ouvrir les yeux en publiant a ce sujet une petite note dans VAmeri-
can Journal of Archaeology. Dans ce cas, je vous autoriserai volon-

tiers a faire reproduire la photographic ci-incluse, qui peut permettre
une comparaison utile avec les figures correspondantes du " Bowl."

Je vous prierais seulement d'indiquer la provenance de la photo-

graphic et de dire que je compte revenir sur le sujet. J'y ai d'ail-

leurs deja fait allusion dans les Comptes rendus de VAcadtmie des

Inscriptions de Paris, 1907, p. 232. " Le savant voyageur [Le R. P.

Ronzevalle] fait remarquer que Damas est devenue un centre tres

important pour le commerce des antiquites rassemblees de toute

la Palmyrene et du Hauran, et malheureusement aussi un atelier

actif de faux. Par exemple, il signale des inscriptions grecques,

tracees par une main moderne, sur des bustes funeraires et sur un

relief representant Esculape et Hygie."
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THE MNESIMACHUS INSCRIPTION AT SARDES

THE first number of this JOURNAL for the current year con-

tains the admirable publication by Mr. Buckler and Professor

Robinson of an inscription which constitutes, at least from

some points of view, the most important and most interesting

contribution to knowledge made thus far by the excavations at

Sardes. It is with the fullest appreciation of the carefulness

and thoroughness of this publication that I wish to present a

discussion of certain conclusions of the editors with regard to

this valuable document, and to add certain suggestions of my
own derived from a study of the document itself.

The editors regard this document as a deed of sale subject to

redemption (Tr^dcrt? eirl Xu<m). And I believe that this opinion
is correct,

1
although those parts of the inscription which would

decide this question conclusively have been erased. The words

fjL7)KTi (nroKvaacrdai in Col. II, 2 imply, though not certainly,

as the editors state, that a period within which the property

might be redeemed was provided in the lost part of this column.

Moreover, the words in II, 5: et? TO, 'A/jre/itSo? e^eraxrav (i.e.

edv m efjLTroirjrai /crX.) seem to imply that even that limited

ownership of the property enjoyed by Mnesimachus was not

conveyed outright by this instrument. It appears then that

this is not an absolute conveyance of title. On the other hand,

Col. II shows that the temple of Artemis is granted by this

document possession of the property, and the right to build

upon it, to plant vines or trees, and to profit by the crops, the

increase of the cattle, and the labor of the slaves or serfs at-

tached to the property. Possession of this sort of course would

not constitute ownership of the property ; but even possession
would not be conferred by an ordinary mortgage deed, without

foreclosure or some sort of legal process.

1 So also Larfeld in Wochenschr. f. Mass. Philol 1912, Sp. 998.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the KOA
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.
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In my opinion, however, the editors are in error in their in-

terpretation of the latter part of Col. I, namely, lines 11-18.

Column I, from the words &ra ovv, at the end of line 3, to the

end of the extant document, line 18, contains a description of

the property in which Mnesimachus had certain rights conveyed
by him to the temple of Artemis, under certain restrictions,

partly as security for a debt, and partly in lieu of interest on
this debt until it should be paid. As the editors have observed,
"Mnesimachus is not absolute owner of all the lands enumer-

ated, for in II, 13 it is stated that the king can take them away
from the temple &a Mz^cr^ia^oi/, i.e. by taking them away
from Mnesimachus" (p. 52). In I, 11-18 mention is made of

a certain "farmstead or auX??, outside which were certain peas-

ants' houses, plots of land, and slaves, enumerated by name"

(p. 20). With regard to these properties the editors make the

following statement :
" This farmstead may perhaps, as belong-

ing to those two men "
(Pytheus and Adrastus),

" be excepted

from the present conveyance, but we believe that before this

date it had passed into the ownership of Mnesimachus, through

some dealings described in the lost beginning of this column"

(p. 20).
1 The reason given by the editors for their belief is

that " the %a>/?ta and olfcerai of II, 5, which are among the things

granted
"
(by this document to Artemis)

" refer to the items of

1, 15-18, just as the /eo>/-uu and teapot of II, 5 refer to the items

of I, 4-10" (p. 20 note). But that the K&pai and tcXrjpoi, of I,

5-10 include yap^a and the ot/cerai in or upon them, is proved

by I, 11 f. : etc Traa&v ovv T&V KW^&V ical e/c T&V K\r)pcov ical TWV

ol/coTreScov Trpoa-KvpdvTcov /cal rwv \aS*v Travoitcfov cvv rot? inrdp-

Xovaw KT\. It seems to me certain, therefore, that the proper-

ties mentioned in I, 14-18 are excepted from those in which

Mnesimachus hereby cedes his rights to the temple of Artemis,

because, before the execution of this document, these had been

awarded to Pytheus and Adrastus. Formerly Mnesimachus

had rights in the properties described in I, 4-10, and those in

14-18, and more besides (teal %O>/CH?
TOVTWV en TrXeW, I, 13).

Now Mnesimachus cedes to Artemis whatever rights he has in

i Larfeld I c ,
considers that the farmstead did belong to Pytheus and

Adrastus, while the houses, etc., outside of this (11. 14-18) were in the unre-

stricted possession of Mnesimachus.
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the properties described in Col. I, excepting those mentioned

in lines 14-18, the farmstead at Tobalmoura, houses of serfs

and slaves, gardens at Tobalmoura, and dwelling-plots and

gardens at Periasasostra. For this reason no
<f>dpo<;

is men-

tioned in connection with these latter items, because the <f>6po<;

from these was no concern either of Mnesimachus or of Artemis,

and not because they belonged to Mnesimachus outright. The
other items, mentioned in I, 4-10, are ceded to Artemis with

the reservations that they are subject to certain fixed charges,

doubtless payable to the king, and that the king may at any
time cancel the title and recall the property. This second

reservation, of course, did not need to be stated in this part of

the document.

In another point I find myself in disagreement with the

editors, namely, the interpretation of the last clause of the

final sentence. This clause and its immediate context is as

follows : ^XP L ^ oaov
/JLTJ aTroS&jjLev CCTTQ) ev e/zol ev Trapa^fca)-

/cal ev rot? e/zot? eteydvois eo>? av airav cnroSw/jiev efc ra

Kal
TI Trpaj;t? reW av ef rj/JL&v JJUJTTQ) yevrjTai e^elvai.

Inserting a colon after the word 'A/ore'/uSo?, the editors have

translated the passage : "And so long as we shall not have paid,
the debt shall constitute a deposit-loan owing by me and my heirs

until we shall have paid the whole to the treasury of Artemis ;

and so long as this still remains unpaid by us execution shall be

lawful." All of Column II deals with the contingency that,

through failure on the part of Mnesimachus or his heirs to

defend the title, or by reversion to the crown, these lands may
be lost both to Mnesimachus and to the temple of Artemis.

It seems to me clear, however, that the infinitive egelvai does

not stand alone, as so often in resolutions and decrees ; in such

cases some such word as e'Sofe is always readily supplied if not

actually present. Here there is no suggestion of such a con-

struction ; always what is to be done is stated in the future

indicative or in the imperative :
" we will make good the title

. . . if not, let them pertain to Artemis," etc., and even the

cnroXvo-ao-Oai of II, 2 must depend upon the ef rr, which the

editors have restored in the text, or on some similar verb, as is

proved by the datives epol and prjOevt. The same is true in

similar contracts and agreements. Consequently I believe that
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cgclvai must depend upon yevrjTai, and that there should be no
colon after 'Apre/uSo?. At least the impersonal use of yCyveTai
with a dependent infinitive is found in Classical Greek (e.g.
Xen. Oyr. 5, 2, 12 ; cf . Eel. 5, 3, 10), and is frequent in post-
Classical times, e.g. Acts xxii, 6 : eyeWro Be poi . . . irepia<npd-

Tfrat <w9, and xxii, 17 : eyevero Be /iot . . . yeveaOai, pe h
e/co-rdcret.

The meaning of Trpaft? is made clear by the passage in

Demosthenes, XXXV, 12, to which the editors refer on p.
17 : KOI lav TI e\\L7rrj Tov apyvptov, ov Bel yevevdai rofc Bo-

veicracn Kara rrjv o~vyypa(f)rjv Trapa
'

Apre/JLvvos Kal 'A7roXXoSoy>ou,
(TTCO

T! 7T/3aft? T(M5 BaVl(7a(7i Kal K TWV TOVTWV GLTraVTCOV, Kal

eyyeicov /cal vavrncwv, Travra^ov OTTOV av SHTL, KaOdirep Bitcrjv

QxfrXrjKOTcov /cal vTreprjiJLepcov OVTCOV :
"
If there is any deficiency

(after the sale of certain goods mentioned) in the money owed
to the creditors according to the contract (Androkles and Nau-

sikrates) by Artemon and Apollodorus, let the creditors' right

of execution be upon all the property of these persons (Artemon
and Apollodorus), lands or merchandise, wherever they may be,

just as if these persons had lost in a suit at law and were in

default of payment." Though this contract quoted by Demos-

thenes is, as the editors say, of doubtful authenticity, this use

of the word Trpafys is confirmed by inscriptions. Dittenberger,

Sylloge* II, 517, lines 11 ff., from Amorgos and dating from the

second century B.C., contains the words : eav Be prj aTroBaxn/jL,

TrpaKTol (TT(DfjL Tlpa^LK\el ol
fJLTj

aTTo&oWe? f)(Jiio\iQV TO apyvpiov

K raw IBicov TTpd^eu Trda-iii, KaOdjrep ey BIKTJS re'Xo? e%ovo-??9 Kara

TO (TVfji,{3o\ov TO Na^/cov tc\al 'ApKe&iveav. See also Ditten-

berger, 0. a.LS. II, 669, line 16, from Egypt, 68 A.D. : Tva

al TT/oafet? TWV Baveicov etc TWV virap^ovTWV wcri Kal pr)(i) CK TWV

a-cofjidTcov. Compare also the "Testament of Epicteta," from

Thera, dated about 200 B.C., in I. a. XII, in, no. 330, lines

172-177. Consequently I believe that the 7rpaj;is e| f)pS>v of

the Sardes inscription stands for Trpafys CK TWV ftfuv V7rapx<>vv,

and that we should translate as follows : And so far as we do

not pay let it be (a liability} upon me in the character of a loan,

and upon my descendants, until we pay all to the treasury of Arte-

mis and so long as execution upon our property may not yet become

possible.
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This conviction leads me also to question the conclusions of

the editors on p. 60 f. with regard to the word Trapa/caTaOrj/cij.

This word occurs in the inscription three times, namely, in Col.

II, lines 11, 13, and 18 ; it has also been restored by the edi-

tors in I, 3, where the extant text reads TO xpvatov rfjs [10 or

11 letters] 775 TO TT)<? *A/9Te/-uSo9. The restoration of [Trapa/cara-

6j]ic]ris
is certainly plausible, and, if correct, shows that before

the date of the present document a TrapatcaTaOrj/crj, or loan of

some sort, had been made by the temple of Artemis, and that

at the date of the present document its return had been de-

manded of Mnesimachus. But neither in this place nor in Col.

II, 11, 13, or 18 is anything said about the nature of a irapa-

Ka-raQ^Kj) in general, or about the terms of this loan in particu-

lar. Consequently I do not believe with the editors that this

document establishes the three points which they mention :

(1) That " a deposit loan was then, as in later times, repay-
able on demand." Nothing in the present document shows

whether the original loan was payable on demand, or whether

its prescribed term had expired. At a certain time demand
was made for money due. The amount appears from II, 13 f.

to have been 1325 gold staters, and this amount is the basis of

this new contract.

(2) That "
7rapaicaTa0rifcrj was in use at this period for the

lending of money at interest, since there can be no doubt that

Mnesimachus paid interest on his original deposit-loan. This

may be inferred from the mention of principal (apxalov II, 13),

which implies interest (TO/CO?) as its accompaniment ... as well

as from the stipulations in II, 8-10, 16-18, designed to protect the

goddess from loss of the annual income on her investment."

But in the first place, the apyalov of II, 13 does not signify the

principal as contrasted with interest, but only the original sum,
1325 gold staters, as distinguished from the 2650 gold staters,

which, under certain circumstances, Mnesimachus may be

obliged to pay. Secondly, the stipulations in II, 8-10 and

16-18 have nothing to do with the previous contract, sup-

posedly on the basis of a TrapatcaTaOijtcr}. I do not suppose that

the temple of Artemis ever lent money without a profit of some

sort. But we cannot learn here what that profit was under the

original agreement. The present agreement provides for a
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profit to the temple only from the income of the properties

hereby ceded to the temple, at least temporarily, by Mnesima-

chus, as the editors themselves recognize. This is of the very
essence of a "sale subject to redemption." The income from

the property belonged to the creditor who was formally the

purchaser, and provided for him a return from his investment

in lieu of interest: if the borrower, by special arrangement, as

sometimes happened, retained possession, he did so by paying

to his creditor rent, which was doubtless equal in amount to

the interest which would normally be charged on the money
borrowed, but which none the less was formally rent for the

use of property no longer belonging to him. See Biichsen-

schiitz, Besitz und Erwerl, p. 493. In all the document before

us there is no allusion to interest either on a irapaKaraOrjicrj or

on any sum whatever.

(3) That " the contract of Trapa/caTaOriicrj must at this period

have been equipped with the same penalty for non-payment as

in the first and second centuries A.D., when the papyri show

that the defaulting debtor was liable for twice the amount of

the original loan." It is not impossible that this was the case;

but there is no evidence, direct or indirect, with regard to this

matter in the present document. The penalty mentioned in

II, 7 and 8 is expressly for failure of warranty on the part of

Mnesimachus or his heirs, or for any breach of this contract on

their part. What the law was at this time in Sardes, with

regard to a TrapaKaraO^rj, does not appear. Lines 11, 13, and

18 of Column II state merely that any arrears in the payments

to which Mnesimachus and his heirs are bound, in case these

properties are lost to the temple of Artemis, shall be regarded

as a Trapafcarae^rj, whatever that may be, and shall be subject

to the laws governing loans of that sort.

Finally there is a question, not discussed by the editors,

which seemed to me of greater interest than any of those mat-

ters mentioned above, the question why a large part of this

inscription was erased. In April of this year, when this arti

was first written, I believed that this document had been can-

celled by this erasure, and for the reason that Mnesimachus

had paid his debt. The editors state on p. 12 that the first

part of each column has been effaced by careful chiselling,
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and this statement can easily be verified by an examination of

the photographs of, the stone itself, admirably reproduced in

plates I and II of their publication. The amount of the inscrip-

tion thus expunged is estimated by the editors on p. 22 as

"
scarcely more than ten lines," or about one third of the whole.

By comparing a mortgage contained in a "
papyrus text from

Hermoupolis (153 A.D.)," the editors have shown, almost to a

certainty, what the erased portions of the Sardes inscription

originally contained. The missing part of Column I must have

contained "
(A) the date and names of the parties, Mnesima-

chus as grantor and the goddess Artemis as grantee; (B) a

statement, of which the end only has survived in lines 1-3, as

to the particulars of the loan of 1325 gold staters and as to

Mnesimachus' ownership of the estate (ol/co?) conveyed. This

statement must have recited (1) the making of the deposit-loan

by the goddess; (2) when and how Mnesimachus had acquired
the estate" (p. 19). The missing part of Column II "con-

tained the end of the description of the property (C)." "Then
must have followed (D) the granting clause, by which all the

items described were conveyed to the goddess, in consideration

of the 1325 gold staters previously advanced by her, with the

proviso that Mnesimachus and his heirs might redeem within

a fixed time, after which neither they nor any one else should

have the right of redemption. The end of this proviso sur-

vives in II, 2" (p. 20).

But without these missing portions, and in particular without

(A) the date and names of the parties and (D) the granting

clause, the whole document is invalid. Without them there is

no deed here and no contract. If there is no deed and no con-

tract, then the penalties for failure of warranty or for breach

of contract have no force. Nor could the temple enforce its

claim upon Mnesimachus for reimbursement either for improve-
ments made upon the land, or for crops sown but not reaped,
since these claims were good only if the property was taken

from the temple by other claimants or by the king: if the

property is not granted to the temple, it cannot be taken from

the temple, and Mnesimachus is under no liability whatsoever,
so far as can be shown by this document in its present condition.

In support of my opinion I collected examples of mortgage
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stelae on which the inscription had been erased, evidently
because the creditor had been satisfied, while the stone itself

remained intact : also other examples of inscriptions in which
erasures have been found. In some of these examples the
whole document has been erased, although the text can still be
read in spite of the erasure, or the character of the inscription
discovered in some other way. In others a part of the docu-
ment has been expunged while the rest has remained in force.

In others again, only the part which made the document as a

whole valid and binding has been removed, the rest, now
invalid, remaining untouched. I believed that the Mnesima-
chus inscription belonged to this last class, and suggested that

the rest of this long document was left upon the temple wall to

show what kind of business the temple did and on what scale;

in other words, as a kind of advertisement.

This idea, which may have occurred to others, has been

shown to be incorrect by later information which the exca-

vators have very kindly placed at my disposal. Mr. Buckler

informs me that his statement on p. 12 of the original account

of this inscription,
" On three sides of this block all remains of

the wall have disappeared," is incorrect ; on the east side the

block is not bare, but is in contact with another, 1.10 m. long

and of equal height with the inscribed block. Both blocks

belong to the north wall of the "
opisthodomus," the second

extending to the northeast corner of this apartment, adjoining

the cella. The second stone is chiselled in the same way down

to the same level as the block which bears the inscription.

Moreover, the east end of the inscribed block, beyond the right

end of the inscription, shows the same chiselling. The black

space at the right of the inscription in PLATE II, which I sup-

posed to indicate the end of the block, is the heavy shadow

cast by a strip of iron leaning against the stone. No other

block, however, besides these two, was found, belonging to this

course in this part of the building.

It appears, therefore, as stated by the editors of the inscription

in the note below,
1 that at some late time a large part of the tem-

1 This wall has remained intact as far up as the block bearing our inscription,

but all remains of masonry have disappeared above, behind, and at the west

end of this block. Its east end is in contact the point being extremely fine
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pie was converted into a reservoir. The floor of the "opistho-

domus " was some feet below the level of the floor of the cella

proper. When the reservoir was made, the wall between the

two parts of the building was removed, and the opisthodomus
was filled up to the level of the cella. This filling, the floor of

the cella, and the walls were then coated with water-tight

cement. The bottom of the chiselling on both blocks corre-

sponds exactly to the level of the floor of the reservoir ; the

extant portions of the two columns of the inscription, there-

fore, were below this new floor, and were covered by the filling.

Consequently, the chiselling, which erased the upper parts of

the inscription, and which appears also on the uninscribed

block, dates from the making of the reservoir, that is, from

comparatively late times, when the building was no longer used

as a temple, and the object of this chiselling was to render the

surface 'of the wall rough enough to hold the coating of cement.

It follows that this document was not cancelled to prove that

Mnesimachus paid his debt. Of course it is to be hoped that

he did pay, however, and obtained some sort of a receipt.

WILLIAM K. PRENTICE.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,

October 3, 1912.

with a marble block of equal height (0.88 m.), 1.10 m. in length, the east end

of which touches the northeast corner of the opisthodomus. The horizontal

strip of chiselling on the inscribed block is prolonged without a break across

the whole south face of this adjacent block. In the immediate neighborhood
of these two blocks the rest of the course of masonry to which they belong has

now vanished (cf. A.J.A. XV, pi. X). At some time in the Byzantine period

the great building, no longer used as a temple, was fitted up as a reservoir. It

was then doubtless that these blocks as well as others adjacent, which have

since been destroyed were chiselled so as to enable the inner face of the wall

to hold a waterproof lining. The lower part of the wall and of its inscribed

surface escaped chiselling because the bottom of the opisthodomus was filled

with rubble to make its floor level with that of the cella, and this filling pro-

tected both wall and inscription up to the horizontal line, formed by the floor

of the reservoir, at which the chiselling and lining began.

W. H. BUCKLER.
D. M. ROBINSON.
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THE OLDER PARTHENON 1

[PLATES VIII-IX]

THE substructure of an earlier temple on the site of the

Parthenon was discovered by Professor Ross in the course of

his excavations of 1835-36. It is about four metres longer

1 The investigation into the remains of the " Older Parthenon" upon which
this article is based was carried to its present stage during the year 1910. I

have since been intending to resume the work and bring it quite to an end be-

fore publishing a report of results. It has, however, become clear that such a

course would greatly protract the ^already long delay in publication, without

promising to modify seriously the conclusions already reached or to add very much
of importance to them. The present article has accordingly been prepared by

revising a paper read before the General Meeting of the Archaeological Institute

in December, 1910 (A.J.A. XV, 1911, p. 75), and adding to it notes and illus-

trations.

Outside the great foundation and the part of the superstructure still in situ,

my lists show 250 stones from the Older Parthenon 38 at various points within

the Acropolis, 177 in its north wall, and 35 built into the -present Parthenon, be-

sides the large number of blocks used there which may be credibly assigned to

the earlier temple on the sole evidence of their dimensions. Of the stones

listed, 175 have been carefully examined. In order to allow a new examination

of the foundations within the Parthenon believed to be partly of the earlier

temple, in situ excavations were made in April-May, 1910, wherever the absence

of pavement rendered them possible. This had been done once already, except

in the northeast corner of the peristyle, in the course of the general excavation

of the Acropolis by the Greek Archaeological Society in 1885-1889. Small ex-

cavations were made at the same time at several points close to the Acropolis

walls.

The expense of this work was met by the American School from funds given

by Mrs. J. M. Sears of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Potter of New York. I

am under much obligation also to Professor A. N. Skias, then Ephor of the

Acropolis, and to Mr. N. M. Balanos, the Architect directing the restoration of

ancient buildings, who with unfailing readiness lent me workmen and apparatus

at need.

The drawings are the work of Mr. W. B. Dinsmoor, whose assistance in many

ways I would gratefully acknowledge. Three of the photographs reproduced are

published by courtesy of the German Archaeological Institute
;
the others are

from the American School's collection.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 535
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XVI (1912), No. 4.
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than would be needed for the Parthenon, and about two metres

narrower. For the half century following the discovery of this

substructure, scholars were unanimous in assigning to the temple
which had rested upon it the marble and limestone steps, the

marble column drums, and the poros Doric entablature con-

spicuous in the north wall of the Acropolis. The temple was

identified as that Hecatompedon burned by the Persians, which

Hesychius (s.v. 'E/earo/iTreSo?) says was fifty feet shorter than

the Parthenon ; and it was variously restored : with 6 by 13, 6

by 14, 8 by 16, 6 by 16, and 8 by 17 columns, according to the

restorer's interpretation of the passage in Hesychius and of the

evidence afforded by the foundation.

The difficulty caused in all these restorations by the combina-

tion in one building of a finished poros entablature with un-

finished marble columns was cleared up in 1886 by the discovery
of the foundations of an old peristylar temple just south of the

Erechtheum, and of completed column drums of poros suitable

in size and character to the poros entablature. It then became

plain that the blocks built into the north wall of the Acropolis

belonged to two separate temples, one of poros, completed ; the

other largely of marble, and unfinished. Since the discussions

of the few years following the discovery of the old temple beside

the Erechtheum, practically all scholars have accepted Professor

Dorpfeld's attribution of the poros remains to that temple (the
true Hecatompedon), and of the unfinished marble columns to

the " Older Parthenon," by which name the earlier temple on

the site of the Parthenon has for convenience come to be known.

Dorpfeld's restoration, too, of the Older Parthenon has every-
where been adopted. According to this, the peristyle of the

temple had marble columns resting upon a stylobate of the hard

limestone known as Kara stone. Below the stylobate were two,

relatively narrow, steps of poros stone. The temple had eight
columns at the ends and nineteen on the sides, both sides and

ends showing axial distances of 4. 12 m. Within, the restoration

gives a hexastyle temple of marble raised on one high marble

step. The unusual combination of materials is explained as

due to a change of plan in the course of the construction of the

temple. It had been begun under the Democracy after the

expulsion of the Tyrants, and the construction had proceeded
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as far as the stylobate ; it was the intention to erect a super-
structure of poros, when the work was interrupted by the first

Persian invasion. After the victory at Marathon, it was de-

cided to continue the construction in marble instead of in poros,
but the limestone krepidoma was left unchanged. Work had

proceeded only a little further when the Acropolis was sacked

by the Persians under Xerxes. 1

The investigation of which this paper reports the results

yields no evidence to modify materially the history outlined

FIGURE 1. SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE PARTHENON.'-*

above, but our conception of the precise form of the unfinished

temple destroyed by Xerxes must now be considerably changed

(see PLATE IX). The accepted restoration, as already stated,

calls for two poros steps (these exist in situ, and about them

there can be no question ; see PLATE VIII), and aboye them a

stylobate of Kara stone. Of this stylobate one block is visible

1 W. Dorpfeld, Ath. Mitt. XVII, 1892, pp. 158-189, XXVII, 1902, pp.

379-416.
2 Southwest corner of the Parthenon, from the South. At x ,

block of Kar

stone belonging to the Older Parthenon. From a photograph of the German

Institute.
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in the foundations of the present Parthenon, set back about

1.70 m. from the position it is supposed to have occupied origi-

nally (Fig. 1). In the north wall of the Acropolis there are

about fifty more blocks of like character (Fig. 2). They are

easily identified by their material, dimensions, and profile (see

Fig. 3).

All of these blocks that can be examined, instead of having
the breadth necessary for the stylobate, some two metres, are

FIGUHK 2. NORTH WALL OF THE ACROPOLIS NEAR THE ERECHTHEUM. 1

from 0.90 m. to 0.99 m. wide ; they have their original finish

on the rear edge, and so cannot be explained as halves of stylo-

bate blocks which have been split ; to form the stylobate they
must have been laid in two rows with an irregular joint be-

tween an altogether improbable arrangement. Several of the

blocks have cuttings for clamps at their ends (we should cer-

tainly not expect this in the stylobate) ; and all those found

1 From a photograph of the German Institute. Outside of the north wall of

the Acropolis near the Erechtheum, built partly of material from the Older

Parthenon. Photographed from west of north. The Kar& blocks are in the

course immediately below the column drums.
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well preserved have a raised surface some 0.65 m. wide, on the
front part of the top (the

" tread "), the rest of the width of

the block being cut down to

a smooth bed (Fig. 3). All

this can be explained only

by interpreting the blocks as

parts of a step, not of a stylo-

bate ; and some of them still 2

show the scratched line, J

0.695 m. from the edge, to

indicate where the step above

was to be set. The width of the finished step, after removal

of the protecting surface, would have been 0.673 m.

There have been found also, in or near the north wall of the

Acropolis, some half dozen marble blocks from a step 0.521 m.

FIGURE 3. STEP OP KARA STONE.

FIGURE 4. BLOCK FROM MARBLE
STEP. 1

FIGURE 5. BLOCK FROM

MARBLE STEP.2

high, belonging unmistakably to the same building as the un-

finished marble columns and the Kara steps. Like the latter,

these steps have a raised protecting surface on the treads
^and

risers ; and they were in all cases bonded by | |
clamps (Figs.

1 Lying northwest of the Erechtheum. A block from the middle step of the

Older Parthenon, preserved in every dimension except length.

2 The top of another block of the middle step. A part of three faces only is

preserved ;
but the protecting surface on the tread, and the bed cut 01

next course above show better than in Figure 4.
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4, 5). A corner block which preserves the setting line for the

next course above shows that the width of the marble step

when finished was to be 0.667 m. on the sides of the building

and 0.679 m. at the ends (Fig. 6).

There is another series of marble blocks, 0.564 m. high when

complete, which in the accepted restoration are used in the base

0929 0.685

Built ii?to INoptf?

Acropolis Wall

0.081

5.E. Cori?er

0.040^-0.05?

N.E. Corr?er block

^Typical Block

FIGURE 0. MARBLE BLOCKS or MIDDLE STEP.1

of the wall of the cella, but which belong in fact to the stylobate

of the peristyle (Fig. 7). They are on the average about 1.50 m.

in length, and in breadth about 0.95 m., but one surface is in

every case not original; that is, they are the halves of stylobate

blocks once some two metres wide, which have been cut in two.

1 The small fragment shown here was found in excavation close behind the

wall of the Acropolis, near the Erechtheum
;
it is from the southeast or, perhaps,

from the northwest corner. The measurement given in the cut as 0.084 should

be 0.074 (that is to say, the shorter of the two setting lines marked in the cut is

probably the real one
;

it is 0.010 m. from the other), which agrees very well

with the corresponding measurement (0.075 m., not given in the cut) for the

fragment of the northeast (or possibly southwest?) corner block. This (the

larger fragment in the cut) is built into the bottom course, outside, of the Acro-

polis wall, a little west of the salient angle north of the Erechtheum.
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Seven such blocks, with the full width preserved, are known
two built into the walls of the Acropolis, four in the foundations
of the present Parthenon (Fig. 8), and one lying near the
Acropolis Museum (Fig. 9). This last shows 'a segment of
the circular bed for a column, as indeed do three of the half
blocks already referred to (Fig. 10). The traces suit the di-
mensions of the preserved, unfinished column drums, and the

FIGURE 7. MARBLE BLOCKS IN THE WALL OF THE ACROPOLIS.!

blocks unquestionably belong with them to the earlier Parthenon

(Fig. 11).
We must therefore place in the peristyle of the Older

Parthenon above the two poros steps still in situ, not the

Kar& stylobate provided for in the accepted restoration, but

a lower step of Kara stone, a middle step of marble, and a

stylobate of marble.

1
Acropolis wall from within, northeast of the Erechtheum. Stylobate blocks

of the Older Parthenon show in two courses above the column drums. All these

blocks have been cut in two, but the surfaces which show here are original,

either back or front.
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If now this stylobate and the two steps are placed directly upon
the existing poros podium, so that the two steps of the latter

would be the lowest of a five-step krepidoma (two poros, one

Kara, two marble), the length of the stylobate at the ends of

FIGURE 8. NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE PARTHENON. 1

the temple will be 26.87 m., and on the sides 72.27 m. 2 With
a normal spacing of the columns, the diameter of which is about

1 From a photograph of the German Institute. Northwest corner of the

foundation of the Parthenon from the west. Of the three large marble blocks

at the bottom the two lowest are full-size stylobate blocks from the Older

Parthenon
;

the third, which preserves two of the original dimensions, seems

also surely of the same series, though its height is now only 0.41 m.
2 On the finished face of the lower step the podium is 31.390 m. wide and

76.816 m. long (according to new measurements by Mr. Binsmoor). The com-

bined width of the steps on one side of the temple would be 2.26 m., as follows :

First poros step 0.454 m., second poros step 0.466 m. (assuming the same ratio

of tread to rise as in the lowest step), Kara stone step 0.673 m., marble step

0.667 m. (at the ends. of the building 0.679 m., making the total there 2.272 in.).

31.390 m. - 2.260 m. x 2 = 26.870 m.

76.816 m. - 2.272 m. x 2 = 72.272 m.

These are maximum dimensions of the stylobate ;
with an increase of the con-

jectured width of the second poros step, they would be reduced towards a

minimum of about 30.95 m. by 71.80 m.
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1.80 m., these measurements would allow seven columns at the
ends and eighteen at the sides ; but an odd number of columns
at the ends is, of course, not to be thought of here. With
eight columns the intercolumniation would scarcely equal a di-

ameter, so that this arrangement also must be counted impossible.
If on the other hand we try six columns, we get an intercolum-
niation almost a metre greater than that of the present Parthe-
non. 1 All this makes it very unlikely that the Kara step is to

be set directly upon the poros step. We must rather assume
that it was placed some distance from the edge, so that the

poros podium would make a sort of platform around the temple.

FIGURE 9. MARBLE STYLOBATE

BLOCK. 2

FIGURE 10. HALF BLOCK OF

STYLOBATE. 3

The one analogy near by is the Temple of Poseidon at Suriium.

With six columns having a normal axial spacing equal, for

instance, to two and one half .diameters the platform left at

the sides of the temple would be 2.23 m. wide ; that is, the

lowest (Kara) step of the temple would be set 2.23 m. from the

edge of the upper poros step of the podium.
1 The axial distances of the columns at the ends of the temple would be ap-

proximately the following :

With seven columns 4.35 m. (3.67 m. next the corners).

With eight columns 3.73 m. (3.05 m. next the corners).

With six columns 5.21 m. (4.54 m. next the corners) .

The corresponding distance in the Parthenon is 4.296 m.

2 Full-size stylobate block now lying west of the Museum. It is wrong side up.

Of the two vertical surfaces which show, that to the right is the front.

3 A stylobate block cut in half, lying west of the Museum. The bed cut

for a column shows at the nearest corner. The right-hand vertical surface

is the new one of the time of the splitting of the block. The part left here is

the rear half.
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The Kara block (Fig. 1) under the southwest part of the Par-

thenon (shown, .pp. 538 f., to belong to a step rather than to the

stylobate of the earlier temple, but assumed in either case to

have been placed where it now is by the builders of the existing

temple) is 2.146 m. nearly enough the 2.23 m. suggested
above from the face of the upper step of the podium ; and it

is a corner block (having the same profile on the west as on the

south face), accurately aligned with the orientation of the older

6.6875

J,

5 <S
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as a bed for the lowest step of the existing temple. The
Kara block was certainly in its present position when the cut-

ting was made, for this follows close to the edge of the block in

a straight line, where the edge is preserved, and then turns in

somewhat, where the corner of the Kara block has been broken

off ; marks may even now be detected where the chisel hit the

face of the Kara stone (Fig. 12). Now the normal order of

placing the blocks of the present building would have been to

prepare this bed, place the step in it, and afterwards set the

FIGURE 12. CORNER BLOCK OF THE LOWER STEP OF THE OLDER

PARTHENON.1

backing stones, as was done in the case of the poros backers

immediately west (left) of the Kara block. Instead, however,

of this natural sequence, we find the Kara backer first in posi-

tion, before the bed was cut and the marble step set in place.

The only reasonable inference is that the builders of the Parthe-

non found the Kara block where it now is and used it undis-

turbed. .

Since, therefore, this block of the Kara stone step was in il

present position before the building of the Parthenon, and i

rightly placed and perfectly aligned for the earlier temple, tl

i Nearer view of the Kara block shown in Figure 1. The bed cut in the

poros podium for the lowest step of the Parthenon may be seen.
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can be little doubt that it is in situ. If so, we have in it the

lowest step of the Older Parthenon at the southwest corner.

Investigation shows this course to be preserved at a number of

points farther east (Fig. 13), and it may be positively as-

serted that this lowest step of the Older Parthenon is in place

on the south side for very little short of its entire length. In

fact, only the southeast corner block is lacking. If that be

restored with a length of 1.403 in. (the southwest corner

FIGURE 13. STEP OF KARA. STONE IN Siru. 1

block measures 1.455m.), the east end of the temple will be

as far from the end of the podium as the west end of the tem-

1 Foundation of the middle step of the Parthenon, near the southeast corner.

Here one of the blocks of the lowest step already thrust quite out of place, doubt-

less by earthquakes has been drawn forward so as to allow the removal of the

ancient filling and subsequent accumulation from behind it and the adjacent

blocks. As may be seen in the photograph, the hope of discovering the Kara

step of the Older Parthenon in place here also, as at the southwest corner, was
not disappointed. One of the perfect joints which have been found, to complete
the proof that the Kara blocks are in situ, appears here. In the lowest fascia the

joint is so close as to show only a fine line (hardly discernible in the photograph) ;

it is more open in the two upper fasciae because this part of the step was never

worked back to the finished surface (see Figure 3).

The filling in the space between the earlier step and the later consisted almost

exclusively of chips of Kara stone swept in, of course, when the older step was

being cut down to make a bed for the second step of the new Parthenon. Under

the chips of stone were found a bronze mirror and a broken whetstone, deeply

worn.
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pie actually is, 3.60 m.; 3.146 m. from the upper step of the
podium.

If then the bottom step (of Kara stone) be centred on the po-dium (PLATE IX), leaving outside it a poros platform 3.146 m.
wide at the ends and 2.146 m. wide at the sides, the dimensions
of the temple, measured on that step, will be : length, 69.616 m ;

width, 26.190 m. For the length of the platform is 75.908 m. (or
76.816 m. a step lower on the actual podium or foundation) ;

FIGURE 14. BYZANTINE GRAVE IN NORTHEAST CORNER OF PERISTYLE.

SECTION LOOKING EAST.

and its width 30.482 m. The latter dimension could be meas-

ured directly for the first time in May, 1910, when the clearing
of a Byzantine grave in the northeast part of the Parthenon (Fig.

14) revealed the well-preserved northern edge of the platform

(that is, the upper step of the poros podium) cut in the native rock.

Since the breadth of the finished tread of the Kara stone step

(Fig. 3) was 0.673 m. 011 the sides of the temple
1
(it was prob-

ably more at the ends), and the width of the marble middle step

1 Confirmed by Mr. Dinsmoor's discovery made while he was preparing his

drawings of part of the middle marble step actually in situ near the east end

of the south side of the temple, in just the line expected (cf. PLATE VIII). The

step, thus found at the single point in this side where a glimpse of 'the backing

of the second step of the Parthenon is possible, is most probably in place, like

the Kara step, along the whole south side of the older temple.
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(Fig. 6) 0.667 m. on the sides and 0.679 m. on the ends, the

dimensions of the stylobate would be 23.510 m. by 66.888m. 1

This allows six columns at the ends, with an axial spacing of

4.53 m., and sixteen on the sides, with an axial spacing of 4.40

m., an arrangement that conforms perfectly to the standard of

the time in which we may be sure this part of the temple was

built. The stylobate blocks for the ends of the temple show

FIGURE 15. EXCAVATION IN THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE CfiLLA.2

a width of 2.09 m., those from the sides a width of 2.04 m., a

difference which corresponds with the difference in the axial

spacings on the sides arid ends, and indicates the usual slight

1 Upper tread 0.667 m., at ends 0.679 m.

Lower tread 0.673 m., at ends 0.685 m. (?)

26.19 m. - 1.34 m. x 2 = 23.51 m.

1.34 m. 1.364m.

69.616 m. - 1.364 m. x 2 = 66.888 m.

2 Excavation in the southwest corner of the cella of the Parthenon from the

southwest. The lowest course of the foundation visible is that ranging with

the stylobate of the peristyle of the Older Parthenon. Blocks of the course at

the left and middle of the picture are in their original places, but the marble

block (that with the moulded profile) and those back of it are a new foundation

for the pavement of the present Parthenon.
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variation in the size of the columns. The stylobate was so laid

that the whole length of every third block would be underneath

a column, while a small segment of the column rested on each

of the adjacent blocks (Fig. 11), the reverse of the arrangement
in the new Parthenon,

where every third joint of

the stybolate is under the

centre of a column.

Excavations 1 made in-

side the Parthenon show

everywhere (Fig. 15)

within the limits marked

out for the Older Par-

thenon a poros foundation

in situ, corresponding in

its courses with the levels

of the steps of the peri-

style, while the course

ranging with the stylobate

is about 0.10 m. lower

than the stylobate itself

(PLATE VIII). In at

least one place there is

above this course another,

0.385 m. high (Fig. 15),

from the Older Parthenon,

and still in situ ; it bears

the setting line for the

southern interior stylobate, and is therefore part of the topmost

course of the foundation within the cella.

The lower step of the cella of the present Parthenon is com-

posed in large part of re-used blocks from the earlier temple.

This is shown, in the case of all of them that can be examined,

1 These were all made for the second time, the same holes having.been cleaned

and refilled in 1889, during the general excavation of the Acropolis by ti

Archaeological Society. ,

2 The lower step of the cella of the Parthenon, at north side near east end,

photograph taken from the west. Old and newM**""""**
step itself, and the old clamp cuttings in one or two of the blocks I

step.

FIGURE 16. RE-USED MARBLE BLOCKS. 2
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by the fact that they have two sets of clamp cuttings (Figs.

16 and 17). Those of the first set, from which the clamps have

been removed by orderly chiselling, do not match in the adjacent

stones ;
those of the second set always do so match, and the

clamps, when they are missing, have been hacked out in the

manner usual to modern searchers for lead. Clearly only these

latter clamps belonged to the existing temple. Now the blocks

thus proved to have been put to an earlier use are on the aver-

age 1.77 m. long. This is a standard length (six Solonian feet)

in the substructure of the Older Parthenon, but it is not normal

FIGURE 17. RE-USED MARBLE BLOCKS. 1

for the present Parthenon. It is, however, the average length
of twenty of the twenty-nine blocks of the lower step of the

north side of the cella and of a number on the other sides. All

these had doubtless been used in the older Parthenon.

The height of these blocks is 0.385 m., the same, that is, as

that of the uppermost course of the foundation in situ within

the older cella (PLATE VIII). Ranged with this course, as

seems most natural, the marble blocks will have in the older

building the position they have in the new ; and no other rea-

1 Southern part of the steps of the pronaos of the Parthenon, with old clamp

cuttings showing in two blocks of the lower step ;
a rather conspicuous place for

such imperfections, but doubtless small pieces of marble were carefully fitted

into the cuttings, so that they scarcely showed when the building was new.
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sonable place can be found for them. The visible height of
the step thus placed would have been about 0.28 m., when
the pavement of the peristyle had been put in place. This
however, was never actually laid.

On the north side of the present Parthenon, where, as
has already been said, a large majority of the blocks are

clearly from the older building, the tread of this step is
about 0.296 m., the Solonian foot, while the breadth of the
same step on the south side is 0.328 m., the Aeginetan
foot, which we know from the Propylaea and the Erech-
theum, and indeed from the Parthenon itself, to have been the
standard foot in Athens in the age of Pericles. We may then,
I think, infer that the tread which has the width of the older
foot is a survival from the older temple, and we may fairly
restore it on both sides of the cella of that temple. The exist-

ing Parthenon shows an analogous discrepancy between the

steps of the pronaos and of the posticum, and here, too, we
may with probability take the narrower step as showing the

width in the earlier building.
At least four blocks exist which may reasonably be assigned

to an upper step of the older temple.
1 It would be, like that of

the present Parthenon, 0.385 m. high, which equals the width
we have taken for the tread of the lower step at the ends of the

older temple.
The peristyle having six columns at the ends, the temple

itself will have been either distyle in antis or tetrastyle at each

end. That it must have been the latter is certain from the

fact noted by Penrose, who draws the correct inference, that

there are preserved five bottom drums of columns of the order

of the pronaos and posticum, 1.604 m. in diameter within the

flutings. That the temple was prostyle is now shown further

1 It must be granted that the second step to the cella is probable, only, rather

than absolutely sure. The blocks here assigned to the upper step differ from those

of the lower in breadth and in the position of their clamps ;
but they may possibly,

nevertheless, since they have the same height, have been part of the same course.

And the width, 0.296 m.
, given above to the first step, is obviously not well enough

established to be admissible evidence in proof that a second step existed, though the

course immediately under the wall certainly did not project so much as 0.296 m.

Further investigation may, I think, be expected to solve the problem.

In the meantime the second step of the cella shown in Plates VIII and IX is

admittedly in a measure conjectural.
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by the fact that a marble base used in the foundation of the

pavement of the present Parthenon (Figs. 15, 18) is the base

of an anta of the earlier temple.
1 This anta base projected

from an end wall only about 0.50 m., so that the columns

must have been in front of, and cannot have been between,

FIGURE 18. ANTA BASE OF OLDER PARTHENON.

the antae (Fig. 19). The base has the so-called Attic pro-

file, two toruses with scotia between. The surface is cut

1 The anta base had been uncovered, and then reburied, in 1889, and is shown
on Kawerau's plan (Kabbadias-Kawerau, Ausgrabung der Akropolis, pi. Z',

no. 68, and p. 106) as a marble pedestal. The necessity of remeasuring this,

and learning whether it belonged to the Older Parthenon, was one of the

primary reasons for reopening the excavation in 1910. Recently my attention

has been called by Dr. Paton and Mr. Dinsmoor to two passages which trace

the modern history of this stone back to the time of Lord Elgin. Dodwell ( Tour

through Greece, I, p. 331) says that part of the Parthenon pavement was torn up
by the agents of Lord Elgin, revealing a stratum of poros stone, and some (?)

blocks which "were ornamented with mouldings, and probably belonged to

the ancient Hekatompedon." Joseph Woods (Letters of an Architect, II, p. 251)
is more specific, telling us that there was but one moulded slab, and that it was

of marble, i.e. the very one now extant
;
"a large slab of marble moulded on

the edge, appeared underneath the pavement, which must have been buried at

the time of the erection of the temple."
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smooth only near the bottom, and the rest is left to be finished
after the wall is completed. The condition of the top of the
block indicates that it had itself been set in place, but had not
been prepared to receive the course next above -the ortho-
states -when the temple was destroyed. Besides this anta

1.632

1.822 >

FIGURE 19. DETAILS OP ANTA BASE OF OLDER PARTHENON.1

block, we have six blocks from the moulded wall-base built

now into the inside of the western wall of the Parthenon (Fig.

20).

It is interesting to observe that the existence of a similar

moulding at the base of the cella wall of the Theseum can no

longer be used in evidence to prove that that temple is later

than the present Parthenon. Indeed, the use of the moulded

base and the fact that the lowest step of the Theseum, like

that of the Older Parthenon, is of limestone (though in the

Theseum it is poros, not Kara stone), while all other visible

parts of the temple are of marble, tend to show that the The-

seum is, so far at least as its beginnings are concerned, older

than the Periclean Parthenon.

For the restoration of the plan of the cella of the Older Par-

thenon there is one new piece of evidence, while evidence

hitherto deemed important must be rejected. The latter is

the supposed foundation wall visible in the eastern part of the

1 The T-clamp cuttings shown are original ;
the pry holes are later, coming

where there chanced to be joints in the pavement of the present Parthenon.
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cella of the present Parthenon (Fig. 21, marked x x), which

has been held to define the position of the northern wall of

the cella of the Older Parthenon. 1 Since the width of the

stylobate of this temple, as now established, is less than was

supposed, it is impossible that the northern cella wall could

have occupied just this position ; but in any case the supposed
foundation wall is really not a

separate line of wall, but only

part of two courses of the

general foundation, and the

stones of the upper course

are not now even in their

original position. This is

shown, among other things,

by the presence of two series

of scratch lines on the upper
surface. One series is regu-
lar and gives the line for

setting the interior stylobate

of the present Parthenon ;

the other series appears on

several of the stones, but the

marks do not now lie in a

single, straight line, a fact

which indicates that the stones have been moved from the

position they occupied when the lines were first drawn.

The new evidence is found in that part of the uppermost
course of the poros foundation already stated to be in situ.

Here a scratch line running east and west (under the southern

part of the stylobate of the southern row of the interior col-

umns of the present temple ; at x X , Fig. 15) seems certainly to

l Cf. Penrose, J.H.S. XII, 1891, p. 285, Pis. XVI and XVII; Dorpfeld,
Ath. Mitt. XVII, 1892, p. 178.

2 Blocks of wall-base similar to the anta, used as filling between the orthostates

of the west wall of the Parthenon. The picture shows the backs of three of

the blocks as they appear at the north side of the door which leads to the spiral
staircase of the Turkish minaret. Two others are immediately south of the

door, and a sixth beyond them. This and the eastern of the two have the

moulded front preserved. The moulding can be reached and examined by touch
from the doorway.

FIGURE 20. BLOCKS OF MOULDED
WALL-BASE.'2
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have been a setting line for the interior stylobate of the earlier

temple. The probabilities are that the columns are to be

placed south, rather than north, of this line. A partly finished

second (or higher) drum of one of these columns, which meas-

ures 1.10 m. in diameter over the final, cylindrical protecting

FIGURE 21. EXCAVATION WITHIN THE PARTHENON. 1

surface, indicates that the order was slightly smaller than that

of the cella of the existing Parthenon.

The setting line mentioned above extends so far to the west

as to make it probable that the cella of the earlier temple was

little, if at all, shorter than that of the present one. And, since

the cella of the present Parthenon bore officially the name

'EaTrf/iire8o9 Net9, though it is only ninety-one feet long

measured by the standard actually current when it was built,

while it measures one hundred and one of the older i

seems reasonable to infer that the actual length of the new c

was taken over, and the name with it, from the Older Parthenon.

i In the eastern part of the cella just south of the

The picture is taken from west of south. The so-called

shows under and south of the stylobate. rP.i,nT1 <= the
2 From faint traces on the pavement Penrose (Principles*, p. 9) rec
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Whether the cella of the older temple is rightly restored

(PLATE IX) as one hundred feet long, or something short of this,

there is space for only one room at the west, not for the three

rooms adopted in the accepted restoration from the old Heca-

tompedon. The precise width of the cella has been determined

only conjecturally : it must be narrow enough to leave a reason-

able space between its walls and the columns of the peristyle

and broad enough to leave a reasonable aisle between the wall

and the interior columns; its width, whether as broad or as

narrow as possible, should conform within reason to the stand-

ard for four Doric columns of the size of those known to have

stood in the pronaos and posticum. The distance between these

tetrastyle porticoes and the outer colonnade, their exact depth
and the resultant position of the end walls of the temple,

1 the

precise thickness of the various walls, the position of the parti-

tion, and the number and distribution of the interior columns

must remain in the present state of the evidence matters of

conjecture. But of conjecture within rather narrow limits;

the degree of variation in admissible restorations is in all these

details relatively small. This is true of the temple itself, within

the peristyle ; in the case of the latter, the evidence has, I hope,

been shown to be sufficient for a restoration with only a very
small margin of possible error.

This discussion has been confined to the temple actually found

by the Persian invaders. That the great podium had not origi-

nally been designed to receive so small a temple seems certain,

but no stones have appeared that can with plausibility be attrib-

uted to any part of an original temple above the two steps of

the poros podium. A peristyle with 6 by 15 poros columns of

large dimensions (slightly smaller than those of the unfinished

maximum diameter of the columns in the cella of the Parthenon as 1.114 m.

The earlier column seems to have had a bottom diameter of not less than 1.07 m.

The preserved drum, which lies east of the Acropolis Museum, is shown (upon
a restored bottom drum) in PLATE VIII.

1 In the plan (PLATE IX) the temple has been given very nearly the maxi-

mum length. It is possible that the cella should be made to coincide at the ends

with the cella of the Parthenon and the whole length of the building within the

peristyle be reduced. This reduction of total length would be lessened if the

pronaos were made deeper than the posticum by assigning the preserved anta

base to this latter and assuming a greater projection for the antae of the pronaos.
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sixth century Olympieum) suits the proportions of the podium,
and allows a more probable sequence of projects than does the
best alternative plan with 8 by 20 columns only slightly larger
than those of the Hecatompedon. 1 The first project would then
have been a poros temple with 6 by 15 columns much larger
than those of the Hecatompedon; the next one, the Older
Parthenon, a more costly marble temple with 6 by 16 smaller
columns (still, however, greatly surpassing the Hecatompedon
in size as well as in material) ; and finally the present Parthenon
with 8 by 17 columns.

It must be supposed, I think, that, when work on the new
marble temple was interrupted by the invasion of 480 B.C.,
the steps and stylobate of the peristyle and the steps of the

podium of the cella, with probably also the interior stylobate,
had been completed ; that one or two drums of many, perhaps
most, of the columns of the peristyle, and one drum at least of

the majority of the columns of the pronaos and posticum, and

something too of the interior columns, had been set up ; that

part of the moulded wall-base of the cella was in place, but

above it probably nothing. Around the columns would have

been a heavy scaffolding which, in burning, must have injured
the stones already in place to such an extent that there could be

no question of continuing the construction without first replac-

ing many blocks. Indeed, after the Persian wars, the ruined

new temple, like the ruins of the Hecatompedon, furnished

material for the builders of the north wall of the Acropolis.

They, however, seem to have taken stones from the northern

part of the temple chiefly as would be natural and to have

used of the marble available only much-damaged blocks. When

1 The stylobate if set directly upon the existing two poros steps with the upper

tread equal to the lower (0.454 m.), will measure 29.57 m. by 75.00 m. With 8

by 20 columns the axial distances would then be 4.10 m. at the ends and 3.90 m.

at the sides; with 6 by 15 columns, 5.69 m. and 5.28 m. In this arrangement

of steps, however, the riser (0.575 m.) is quite disproportionate to the tread

(0.454 in. ) ,
and I think it probable that the lower step of the podium" was planned

to be in effect the euthynteria of the temple, with the regular three steps normally

proportioned above it, as shown in outline in PLATE VIII. The dimensions of

the stylobate would then be 28.18 m. by 73.60 m., treads and risers of the steps

being made equal. (The treads might be somewhat broader, and the dimensions

of the stylobate slightly reduced.) This allows axial distances of 5.42 m. on the

fronts and 5.18 m. on the flanks of a peristyle having 6 by 15 columns.
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the present Parthenon was planned, it was made in many dimen-

sions precisely the same as the older temple, so that blocks from

the latter, not too much injured, might be used in the new build-

ing. Thus the steps and stylobate of the peristyle were made of

the same height as the marble step and stylobate of the Older

Parthenon ; the steps of the cella are of the same height in both

temples, and the columns are throughout of very nearly the same

dimensions. Thus much of the material already used in the

earlier temple, and doubtless much more that was lying about in

partly finished blocks, which would probably have been very
little injured by the fires of the Persians, could be utilized.

B. H. HILL.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL

STUDIES, ATHENS.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
Life in the Stone Age. In Z. EtJin. XLIII, 1911, pp. 821-840, E. HAHN

calls attention to certain phases of prehistoric housekeeping which must
have existed, but of which practically all traces have disappeared. Primi-
tive man was not exclusively dependent on hunting; grass seeds, fruits,

nuts, and roots entered into his economy at the start. The Stone Age was
really a wood age, for stone utensils were mounted in wood : wooden hoes,

ploughs, and arrows preceded those in which stone and metal were used. Fire
was used to make troughs and boats, to fell trees, to clear away underbrush
and forests, to parch grain, in cooking with hot stones, even before pots and
kettles were invented. Sand was used to prevent fire from burning floors,

decks of ships, etc. Huts and boats and utensils, even, were made of bark.

Leather must have been used for sails, boats, clothing, bags, pails, ropes,
and kettles for cooking with hot stones (Hdt. IV, 61.) Thd fermentation of

corn, roots, and vegetables in pits must have been discovered very early as a

means of preservation. All of these things point to a long history of slow

progress from the wildness of the earliest men to the relatively high civili-

zation of our ancestors of the Stone Age.
The Diluvial Chronology of Western Europe. In Z. Ethn. XLIII,

1911, pp. 945-974 (42 figs.), R. R. SCHMIDT discusses the light cast on the

Diluvial chronology of Western Europe by palaeethnology and archaeology
as compared with results based on geology and palaeontology alone. Mous-

1 The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of

Archaeological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted

by Professor C. N. BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Mr. L. D. CASKEY, Pro-

fessor HAROLD R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor FRANK G.

MOORE, Professor CHARLES R. MOREY, Dr. JAMES M. PATON, Professor LEWIS B.

PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Professor JOHN C. ROLFE,
Dr. N. P. VLACHOS, Professor A. L. WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor

MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published

after June 30, 1912.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 160-161.
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terian, Acheulean, Chellean, and Tertiary periods are discussed and palaeo-
lithic flint implements of these epochs compared.

Prehistoric Remains in Roumania. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp.
582-601 (15 figs.), H. SCHMIDT writes of prehistoric finds at Cucuteni near

Jassy in Roumania. These are important to Greek archaeologists because of

their connection with prehistoric remains found in Northern and Central

Greece. Wicker huts, probably originally covered with mud or clay, a forti-

fied acropolis, two kinds of pottery, one black with white and red ornaments,
the other (lower down), polychrome with S spirals left unpainted in the

original color (those in the first class have the spirals painted on in color),

more primitive vases with scratched ornaments, clay idols, chiefly of females,

stone, bone and horn implements mingled with those of copper and even

iron, indicating a transition stage between the stone and copper ages, are

some of the finds which the author compares with those of Sesklo and
Dimini in Thessaly, and the Early Minoan and neolithic periods (Evans) in

Crete, Thessaly being once more shown to be a mid-station in the passage
from the Danube to Crete.

Prehistoric Painted Pottery of Malta. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV,

1912, pp. 121-125 (2 pis.), T. E. PEET discusses the painted pottery of the

megalithic period in Malta, attempting to find a chronological sequence.
Dolmens. In Rec. Past, XI, 1912, pp. 14-22 (7 figs.), A. L. LEWIS

publishes a general account of dolmens and other megalithic structures.

Religion and Myth among the Early Europeans. In Memnon, V,

1911, pp. 225-236 (2 pis.), R. vox LICHTENBERG asserts that religion among
the earliest peoples of Europe arose from the observation of the alternation

of becoming and disappearing, particularly the changes of life and death.

Later, through the adoption of the phases of the moon for determining the

calendar, mythology arose. Religion and myth were originally entirely dis-

tinct, but later mythical stories were adopted into religious cults, and the

old month-myths were transferred into year-myths. The primitive myths,
whose origin lies far back of the separation of the Aryans, we do not possess ;

but they may perhaps be determined through comparative mythology.
The Illyrian Ancestry of the Albanians. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911,

pp. 564-567 (fig.), E. FISCHER brings forth new arguments in support
of the thesis that the Albanians are descended from the Illyrians; certain

names now in use can be traced back to old Illyrian sterns, e.g. dardha =
Dardani, etc. The Albanian hemispherical cap is like that worn by the

Illyrians, as also a short jacket that is still common in the country. Certain

foods, too, the trahana, coliva, and pulse, he thinks, go back to old

Illyrian times. Ibid. pp. 915-921, F. NOPCSA argues that most of the names
Fischer has found are taken from Halm and Jireceks, and his thesis that

names common to the peoples prove identity of race is far from proven.

Nopcsa discusses 34 such words and concludes that in South Bosnia and
North Albania the substratum of population was Thracian with a higher
class of Illyrian stock. The name of the queen Teuta and the Albanian

fustanella are perhaps of Celtic origin.
The Quinary Numeration in Civilized Languages. In R. Sem.

XIX, 1911, pp. 452-472, J. HALEVY shows from a study of the names of the

numerals in Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Aryan, Turko-Finnish, and Finno-

Ugrian, that traces of an original quinary system of counting, rather than a
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decimal system, are found in all these languages. For instance, the num-
bers from five to ten are often

etymologically doubles of the units from one
to five, and the tens are plurals of these units.

Archaeology as a By-Product. A pamphlet of instructions for the
use ot the German engineers of the Bagdad Railway, to enable them to util-
ize their opportunities for scientific observations not connected with their
work, in the countries in which they are stationed, has been prepared by TWIEGAND on the basis of a pamphlet made by G. Hirschfeld, more than
twenty years ago for the engineers of the Angora section of the Anatolian
Railway. Three sections, on geography, topography, and archaeology, have
been issued and have already produced some results. Two others, on the
geology and fauna of the region, are planned. (Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 54-55.)

Practical Hints for making Squeezes. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp.
541-545 (6 figs.), P. BORCHARDT gives practical hints for making papier-
mache moulds or "

squeezes
"

of deeply cut inscriptions, carvings, orna-
ments, etc. He refers to Hogarth's re-writing of Maudslay's article on '

Paper
Moulding of Monuments '

in Hints to Travellers of the Royal Geographical
Society in London (9th ed. 1906), but suggests some improvements in the

process. The best paper for the purpose is that sold by Gebriider Ebart,
Berlin, Mohrenstr. 13/14.

EGYPT

Prehistoric Slate Palettes. In Ann. Arch. Anthr. IV, 1912, p. 140

(pi.), P. E. NEWBERRY publishes two prehistoric slate palettes purchased by
him in Luxor. On one, which measures 6 by 3| inches, is incised a harpoon
on top of a pole ; upon the other, which measures 9 by 5 inches, are incised

three gazelles, a leopard, a dog, and two birds. No other example of a pre-
historic palette with an incised scene is known.

Three Seal-cylinders from Memphis. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII,
1911, pp. 259-260 (pi.), A. H. SAYCE publishes three seal-cylinders said to

have been found together at Memphis. No. 1 is a large cylinder of stea-

tite (?) of archaic character. In the upper zone is the familiar Hittite and

North Syrian representation of two figures seated on either side of a table

on which bread and wine are placed. No. 2 is of later date and of more

careful workmanship, and belongs to the age of the Cappadocian cuneiform

tablets found at Kara P]yuk. No. 3 is a small cylinder of carnelian and be-

longs to the common Babylonian class of seals representing the two solar

deities, Samas (Utu) and A. The age of this class of cylinders ranges from

2000 to 1500 B.C.

Sale of a House. In Sitzb. Sachs. Ges. 1911, No. 6, pp. 135-150 (pi.),

K. SETHE publishes an inscription found near the valley temple of the

pyramid of Chephren at Gizeh in 1910. The sale of a house in the time of

the Old Kingdom (fifth or sixth dynasty) is recorded. A bed seems to be

regarded as a permanent fixture in the house.

The Reign of Amenhetep II. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp.

107-108, H. R. HALL attacks the theory that the reign of Amenhetep II was

mainly contemporaneous with that of his father and that he died after hav-

ing three years of sole reign in 1447 B.C. He shows that there is no trace

of any such co-regency in the inscriptions and that the inscription of Amen-
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emheb distinctly speaks of Amenhetep succeeding his father as a new king
on the throne.

The Egyptian Mastaba-grave. In Z. Morgenl. Ges. LXV, 1911, pp.

771-780, G. ROEDER traces the history of the development of the Egyptian
mastaba, its decoration, and its ritual, from the earliest times down to the

abandonment of this architectural type by the Egyptians.

Egyptian Religion. In Arch. Rel. XV, 1912, pp. 59-98, G. ROEDER
publishes a general survey of the religion of ancient Egypt.

The Proverbs of Ahikar in the Papyri from Elephantine. The story
of Ahikar in the first part of the newly found Elephantine papyrus is easy
to translate, but the proverbs and fables in the second part present extraor-

dinary difficulties to the philologist. In Or. Lit. XIV, 1911, cols. 529-540,
H. GRIMME offers suggestions for the improvement of the translation of

eighteen of these proverbs. (See also A. J. Wensinck, Or. Lit. XV, 1912,
cols. 49-54; J. Halevy, R. Se'm. XX, 1912, pp. 37-78; and F. Nau, R. Bibl.

XIX, 1912, pp. 68-79.)
The Egyptian Personal Names in the Papyri from Elephantine.

In Or. Lit. XV, 1912, cols. 1-10, W. SPIEGELBERG points out the Egyptian
originals of twenty-four names that are reproduced in Aramaic letters in the

papyri from Elephantine.

Ashima-bethel, Anath-bethel, and Herem-bethel in the Papyri of

Elephantine. In Z. Alttest. Wiss. XXXII, 1912, pp. 139-145, J. N. EP-

STEIN claims that Ashima-bethel, Anath-bethel, and Herem-bethel are not
names of gods but of human personages. Yahu, who is mentioned in con-

nection with them, is not Yahweh, but is the personal name Jehu. The
appositive elaha with Herem-bethel does not mean "

god
" but "

ruler," like
" eloldm

"
in the Old Testament. Accordingly, he finds no evidence of

polytheism in the Jewish community at Elephantine. For the contrary
view, according to which Ashima-bethel and Anath-bethel were goddesses
who formed a triad with Yahu at Elephantine, see H. Grimme in Or. Lit.

XV, 1912, col. 11. (See also J. Halevy in R. Se'm. XX, 1912, pp. 31-37.)
The Assuan Papyri and the Grave-goods of Gezer. In Pal. Ex.

Fund, XLIV, 1912, pp. 30-35, E. J. PILCHER calls attention to a curious

parallelism between the lists of goods in the Assuan papyri and the con-

tents of the group of graves described by R. A. S. Macalister in The Excavation

of Gezer, Vol. I, p. 289, and Pal. Ex. Fund, 1905, p. 318, and 1907, p. 197.

If Mibtah-Yah of Assuan had been buried with her bridal gifts and dowry,
her tomb would have yielded to the modern explorer a series of objects
almost identical with those found in the " Philistine

"
graves of Gezer. This

fact seems to indicate that the two gems found in the tomb at Gezer belong
to a period not far removed from the date of the Assuan papyri.

The Passover Papyrus from Elephantine. In J. Bib. Lit. XXXI,
1912, pp. 1-33, W. R. ARNOLD discusses the papyrus No. 6 in Sachau's col-

lection, and concludes that this papyrus shows an attempt to impose upon
the Jews of Egypt the observance of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, not in

the old Israelitish form of J or E, or even of the expanded D, but in the
form prescribed by the priestly legislation. It is distinctly the post-exilic
Jewish observance which is here enjoined. Whether the Jews of Elephan-
tine had retained the old Canaanitish institution in a looser form since the

days of Psammeticus II, a hundred and seventy years before, we cannot
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tell. Probably they had not. For the history of Old Testament literature
it is to be noted that this papyrus affords the first conclusive evidence that
the Holiness Code, at all events, had been composed before 419 B.C.
An Aramaic Ostrakon from Elephantine. In S. Bill Arch. XXXIV,

1912, pp. 17-23, S. DAICHES discusses the Aramaic ostrakon published by
Sayce, S. BiU. Arch. XXIII, 1911, pp. 183-184, and reaches the conclusion
that it refutes the theory of Sachau that the Passover was first introduced
among the Jews of Elephantine in the reign of Darius II, and the theory of

Steuernagel that the Feast of Unleavened Bread, as distinct from the Pass-
over, was first introduced into the Jewish community after the promulgation
of the Priestly Code in 445 B.C. (See also J. Hale>y, R. Se'm. XIX, 1911

pp. 473-497.)
Find of Coins in Theadelphia. In the ruins of a house in Batu Harit

(Theadelphia), in the Fayum, which must have been inhabited till the early
decades of the fourth century A.D., and then abandoned, were found in 1902
three dishes, each filled with coins. The first contained 20 Alexandrian
bronzes, ranging in date from 52 B.C. to 235 A.D.

;
the second, 33 Alexan-

drian billon coins of about 270-300 A.D.
;
and the third, 172 folles of Dio-

cletian and his immediate successors (296-315 A.D.). All are now described
at length by KURT REGLING, who adds some observations on the indications

afforded by the find as a whole, and especially on the /o^is-coinage. (Z.
Num. XXIX, 1912, pp. 112-138

; fig.)

Find of Alexandrian Coins in London. In the autumn of 1908 some
workmen excavating for the foundations of a house in Fetter Lane, E.G.,

dug up an earthenware pot containing 46 coins of billon and copper struck

at Alexandria. The dates extend over the long period from Nero to Carinus.

A list is given by F. D. RINGROSE in Num. Chron. 1911, pp. 357-358.

Metrology of the Coinage of the Ptolemies. It is generally believed

that in the coinage of the Ptolemies the drachma of copper was of the same

weight as that of silver, and that the relation of value between the two
metals was 1 : 120. On the other hand, the papyri, and especially the Teb-

tunis Papyri I (1902), violently contradict this conclusion, and show the

relation oscillating all the way between 1 : 500 and 1 : 375. The question is

now considered anew by G. DATTARI, who reaches the conclusions that

(1) the drachma of copper of which the papyri speak had a value and weight
of gr. 0.5685

; (2) the relation of value of the two metals depended upon the

larger or smaller amount contained in the coins (drachms, didrachms, and

tetra-drachms); (3) from about 270 B.C. to the Roman conquest the nomi-

nals of bronze were based upon the weight standard partly of the deben, and

partly of the Babylonian talent. (R. Ital. Num. XXV, 1912, pp. 11-34
; pi.)

The J. F. Morgan Collection of Coptic Manuscripts. In /. Bib. Lit.

XXXI, 1912, pp. 54-57, H. HYVERNAT describes the collection that Mr. J.

P. Morgan has just received from Paris of the most complete, and, from the

point of view of ancient Christian art and literature, the mest valuable col-

lection of Coptic manuscripts as yet known. It consists of fifty volumes,

some of which contain as many as nine or ten different treatises. Many of

the manuscripts are dated from the first half of the ninth to the latter half

of the tenth century. They are the oldest dated Coptic manuscripts yet

found. The collection is rich in Biblical manuscripts. The apocryphal

literature holds also a prominent place. Most of these documents are couched

in the Sahidic dialect.
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BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA

Early Babylonian History. In Exp. Times, XXIII, 1912, pp. 305-309,
T. G. PINCHES discusses the document just published by Father Scheil, C. R.

Acad. Insc. 1911, p. 606 (AJ.A. XVI, pp. 437 f.) which gives a list of the

dynasties in power in Babylon before 2500 B.C. This contains an entirely
new dynasty, that of Opis, which preceded the dynasty of Kis, which in its

turn was followed by the dynasty of Erech and then of Agade. See also

F. E. PEISER in Or. Lit. XIV, 1912, col. 108, who attempts to combine
these new data with those already known concerning these kings and the

kings who followed the dynasty of Erech
;
and J. Halevy in R. Se'm. XX,

1912, pp. 97-101.

Notes on Babylonian History. In S. Bill. Arch. XXXIV, 1912,

pp. 23-26, C. II. W. JOHNS discusses the dynasty of Kis, the Mitanni people
in old Babylonian inscriptions, intercalary months, and the kings of the

eighth dynasty. The fourteen years of Nabonassar in the Canon are con-

firmed by tablets of his reign. His predecessor Nabu-sum-iskun, is known
to have reigned at least thirteen years and the name of the eighteenth king
of the dynasty is established as Nabu-mukin-zer.

Fixed Points in the Older Babylonian Chronology. In Or. Lit.

XV, 1912, cols. 104-108, E. DITTRICH holds that the well-known date for

Naram-sin given by Nabuna'id as 3200 years before his own time does

not rest upon knowledge of official lists of kings but upon mention of some
astronomical fact in an inscription of Naram-sin which was calculated by
the astronomers of Nabuna'id's day. This was probably a phenomenon
connected with the precession of the equinoxes. The fact of precession
was known to the ancient Babylonians, but the period was wrongly calcu-

lated by them. In consequence of this they estimated the date of Naram-
sin as 3200 years before Nabuna'id, whereas, in reality, according to modern

calculation, he reigned about 2300 years before Nabuna'id. By correcting
the calculation of the precession of the equinoxes we obtain 2800 B.C. as the

true date of Naram-sin, which agrees with modern calculations based on
the list of kings. A further astronomical datum may perhaps be found in

the Code of Hammurabi. In his curses upon those who may change his

Code, Hammurabi mentions darkening of the sun, which seems to indicate

that he had experienced a total eclipse. In this case it may be possible
from the calculation of this eclipse to determine more precisely the date of

Hammurabi.
The Reign of Rim-Sin and the Conquest of Isin. In S. Bibl.

Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 6-16 and pp. 41-51, W. T. FILTER gathers all the

known inscriptions of Rim-Sin, king of Larsa, and attempts to extract

from them the history of this monarch. He holds that Rim-Sin is not to be

identified with Eri-Aku, or Arad-Sin, but that he was a younger brother of

the latter, and succeeded him on the throne of Larsa. His conquest of Isin

was identical with the conquest of Isin by Sin-muballit. The two monarchs
united in this conquest. Rim-Sin is to be identified with the Arioch of

Genesis 14, and various theories are proposed as to the way in which his

name could have undergone this transformation in Hebrew.
An Early Babylonian Inscription. In the Museum Journal of the

University of Pennsylvania, III, 1912, pp. 4-6 (fig.), G. A. BARTON pub-
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lishes a very old Babylonian stone tablet now in the museum of the Uni-
versrty of Pennyslvama (Fig 1) It is 2H inches long, 2f inches wide, and
f of an inch thick and records the means taken to
rid various tracts of land of locusts and cater-

pillars. It is one of the earliest Babylonian
inscriptions known.

Tablets from Kis. In S. Bill. Arch. XXXIII,
1911, pp. 231-242 (7 pis.), S. LANGDON continues
the publication of tablets of the Manana-Yapium
dynasty of Kis begun in a previous number of
the same journal. He gives in the original
cuneiform text, in transcription and translation,

"

eighteen tablets containing contracts referring to
loans of money and grain and sales of land dat-

ing from the reigns of Manana, Yapium, and kings
of the first dynasty of Babylon.A Tablet of Prayers from the Nippur

*

Library. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912,
pp. 75-79, S. LANGDON translates a Babylonian
psalm recently published by D. W. Myhrman, in
Texts from the Museum of the University of Penn- "

sylvania. This can be completely restored from
K. 143 = Craig, R.T. II, 6-7. The script appears

ElGURE !- BABYLONIAN

to be the hieratic employed in the period of

Samsuiluna, and consequently affords evidence for dating the originals of
the Asurbanipal library in the age of the first dynasty. It is an inter-

esting specimen of an ancient Babylonian penitential psalm.A New Inscription from Zenjirli. In Or. Lit. XIV, 1911, cols. 540-545,
F. E. PEISER translates and discusses the ancient Aramaic inscription from

Zenjirli, discovered by Luschan in 1902, and recently published in Vol. IV
of the Reports of the Excavations at Zenjirli. The inscription mentions

Gabbaru, king of Ya'udi, and his son Belpoel ;
and states that the latter

adopted Haya'i as his brother, and Kilammu, the son of Haya'i, as his son.

Kilammu with the help of the Assyrians maintained himself on the throne

of Ya'udi in opposition to the kingdom of Gurgum. The date of the in-

scription is determined by the facts that in 859 B.C. Shalmaneser mentions

Haya'i, the son of Gabbaru, in a coalition that fought against him, and
that in 854 B.C. Haya'i paid tribute to Shalmaneser. Kilammu's appeal to

Assyria must accordingly have fallen in the period 849-841 B.C. (See also

J. Hale>y, R. Se'm. XX, 1912, pp. 19-30; E. Littmann, Sitzb. Berl. Akad.

XLV, 16 November, 1911; and M. J. Lagrange, R. Bibl. XIX, 1912,

pp. 253-259.)
Baal-Khammon. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, p. 27, A. H. SAYCE

calls attention to an inscription from Zenjirli in which .Baal-Zemer and

Baal-Khaman are invoked. Baal-Zemer is obviously the Baal of the city

of Northern Phoenicia, called Zumur in the Tel el-Amarna tablets, Zemar

in Genesis 10 : 18 ; and Baal-Khaman must, therefore, be the Baal of Amanus,

written Khamanu in Assyrian. The name Baal-Khammon found in Punic

inscriptions is thus cleared up at last and turns out to have nothing to do

with sun-pillars." (See also F. E. Peiser, Or. Lit. XIV, 1911, col. 545.)
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A Minaean Inscription. In R. Sem. XX, 1912, pp. 79-80, J. SCHIFFER

publishes a Minaean inscription from Mada' in Salih, now in the museum
of the Cinquantenaire at Brussels. It contains an account of a sacrifice offered

in honor of the god Yasrabel of Garbat.

A Conjectural Interpretation of Cuneiform Texts, V, 81-7-27, 49
and 50. The tablet Cuneiform Texts, V, 81-7-27, 49 and 50, appeared in

1898, but no interpretation has yet been given beyond the more or less gen-

erally accepted opinions that the fragment is part of one of the so-called

"practice-tablets." In J.A.O.S. XXXII, 1912, pp. 103-114 (2 figs.), Miss

E. S. OGDEN suggests that the fragment may be part of an Elamitic-

Babylonian syllabary in which the Elamitic equivalents are given under a

Babylonian or Neo-Babylonian denominative usually to be found at the left

of each case.

Contracts from Larsa. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 109-113

(4 pis.), S. LANGDON publishes ten contract-tablets from Larsa recently ac-

quired by the Ashmolean Museum.
A Skull with Magical Inscription. In the Museum Journal of the

University of Pennsylvania, II, 1911, pp. 58-60, J. A. MONTGOMERY describes

a skull from Nippur upon which is engraved a much-worn magical text and
some names. The inscription was apparently similar to the magical texts

on bowls found at Nippur.
The Land of Nu-si-si. In Or. Lit. XV, 1912, cols. 59-60, W. J. CHAP-

MAN maintains that the Land of Nu-si-si mentioned in the inscriptions of

Esarhaddon in connection with Cyprus and Ionia is an abbreviation for

Peloponnesus.
The Name of Cyprus in the Assyrian Inscriptions. In S. Bibl.

Arch. XXXI V, 1912, pp. 26-27, A. II. SAYCE discusses an inscription of

Esarhaddon which shows that the Assyrian pronunciation of the name of

Cyprus was Ya-da-na-na. This name occurs in Ezekiel 29 : 19 in connection

with Yavvan, that is, the lonians.

Babylonian and Assyrian Religion. In Arch. Rel. XV, 1912, pp.

208-241, C. BKZOLD discusses the contributions to the study of Babylonian
and Assvrian religion since 1906.

Babylonian Legends. In J.A.O.S. XXXII, 1912, pp. 21-33, F. A.

VANDERBURGH discusses two tablets published in C.T. XV, pis. 1-6. One
is addressed to the goddess Mama, and in it the poet says that her song is

" sweeter than honey and wine, sweeter than sprouts and herbs, superior
indeed to pure cream" (compare Psalm 19:11). The other describes the

anger of the god Bel with the goddess Ishtar because she is with child by
her brother Shamash.
Some Difficult Passages in the Cuneiform Account of the Deluge.

In J.A.O.S. XXXII, 1912, pp. 1-17, P. HAUPT subjects the Babylonian del-

uge narrative to a new critical investigation and proposes a number of new
translations of difficult passages.

The Emblem of the Sun-god. In Or. Lit. XV, 1912, cols. 149-151,
B. LANDSBERGER shows that the peculiar weapon that the sun-god holds in

old Babylonian representations is a saw, and that the Assyrian name for this

is saSuru. How the sun-god happens to carry a saw as his weapon is ob-

scure
; perhaps it is connected with his judicial attributes of determining

and executing justice.
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The Gilgamesh-Epic and the Song of Songs. In Or. Lit. XV, 1912,
cols. 60-62, S. DAICHES points out that the passage in the Gilgamesh-Epic in

which the goddess Ishtar offers the hero Gilgamesh her love (Tablet VI,
line 7 if.) bears a striking resemblance to passages in the Hebrew Song of

Songs.
The Temples of Babylon and Borsippa. In Z. Alttest. Wiss. XXXII,

1912, pp. 65-68, A. GUSTAVS gathers up the materials concerning the forms

of worship in the temples of Babylon that were to be found in the recent

work of Koldewey on The Temples of Babylon and Borsippa.
Two Ancient Eclipses. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 53-66

(pi.), E. WESSON discusses an eclipse of the sun reported in the reign of

Esar-haddon, in which the sun was partially obscured at Nineveh on the

28th day of the month Nlsan. This he calculates to have occurred in the

year 648 B.C. Another tablet records a total solar eclipse which occurred in

the reign of Burna-burias in the month Nisan, which was preceded two

weeks earlier by a lunar eclipse. The only eclipse which satisfies the re-

quirements occurred in the year 1362 B.C.

Babylonian Weights. In Z.Morgenl. Ges. LXV, 1911, pp. 625-696,

F. H. WEISSBACH presents an elaborate investigation of the systems of

weights that existed in the ancient Orient. He concludes that two scales

were in use, which he names the "old" and the "new." The talent con-

sisting of 60 minae, the mina consisting of 60 shekels, and the shekel, were

common to both scales, but the subdivisions of the shekel differed in the

two scales. The weights of the talent, mina, and shekel varied according to

three, or possibly four, systems, which bore to one another the ratios of 1, 2,

4, and perhaps 6, fifths. The light mina varied from 497 grammes in the

time of Dungi, king of Ur (ca. 2300 B.C.), to 500.2 grammes in the time of

Darius I. The heavy mina weighed twice this amount, and the doubly

heavy mina four times this amount. The talent and the shekel in the

respective systems varied accordingly.

A Primitive Affinity between Semitic and Sumerian Roots.

5. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp. 243-253, C. J. BALL holds that many tri-

literal Semitic roots have been derived from biliteral Sumerian roots by the

insertion of a third consonant, and gives a list of Semitic roots m which

the differentiation of biliteral roots has been effected by the addition oJ

[et

The
&>

Original Meaning of the Massebhdth. - In Or Lit. XV, 1912,

cols. 119-126, G.-SKLLIN discusses the recent investigation of the ma
f
sebhoth

or standing stones
- of Semitic antiquity, and comes to the ***

no one theory is sufficient to explain their meaning. Some of ai were

used as dwelling-places of deities, others were phallic emblems,
others, erinbit

the Babylonian idea of the two peaks of the^-^^^i^S
are nothing more than memorials. Here as elsewhere in primitive i

and Tabal, and, therefore, are probably the Taurus range.
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SYRIA AND PALESTINE

Ben-Hadad. In Exp. Times, XXIII, 1912, pp. 237-238, R. W. ROGERS

accepts the identification of Ben-Hadad of 2 Kings 8:7-15 with Pir-idri of

Shalmaneser's inscriptions made by S. Langdon, Exp. Times, XXIII, 1911,

pp. 68, 69, and calls attention to the fact that this Shalmaneser is not Shal-

rnaneser II, as he is commonly called, but is really the third Syrian king of

that name. Ibid. pp. 282-284, D. D. LUCKENBILL attacks Laugdon's iden-

tification of Hebrew Ben-Hadad with the Assyrian Pir-idri.

Adad-nirari IV, the "Helper of Israel." In Or. Lit. XV, 1912,

col. 63, O. SCHROEDER maintains that the "
Helper of Israel" mentioned in

2 Kings 13 : 5, 14 : 26 was Adad-nirari IV, who broke the power of Damascus

and thus brought relief to Israel from the Syrian oppression. The term
"
helper

"
is a play upon the second element of the king's name, nirdri,

" my
helper."

Hittite Inscriptions. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIII, 1911, pp. 227-231

(fig.),
A. H. SAYCE attempts a translation of the Hittite inscription built

into the wall of the el-Qiqan mosque at Aleppo. In the inscription from
Restan he proposes to read as the name of the city Yannamme, and identi-

fies it with the Yenoam of the Egyptian inscriptions and of the Tel el-Amarna

letters, which lay to the north of Damascus. In this case ancient Yenoam
will be identical with modern Restan. He proposes also readings of the

royal names on the Lion of Mer'ash.

Contributions to the History of the Aegean Civilization from Tal-

mudic Sources. In Memnon, V, 1911, pp. 206-211 (pi.), S. FUNK claims

that the Talmud contains a number of ancient traditions that date from the

times of the Aegean civilization. These refer to the "provinces of the sea"

and " cities of the sea," and to imported wares, such as costly woods, stuffs,

garments, and clay-stamps.
The New Theory of Calvary. In Pal. Ex. Fund, Jan., 1912, pp. 21-30,

A. W. CRAWLEY-BOEVEY summarizes the arguments which, in his opinion,

prove that the rocky knoll above the so-called Grotto of Jeremiah is the real

site of the crucifixion.

The Topography of Rachel's Tomb. In Pal. Ex. Fund, April, 1912,

pp. 74-82 (2 pis.), R. A. S. MACALISTER shows that the so-called Tomb of

Rachel was at or near Ramah. At the foot of the hill, on which stands

Er-Ram, a little above the head of the Wady Farah, close to Hizmeh, exactly
on the spot where all the lines of evidence for the location of Rachel's Tomb
seem to converge, stands that extraordinary group of prehistoric monuments
known as the Kabur el-Beni Isra 'in. They are like walls of dry stone ma-

sonry, about 100 feet long and 15 feet broad, and about 4 to 6 feet high.
These mysterious monuments might well give rise to traditions of ancient

men and women of renown
; they might well be associated in the popular

memory with the patriarchs; and the identification of these monuments
with the tradition of Rachel's Sepulchre, first proposed by Clermont-Gan-

neau, is the most reasonable and probable theory that can be put forward
about them. They are probably not so old as the work of the Dolmen-

builders, but there can be little question that they are older than the Israelite

immigration.
The Funerary Eagle of the Syrians. In R. Hist. Rel. LXIII, 1911,
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pp. 208-214, F. CUMONT argues in support of his theory of the origin of the
funerary eagle of the Syrians (see A.J.A. XV, p. 542), as against an Egyp-
tian origin. He admits that Egyptian religion may have had some influence
on the Semitic belief, but the Etana myth still seems to him to be the most
probable source.

Jupiter Heliopolitanus. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 181-187,
A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE discusses a letter from S. Ronzevalle in regard
to the statue of Jupiter Heliopolitanus found at Sakhere, a few hours
northeast of Palmyra and now at Aleppo. The figure is not exactly like

any previously known. The dedication reads I M H SEX
RASIVS - PROCVLVS PRAEF . COM - II - TRAC - SYR . which
he interprets: l(ooi) o(ptimo) m(aximo) H(eliopolitano) Sex(lus) Rasius

Proculus praef(ectus) coh(ortis) If T(h)rac(urn) Syr(iacae).
Beelzebul. In J. Bib. Lit. XXXI, 1912, pp. 34-53, W. E. M. AITKEN

discusses the name Beelzebul that occurs in the Synoptic Gospels, and shows
that this spelling is correct rather than Beelzebub. In New Testament
times the word zebul was used specifically of heaven. Inasmuch as in each

of the important non-Jewish religions of the period one god held a preemi-
nent place, and he a sky-god, and a foreign god was considered by the Jews

to be a demon, the name Beelzebul, i.e.
" Lord of Heaven," was properly

applied to the chief of the demons.

The Canaanite Alphabet. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 27-34,

E. NAVILLE claims that the so-called Phoenician alphabet, wherever it came

from, must have been at first a potsherd writing : a script for common use,

for trade, business, and everyday life
;
and one may well fancy the Phoeni-

cians, who were great tradesmen, having been, if not inventors, at least the

first to have made a great use of it, to have diffused it among their neigh-

bors, and by degrees to have applied it to any kind of document even

religious or funerary. When we first find this alphabet it is not in its

original form; the pictorial character is nearly gone, showing that the

alphabet must have existed for centuries.

Weight Standards of Palestine. During the last twenty years a

number of small weights have been discovered in Palestine bearing the

names neseph, payam, and beka. These are discussed by E. J. PILCHER in

S. Bibl. Arch. XXXIV, 1912, pp. 114-118 (2 pis.). The average weight

of the neseph is about 156 grains Troy, which is -fa of the Babylonian mma.

The payam averages about 115 grains, and is thus equal to f of a Persian

silver stater, or $ of a double stater, which in the Persian period was the

nearest equivalent of the old Hebrew shekel. The beka averages about

97 grains, and is thus 1 of the Egyptian double kedet, which in times of

Egyptian occupation was also equated with the Hebrew shekel. The char-

acters on these weights and their values show that they originated 1.1 the

Persian period.

New Jewish Tetradrachm. EDGAR ROGERS publishes a new variety

of the tetradrachms of Simon Bar Cochab, and argues that all the corns of

that name must be referred to the second Jewish revolt, of 1

(Num. Chron. 1911, pp. 205-208; fig.) A later note by him remarks that

the coin had been obscurely published, and with mistakes, in 1781. (Num.

Chron., 1912, pp. 111-112.) o_inn
Notes on Gaza Coins. - In Pal. Ex. Fund, April, 1912, pp. 98-100,
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Archdeacon DOWLING discusses the coinage of Gaza in the fifth and fourth

centuries, B.C. which consists of darics and smaller coins of Attic weight,
and of various types. The swastika, or Fylfot, is constantly found as the

distinguishing mint-mark of Gaza..

Laodicea in Phoenicia. In B.C.H. XXXV, 1911, pp. 433-440, P.

ROUSSEL proves by means of five inscriptions mentioning Aao&xeia y ev

QoiviKr) that this is a name used during a part of the second century B.C.

for the city of Berytus.

ASIA MINOR
The District of Pergamon. At the December (1911) meeting of the

Berlin Archaeological Society, C. Schuchhardt spoke on the country adjacent
to the city of Pergamon. The mouth of the Caicus was originally at

Atarneus, north of the Kara Dagh, but had changed to its present position,

between Pitane and Elaea, before the time of Strabo, whose words have been

misinterpreted by Doerpfeld. The sharply projecting cape between Myrina
and Cyme is the old Cape Cane, the southern boundary of the Pergamene
territory. Already in the time of Philetaerus the whole district drained

by the Caicus was held as belonging to Pergamon, and a chain of small,

square forts or barracks may be traced on the surrounding hills. They are

on the characteristic Hellenistic plan for such defences, with a keep or tower

in the middle, which has come down into mediaeval and modern times in a

form quite different from the Germanic refuge enclosure or inhabited fortress,

which follows the lines of the hill and has an open court in the middle.

(Arch. Am. 1912, cols. 58-65
; fig.)

A Sun-dial from Pergamon. In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 251-

268 (5 figs.), A. REHM publishes a circular block of stone found in the ex-

cavations of 1907. Its upper surface is hollowed out into a hemisphere and

engraved with a double system of lines for telling the time. A projection
on one side shows that it was fastened into a wall. Rain-water was drained

off by means of a hole in the bottom of the bowl.

Phrygia Epictetus. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 393-414, J. SOLCH discusses

several problems in the topography of Phrygia Epictetus and concludes that

the river Gallus is to be identified with the modern Mudurnu-tschai; that

Modroi and Modrene were different names for the same place located at

Mudurnu. The boundaries between Bithynia and Phrygia Epictetus were

the Dumanitsch range and the watershed between the Goktsche-su and the

Sangarius. The eastern boundaries of Phrygia Epictetus extended to the

upper Mudurnu valley. Strabo's statement that in his time Phrygia

Epictetus extended to Lake Ascania is an error.

MrfJTTjp STvvVjvTi. The sanctuary of Meter on the river Pencalas near

Aezani in Phyrgia, mentioned by Pausanias (VIII, 4, 3, and X, 32, 3) and

briefly described by Anderson (B.S.A. IV, 1897-1898, p. 55) is more fully
discussed by T. WIEGAND in Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 302-307 (9 figs.).

The cave is beneath a rocky ledge which slopes down to the river. Near by
is an ancient stone bridge, still in use. The cave is closed towards the river by
a free-standing rock and a wall built of large blocks with irregular jointing.
The rock contains numerous niches for votive offerings. On the plateau
above are two circular sacrificial pits, 5^ m. in diameter, faced with large
blocks of breccia. The soil about them has been washed away so that their
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tops are now high above the surface. About 200 m. to the northwest are
the remains of a small Roman building with four arcades, which may have
had a connection with the cult of Meter, though it is possible that it was a
tomb.
A Study of Carian Inscriptions. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 464-480,

J. SUNDWALL presents a study of the characters in Carian inscriptions with
a transliteration of Carian names.

GREECE
ARCHITECTURE

An Achaean House in Crete. A house at the extreme southwest cor-

ner of the town of Gournia, belonging to the third and last period of occu-

pation, is not quite correctly given on the plan in the large publication of

1908, but appears on closer examination to be of the megaron type, having
a hall somewhat deeper than it is wide, entered through a shallower ante-

room and with a corridor along one side separating it from a row of small

chambers (Fig. 2). This differs

entirely from the native Cretan style

of building, but is like that of the

palaces at Mycenae and Tiryns, and

the palace of the latest pre-Dorian
settlement at Phylakopi in Melos.

It also corresponds entirely with the

pictures that we get of Homeric

houses. Contrary to D. Mackenzie's

views, F. OELMANN considers that

the invaders from the mainland of

Greece who brought this new type

FIGURE 2. HOUSE AT GOURNIA.

of house to Melos and Crete were

the same Achaeans who carried the

Arcadian dialect to Cyprus and the

southwest coasts of Asia Minor about

1400 B.C. That is, they were Greeks, with a civilization originating in the

north, although it appeared at Mycenae and other Greek sites in a form

much affected by Cretan trade influences. He would find in Greece also

the origin of the fiddle-bow brooch and the long, sharp-edged sword for

cutting, not stabbing, and in Asia Minor, that of the horned helmet and

the round shield. The northern origin of the megaron house is further

attested by the discovery not far from Berlin of similar house plans, which

belong in one instance to the time of Augustus and in another to the late

Bronze Age, not far removed in time from Mycenae and Tiryns. (Jb.

Arch. I. XXVII, 1912, pp. 38-51 ;
5 figs.)

The Origin of the Ionic Capital.
- The development of the Ionic capital

from an originally naturalistic representation of the date palm is illustrated,

according to F. v. Luschan, by the Neandria capital discovered by R. Kol-

dewey and by a relief from Laktchegeusu. The latter needs to be looked at

the light of the highly conventionalized Oriental forms of the date palm

one of which is the Assyrian Tree of Life, with its fructifying demons.

(Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 55-57.)
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The Hypaethral Temple. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 365-389, is the

first part of a discussion of the hypaethral temple by ROBERT DE LAUNAY.
The statements of Vitruvius (III, 1, 8) are explicit. The hypaethral temple
was exceptionally large, had a cella without a roof, and had within two

two-storied porticoes, which were entered by doors (valvae) in the two fronts

of the temple. The hypaethral temple was neither a mere hypaethral area

nor a temple with an "
eye

"
or hole in the roof.

The Large Tholos at Delphi. In Klio, XII, 1912, pp. 179-218 (42 figs.),

H. POMTOW publishes an elaborate study of the large marble tholos in the

precinct of Athena Pronaia at Delphi with restorations of the exterior and

interior.

The Attic in Delian Buildings. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1912, pp. 105-115

(3 figs), R. VALLOIS points out, as a result of his study of buildings at De-

los, that in Hellenistic times the Greeks frequently used above the principal
order in colonnades and other buildings a lower order or attic in which the

supports were rectangular pillars. These pillars were either oblong or

square in section, the latter type being later and less frequent than the other

at Delos.

The Fountain of Lycosura. In 'Apx- 'E<. 1911, pp. 200-206 (7 figs.),

A. K. ORLANDOS describes in detail, with ground plan, section, and restora-

tion, the Hellenistic fountain or reservoir, extensively repaired in Roman
times, that supplied water for the sanctuary at Lycosura. It is provided
with a large, shallow settling tank.

SCULPTURE
The Aeginetan Pediments. In Sitzb. Miln. Akad. 1912, No. 5, PAUL

WOLTERS (' Aeginetische Beitrage,' I-II1; 54pp.; pi.; 6 figs.) discusses Mar-

tin Wagner's reconstruction of the western pediment of the temple of

Aphaea at Aegina, drawings of which were preserved at Wiirzburg, and

criticises sharply Groote's discussion of the Aeginetan pediments. (M. von

Groote, Agineten und Archdologen. Fine Kritik, Strassburg, 1912.) He dis-

cusses also Haller's and CockerelFs arrangement of the figures, as well as

that proposed by Mackenzie (B.S.A. XV, 1908-1909; A.J.A. XV, 1911,

p. 227 f.). He concludes that of the two fallen figures, without helmet or

shield, one (-N) belongs in the right, the other (A) in the left half of the

pediment. The falling, armed figure (E) and the corresponding figure

which Furtwangler deduced from a hand with a glove (fragment in Munich)
are to be grouped with the crouching warriors B and M in the corners.

The fallen figures should then occupy the places nearer the middle, where

Furtwangler put the falling warriors.

The Sculptures of the Parthenon. In Jb. Kl. Alt. XXIX, 1912, pp.
241-266 (5 pis.), F. STUDNICZKA discusses A. H. Smith's The Sculptures of
the Parthenon (London, 1910), giving in detail his reasons for differing from
him in a number of his conclusions.

A Supposed Parthenon Fragment at Stockholm. The identifica-

tion of a much restored female head at Stockholm by J. Six (J.H.S. XXXI,
1911, pp. 65 ft

3

.; A.J.A. XV, p. 546) as a Parthenon fragment is refuted in

Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1916, pp. 94-96, by L. KJKLLBERG.
The Diadumenus of Polyclitus. That the Diadumenus of Poly-

clitus represented Apollo as an athlete is maintained by ADA MAVIGUA in
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Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 37-50, basing the identification upon literary
evidence.

Two Pieces of Sculpture. In Ausonia, V, 1911, pp. 109-117 (5 figs.),
W. AMELUNG notes that the colossal bust published by him (ibid. Ill, pp.
117 ff.) and attributed to Bryaxis, came from the precinct of Diana at Nemi,
and is now in England. He also discusses a relief with three standing
female figures in Ravenna.
A Winged Athena. In Ausonia, V, 1911, pp. 69-108 (pi.; 26 figs.),

L. SAVIGNONI shows that the winged Athena found at Ostia (Not. Scav.

1910, pp. 229-231
;
see above pp. 490-494) is a copy of imperial date of a

fourth-century Greek original. A winged Athena was known in Ionic Greek
art as early as the sixth century B.C. He adds a discussion of the date of

the temple of Nike Apteros on the Acropolis; and shows that the statuette

of Athena in the Museo Gregoriano supposed to be winged (Gerhard, Ges.

Akad. Abh. p. 295, pi. XXXVIII, 1) has no wings.
Nemesis. In B.C.H. XXXVI, 1912, pp. 248-274 (2 pis.; 2 figs.),

P. PERDRIZET publishes two marble statuettes from Egypt, representing
Nemesis winged, holding in her left hand a wheel resting on an altar, and

in one example, resting her right foot upon the head of the v/Bpumfis. He
also identifies as Nemesis the figure on a Graeco-Egyptian relief which had

been explained as a Byzantine representation of Kairos or Bios, and criticises

adversely the theory of Amelung in regard to the influence of the Praxitelean

style in Alexandria.

Statue of a Youth from Anticythera. One of the less seriously in-

jured of the marble statues from Anticythera serves as the basis for a

discussion of the Mercure Richelieu of the Louvre and other statues of

Hermes, athlete and portrait types, by G. LIPPOLD, Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911,

pp. 271-280 (12 figs.). The Anticythera statue serves to show whether the

head and body belong together, in some cases.

Arcadian Hermae. In 'Apx-
'E<- 1911

> PP- 149-159 (13 figs.), K. A.

RHOMAIOS publishes several hermae of a peculiar type, found in the region

of Tegea. They are small, plain, rectangular shafts ending at the top in a

pyramid, and bear the names of gods in the nominative, or genitive, or

dative, case. They range in date from the fifth century B.C. to about 200

A.D. There are also multiple stelae of one block of stone representing sev-

eral obelisks joined side to side. The writer regards them as survivals of the

primitive dpyoi XcOot and pillars by which the gods were represented rather

than " schematized
"
simplifications of statues of the gods.

Statues of Lycosura upon a Coin. In 'Apx- E4- 1911 > P- 193
'
V>

LEONARDOS calls attention to a bronze coin found at Lycosura bearing on

one side a representation of the four statues of the temple of Despoma at

Lycosura and on the other the head of Julia Domna.

Iconography. The various likenesses of Timotheus, son of Conon, are

compared by J. Six in Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 67-82, who also treats

of the portraits of Lysimache, priestess of Athena, and of Amastris, queen

of Amastris, ibid. pp. 83-93 (3 pis.; 5 figs.).

Marbles from Delos in the Louvre. In B.C.H. XXXV, 1

288-349 (Pl.; 5 figs.), E. MICHON discusses the fragmentary statu,

the "loopus" a statuette of a kneeling woman, a Roman grave.stole,,*

cylindrical altars, two fragments of architectural decoration, and three
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scriptions from Delos in the Louvre. The "
Inopus

"
is not a fragment of a

reclining figure, but of a standing figure wearing a himation over the left

shoulder. The statue was made of several pieces. The discussion of the

other marbles deals mainly with the history of their acquisition.

Collection of F. W. von Biasing. In A th. Mitt. XXXVII, 1912, pp.
69-72 (pl.)> F. W. VON BISSING continues the publication of antiquities in

his collection. (1) A right arm and hand holding a discus and a left leg
with wings attached to the foot, modelled in plaster, are fragments from the

matrix of a mould from which a bronze statuette of Hermes Discobolus was
cast. From Egypt ;

Alexandrian. (2) Two small terra-cotta female heads

wearing peaked hoods were ac-

quired in Naucratis and are

dated about 450 B.C. (3) A
terra-cotta female head of Hel-

lenistic date shows an unusual

arrangement of the hair, resem-

bling that of the granite bust

in Cairo (Denkmdler Agypt.

Mulptur, text to Plate 112).
Tunisian Supplement to

the Repertoire de la Statu-

aire. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911,

pp. 397-400 (24 figs.), A. MER-
LIN contributes cuts of twenty-
four statues from Tunis as a

supplement to the Repertoire de

la statuaire grecque et romaine.

They are for the most part

fragmentary and variations of

well-known types.

Attic Grave Reliefs in

Copenhagen. In Ausonia, V,

1911, pp. 1-12 (2 pis.; fig.), A.

HKKLER publishes three Attic

grave reliefs of fourth-century
date in the museum at Copen-

hagen. 1. Upon one is a seated

lady before whom stands her

maid holding some object which

cannot now be identified. 2. A
young girl is standing before a

FIGURE 3. GREEK SEPULCHRAL STELE.

seated woman. Above

inscription 'HSeta

&vyarr}p 'A0i/ovea>? (sic.)

the

v\Xa 'Apio-ToAa'Sov 'A0/xovcW 3. The third relief is a fragment consisting

of the torso of a bearded warrior wearing helmet and breastplate (Fig. 3).

It has great beauty.
The Caledonian Hunt in a Relief near Preveza. In 'Ap;(.'E<. 1911,

pp. 186-191 (fig.), F. VERSAKES publishes a sarcophagus relief from ancient

Nicopolis, near Preveza, representing the hunt of the Caledonian boar. It
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is Roman work in imitation of the school of Scopas and of great importance
for the reconstruction of the eastern pediment of the temple of Athena Alea
at Tegea, of which it seems to be a copy, as the figures correspond closely to
the description of the pediment by Pausanias.

A Grave Stele from Zaverda. In 'APX . 'E<. 1911, pp. 191-192 (fig.)
F. VERSAKES publishes a grave stele of the 'third century B.C. found at

Zaverda, near Preveza, Albania. Below a gable and triglyph frieze, repre-
sented in low relief, stand two sirens holding suspended between them a
tablet on which is inscribed in raised letters the name of the deceased in

the vocative 2ao-a//,a in connection with Xaipe, cut just below it.

The Thracian Horseman. In R. fit. Anc. XIV, 1912, pp. 137-166, G.
SEURE publishes certain Thracian reliefs upon which appears the mounted

god sometimes worshipped under the name "Hpws, accompanied by two or

more female figures. The latter usually carry urns from which water flows,

and are to be regarded as Nymphs, perhaps also known as 'Hpcu. The god
is usually represented just after the chase, and sometimes has an attendant

who is grasping his horse's tail. In Arch. Rel. XV, 1912, pp. 153-161 (8

figs.), G. KAZAROW describes eight representations of the "Thracian horse-

man " found in Bulgaria. Six of these had previously been published by

Dobrusky (Transactions of the National Museum at Sofia, 1907, pp. 140 ff.).

He offers no interpretation of the figures.

VASES AND PAINTING

Minoan Rhytons. The silver and bronze bull's head from a shaft

grave at Mycenae is published from new photographs and with a detailed

description by G. KARO in Jb. Arch. I. XXVI, 1911, pp. 249-270 (3 pis.; 18

figs.). It is a Cretan work of about 1650-1550 B.C., between Middle and

Late Minoan periods, and is of a very high degree of artistic skill, as is seen

in the few places where the original surface is preserved. The two holes

found at the top of the neck and in the under lip, together with the analogy

of similar Cretan vessels of stone and pottery, prove that this was a rhyton.

The same is true of the gold lion's head from Mycenae and the fragment of

a stone lion's snout from Delphi, the last attesting the tradition of a Cnos-

sian founding for the Delphic shrine. A long series of such two-holed vessels,

of metal, stone, and clay, in the form of heads or figures of animals, and also

in plain or rounded funnel shapes, the last including a restoration of the

Reaper
" vase of Phaestus, is here traced from the beginning of Midd

Minoan down to the end of Minoan times. The great variety in their size

as well as material corresponds to a variety of purposes, for tabl< ise, f(

display, and for the service of the gods.

The Vase of Hagia Triada.-In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1912, pp. 83-93

(6 fiesA J. DECHELETTE, comparing the contents of certain Etruscan tombs,

argues that the scene on the well-known steatite vase from Hagia T

represents a sacrificial procession.-
The pronged objects carried by son

of the men are ceremonial spits attached to axes A bare-headed

haired priest leads the way followed by two bands of attendants with spits,

while three singers and a sistrum player march between.

Cretan Vase Painting.- Dr. ERNST REISIXGER undertook for his

dissertation at Munich a study of the different styles of Cretan vase painting
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based upon published material. This he has now reprinted. He discusses

the different styles, and thinks he is justified in adopting a new classification.

Thus he would make one class of Early Minoan II and III
;
and one class

of Middle Minoan III and Late Minoan I. He also differs from Fimmen
in some of his synchronistic comparisons. \_Kretische Vasenmalerei vom

Kamares- bis zum Palast-Stil. Von ERNST REISINGER. Leipzig und

Berlin, 1912. Teubner. 54 pp.; 4 pis. 8vo. M. 3.]

Archaic Vases from Delos. In B.C.H. XXXV, 1911, pp. 350-422

(80 figs.), F. POULSEN and C. DUGAS publish 88 vases and vase fragments
of early styles found at Delos. The geometric pottery is classified as fol-

lows: (1) related to Euboean, (2) Rhenean, (3) Delian, (4) Euboean,

(5) Proto-Melian. The pottery showing orientalizing influence is divided

into two classes, (1) orientalizing Delian, (2) Melian.

The Axis of the Interior Medallion in Greek Cylices. In R. Arch.

XIX, 1912, pp. 60-83 (27 figs.), HENRI HOUSSAY discusses the obliquity of

the axis of the interior medallion in Greek cylices and other Greek vases of

similar shapes. The axis is very seldom either in a line connecting the

centres of the handles or perpendicular to such a line. The painter held

the vase obliquely with its foot and its edge resting on a table. To insure

its steadiness, he let one handle also rest on the table. Then he painted
the figures so that they were upright. As the handle rests with one end

(not with the middle) on the table, the axis of the painting fails to coincide

with either of the lines mentioned above. This explanation of the obliquity

(and its limits) of the axis of the medallions applies to all cylices and the

like, except those to which, on account of small size, lack of a foot,

circular decoration, special positions of figures, or excessive restoration, it

cannot be applied.
A Bowl by Pistoxenus. The scyphus signed by Pistoxenus, which

has been in the museum at Schwerin since 1870, is newly published, with

photographs, drawings, and a very minute description, by J. MAYBAUM in

Jb. Arch. I. XXVII, 1912, pp. 24-37 (4 pis. ; fig.). The two scenes are

Iphicles having a music lesson from Linus and the boy Heracles being es-

corted to his lesson by an old nurse. The character drawing, with the

simple means in use in the period before 480, is extraordinarily effective,

and this, together with the extreme care and delicacy with which every
relevant detail is given, shows Pistoxenus to have been among the best

painters of the severe style.

Black-figured White Lecythi in Tarentum. In Boll. Arte, V, 1911,

pp. 419-433 (7 figs.), A. SORRENTINO publishes six black-figured Attic

white lecythi found in the centre of Tarentum, and now in the museum of

that town. They represent: (1) the contest of Ajax and Odysseus for the

armor of Achilles, represented by a helmet on the ground ; (2) the combat
of Heracles and Cycnus, with which is published a similar lecythus in

Syracuse having the same scene with the names of the figures added
; (3)

the battle of Athena and Enceladas
; (4) the judgment of Paris

; (5) the

departure of a warrior, in style resembling the work of Execias; (6) dancing
Sileni.

Greek Vases from Cumae. Archaic Greek vases from the necropolis
of Cumae are described and discussed by E. GABRICI, Rom. Mitt. XXVII,
1912, pp. 124-147 (4 pis. ;

3 figs.). These are : (1) the cover of a pyxis with
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scenes from the Ilioupersis; (2) a black-figured amphora with the Rape of
Antiope.

Theseus at the Bottom of the Sea. PAUL JACOBSTHAL has published
a study of the Greek vases representing the descent of Theseus into the sea,
showing that they do not go back to the painting of Micon as has been
supposed. The early painters in representing the youthful hero took
Heracles for their model as a comparison of the two proves. The Theseus
scene on the Bologna crater goes back to an original of about 430 B.C.

[Theseus aufdem Meeresgrunde. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der griechischen
Malerei. Von PAUL JACOBSTHAL. Leipzig, 1911. E. A. Seemann. 25 pp
6 pis. 8vo.]

The Sacrifice at the Tomb of Patroclus. In Attsonia, V, 1911, pp.
118-127 (pi. ;

5 figs.), E. GALLI publishes a " Faliscan
"
stamnus, formerly

in the possession of a dealer in Florence, upon one side of which is repre-
sented the sacrifice of Trojan prisoners at the tomb of Patroclus. He re-

cords seven other representations of this scene. On the other side of the
vase is a satyr riding a panther, while a second satyr runs in front balancing
an amphora. Ibid. pp. 128-145 (4 figs.), L. SAVIGNONI offers another

interpretation for the draped figure behind the tomb
; that is, that it is the

shade of Patroclus
;
and argues that all the extant versions of this scene go

back to a fifth-century Attic original.

Mycenaean Frescoes. In Aih. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 221-250 (4

pis.), G. RODENWALDT publishes a number of fragments of frescoes dis-

covered by Schliemann at the time of his excavation of the shaft graves,
and by Tsountas in his excavations on the acropolis of Mycenae in 1886

and 1892. Two fragments from Schliernann's excavation, reproduced in

colors, seem to be parts of one scene. The larger one shows three

ladies seated in an open loggia, and evidently intent upon some

spectacle. That this is the usual performance in the bull-ring is shown by
the second fragment, containing part of the back of a large bull, painted

white with black spots. The hand of the acrobat is visible against the

light red background above. Fifteen fragments from the megaron at

Mycenae give some idea of the elaborate battle scene with which its walls

were adorned. The technique can be better studied in a number of frag-

ments of a similar scene from the acropolis with the colors better preserved.

These frescoes are contemporary with those from the earlier palace at Tiryns,

and are to be dated somewhat later than the Cretan frescoes of the first

Late Minoan period, with which they are closely connected in style.

Micon's Painting of the Battle of Marathon. Micon 's painting of

the battle of Marathon in the Stoa Poikile is discussed by B. SCHROEDER,

Jb. Arch. L XXVI, 1911, pp. 281-288 (5 figs.)- With a number of vase

pictures he shows that the action was probably represented as it would be

seen by a person coming from Athens round the east foot of Pentelicus,

with the Greeks at the left and the Persians retreating to their ships on the

right. That Panaenus worked with Micon on this picture he thinks less

likely than that he made another painting, following the same general

design but showing a greater advance in depicting individual figures.

2Kia^cu|>Ca.-In Jb. Arch. L XXVII, 1912, pp. 19-23, R. SCHOENE

rejects E. Pfuhl's explanation of cnoaypa^o, the invention of Apollodoi

as perspective, and discusses the subject anew. Assuming that the correct
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drawing, coloring, and shading of an object were understood by the artist,

he could, in painting that was to be seen from a distance, such as theatre

scenery, make it more effective by the juxtaposition of a few sharply dis-

tinct shades of a color than by a blending of a continuous scale of shades.

Such a method, if applied to smaller painting and seen from close at hand,
would give the effect of sketchiness

;
hence the later confusion in the use

of the word.

INSCRIPTIONS

Miscellaneous Inscriptions. In Sitzb. Kais. Akad. der Wiss. in Wien,

166, 1, 1911 (64 pp. ;
2 pis.; map), A. WILHELM discusses eleven Greek

inscriptions. 1. An epigram of Honestus (B. C. H. XXVI, p. 153) was

in honor of Livia, as patroness of marriage. 2. The dedication of Philinus

of Thespiae (B. C. H. XXVI, p. 302) is restored. 3. The inscribed column

at Lebadeia (B. C. 77. XXVI, p. 570) was a boundary stone of the 'EAiKowas

ya. 4. The decree of the Troezenians in honor of Zenodotus copied by

Cyriacus of Ancona is restored. The inscription in Cambridge in honor of

Zenodotus was probably part of the same document. 5. *Aypioi Xifjieves of

7. G. IV, 927 is to be identified with the bay of Vurlia. 6. A Spartan

inscription (Le Bas-Foucart, 194 b) is restored. 7. An inscription from

Tritaea in Achaea ('E<. 'Ap^. dp. 2038) is restored. 8. A fourth-century

inscription from Chalcidice is published. 9. In 7. G. Ill, 170 the name of

the Thracian town is restored as acrrv TO [2^]pS[a>v]. 10. An inscription

from Lampsacus (B. C. 77. XVII, p. 555, No. 57) is restored. 11. Lysias
and Philomelus in an inscription from Didyma (Haussoullier, p. 208, No. 7)
were petty tyrants. The decree in honor of Philonides (B. C. H. VII, p.

300 and XI, p. 219) is discussed in this connection.

Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora. In 'Ap^. *E</>. 1911, pp. 222-

242 (14 figs.), (continued from ibid. 1910, pp. 1-28, 175/6, 401-407/8), G. P.

OIKONOMOS publishes fourteen inscriptions from the Athenian agora. No.

V, in the year of a new archon Athenodorus, probably 240/39 B.C., in honor

of athlothetae in the Panathenaea, seems to show that these magistrates had

charge of the lesser, annual, festival as well as of the great Panathenaea, as

the only assignable dates are years in which the latter were not held. Nos.

VI and VII, in honor of subordinate officials of the senate and demos, signed

by the members of the prytany, are interesting as indicating, by the vary-

ing representation in the senate, the changing population of different denies.

No. VIII, of 188/7 B.C., mentions an otherwise unknown Hipparcheion at

Athens. No. IX, of the third century of our era, is in honor of a descend-

ant of the famous philosopher Apsines of Gadeira. No. XVIII, of about

400 B.C., marks the boundary of an underground workshop or factory.
Note on an Attic Decree. In R. fit. Anc. XIV, 1912, p. 39, P. ROUSSKL

restores 11. 2-3 of the inscription published by von Premerstein (Ath. Mitt.

1911, p. 75) 7ret8[^ 6 SeTra Siarpi'/^wv] | [Vpojs rei Kara ^aAarrav

epyacrwu KCU )8ovAo/xcv [os K.T.\.

The Building Inscriptions of the Erechtheum. In A th. Mitt. XXXVI,
1911, pp. 317-343, L. D. CASKEY discusses the fragments of the building
accounts of 409-8 B.C., under the following headings: (1) the order of the

extant fragments ; (2) the frieze
; (3) the cornice

; (4) the tympanum ;

(5) notes on technical terms. By combining the evidence of the inscriptions
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with that of the actual remains the frieze, cornice, and tympanum can be
restored in detail. The inscriptions furnish valuable evidence as to the

expedients adopted for decreasing the weight of the masonry in these three
courses at the southwest corner which had no solid foundation, but rested
on a huge block of marble spanning the Cecropium.

Inscriptions relating to the Treaty of Corinth. In Sitzb. Kais. Akad-
der Wiss. in Wien, 165, 6, 1911 (55 pp. ;

5 pis. ;
2 figs.), A. WILHELM dis-

cusses three inscriptions relating to the treaty of Corinth of 336 B.C.
;
with

an appendix on certain Cretan inscriptions.

Inscriptions from Andres. In 'Apx- 'E<. 1911, pp. 69-78 (15 figs.),

J. K. VOGIATZIDES publishes twenty-six new inscriptions from Andros,
alluded to in Ath. Mitt. 1909, pp. 185-187, with corrections and notes on four-

teen others published inl.G. XII5
, between No. 715 and No. 792. No. 7

refers to the restoration of home rule in Andros by the Romans. No. 12

gives evidence of the worship of Poseidon.

Inscriptions from Delos. In B.C.H. XXXV, 1911, pp. 243-287,
F. DURRBACH concludes the publication of a series of financial inscriptions

from Delos (cf. ibid. pp. 5-86). This part contains inscriptions 48-77.

Delian Archons. In B.C.H. XXXV, 1911, pp. 423-432 (5 figs.), P.

ROUSSEL publishes five fragmentary inscriptions from Delos, giving lists of

the eponymous archons of the years 298-291, 197-180, 176-174 B.C, as well

as six names belonging to the period 315-301 B.C., and twelve names prob-

ably belonging to the Amphictyonic period.

The Italians at Delos. In B.C.H. XXXVI, 1912, pp. 5-218, J.

HATZFELD publishes a study of the Italians residing in Delos mentioned

in the inscriptions of the island. The article contains :' (1) a prosopo-

graphia, pp. 10-101
; (2) historical remarks, pp. 102-196 ; (3) unpublished

inscriptions, pp. 197-218.

The Confederacy of the Nesiotes. Inscriptions of the first half of

the third century B.C. suggest that Delos was not a member of the confed-

eracy of the Nesiotes, though the federal festivals were celebrated there,

and it was probably the seat of the assembly of synedroi. In an inscription

found on Heracleia (I.G. XII, vii, No. 509) forbidding the pasturing of

goats on this island the phrase TO KOLVOV rwv vr/o-twrtov a-rrav refers to the

inhabitants of Heracleia, not to the confederacy. (P. ROUSSEL, B.C.H.

XXXV, 1911, pp. 441-455.)

Architectural Terms. -In B.C.H. XXXVI, 1912, pp^
219-229, R.

VALLOIS discusses the meaning of the terms oToi/3a and /cep/a's
in building

inscriptions from Epidaurus. Sroi/Sa is not the foundation of the peristasis,

but the ramp leading to the peristasis. Kep/a's is used in the accounl

the building of the temple of Asclepius to designate one-half of a pediment,

an explanation also advanced by Ebert (Fachausdrucke
des griechis

Bauhandwerks, p. 34). .

An Epigraphical Tour of Arcadia. A visit to Arcadia, made in

March-June, 1910, by A. Killer v. Gaertringen and H. Lattermann,

primarily to complete the study of Arcadian inscriptions for the C./J

was, from the paucity of epigraphical remains, largely devoted to obi

tions on the country itself, its history, art, and culture. These aspects of

the district were discussed before the Berlin Archaeological Society at i

February (1911) meeting. Among the many survivals of primitive
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toms, due to the peculiar isolation of the people, was the ancient clan

organization, which lasted until the defeat of Sparta at Leuctra in 371 and

the consequent building of Megalopolis in the course of the next ten years.

This gives a partial means of dating Arcadian decrees and Olympic vic-

tories, for if the clan name appears in them, they are earlier than the

autumn of 361 B.C. So of the decree concerning the Athenian Phylarchus.
The two sacred mountains, Lycaeus and Cyllene, the very ancient Pelasgic

city of Lycosura, to which the cult of Despoina was carried from Eleusis

in the latter part of the third century B.C., the code of local religious history

compiled by the priests of the neighboring Messenian Andania and used by
Polybius and Pausanias, the relief portrait of Polybius found at Clitor in

1889, and the situation and history of Orchomenus, one of the oldest and
most important cities, with the neighboring Methydvion, Thisoa, Teuthis,
and Caphyae, were among the topics treated. (Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 33-40.

More fully given in the Anhang zu d. Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss. September,

1911, and the seventy-first Winckelmannsprogram, December, 1911.)

The Phylarchus Inscription from Tegea. In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI,
1911, pp. 349-360, F. HILLER VON GAERTRINGEN republishes, on the basis

of a squeeze in Upsala, the inscription from Tegea (Foucart, Memoires

presented a VAcad. des. inscr. VIII, 1870; LeBas-Foucart, II, 340 a
;
Milch-

hoeft'er, Ath. Mitt. VI, 1879, p. 133) in which the Arcadian league honors

Phylarchus, the Athenian. He dates the decree between the battle of

Mantinea and the summer of 361 B.C. on the evidence of the names of cities

belonging to the league (see above). The style of the writing and the rude

relief at the head of the stele, representing Tyche with a rudder standing
before a trophy, help to confirm this dating.

The Judgment of Mantinea. The inscription from Mantinea con-

taining a judgment against debtors to the temple of Alea and against

Themandrus, if he prove to be a murderer (Fougeres, B.C.H. XVI, 1892,

pp. 568-579, Maritime et VArcadie orientate, p. 524; Buck, Greek Dialects,

pp. 174-176
;
Hiller v. Gaertringen,

' Arkadische Forschungen,' Abh. Berl.

Akad. 1911, pi. XII, 3, etc.) is translated and discussed by R. MEISTER

(Beitrage zur griechischen Epigraphik und Dialektologie, XI) in Sitzb. Sachs.

Ges. 1911, No. 9, pp. 193-210 (pi.)- The discussion, chiefly grammatical,
aims to elucidate the meaning of the difficult parts of the inscription.

Laconian Inscriptions. In 'APX . 'E<. 1911, pp. 193-198; 243 (6 figs.),

D. EVANGELIDES publishes six inscriptions seen by him in Sparta and

vicinity : three gravestones ; a catalogue of ephors, dated about 150 A.D.
;

and two inscriptions in honor of Hadrian as " Savior." Ibid. p. 199, he repub-
lishes with commentary C.l.G. 1426, the recent rediscovery of a portion of

which affords new proof of the trustworthiness of Fourmont, who first pub-
lished it.

Aristotimus, Priest of Apollo at Delphi. In B.C.H. XXXV,
1911, pp. 492-498, A. KERAMOPOULLOS publishes an inscription on a statue

base at Delphi showing that the statue was of the Emperor Hadrian and
that it was set up by Titus Flavius Aristotimus, priest of Apollo. The
same man is mentioned on a coin bearing the bust of Antinous and the

legend 'ApioroTifios aveOrjKev ttpevs. The statue of Antinous referred to is

presumably the one found at Delphi by the French. Both statues were

probably set up on the occasion of the emperor's visit in 125 A.D.
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Thessalian Inscriptions. In 'Apx- 'E<>. 1911, pp. 129-149 (19 figs.),

A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS continues Part III (begun ibid. pp. 123-128) of

his ' Thessalian Inscriptions,' publishing twenty-five decrees of Gonnus in

honor of dikastai and bolimodikastai from other cities of Thessaly, who
served in cases tried at Gonnus. The term bolimodikastai is a new one, ap-

plied to judges in interstate cases (airo </x/3oA.o>v 8iW). The mouth

Ai0vpaja/3ios appears for the first time, and many new names of men occur.

Supplementary remarks and corrections are made in pp. 244-245.

Macedonian Inscriptions. In Aih. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 278-280,

P. N. PAPAGEORGIOU publishes new readings of three inscriptions:

(1) Duchesne et Bayet, Memoire sur une mission au Mont Athos, p. 80;

(2) B.C.H. XVIII, 1894, p. 438
; (3) Ath. Mitt. XXI, 1896, p. 99.

Workmen's Marks and Names in Thessalonica. In 'Apx- >E< -

1911, pp. 168-173 (5 figs.), P. N. PAPAGEORGIOU publishes forty-two marks

and abbreviated names inscribed upon marble seats and steps from the

theatre, or more probably the hippodrome, of Thessalopica, which were

built into the Byzantine fortification walls. The letters were evidently cut

by workmen engaged upon the original structure (so also Choisy, R. Arch.

1876, pp. 355 ff., who noted some similar marks). The writer also pub-

lishes the marble base of a theatre chair and two reliefs representing Atlas-

like figures from the theatre, of which the site has not been identified.

A Thasian Inscription. In B.C.H. XXXVI, 1912, pp. 240-247, C.

PICARD criticises the restorations of the inscription from Thasos, I.G. XII,

8, the original of which is now lost. In line 5 he proposes to read ayos for

^Inscriptions from the Levant. -In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 287-

301 (6 figs.), T. WIEGAND publishes twelve Greek inscriptions from Con-

stantinople and thirteen from various parts of Asia Minor
oa-_9JW

A Decree of the Cnidians.-In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 285-286,

P ROUSSEL shows that a fragmentary inscription published by M. S

(ibid p 97) is a part of the proxenos decree from Cnidus (Michel, RecueiL

Inter qrec. 449). The person honored, 'tyu&rs . . ^pareos, of Abydos, is

to be identified with the Iphiades mentioned by Demosthenes, AgamstAris-

tocrates (XXIII, 175, 177). For a fuller historical discussion cf . V ilhelm,

Ar^d. Wiener Akademk 1911, p. 170, where the connection of the two

inscriptions is also noted.

ABAw commentary and topographica!
notes

inscriptions from various points on the mainland opposite Rhodes.

modern Losta is identified as the site of ancient
Tymn^ ,
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inscription bear a very close resemblance to those on the grave monument
of a certain 'lepww/Aos 2t/xvXtvov TAukos. This may be Hieronymus, the

peripatetic. Both men may have died about 220-210 B.C.

0ol 'EirrfJKooi. In Ath. Mitt. XXXVII, 1912, pp. 1-68 (15 figs.), O.

WEINREICH discusses the epithet CTTT/KOOS used of many divinities in the

sense of "hearer of prayers" (Latin exaudiens). He quotes 138 votive

inscriptions in which the term occurs. Few of these are from Greece

proper ;
more belong to the northern provinces in Roman times

;
the great

majority come from the islands, Asia Minor, the further East and Egypt,

showing a preponderant influence of Oriental cults. A corresponding epi-

thet occurs in hieroglyphic inscriptions in Egypt, and the representations
of pairs of ears carved in relief on Egyptian stelae have the same signifi-

cance. Ears carved on Greek votive stelae often express the same idea,

though in some cases it is uncertain whether this is the case or whether

they commemorate cures.

Inscriptions from Itanos. In R. tit. Gr. XXIV, 1911, pp. 377-425

(pi.), A.-J. REINACH publishes nine inscriptions in the Candia museum
found by J. Demargne at Itanos in 1899. The most important is a treaty
between Hierapytna and Praesus.

Evvojjtta. In R. fit. Gr. XXV, 1912, pp. 42-51, S. A. XANTHOUDIDES
defends his theory against Maiuri (see A.J.A. XV, p. 236), maintaining
that the Evvo/xta of Cretan inscriptions of the second century B.C. is the

same as the board known as KOO-/XOI.

St. Paul at Corinth. According to a fragmentary inscription at

Delphi, which contains a letter of the Emperor Claudius, the proconsulship
of Gallic (Acts 18 : 12 if.) fell between the summer of 51 and the summer of

52 A.D. This settles the one obscure point in the chronology of the life

of St. Paul, and shows that he came to Corinth in the early part of 50 and
left in the autumn of 51. These dates are confirmed by an edict of Claudius

concerning the Jews. (A. Deissmann, at the May (1911) meeting of the

Berlin Archaeological Society. Arch. Anz. 1912, col. 45.)

Epigraphic Bulletin. In R. fit. Gr. XXV, 1912, pp. 52-75, A. J. REIN-
ACH continues his epigraphic bulletin with notice of inscriptions from Asia

Minor, Egypt, Sicily, Italy, Gaul, and England.

COINS

First Athenian Gold Coinage. ARTHUR M. WOODWARD accepts the

usual view that gold was first coined at Athens in 407-406 B.C. to meet a

financial stress, and finds in a Greek inscription (I.G. II, 2, No. 665; cf.

also J.H.S. XXIX, 1909, pp. 172 ff.) containing a list of the sacred objects

preserved in the Parthenon in some year between 385 and 375 B.C., a record

of the deposit also of the coinage implements used in this issue. He sug-

gests further that these gold coins, and perhaps those of the second issue as

well, were actually struck within the walls of the Parthenon (Num. Chron.

1911, pp. 351-356).
Coins of the Arcadian Alliance. Numismatic evidence in the matter

of the history of the Arcadian alliance (cf . Z. Num., IX, pp. 18 ff.) is further

examined by R. WEIL, Z. Num., XXIX, 1912, pp. 139-146 (fig.).

Agathocles and the Coinage of Magna Graecia. The numismatic
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evidence for the history of certain cities of Magna Graecia under the pre-
dominance of Agathocles, tyrant of Syracuse (304-289 B.C.), is set forth by
CHARLES T. SELTMAN in Num. Chron. 1912, pp. 1-13 (pi.).

Coinage of Terina. Sir ARTHUR J. EVANS discusses the works of the
coin engravers of Terina who signed themselves < and T, and indicates the
extent of the influence upon their work of Attic art and the school of Zeuxis.

Incidentally he also vigorously defends KURT REGLING (< Terina,' in QQtcs

Progr. zum Winckelmannsfeste) from the animadversions of H. von Fritze

and H. Gaebler in Nomisma, I, pp. 14 ff. In the second part of his article

he describes the period of Syracusan influence upon the coinage of Terina,
and especially calls attention to the signature of Evaenetus (abbreviated

EYA) upon two Terina didrachms in his own possession. (Num. Chron.

1912, pp. 21-62; 3 pis. ;
2 figs.)

| ATOM on Coins of Himera. In R. Beige Num. LXVIII, 1912, pp.
125-128 (3 figs.), E. J. SELTMAN reads the puzzling word IATOM on an-

other drachma of Himera.

Coinage of Alexander the Great. EDWARD T. NEWELL publishes in

A. J. Num. XLV, 1911, pp. 194-200, his fourth paper on the ' Reattribution

of Certain Tetradrachms of Alexander the Great,' devoting especial atten-

tion in it to the " hoard of Demanhur," found in Egypt about 1906, and

comprising from fifteen to twenty thousand Alexander tetradrachms.

Seleucid Coins. G. MACDONALD publishes in Z. Num. XXIX, 1912,

pp. 89-106 (2 pis.), 45 coins of the Seleucid kings either rare or previously

unpublished.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Mycenaean Remains and the Homeric Catalogue. In Ann. Arch.

Anthr. IV, 1912, pp. 128-139, M. S. THOMPSON examines the Homeric Cata-

logue in the light of Mycenaean remains and finds that as far as the main-

land of Greece is concerned there is a marked agreement. In Attica remains

dating from Late Minoan II and III found on the Athenian Acropolis show

that there is no archaeological evidence for suspecting the passage in which

Athens is mentioned. Thessaly, which was never completely under the in-

fluence of Mycenaean civilization, is in Homer peopled by barbarians ruled

by Achaean chieftains. It is mentioned last in the list because it was last

to come under Mycenaean domination. On the west coast of Greece the

districts known to Homer are Mycenaean, while the interior of the country,

which is outside the Homeric world, possessed a rude non-Mycenaean civil-

ization. In Arcadia there is not at present sufficient evidence either way;

but in the islands of the Aegean there is agreement. The Catalogue seems

to be a national list of the Mycenaean dominions, and only incidentally a

list of those who fought at Troy. The cause of the war was the extensic

of Mycenaean power. Excavation in Asia Minor has not been suffic

extensive to locate the towns of the Trojan allies, but it is clear

Troian power was much less homogeneous than that of Agamemnon.

Cretan Place Names. -In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, m^J^Pwa
A. MAIURI continues his article on Cretan onomatology (cf. ibid. AIA, U

pp. 329-363), tracing a connection between southern Thrace and

Crete in many names. The last part of the article treats of the proper

names of eastern Crete.
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Monuments of Delphi. In B. C. H. XXXV, 1911, pp. 456-491 (3

figs.), MILE BOURGUET discusses : (1) the base of the Car of the Rhodians

at Delphi. This can be restored in detail with the aid of the inscriptions

carved on its blocks. It was composed of eight courses of limestone the

top and lowest courses being adorned with mouldings resting on two steps.

The dedicatory inscription was as follows : *O a/xo; 6 'Po8[t]a>[v run 'ATroA-

XOVL Tuk Ilv0i]aH. Judging from the forms of the letters the monument was
erected in the third century B.C. Bourguet publishes two proxenos inscrip-

tions carved on the base; the other inscriptions record manumissions.

(2) The base dedicatedrH by the daughter of

*&> ^L Tirnolaus. This was in

ffcv^i&A'fcJb /fi
*^e *orm ^ two I01"

^<iS&' ifcrr columns resting on two
^-

steps and supporting an

entablature, the frieze

of which bore a honey-
suckle ornament imi-

tated from that of

the Siphnian Treasury.
The inscription on the

architrave shows that

the statues of Timolaus,

his wife, his daughter

(the dedicator), and
the latter's son (see
AJ.A. XVI, p. 442)
were erected on this

unusual statue base of

which there were three

other examples at Del-

phi. (3) Notes on

questions of Delphian

chronology.
A Find of Gold

and Silver in Thes-

saly. In Ath. Mitt.

XXXVII, 1912, pp. 73-

118 (6 pis.; 14 figs.), A. S. ARVANITOPOULLOS publishes the contents

of a tomb found in 1909 at Palaiokastro near Carditza, the site of the

ancient Metropolis of Hestiaeotis. The burial was made about 158 B.C.;

the objects may be dated about the end of the third or the beginning of the

second century. They include a silver alabastron with two main zones of

decoration in relief, the upper a dance of Erotes, the lower the infant

Dionysus, the cave of nymphs and Silenus (Fig. 4) ;
a silver pyxis decorated

with masks, garlands, taeniae and Maenads; a pair of gold bracelets; a

gold necklace; various other pieces of jewelry; vessels of silver, bronze,

glass, and terra-cotta. The article closes with a discussion of the style of

toreutic work on the Greek mainland as compared with Alexandrian work.

The vessels from Greece show greater simplicity in their profiles and the

FIGURE 4. SILVER VASE FROM THESSALY.
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shapes of the handles; the backgrounds are left empty; the subjects are
often mythological rather than merely decorative, playful, or sentimental.
The Megarian bowls furnish close parallels.

The Tabula Iliaca. In Mem. R. Accad. dei Lincei, XIV, 1911, pp.
662-731 (pi. ; fig.), U. MANCUSA publishes a study of the Tabula Iliaca in
the Capitoline Museum, with an excellent reproduction of the same size

as the original. The extant portion of the monument represents, with

accompanying inscriptions, scenes from Books 1 and 13-24 of the Iliad,
the Aethiopis, and the Little Iliad.

Cockerell at Delos. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 260-312 (18 figs.),

A.-J. REINACH gives, with explanations and notes, the contents of Cocker-
ell's journal and other papers relating to his visit to Delos in October, 1810.

Cockerell's slight excavations were not very successful, but he made many
sketches of architectural details and copied some inscriptions. The origi-

nals of the sketches are identified and the inscriptions are discussed by
M. Reinach.

Representations of a Satyr Play. In Aih. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp.
269-277 (2 pis.), M. BIEBER publishes a fragmentary red-figured deinos in

Athens with a representation of a satyr play. Fragments in Bonn of a

vase from the same factory contain replicas of some of the figures as well

as other figures not on the example in Athens. Apparently the two vases

contain excerpts from a more complete representation of the rehearsal for

a satyr play.
Problems in Greek Geography. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 431-449,

K. J. BELOCH discusses the location of several places in Greek lands.

(1) Psyttaleia is the modern Hagios Georgios, not Lipsokoutala as Kalleu-

berg and others have thought. (2) Dicte in Crete is the range east of Praesus

which has Dryses for its highest summit. (3) The name Onysia given by

Pliny (N.H. IV, 61) to an island in eastern Crete is a corruption in the

manuscripts for Dionysia (cp. Diod. V, 75, 7). (4) Eleutherae in Attica is

not to be identified with Gyphtokastro, which was the ancient Panactum,

but with Myupolis. (5) Demetrias in Thessaly was not at Gorgitza, but at

Pagasae on the other side of the bay. (6) The Eurytanes were located about

Lake Trichoris between Mt. Panaetolicus on the north and Mt. Aracynthus

on the south, and extended from the Achelous to the Euenus River.

(7) Calindoea must be located near Olynthus. (8) The Lethaeus was the

modern Hieropotamos, not the small stream near Gortyna as Strabo

(X, 478) thought. In Berl Phil. W. March 2, 1912, col. 283, J. H. KALLEN-

BERG replies to Beloch's criticism and argues that Hagios Georgios cannot

be Psvttaleia. Furthermore, in Klio, XII, 1912, pp. 129-138 (map), W
JUDEICH discusses the positions of the fleets in the battle of Salamis and

concludes that Psyttaleia must be Lipsokoutali (or Lipsokoutala), and 1

perhaps the small island of Skrophaes is the Ceos of Herodotus.

Pharae in Messenia and Vicinity. -In 'APX . 'E<. 1911, pp. 107-11

(7 figs.), A. N. SKIAS describes the foundations of a tower of the ancienl

circuit wall of Pharae, discovered in 1901 in the modern town of Kalamai ;

publishes seven archaic inscriptions cut in the rock wall of the gorge ot.the

Nedon near Kalamai ;
and discusses the topography of the region, pubhst

ing a few inscriptions from different places. Of the ^^.
four have already been published (cf. Rohl, I.G.A. 74), but the
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thinks they have been misinterpreted as votive inscriptions, and regards
all seven as graffiti, names of workmen who cut the road in the rock along
the gorge, which led, perhaps, to an ancient sanctuary farther up the stream.

Ancient 0p<Svoi. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 263-266, V. CHAPOT

argues that the ancient town and cape in southeastern Cyprus called poi/<x

were so named from thrones cut in the rock, where certain deities were

worshipped. He compares the five thrones at Pilarou, Thera, the one at

Kerata in Attica, two at Phalasarna in Crete, another at Lindus in Rhodes,
the thrones of Zeus and Hecate on the island of Chalce, those of the Magna
Mater in Phrygia, etc.

The Lenaea and the Lenaeum. That the numerous fifth-century

vases, chiefly red-figured and from the first half of the century, which show
a column-shaped Dionysus surrounded by dancing Bacchantes represent the

festival of the Lenaea, not the Anthesteria, and indicate Theban connec-

tions for the former, and that the Lenaeum lay outside the walls and was,

indeed, the small temple found outside the Dipylon gate, are conclusions

reached by A. Frickenhaus and questioned by Wilamowitz-Moellendorf at

the November (1911) meeting of the Berlin Archaeological Society. (Arch.
Anz. 1912, cols. 55-56.)
The Dictaean Cave. In R. Hist. Rel LXIV, 1911, pp. 277-291 (map),

J. TOUTAIN argues that literary and epigraphic evidence prevents the iden-

tification of the Uictaean cave with the cave of Psychro. The latter is the

cave referred to by Hesiod as in the Aegean Mountains near Lyttus. The
Dictaean cave has not yet been found. It must be sought in the mountains

of eastern Crete, probably between Palaikastro and Praesus.

Notes on the Cult of the Double Axe and of the Nude Goddess.
In B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 134-151 (pi. 14 figs.), L. PIGORINI pre-

sents his observations on the prehistoric cult of the double axe and of the

nude goddess, as represented by objects found in primitive tombs.

Cults connected with the Amazons. The Amazons were votaries of

Cybele, Artemis under various surnames, Apollo called Amazonian, and
Ares. The cults with which they were associated appear to be pre-Hel-
lenic. The tradition of the Amazons preserves memories of a time when
women held the important place in state and religion. These results are

reached by a discussion of the legends of the Amazons as told in Greek

literature and illustrated in Greek art. [FLORENCE MARY BENNETT,

Religious Cults associated loith the Amazons. New York, 1912, Columbia

University Press, Lemcke & Buechner, agents. 79 pp. 8 vo. Dissertation.]

Marsyas. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 390-405, SALOMON REINACH
discusses various theories concerning the origin and meaning of Marsyas.
He concludes that Marsyas was an ass-god. Apollo also was once an ass-

god (or at least an Apollo-ass existed), inasmuch as asses were sacrificed

to Apollo in historical times. At Celaenae the skin of Marsyas was shown.

Perhaps the name Marsyas is connected with /AapcrvTros, "bag or sack of

leather."

Engraved Gems. In his Engraved Gems, DUFFIELD OSBORNE under-

takes to provide collectors with an up-to-date handbook of gem engraving,
ancient and modern. After an introduction dealing with the forgeries,

materials, size, shapes, workmanship, designs, inscriptions, and signatures of

ancient gems, he discusses in Part I the gems of different periods beginning
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with those of Minoan Crete and continuing down to modern times, including
chapters on Etruscan scarabs, Mithraic and Gnostic talismans, and Byzantine,
.Sassanian, and Moslem gems. In Part II he describes the gods and other
personages engraved on gems, and their attributes

; and in Part III the tools
and technique of gem engraving, the stones used, etc., and adds full descrip-
tions of the thirty-two plates which illustrate the work. [Engraved Gems,
Signets, Talismans, and Ornamental Intaglios, Ancient and Modern. By
DUFFIELD OSBORNE. New York, 1912, Henry Holt & Co. 424 pp. 32 pis
29 figs. $6.]

Writing of an Ancient Milesian Natural Philosopher. In Memnon,
V, 1911, pp. 149-170 (2 pis.), W. H. ROSCHER maintains that the first eleven

chapters of the so-called Hippocratic
" Book of Sevens "

contain an extract
from a philosophical work of the old Milesian school. In its standpoint
this work falls between the teaching of Solon and the old Pythagorean school.

This view the author defends against the criticism of Diels in D. Lit. Ztg.
July 29, 1911.

The Symbolism of the Pythagoreans. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 481-496,
F. X. KUGLER presents evidence to show that the symbolism of the Pythag-
oreans goes back to Babylonian sources.

The Greek Genius. In The Greek Genius and its Meaning to Us (Oxford,
1912, Clarendon Press, 250 pp. 8 vo. 6s. net), R. W. LIVINGSTONE tries to

determine and illustrate those qualities in Greek literature which make it

of value to us. He distinguishes the Note of Beauty, the Note of Freedom,
the Note of Directness, the Note of Humanism, and the Notes of Sanity and

Manysidedness. Pindar, Herodotus, and Plato (the last as one who does

not fit in a conception of the Greek genius as made up of the notes mentioned

above) are especially discussed, and a chapter is devoted to the fifth century
and after. The book is in no sense archaeological, but is of interest to

archaeologists in so far as a discussion of the qualities exhibited in Greek

literature may lead to better understanding of Greek art.

ITALY

ARCHITECTURE

The Tomb of C. Sulpicius Platorinus. In Boll. Arte, .V, 1911, pp.

365-372 (colored pi. ;
8 figs.), R. PARIBENI and A. BERRETTI discuss the

reconstruction of the tomb of C. Sulpicius Platorinus reerected in 1911 in

the Museo delle Terrne.

SCULPTURE

The Etruscan Stelae at Bologna. In Mon. Antichi del Lincei, XX,

1911, cols. 357-727 (5 pis. ; many figs.), P. DUCATI discusses the Etruscan

stelae at Bologna. A summary of his work, with criticism, is given by

A. GRENIER in R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 137-140. Perhaps' the most im-

portant result of the detailed study of these monuments is the conne ion

established between them and the Gallic invasions. The Etruscans o

Bologna continued to resist the Gauls until the middle of the fourth ct

B 'C

The New Head of Augustus. - In Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 361-363,

A. IPPEL discusses the bronze head of Augustus from Meroe, published
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R. C. Bosanquet (Ann. Arch. Anth. IV, 1911, p. 66, pis. XII-XIV
;
A.J.A.

XVI, p. 114). In opposition to Bosanquet, who believes that the bronze

head portrays Augustus as a young man while the statue from Prima Porta

represents him at about the age of fifty, Ippel maintains that both portraits

are copies from the same original, and that the head from Meroe is the first

of the two, and perhaps is a cast from the original statue.

The Apotheosis of Antoninus Pius. The apotheosis of Antoninus

Pius, as represented in the celebrated relief on the pedestal of his column,
has been newly interpreted by L. DEUBNER, Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp.
1-20 (4 figs.), with special reference to Oriental influences. He explains
the winged youth, who bears on his wings the seated figures of Antoninus

and Faustina, as the Aion of the Mithra cult, the winged demon of

eternity.
Aurifex Brattiarius. One element in the relief of the gold-beater in

the Galleria delle Statue of the Vatican, the pile of objects at the lower right-
hand corner, has been variously and always incorrectly interpreted. The
five objects, each one smaller than the one below it and all having the form
of a double, truncated cone, are not bars or ingots of gold or packages of

finished goldleaf, but the weights belonging to the colossal pair of scales

which hang above. This is the usual form for Roman weights. The small

object hanging from one arm of the bar of the scales is a moveable weight

running on a graduated scale, as in our steelyard. (E. PERNICE, Jb. Arch.

L XXVI, 1911, pp. 288-289
; fig.)

Female Head from Egypt. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 110-115

(3 figs.), ANDRE BOULANGER publishes a marble head bought by the

Countess of Gleichen in Egypt, and afterwards sold and brought to

America. It is about one-fifth larger than life. The hair is slightly parted
in the middle and frames the face in a thick, rounded mass. The back of

the head and neck is lacking and was originally made of a separate piece.

Probably a veil or part of a mantle covered these missing parts. The head

probably belonged to a replica or copy of a standing, veiled female statue

made in Egypt in Roman times.

The Frieze of the Temple of Apollo at Bolsena. In Rend. Ace.

Lincei, XX, 1911, pp. 563-568 (2 figs.), E. GABRICI publishes a bas-relief

(80 cm. by 67 cm.) built into the cathedral of Bolsena. It probably formed

part of a frieze from a temple of Apollo, and represents the Hours harness-

ing the steeds of the Sun (Ovid, Met. 2, 118; Lucian, Dial. Deor. X;
Dionys. II, 175). At the left stands Helios, characterized by an aureola,
while one of the Hours from behind the chariot is tipping it back that the

yoke may fall aright on the neck of a horse who is being bridled by another
of the Hours. The fragment is part of a replica of a Hellenistic work, and
the subject of the frieze was probably the story of Phaethon.

The Reliefs of the Arch of Constantine. New light has been thrown

upon two of the reliefs of the Arch of Constantine by an Oxyrhynchus
papyrus (Hunt, VIII, 73). This contains some forty Greek hexameters by
the poet Pancrates, who lived in the time of Hadrian, and celebrated the

emperor's prowess in the chase, describing the attack of a lion upon
Antinous, whose life is saved by Hadrian. The bearing of this upon two
of the medallions is considered in Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 97-100, by
W. HOFFA. (Cp. ibid. XXVI, 1911, pp. 214 ff.)
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VASES
Ceramic Art in Italy. A new chronology of the ceramic art in Italy is

established by V. MACCHIORO in Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 21-36. In-
stead of the generally accepted succession, Campania, Lucania, Apulia,
Macchioro reverses this order, maintaining that in northern Apulia pro-
duction lasted until the end of the fourth century B.C., in central and lower

Apulia and in Lucania to about the end of the third century (or the second
half of the century), and in Campania to the end of the third century B.C.

Ibid. XXVII, 1912, pp. 163-188, he establishes a new chronology of the
vases produced in Apulia, Lucania, and Campania, and bases it upon his-

torical considerations, not upon stylistic criteria.

INSCRIPTIONS

The Bronze Inscription of Heraclaea. In R. tit. Anc. XIV, 1912,

pp. 40-52, M. BESNIER discusses the recent works of H. Legras and J.-M.

Nap on the bronze inscription found near Heraclaea in 1732 (C.I.L. I,

206), and concludes that neither the date nor the purpose of the inscription
has yet been determined.

Inscriptions from Rome. Various minor inscriptions found in or

near Rome are published by G. GATTI, B. Com. Rom. XXXIX, 1911,

pp. 271-282.

An Inscription at Dertona. An inscription in the museum of Dertona

(ancient Tortona) is interpreted by H. GUMMERUS, Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912,

pp. 230-233 (pi.)- It is found upon a stele with reliefs, three portraits

and, below, shoemaker's lasts and other tools of that trade, so scantily

represented on extant monuments.
Latin Inscriptions from Dacia. In Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 499-510,

G. TEGLAS publishes 119 Latin inscriptions, most of them consisting of a

few letters only, from Dacia.

Inscriptiones Latiiiae. Professor DIEHL has performed a useful ser-

vice for students of Latin epigraphy in publishing his Inscriptiones Latinae.

The book consists of fifty plates reproducing Latin inscriptions covering all

periods from the "
Lapis Romuli "

to the sarcophagus of Pope Nicolaus V

(d. 1455). In one case facsimiles of as many as 98 different inscriptions

are given in a single plate. A brief explanatory text and full indices

are added. [Inscriptiones Latinae. Collegit ERNESTUS DIEHL. Bonn,

1912, Marcus & Weber; Oxford, Parker & Son, xxxix, pp.; 50 pis.

8 vo.]
Curious Interpretation of a Roman Inscription. In Sitzb. Miin.

ATcad. 1911, No. 13 (23 pp.; 2 pis.), F. VOLLMER supplements his previous

paper (see A.J.A. XV, 1911, p. 569) on the "Three Wretched Saints"

at Etting. Saints were worshipped at Etting before 1385. No record of

the names of the three saints, S. Arch, S. Haindrit, S. Gardan v is earlier than

the last part of the sixteenth century. In 1627 the name of the Roman

soldier Herennius was substituted for that of Haindrit, and the gravestoi

of the Roman was regarded as that of the saint.

Epigraphic Bulletin. In their review of epigraphic publications for

July-December, 1911 (R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 485-536), R. CAGNAT and

M. BESNIER give the text of 156 inscriptions relating to Roman antiquity,
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with notes on epigraphic publications and full indices. Ibid. XIX, 1912,

pp. 453-492, the same authors publish similar notes and the text of 132

inscriptions for January-June, 1912. Of these inscriptions, nine are in Greek,
the rest in Latin.

COINS

Monetary System of Etruria. The French version of the discussion

by E. KOVACS of the monetary system of Etruria (cf. A.J.A. XVI, p. 288)
is concluded in R. Ital. Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 489-518.

The Coinage of the Brutii. At the April (1911) meeting of the Berlin

Archaeological Society, K. Regling suggested that the period usually

assigned to the coins of the Brutii, 282-203 B.C., was much too long, and
that they must belong only to the years 282-272, in which the Brutii

were in revolt against Rome under the lead of Pyrrhus and after which

they were far too much humbled to be granted the privilege of coinage

by the Romans. (Arch. Anz. 1912, col. 44.)

The Gold Coins of T. Quiuctius. In Sitzb. Kais. Akad. der Wiss. in

Wien, 167, 6, 1911 (78 pp. ; pi.), W. KUBITSCHEK discusses at length the

three gold coins inscribed T. Quincti. The head on the obverse is not that

of T. Quinctius Flamininus, but the writer cannot identify it, or point out

who this T. Quinctius was. He also discusses denarii with magistrates'

names, and tribal names on Roman coins.

Medallions on Roman Standards. COVENTRY O. SELTMAN pub-
lishes in R. Ital. Num. XXV, 1912, pp. 35-49 (2 pis. ;

2 figs.), a unique
" standard of a Roman general," as he believes it to be. It is thought to

have been found, along with the sella castrensis which is mentioned else-

where (see p. 593), somewhere near Colchester, England, in 1827. It con-

sists substantially of an unusually large bordered medallion of Nero fastened

in the centre of the lowest and largest of a series of four laurel wreaths

arranged tangentially in a longitudinal order of decreasing size, but with the

lowest framed in above by bars in a form suggesting the pediment of a

temple. To the lowest wreath is attached at the extremity of a diameter

extending in the line of the centres of the other wreaths, a metal socket

for the insertion of a pole for carrying. Mr. Seltman believes this and the

folding chair which came from the same collection (of a Mr. Forman) to

have been lost in the defeat of Petilius Cerealis by the Britons.

Coin of Hadrumetum. U. PH. BOISSEVAIN points out that a coin of

Hadrumetum of which a number of examples are known has had the

legends repeatedly misread and wrongly restored. The coin shows on the

obverse the head of Neptune to right with trident over the left shoulder
;
on

the reverse, a bust of the Sun-god, facing, with nimbus and crown of rays.
The inscriptions are properly read, Obv., C (or Q ) FABIVS CATVLVS
11-VIRjRev., D.SEXTILIVS-CpRNVTVS-II.VIR. Therefore no

argument can longer be based upon this coin (which must be referred, with

Mommsen, to the Augustan period) for pushing the date of the autonomous

coinage of the African cities back to the beginning of the first century B.C.

(Z. Num. XXIX, 1912, pp. 107-111
; fig.)

Roman Coins of Restitution. L. LAFFRANCHI argues that the issue

by .the Flavians between the years 71 and 80 A.D. of coins with restored

types of Augustan issues was designed to commemorate at the distance of
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a century the foundation of the empire by Augustus, and to surest
Vespasian as in a sense its second founder, after the recent civil wars (P
ItaL Num. XXIV, 1911, pp. 427-436

; pi.)

Coinage of Agrippa and Macrianus.- L. LAFFRANCHI defends further
against attack by STUCKELBERG his claim that the coins of Agrippa were
issued by Caligula, and that Macrianus the Elder must be dropped from
the list of the Roman emperors who issued coins. (Boll. Num. IX 1911
pp. 161-164.)

Coins of L. Verus. In Num. Chron. 1911, pp. 209-267 (2 pis.), C.
HAROLD DODD examines year by year the numismatic evidence concerning
the eastern campaigns of L. Verus, and points out the corrections which it
makes possible in the literary narratives. Two supplementary notes are

appended, one on the coinage of the period between the end of the Parthian
War and the death of Verus, the second on Mesopotamia after the Parthian
War.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
The Lake Dwellers of Lago di Varese. Further light on the burial

customs of the lake dwellers (their practice of providing for the dead on

platforms over the water, near the homes of the living) is furnished by
P. CASTELFRANCO, B. Pal. It. XXXVII, 1911, pp. 113-119 (pi.), who
describes fragments of cinerary urns and other vessels from the Lago di

Varese.

Neolithic Remains near San Severe. Neolithic remains in the

vicinity of San Severe and Monte Gargano are discussed by U. RELLINI in

B. Pal. It. XXXVIII, 1912, pp. 1-10 (3 figs.). The region is especially
rich in implements of the period.
An Archaic Cinerary Urn. The swastika, as it appears upon an

archaic cinerary urn found near Rapallo, is discussed by A. ISSEL in B. Pal.

It. XXXVIII, 1912, pp. 39-50 (5 figs.). Other objects found in the same

tomb, including an iron spear-point, are also described.

Etruscan Remains at Castiglione del Lago. A small Etruscan tomb,

discovered by accident in 1901, at S. Benedetto, Castiglione del Lago, on

the Trasimene Lake, is described in Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 51-61

(5 figs.) by B. NOGARA. It contained cinerary urns with recumbent figures

in terra-cotta, and vessels in bronze and clay. The tomb belonged to the

Ceicna (i.e. Caecina family).
The Bronze Censers of Bologna. A full treatment of the various

bronze censers (so-called) which have been found in the vicinity of Bologna,

and represent the Villanova civilization, is published by P. DUCATI in B.

Pal. It. XXXVIII, 1912, pp. 11-29 (2 pis. ; fig.)- They are distinguished by

handles in the form of water-fowl, and by an abundance of chains and

pendants.
A Bronze Situla from Lentini. A bronze situla, serving as a cinerary

urn, discovered at Lentini, and now in the museum at Syracuse, is studied

by P. ORSI in B. Pal. It. XXXVIII, 1912, pp. 30-38 (fig.)'.
He traces the

type back to an Ionian origin, and connects it with the archaic situlae found

in northeastern Italy. No other specimen has been found in the south.

Republican Monuments at Ostia. Some republican monuments at

Ostia are described and illustrated by D. VAGLIERI, B. Com. Rom.

XXXIX, 1911, pp. 225-245 (3 pis.; 17 figs.). Until recently this period was
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hardly represented at all among the accessible remains of Ostia. Vaglieri

has brought a number of such structures to light, though it cannot be said

that any one of them is of great importance.
Tabulae Caeritum. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911, pp. 435-454, D.

ANZIANI discusses the origin and meaning of tabulae Caeritum. His theory
is that during the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. commercial relations were

very close between Rome and Caere, and that the former drew much of its

grain supply from southern Etruria. The desirability of giving some legal

standing in Rome to the merchants of Caere led to the bestowal upon them
of civil rights, civitas sine suffragio, and to the drawing up of the tabulae

Caeritum. Later, citizens who had been deprived of their suffrage by the

censor were inscribed upon the same tablets, inasmuch as their political

status was practically the same as that of the Caeritans.

Roman Slavery. In Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 189-221, M. BANG
continues his treatment of Roman slavery, with special reference to the

supply, and the large numbers of Italians who by kidnapping, exposure, sale

by parents or others, but, particularly, by voluntary sale, swelled the ranks of

the slaves.

Birth Customs in Corsica. Strabo (III, 4, 17; 165), in speaking of

Corsica, and Diodorus Siculus (I, 80
; V, 14) of the Celts, describe a custom

existing among those peoples that a husband whose wife has given birth to

a child should submit to a sort of child-bed for some days or weeks. This

custom, still found among the Basques and some peoples of southern Asia,

corresponds quite closely to one among the natives of South America.

H. KUNIKE in Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp. 546-563, discusses and attempts to

explain this so-called " couvade " and lists more than a hundred references

to the custom in ethnological writers.

The Mosaic of Torre Annunziata. The well-known mosaic discovered

at Torre Annunziata in 1897 has been studied by F. DREXEL, in Rom. Mitt.

XXVII, 1912, pp. 234-240 (fig.) and brought into connection with the

pseudo-Plutarchian description of a relief by the tomb of Isocrates, repre-

senting the orator in a group of his teachers and several poets. The
mosaic had been interpreted by Peterson (Ibid. XII, 1897, pp. 328 ff.)

as depicting the Academy.
The Via Salaria. The elaborate work on the Salaria, published by the

Marchese PERSICHETTI in Rom. Mitt, in 1908 and 1909, and then separately

(La via Salaria nel circondarii di Roma e Rieti, Rome, 1910), has been sup-

plemented by T. ASHBY, Rom. Mitt. XXVII, 1912, pp. 222-229. The

eighteenth milestone has been discovered (temp. Nervae) since Persichetti's

work and the earlier paper of Ashby.
The Imperial Fora. In Boll. Arte,V, 1911, pp. 445-455 (pi.; 40 figs.;

plan), C. RICCI discusses the remains of the imperial fora with many full-

page illustrations, and publishes a drawing showing how the whole series

would look if the modern buildings were removed.
Plan in Relief of Imperial Rome. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911, pp. 419-

422, Louis CHATELAIN writes in high praise of the model or plan in relief

of Rome in the fourth century of our era, which is in the National Museum
at the baths of Diocletian, in Rome. It is the work of a French architect,

Mr. Bigot. The same article appeared first in the Bollettino dell' Associazione

archeologica romana.
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Pormae Urbis Romae Antiquae. Messrs. KIEPERT and HUELSEN
have published a new and enlarged edition of their work on the topography
of ancient Rome. The literary evidence, ancient and modern, is collected in
three chapters, (1) one dealing with temples and the like

; (2) one with,
churches and Christian monuments; and (3) one with public and private
monuments. An index of modern names is added. Four large maps ac-

company the text. [Formae urbis Romae antiquae. Delineaverunt H.
KIEPERT et CH. HUELSEN. Berolini, 1912, D. Reimer, XIX, 162 pp.
4 maps. 8vo. M. 16.]

A Fourth-century Necropolis at Genoa. In Ausonia, V, 1911, pp.
13-55 (13 figs.) R. PARIBENI describes in detail the contents of seventy-
three tombs found on the east side of the hill of S. Andrea, Genoa. They
are all pit tombs, poorly preserved, and contained many red-figured vases,

chiefly craters and cylices, of South Italian manufacture. Several bronze

vessels, as well as fibulae and vases of glass, were also found. The necropolis

probably dates from the end of the fourth century B.C.

Chair of a Roman General. In the same paper in which he describes

a unique Roman standard (see p. 590), COVENTRY O. SELTMAN describes and

pictures also a unique folding chair of iron, with incrustations of silver,

which he believes to have been the sella castrensis of a Roman general, and

to have been lost near Colchester along with the standard in the defeat by
the Britons of Petilius Cerealis in the time of Nero. (R. Ital. Num. XXV,
1912, pp. 49-52

;
2 pis. ; fig.)

Pila Ardentia. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1911, pp. 266-270 (fig.), A. HERON
DE VILLEFOSSE points out that specimens of the pila ardentia mentioned by
Latin writers are still extant. There are two kinds : one in which a hole

near the point carried the burning pitch; and the other in which the

spearhead a short distance from the point was split into three parts, widened

out, and then united again a few inches further on. This made a larger

enclosure for the inflammable material.

A Toponomastic Lexicon of Italy. In Rend. Ace. Lincei, XX, 1911,

pp. 503-562, S. FIERI presents the results of studies made by him for a

toponomastic lexicon of Italy, under the auspices of the Reale Accademia dei

Lincei. The proper names of the valley of the Arno are here traced back

to their Latin equivalents : first, local names derived from the names of per-

sons, which are primitives ; second, names derived by suffixes -ano and

-dtico from Latin gentile names.

FRANCE

Burials of Protohistoric Ages in Southwestern Prance. In R. A rch.

XIX, 1912, pp. 1-59 (21 figs., most of which contain many small drawings),

LEON JOULIN begins a description and discussion of the burials belonging

to the Iron Age in southwestern France. After a brief introduction, h

describes six groups : (1) Toulouse, with an elaborate tabulation o

contents of graves; (2) Le Tarn ; (3) Les Pyrenees Centrales ; (4) Le Bassi

de 1'Adour; (5) L'Agenais et le Quercy; (6) Le Cantal, la Correze, et la

Dordogne. The contents of the graves in the various cemeteries

scribed, as are the graves themselves, and approximate dates are fete

Ibid. pp. 235-254, the burials are classified according to periods
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Age, two only, Terrier de Cabut and at Singlayrac ;
First Iron Age, numer-

ous
;
Second Iron Age, at Toulouse, at Albi, in the Agenais, and perhaps

in the Quercy; the first period of Roman domination at Toulouse). The

arrangement and contents of the tombs are described. Apparently the

Celts (the bearers of the civilization of the First Iron Age) took possession of

the country in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. From the fourth century
B.C. the Celtic civilization of the Second Iron Age reigned in all southwest-

ern Gaul. Hellenic influence increased. Finally, the Roman conquest

brought further economic consequences ;
but the Celtic sepulchral rites still

survived.

The Age of the Decorated Caves and Rocks of France and Spain.
In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 193-234 (37 figs.), the abbe' H. BREUIL discusses

the drawings, paintings, and carvings in caves and on rocks in France and

Spain. He concludes that an original art arose, at the beginning of the

higher palaeolithic age, contemporary with the glacial fauna north of the

Pyrenees and the Alps, and with a temperate fauna beyond these barriers.

This naturalistic art developed in all the Southwest of France and the

Northwest of Spain during a long period. Here human figures are rare.

In the East and Northeast of Spain they play an important role. A
schematic (Capsian) art existed in the Southwest of Spain, and this was
driven northward by the advent of neolithic people in the South. Some of

the Capsians remained, apparently, in southern Spain and Portugal, and
some may have moved from Morocco to the Soudan.

Prehistoric Perigord. In R. Past, XI, 1912, pp. 82-92, O. HAUSER'S
Guide to the prehistoric remains in the Vlzere and Dordogne valleys is trans-

lated under the title ' Prehistoric Perigord.'
The Epoch of the Foundation of Alesia. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912,

pp. 101-109 (4 figs.), JOSEPH DECHELETTE shows that nothing has yet been
found at Alesia, to which a date earlier than the first century B.C. can be

assigned. Only a relatively small part of the site is excavated, and earlier

objects may, of course, be discovered.

The Roman Road from Bordeaux to Astorga. In R. fit. Anc. XIV,
1912, pp. 175-188 (4 figs. ; map), L. COLAS traces the Roman road from
Bordeaux to Astorga where it crosses the Pyrenees. The modern Saint-

Jean-le-Vieux is the Imus Pyrenaeus of the Antonine Itinerary, Chateau-

Pignon is Summus Pyrenaeus and Ibaneta is Summus Portus.

The Friezes of the Arch at Orange. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp.
337-342 (2 figs.), S. REINACH publishes drawings of the friezes of the north-

ern and southern stylobates of the arch at Orange and reprints, with correc-

tions, from C. R. Acad. Insc. 1909, pp. 513-518, his proof that the arch was
erected in honor of the victory of Julius Caesar (or his legate C. Trebonius)
in 49 B.C. An inscription was added later in honor of Tiberius. The
monuments at St. Remy belong to the same date as the arch at Orange.

SWITZERLAND
The Roman Theatre at Angst. In Die Schweiz, XVI, May 1912, pp.

205-208 (6 figs.), F. STAHELIN describes the remains of the Roman theatre

at Augst (Augusta Raurica), Switzerland. It has been known since the

Renaissance, but it was completely excavated and restored 1893-1906.
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There were three buildings on the site : first, a theatre of the time of Augus-
tus; then an amphitheatre built a few decades later, with an arena 47 m
long, by 36 m. wide; then a theatre again, probably erected after the with-
drawal of the Roman garrison. This apparently lasted down to the invasion
of the Alemanm about 450 A.D.

GERMANY
Distribution of Prehistoric Types. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp.

664-817 (66 figs.; map), R. BELTZ, presenting the fifth report of the com-
mission chosen by the German Anthropological Society for the publication
of maps showing the distribution of prehistoric types, classifies more than
2200 La Tene fibulae, by their periods, provenance, and form, indicating
surroundings (grave, hill, bridge, swamp, etc.), and giving, itheMl&erature.A supplementary list of 264 such fibulae is given ibid. XLIII, 1911 no
930-943.

A Grave Relief from the German Limes. A sculptured grave stone
which was found near Obernburg am Main in 1889 and which has been
published several times, bears some obscure inscriptions, one of which
H. DESSAU has deciphered as OT H RYA D E I A, i.e. Othryades. The letters

occur on a shield which forms part of a trophy, and they evidently refer to

the story of the Spartan Othryades who, when mortally wounded in a battle

with the Argives, raised a trophy and marked it with his own blood. The
incident was well known in late antiquity and is represented on gems, but
the native artist of this stone formed his own conception of the picture.

(Arch. Anz. 1912, col. 69.)

Ancient Writing Materials. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXIII, 1912, cols. 143-

147 (2 figs.), W. SCHUBART describes various ancient writing materials

preserved in the Berlin museum.

Supports for Roman Incense-Burners. In Rom.-Germ. Kb. V, 1912,

pp. 10 ff., K. S. GUTMANN discusses a class of terra-cotta objects in German
museums of Roman antiquities, the exact purpose of which has never been

ascertained. In shape they resemble speaking tubes and are made of com-

mon clay without artistic finish. He shows that they served as supports to

incense-burners, to which they show great resemblance in the technique of

their decoration.

GREAT BRITAIN

Stonehenge. At the March (1911) meeting of the Berlin Archaeo-

logical Society, C. Schuchhardt spoke on Stonehenge and its relation to the

South. Similar constructions occur in many parts of Great Britain and

on the neighboring continental coasts, and the attempts to date them by
their orientation to the rising sun leads to such contradictions that we must

reject the idea of their being Sun temples and adopt the most natural expla-

nation of them as sepulchral monuments. They all show close analogies

with the circle of shaft graves at Mycenae. The race course connected with

the circle of stones at Stonehenge is another proof of this view, for chariot

races were always held in honor of the dead. The giant stone in the mid-

dle of the circle is rather a seat for the returning soul than a throne for a

god. All grave stelae, tumuli, pyramids, etc., were originally designed for
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the use of the soul of the departed, that it might see from a height the rising
and setting sun, etc. So in the Persians, the spirit of Darius appears on the

apex of his tomb. Further, the name and the traditions concerning the

home of the Hyperboraeans point to the mild climate of the south of England,
and the stories of their embassies to Dodona, Delphi, and Delos, and of their

friendly relations with the Athenians, strengthen these evidences of inter-

course between northwestern Europe and the Mediterranean and between
Greece and Central Europe. (Arch. Anz. 1912, cols. 40-43.)

AFRICA
The Cult of Mithra in Carthage. In R. Hist. Rel. LXV, 1912, pp. 1-15

(4 figs.), P. BEKGER publishes a Phoenician inscription from Carthage ante-

dating the Roman conquest, in which he finds a reference to the god Mithra.

He argues that the cult of Mithra was introduced into Carthage directly
from Asia Minor, and not by the Romans.

The Military Frontier of Tripolis in Roman Times. In the Memoires

de rAcademic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, XXXIX, 1912, pp. 77-109

(3 pis. ;
10 figs.), R. CAGNAT discusses the military frontier of Roman

Tripolis. The frontier was protected, from Leptis Magna to Turris Tamel-

leni, by three kinds of defensive works : (1) large camps, strongly fortified,

and connected by ports of less importance ; (2) in the valleys and points
of passage, by a ditch and a wall with towers; (3) toward the south, along
the caravan routes, bordjs, occupied by garrisons, chiefly of cavalry. More-

over, behind the limes was a certain number of forts at important points.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, AND MEDIAEVAL ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

A Great Picture of the Time of Justinian. The sixth-century (A.D.)

picture of the Universe wrhich was in the Winter Baths at Gaza, and the

highly colored poetic description of it written by Johannes of Gaza, were

discussed at the May and June (1911) meetings of the Berlin Archaeological

Society by P. Friedlander and A. Trendelenburg. The latter gave a Ger-

man metrical translation of part of the introduction of the poem, which is

in a very difficult Greek style, and concluded from passages in it that the

picture was on a vault or dome and very probably was a mosaic with gold

ground. A Latin cross with the long arm proportionately longer than usual,

and with the ends of the arms widened, was the most prominent feature in

the design as a whole, which included innumerable details of natural powers
and elements. A symbolic pair of sisters, of unequal size, appeared above
and corresponded to the uneven proportions of the arms. (Arch. Anz. 1912,
cols. 46-52.)

Byzantine Art. In Vol. XV of the Bulletin of the Russian Archaeo-

logical Institute at Constantinople (Izwestija russkavo archeologicheskavo
Instituta w Konstantinopolje. Vol. XV, Sophia, 1911), T. SCHMIT publishes

(with colored plates) three articles on Byzantine art. They are, pp. 31-72

on the iconography of the annunciation ; pp. 73-91 on a peculiarity in the

oldest representations of the baptism of Christ
; pp. 206-258 on the church

and the mosaics of Panagia Angeloktistos.
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A Fragment of Byzantine Pottery. In R. Arch. XVIII 1911
pp. 450-451 (fig., wrong side up), A. VAX GENNEP publishes a fragment
of pottery found near Bougie. He thinks it is Byzantine and recognizes in
its decoration both human and vegetable forms.
A Tablet from the Meteoron Monastery. In'Apx-

'E<- 19H pp 177-
185 (18 figs.), N. A. BEY publishes, with historical commentary, a painted
tablet, which he found in the Meteoron monastery, dedicated by Angelica
Palaiologina, who was queen of Jannina in the latter part of the fourteenth
century. In the central panel, which is surrounded by a border with the
figures of fourteen saints, a portrait figure of the queen worships the Virgin
and infant Jesus. All the figures are identified by their names.

The Origin of Perspective. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXI, 1911, pp. 393-
434, W. DE GRUNEISEN sketches the origin and development of perspective,
describes the characteristics of " la perspective barbare

" common to Oriental

antiquity and the early Middle Ages, and discusses the effect of the discov-

ery of the laws of true perspective at the Renaissance.

FRANCE

The Ambulatory of St. Martin at Tours. In A/A./. Kunttw. V, 1912,

pp. 134-149, E. GALL begins a series of 'Studies in the History of the

Ambulatory
' with an inquiry into the date of the church of St. Martin at

Tours, which, though now destroyed, is known to have possessed a well-

developed apsidal aisle. He finds from documentary evidence that the

basilica of Perpetuus, which was built towards the end of the fifth century
lasted without much change till the end of the tenth. The apsidal aisle

dates from the reconstruction of Herveus and the beginning of the eleventh

century.
The Tomb of St. Ronan. In Mh. f. Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 111-128.

K. ESCHER points out that the tomb of St. Ronan shows many affinities with

the tomb of Philippe Pot in the Louvre, the angel caryatids carrying coats

of arms having a certain resemblance to the mourners similarly equipped in

the case of the Louvre monument. The motif of angel caryatids, however,
is more probably derived from Italy, and the writer is disposed to regard the

tomb as an early example of the Italian movement in French sculpture.

The tomb seems to have been set up by Anne of Brittany in its present

situation in the church of Lochronan (Finistere) about 1512-1514.

A Carolingian Inscription. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1911, pp. 588-595

(fig.), L.-H. LABANDE publishes a fragmentary Latin inscription in raised

letters on three sides of a slab decorated with an interlacing design. The

stone came from Carpentras and was at some time sawn in two. It is now

98 cm. long and 40 cm. high. The letters preserved read cavit fieri ista

opera indignos peccat[pr~\. It dates from the second half of the eighth

century, a period from which few inscriptions are preserved.

Sculptures of the Church at Rampillon. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912,

pp. 313-318 (7 figs.), CHARLES OULMONT calls attention to the remarkable

sculptures of the church at Rampillon (Seine-et-Marne), of the end of the

thirteenth century. Especially interesting and beautiful are the masks in

the spandrels and the figures under the arches below the twelve apostles at

the sides of the portal.
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GERMANY

Interpretation of a Fresco in Niirnberg. The curious fresco in the

Moritzkapelle in Niirnberg, representing in four scenes a maiden receiving
a message, and the birth, baptism, and education of a royal youth are ex-

plained by H. KEHRER in Mh. f. Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 65-67, as relating to

the betrothal of the Emperor Karl IV and Anna of Schweidnitz, and to the

birth of their son, Wenzel IV of Bohemia. The appositeness of the fresco

lies in the circumstance that Wenzel was born in Niirnberg.

GREAT BRITAIN

Antiquities of St. Andrews and the Ruth-well Cross. The church

of St. Rule at St. Andrews in Scotland is assigned by G. T. RIVOIRA in

Burl. Mag. XXI, 1912, pp. 15-25, to the twelfth century. He finds that

while there is evidence of two periods of building in the edifice, they never-

theless maintain an architectural unity and are both to be assigned to the

episcopate of Robert (ca. 1130). Of the two carved crosses in the Cathedral

Museum, the writer attributes the one with the interlacing ornament to a

period no earlier than the eighth century, and scouts the derivation of such

ornament from the illuminated manuscripts, believing that an Italian

origin is to be sought for it. The other cross with foliate ornament is no
earlier than the Conquest, and carries with it to this later date the Bew-
castle and Ruthwell crosses. W. R. LKTHABY, ibid. pp. 145-146, maintains

the old seventh-century date of the Ruthwell Cross, basing his objections
to Rivoira's late date on the palaeography of the inscription, the antiquity
of the " Dream of the Holy Rood," part of which poem is inscribed on the

Cross, the fact that tall crosses like this were set up in England in the

seventh century, and the style of the sculptures. He also argues for the

Coptic derivation of its ornamental motifs.

RENAISSANCE ART
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Tapestries of the Seven Deadly Sins. The eight pieces known
as the "

tapestries of the seven deadly sins
"
are described and discussed in

Burl. Mag. XX, 1912, pp. 210-222 and 277-289 by D. T. B. WOOD. He re-

gards the pieces as homogeneous in character, even if they do not belong to

the same set originally. Two are in the treasury of Burgos cathedral,

three in the Chateau de Haar in Belgium, one in the Louvre, while the present

ownership of the rest is unknown. The subject-matter is mediaeval in

character, being the cycle of the Redemption as it appears in the Miracle

Plays, with the addition of the Conflict of the Virtues and Vices. The

authorship is unknown, Destine having attributed them to a Maitre

Philippe whom he identifies with a figure in the Descent from the Cross

in Brussels, who wears the inscription
"
Philiep

" embroidered on his robe.

The style of the Brussels tapestry is manifestly allied to that of the " Seven

Deadly Sins." Michiels, on the other hand, names Mabuse as the author of

their cartoons, on what appears to Wood to be insufficient evidence. Most
of the article is devoted to tracing the origin of the motifs in the plays of

the fifteenth century, particularly the English Moralities.
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Lost Drawings assigned to Raphael. In Burl Mag. XX, 1912, pp.
294301, O. FISCHEL announces his forthcoming publication of Raphael's
drawings in ten volumes, and bespeaks the aid of students in determining
the present whereabouts of twenty-four drawings ascribed to Raphael in
various catalogues, but now of unknown location. The drawings are repro-
duced in plates accompanying the article.

The Liechtenstein Leonardo. In Burl. Mag. XX, 1912, pp. 345-346,
HERBERT COOK reviews the evidence for the identification of the original
of the "Portrait of a Young Lady" in the Liechtenstein collection with
Ginevra dei Benci, and its attribution to Leonardo, and accepts both con-

clusions without reserve. He also adduces a portrait by Lorenzo di Credi
in the Forli gallery, which he believes to be the likeness of the same lady.A Legend of St. Mamas. In the first of his articles on the Exhibition

of Early Venetian Pictures at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, ROGER FRY
describes a series of panels, five in number, of which two were exhibited

by their owner Mr. J. Annan Bryce. Two others are in the Correr Museum,
and the fifth in the Museo Civico at Verona. They represent episodes in

the life of St. Mamas of Caesarea, and are ascribed by the writer to Michele

Giambono. A discussion of the legend of St. Mamas accompanies the

article. (Burl. Mag. XX, 1912, pp. 346-359.) Other articles on the

Exhibition by the same writer are ibid. XXI, 1912, pp. 47-50, and 95-101,

the last with an additional note by T. BORENIUS.

The Real Name of Giovanni da Bologna. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912,

pp. 84-100 (2 figs.)*, A. DUBRULLE shows by documentary evidence that

the real name of the sculptor from Douai, who has been called Giovanni

Bologna (or da Bologna), was Jean (Jehan) de Boulogne (Boullongne).

The family came to Douai from Boulogne. The Italian city did not give

the sculptor the name of Bologna, which he adopted as a convenient form of

his French name for use in Italy. Various details of his life are discussed.

ITALY

Interpretation of a Fresco. In Boll. Jrte,1912,pp. 41-55 and 94-114,

G. B. PICOTTI takes issue with the interpretations hitherto proposed for the

curious fourteenth-century fresco in the cloister of the church of S.Francesco

at Gubbio (Fig. 5). The interesting feature of the painting is the group

of angels carrying a church-like house, wherein Faloci saw. a reference to

the translation of the Santa Casa of Loreto. Others related the fresco to

the legend of the Porziuncola at Assisi. Picotti, pointing out that other

frescoes of the church depicted the story of St. Francis and his follower

Giacomello Spada, believes that the picture represents the angels offering

the house of Spada, which was later transformed into a church, to the

Virgin, who appears in the centre of the fresco in the mandorla supported

bv angrels.

Notes on Italian Medals. -In Burl. Mag. X, 1912, pp. 200-208,

G. F. HILL writes concerning unpublished or little-known medals in the

British Museum or elsewhere. Apropos of a series of impressions on leather

in the Vatican library, made from a medal of Federigo, Duke of Urbmo, by

Enzola, the writer gives a brief account of the use of medals in book-binding.

The other me'dals discussed are : a Maximilian I by Gian Marco Cavalli ;
a
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portrait of his son by Antonio della Torre
;
Lelio Torelli by Francesco da

Sangallo ;
a portrait of Bernardo Nasi ; and a medal commemorating a

restoration of a tower in Ancona signed by Giovanni Battista Capocaccia

FIGURE 5. FRESCO IN GUBBIO.

and establishing the artist's true baptismal name, as against the " Mario "

given him by Vasari.

The Tombs of Lorenzo Cibo and Eleonora Malaspina at Massa.
Rass. d'Arte, XI, 1912, pp. 184-192, contains a discussion of the tombs of

Lorenzo Cibo and Eleonora Malaspina in the church of S. Francesco, by
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U. GIAMPAOLI. He finds that the reliefs which now are inserted in the
wall above the tomb of Lorenzo Cibo belonged originally to the tomb of
Eleonora. The former monument is the work of Moschino di Settignano-
the latter is to be assigned to Aprili.

Pictures by Sassetta. -In Rass. d'Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 202-203, MARY
L. BERENSON publishes a group of pictures relating to the legend of St
Anthony which are all to be attributed to Sassetta. These are : a picture
in the Ourousoff collection representing the solitary figure of the saint in a
landscape, which is dated at the end of the Trecento by Suida in his
Oesterreichische Kunstschatze (I. Jahrg. 8. Heft, Taf. LVIII), but belongs
rather to Sassetta

;
two " stories

" from the life of St. Anthony in the Jarves
collection at New Haven

;
and a " St Anthony assailed by Demons "

in the
Galleria Civica at Siena.

Giacomo Antonio Spiciotti. The only existing work of Giacomo
Antonio Spiciotti, a Madonna with Saints, was recently added to the Parma
gallery. L. TESTI contributes to Rass. d'Arte, XII, 1912, pp. 5-8, a re'sum<s
of the facts that are known concerning this painter.

Minor Lombard Artists of the Quattrocento. Under the title

Minor Lombard Artists of the Quattrocento
'

F. MALAGUZZI VALERI con-
tributes a series of notes to Rass. d'Arte, XI, 1911, pp. 193-201, on Zanetto

Bugati, Bonifacio and Benedetto Bernbo, Gottardo Scotti, Leonardo Vido-

lenghi, Donate da Montorfano, and Agostino da Vaprio.
Gherardo Stamina. In Abh. Sachs. Ges. XXIX, 1912, No. V (37 pp.;

7 pis. ; fig.), AUGUST SCHMARSOW reconstructs in a measure the artistic per-

sonality of Gherardo di Jacopo, called lo Stamina, a pupil of Antonio Vene-
ziano and precursor of Masaccio. His frescoes in the Capella Castellan!

(Santa Croce) at Florence are described in detail. Two panels (in tempera)
in the Old Pinakothek at Munich (St. Nicholas and St. Julian) are evidently
his work. He was an artist of power and originality, a pioneer of realism. He
was in Spain (Valencia) at least from 1398 to 1401, but the altarpiece in the

Museo del Carmen at Valencia, formerly ascribed to Fra Angelico, is not his

work. The publication of the paintings in the Capilla de San Bias near the

cathedral at Toledo and of the altarpiece of the chapel of St. Eugene in

the cathedral itself (originally the work of a Tuscan painter between 1370

and 1410) is urged.

FRANCE

Pictures from the Gallery of the Regent. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912,

pp. 130-136, CASIMIR STRYIENSKI gives a list (with attributions derived

from the Description des Tableaux du Palais Royal, Paris, 1727) of pictures

formerly in the gallery of the Regent d'Orle"ans, the present whereabouts of

which is unknown. The list includes many works ascribed to the most

important painters of Italy, Spain, France, Germany, Flanders, and Holland.

Jehan Fouquet and the "
Antiquit<5 des Remains." In R. Arch.

XIX, 1912, pp. 116-129 (6 figs.), F. DE MELY shows that the enamel me-

dallion in the Louvre with the name of Fouquet cannot be a work of that

artist, as the technique employed was not known until after his death.

Mr. H. Yates Thompson, of London, has had four miniatures in his collec-

tion reproduced by three-color process (Jean Foucquet, etc. Four Photo-

graphic Facsimiles by Three-colour Process, London, 1903, privately printed)
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from a book on VAntiquite des Romains. In one of these, representing the

coronation of Alexander, are letters which can be read only Jehan and F.

Foucquet was well known and appreciated during his lifetime, whatever
recent writers have said to the contrary. The advantages of the three-color

process and of carefully made photographs are emphasized.
Robert Campin, the Maitre de Fle*malle. In R. Arch. XVIII, 1911,

p. 466, S. R(EINACH) gives briefly the facts relating to Robert Campin, as

made probable by MM. Houtart and Hulin (cf. Bull, de VAcad. de Belgique,

1911). Campin was born at Valenciennes about 1375, settled at Tournai
about 1406, painted in the studio of the Van Eycks when they were painting
for Duke William of Bavaria-Hainaut, married a woman named Elizabeth,
from Stockhem (near Maaseyck). His Descent from the Cross, fragments
of which are at Frankfort, was painted before 1430. Jacques Daret, his

pupil, was already a painter of merit in 1434.

A Portrait of Michelle of France. In R. Arch. XIX, 1912, pp. 406-

412 (fig.), HERMANN NASSE discusses a portrait in the collection of Baron
v. Bissing in Munich. On the frame is the inscription

" Michelle de France,
Fille de Charles VI Roy de France et d'Isabeau de Baviere. Marine en juin
1409 k Philippe le Bon Due de Bourgogne." The picture comes from the

collection of Mrs. George Salting in London. It is to be attributed to the

atelier of Henri Bellechose, influenced by the Flemish school.

The School of Nice. The Exposition of Local Painting which was

opened at Nice in March has called forth more than one article on the art

of Nice and its environs, the most extensive being that of L. H. LABANDE,
Gaz. B.-A. IV-VII, 1912, pp. 279-297, and 379-416 (to be continued).
After sketching the general patrimonio artistico of the region, the writer dis-

cusses particularly the works of Jean Miraillet, Jacques de Carolis, Jacques
Durand, and Louis Br6a.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND
Pseudo Rembrandts. The Old Woman plucking a Fowl in the

Lavaigneur collection belongs to the class of pictures painted by followers

of Rembrandt and retouched by the master, according to A. BREDIDS (Burl.

Mag. XXI, 1912, pp. 164-169). The unknown pupil in this case was the

author of the figure of the woman, while Rembrandt is responsible for the

finely painted fowl. Another picture hitherto attributed to Rembrandt is

the Portrait of an Old Man in the Helger-Zillessen collection at Elber-

feld. This is shown by comparison with authenticated works to be from

the hand of a pupil, Abraham Van Dyck.
Perspective in the Art of the Netherlands. K. DOEHLEMANN con-

tributes to Rep. f. K. XXXV, 1912, pp. 500-535, the last of his articles ori

the development of perspective in the early art of the Netherlands. He
finds that the Van Eycks obtained good results through their careful obser-

vation, but their perspective is the result of empirical methods. They knew,

however, how to manage chiaroscuro with success. Roger van derWeyden,
on the other hand, failed in his space composition ;

an empiricist like the

Van Eycks, he had little knowledge of light and shade. The depth of the

Maitre de F16malle is gained by plastic means. Dirk Bouts is the first to

use well-defined rules in the management of perspective, but he has no rival
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in this respect until Hans Vredeman in the sixteenth century. Memline is
uncertain m perspective composition, and it is doubtful if he had any rules
to guide him. His effects are rather obtained by arrangement of figuresand chiaroscuro. Gerhard David seems to confine his application of per-
spective laws to the construction of a tiled pavement. Hans Vredeman is
the first to assimilate the teachings of the Italians with reference to per-
spective.

The Painter of the Portrait of Elizabeth Bas. In Burl. Mag. XX,
912, pp. 330-341, A. BREDIUS gives a careful analysis of the technical

peculiarities of the portrait of Elizabeth Bas in the Rijksmuseum at
Amsterdam, in support of his contention that the picture is not a work of
Rembrandt's, but is to be attributed to Bol.

The Portraits of Princes on the Ghent Altarpiece. In R. Arch.
XVIII, 1911, pp. 401^418 (11 figs.), J. Six discusses the portraits on the
Ghent altarpiece by the brothers Van Eyck. The person whom Reinach
(R. Arch. XVI, 1910, pp. 369 ff.

;
A.J.A. XV, 1911, p. 581) identifies with

John VI Palaeologus is probably his father, Manuel II Palaeologus. Another
portrait is that of Philip the Bold, of Burgundy, not the Due de Berry.
Further identifications are at least doubtful. The history of the Van Eycks
is discussed.

GERMANY
Dtirer's Periods as an Engraver. In his earliest work Diirer stands

from the technical point of view between Schongauer and the Hausbuch-

meister, handling his stylus more freely and less correctly than the former,
but lacking the pictorial fineness of the Hausbuchmeister. He was the

first artist, however, to appreciate the possibilities and peculiarities of engrav-

ing as opposed to painting. The early works show a nearly pure linear

contour-modelling in the figures, with little use of shading, while the back-

ground maintains an even tone without the application of chiaroscuro. His
second period shows a great advance in that the treatment of light and
shade becomes broader, and the landscape is improved with the gradations
of tones and the consequent introduction of true distance. The figures in

this period seem relieved on the background. In his third and best period,

in which we find his three masterpieces, the Knight, Death, and the Devil,

the Melancholy, and the St. Jerome, differs primarily in incorporating

the figures into the background, and the use thereof in rendering mood.

(F. VON SCHUBERT-SOLDERN, Mh. f. Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 1-14.)

An Explanation of Durer's Hercules. In Rep. f. K. XXXV, 1912,

pp. 478-480, H. KLAIBER solves the enigma of this wood-cut by relating the

representation to the myth of lole. The cut represents the vengeance which

Hercules is executing upon Eurytus, the bows carried by the hero and the

slain king referring to the archery match won by Hercules over Eurytus.

The weeping woman would then be lole herself, while the other female

figure may be interpreted as a Tristitia or the like, as an allegory represent-

ing the sorrow of lole over her father's death.

A Niirnberg Goldsmith Family. In Rep. f. K. XXXV, 1912, pp. 481-

499, A. GUMBEL publishes documentary evidence to show that the name

Schnitzer which occurs in the archives of Nurnberg in the middle of the

fifteenth century as the appellation of a goldsmith and his sons is identical
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with Schesslitzer. Both names vary iu spelling, but evidently refer to the

same family.
Hans Wild. A survey of the oeuvre of the glass painter, Hans Wild of

Ulm is given by P. FRANKI in Jb. Prews. Kunsts. 1912, pp. 31-78. He
was the first of the northern artists in his field to introduce perspective in

his compositions, leaving the "
tapestry style

" and ushering in the Renaissance.

Only one of his glass paintings is signed, the Kramerfenster in Ulm, but

his characteristics are so easily recognized that the establishment of his

oeuvre is comparatively easy. His earliest work is found in the baptismal

chapel of the Stiftskirche at Urach in Wiirttemberg, dating from 1471.

The Ulmer Apostelmeister. The same hand which carved the two

figures of the apostles on the west portal of Ulm cathedral evidently did

the reliefs of the tomb of the Archbishop Friedrich von Saarwerden in the

cathedral at Koln. Both works are Sluteresque to a degree, and as the Ulm
figures are obviously the earlier (the tomb dating ca. 1415), one is able to

trace the course of realism from the Burgundian school through the upper
Rhenish school of Ulm to Koln, just as the same influence entered into the

painting of Koln through the Swabian Stephan Lochner (G. DEHIO, Mh.f.
Kunstw. V, 1912, pp. 59-60).

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The Gothic Church at Almaker^k. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti

Muzeum, III, 1912, pp. 128-184 (36 figs.), V. ROTH describes the late Gothic

church built at Almakerek, Hungary, in the reign of Louis the Great (1342-

1382). The paintings are especially interesting. These fall into three

main groups and date from before 1405 : (1) Fifteen paintings illustrating

the life of Christ. (2) Mary in a royal mantle, Peter and Paul, the four

Evangelists, various saints, and the legend of Saint George. (3) An his-

torical group probably connected with the Apa family. On the altar, which
dates from the fifteenth century, is the Madonna enthroned

;
and on each

side two figures, one above the other, representing Saints Catherine, Barbara,

Agatha, and Margaret. On the left wing is the Nativity, and the Adora-
tion of the Magi ;

on the right the Death of Mary, and the Assumption.
On the back of the movable wings are the Annunciation, Mary and Eliza-

beth, the Circumcision, and the Presentation in the Temple. On the

immovable wings are Saints Michael and George. In the middle of the

predella, which is of later date, is the Resurrection. The greater part of

the work seems to be that of a South German artist.

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Age of Terrace Gravels. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 332-333, G. F.

WRIGHT treats briefly of '

Computing the Age of Terrace Gravels,' such as

those of the river Styx in Medina County, Ohio, and those in the valley of

the Killbuck, near Wooster, Ohio. These are probably "esker terraces,"

and we do not need to assign to them, in consideration of such formation,
the immense antiquity assumed by some authorities. Dr. Wright thinks
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that "all the earlier calculations drawn from the erosion of post-glacial
terraces must be revised in view of the facts now known concerning the

possible manner of their formation."

Aboriginal Remains in the Champlain Valley. In Am. Anthr. N. S.

XIV, 1912, pp. 72-80 (5 pis.), G. H. PERKINS has a third paper on aboriginal
remains in the Champlain Valley, treating of hammer-stones and pestles,

boiling stones, mortars, sinkers, sinew stones, objects of slate (knives,

points, etc.). The meeting in this valley of Algonkians and Iroquois, and
" the occupancy of now one site and then another by families of one or

the other of these peoples," account for some of " the considerable variety

in the stone and other objects found." The Champlain Valley pestles differ

in form, etc., from those of the Mississippi Valley and farther west. He
does not think the late knives "

convincing evidence "
of an Eskimo migra-

tion or visit.

The Mound Builders. In Rec. Past, X, 1911, pp. 335-338 (fig.), W.
B. NICKERSON has a brief article on 'The Mound Builders: A Plea for

the Conservation of the Antiquities of the Central and Southern States.'

In addition to a general account of work accomplished there is given a

chart of a typical group of mounds, situated on the right bank of Rock

River, below the confluence of Leaf River, three miles north of Oregon, 111.

As evidence of progress in the attitude toward Indian remains, the author

recalls the fact that,
" in one town, ... it was, in 1876, a Sabbath pastime

to open Indian mounds in the forenoon and in the afternoon to shoot the

skulls thus obtained full of holes as a test of marksmanship."

Cliff-dwellers of Los Frijoles. In Harper's Magazine, CXXIV, 1912,

pp 291-301 (10 figs.), E. HUNTINGTON treats of the remains of the cliff-

dwellers of the Canon de los Frijoles, describing briefly houses, pictographs,

pottery, evolution of decorative art (bird symbol), etc. The author seems

to magnify the importance of seeming differences of culture and is of

opinion that the cliff-dwellers were a race altogether different from the

modern Indians. VTTT
Archaeology of the Missouri Valley. In Am. Anthr. N. S. XIII,

1911 pp. 585-588 (fig.),
G. F. WILL calls attention to a new feature in ti

archaeology of the Missouri Valley in connection with the mounds on Apple

Creek, North Dakota, of which a more careful exploration has been made

since mention in the American Anthropologist
I in 1910.These mound,.char-

acterized by lack of artifacts in the earth of which they are composed and

by Tfference in general orientation from the usual village-site mounds,

Lm to be a new'feature in the archaeology of the *
or at least of that part of it in the vicinity of Bismark, N. D.

as old as, or perhaps older than, the village-sites of the region
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implements are probably due to the Algonkian contemporaries or pred-
ecessors of the Winnebago.

" The Vancouver Man." In Rec. Past. X, 1911, pp. 339-341 (2 figs.),

H. J. COOK describes and figures a skull, in the parietal of which is em-
bedded a stone arrow-head. This skull, obtained from J. H. Cook in 1909,
" was found several years ago by H. F. Argyle near Vancouver, B. O., in the

dense forest, lying almost exposed to the eye. Evidently it had been buried
in a rock mound." The skull of the "Vancouver man," the author thinks,
with little justification, however,

"
is that belonging to a man of a race

earlier than our modern coast Indians."

The Aztec Calendar. In BoL Mus. Nac. de Arqueol. 1, 1911, pp. 97-99

(4 pi.), P. GONZALEZ discusses briefly the Aztec calendar or "stone of the

sun," set up by Axacayatl in 1481.

Pre-Hispanic Remains at Zavaleta. In BoL Mus. Nac. de Arqueol. I,

1911, pp. 83-85 (4 figs.), M. GAMIO has some notes on a petroglyph, burial-

urns with human bones, etc., found on the Hacienda de Zavaleta district of

Chalco, State of Mexico.

Genesis of the Maya Arch. In Am. Anthr. N. S. XIII, 1911, pp. 501-
516 ( pi. ;

16 figs.) ; E. H. THOMPSON discusses, with some detail, the origin
and development of the Maya arch. Rejecting the prevalent opinion that
" the entire plan of the ancient stone structures of Yucatan was developed
elsewhere," and that, "in some unknown region the evolution of this

structural type had been carried out until perfected," the author, from his

long experience in Central America, finds what seems to him " conclusive

evidence of a very typical process of development from the no, or the native

palrn-thatched hut of Yucatan. "
According to this view,

" the nd is the germ
unit of the edifice chambers, and the edifice simply a collection of nas

expressed in stone and mortar." This interesting explanation is illustrated

by reference to the structures themselves. Mr. Thompson's theory adds

another proof of the native origin of American Indian art.

Old Mexican Symbols. In Z. Ethn. XLIII, 1911, pp. 922-929, HUGO
KUNIKE calls attention to some fundamental resemblances in the various

old Mexican symbols for sun, moon, and stars, especially in those of the

two last.

Quich<$ Calendar of Guatemala. In Anthropos, VI, 1911, pp. 402-410,
W. LEHMANN writes of the calendar of the Quiche Indians of Guatemala,

giving on pages 403-407 the Spanish text of Cap. 36 of the unpublished

manuscript history of Chiapas and Guatemala by P. F. Ximinez, which
deals with this subject.
The Fish-symbol. In Anlhropos, VII, 1912, pp. 206-229 (3 figs.),

H. KUNIKE has an interesting article on the fish as a symbol of fertility

among the forest Indians of South America, covering all aspects of the

question and dealing with fish-dances, fish-ornaments, etc.
;
the fish in art,

religion, mythology, and folk-lore. Worth noting is Kunike's opinion that

the uluri, or three-cornered bark apron of the Bakairi women, is really a

folded raeres&w-fish. The fish-form of the " bull-roarer
"

is also referred to.

Fish-amulets are numerous.
Stone Collars and Three-pointed Stones of the West Indies. In

Am. Anthr. N. S. XIII, 1911, pp. 489-493 (pi. ;
2 figs.), H. J. BROWNE

treats briefly of the stone collars and three-pointed stones of the West
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Indies (Porto Rico and Haiti), on the basis of a careful examination of the

splendid collection in the U. S. National Museum at Washington. The
author concludes that "the slender ovate rings represent the female sex-

organ expanded as at the moment of parturition." The so-called "elbow-

rings
"
are " the panels of rings, broken perhaps in the process of manufacture,

and then finished as fragments." Of the three-pointed idols, one type rep-

resents " the protuberant abdomen of the pregnant female," with at one end

a head or a breech presentation of the child
;
another type is marked by

a ruptured hymen. Mr. Browne thinks these stone objects may have had

ceremonial use in connection with marriage and maidenhood and in reli-

gious ceremonials connected with pregnancy, etc. The stone rings may have

been used as " a sort of primitive delivery chair," and the three-pointed

stones may have been placed on the abdomens of pregnant women. The

author thinks that the Arawak makers of these stone objects may have

"utilized the superior hardness of native iron, whether with an edge or

not," and also that "
they knew how to use a primitive blow-pipe and could

produce a blue flame to aid in boring holes in stone."
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